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Diagnostic Form of Malaria Parasites 

All are drawn from preparations stained with Wright’s stain to a scale 
corresponding to a magnification of 2500 diameters. Hence, they are directly 
comparable with the other colored hematologic reproductions in this text. 

e diameters given in micra apply to the red cell containing the parasite 
rather than to the parasite itself. 

1 to 4. 1 he Plasmodium vivax of (benign) tertian malaria. 
5 and 6. I he Plasmodium malariae of quartan malaria. 
7 and 8. The Plasmodium falciparum of estivo-autumnal, tropical, 

malignant tertian, or subtertian malaria. 
3, 7, and 8 are sexual forms or gametocytes, the others are asexual forms. 
Note the character of the blue of the cytoplasm and red of the chromatin 

which is the same in all forms and entirely different from the slightly purplish 
blue staining of blood platelets. 

1. Ring form (about 8 hours after the chill). Note the normal size and 
staining of the red cell. Estivo-autumnal rings differ only in being slightly 
more delicate, in a greater tendency for the chromatin mass to project 
externally from the circumference of the ring and in the more frequent 
occurrence of two or three rings in one red cell. Quartan rings are indistin¬ 
guishable, but average slightly thicker than the tertian. 

2. Young pigmented form (about 24 hours after the chill). Note that 
the red cell is now definitely enlarged and contains reddish-yellow Schueffner’s 
granules. Brownish pigment granules have appeared in the parasite, which 
at this stage may be of any imaginable shape. 

3. Female sexual form (macrogametocyte). Note the large size and pale 
color of the red cel), and the pigment granules in the parasite. The shape 
and location of the chromatin is characteristic of the sexual form. A schizont 
of this size would be in the presegmenting stage and show the chromatin 
divided up into many separate masses similar to 6, a quartan presegmenter. 

4. Segmenter (seen at the time of the chill or just before). Note the 
number of segments (12 to 24), most often 16 as here shown, and the large size 
of the red cell which is now very pale. The form of several of the separate 
segments is distinctly visible and is identical with that of the hyalin form 
which these segments are called as soon as they burst from this cell to enter 
another and repeat the cycle. 

5. Quartan band form (about 30 hours after the chill). Note the smaller 
size of "the red cell than in the corresponding tertian stage (2), the deep 
brassy color of its cytoplasm with no Schueffner’s granules, and the character¬ 
istic band or oval form of the parasite. 

6. Quartan presegmenter (about 70 hours after the chill). Note again 
the small size of the red cell and its deeper staining as compared to the tertian 
form, and the smaller number of segments which are about to form (6 to 12), 

usually as in this instance 8. 

- and 8. Estivo-autumnal ovoid and crescent (gametocytes). The 
crescent form is much more characteristic and more often seen. Note the 
pale segment of a red cell visible on the concave surface. The red cell is 
often extremely difficult to see or entirely absent. These forms, if found, can 
scarcely be mistaken for any other type of parasite. Of the asexual stages, 
onlv the ring forms usually appear in the peripheral blood and these ma\ be 
difficult to differentiate from the tertian ring (1). 
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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION 

Progress in the field of laboratory diagnosis has made necessary a 

thorough line by line revision of the text with changes on almost every 

page. The general plan of the book as outlined in the preface to the 

first edition has been retained. The text has been increased by sixty- 

eight pages and the indexes considerably enlarged, notwithstanding 

deletions of obsolete material and the use of fine print for the less fre¬ 

quently used discussions. 

Rearrangement of some of the chapters was made to conform to the 

usual teaching program, but the chapters still may be covered in any 

order desired by the instructor since they are units in themselves. So 

much was added to the discussion of hematology that it seemed desirable 

to divide this into three chapters and to rearrange the material so that 

all data pertinent to the disorders of erythropoiesis, of leukopoiesis, and 

of the hemostatic mechanism, would be found together. The chapter 

on disorders of the ductless glands now follows the chapter covering 

disorders of carbohydrate, protein and fat metabolism. The chapter 

dealing with disorders of the central nervous system and the differential 

diagnosis of coma now follows the chapters on hematology and disorders 

of the respiratory and cardiovascular systems. The chapter on preg¬ 

nancy has been placed at the end of Part One since this will serve as a 

review of most phases of laboratory diagnosis discussed in the preceding 
chapters. 

Topics not covered or that have received fuller discussion in this 

edition than in previous editions include hemoglobinemia, methemo¬ 

globinemia, sulphemoglobinemia, the Addis sediment count, plasma 

and serum proteins, the laboratory diagnosis of endocrine disturbances, 

liver function tests, the nomenclature of cells of the blood and blood- 

forming organs, the unavoidable error in cell counting methods, and 

the photoelectric colorimeter. The discussions of the differential 

diagnosis of anemias and leukemias have been largely rewritten. A 

. lS'CUS&l°n of the differential diagnosis of anemias in infants and children 

15 original tables designed to aid in the identification of 
cells of the blood and bone marrow, first published in the Atlas of 

aoogy y Osgood and Ashworth, are an important addition. 
Vll 
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New standards for the normal total, differential and absolute leukocyte 

counts for different age and sex groups, based on data collected over a 

period of years, are given. A revised classification of leukocytoses and 

leukopenias is presented. Brief mention is made of the general prin¬ 

ciples which govern the indications for and the interpretation of bac- 

teriologic and serologic methods, but no attempt is made to make this 

book a substitute for a textbook of bacteriology. The chapter on the 

disorders of the central nervous system has been almost completely 

rewritten with a much more complete discussion of the differential 

diagnosis of coma. 

New methods, the indications for, interpretation and technic of 

which are included for the first time, are the one hour two dose dextrose 

tolerance test, a simple quantitative method for urobilinogen in urine 

and feces, quantitative methods for the determination of sulfanilamide 

and sulfapyridine in blood and urine, simple original methods for the 

quantitative determination of carbon monoxide hemoglobin and 

methemoglobin in blood, quantitative methods for the estimation of 

vitamin C, and the determination of the prothrombin time as a guide to 

vitamin K deficiency. The technics of lumbar and cisternal punctures 

are described. Recently developed and more accurate standards for 

basal metabolic rate determination in children are tabulated. Minor 

improvements in the technics of many methods are included. A system 

of urinalysis for rapid and efficient examination of a large number of 

specimens is outlined. The Index by Diseases as well as the Subject 

Index has been thoroughly revised and brought up to date to enable the 

intern and busy practitioner in any field of medicine to find with a 

minimum expenditure of time the laboratory aids to diagnosis, prognosis 

and treatment which are worthy of consideration in any patient. 

In revising the references care was used to follow the criteria of 

selection given in the preface to the first edition in order that they might 

be as useful as possible to the student, intern, or physician using the 

book. An Author Index has been included to facilitate finding desired 

references. 
A new illustration of organic sediments in urine replaces the former 

figure ii. . 
I wish to thank the many teachers of laboratory diagnosis who are 

using this book as a required text, and especially Dr. Howard L. Alt 

of Northwestern University Medical School for many helpful sugges¬ 

tions. I am grateful to the following investigators and their publishers, 

among others, for permission to include methods, standards, and results 

of their studies: S. E. Gould, R. Sparkman, H. H. Merritt and F. Fre- 
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mont-Smith, F. B. Talbot, C. J. Farmer and A. F. Abt, E. K. Marshall, 

Jr. and J. T. Litchfield, Jr., and A. J. Quick. I am indebted to Dorothy 

Madge Ellis, Rachel Ellis, and Mrs. Mable Wilhelm Osgood for much 

assistance in the preparation of this revision, and to Miss Clarice Ash¬ 

worth for drawing figure n. I also want to thank the publishers for 

their hearty cooperation. 

Portland, Oregon 

Edwin E. Osgood 





PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

This book is an outgrowth of the outline which has been used for 

some years in teaching laboratory diagnosis (clinical pathology) at 

the University of Oregon Medical School. Its object is to teach the 

habits of thinking that are necessary to obtain the fullest information 

from laboratory sources, using as a basis for this teaching the body of 

knowledge which it is essential for every graduate of a modern medical 

school to possess. We shall indeed feel happy, if, in addition, we have 

succeeded in making the fascination and daily usefulness of this subject 

so obvious that at least some of our readers will pursue their study of it, 

not merely to the end of this or any other book, but throughout their 

lives. 

The subject matter has been divided into its two natural divisions. 

Part One is a consideration of that body of knowledge which the practi¬ 

tioner must have available at the bed-side of the patient. It gives 

information which will aid in answering such questions as the following: 

What laboratory procedures will aid me in making the diagnosis on this 

patient? Are any of these procedures contraindicated? How often 

should they be repeated? What am I, and what am I not, justified in 

concluding from this laboratory report? Is my treatment of the case 

producing the desired result? Is my treatment doing harm? 

Part Iwo is a consideration of that body of knowledge which it is 

necessary to have available in the laboratory. It will aid in answering 

such questions as the following: Which method am I to choose for this 

determination? How much material is required and how should it be 

secured and conveyed to the laboratory? How do I make this estima¬ 

tion or reagent, how identify this cell, crystal, or ovum? What are the 

limits of error in this determination? How may the common mistakes 

in technic be avoided? How can I determine whether my technic is 
satisfactory? 

The arrangement of the subject matter by systems (see Table of 

Contents) has been found by actual experience to increase very greatly 

the student’s interest in the work. If a test is presented to him merely 

as a part of the examination of the urine he may be frankly bored 

However, if the same test is presented as an aid in the diagnosis of 

disorders of the kidney or urinary tract, his interest is at once aroused, 

he knows he will have such diagnoses to make. The practitioner’s 
XI 
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problems arise in the same way. He wishes to know how to arrive 

at a diagnosis in a particular type of case. In this text he can find an 

organized discussion ol the laboratory phase of this diagnosis in the 

chapter treating of that system, in some instances together with tables 
of differential diagnostic points. 

Each chapter is introduced by the briefest possible resume of the 

essential anatomy, physiology, biochemistry, and pathology of the 

system under consideration, the object of which is to correlate this 

subject with knowledge the reader already has and to stimulate him 

to apply it. Of necessity these introductions are extremely incomplete, 

but a few references are given with each which will guide the interested 

reader to fuller expositions. 

Theoretical discussions are beyond the scope of a work of this type 

but we have tried to label fact and theory clearly, and to indicate the 

most important points of controversy with a reference or two. 

The separation of the information needed in the laboratory from 

that needed at the bedside permits the individual interested either in 

technic or in interpretation to study as a connected whole the phase of 

the subject which interests him more. 

The Index by Diseases of diagnostic measures in addition to the 

usual index, should not only serve as a valuable outline for review by 

the student but should also make this a handy reference volume for the 

busy practitioner. 
No effort has been made to have the list of laboratory tests for a 

given determination exhaustive. We give for each determination the 

method which in our experience is preferable, and a critical discussion 

of such others as are so commonly used as to require mention, dhe 

fact that a method does not appear in this book does not necessarily 

imply that it is not good. To include all the methods which are in use, 

would have increased the bulk of the book to an extent which would 

preclude its being covered, as a whole, in the time allotted for the usual 

course in laboratory diagnosis, and would be a duplication of numerous 

texts now on the market. We do not pretend to advise the trained 

chemist or the experienced teacher as to which method to use, but we 

do wish to acquire the reputation of having, as the recommended method 

for each determination in the most recent edition of this book, a test 

which is as satisfactory for clinical purposes as any available at the 

time of writing, which has been personally tested in hospital, dispensary, 

and laboratory, and which will, therefore, be a safe choice for those 

who do not have the time and facilities necessary for proper evaluation 

of new methods. 
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All but the simplest bacteriological and serological methods have 

been omitted, as these subjects are adequately considered in many 

excellent texts and are given in separate courses in the medical curricu¬ 

lum. However, the chief indications for bacteriological and serological 

procedures have been included in the Index by Diseases. 

With each recent method a reference is given to the original source. 

This is our acknowledgment of indebtedness to the author. The 

methods are given in Part Two as we recommend doing them and con¬ 

tain many minor modifications which extensive use has led us to believe 

are improvements. We assume full responsibility for the changes made, 

and want it clearly understood that the authors of the method are 

responsible only for the technic as given in their original articles and 

have not been consulted as to the technic as given here. We have 

made an earnest effort to give proper credit. If we have failed at any 

point, it has been through oversight, and we will appreciate having it 

called to our attention. 

The bibliography has been planned with the following objects in 

view: first, to familiarize the reader with the names of a few of those 

who may be expected to contribute further outstanding work in the 

field under discussion and with the periodicals in which it is most likely 

to be found; second, to supplement and extend the information given 

here and to give points of view differing from our own; third, to give 

good examples of each type of medical writing pertaining to laboratory 

diagnosis; fourth, to give wherever possible, references to reviews with 

good bibliographies which will guide the reader to the important 

literature with a minimum expenditure of time; and fifth, to limit the 

bibliography as far as possible to material which is not more easily 

accessible in the standard textbooks. Hence, the references are largely 

to recent literature and will require revision from time to time. With 

the object of saving the reader’s time, references have been given as 

fully as is possible, and, while many important ones are omitted, no 

reference has been included which will not repay the time spent in 

reading it. The bibliography has been chosen for the reader, and not 

with the object of giving the sources of all the information included. A 

complete bibliography of all the references consulted would almost 

double the size of this book. Hence, it must suffice if we here acknowl- 

edge our indebtedness, to some extent at least, to nearly everyone who 

has published work in this field in the last fifteen years, and particularly 
to those who have supplied us with their reprints 

To Prank E Trotman we are indebted for assistance in preparing 

Part Two on laboratory methods, for many valuable suggestions and 
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for help with the proof-reading. In addition we wish to thank Mrs. 

Grace H. Osgood and Miss Mable M. Wilhelm for much help in the 

preparation of the manuscript and the proof-reading. We are indebted 

to many members of the faculty of the University of Oregon Medical 

School for advice, but in particular we are grateful to Dr. Laurence 

Selling, head of the Department of Medicine, for suggesting improve¬ 

ments in Chapter V and for his constant interest in the progress of the 

work. 

The junior author (E. E. 0.) wishes, also, to acknowledge his indebt¬ 

edness both for information and inspiration to his teachers on the facul¬ 

ties of the University of Oregon and Vienna, and on the medical staff 

of the Mayo Foundation. 
We wish here to give credit to Miss Clarice Ashworth for her remark¬ 

able art work without which the original colored illustrations so skill¬ 

fully reproduced by the Hicks-Chatten Engraving Company would 

have been impossible, and to acknowledge our gratitude to our publish¬ 

ers, P. Blakiston’s Son and Co., Inc., for their liberal publication policy, 

hearty cooperation, and excellent treatment of our work. 

Edwin E. Osgood 

Howard D. Haskins 
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LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY CONSIDERATIONS1 

I. THE PURPOSE OF LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS AND ITS RELATION 

TO OTHER SUBDIVISIONS OF MEDICINE 

Diagnoses should be based on the interpretation of the correlated 

data obtained from a carefully planned study of the patient. This 

study should include a history, a physical examination, a laboratory 
examination, and often other procedures. Prognoses should be formu¬ 
lated and treatment should be controlled by similar data. 

Either neglect of or overemphasis on any phase of this study will 
detract to some extent from the physician’s service to his patient. 

Hence, the young physician should strive to restrain his tendency to 
depend on the laboratory for data which he should obtain from the 
physical examination. On the other hand, men who graduated when 

laboratory diagnosis consisted mainly of tests for albumin and sugar 

in the urine, and red, white, and differential blood cell counts, should 

take advantage of the more recent advances in this field, lest they 
find themselves in the position of those who scoffed at Laennec and his 
stethoscope. 

It is the purpose of texts and courses in laboratory diagnosis to 
aid in learning to derive the most information from the laboratory 
phase of this study of the patient. On account of the emphasis neces¬ 
sarily placed on this subject, there is danger that it will not be seen in 
its true relationship to the whole. 

The separation of the medical curriculum into its various sub¬ 
divisions is more or less arbitrary and is made only for convenience 

m teaching. Actually, medicine is all one subject and every effort 

should be made to unify and correlate our knowledge of its various 
p ases so that it shall truly become a unitary body of knowledge, easily 

accessible from any approach. Therefore, it is necessary to emphasize 

student.6 addressed to the medical 

points of view already gleaned from experience valuable review and crystallization of 

3 
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at the outset that laboratory diagnosis is largely applied biochemistry, 

physiology, and pathology; that bacteriology, parasitology, and serology 

are but subdivisions of laboratory diagnosis; and that as an integral 

part of the study of the patient, laboratory diagnosis is part of the 

clinical practice of medicine and necessary as well in any specialty. It 

is most important of all to keep in mind that the laboratory study of 

the patient is a valuable supplement to, but not a substitute for, a care¬ 

ful history and a thorough physical examination. 

II. GENERAL PRINCIPLES1 

A. Only generalizations can be given in books, while clinical prac¬ 

tice is a series of individual problems. Blind following of this or any 

other text will be of little profit. Exceptions will be found to most 

rules in medicine, those in this textbook included. Regard even the 

most didactic statements which occur in the following pages as points of 

departure in thinking rather than as ultimate goals. I have tried to 

recommend laboratory procedures in the various types of cases that 

would constitute an ideal study of a case from the standpoint of the 

patient’s physical welfare, but the patient’s economic, social, and mental 

well-being must also be taken into consideration. The laboratory 

examinations which the physician can conscientiously recommend are 

those which he, still possessed of his own knowledge of the disease and ol 

the tests available, would want done on himself, were he in the patient s 

physical, economic and social position, and were he required to pay the 

price expected of this patient for this quality of laboratory work. 

This artifice of putting one’s self in the patient s place will simplify 

decisions on many other phases of medical practice, not the least 

important of which is the decision as to the desirability of consultation 

with an expert in some special field. In considering the benefits to be 

derived by the patient from such consultation, the special knowledge 

of the expert in laboratory diagnosis should not be overlooked. 
B Planning the Laboratory Study.-To conserve time and 

,J natient and give maximum aid to the physician, a 
expense for the patient ana g laboratory work which is 
definite effort should be exami- 
indicatecl lmm^lurte y oil taoii/^e ^ ^ ^ ^ m available 

nation while the data ^ etc be needed. It is a common 

should venipuncture, spin 10> ^ & u’rinalysis> blood count, or Wasser- 

mann te t Xen a moment’s thought would make clear the necessity 

mani1 1 f Rlnod Studies J. Lab. & Clin. Med. 23: 
. KilduBe, R. A.: The Clinical Ut.haat.on ol Blood 

922-937 (June) 1938- 
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for other tests, for instance, a blood sedimentation rate determination, 

a spinal fluid examination, or an icterus index estimation, irrespective 

of what the results of the first mentioned tests might be. This delay 

sometimes means the loss of lives and often the loss of days of valuable 

time. 
As each patient is studied, give definite thought to the chemical 

and physiologic changes underlying the signs and symptoms observed, 

and plan the laboratory examination with the object of securing a 

clear mental picture of these fundamental changes. Have a definite 

reason for ordering or performing each test. If this plan is followed, 

physicians will not display their ignorance by such absurd requests as 

for a “complete blood count” or a “complete blood chemistry.” 

Any important deviation from normal in the results of a laboratory 

examination should be followed by repeated tests until the results have 

either returned to normal and the tendency to deviate has disappeared 

or the patient has died. 

C. Interpretation of Laboratory Data.—In interpreting results, 

transform laboratory data first into a mental picture of the fundamental 

pathologic, chemical and physiologic changes which could explain 

them, and, having these clearly in mind, consider all the causes which 

may produce these changes, giving due weight to their relative fre¬ 

quency. It is much easier to interpret hematuria if we first think of 

it as due to a hemorrhagic inflammation or an ulceration somewhere 

in the urinary tract, or to one of the systemic conditions associated with 

a tendency to hemorrhage, and then analyze each of these subdivisions 

further, than if we simply try to remember by rote all the causes of 
blood in the urine. 

Keep observations clearly separated, in records and thinking, from 

the conclusions or hypotheses that have been formulated from these 

observations. Observations are much more apt to be correct than the 

conclusions based on them. Hippocrates would have but little fame 

today if he had recorded only his conclusions. We all have a great 

tendency to go beyond our facts. How common is such thinking 

as the following: The patient has a red cell count of 2.50 million Ova 

of the beef tapeworm are found in the feces. Therefore, his anemia is 

due to infestation with tapeworms. Actually, we are justified in con¬ 

cluding only that, if no errors in identification or technic have been 

made, and no errors in labelling of the specimens have occurred the 

pa ien as anemia and is harboring at least one tapeworm. Whether 

the worm is, in part or in whole, responsible for the anemia must stil 

be determined. A patient, particularly if past middle life, may have 
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two or more diseases; hence, do not cut short a thorough study because 
an apparent cause has been found. 

Do not be content with merely one bit of laboratory evidence 

which points in a certain direction. Such evidence is the clue for a 

thorough investigation with all the methods available to confirm or 

disprove this lead. Who would discontinue a physical examination 

on finding that a patient has Argyll-Robertson pupils and start treating 

him for tabes dorsalis simply because tabes dorsalis happens to be 

one of the commoner causes of a break in continuity of this particular 

nerve pathway? Yet, this is no more illogical than to treat a patient 

for nephritis on no more laboratory evidence than albuminuria or 

diminished phenolsulphonphthalein excretion, and not nearly so illogi¬ 

cal as to treat a patient for pernicious anemia on no more basis than 

finding nucleated red cells in the stained smear. 

Base diagnoses on the preponderance of evidence from all phases 

of the examination. A diagnosis based on one laboratory result, one 

point in the history, or one point in the physical examination is usually 

wrong. Conversely, if a laboratory result seems incompatible with 

the clinical findings, discard neither, but repeat and recheck each. The 

apparently unexplainable result is often the clue to the diagnosis. 

The limits of error1 of the technic used and the range1 of variation 

in normal persons comparable to the patient in sex, age, and other 

factors which might influence the result, should be kept in mind in 

interpreting any laboratory data. Near the extremes of the normal 

range, normal and pathologic often overlap; hence, such figures should 

be interpreted with caution. 
A diagnosis is of value only in so far as it means that the physician 

has a clear understanding of what chemical, physiologic, and pathologic 

changes have occurred, are occurring, and are likely to occur in the 

future. Merely attaching a name to a syndrome adds little, and, if it 

leads us to stop thinking, it subtracts much. Even such a diagnosis 

is wasted if the therapy suggested by this knowledge is not efficiently 

carried out. In order to illustrate thinking from laboratory data to 

therapeutic procedures, some of the indications for the latter are men- 

. T. • i; „j pYtremes have no sound mathematical basis, but the medical 
It is realized that extre c,,fficientlv educated in statistical methods to evaluate 

SffiS terms. We £££■& 

sSouli incTude plufoTSV'°h"4e°probable errors, two standard deviations, or about ,5 per 

cent For^n'excellent discussion of statistical methodsasjpMto medical problems and 

an extremely valuable index of quanti a ive 1 Methods in Physiology. Physiol. Rev., 9: 

r„-3D;8^pr^ 
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tioned in this text, although no attempt is made to give adequate 

descriptions of them. Therefore, if the reader is not already familial 

with the details, they should be looked up in a modern work on thera¬ 

peutics. Not infrequently, they will be found adequately described 

in the references given. 
D. Reliability ot Laboratory Procedures— In performing tests, 

run frequent controls on known positives, known negatives, and known 

concentrations in order that confidence in the technic and reagents 

may be maintained. For example, one negative test for “albumin” 

on a urine to which blood serum has been added is more conclusive 

proof that the test is unreliable or that the reagents have deterio¬ 

rated than would be 20 years attempt to correlate the results of this 

method with the clinical findings. Prove the test to be dependable 

on “knowns”; then determine the interpretation by clinical correlation. 

In choosing a method for a given determination, pick the simplest 

method which is sufficiently accurate for clinical purposes, and if two 

are equally simple, pick the more accurate one. Determine the accu¬ 

racy of new quantitative methods by a series of estimations first on pure 

solutions of known concentration, and then on the material with which 

it is to be used to wdiich have been added varying known quantities of 

the chemically pure substance to be estimated. If this is impossible, 

compare a series of results secured on clinical material with results on the 

same material by an accurate research method, the technic of which has 

been fully mastered. If none of these methods of testing is practicable, 

a series of 20 or more estimations on a single sample, or accurate dilu¬ 

tions of a single sample, will give an idea of how great a variation from 

the average result may be expected, but will not tell whether that 

average result is correct. The method is sufficiently accurate for 

clinical purposes if not over 5 per cent1 of the results deviate from the 

correct figure enough to alter the clinical interpretation. 

A laboratory examination performed by a competent physician 

will often yield much more information than would be obtained by even 

a good technician. Histories taken by technical assistants yield less 

information than those taken by the physician himself; this is also true 
to a certain extent for laboratory examinations. 

t, D° not “P«t a technician to be able to do better laboratory work 

an the physician under whose supervision she is working. She mav 

and often does, do better work than the physician employing her 

could do; but, if he can not do the work himself, he is not competent 

one can neve^he"^^ai°hSSdua}hh1SttcrtUtitl^n t-Ws regjrd! but ,,bviously 
occurred. See footnote, page 6. mstance that the maximum deviation has not 
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to decide whether her work is satisfactory and, therefore, can not be 

certain as to its reliability. 

E. Evaluation of Literature.—For this purpose, the following 

criteria are of importance. The method used should be stated, and 

the details of the technic and evidence showing the limits of error 

should also be given, if they are not given in articles referred to in the 

bibliography. Enormous labor has often been expended in the past 

which is completely invalidated by lack of controls on the accuracy 

of the method used. The manner of selection of subjects and collection 

of material should be mentioned. Normal values should be established 

on persons who may be regarded as healthy, not on hospital or dis¬ 

pensary patients. Groups separated for statistical study should be 

as nearly homogeneous as possible as regards factors apt to produce 

significant variations in results. Statistical conclusions (averages, 

ranges of values, etc.) should not be based on series of less than 20 

(preferably 100 or more) cases in the group studied. The accuracy 

of the diagnoses should be taken into account. The conclusions should 

not go beyond the evidence presented, unless they are expressly stated 

to be hypothetical. The care with which the manuscript is prepared 

and the accuracy of the bibliography will often give a valuable clue 

as to the care and accuracy which was used in doing the work. Finally, 

the reputation of the author must be considered. Under some names, 

only good work is published. It is extremely profitable to learn the 

names of those who are doing outstanding work in the fields in which 

one is interested, although obviously good work may be published by a 

person previously unknown. 
F. Equipment, Training, and Qualifications.—Accurate diag¬ 

nosis is a prerequisite to the best therapy. Therefore, in planning 

expenditures for equipment, postgraduate training, etc., see to it that 

the distribution of this expenditure is such that physical diagnosis and 

laboratory diagnosis receive their fair share, loo often it is true 

that money expended in mastering new surgical technic or in purchasing 

physical therapy equipment could have been spent to greater advantage 

by that particular physician in acquiring special training and laboratory 

apparatus which will better fit him to know when to use, and when not 

to use the surgical skill and equipment he already possesses. 

In selecting a physician, one is chosen first of all for his character, 

although intelligence and ability are big factors. A reputation for 

absolute dependability, intellectual honesty, and prompt and con¬ 

scientious performance of work to be done is an asset second to none. 

Laboratory diagnosis offers the student an opportunity to develop 
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his powers of observation, to demonstrate his thoroughness in acquiring 

manipulative dexterity, to show his intellectual honesty and accuracy 

in recording results, to acquire patience in repeating results, to use 

logic in drawing conclusions, and to develop the confidence in his work 

and thinking which gives him courage to act on these conclusions. 

These are the very traits that make the brilliant diagnostician or great 

surgeon. 

With the above traits as criteria, which classmate would you choose 

as your own physician? To which would you refer patients? Do 

you think that you are likely to get referred work from your classmates? 

These questions are worthy of thought. 

III. SUGGESTIONS FOR STUDY 

This text is intended to be thought over thoroughly, not merely to 

be read or memorized by rote. As the introductory resume to each 

chapter is read, try to recall what has been learned of the normal and 

pathologic chemistry and physiology of that system, and the pathologic 

processes to which it is subject. Look up in the references suggested, 

or in standard texts, any points which the necessarily brief resume 
may not make clear. 

Stop at this point and determine which laboratory examinations 

would be most useful in disorders of this system. Then read on and, 

as you come to each new substance to be tested for, decide how you’ 

would attack the problem of estimating this substance if left to your 

own resources. Then read the methods given for this estimation in 

ar wo, trying to visualize yourself performing each step in the 

andCedLrvanC rnSWering ““ 1uestion “why” for each manipulation 
and addition of reagent. Study the calculation with the object of 

d. covering what is its basis. If there is anything about either the 
calculation or the procedure which is not understood, make a note to 
ask the instructor about it at your next opportunity. 

un “7Pt t0 reCal1 ‘he normal ranSe of values for the substance 

the valuThTeVven^Ne iVbi°Chemistry or P^^logy, then read 

practice of medicine see how mT ^ °f Path°>°gy -d 

should give abnormal findings by LrtertTn/te T" T™6 Wh'Ch 
deviations from normal they would rive r 7 °f 
interpretation given in the text. § ' C mpare thls with the 

and^ote^“whaotwTa’blmly TeTts T Diseases 

up l'zz ;‘:z ” r 
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tion is desired than is found where the test or disease is first mentioned. 

If the name of a disease means little or nothing to you, do not proceed 
until it has been looked up. 

lo learn the interpretation of laboratory findings, first master the 

broad general statements which cover the fundamental causes. Then, 

as a rule, your knowledge of pathology will suggest the subdivisions. 

\\ hen the assignment has been covered in this manner, return to 

these suggestions for study and follow them through mentally, without 

referring to the body of the text. When finished, refresh your memory 

again on the things which had been forgotten. Repeat this until the 

subject matter of the assignment is well in mind. 

Acquire the habit of refreshing your memory on the laboratory 

phase of each disease as it is studied in medicine, surgery, or the 

specialties and in connection with each patient that you see. Use the 

Index by Diseases in working out differential diagnoses. 

To keep up-to-date, it will be necessary to learn to utilize the litera¬ 

ture of this subject. This, like all textbooks, must be somewhat behind 

the forefront in some phases, therefore, not only make sure that you 

have available for reference the most recent edition of one or more 

good supplementary books,1 but get in the habit of reading critically 

the current literature on this subject.2 

1 Of the more extensive reference books on laboratory diagnosis available at the time 
of writing, I would recommend Peters, J. P., and Van Slyke, 1). D.: Quantitative Clinical 
Chemistry. Vol. I and II. The Williams and Wilkins Co., Baltimore, 1931. 

2 Much of it is scattered, but for the American medical student, “The Archives of 
Internal Medicine,” “The American Journal of Clinical Pathology,” “The Journal of 
Laboratory and Clinical Medicine,” and the “Journal of Biological Chemistry,” offer the 
most easily accessible concentrated sources. 



CHAPTER II 

DISORDERS OF THE KIDNEY AND URINARY TRACT 

WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO NEPHRITIS 

I. RESUME OF THE ESSENTIAL POINTS IN THE ANATOMY, 
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF THE 

FORMATION OF THE URINE1 

The functional unit of the kidney is the glomerulus with the tubule leading 

from it to the collecting tubule. The glomerulus consists of a hollow sphere of 

very thin epithelium, opening into a tubule, which is invaginated by a tuft of 

capillaries. The tubule is lined with thicker epithelium, and is divided into a 

proximal convoluted portion, the loop of Henle and a distal convoluted portion. 

The blood supply of the tubule is a second group of capillaries arising from the 

efferent vessel of the glomerulus. Therefore, it is supplied only by blood which 

has already passed through the glomerulus, the composition of which is certainly 

different from that on either the arterial or the venous side of the circulation. 

For the same reason any interference with the blood supply of the glomerulus 

must of necessity affect the tubule also, and any toxin carried by the blood stream 

that reaches the glomerulus is almost certain to come in contact as well with the 

corresponding tubule. No toxin can reach the tubule through the blood stream 

without first reaching the glomerulus. Hence the burden of proof of the exist¬ 
ence of separate lesions should rest on those who believe them to occur. 

The mechanism of the formation of urine is not definitely settled. The 
theory1 having the most support is that in the glomeruli a dialysate of the plasma 

is formed, from which, on passing through the tubules, the threshold substances 

are reabsorbed. The extent and nature of this process can best be illustrated 
by Table i which is modified from Cushny. 

The function of the kidney is best understood if it is regarded primarily as 

an organ whose work is to maintain the chemical and physical qualities of the 
blood plasma within normal limits. In this function it is greatly aided by the 

lung which replates all of the gaseous interchanges and excretes certain volatile 
drugs and poisons, and to a less extent by the sweat glands, liver and bowel 

which function in a manner similar to the kidney but much less effectively 

Once this view becomes clear one sees that the formation of the urine is merelv 

a by-product of such kidney activity and one realizes why the urine is so extra 
ordinarily variable in composition while the plasma remains so uniform. 

1 foC^lrdS’ A' Y<rne Formati°n in the Amphibian Kidney. 
3°, PP- 93-ii8. Williams and Wilkins Co., Baltimore, 1936. Vol 
~ ™ anu wiiKins ^o., rsa 

Co., London,' f9'l" The SeCreti°n °f the Urine- Ed' 2' 

PhUadefphff'Ed.1;: in HeaUh and Disease- 

The Harvey Lectures. 

Pp. 283. Longmans, Green and 

Pp. S31-850. Lea and Febiger 

11 
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Table i.* Urine Compared with Plasma and Glomerular Filtrate (Cushny) 

Plasma 

Glomer¬ 

ular fil¬ 

trate, 

83 liters 

contains 

82 liters reab¬ 

sorbed fluid 

contain 

1 liter of urine 

produced con¬ 

tains 

Change 

in con¬ 

centra¬ 

tion due 

to kidney 

action 

Per cent Grams Per cent Grams Per cent Grams 

i. Colloids. 7.0 

2. Water!. 02.0 95-o 
3. Glucose!. O.I 90.0 O.II 90.0 

4. Bicarbonatef.. 0.15 

5. Sodiumf. 0.30 270.0 0.32 266.5 o-35 3-5 1.0 

6. Chlorine!. 0-37 333-0 0.40 327.0 0.60 6.0 2.0 

7. Potassium!.... 0.02 18.0 0.02 16.5 0.15 i-5 7.0 

8. P04!. 0.009 8.1 0.0008 6.6 0.15 i-5 16.0 

9. Uric Acid. 0.002 1.8 0.0016 i-3 0.05 o-5 25.0 

10. NH4. 0.001? 0.9 0.00061 o-5 0.04 0.4 40.0 

11. Urea. 0.03 27.0 0.008 7.0 2.00 20.0 60.0 

12. Creatinin. 0.001 0.9 0.00018 0.15 0.075 o-75 75-o 

ta. SO. 0.002 1.8 0.18 1.8 90.0 

* Modified from Cushny: The Secretion of Urine, pp. 16 and 57. 

f Threshold Substance. 

The kidney is influenced in its function only by excess or deficiency of any 
particular substance in the plasma reaching it, not by excess or deficiency of 
that substance in the body as a whole, except as it modifies the composition of 
the plasma. Thus, marked edema may be perfectly compatible with deficient 
water excretion by a kidney perfectly capable of adequate fluid output if that fluid 

should be presented to it as excess in the plasma. 
A normal urine is, therefore, not susceptible of accurate definition even if the 

type and amount of diet and the fluid intake are known; for variations in external 
or internal temperature (sweating), in degree of physical activity, and physio¬ 

logic variations in metabolism also influence its composition. Only when all 
these factors are known or, better, when the exact composition of the plasma 
reaching the kidney is known, can an even reasonably accurate prediction of 

the urine formation by the normal kidney be made. 
The functions of the kidney include the retention of colloids in the plasma; 

the maintenance of water balance; the maintenance of acid-base balance, in 

which it is aided by the lungs; the removal of waste products, the n0“- res 0 

substances (Table i), drugs and poisons; the maintenance at normal levels of the 
threshold substances (Table .); and the maintenance of the normal osmotic 

pressure of the plasma. In addition the kidney is able to synthesize hippunc 
acid from benzoic acid and glycine; to form ammonia from urea when it is needed, 
and to hydrolyze organic (hexose) phosphate compounds to inorganic phosphates. 
The composition of the urine, aside from extraneous elements which may be 

1 This is more fully discussed in Chapter HI. 
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added to it after its formation, is, therefore, an indicator of the problems pre¬ 

sented to the kidney by the plasma reaching it. Increases in the non-volatile 

constituents of the plasma not attributable to unusual intake or metabolism are 

the best indexes of impaired renal function. 
Goldblatt and others1 have demonstrated that renal ischemia results in hyper¬ 

tension. The hypertension occurs whether the ischemia is unilateral or bilateral, 

and is independent of the nerve supply, but is due to the formation of a substance 

(renin) in the kidney which, after reaction with a plasma factor, directly produces 

arteriolar constriction in all areas supplied by blood which has passed through 

such a kidney. This undoubtedly accounts for the hypertension characteristic 

of many diseases of the kidneys and of hypertensive cardiovascular disease. 

II. ESSENTIAL POINTS IN PATHOLOGY2 

So much remains unknown, and so much speculation has been done on such 

slight foundation that it will require very clear thinking to separate fact from 

fiction in the field of kidney pathology. Names have been given which imply 

knowledge of disease processes which we do not possess. It has not been 

proved that the conditions formerly called nephritis are all inflammations, or 

are even primarily kidney diseases. “Lipoid nephrosis” may well be due to a 

decrease in plasma proteins from a deficient formation or excessive excretion, 
rather than to degeneration of kidney tubules. 

Glomerular nephritis may be only the participation of the glomerular capil¬ 

laries in a general capillaritis. The primary contracted kidney of hypertensive 

cardiovascular renal disease is almost certainly only one of the late results of a 
systemic condition. 

There are certain broad pathologic concepts which can be relied on, however. 

First, there is sufficient reserve renal tissue, so that about 80 per cent of 

it must be destroyed or incapacitated before any detectable change in renal 

function occurs. Therefore, unilateral renal disease practically never, and 

patchy renal disease very rarely, will show change in renal function as determined 

from blood chemistry or examination of bladder urine. On the contrary even 
slight diffuse bilateral renal disease will produce such changes. 

Second, renal function depends on the blood supply to the kidney. Any 

realhtX 1 C°“POSition’ Pressure> or physical properties of the blood 
reaching the glomerulus will be reflected in the urine formed, and such changes 

o not necessarily imply that the kidney is primarily at fault 

urinTphthd’ infl,ai”mfion anywhere in the urinary tract will* introduce into the 
urine the exudate characteristic of the type of inflammation, i e catarrhal (nnO 

serous (pus and protein), hemorrhagic (pus, protein, and blood). Therefore a 

review of the common inflammations of the urinary tract will a d greatlv in th* 
interpretation of these findings. greatly in the 

Lecture.^BulL New YSk^d!Medy^f^7S3I“sd«?? x^8 RenaI Ischemia; Harvey 
Pickering, G. W., and Prinzmetal ivr . cl \oept.) 1938. 

stance Contained in Normal Kidney, To gether^witT"Meth°a T *leni5,» a Pressor Sub- 
Chn-Sc- 3: 211-227 (Apr.) i938. y’ 8 f Wlth a Method for Its Biological Assay. 

temlv. “7H3^en,iv« «d "on-Hyper- 
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Fourth, in the male the ducts of the genital organs open directly into the 
urinary tract, and in the female the vaginal orifice is very close, therefore, 
secretions or exudates from these sources may introduce changes in the urine 
as voided. 

Fifth, casts are produced in the kidney tubules by reabsorption of the fluid 
from a protein-containing glomerular filtrate and the adherence to or imbedding 

in this hyaline mass of such cellular elements as are present in the lumen of the 
tubule. Therefore, the presence of casts means that some protein is entering 
the urinary tract at the glomerulus and that at least part of the disturbance lies 
here or proximal to this point. The opposite is not necessarily true. 

Sixth, any partial obstruction in the urinary tract tends to produce hydrone¬ 
phrosis and, therefore, partial loss of function in the kidney affected. It also 
predisposes to infection in the urinary tract proximal to the obstruction which 
may result in further loss of function. Complete obstruction of a ureter produces 
atrophy, and, of course, total loss of function of the affected kidney. Therefore, 
a review of all the causes of obstruction in the urinary tract will be profitable. 

III. INDICATIONS FOR AND INTERPRETATION 
OF THE URINE EXAMINATION 

The routine urinalysis as described in the laboratory section should 

be performed on every patient studied, as experience has shown that 

important discoveries not suspected from the history or physical 

examination are thus frequently made. This examination is doubly 

important in cases in which hypertension, diffuse edema (edema includ¬ 

ing the face in contradistinction to edema of passive congestion which 

begins in the most dependent portion), retinopathy, or local symptoms 

(smarting or frequent micturition, ureteral or bladder pain) focus 

attention on the urinary system. In such cases the total urinary out¬ 

put should be measured daily, to be compared with the record of the 

fluid intake. A routine urinalysis should be done on a properly 

preserved sample in acute cases daily and in chronic cases twice a week. 

A. Heat Coagulable Protein: Albumin and Globulin.'—-The 

presence of heat coagulable protein in the urine is called albuminuria 

even though globulin is also present, usually in small amounts. 1 

found, a rough quantitative estimation is desirable, but for most pur¬ 

poses the approximate quantitative expression of the results of e 

qualitative test is sufficient. The concentration (grams per liter) is 

more significant than the 24-hour excretion, but if the lattcr * gre ’ 

this loss of body protein must be considered m Pining the • 

Normal urine does not give a positive result with any of the 

The causes of albuminuria are as follows: 

.TO .. c it • Studies on the Mechanism of Proteinuria 
1 Keutmann, E. H., and Bassett, S. 

J. Clin. Investigation 16: 767-776 (Sept.) 1937- 
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1. Nephritis of all types and all the conditions formerly called 

nephritis (p. 44). The protein tends to be present in higher concen¬ 

tration in the acute stages. An extremely high concentration (over 

2 grams per liter) is a point in favor of the diagnosis of lipoid nephrosis, 

amyloidosis, or syphilis of the kidney. In chronic nephritis and par¬ 

ticularly in the primary contracted kidney of hypertensive cardiovascular 

renal disease only a one plus reaction is usually present and it is fre¬ 

quently absent for days at a time. A similar trace of albumin is 

usually found in old persons without hypertension and is due to patchy 

lesions of senile atherosclerosis in the kidney. A sudden increase in 

the heat coagulable protein content in chronic diffuse nephritis, espe¬ 

cially if associated with increase in red cells and decreased daily volume, 

suggests an acute exacerbation. A similar increase in coagulable 

protein in hypertensive cardiovascular renal disease usually means a 

superimposed passive congestion of the kidney due to heart failure. 

2. Febrile Albuminuria.1—In most febrile diseases a transient 

albuminuria occurs, associated with the changes in the kidney described 

by pathologists as cloudy swelling or parenchymatous degeneration. 

There is also a tendency to oliguria (a small volume of highly colored 

urine of high specific gravity). These findings return to normal during 

convalescence. However, a true nephritis may develop during the 

course of a fever. This is especially apt to occur in scarlet fever, ton¬ 

sillitis, sinusitis, other streptococcic infections, and diphtheria. There¬ 

fore, the urine should be studied frequently and carefully in such cases. 

3. Passive Congestion of the Kidneys.—This is a very common 

cause of albuminuria. It is, therefore, important to recognize it so 

that it will not be confused with primary disease of the kidney. Glob¬ 

ulin often forms a greater proportion of the heat coagulable protein 

than it does in other forms of proteinuria. It is most often due to 

congestive heart failure but any obstruction in the venous return from 

the kidneys to the heart will produce it. The findings associated with 

the albuminuria in bilateral involvement are a small daily output of 

urine of high specific gravity, usually strongly acid in reaction and low 

in chloride content Casts are usually present and in severe cases red 

cells also appear. In cases uncomplicated by chronic nephritis or by 

impaired renal function of the type which occurs in some cases of 

ypertensive cardiovascular renal disease, urobilinogen is constantly 

presen in increased quantities. In cases with these complications a 

test for urobilinogen is negative and the specific gravity of the urine 
tends to be lower than would otherwise be expected. 

' Welty, J. W.: Febrile Albuminuria. Am. J. M. Sc. „4: 7<^74 (July) IgJ7 
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4. Orthostatic (lordotic or postural) Albuminuria.1—This is prob¬ 

ably only a subdivision of the preceding group as it is thought to be due 

to a congenital variation which permits partial obstruction to the 

return flow of blood through the left renal vein in positions which tend 

to increase the lordotic curve of the lumbar spine. It is not uncommon 

in young individuals. Since it rarely leads to serious consequences, it 

is of importance only because it must be differentiated from other types 

of albuminuria. The characteristic finding is the presence of albumin 

in the urine voided after the patient has been up and about, and its 

absence in urine voided after the person has been lying down. To test 

for it, have the patient bring a sample of urine voided immediately on 

arising in the morning. This should contain no heat coagulable pro¬ 

tein. Then have the patient stand for half an hour with his back to 

a wall and his heels against it. This forces a lordotic position and urine 

voided at the end of this time should contain albumin. The best proof 

of the relation of the lordosis to the albuminuria is that albuminuria 

occurs when the patient is lying down if the back be forced into a 

lordotic position by a hard pillow under the lumbar spine. 

5. Physiologic (functional or cyclic) Albuminuria.2—About five 

per cent of apparently healthy young adults show albuminuria. This 

is often transient, but may persist for years without the development of 

evident disease. In adolescence it is even more common. Over fifty 

per cent of persons will develop albuminuria after severe exercise. 

The appearance of albuminuria after cold bathing or the ingestion of 

large amounts of egg albumin has been reported. I here is no satisfac¬ 

tory explanation for these physiologic albuminurias. Renal function 

tests should be repeated at intervals if albuminuria persists. 

Note: The great majority of cases of albuminuria seen clinicall} 

will fall in these first five groups. 
6. Complications of Pregnancy and the Puerperium—Since 

albumin in the urine may be the first sign of an impending eclampsia, 

the urine should be tested frequently during pregnancy. On the other 

hand, albuminuria in pregnancy may be due to a passive congestion o 

the kidney from pressure of the uterus on the renal veins, to a true 

1 Thorp E. G., and Wakefield, E. G.: Orthostatic Albuminuria: Comparison w!th 

0thieDk^^H0s(a^dnMcUKitlay(c1A^ Albuminuria ifcol^MeArch. I„t. Med. 49: 

B of Oo1n:/wo;tS ° A^lb Jm0f 

Phys. 101: 365 (July) i932- 
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nephritis, to nephrosis, or to any other of the causes of albuminuria 

which may occur in a non-pregnant woman. Further laboratory 

examination and the results of physical examination will make the 

differentiation. 
7. Poisons.—Temporary albuminuria following general anesthesia 

occurs in about one-fourth to one-third of all the cases and need not 

cause alarm. 

Poisoning with the heavy metals, especially mercury, lead and 

bismuth, is common and results in chemical changes in the blood and 

urine similar to those in acute glomerular nephritis. The differentia¬ 

tion is made by the history and physical examination. If the patient 

does not die in the acute stage, complete recovery may be expected. 

Turpentine, cantharides, or arsenic poisoning may produce a 

similar urinary picture. 

It is important, therefore, to study the urine before and during the 

therapeutic administration of these drugs. 

8. Trauma to the Kidney. 

9. Polycystic Kidneys.—This is a rare congenital anomaly usually not becoming 

manifest until the patient is forty to sixty years of age. One to two plus albumin 
is usually found. 

10. Severe Anemias. A one or two plus albuminuria is not uncommon and 
does not alter the prognosis. 

11. Hemoglobinuria and Methemoglobinuria. 

12. Severe Obstructive Jaundice. 

In all of the above mentioned conditions pus cells are usually few or absent, and 

the albumin enters the urinary tract through the glomerulus, so casts are usually 

present also. In the remaining types pus cells are numerous and albumin enters 

distal to the tubules, so that casts rarely occur in uncomplicated cases 

13. Tuberculosis of the Kidney.-This rarely causes albuminuria ' 

14. Pyehtis, Ureteritis, Cystitis, and Urethritis.-Only unusually severe inflam¬ 

mations are apt to cause albuminuria. If casts and much albumin appear during 

ie course of a pyehtis, the serious complication of pyelonephritis or pyonephrosis 

should be suspected. Unfortunately, these complications may occur without 

producing albuminuria; and casts are more often absent than present 

or two plu! pro!!i„1^If " ‘arge am°UntS' ‘heSe ™ay be the S0le »f * one 

16. Secretions or Exudates from the Genital Trart 1 

for positive protein tests in voided urine ^ may be resP°»sible 

The presence of proteinuria alone is never a sufficient basis for the 
diagnosis of nephritis, but the finding of albumin in the urine should 
always lead one to consider this possibility. 

l00Mffi““ S'X^hiS1iS T bUt It is easily over- 

is only In such « 
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!• Multiple Myeloma. Most patients in whom Bence-Jones proteinuria has 
been demonstrated have been proved to have these rare (Mayo clinic statistics 
show 15 cases out of 548,000 admissions) multiple bone tumors. About 20 per cent 
of cases of multiple myeloma, however, never develop Bence-Jones proteinuria. 
It is possible to demonstrate the presence of this protein in the blood serum, and 
sometimes the total serum protein is increased. Of thirteen cases of multiple 
myeloma studied by the author, only two failed to develop Bence-Jones proteinuria. 

2. Leukemias.—It has been reported in only a very small percentage of patients 
with these diseases. In a careful study of about one hundred cases I have never 

found it. 
3. Extensive Metastases of Malignant Tumors to Bone.—These have been 

reported to cause Bence-Jones proteinuria. I have never found it in such cases. 
The frequent association of Bence-Jones proteinuria with anemia and renal 

insufficiency1 usually without hypertension, has doubtless caused some cases of 
multiple myeloma to pass unrecognized under the diagnosis of nephritis. 

C. Other Proteins. 1. Proteose.—This is of little diagnostic value and of no 
value when albumin is also present. It occurs in any condition with extensive 

breaking down of cells, especially leukocytes, as in the absorption of an exudate, 
resolving pneumonia, leukemia, abscesses, and in severe liver disease. It may be 
absorbed from the intestine in ulcerative colitis, or occur in pregnancy due to 
absorption of amniotic fluid, or in the puerperium due to involution of the uterus. 
Proteose-like substances from the seminal fluid or proteose resulting from the 
disintegration of pus or albumin in urine which has been allowed to stand several 

days may give rise to positive tests of no diagnostic significance. 
The presence of an ether extractable substance, described as urinary proteose 

by Oriel, has been reported as of significance in allergic conditions. Since this 
substance has been demonstrated in nonallergic conditions2 and has been shown 

to give non-specific skin reactions, it is doubtful whether it will prove to be of 

clinical significance. 
2 Mucinous Proteins, variously called mucin, mucoid, phosphoprotein, muco- 

protein, nucleoprotein, etc.-The chemical nature of this protein has not yet been 

determined. It appears in the urine in cases of severe cystitis and, perhaps, 

pyelitis. It must be differentiated carefully from Bence-Jones protein. 

D Sediments.—The examination of sediments is an extremely 

important part of urinalysis, too often slighted by medical students. 
It requires much controlled practice to learn to identify organic sedi¬ 

ments correctly. . , , 
1. Casts.—These are more important than albumin and may 

found when the albumin test is negative. They indicate renal dam¬ 
age, although this may be only temporary, as in passive congestion 

of” the kidney, or localized to a small area in the kidney, as in focal 
embolic nephritis. Red cell casts, leukocyte casts, and granular cas s 

. Bannick, E. G. and Green, C. H.: Renal Insufficiency Associated with Bence-Jones 

rrotemuria. ’ Arch^InUMedj, 44^5°, 'Hllergic Conditions. J. Allergy, 41 

534 (Sept.) XQ33- 
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are most common in the acute inflammatory types of nephritis, hyaline 

in the chronic forms. Waxy casts are rare (said to be found in amyloid 

disease). Very broad casts (renal failure casts of Addis) indicate a 

bad prognosis, for they appear only in the last stages of severe renal 

disease. 
Casts occur in all types of albuminuria in which the albumin enters 

the urine in the kidney and are absent in those types of albuminuria 

due to lesions lower in the urinary tract. They are usually numerous 

in cases with much albumin in the urine and vice versa, but may be 

present when the amount of albumin excreted is too small to give 

positive chemical tests. The causes are the same as those listed for 

albuminuria (A 1-12). 

2. Hematuria.1—This is blood as such in urine. An occasional 

red cell may be found in the urine of healthy persons, but one plus 

blood or over, not due to contamination from menstrual discharge, etc., 

is always significant. The amount of blood present is usually over¬ 

estimated (p. 351). The loss of blood in the most severe cases of 

hematuria of nephritic origin probably rarely reaches 5 cc. per day. 

The anemia of nephritis is, therefore, not due to hemorrhage. Other 

causes, particularly bladder tumors, may lead to serious and even fatal 
loss of blood. 

In the three glass test, blood only at the end of urination suggests 

a source in the bladder; only at the beginning, a source in the urethra; 

but evenly mixed blood, a source in the kidney. If the red cells are 

imbedded in casts, a renal source is certain. If the red cells are much 

altered, either crenated or swollen and partly hemolyzed, a renal 
source is most probable but not certain. 

The causes are: 

(a) Acute and Subacute Glomerular Nephritis.—Gross hematuria 

is usually present at some stage and the diagnosis should not be made 

if red cells are not found. A pure nephrosis, on the other hand never 
gives rise to hematuria. 

(b) Focal or Embolic Nephritis.-This is sometimes called hem¬ 

orrhagic nephritis because of the marked tendency to hematuria 

(c) Chronic Diffuse Nephritis.-This shows a constant slight hema¬ 

turia. A marked increase in the number of red cells give! warning 

20) ^rdrath' D' N-: Hematuria: Ita Interpretation. J. A. M. A., 86: 825-828 (March 

S77-580 (Jain)* 1928. E " Revlew of 500 Cascs °f Hematuria. Texas State J. Med., 25 

wflCbur?Se’LD;a*d;PriS5y'tT-tai?^ 405-406, ,932 
Study. Ann. Surgery tor: 647-658 (Jan.) 1935^ ematuna: A Clinical and 1 Pathologic 
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of the onset of one of the acute exacerbations so common in this disease. 

The presence of red cells is an important differential point between 

this condition and the primary contracted kidney of hypertensive 

cardiovascular renal disease in which hematuria is absent. 

(d) Tuberculosis of the Kidney.—Hematuria is present in about 

50 per cent of the cases. It may be one to four plus and may occur 

early or late in the course of the disease. It is usually intermittent 

but may be constant. Pus cells are usually present also. The bleeding 

may be from the kidney or from the ulcers in the bladder which are 

usually present. 

(e) Drugs and Poisons.—A large number may produce this symp¬ 

tom. The most important are: mercury, bismuth, arsenic, phosphorus, 

cantharides, turpentine (paints), methenamine (urotropin), sulfa- 

pyridine and insulin. The first five should not be given if renal hematuria 

is present and should be discontinued if it appears. Hematuria is not 

necessarily a contraindication to the administration of sulfapyridine, 

methenamine or insulin but it is usually advisable to decrease their 

dosage if it appears to result from their administration, as it occasionally 

does. 
(f) Neoplasms.—All malignant tumors of the kidney may give 

rise to hematuria, but carcinoma (hypernephroma) is the most impor¬ 

tant. The bleeding occurs in over 80 per cent of the cases, is usually 

the first symptom to appear, and is apt to be intermittent at first and 

later become constant. 
(g) Infarction of the Kidney.—dhis usually leads to a transient 

gross hematuria. 
(h) Pyelitis, Pyelonephritis and Pyonephrosis— These give rise to 

one to two plus hematuria in the more severe cases, but pyuria domi¬ 

nates the picture. 
(i) Hydronephrosis— This, even when uncomplicated, may result 

in intermittent gross hematuria. 
(j) Renal Calculi— These frequently give rise to gross or microscopic 

hematuria, but gross hemorrhage into the renal pelvis may produce 

clots, which in turn may cause typical ureteral colic and lead one to 

suspect a calculus which is not present. 

(k) Trauma to the kidney. 

(l) Congenital Polycystic Kidneys.—In from 50 to 7° per cent of cases these give 

rise to intermittent gross hematuria over a period of years. . 
(m) Extreme Passive Congestion of the Kidney- This may give rise to one to two 

plus hematuria which disappears when the congestion decreases. 
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(n) Systemic Diseases with a Hemorrhagic Tendency (p. 273)—The most impor¬ 

tant are: 
(1) Purpura hemorrhagica and other conditions in which the platelet count is 

low. These include aplastic anemias, leukemias, and a few cases of pernicious 

anemia. 
(2) The group of athrombopenic purpuras. 

(3) Hemophilia. 

(4) Hodgkin’s disease and lymphosarcoma. 

(5) Polycythemia vera. 

(6) Scurvy. 

(7) One form of vicarious menstruation. 

(8) Periarteritis nodosa. 

(o) Essential Hematuria.—This is the term used when no cause can be found. 

The cases so reported are probably merely failures in diagnosis, most often of a focal 

embolic nephritis of low grade, or of a group of miscellaneous minute lesions of the 

renal pelvis or papillae. 

Since the terms essential, idiopathic and functional usually mean cause undeter¬ 

mined, they should be used with caution. 

In all the above groups the red cells enter the urinary tract in the 

kidney or renal pelvis. In the remaining types of hematuria the red 

cells enter the urinary tract distal to the renal pelvis. 

(p) Severe Infections.—Microscopic or gross blood is found in the 

hemorrhagic forms of ureteritis, cystitis, and urethritis, and may also 

be due to severe infections of the prostate or seminal vesicles. Ure¬ 

teritis with hematuria occasionally results from adjacent inflammations 

(appendicitis or salpingitis), and focal nephritis may also occur in such 

conditions. 

(q) Calculi may be formed either in the bladder or in the renal 

pelvis. Hematuria is particularly apt to occur during their passage 

through the ureter or urethra. 

(r) Neoplasms, either primary or secondary, anywhere in the 

urinary tract. Particularly severe hemorrhages may occur from 

tumors of the bladder. Malignancies of the prostate or of the female 

genitalia are especially apt to invade the urinary tract and produce 

ematuna through ulceration or obstruction and resulting infection. 

(s) Ulceration oj all types occurring in the urinary tract. 

(t) Trauma including the trauma of instrumentation. 

(u) Bilharziasis is a common cause of hematuria in Egypt and Northpm \t • 
and has been reported in the Southern United States Thp • r o u- nCE 

hematobium will also be found in the urine in such cases. ° Schlstosoma 

A urologic examination by an expert is definitely indicated in anv 

case of percent or recurrent hematuria in which the history, physical 
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examination and laboratory results do not clearly indicate the 

cause. 

3. Hemoglobinuria.1—This is the presence in the urine of hemoglobin unassoci¬ 

ated with red cells. While not a sediment this is most conveniently considered at 

this point because it must be differentiated from hematuria. Albumin and casts 

are usually associated. It is very much less common than hematuria, from which it 

must be sharply distinguished. It results whenever extensive hemolysis occurs in 

the circulating blood. One per cent of the total hemoglobin, or about 8 grams,2 

must be liberated within a relatively short period of time in order to produce it. 

Hence, if found, anemia should be looked for. Unless enough alkalies are admin¬ 

istered to make the urine alkaline, the pigment is precipitated in the tubules result¬ 

ing in oliguria with impairment of kidney function and even death from uremia. 

The causes are: 

(a) Paroxysmal Hemoglobinuria.3—The hemoglobinuria in this condition comes 

on after exposure to cold. The mechanism is almost certainly the uniting with the 

red cells of an auto- and isohemolysin which is present in the blood stream in these 

cases. This union occurs only at low temperatures. The presence of complement 

is necessary for hemolysis but not for this union. Attacks may be induced artifi¬ 

cially by immersing the upper or lower extremities in cold water. The diagnosis 

should be confirmed by the Donath-Landsteiner test. Most, if not all, of these 

patients have syphilis. Hence, paroxysmal hemoglobinuria is a definite indication 

for a Wassermann (positive in 90 per cent of cases) or Kahn test, and for a careful 

clinical search for evidences of syphilis. 
(b) Blackwater Fever— Some cases of malaria, usually while under quinine 

therapy, develop an extreme hemoglobinuria from which the name blackwater 

fever is* derived. The mechanism is disputed but the estivo-autumnal parasite 

seems to be responsible for most cases. 
(c) Hemolytic serum reactions, such as those following the transfusion of incom¬ 

patible bloods and, in rare instances, introduction of therapeutic serum preparations 

such as those for diphtheria, tetanus, meningococcus meningitis, etc. 

(d) Poisoning with Hemolytic Drugs or Toxins.—This, group includes the 

following: 
(1) Bites of most poisonous snakes, toads and spiders. 

(2) Arsine. This is one of the gases used in the war. It occurs also as an 

industrial risk and has as its chief toxic effect the production of an extreme hemo- 

globinuria. 
(?) Poisonous toadstools. 
4 Several plant toxins, such as ricin, crotin, robin, etc. These rarely cause 

human poisoning. Favism, which is characterized by hemoglobinuria, fever, jaun¬ 

dice, and anemia, is an allergic reaction to the inhalation of the pollen or the inges¬ 

tion of the bean of a lentil (Vicia fave) used chiefly by Italians and Sicilians. 

1 Weir, J. F.: Recurring Acute Hemolytic Crisis with Hemoglobinuria. Proc. Staff 

Meetings Mayo Clinic. 8: no (Feb. 15) 1933- Removal of Hemoglobin from the 

Circulatkui^and ?S 3SU Beings. Am. J. Physio.. 5^*5 

<AUfMackenzie, G. M.: Paroxysmal Hemogtobtaum. Met 8: *S£93 (May> 1929. 
Witts, L. J-: The Paroxysmal Haemoglobinunas. Lancet. 2. 5 
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(e) Extensive Superficial Burns.—These may lead to absorption of sufficient 

split protein to produce hemoglobinuria. 
(f) Raynaud's Disease— This has been reported to be accompanied by inter¬ 

mittent hemoglobinuria in some instances. 

(g) Hemolytic anemias, such as hemolytic icterus, Lederer’s acute febrile anemia, 

Winckel’s epidemic hemoglobinuria of the newborn, pernicious anemia in rare 

instances, etc. 

(h) Exanthemata in the hemorrhagic forms. 

(i) Paroxysmal Nocturnal Hemoglobinuriad—This is very rare. 

4. Methemoglobinuria.—This may result from the administration 

of chlorates, nitrites, nitrates, phenylhydrazine, or aniline derivatives 

(especially acetanilid), or, rarely, from nitrite formation by bacterial 

action in the intestine. Patients who are receiving sulfanilamide or 

related compounds may become cyanotic, and some2 believe this to be 

due to methemoglobinemia. Others3 believe the color is due to a dye 

formed by the action of ultraviolet light on sulfanilamide. A rare 

familial idiopathic form has been described. It may be confused with 

hemoglobinuria or sulphemoglobinemia.4 

5. Porphyrinuria (hematoporphyrinuria or hematoporphyria).5 

This is an increased rate of excretion of uroporphyrin or copropor¬ 

phyrin, not of hematoporphyrin as the common name suggests. It 

occurs as a rare congenital anomaly, in pellagra, and, most commonly, 

after the ingestion of lead, barbital, sulphonal, trional, tetronal, or 
quinine. 

6. Pyuria. This is the presence of pus cells or leukocytes in the 

urine. If inflammation of the genito-urinary tract is suspected (smart¬ 

ing, or frequent urination, unexplained fever with chills, or many pus 

cells in voided urine) and urethritis has been excluded, a catheterized 

specimen should always be examined. All interpretations given 

below are based on the findings in urine obtained by catheter. A few 

leukocytes will, of course, be present in all cases of hematuria and their 

presence in the proportions in which they occur in the blood does not 

alter the interpretation. Pus, not associated with red cells or in 

amounts disproportionate to the number of red cells, is significant of 

0:?ebX;SI),l9SOCtUrnal 

Physiological Effects of Sulfan’ilamide. II * Me the mode 11 *' v ' StU-dy °f S°me of the 
J. Clin. Investigation 17: 699-710 (Nov.) 1938 8 ° m lormatl°n an<i Its Control 

The.rE?r*^ 
* Mason,* V. £ 3SatTM • Acuf 348 (Jan.) ,W3. 

467 (March) 1931. ’ • M" Acute Hematoporphyria. Arch. Int. Med 47- 

cine C ' and Ziikind' E': Perrins in Huma„ Disease. Medi- 
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inflammation in the genito-urinary tract. Its source should be deter¬ 

mined by stripping the urethra and using the three glass test. Pus is 

an indication for staining a smear of the sediment of the fresh urine 

with methylene blue. If the methylene blue stain shows bacteria, a 

Gram’s stain is desirable. If no bacteria are seen, a specific stain for 

tubercle bacilli should be made on the centrifugated sediment (pages 

507 and 508). If this is also negative, urine or sediment from a urine, 

collected with aseptic technic, should be inoculated into suitable culture 

media and into a guinea pig. 

The causes of pyuria are: 

(a) Tuberculosis of the Kidney.—Pyuria with or without hematuria 

should always arouse suspicion of this condition if cultures and Gram’s 

stain are negative. Tubercle bacilli may be discovered in the urine 

by stain, culture, or guinea pig inoculation after concentration by the 

technic given. 
(b) Other Infections oj the Genito-urinary Tract.1—The most common 

are urethritis, cystitis, pyelitis, pyelonephritis, pyonephrosis, or some 

combination of these; but pus may also occur from prostatitis, seminal 

vesiculitis, or the rupture of an abscess into the urinary tract. This 

latter is suggested if a large amount of pus is suddenly passed. Any 

of the other causes mentioned may give rise to one to four plus pus. 

The amount depends more on the extent and severity of the inflamma¬ 

tion than on the type of infection. In all cases the causative organism 

should be demonstrated by stain and culture. The gonococcus is the 

most common cause of urethritis; the colon bacillus, of cystitis and 

pyelitis; while streptococci and other pyogenic organisms are also 

frequent etiologic agents. 
(c) Trauma, including that of instrumentation. This may produce 

a slight temporary pyuria. 

7 Epithelial Cells.—These occur in most urine specimens and are of little diag¬ 

nostic value A verv large amount of renal epithelium should suggest mercury or 

bismuth poisoning. Epithelium from the vagina must be excluded. 

8 Doubly Refracting Lipoid Droplets (identified best with the aid of the polar¬ 

izing microscope).-These may be either intracellular or extracellular and are 

characteristic of lipoid nephrosis. They are believed to be composed of cholesterol 

< S,Cq5 pat Droplets (identified by reddish orange color on staining with Sudan III). 

These occur in fatty degeneration of the kidney (phosphorus or mercury poison¬ 

ing) in lipemia (excessive ingestion of fat, diabetes melhtus, alcoholism), or as 

contamination from vaseline or oil used as a catheter lubricant. 

1 Hepler, A. B„ and Scott, R. T.: The Significance of Pyuria in Children. J. A. M. A. 

105: 499-So’2 (Aug- i7) 1935- 
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10. Chyluria.—This occurs chiefly in Egypt, India, Brazil, and Japan. The 

urine appears milky or, if blood is present also, reddish white. It contains protein 

and, sometimes, sugar as well as fat. Ether extraction partially or completely 

clarifies it. The droplets are so fine they can be distinctly seen only with darkfield 

illumination. It results from rupture of a lymph vessel into the urinary tract 

and is usually due to filariasis. Hence, a search for the larvae in the blood is 

indicated if chyluria is detected. 

Addis1 suggests a method of counting casts, red cells, and leukocytes after a 

day’s abstinence from fluids, which is of value in research, but is a time-consuming 

procedure and is seldom necessary for clinical purposes. An excretion in the 12-hour 

test period of over 5,000 casts, 500,000 erythrocytes, or x,000,000 leukocytes and 

epithelial cells is definitely abnormal. The average normal excretion of these 

elements in the 12-hour period is about 1,000 casts, 70,000 erythrocytes, and 

300,000 leukocytes and epithelial cells Casts to 100,000 would have the same 

significance as 1 plus, and over 4,000,000 the same as 4 plus in table 4 (p. 45). 

Erythrocytes to 100,000,000 would have the same significance as 1 plus, and up to 

1,000,000,000 the same as 2 plus. Leukocytes and epithelial cells to 50,000,000 

would be interpreted as 1 plus, and to 500,000,000 as 2 plus as the terms are used 

in this book. An excretion of more than 50,000,000 pus cells would favor a diagnosis 

of pyelonephritis rather than glomerular nephritis. 

11. Crystalline Sediments.—These tell us little, with these exceptions: 

(a) The presc net of leucin and tyrosin crystals. This indicates serious damage 

to the liver. They sometimes occur in acute yellow atrophy and phosphorus 

poisoning, both extremely rare conditions. These crystals have been reported in 

some cases of so-called catarrhal jaundice, a further point in favor of the view that 

this condition is really a diffuse hepatitis. Millon’s test will sometimes detect 
tyrosin in excess even when it does not crystallize. 

(b) Triple phosphates and ammonium urate. Large numbers of these crystals 

I" ,ZMy V0'ded uHne ate f°Und 0nly 'vhen il has remained for some time in the 
bladder and undergone ammoniacal decomposition. This type of decomposition 

is due to organisms which have the property of hydrolyzing urea to ammonia The 

latter not only makes the urine strongly alkaline, thus precipitating the crystals 

mentioned, but also produces chemical irritation of the bladder wall, often amount¬ 

ing to a severe hemorrhagic cystitis. Hence, when one finds such urine one may 

bWd f * ,tW° P.rerequis!tes are Present, i.e, a cause of stasis of urine in the 

and d f ^ aS e" arged Prostate> stricture, or paralysis of the bladder musculature 

M C 2 ct2 ^ThiSm Capab'%0t Pr°dUCing “ia‘al decomposition: 

congenital anomaly of metabohsTcalkd cTsrinuria^d" “’T*®."1 the urine is a 

is an indication for rik.,inilaU« the uS to prevenTt^T'Z•°f V*™* 
or to dissolve any which may be found. formation of calculi 

(dl Other urinary sediments should be recognized but are of li»l„ d- 
significance. A cloud of phosphates , oot are of little diagnostic 

“7“ ;s rpathoiogic- a ^ 
NweVot' 7:"“ °hVer■l-The RenaI Lesi°" Msht’s Disease. Paul B. Hoeber, Inc., 

Med\Tr3VH(MarcChf :g"“ria: A ReVieW of Some Re“nt Investigations. Yale J. Biol, and 
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acid may give a beginner the impression of gross hematuria but a microscopic study 

will determine the nature of the sediment. 

Calcium oxalate crystals are common in normal urine and, when present in 

large numbers, may cause mechanical irritation of the urethra (oxaluria) but are 

not diagnostic of calculus formation as is sometimes stated. 

12. Calculi.—If these are passed or obtained at operation, they should always 

be examined as to their chemical composition, as this information may make pos¬ 

sible a regulation of diet, fluid intake, and reaction of urine which will tend to 

prevent further calculus formation. It has been suggested, however, that focal 

infection is a more important factor in calculus formation than is the composition 

of the urine. Finding calcium phosphate calculi suggests a search for evidence of 

hyperparathyroidism.1 

IV. RENAL FUNCTION TESTS 

The normal kidney has enormous reserve power as is evidenced by 

the fact that one kidney2 may be completely removed without any 

demonstrable harm to the individual or impairment of function demon¬ 

strable by the tests in clinical use at the present time. Hence, a nor¬ 

mal result by any of the tests now used does not mean that the kidney 

is undamaged, but impairment of renal function as shown by these 

tests, even though slight, does mean that temporarily, at least, a very 

considerable portion of renal substance is not functioning. Ihey are 

of most value in chronic nephritis when the diagnosis is most difficult 

by other methods. 
A. The Volume and Specific Gravity of the 24-hour urine. This 

should always be determined in suspected kidney disease, cardiac 

decompensation, diabetes mellitus, diabetes insipidus, in any patient 

with edema or fluid accumulations in the body cavities, and whenever 

the patient’s statement leads one to suspect an alteration in urinary 

output. In most cases, where indicated at all, the record should be 

kept daily until the volume has returned to normal and remained so 

for ten days. It is of much more value if a record of the fluid intake 

is kept for the same period. Inaccurate collection will vitiate the 

value of the results; hence, the importance of carefully observing the 

precautions given in Part II cannot be overemphasized. 
P The determination of the specific gravity is usually included in the 

routine urinalysis, but practically no information of value is obtaine 

from this determination unless the specimens are collected under con¬ 

ditions of the concentration and dilution test or as accurate 24-hour 

of th^Panith^oid^llands^ IV^^Renai^omplicatkms o^Hjiierpara^hyroidism^^Am.^h 

Me> Em's, L. b! aicTweissfs.: The Renal Function in Persona with One Kidney. An,. J 

Med. Sci.’186: 242-248 (Aug.) 1933- 
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samples. In my opinion, this procedure could be eliminated from 

routine urinalyses and done only when specifically indicated. 

1. Normal Values.—The normal urine volume is a function of the 

fluid intake and of the amount of loss of fluid either by perspiration 

(visible and invisible) or from the lungs and intestinal tract. Hence, 

it is variable in different climates, in races with different drinking 

habits, and even in the same individual under different circumstances. 

In the United States, however, 24-hour urine volumes usually fall 

between 800 and 1800 cc. and volumes under 600 cc. or over 2000 cc. 

should be investigated. 

The total solids excreted daily are less variable (for adults about 40 

to 60 grams) than are the fluid variations. As a result the specific 

gravity tends to vary in inverse ratio to alterations in volume both in the 

normal and in most disease conditions. The normal range for the 

specific gravity of 24-hour samples in this country is from about 1.008 

to 1.028, with most results between 1.015 and 1.025. 

Normal Children.—More data on the urinary output of children 

in this country are urgently needed.1 Apparently the variations in 

specific gravity are similar to those in adults, and the urine total solids 

for children 1 to 6 years of age are about one-fourth and for children 

6 to 12, about one-half the adult values. The urine volume for children 

1 to 6 y ears is 200 to 800 cc. and for children 6 to 12 years of age, 400 
to 1000 cc. 

2. Physiologic Variations.—(a) Increased perspiration from any 

cause. This tends to decrease the volume and raise the specific 

gravity, hence, in spite of large fluid intake, urine volumes tend to be 

low in persons in the tropics and in those doing hard physical labor. 

(b) Decreased Perspiration.—This is most often due to exposure 

to cold and tends to increase the urine volume and decrease the specific 
gravity. 

(c) Drinking and Eating Habits.—These have a marked influence, 

n those countries in which beer and wine are much used, urine out- 

puts of less than 2000 cc. are uncommon. Coffee and tea produce 

a specific diuretic action in addition to the effect of the volume of fluid 

lotal solids will vary with the amount and character of the food 
taten and with the endogenous metabolism. 

3. Ohguna.—This is a decreased formation of urine which is 

usua y ceep y colored and of high specific gravity. When the fornn 

uon , totally suppressed, it is called anuria8 Tlfese must not be 

are certainfytoo^Wgh fo/this country^ ^ °M r6SUltS °f German and Russian studies 

con- 

and 
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fused with retention of urine; a catheter should always be passed if there 

is any doubt. 

The pathologic causes are: 

(a) Acute Glomerular Nephritis.—Oliguria may be the first symp¬ 

tom noted by the patient. Occasionally complete anuria may occur. 

This is one point of some value in differentiating it from focal embolic 

nephritis in which the urine volume remains normal. As the condition 

improves or as it goes into the subacute stage the volume and specific 

gravity return toward normal. If it progresses further to the stage of 

chronic diffuse nephritis, a polyuria develops. 

(b) Acute exacerbations of chronic diffuse nephritis.—A reduction 

from the preceding increased volume always occurs and an actual 

oliguria is usual. 

(c) Eclampsia and the uremic stage of all types of impairment of 

renal function. 

(d) Poisoning.—Mercury, lead, bismuth, arsenic, turpentine, or 

cantharides may produce oliguria or anuria. 

(e) Hemoglobinuria and methemoglobinuria. 

In the above groups specific diuretics and forcing of fluids are con¬ 

traindicated as renal ability to eliminate fluid is impaired. 

(f) Nephrosis and renal amyloidosis.—These are constantly associ¬ 

ated with oliguria during the stage when the edema is developing. 

(g) The stage of development of edema or accumulations of fluid 

in any of the body cavities.—It is the rule in congestive heart failure, 

severe anemia, pleuritic effusions, or ascites, no matter what the cause. 

Groups (f) and (g) constitute specific indications for limitation of 

fluid intake and the use of diuretics. 

(h) Deficient ingestion or absorption of fluids from any cause. 

(i) Excessive loss of fluids from vomiting, diarrhea, excessive 

perspiration, or severe burns. 
(j) A fall in blood pressure.-This occurs in postoperative, traumatic 

or hemorrhagic shock, in Addison’s disease, and in moribund patients 

Groups (h), (i), and (j) do not call for treatment with diuretics; but 

constitute specific indications for forcing fluids, subcutaneously or 

intravenously if necessary to secure absorption. 

The oliguria occurring in most febrile diseases is ue genera ^ 

combination of causes mentioned in groups (h), (1), an (j) an 

fore should disappear with the institution of proper therapy. 

Polyuria.—This is an excessive formation of urine, usua y 

nale colo/and with the exception of the polyuria of diabetes melhtus 

li'low spedfic gravity. It should not be confused with frequency of 
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urination as either may occur independently, although they often 

co-exist. 
The important causes of polyuria are: 

(a) Chronic Difuse Nephritis.—In this disease, with the exception 

of the acute exacerbations and the terminal stage, polyuria is constant 

although the volume is usually less than 3000 cc. per day. 

(b) Hypertensive Cardiovascular Renal Disease.—This gives a similar 

polyuria, most marked at night, as the earliest and most constant 

evidence of renal involvement. 

(c) Diabetes Insipidus.—This is an uncommon condition due to a 

lesion of the posterior lobe of the pituitary or the adjacent area of the 

brain, in which the urine volume may reach the astounding values of 

3 to 30 liters per day with a specific gravity as low as 1.001. It is 

differentiated from diabetes mellitus by the fact that the urine does not 

contain sugar. Desiccated posterior pituitary intranasally1 causes a 

return to normal volume. 

(d) Diabetes Mellitus (see Chapter III).—This is the chief exception 

to the rule of inverse ratio between the volume and specific gravity, 

as the specific gravity is usually normal or high in spite of the increased 
volume. 

(e) During the disappearance of edema or fluid accumulations in 

the body cavities whether this be spontaneous or the result of therapy. 

In the above groups frequency of urination may or may not occur, 

but is usually less marked than one would expect from the increased 
volume. 

(f) Reflex polyuria may result from any irritation in the urinary 

tract, such as calculi, obstruction, cystitis, pyelitis, tuberculosis, or from 

nervousness or hysteria; but in all of this group frequency of urination 

is more constant and greater in proportion than the increased 

B. Ratio of the Night to the Day Volume of Urine.-One of the 

rn symptoms noted by patients with chronic nephritis or hypertensive 

cardiovascular renal disease is that they have to interrupt'their sleep 

if increased night (01”"° Sh0UW ** determined as a quantitative check 

the u is better to C°mbi"e * w»th 

voium IZTff adu0'rts4 th* no™,al ra::°of the ni*ht to day 

a ratio of N:D::i:i " Utt'e ** 

289-292^May-Juaefj^. Pltuitary TheraPy in Diabetes Insipidus. Endocrinology i6; 
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2. Increased night volume giving a ratio of N:D:: 1:1.5, 1.0 or 

even less is constant enough to be of diagnostic value in chronic diffuse 

nephritis or hypertensive cardiovascular renal disease. Other condi¬ 

tions which may also give this result are mentioned below (see C, 2 

and 3). 

C. The Modified Mosenthal Test.—This has been largely super¬ 

seded by the more sensitive concentration, dilution and urea clearance 

tests. The interpretation given here applies only to tests carried out 

by the technic given, which permits the calculation of the N:D ratio. 

It is of some value in all patients with hypertension who do not have 

edema, marked oliguria, or a blood urea nitrogen of over 50 mg. per 

100 cc. 
1. Normal Findings.— The specific gravity is 1.020 or more in at 

least one sample with a variation of at least nine points between the 

highest and lowest specific gravity. The 12-hour sample should meas¬ 

ure 400-600 cc., occasionally as high as 750 cc. If nitrogen and sodium 

chloride are estimated, the concentrations will vary considerably in 

different samples, and are usually as high as 1 per cent in at least one 

sample. The total volume and night to day ratio will fall within the 

ranges given above (B) 
In children the interpretation is much the same except that the 

maximum variation in specific gravity of 8 points may be normal and 

the total volume and night to day ratio are as given above (A 

and2Bln the chronic forms of impaired function the night volume 

(12-hour sample) is increased, the specific gravity. of the samples 

is lowered (highest not usually over 1.015) and it is fixed, that is, 

there are less than 9 points variation in specific gravity between the 

highest and lowest. There is also a fixation in the concentrations of 

sodium chloride and nitrogen and they do not reach 1 per cent in 

anv sample. This test may, therefore, give one of the earliest clues to 

chronic impairment of renal function such as occurs, constantly in 

chronic diffuse nephritis, and at some stage in most cases of hyperten¬ 

sive cardiovascular renal disease, congenital polycystic kidneys, or 

bilateral hydronephrosis (prostatic hypertrophy), pyelonephritis, or 

Py0ThehfoTlowing conditions, none of which constitutes an indication 

for dofng the test, must, however, be ruled out as they gtve s.rndar 

results although renal function is not impaired^ • ^ 

cystitis, diabetes insipidus, severe anemias, a 

stage of disappearance. 
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3. Other conditions which give abnormal results of a different 

type but do not constitute an indication for doing the test are all 

the causes of oliguria mentioned. These produce a fixation of the 

specific gravity at a high level with often an abnormal night to day 

ratio. 
D. The Concentration and Dilution Tests.1—These are among 

the most sensitive tests available for detecting slight grades of impair¬ 

ment of renal function of any type. The test is contraindicated in 

severe grades of renal damage as it puts severe strain on the kidneys, 

and should not be done if edema is present as unreliable results are 

secured. Its chief value is in detecting early renal damage in hyper¬ 

tensive cardiovascular renal disease and early chronic diffuse nephritis 

and in following the course of these conditions up to the stage of definite 

nitrogen retention. After this stage the estimation of blood urea nitro¬ 

gen gives more reliable information with less chance of injury to the 
patient. 

1. Normal Values.—The specific gravity rises to 1.028 to 1.030 

in the concentration test and falls to 1.003 or lower in the dilution 

test. The urine collected in the first four-hour period of the dilution 
test should amount to 1200 to 1800 cc. 

2. In the chronic forms of renal damage the first change that 

occurs is an inability to concentrate while the ability to dilute the urine 

remains quite good; this is called hyposthenuria. As the impairment 

becomes more severe the ability to dilute is also lost, so that the urine 

has an almost constant specific gravity, varying between 1.009 and 

1.013 only, practically the same specific gravity it would have if it 

were only a dialysate of the blood plasma. This is called isosthenuria 
and indicates severe renal damage. 

„t 3.\ I"aCU e re"al damage ability to dilute is first lost and fixation 
high level results; if the damage becomes more severe an isosthenuria 

U k oTesTv l' Ce°ther CaUsesof oliSuria may give similar findings, it is ot less value in acute cases. 6 

cJ^tlhTnUlPhrPhtmein Test--™s i» indicated in any 
case m which the preceding tests are positive or when impaired renal 
function is for any reason suspected. ‘mpairea renal 

k ■sr car“' 
::rnous technk is 35— 

Dresden, 1932. asserversuch als Nierenfunktionspriifung, Theodor Steinkopff. 

in Bright’s Disease. a“j .^edSck 186-'I23 fAugt)0?933Phen0lSUlphonephthalein Test 
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by each kidney of 15 to 25 per cent in the first 15 minutes, 25 to 30 per cent in the 

first 30 minutes, and 30 to 40 per cent in the first hour. The totals for the two kid¬ 

neys should, of course, be twice the above values. 

The figures given below are for the mixed bladder urine. 

1. Normal Results.—These are the same for adults and children. 

Intramuscular Intravenous Per Cent 

Excretion during the first hour. . . First half hour 40-60 

Excretion during the second hour. . . Second half hour 20-25 

Total excretion for the two hours. . . One hour 60-80 

Pathologic Results. 
Per Cent 

(a) Slight impairment: total for 2 hours. 

(b) Moderate impairment: total for 2 hours— 

(c) Severe impairment: total for 2 hours. 

3°-5° 
10-30 

0-10 

There is a tendency for the proportions to change, i.e., proportion¬ 

ately less dye excreted the first hour and more the second hour, as the 

function decreases. The causes of pathologic results are the same as 

those given below for elevation of the blood urea nitrogen; but it is 

slightly more sensitive to mild grades of impaired function and much 

less reliable for determining the severity of moderate and extreme 

grades of impairment of renal function. Low excretion, not due to 

impairment of kidney function, may occur if the test is performed less 

than 5 hours after the administration of magnesium sulphate. A total 

excretion of more than 80 per cent suggests impaired liver function, 

since normally the liver excretes part of the dye into the bile. 

o The chief objections to this method are: 
(a) That the substance used for the test is not one normally excreted 

by the kidneys. . , 
(b) That it tests the renal function only for the two hour period. 

The methods to be discussed next all depend for their value on the 

fact that certain substances increase in concentration in the blood, 

probably due to an inability on the part of the kidney to excrete them 

when the renal function is impaired. They are all normal£^ 
the blood in definite concentration and are normally excreted by the 

kidneys. Since many of them occur in food or are products of its dig 

tion and metabolism, all blood samples for blood chemistry work should 

b taken after a fasUng^od = ' 

La ^ 
whenever impaired function is su p 
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repeated at frequent intervals as a check on the progress of the case 

when impaired function has been found. 
Advantages of this method are that urea is a substance normally 

excreted by the kidneys and the estimation gives an average of the renal 

function for a period of time. It is the first substance to be retained in 

the blood when renal function is impaired, and the quantity present 

gives a good indication of the amount of impairment, while repeated 

estimations show the response to treatment. Since one sound kidney 

is effective for normal excretion, it will not detect even severe impair¬ 

ment of only one kidney as will the phenolsulphonphthalein test; nor 

will it detect as slight grades of impairment of function as will the urea 

clearance test and the dilution and concentration tests. Because of its 

simplicity and dependability and the lack of contraindications to its use, 

it is, in my opinion, the most valuable clinical test of renal function and 

the one to do first. 

i. Normals.—The figures usually given are 12-15 mg- of urea 

nitrogen1 per 100 cc. of blood, but lower figures (down to 7 mg.) are 

frequently secured. Pregnant women are especially apt to give low 

estimations (5 to 12 mg.). Figures for children are the same as for 

adults. In apparently healthy men over 40,2 values up to 20 mg. are 

reported. 

2. Pathologic Results. 

Mild impairment of renal function 

Moderate impairment. 

Severe impairment. 

Mg. Urea Nitrogen 

per 100 Cc. 

.... 16-29 

- 30-59 

.... 60-120 

In uremia it may go as high as 400 mg. but is sometimes as low as 
60-70 mg. 

3. Causes of Impaired Renal Function.—In these conditions 

elevation of the blood urea nitrogen, decrease in phenolsulphonphthalein 
excretion and diminished urea clearance may occur. 

(a). Bilateral Diffuse Kidney Disease— Casts are usually present in 
the urine in this group. 

(1) Acute and subacute glomerular nephritis. 
(2) Chronic diffuse nephritis. 

(3) Hypertensive cardiovascular renal disease. Urea nitrogen 

re ““ present 0nly in the cases with considerable renal involve- 
insteadof&le^f^r fig"r' * 2,5 C°nVertS H urea (some report urea 

AduUMeni'i: Ck^on^’ n ^m^of CalfC the.R“al Faction in 
Concentrating Ability of the Kidneys. ^ 
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ment; hence rarely occurs early in the disease and may be absent in 

some advanced cases. 

(4) Congenital polycystic kidneys. 

(5) Pyelonephritis. 

(6) Pyonephrosis. 

HS (7) Poisoning with the heavy metals (mercury, lead, bismuth, 

etc.) and with arsenic. 

(8) Passive congestion of the kidneys. 

(b) Dehydration1 such as occurs from the following: 

(1) Prolonged severe vomiting as in high intestinal obstruction. 

(2) Gastric or duodenal fistula. 

(3) Severe diarrheas such as cholera. 

(4) Severe burns. 

(5) Sodium chloride loss or restriction. 

(6) Deficient fluid intake. This is common in patients with fever 

or in coma. 
It is not certain whether this elevation of the blood urea nitrogen 

in dehydration is a compensatory measure to maintain the osmotic 

pressure of the plasma at the normal level after excessive loss of salts, 

\V#ether it is due to the decreased efficiency of the kidney in the excre¬ 

tion of urea with low urine volume (see Urea Clearance, Section IV), 

or whether Tt is due to the increased protein catabolism of starvation. 

Probably all these factors play a part. The prompt return to normal 

renal function after restoration of the fluid and salt content of the 

plasma indicates that there is little real toxic damage to the kidney in 

these conditions. 
(c) A marked fall in blood pressure. 

(1) Postoperative, traumatic, or hemorrhagic shock. Anhyd- 

remia is a contributory factor in the impaired renal function of this 

(2) Addison’s Disease.2 The elevation of the blood urea nitrogen 

is roughly proportional to the degree of cortin deficiency. Tins esti¬ 

mation may be used as an index of the response to therapy with cortin, 

sodium salts and low potassium diet 
(3) Moribund patients. This includes some cases ol diabetic 

C°Td) Obstruction in the Urinary Tract.-Tkis causes elevation of urea 

nitrogen only in the severe cases in which the total urinary output s 

.Jeters, H„ and Bakst. II. J.: The Syndrome ol Extrarenal Aaotenua. Ann. I»t. 

Med. 11: 1861-1899 (Aprd ^l8 W. W., and Pfiffner, J. J.: Metabolic Studies 

in Addiwn’^ Oisease^TheE^ecVof Treatment with the Cortical Hormone of the Suprarenal 

Gland. Am. J Med. Sci. 183: 1 (Jan.) *932- 
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decreased. Therefore, it is absent even in complete obstruction of just 

one ureter if the other kidney is functioning well. Casts are usually 

absent from the urine in this type. 

(1) Prostatic enlargement. 
(2) Stricture of the urethra or of both ureters as in carcinoma 

of the uterus. 
(3) Hemoglobinuria,1 methemoglobinuria or sulfhemoglobinuria. 

When large amounts of hemoglobin or its derivatives are released in the 

blood stream, they are excreted in the urine. If the urine is acid, they 

precipitate in the tubules of the kidney producing obstruction with 

resulting oliguria or anuria, impaired renal function, and sometimes 

death from uremia or acidosis. It is important, therefore, that the 

urine be kept alkaline if one of these pigments is detected in the 

urine. 

(e) Severe Liver Disease.— This includes acute yellow atrophy,2 

diffuse hepatitis, terminal stages of cirrhosis, Weil’s disease3 and some 

cases of obstructive jaundice.4 The condition is called bile nephrosis 

by pathologists, but the clinical picture is entirely different from that of 

typical nephrosis. The bile salts apparently damage the kidney and 

there may be precipitation of bile pigment in the tubules also. Jaundice 

is nearly always present. In acute yellow atrophy the nonprotein 

nitrogen may be elevated out of proportion to the urea nitr^en because 

of failure of the amino acids to be deaminized. 

G. The Nonprotein Nitrogen Estimation— Some prefer the^non- 

protein nitrogen estimation to the blood urea nitrogen; but there are 

more sources of error, it requires more time, and is not so well adapted to 

small laboratories as is the titration method of blood urea nitrogen 

determination. The normal results are 25 to 35 mg. per 100 cc. of 

blood. The figures run parallel to the urea estimation although, of 

course, higher, so that little diagnostic information is gained that can¬ 

not be more accurately and easily obtained by a urea nitrogen estima¬ 

tion. The undetermined nitrogen, which is the difference between the 

TraaSSnffl.\aaScnCW?s W',L' =.£““! Insufficiency from Blood 

mental Hemoglobinuria. Arch. Int. Med. 6r: 609-630 (Apr) 038 “ U°gS 'V“h Expcri‘ 

RepoS^nUri^ 
Had High Bl°°d 

SI43-S.45 (June 25) ,938 eP°r‘ of a Case ln a F‘sh Worker. J. A. M. A. 

.033®””) foj''" Re"al FUnCli°" in °bstrUCtive Jaundice. Arch. Int. Med. 60: ,028- 
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sum of the nitrogen of urea, creatinine, uric acid, amino acids, etc. and 

the total non-protein nitrogen, is said to be especially increased in 

uremia. 

H. Urea Clearance Test.1—This is now recognized as the most 

sensitive and accurate test of renal function. It is indicated in all cases 

suspected of having impaired renal function in which accurate collec¬ 

tion of urine samples is possible, but is not necessary if the simpler 

blood urea nitrogen estimation shows retention of 50 mg. or over. It is 

not practical in children under four years of age. Read pages 382-385. 

I. Normals.—The average maximum urea clearance (Cm) is 75 cc. 

of blood per minute cleared of urea. The average standard clearance 

(Cs) is 54 cc. of blood per minute cleared of urea. Normal values are 

usually reported as percentage of these figures, anything over 75 per 

cent being regarded as strictly normal and anything under 50 per cent 

indicating definitely impaired renal function. 

2. Physiologic Variations.—The urea clearance during preg¬ 

nancy is variable, some authors reporting decreased clearance and others 

increased clearance. Severe exercise will somewhat depress the urea 

clearance in normal subjects and patients with mild impairment of 

renal function. Moderate exertion will depress the function still 

further in patients with severe impairment. Administration of vaso- 

constricting or vasodilating drugs or other factors influencing the 

rate of blood flow to the kidney may be expected to influence the urea 

clearance. 
3. Pathologic Results.—The causes of decreased urea clearance 

are the same as those given for an elevated blood urea nitrogen. This 

test however, detects slighter grades of impairment, since the blood 

urea nitrogen is not consistently elevated until the urea clearance is 

below 20 per cent. 
4 Advantages—This test is more sensitive than the blood urea 

nitrogen or phenolsulphonphthalein tests. It has no contraindications 

as have the dilution and concentration tests. It is not necessary that 

the subject be in a fasting state. It has the additional advantage 

of including the blood urea nitrogen estimation as part of the test. 
Disadvantages.—It involves three urea nitrogen estimations 

and a complicated calculation. Its accuracy depends on the accuracy 

with which the urine samples are timed, collected and measured. 

■ Peters J P. and Van Slyke, D. D.: Quantitative Clinical Chem.stry. Vol. I. Pp. 

(Dextrose)tU<I*n. sluK»th^ Arcl I*. Med. So: 35-, 35*. 

and 544 (Sept, and Oct.) 1932- 
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Catheterization is often necessary to insure complete emptying of the 

bladder. 
I. Other Clearance Tests— The clearance of many other sub¬ 

stances, including inulin,1 sucrose and creatinine,2 have been investi¬ 

gated and are of value only in research. They are not necessary in 

clinical medicine. The inulin clearance gives the best indication of the 

rate of glomerular filtration as it is apparently not reabsorbed by the 

tubules. 

J. Blood uCreatinine,y Estimation.—This test is desirable if 

the blood urea nitrogen is found to be above 20 mg. The estimation 

is chiefly of value in prognosis and as a check on the urea estimation. 

Behre and Benedict3 report experiments suggesting that actual cre¬ 

atinine is not the substance responsible for the color change in this test. 

This fact does not detract from the clinical value of the test. 

1. Normals.—Figures of 1-2.5 mg- Per 100 cc. of blood have 

usually been given, but Holbrook and Haskins4 have shown that the 

upper limit of normals is 1.6 mg. An estimation above 2.0 mg. may be 

considered as definitely pathologic. 

2. Pathologic Results.—“Creatinine” is more easily excreted 

than urea so that no “creatinine” retention occurs until there is marked 

renal impairment, hence, it is of no value for diagnosis of early nephritis. 

A curve of “creatinine” retention is roughly parallel to the curve of 

urea above 25 mg. of urea nitrogen. Therefore, this serves as a valuable 

check on the urea estimation, e.g., a normal figure for urea nitrogen and 

an estimation of 3 mg. of “creatinine” on the same blood would indicate 

an error in one or the other estimation. It is also true that a high 

urea with a normal or relatively low “creatinine” estimation generally 

indicates error. Its chief value was formerly thought to be in prognosis 

It being claimed5 that a “creatinine” level above 5 mg. in a patient with 

chronic impaired renal function indicated death within a few months 

However, since a high “creatinine” in acute impairment of kidnev 

function does not necessarily indicate a bad prognosis, and since prac- 

NormSphlorfzinSd Iran11’ fcifa wJ“?tion ot Inulin- Xylose and Urea by 
2 Winkler, A. W and Parra T m I4:393"40i (July) i93S. y 

Creatinine, Sucrose and Urea Clearanceshi S^hiVr?"1^ v G)°"1.erular Filtration. The 
gation 16: 869-877 (Nov ) 1937 8 J S Wlth Renal Dlsease- J- Clin. Investi- 

J. Biol. Chem.^rTi^^May^’ 19*21 Studies ln Creatine and Creatinine Metabolism, 

J’ B4'?}1Ghe^- IIO: 245-248d(June)di935 S' R" °n the Presence of Creatinine in Blood. 

»• D“ ™ Acid in Nephritis. J. Lab, and clin. 

in Nephriti;V'Am.TMedhsnc.,,f7:: ^-^(May) ^ °f the Creatinine of the Blood 
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tically all patients with chronic diffuse nephritis die of the disease within 

a few months to a few years, its value in prognosis is not as great as was 

originally thought. 

Causes of a high blood “creatinine” are the same as those listed for 

urea retention, but “creatinine” retention occurs only after a consider¬ 

able rise in the urea nitrogen has occurred. 

K. Other tests used in cases of impaired renal function, 

i. Valuable tests to be discussed in more detail in other chapters, 

(a) The Alkali Reserve Estimation.—Acidosis due to retention 

of normally formed acids, such as acid phosphate (NaH2P04), and to 

loss of base is frequently present in the advanced stages of the types of 

disease in which there is nitrogen retention, and if such patients are 

given alkalis or put on a basic diet an alkalosis frequently develops. 

Alkali reserve estimations should be done at frequent intervals on all 

patients with a blood urea nitrogen of over 20 mg. The diet (p. 75) and 

alkali intake can then be so regulated as to keep the alkali reserve normal. 

In my experience this is an extremely valuable, sometime0 even a life-saving, 

point which has not been generally recognized. Alkalis or acids should 

never be given to patients with impaired renal function unless the 

alkali reserve is frequently determined as a check on the dosage. The 

reaction of the urine is not a safe guide in such cases. 
(b) Hemoglobin and Red Cell Count.—Anemia1 with normal color, 

volume and saturation indexes is associated with acute, subacute and 

chronic glomerular nephritis. This seems to be of definite value m 

differentiating them from the other types of kidney disease in which 

the hemoglobin is little, if at all, reduced. Anemia may also occur in 

focal embolic nephritis and very late in those few cases of hypertensive 

cardiovascular Lai disease (type E) in which kidney function is 

greatly impaired (urea nitrogen over 50 mg.). . , 
(c) The Blood Chloride Estimation.2—This estimation is indicat 

when any of the causes of dehydration listed under blood urea are 

nresent X Normal values for chloride expressed as sodium chloride in 
Pff u'l 1 .cn to cco me. per too cc. and in plasma are 570 to 

620 me per too cc. The highm values for plasma are due to the lower 

chloride content of the red cells. This must be taken into account in 

interpreting reports of whole blood chlorides because anemia alone will 

, u , pm- The Prognostic Value of Anemia in Chronic Glomer- 

ula; NephritS: 1.4M.V: » ^Tn,, Value .f Accurately Deter- 

mi„e?Sdr: m Anemia? J- Ub. and Clin. Med. '» 

(June) .93*. and Van Slyke D. D.: Quantitative Clinical Chemistry. Vol. I. PP- 

IO[;_PX Williams^and V/Tlkins Co.. Baltimore. ,,3.. 
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lead to a higher proportion of plasma and thus to a higher blood chloride 

level. On the other hand, the plasma chloride level changes so rapidly 

(see Chapter III) after blood is withdrawn, unless precautions are taken 

to prevent loss of carbon dioxide, that the whole blood chloride estima¬ 

tion is more reliable than the plasma chloride. Impaired kidney func¬ 

tion in itself does not lead to chloride retention.1 A low blood chloride 

level may, however, lead to anhydremia and impaired kidney function2 

so that salt restriction in patients with impaired kidney function is not 

desirable unless necessary for the control of edema. 

(d) Blood Phosphate and Calcium Determinations.—The blood 

phosphate level is elevated and the blood calcium level is depressed in 

the more severe grades of impaired renal function, but these tests are 

not necessary for diagnosis except in the rare condition known as renal 

rickets.- This disease, simulating rickets, develops in patients who 

survive many years with impairment of renal function sufficient to 

produce an elevated phosphate and depressed calcium level and to 
interfere with ossification. 

(e) Protein Content of Effusions — If ascitic or pleural fluid develops, 

as is common in nephrosis and in some cases of acute glomerular 

nephritis, the fluid should be examined. A protein content of less than 

10 gm- per liter strongly favors a diagnosis of true nephrosis. In 

glomerular nephritis the fluid usually contains 20 to 30 gm. per liter. 

2. Tests Which Are Only Occasionally Indicated. 

(a) Plasma or Serum Proteins and the A Ihumin-Glohulin Ratio A—This 

is part of the thorough study of edema or of nephrosis, but is rarely 

necessary to establish the diagnosis. It is vitally important, however 

to understand the changes in plasma proteins which frequently occur in 

disease in order to plan proper therapy. A low serum protein may 

result not only in edema but also in impaired healing of wounds, in 

rot, eaux formation of the red cells, and in pseudo-agglutination, 

teratmns in serum proteins are chiefly responsible for the changes in 

h,Vh5ed™entatl°n rate' In general, the lower the albumin and the 
g er the globulin and fibrinogen, the more rapid is the sedimentation 

J. Lab. and Clin. Med. 11: P ' “d Haski"s' H' ™c Add. 
2 See reference 1, page 34. 

?enaa!1?iVafsivkJeAnMbA n,K 256 ^ •«> 
653‘7Ha4„d Willdns Co°MiSoU“t:“Ve Clinical ChemistDc Vol. I. pp. 

mt Med. S4:'2,5'(AugCrit934“0n °f Scrum Protei" “ Different Types of Edema. Arch 
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rate. A sedimentation rate of zero or over ioo mm. in 15 minutes, 

therefore, constitutes an indication for a plasma protein determination. 

The chief factors affecting the level of the plasma proteins are 

nephrosis, liver disease, a deficient protein intake, an excessive loss of 

protein in the urine or into transudates or exudates, anhydremia, and, 

rarely, the presence of Bence-Jones protein in the blood. Edema is 

usually present when the total protein falls below 5.5 gm. per 100 cc. or 

the albumin fraction falls below 2.5 gm. per 100 cc. The specific 

gravity1 of the plasma offers a simple means of determining whether the 

plasma proteins are below this level. When the specific gravity is 

below 1.0235, edema is usually present. 

(1) Normals.2—Normal values for fibrin (spontaneously coagulable 

fraction, “fibrinogen”) are 0.20 to 0.40 gm. per 100 cc. of plasma, or 

3 to 6 per cent of the total protein; for globulin (fraction precipitated by 

half saturation with ammonium sulphate), 1.0 to 3.0 gm. per 100 cc^ 

or 15 to 35 per cent of the total protein; and for albumin, 4.0 to 5.8 gm. 

per 100 cc. of plasma or 60 to 80 per cent of the total protein. The total 

protein varies normally from 6.0 to 8.0 gm. per 100 cc. The albumin- 

globulin ratio varies from 2.0 to 5.0. Figures usually given as normal 

in most texts differ from these but are apparently based on studies of an 

inadequate number of questionable normals. 
(2) Pathologic Results.—Hyperproteinemia.3 The total protein is 

over 8 gm., the globulin fraction is increased above 3 gm., and the 

albumin fraction is usually under 4 gm. 1 his change is associated \vith 

an extremely rapid sedimentation rate and often with grossly visible 

pseudo-agglutination of the red corpuscles. Hyperproteinemia occurs 

in anhydremia, in multiple myeloma, in lymphogranuloma inguinale, 

in the sarcoid of Boeck, in leprosy, in kala-azar, and schistosomiasis. 

In multiple myeloma the fraction determined as globulin is sometimes, 

but not usually, Bence-Jones protein. A precipitate in serum heated to 

c6° C. as for inactivation of complement in the Wassermann test, sug¬ 

gests the presence of Bence-Jones protein. The albumin-globulin ratio 

is often reversed, that is below one, in this group. 
Hypoproteinemia.—The total protein is less than 6 gm. per 100 cc., 

the albumin fraction is very low, the globulin and fibrinogen fractions 

x page> 1. H., and Van Slyke, D. D.: A Simple Test for Plasma Protein Contents Below 

the2ETheiatgSreUsCLnrl based on altudy of aboif80 normals and many pathologic bloods 

s • Hyperproteinemia: Its Stance. 

248-279 (Sept.) 1937- 

Comparison 

Internat. Clin. 3: 
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may be normal or increased, the albumin-globulin ratio is always 

reversed, and the sedimentation rate is extremely rapid. Increased 

fibrinogen is called hyperinosis. Hypoproteinemia occurs in its most 

marked degree in true nephrosis. It may occur also in nutritional 

edema from protein starvation, in glomerular nephritis when the loss of 

protein in the urine has not been replaced by adequate protein intake, 

in amyloidosis, and in severe liver disease.1 Hypoproteinemia may 

occur also in patients with peptic ulcer or other diseases of the gastro¬ 

intestinal tract who have been placed on a diet too low in protein or who 

have lost much blood protein through hemorrhage. An operation on 

such patients before the protein deficiency has been corrected may lead 

to poor wound healing.2 

A reversal of the albumin-globulin ratio with increased fibrinogen 

but normal total protein.—In this group the chief deviation from normal 

is an albumin under 4 gm. per 100 cc. The globulin and fibrinogen 

fractions tend to be increased. This picture may occur in the early 

stages of all of the conditions listed above as causing hyperproteinemia 

or hypoproteinemia and, in addition, in all the conditions given as 

causes of an increased sedimentation rate, the most important of which 

are infections, malignant tumors, and pregnancy. 

Hypoinosis.—This is marked diminution or complete absence of 

fibrinogen with normal total protein and relative proportions of albumin- 

globulin. This occurs as an extremely rare congenital anomaly (see 

Hemorrhagic Diseases in the indexes), and in extensive diffuse liver 

damage (acute yellow atrophy, phosphorus or chloroform poisoning). 

In this group the sedimentation rate is often low or zero. In severe 

liver disease there may be low albumin, favoring rapid sedimentation 

rate, or low fibrinogen, favoring slow sedimentation rate. 

(b) L ric Acid Estimation. 1 his method was at one time thought to be the most 

valuable of any in the diagnosis of early chronic nephritis because it was claimed 

that unc acid was the first nitrogenous substance to increase in the blood in renal 

disease. Holbrook and Haskins3 have proved that these claims are false. Of 

7 nephntics tested, not one of 26 cases showing urea retention of 16-24 mg. had 

any uric acid retention, and many with much higher urea figures also failed to show 

increase of uric acid in the blood. Of the total 87 cases, 80 per cent showed urea 

on WoLgmM- Arches":Efito Hypop^einemia 

SPSS'S— 
W' P' and Haskins- »• D-: Bl-d Uric Acid. J. Lab. and Clin. Med. I1: 
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retention, 60 per cent, “creatinine” retention, and only 30 per cent showed uric 

acid retention. In this 30 per cent there was very little correlation between the 

amount of uric acid retained and the clinical condition of the patient. The estima¬ 

tion may prove of some value in other conditions than nephritis, such as gout. I 

have discarded this test entirely in nephritis. 

(1) Normals.—These are usually given as 1-4 mg. per 100 cc. of blood. Hol¬ 

brook and Haskins1 found variations of 1.5 to 3.7 mg. in 55 normal individuals, with 

an average of 2.4 mg. 

(2) Pathologic Results.—Anything over 4 mg. may be considered definitely 

abnormal. 

Causes of uric acid retention are so numerous that it is doubtful if the test is of 

any diagnostic value except in gout. They are: 

(a) Conditions in which there is increased production from destroyed nuclei, 

such as in leukemias, resolving pneumonia, tuberculosis, etc. 

(b) Conditions in which there is deficient excretion such as nephritis, gout, 

eclampsia. 

(c) Starvation, pernicious vomiting, and other causes of ketosis. 

(d) Skin diseases, especially eczema. 

(e) Severe anemias, such as pernicious anemia. 

(f) Poisons of various kinds (carbon monoxide, wood alcohol). 

(g) Cholecystitis. 

(c) The Congo Red Test.2—This is of value in the diagnosis of amyloidosis and 

nephrosis. . 
(1) Normals. Less than 40 per cent of the dye disappears from the blood 

plasma in one hour. . . 
(2) Pathologic Results. A disappearance of over 60 per cent occurs only in amyl¬ 

oidosis, and is due to adsorption of the dye by amyloid deposits. A disappearance 

of 40-60 per cent may be due either to amyloidosis or to a true nephrosis. The 

appearance of visible dye in the urine favors a diagnosis of nephrosis. Since 

small amounts of amyloid may not decrease the amount of dye by more than 40 per 

cent in one hour, a normal result does not exclude amyloidosis. 

(d) The Blood Cholesterol Estimation.—This may be done as part of the complete 

study of a case of nephrosis, thyroid disease, or diabetes mellitus, but these diag¬ 

noses are usually readily established by simpler procedures. Normal values range 

from 100 to 230 mg. per 100 cc. of blood. High values up to 500 mg. are found 1 

nephrosis constantly and in many cases of diabetes mellitus but as they may also 

h“u.ts, up to 3600 mg., have been .reported> in dUbeUc 

U n^Zol O, Biood Uric Acid. J. Lab. and Clin. Med. 

377 (Jan.) 1926. . The Congo-Red Test with Special Reference to 

Excretion^)/ the Dye in the Urine Je^ng".Red Test for Amyloidosis: A Correlation of 
the Cases. Am. J. M. Sc. 

(Feb.) 1038. The cholesterol Content of the Blood Plasma in Diabetes 

Id'^hty^^^En^ipoids anil.fpoid^DistufsesC*1)l'J^an^bomatosi8^cBhller‘Christian,s 
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It is of interest that low values for blood cholesterol are the rule in pernicious 

anemia and hyperthyroidism. . , 
Much literature has accumulated on the value of this test in the diagnosis o 

thyroid and liver disease and nephrosis. In my opinion, the range of variation in 

normals and in these diseases overlap so much that the test is rarely of enough 

value in clinical diagnosis to justify the expense for the patient. 
(e) Other Renal Function Tests— The determination of inorganic sulphate in the 

serum,1 of the urea indexes of McLean or Addis,2 of the urea concentration in the 

blood after orally administered urea,3 of the ratio of the non-protein nitrogen to the 

urea nitrogen of the salivary urea index, of the level of indican in the blood,4 and 

many others have been found of value in estimating kidney function. The blood 

urea nitrogen, the urea clearance test, the phenolsulphonphthalein test, and the 
concentration and dilution test, however, have proved sufficient for practical 

clinical purposes. 

V. SUMMARY OF BLOOD CHEMISTRY NORMALS 

Table 2.—Blood Chemistry Normals 

In Whole Blood 
Urea nitrogen. 
“Creatinine”. 
Uric acid . 
Non-protein N. 
Sodium chloride. 
“Dextrose”. 
True dextrose. 
Cholesterol. 

In Plasma 
Alkali reserve. 
Sodium chloride. 
Total protein. 
Albumin. 
Globulin. 
Fibrin. 
Albumin-globulin ratio 
Icterus index. 

In Serum 
Calcium. 
Icterus index. 

Figures usually given 

12-15 mg. per 100 cc. 
1-2.5 mg. Per 100 cc 
1-4 mg. per 100 cc. 
25-35 mg. per 100 cc. 
450-5°° mg. per 100 cc. 
80-120 mg. per 100 cc. 
60-100 mg. per 100 cc. 
100-230 mg. per 100 cc. 

50-80 cc. of C02 per 100 cc. 
570-620 mg. per 100 cc. 
6.0-8.o gm. per 100 cc. 
4.0-5.8 gm. per 100 cc. 
1.0-3.0 gm. per 100 cc. 
o.2-0.4 gm. per 100 cc. 
2.0-5.0 
4-6 

9-12 mg. per 100 cc. 
4-6 

Figures more probably 
correct 

7-15 mg. per 100 cc. 
1-1.6 mg. per 100 cc. 

350-55o mg- per 100 cc. 

Type). Arch. Int. ed. 54: 379 (March) 1934. 
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VI. GRADES OF IMPAIRMENT OF RENAL FUNCTION 

It is important not only to detect the presence of renal impairment, 
but also to know its degree, especially in chronic cases. 

Table 3.—Grades of Impairment of Renal Function 

Urea 
clearance 

% 

Urea N 
mg. 

“Creati¬ 
nine” mg. 

Phthalein (2 hrs.) 

Slight1. 20 to 50 
15 to 20 
10 to 15 

5 to 10 
Less than 5 

7 to is 
16 to 30 
30 to 60 
60 to 120 

120 tO 400 

1.0 to 1.6 
1.0 to 2.0 
2.0 to 3.5 

3 • 5 to 5.0 
5.0 or over 

60 to 80 per cent 
30 to 50 per cent 
10 to 30 per cent 
Trace to 10 per cent 
0 to trace 

Mild. 
Moderate. 

Severe . 

TTremia. 

* These terms are simply comparative among the grades of impairment detectable by chemical 
means. Extensive diffuse renal damage is, of course, necessary to produce even the mildest detectable 
change. Still milder grades of renal damage will show normal values by these tests but will show 

Changes by the dilution and concentration test. 

VII CLASSIFICATION AND DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF THE GROUP 
OF DISEASES FORMERLY CALLED NEPHRITIS OR BRIGHT’S DISEASE 

The accompanying table gives a working classification and differ¬ 

ential diagnosis of Bright’s disease. This classification was devised by 
the author and W. P. Holbrook in 1925. Since that time it has been 
tested by thorough study of several hundred cases in this clinic and 
others. Using these criteria, medical students soon learn to predict 
the clinical course and the pathology to be found at necropsy in a high 
percentage of cases. Our indebtedness to Volhard and Fahr, Bell and 
Clawson, Kollert, Mosenthal, Christian, Addis, Keith, Epstein, and 

other distinguished students of the subject is obvious. See table 4- 
Letters have been used to designate the different types for two 

reasons: first, because in the literature the names have often been used 
so loosely that they are meaningless; and second, because some of these 
names suggest a knowledge of the pathology of these diseases that we 
actually do not have. Even the term nephritis is probably not cor¬ 
rectly applicable to all of these groups, for it implies an inflammation of 
the kidney which has certainly not been proved to be present in types A 
and E Under the heading of synonyms have been grouped the names 

used in the literature for the syndrome. The preferred names have been 
indicated by capitals. The term interstitial nephritis was formerly 

applied to most cases of Type D and those cases of Type E which showed 
impairment of renal function. It does not appear in table 4 because it is 
now obsolete except for a rare form of acute nephritis associated wit 
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scarlet fever. The poor term nephrosis is retained because no better 

term has yet been proposed. Nephrosis may prove not to be a disease 

of the kidney. If the physiologists are right, and good evidence sup¬ 

ports their views, a degeneration of renal tubules, which the term 

nephrosis implies, should result in the formation of a very large volume 

of urine of low specific gravity containing dextrose. Actually an 

almost opposite result occurs. 

A. Nephrosis1 (Type A).—This is a rare disease of young indi¬ 

viduals characterized by diffuse edema, hypoproteinemia, reversal 

of the albumin-globulin ratio, albuminuria, and casts. Some2 believe 

that nephrosis is merely a form of acute glomerular nephritis (Type B) 

in which glomerular permeability to protein is increased without 

sufficient damage to result in impaired renal function. Others,3 with 

whom I agree, believe there is a separate entity to which the term 

nephrosis should be limited in which the etiology is probably a disturb¬ 

ance of the formation of the plasma proteins and not a primary disease 

of the kidney. It is differentiated from acute and subacute glomerular 

nephritis by the absence of anemia, hematuria, hypertension, and 

impaired renal function. It corresponds to the “lipoid nephrosis” 

of Epstein, but does not include the febrile albuminurias associated 

with acute infections (pathology: parenchymatous degeneration or 

cloudy swelling), nor the kidney of amyloid disease, nor poisoning with 

the heavy metals, nor the kidney of obstructive jaundice, all of which 

are classed as nephroses by many pathologists. These conditions 

should be recognized and diagnosed as distinct entities. 

B. Acute and Subacute Glomerular Nephritis4 (Type B).- 

This is differentiated from nephrosis by the presence of hypertension, 

impaired renal function, anemia, and hematuria. It is the common 

acute or subacute glomerular nephritis associated with hemolytic 

streptococcus infections such as scarlet fever, sinusitis, and tonsillitis. 

Most of these patients recover completely, a few die in uremia, and a 

few go on to the chronic stage (Type D). Oliguria is present in the 

acute stage, but the urine volume increases and the specific gravity 

decreases as it passes into the subacute stage. Glomerular nephritis 

‘ Nrfphrosfs^Pathology) Genesis'Relation to Amyloidosis. 

ArC>Vahr,G.^ Study 

of ZTah&nUDwit“ai tAhosc Observed over a Long Period. Arch. 

Int. Med. 62: 355-376 (Sept;.)Lx938- . * te Glomerulonephritis with Special 
< Murphy, F. D., and Rastetter, T. W.. Acuteiwoi m. A. m: 668-674 

Reference to the Course and Prognosis: Study of 150 Gases, j. 

(Aug. 20) 1938. 
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must be differentiated from poisoning with the heavy metals by t e 

history and physical findings since the laboratory findings are identical 

It is differentiated from focal embolic nephritis by the presence o 

hypertension and impaired renal function. 

Those cases of glomerular nephritis with diffuse edema as the most 

prominent symptom may at times be difficult to differentiate from 

nephrosis. The presence of any one of the following favors a diagnosis 

of true glomerular nephritis: hypertension, anemia, hematuria, or 

impaired renal function. Sometimes the two syndromes may be 

indistinguishable except at necropsy. This syndrome is spoken of 

as acute glomerular nephritis with nephrotic syndrome. It results 

from deficient protein intake to compensate for the protein lost in 

the urine. 

C. Focal Embolic Nephritis (Type C).—This is characterized by 

the presence of albumin, casts and red blood cells in the urine without 

alterations in volume or specific gravity. It is differentiated from acute 

or subacute glomerular nephritis by the absence of hypertension, 

impaired renal function, and diffuse edema. The patchy lesions in the 

kidney do not destroy enough renal tissue to encroach seriously on the 

enormous reserve that nature has provided, but are sufficient to give rise 

to albumin, casts and red cells in the urine. If the micro-organism 

present happens to produce a soluble toxin involving all the glomeruli 

(which not infrequently occurs^, the clinical picture of chronic diffuse 

nephritis results and at post mortem a kidney showing the lesions 

characteristic of both focal embolic nephritis and chronic diffuse 

nephritis is found. This combination must always be suspected when 

the clinical picture of chronic diffuse nephritis occurs in subacute 

bacterial endocarditis.1 

D. Chronic Diffuse (Glomerular) Nephritis (Type D).—This 

is occasionally a sequel to acute or subacute glomerular nephritis but 

more often develops gradually without any acute phase. Acute and 

subacute exacerbations frequently occur in this type with a temporary 

return to a laboratory picture approaching that of acute glomerular 

nephritis. This is characterized by albuminuria, hematuria, impaired 

renal function, anemia, and hypertension with or without edema. It is 

differentiated from acute or subacute glomerular nephritis by the longer 

history, the polyuria, and by the cardiac enlargement indicating a 

prolonged hypertension. It is differentiated from those cases of hyper¬ 

tensive cardiovascular disease with impaired renal function by the 

6641(Noi.)Eiwa Glomerular Le3ions Associated with Endocarditis. Am. J. Path. 8: 630- 
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presence of hematuria and anemia. All patients with this disease die 
within a few years, usually with true uremia. 

E. Hypertensive Cardiovascular Disease1 (Type E).—This 

is the form giving rise to the greatest confusion. Patients with this 

condition seldom consult a physician before they are 40 years of age, 

but often, if routinely examined, they show marked hypertension much 

earlier (at this stage the condition is often called essential hypertension 

or hyperpiesis). Next, they develop a night polyuria and, still later, 

definite evidence of cardiac, renal and cerebral damage. In about 

60 per cent of these patients cardiac involvement is the major cause of 

death; the next most frequent cause of death is cerebral hemorrhage or 

thrombosis; while in only 20 per cent is renal function severely impaired; 

and in only 8 per cent is uremia the chief cause of death. Yet, at some 

time in almost every case, evidence of some involvement of all three 

systems may be found. The rarity of anemia, the slower progression, 

the greater age of the patient, and the absence of red cells in the urine 

are the chief points which aid in differentiating it from chronic diffuse 

nephritis. In the cases which develop marked nitrogen retention, 

“cottonwool” exudates and edema of the disk are added to the changes 

in the retinal vessels. The terms malignant and benign hypertension 

may be misleading unless it is remembered that they are merely sub¬ 

divisions of this one disease. Since at least two sets of entirely different 

criteria (Keith and Wagener, Volhard and Fahr) for the “malignant” 

group have already been proposed, since many cases starting as the 

benign form later become malignant, since Goldblatt has shown that 

either form can be produced experimentally according to the degree of 

renal ischemia, and since most other disease processes could similarly 

be divided from a prognostic standpoint into benign and malignant 

groups it seems wiser to the author to discard the terms benign and 

malignant in this disease and to evaluate the prognosis of each case 

individually, making full use, however, of the undoubtedly valuable 

prognostic criteria proposed for the malignant group. The diffuse 

arteriolosclerosis with uniformly contracted kidneys characteristic of 

hypertensive cardiovascular disease must be differentiated from the 

patchy lesions of senile atherosclerosis which result in a nodular kidney 

without producing hypertension or evidence of impaired renal function, 

for both conditions lead to the appearance of urinary casts and 1 to 3 

plus albuminuria in the urine. Confusion has been caused by the 

discussion in the literature of both the atherosclerotic kidney and that of 

1 Scott, R. W.: Hypertension a Century after Bright. J. A. M. A. in: 2460-2463 

(Dec. 31) 1038. 
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hypertensive cardiovascular disease under the one designation of 

arteriosclerotic kidney. 
Hypertensive cardiovascular disease must also be differentiated from 

basophil adenoma of the pituitary, adrenal tumors, and coarctation of 

the aorta which may also give hypertension with slight albuminuria 

without impairment of kidney function. The differential diagnosis 

must be made by the history and physical findings. 

VIII. DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES1 WHICH MAY 

BE CONFUSED WITH THE PRECEDING GROUP 

A. Congenital Polycystic Kidneys.—This condition is rare. The 

findings are similar to those of chronic diffuse nephritis, but the case 

runs a longer course with a tendency to occasional gross hemorrhages. 

Nodular bilateral tumors may often be palpated in the kidney region, 

and pyelograms show a characteristic shape of the kidney pelvis. 

B. Hydronephrosis.—Impaired kidney function is not detectable 

except by ureteral catheterization unless the obstruction is bilateral. 

Strictures of the urethra, prostatic hypertrophy, carcinoma of the uterus, 

and paralysis of the bladder are among the more common causes. A 

complete history and urologic and physical examinations are necessary 

to establish the diagnosis. Hypertension may occur so it must be 

differentiated from both chronic glomerular nephritis and hypertensive 

cardiovascular disease. The absence of casts, together with a “creat¬ 

inine that is low in proportion to the blood urea nitrogen, are points in 

favor of this diagnosis. Operation should be delayed until renal func¬ 

tion is improved to such an extent that the blood urea nitrogen is less 

t an 30 mg. Pyonephrosis is an occasional complication and adds the 

findings of pam over the kidneys, fever and chills, and pus in clumps in 

blood" CyfM'S and pyelltls-- Pus, bacteria, mucus, and occasionally 
blood and albumin may be found in the urine. No impairment of 

unction occurs. The urine is sometimes alkaline. The causa- 

1Ve o^m should be identified by stain and culture of the sediment 

rom unne collected with aseptic precautions. The pH of property col 
ected 24-hour specimens of urine should be tested if mandelic add or 

M. A. in: 1421-1427 (Ocu .'1;' SlmulatlnS Chronic Glomerulonephritis. J. A 

Other Renal FuKtion Tesbln^Urol’ogy”1’ Cana/ht a"? Clearance Te,st Compared with 
2Helmholz, H. F., and Osterbere A F p / , v J‘ 3.3: 2^~257 (Sept.) 19,c. 

Mandelic Acid in the Urine. J. A MAi'o, „! andx BactericidalPower of 
Helmholz, H. F • Urina v Jl- 7-’ W17^6 (Nov- 28) 19,6 

Treatment. J. A. M. A. III: 5) “g. and Childhood: Diagnosis and 
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alkalies are used in therapy. If sulfanilamide is used in treatment, 

ideally, quantitative determination of the sulfanilamide level should be 

made to be sure that the concentration of the drug in the urine is above 

50 mg. per 100 cc. 

D. Pyelonephritis.1—This gives the findings of a pyelitis with 

evidences of impaired renal function in addition. It frequently results 

in true uremia, but the fever and chills, and the finding of a cause, 

such as obstruction in the urinary tract, differentiate it from chronic 

diffuse nephritis. It is a common cause of death in patients with pro¬ 

static hypertrophy, carcinoma of the uterus, tabes dorsalis, multiple 

sclerosis or other causes of obstruction in the urinary tract or paralysis 

of the bladder. Some cases of chronic pyelonephritis may be confused 

with hypertensive cardiovascular disease, but the presence of pyuria 

and anemia and positive cultures on urine obtained by catheter with 

aseptic precautions should make the diagnosis. 
E. Tuberculosis of the Kidney.—Hematuria and pyuria are pres¬ 

ent with impaired function of the involved kidney in the more severe 

cases. Tubercle bacilli may often be demonstrated by the Ziehl- 

Neelsen stain on a smear made by the concentration technic, by culture 

or by guinea pig inoculation with this sediment. 
F. Tumors of the Kidney.—Hematuria is usually present. Func¬ 

tion is not impaired. Pyelograms are indicated. 
G. Anhydremia.—This occurs particularly in prolonged severe 

vomiting (high intestinal obstruction, pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, 

etc ) gastric or duodenal fistula, severe burns, profuse perspiration, or 

severe diarrhea (cholera, etc.). The syndrome consists of a low 

blood chloride level due to loss of hydrochloric acid from the stomach 

or chloride from the bowel or skin, with alterations in the alkali reserve 

figure and, in the more severe cases, a retention of nitrogenous sub¬ 

stances in the blood. Oliguria and albuminuria are usually present, 

also The alkali reserve figure is usually high, due to loss of hydro¬ 

chloric acid, but may be brought to normal or lower by a ketosis due to 

lark of carbohydrate absorption. 
H Eclampsia.—This occurs in the last months of pregnancy, 

during labor, or in the puerperium. It is characterized by hyper¬ 

tension coma, convulsions, oliguria, 3+ to 4+ albuminuria, 3+ to 

[+ casts and usually, also, hematuria. Little if any nitrogen retention 

Ammonia is much increased in the urine. The low blood urea 

^ US “ 
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nitrogen (below 30 mg.) and the normal “ creatinine estimation differ¬ 

entiate it from uremia. 
I. Amyloidosis of the Kidney.1—This gives rise to laboratory and 

clinical findings similar to those of nephrosis, but in addition, the Congo 

red test is positive, the liver and spleen are usually enlarged, and one is 

able, as a rule, to find the cause for the amyloidosis such as tuberculosis, 

osteomyelitis, or chronic infection. In the terminal stages of some cases 

of amyloidosis, moderate impaired renal function occurs without 

hypertension. 

J. Poisoning.—Mercury, lead2 or bismuth poisoning results in 

oliguria or anuria, hypertension and impaired kidney function with 

albumin, casts, blood and epithelium in such urine as is voided. The 

picture is differentiated from acute glomerular nephritis by the history 

of taking the drug, the presence of a stomatitis often with a dark line 

near the gums, and chemical tests for these poisons in the stomach 

contents or urine. Severe gastroenteritis with diarrhea and blood and 

mucus in the stools is a usual accompaniment. 

Arsenical poisoning may result in a similar picture or may give 

rise to exfoliative dermatitis, agranulocytosis, aplastic anemia, purpura 

hemorrhagica, polyneuritis, or hemorrhagic encephalitis. The par¬ 

ticular form of arsenical poisoning depends on individual idiosyncrasy 

more than on the dose. It must be recognized by the history and by 
tests for arsenic in the urine. 

Cantharides poisoning is rare, but results in gross hematuria with 

oliguria and, often, anuria. Ihere is frequency and urinary tenesmus. 
Impaired kidney function is the rule. 

Gastric lavage, administration of specific antidotes, forcing of 

fluids while preventing cerebral edema by use of a back rest and hyper¬ 

tonic solution, and maintaining the alkali reserve within normal limits 

will often lead to recovery in these conditions, even though complete 
anuria lasts many days. 

K. Hemoglobinuria, Methemoglobinuria, and Sulphemoglo- 
binuna. If the urine is not kept alkaline, hemoglobin or its derivatives 

precipitate in the tubules, producing oliguria or anuria with hyper¬ 

tension, impaired renal function, and often, death in uremia. The 

ArcXf&ed: & IL3r%i;r^oPath0l0gy' GeneSiS and Relati0" t0 Amy'»idosis. 

Amyloidosis: ciiSJSSSi PathoW^LeSinV,' “jtWDH““. Rena, 
56: 944-97J (Nov.) 1935. nologic Lesions in Sixteen Cases. Arch. Int. Med. 

and* Latent Plumbism.’ “'clln (fe' of Acute 
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identification of the compound in the urine and the history of the cause 

differentiate these conditions from acute glomerular nephritis. 

IX. TYPES OF UREMIA 

A. True Uremia.1—This is characterized clinically by headache, 

stupor increasing gradually to coma, and frequently by a pericarditis 

and colitis. Convulsions may or may not occur. There is always a 

very high urea nitrogen (over 60 mg.). It occurs in chronic diffuse 

nephritis as a rule; in subacute glomerular nephritis frequently; and 

in acute glomerular nephritis and hypertensive cardiovascular renal 

disease occasionally. It is a common termination of hydronephrosis 

and pyelonephritis. 
B. Acute Cerebral Edema.—This is sometimes called eclamptic 

uremia because of the characteristic convulsions and coma in a patient 

with high blood pressure. Impaired renal function may or may not be 

associated. The cerebrospinal fluid pressure is increased. It occurs in 

eclampsia, in acute or subacute glomerular nephritis, and occasionally 

in chronic glomerular nephritis and in hypertensive cardiovascular 

disease. It is differentiated from true uremia by the fact that the 

blood urea nitrogen is usually under 60 mg. per 100 cc., and by the 

prompt recovery with elevation of the head and relief of the intracranial 

pressure by hypertonic sucrose or sorbitol intravenously. The acute 

cerebral edema is due to the hypertension itself and not to the impaired 

kidney function. 
C Cerebral Vascular Accidents.— Because these are common in 

patients with hypertension and may result in coma or convulsions 

without the specific localizing signs, the term pseudo-uremia has 

been used to indicate the clinical similarity of the picture to true 

uremia The differentiation is made by the blood urea nitrogen whic 

is under 60 mg. per 100 cc., and the cerebrospinal fluid and physical 

bAcidosis or Alkalosis.—Acidosis or alkalosis often cause coma 

in patients with impaired renal function. An alkali reserve of under 30 

or over 100 and a blood urea nitrogen under 60 mg. per 100 cc. will dif¬ 

ferentiate these from true uremia. Acidosis or alkalosis may 

“Tecauiroff^lure to differentiate correctly the conditions listed 

under B, C, and D from true uremia, some clinicians have failed 

. Mason, M F„ *~*ft™* £& W 
Mechanism of Experimental Uremia. Aren. 
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recognize the value of blood urea nitrogen estimations in the diagnosis of 

uremic coma. 

X. SUMMARY OF THE INDICATIONS FOR THE MORE IMPORTANT 

LABORATORY TESTS IN DISEASES OF THE URINARY SYSTEM 

A. In all cases in which disease of this system is suspected a routine 

urinalysis and a routine hematologic examination should be performed. 

B. In all cases in which uremic breath, deep breathing (Kussmaul), 

hypertension, diffuse edema, retinopathy, albuminuria with casts, 

obscure anemia, or history of alterations in the urine output suggest 

impaired renal function the blood urea nitrogen and the 24-hour urine 

volume should be determined. Ideally, the phenolsulphonphthalein 

excretion and the urea clearance should be determined also. 

C. In all chronic cases of suspected impaired renal function (B 

above) without edema which have a blood urea nitrogen under 50 mg. 

per 100 cc. and show no evidence of impending cerebral edema or cardiac 

decompensation, the dilution and concentration tests should be done. 

D. In all cases in which the blood urea nitrogen is over 20 mg. per 

100 cc. the level of the alkali reserve and, ideally, of the blood “cre¬ 

atinine” should be determined. 

E. In all cases in which pus in the catheterized urine indicates infec¬ 

tion in the urinary tract, the causative organism should be identified by 

Gram and Ziehl-Neelsen stains, culture, and guinea pig inoculation. 

Treatment should be controlled by pH and sulfanilamide determinations 
on the mixed 24 hour urine. 
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CHAPTER III 

DISORDERS OF CARBOHYDRATE, PROTEIN AND FAT 
METABOLISM WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO 

DIABETES MELLITUS AND DISTURBANCES 
OF ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM 

I. RESUME OF THE ESSENTIAL POINTS IN THE NORMAL AND 

PATHOLOGIC PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY 

OF CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM1 

Carbohydrate food is normally absorbed in the form of the monosaccharides 

which are carried with the portal blood to the liver where they are transformed 

to glycogen. If absorption is rapid a portion may pass through the liver 

unchanged, thus elevating the level of the blood sugar in the systemic circulation. 

In addition, glycogen is formed from the glycerol of fat2 and from certain amino 

acids among which are alanin, arginin, aspartic acid, cystin, glutamic acid, 

hydroxyglutamic acid, glycin, methionin, isoleucin, norleucin, prolin, oxyprolin, 

and serin. Fat may, therefore, ultimately give rise to dextrose (d-glucose3) 

equal to about io per cent of the weight of the fat absorbed, and protein may give 

rise to dextrose equal to about 58 per cent of the amount of protein absorbed. 

As the relative proportion of glycerol to total fat and of glycogen-forming amino 

acids to total protein varies in different types of fat and protein it is evident that 

the figures given can be merely average figures subject to very considerable 

variations with changes in diet. If calculated from the protein or fat ingested 

still greater variations will occur, due to differences in absorption. A possible 

further source of error is a smaller formation of glycogen and thus of dextrose 

than the figures suggest, for they are based on experiments carried out under 

conditions designed to secure the greatest possible demand for dextrose and 

hence are surely maximum figures. There is little evidence to show that the 

transformation to dextrose occurs to this extent under conditions when the 

demand for dextrose is less extreme. The glycogen of the liver serves as a store- 

pP- 319-399 and 650-657. W. B. Saunders 

Vol. I, pp. 70- 

Pp. 

^usk, G.: The Science of Nutrition 
Company, Philadelphia. Ed. 4, 1928 

-7. ’’wmuLPakd ™"nsS1Se; Balttao?r.tt.atiVe C‘iniCa‘ ChemiStry 

864^’ WiUUm Wood and Co. .BaUimofe^*'08^1 BaSb of Medical Practi“- - r- 

“a produrtobUfafdbyThe'oFV'T*?’'11 °f the United Stales as 
(d-glucose) [C.H„0.)f maltose^de^uins^alvd^water^^Thp1 f ^ cWeliy °f destros' 
reserved for the pure chemical compound, d-glucose H dextrose should be 
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house from which dextrose is formed at a rate sufficient to keep the level in the 

circulating blood remarkably constant when the extreme variations in the supply 

and demand for this sugar are considered. This level of dextrose in the blood 

in the morning before breakfast is 60 to ioo mg. per ioo cc. or reducing substances 

equivalent to 80 to 120 mg. of dextrose as tested by current methods. Dextrose 

is in turn withdrawn from the blood by the tissues to be stored as muscle glycogen 

or changed to fat and then stored, or to be oxidized through as yet disputed 

intermediary substances to carbon dioxide and water. This oxidation furnishes 

energy equivalent to 4.0 calories per gram. Insulin, the internal secretion of the 

islets of Langerhans of the pancreas, is essential both for the formation of liver 

glycogen and for the oxidation of dextrose. Its exact chemical composition and 

mode of action are still unsettled. 

Release of dextrose into the systemic circulation is effected by rapid absorp¬ 

tion from the intestine, and from glycogenolysis caused by epinephrin, by stimu¬ 

lation of the splanchnic nerves, or by increased hydrogen ion concentration of the 

blood plasma such as may occur in acidosis from any cause. Increased with¬ 

drawal of dextrose from the blood stream occurs when the demand for energy is 

increased in the presence of adequate insulin, and in the presence of excess 

insulin. The level of the blood sugar at any moment is therefore, the result of 

these two opposing tendencies. Normally it rises after each meal to a peak of 

not more than 150 mg. per 100 cc. at the height of absorption, to fall again to 

below 120 mg. by the next meal and to the lowest level reached just before 

breakfast in the morning. 
If the level of the blood sugar is raised above a certain point in any individual, 

dextrose appears in the urine. This level at which dextrose first begins to spill 

over into the urine is called the renal threshold. It is normally between 125 

and 220 mg. per 100 cc. (105 and 200 mg. true dextrose). Pathologically it may 

be either higher or lower than this. Obviously, the level of the renal threshold 

can be ascertained only by a determination of the blood sugar level at the par¬ 

ticular moment when dextrose first appears in the urine. It is also obvious that 

dextrose may be excreted in the urine only for a relatively short time at the heig 

of absorption and, therefore, a mild glycosuria will be most apt to be detected 1 a 

mixed M-hour sample is tested and most apt to be missed if only a morning 

^'I'n tobetesTellitus the fundamental difficulty is a deficient supply of insulin 

which tl turn results in deficient glycogen storage and deficient oxidation o 

dextrose. The unutilized dextrose accumulates in the blood stream until 

:r .tat* r = 
if extracts of the anterior lo e P eoinephrin is given to an animal or 

1Me— EngU„d J. Med. ^ 
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person with a good store of glycogen in the liver, glycogenolysis is hastened and 

hyperglycemia occurs. 

II. THE URINE VOLUME AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

These have been fully discussed (Chapter II). It is, therefore, only 

necessary to reiterate that a large volume of pale urine with a dispropor¬ 

tionately high specific gravity is suggestive of diabetes mellitus, but the 

volume and specific gravity are often normal. In diabetes insipidus a 

very large volume (4 to 30 liters) of low specific gravity is excreted 

which does not give a positive test with Benedict’s qualitative reagent. 

It is a disorder of water and salt excretion in which the kidney appar¬ 

ently loses its power to concentrate the urine and is due to disease or 

injury of the posterior lobe of the pituitary body or of the brain in that 

region. 

III. REDUCING SUBSTANCES IN URINE 

Glycosuria is the excretion of dextrose in the urine. Reducing 

substances equivalent to about 0.03 to 0.10 per cent of dextrose are 

normally excreted. Most of this is made up of non-fermentable sub¬ 

stances. There is some evidence to suggest that about 0.01 per cent of 

dextrose is normally excreted.1 

A. Benedict's Qualitative TestThis should be done as a routine 

and preferably on a portion of the mixed 24-hour sample if it is desired to 

detect the milder grades of glycosuria. The reagent is reduced by 

dextrose, levulose, lactose, galactose, maltose, and pentose, and also 

by the non-carbohydrate substances: glycuronic acid, formaldehyde 

(after taking urotropin), homogentisic acid (alkaptonuria) and dihy- 

droxyphenylalanine (tyrosinosis). Homogentisic acid quickly darkens 

on exposure to oxygen so that the urine turns black shortly after it is 

voided. It appears only in the rare congenital disorder of tyrosin 

metabolism known as alkaptonuria. This disease is not incompatible 
with a life of normal length and comfort. 

Tyrosinosis2 is a similar disorder of tyrosin metabolism, but in this 

condition the reducing substance does not darken on exposure to air. 

I. Determination of the Reduc- 
1 West, E. S., and Peterson, V. L.: The Sugars of Urine ■ 

ing Sugars of Urine. Biochem. J. 26: 1720-1727 1932 

Rentable SugaTof formal anAumtion Urbene'BiMhe Thi Ci‘emical Nature of the 
Medes, Grace: A New Error of Tyrostae MrtlbolUm T 26:- .932. 

Metabolism of Tyrosine and Phenylalanine S™ J ,he ^"tmediary 
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Chloral, chloroform, morphine, camphor, the balsams, aminopyrine 

and salicylic acid and its derivatives are the more commonly used drugs 

which are excreted in combination with glycuronic acid. Glycuronates 

do not give osazones and are not fermented by yeast. Since they cease 

to be excreted after stopping the drug, differentiation from dextrose is 

easy if considered. 

The fallacy of considering a positive reduction test proof of the 

presence of sugar, as is commonly done, is, therefore, obvious. Charts 

and report forms should contain a heading “reduction ’’ for the reporting 

of the results of this test, and the heading “sugar per cent” should be 

reserved for the name of the substance found to be causing the reduction 

and the results of quantitative estimation. 

In diabetes mellitus under treatment when only a small amount of 

dextrose is found in the 24-hour sample it is frequently desirable to test 

fractional samples of urine collected for short periods of 1 to 2 hours 

throughout the day-for reduction, as the total dextrose excretion may be 

occurring during one short period and a slight change in the time of a 

meal hour or dose of insulin or readjustment of the relative proportions 

of the insulin dose and the meal preceding this excretion will enable the 

clinician to keep the urine sugar-free without altering the total diet or 

the total insulin dosage. 
B. Identification of the Reducing Substance.—'This should be 

done the first time a urine from a given patient shows reduction. It 

is usually unnecessary later as there is little likelihood that a person will 

excrete dextrose at one examination and a different sugar later. Lac¬ 

tose, of course, need only be tested for in the urine of pregnant or 

lactating women, infants or others on a milk diet. t 
C. Interpretation.—1. Dextrose—(a) Diabetes mellitus is muc 

the most common and important cause of glycosuria, but in early 

diabetes and in cases complicated by nephritis, glycosuria may be 

absent It is also absent in some cases of severe diabetes with a high 

renal threshold for dextrose. The percentage of dextrose may vary 

fr0mUnaderratehet0terdeiraCbeetes mellitus. as hereafter used, are grouped al, 

conditions in which a deficiency of insulin occurs. They may all show 

ZtSmm •»«»«. - di:b'“,'£“ “h," — 
cases additional findings also. The members of this group are. 

(r) Juvenile diabetes mellitus (a congenital deficiency of islet 

tiSS(2fThe milder diabetes mellitus of older persons. This is based on 

other as yet ill-defined pathologic changes in the pancreas. 
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(3) Acute, subacute, or chronic pancreatitis. This may give rise 

to a transient or permanent picture of diabetes mellitus. This group 

undoubtedly accounts for the cases attributed to chronic cholecystitis. 

(4) Benign or malignant tumors of the pancreas. These not 

infrequently produce the syndrome of diabetes mellitus. If a pancreatic 

tumor has been diagnosed, the presence of this syndrome usually 

indicates that the tumor growth involves the majority of the pancreas 

and is, therefore, very extensive. Absence of this syndrome should not 

be considered as evidence against the diagnosis of tumor. 

(5) Hemochromatosis or bronzed diabetes is a rare disease character¬ 

ized by enlargement of the liver and spleen, brownish pigmentation 

of the skin with the blood and urine findings characteristic of diabetes 

mellitus. At least some of these cases fail to respond to insulin therapy. 

(b) Temporary Glycosurias.—These are usually non-diabetic. The 

causes are: 

(1) Alimentary glycosuria. This occurs after excessive carbo¬ 

hydrate ingestion. It is exceedingly difficult to produce in the normal 

individual, a dosage of 150 to 500 gm. of pure dextrose being required. 

Hence, an alimentary glycosuria is always an indication for a dextrose 

tolerance test, as alimentary glycosuria may prove to be the earliest 

clue to an incipient diabetes mellitus, or other disorder of carbohydrate 
metabolism. 

(2) Severe chilling of the body. 

(3) Pregnancy. In the first three months it is usually not significant. Later 

in pregnancy a positive reduction test is most apt to be due to lactose in the urine. 

If dextrose is demonstrated, true diabetes mellitus may be the cause. Therefore, a 

fasting blood sugar estimation, and if that is normal, a dextrose tolerance test should 

always be performed if glycosuria is found later than the third month of pregnancy. 

It is safer thus to determine the cause of glycosuria in the first three months although 

it will usually be found to be due to a low renal threshold which is not pathologically 
significant. J 

(4) After intravenous saline injection. 
(5) Asphyxia. 

(6) Drugs. Adrenalin produces glycosuria by liberating dextrose 

rom glycogen reserves. Anxiety, anger, or fright may produce a 

temporary glycosuria due to excessive liberation of epinephrin from the 

adrenals (Cannon). Thus after a severe examination an appreciable 

percen age of a class may show dextrose in the urine. This is of no 
clinical significance. no 

Anesthetics, morphine and carbon monoxide not infrequently give 
rise to glycosuria by producing asphyxia. 4 U 

Phloridzin reduces the renal threshold to such an extent rw ,k , 

reserves can he almost compete,y exhausted. The dextrous removed ftnTe 
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body so rapidly that almost no oxidation occurs. It is, therefore, a valuable aid to 

the physiologist in studying carbohydrate metabolism but practically never needs to 

be considered in the clinical differential diagnosis of glycosuria. Its mode of action 

is apparently a complete inhibition of the ability of the renal tubule to reabsorb 

dextrose from the urine. 

(7) Injury to the central nervous system, either traumatic or due 

to cerebral vascular accidents (cf. sugar puncture of Claude Bernard). 

This is important because these patients are often first seen when in 

coma. The finding of dextrose in the urine (often associated with 

ketone bodies) may lead one in some cases to make an erroneous 

diagnosis of diabetic coma if this possibility is not considered. (See 

chapter X.) 
(c) Persistent glycosurias which are not true diabetes mellitus. 

(1) Hyperthyroidism. This possibility should be considered in the 

case of a patient who shows a persistent or alimentary gly cosuria not 

otherwise explained. A dextrose tolerance test and a basal metabolic 

rate determination should be done. Since glycosuria is absent in many 

cases, and a true diabetes mellitus may co-exist with hyperthyroidism, 

further study is necessary, and often a sub-total thyroidectomy must 

be performed before a final decision can be made as to whether hyper¬ 

thyroidism alone was responsible for the finding. 
(2) Hyperpituitarism. This may produce similar results but such 

a glycosuria is still less common than that of hyperthyroidism. . 

(t.) Severe glomerular nephritis or chronic diffuse nephritis with 

marked nitrogen retention and acidosis. In such cases slight glycosuria 

due to a combination of high blood sugar and lowered renal threshold 

mav occur This does not alter the prognosis and probably results 

from excessive glycogenolysis secondary to the acidosis. It does not 

occur in nephrosis or in mild glomerulo-nephntis. In cases of hyperten¬ 

sive cardiovascular renal disease, glycosuria may occur, due in most 

cases to the co-existence of a mild diabetes mellitus on the basis 0 

vascular changes in the pancreas identical with those occurring in the 

birlnev and other internal organs. 
(4) Renal glycosuria, renal diabetes, normoglycemic glycosuria or 
4 • 8 3 Tn this condition the glycosuria may be constant 

andbistedSuentno0a low renal threshold for dextrose. The patient’s health is 

‘ot affected since the ability to oxidize dextrose is not impaired. 

, Levulose' (f-ctose).-This may( occm whh .^‘^^^ertnUge 

mellitus or alone in a very rare is unchanged. The prognosis is good. 

- ";:;d “ u „ ^ «*> - 
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An alimentary levulosuria occurs in some diffuse diseases of the liver such as cir¬ 

rhosis or subacute hepatitis (catarrhal jaundice). The ingestion of levulose was 

even suggested as a test of liver function but proved unreliable. 

3. Lactose—This occurs in the later months of pregnancy and during lactation 

and occasionally in infants after too rapid absorption of lactose. Its only impor¬ 

tance is that unless tested for it might be confused with dextrose. Dextrose and 

lactose may occur together. If dextrosazone crystals are secured together with a 

positive lactose test the quantity of dextrose present may be determined by quan¬ 

titative sugar estimations before and after fermentation with yeast or preferably 

with Salmonella shottmiilleri (Bacillus paratyphosus B). The difference between 

the two estimations is due to dextrose. 

4. Galactose.—This may occur in the urine of nursing infants or, in rare 

instances, in severe liver disease after the ingestion of much lactose (milk). The 

excretion of over 3 gm. of galactose in the urine (See Chapter V) after oral admin¬ 

istration of 40 gm. is considered by R. Bauer to be diagnostic of impaired liver 

function. 

5. Maltose.—This is very rarely excreted in the urine. It is said to occur in 

some cases of interstitial pancreatitis. 

6. Pentose.—Pentosuria is rare. 

(a) Alimentary pentosuria occasionally occurs after excessive ingestion of food 

containing pentose (e.g., cherries). 

(b) In diabetes, along with dextrose, pentoses may rarely be found. 

(c) Idiopathic pentosuria1 is a congenital anomaly of metabolism of no clinical 

significance provided it is recognized and the patient is not treated for diabetes 

mellitus. L-xyloketose is the pentose usually present. 

7. Pentosans.—These rarely occur. They are the basis of the so-called Cam- 

midge reaction which was supposed to indicate disease of the pancreas. The test 
is no longer used. 

D. Quantitative Estimation of Dextrose— This should be done 

daily or at frequent intervals on an accurately collected 24-hour sample 

of urine on every patient with diabetes mellitus who shows more than 

a one plus reduction of Benedict’s solution. It is of little or no value 

if done on inaccurately collected, improperly preserved, or single 

specimens.. It is occasionally of value in research studies on other types 

of glycosuria. The results should be reported both as percentage and 
as total number of grams excreted per day. 

IV. THE FASTING BLOOD SUGAR 

This should be determined on each patient when dextrose is first 

found in his urine and on any patient in whom diabetes is suspected 

even though sugar is not present in the urine. It should be repeated 

io)‘“rliS' J- L: Chronic Pyuria and Migraine. J. A. M. A., 93r (July 

Enklewitz, M : Studies in Pentosuria. Am. J Med Sci cur, tc\ \ 

(July)T93e7rman’ W‘: ESSenUal Pentosuria- M. Clin: North America' l?*%-l225 
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daily until the blood sugar has returned to normal and thereafter, once 

a week to once a month throughout the patient’s life to determine the 

accuracy of clinical control. In a diabetic, an acute infection or 

exacerbation of symptoms is an indication for a blood sugar estimation. 

In patients receiving insulin1 the blood sugar level as determined on a 

specimen of blood taken before breakfast is apt to be the highest which 

has occurred at any time during the preceding 24 hours, whereas in all 

other cases it is usually the lowest level reached 

A. Normals.—The fasting value by the commonly used methods is 

80 to 120 mg. of “dextrose” per 100 cc. of blood. It is very constant 

in health. Work2 with methods more specific for dextrose than those 

in common use has shown that the actual fasting dextrose level of 

blood is almost exactly 21 mg. lower and that the higher figures by 

the usual methods are due to other reducing substances. This does 

not alter the diagnostic value of the blood sugar estimation by the tests 

now in use. Hence, all interpretations given here are for methods 

which give values of 80 to 120 mg. per 100 cc. on the blood of normal 

persons. Blood sugar values are sometimes reported in percentage 

figures, e.g., 0.12 per cent is the same as 120 mg. per 100 cc. True 

dextrose values may be obtained from the values given in this book by 

subtracting 21 mg. 
B. Hyperglycemia.—This is a fasting blood sugar content above 

120 mg. An estimation above 150 mg. is definitely pathologic. Ihe 

causes are: . 
1 Diabetes Mellitus.—This is by far the most common and the 

most important cause. A diagnosis of diabetes mellitus is justified even 

with no glycosuria if no other cause for the hyperglycemia is found. 

Severe Nephritis. 
Hyperthyroidism (some cases). 
Hyperpituitarism (in a small proportion of cases). 

Cholecystitis (probably due to an associated pancreatitis). 

Pancreatitis. 
Infections. 

'“rue diabetes mellitus may occur in association with any of these 
Note: A 

:onditions. 

. This applies either to regular insulin, to protamine zinc insulin, or to the other slow 

tcting insulins as usually admimstere . 497-503 (Aug. 14) 1937- . 

. Sontogyi M.^AMeThod ^the PrUation of B?ood Filtrates for the Determtnat.on 

lfS^i™ 
‘"d CampbeeUtaR A^lood!'e“e„ ami Haskins, H. D.: Normal Renal Threshold for 

Dextrose Arch. Int. Med. 5°: 952-957 (Dec'} I932‘ 
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8. Hemochromatosis. 
9. Essential hypertension associated with obesity. Probably in such cases 

there is a true diabetes mellitus of mild grade due to changes in the pancreas similar 

to those which usually occur in the kidney. 

10. Transient Hyperglycemia.—This may occur in any of the cases of temporary 

glycosuria listed above, with the exception of renal diabetes, the effects of phloridzin 

and most cases of glycosuria in the first three months of pregnancy. 

C Hypoglycemia.1—This is a blood sugar content below 80 mg. 

per 100 cc. It should be suspected and the blood sugar should be 

estimated in any patient showing the syndrome of sweating, hunger, 

tremor, and later convulsions and coma which is usually called a 

hypoglycemic reaction,2 or in any patient presenting evidence suggestive 

of the conditions listed below. If the blood sugar gets as low as 45 mg. 

convulsions usually occur. The causes are: 

1. Overdosage of insulin, or failure to ingest or absorb the amount 

of carbohydrate calculated for the insulin dosage. This is the most 

common cause of hypoglycemia. With the slow acting insulins hypo¬ 

glycemia may occur during the night or after exercise. The usual 

symptoms are headache and nausea but coma may occur without the 
patient awaking. 

2. Renal Glycosuria-Persistent glycosuria due to a low renal 
threshold for dextrose is diagnostic of this condition. 

3. Endocrine Hypofunction.—(a) Myxedema or Cretinism, (b) 
Addison's Disease.3 (c) Pituitary Disease. 

4- Hyperinsulinism.4 This is being recognized with increasing 

frequency and should be suspected not only when a typical hypo¬ 

glycemic reaction occurs, but also when periodic neurologic attacks 

occur at the time of day that the blood sugar is lowest. The commoner 

forms are epileptiform seizures, headaches, psychotic attacks, pareses 

narcolepsy, and periods of amnesia, confusion or stupor. The patients 

o ten discover that they can relieve or prevent the attacks by taking 

atrics 11: 1-36 (July) 1937. ’ d M°rton, Mane: Hypoglycemia. J. pedi- 

blood sugar falls "Ton how ?apidlySU falTT Fot exanThfThe M' d° "’UCh 011 how low the 
reduced to much below normal without . h 7E' thc blood suSar c;ln be gradually 
in a patient with a hypeXcemia a suddeT?!iy“7,C r?“ction’ a"d °" the other hand 

wXf W0U8l’dthR Tal lcvel reachcd is still above normal"' "’ay Pr0du“ a typical 
Sc. ,02; 76^76^'(Ded) ,036 ’ F“ Hypoglycemia in Addison’s Disease. Am. J. M. 

Three Cases of Epilepsy and^ne^Ca'se'o^NaTd00131^ 7 r'rIyperlnsudn'sm: Report of 
of Body and Tail of ^ ^"““n 
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carbohydrate food. The diagnosis is made by finding a blood sugar 

of 50 mg. or less at the time of the attack. 

5. Toxemias of Pregnancy (see Chapter XI).—These are associated with 

extremely rapid variations in the blood sugar level varying from definite hyper¬ 

glycemia to marked hypoglycemia. The fasting blood sugar is most often 

subnormal. 

6. Excessive Insulin Production.—In many persons, particularly after the 

ingestion of a large amount of readily absorbed carbohydrate, the insulin production 

may be temporarily excessive and result in a transient hypoglycemia of little or no 

significance. Such a low blood sugar at the third or fourth hour is common in 

healthy persons and is often seen in doing a dextrose tolerance test. Levels below 

50 mg. at this time indicate the probable presence of one of the causes of 

hypoglycemia. 

7. Liver Disease.1—Removal of the liver in animals produces an immediate 

and marked hypoglycemia. Moderate hypoglycemia is common and hypoglycemic 

coma is not rare in extensive or diffuse liver disease. The blood sugar should be 

determined in patients who present evidence of such disease. These patients are 

benefited by a high carbohydrate intake. 
8. Hypoglycemia in Infants and Children.2—Newborn infants sometimes show 

mild symptoms of hypoglycemia, and children of untreated diabetic mothers may 

have severe hypoglycemic reactions shortly after delivery. The mechanism is 

probably an overproduction of insulin as a compensatory mechanism to combat 

the high blood sugar level maintained during fetal life. Blood sugar estimations 

are, therefore, indicated during the newborn period in such infants. In older 

children recurrent hypoglycemia with or without the syndrome of cyclic vomiting 

may lead to coma and convulsions. The cause is unknown but deficient glycogen 

reserve in the liver from unrecognized hepatitis is the most probable. Those with 

the syndrome of cyclic vomiting often prove to have peptic ulcer. 
q Von Gierke’s Glycogen Disease.3—This is a rare familial disease character¬ 

ized by great enlargement of the liver, kidneys and heart, due to engorgement with 

glycogen The blood sugar level often remains under 30 mg. for long periods of 

time without hypoglycemic reactions. Patients are apparently unable to mobilize 

glycogen even after epinephrin has been administered. The mortality is high. 

' ,0 AUergic Reactions.—Severe reactions, characterized by aodommal pain 

and in some cases, coma, may be associated with hypoglycemia. Protein sensitiv¬ 

ity tests are indicated in patients with unexplained hypoglycemic reactions. It 

probable that some cases now classed as hyperinsulinism may belong in this group. 

11 Kala Azar.—This tropical disease is an unimportant cause. 
I2* Myasthenia Gravis, Progressive Muscular Dystrophy, and Progressive 

Muscular Atrophies.—These are uncommon diseases in which hypoglycemia occu 

but the diagnoses are established on other evidence. 

JerS.TindsaTL7 m!ross,3A., and Wigglesworth, F W.: Von Gierke's Glycogen Disease. 

Ann. int. Med. 9: 274-281 (Sept.) 1935- 
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13. Terminal Hypoglycemia.—Many patients show hypoglycemia just before 

death. 

V. THE DEXTROSE TOLERANCE TEST 

This should be done in a suspected diabetic when the fasting blood 

sugar is normal, in all cases of suspected renal diabetes and in all types 

of endocrine disturbances. In diabetes mellitus the dextrose tolerance 

test is indicated only if the fasting blood sugar is 150 mg. or less per 

100 cc. 

The remaining conditions listed below as giving rise to abnormal 

results do not constitute indications for doing the test, but it is impor¬ 

tant to know about them so that they will not be erroneously diagnosed 

as diabetes mellitus or endocrine hyperfunction. 

Do not confuse this test with the determination of the patient’s 

daily ability to oxidize carbohydrate, sometimes called the determina¬ 
tion of the carbohydrate tolerance. 

The interpretation here given is for results determined by the 

method of Janney and Isaacson as I recommend performing it, so that 

the renal threshold is simultaneously determined. 

A. Normals. The fasting blood sugar is normal. The highest 

blood sugar occurs at the end of the half hour and is usually not over 

150 mg. The blood sugar is back to normal within two hours. Glv- 

cosuria does not occur unless the blood sugar goes above 125 to 220 mg 

in other words, the renal threshold is normal. In persons over 50 years 

° age who are apparently healthy a dextrose tolerance curve typical of 

of then etr|S mn 0CCUr‘ rhis is Probably due to enough involvement 

damatre 1^ by atherosclerosis or arteriosclerosis to 
amage the insulin producing capacity. 

Note. The renal threshold2 is the lowest blood sugar level at which 

dextrose ,s excreted in the urine. To determine if one must Inow 

e oo sugar content at the particular time that dextrose appears 

it -h K n0t mere y 0n the same day or within a few hours Hence 

trb rierT~ ^ 
the^rhigI; ^ 

experimentally lowered by the drug fhToridzin^ and may be 

(*S“ DmrOSe T°,CT“« “ ** J Lab. & C,i„. Med. II3S-„4r 

DextroseP Arch.'lnt. D': N°rmal Threshold for 
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B. Pathologic Results.—These occur in the following conditions: 

i. Diabetes Mellitus.—This is by far the most common and 

important cause of an abnormal curve. The curve rises sooner and 

higher and stays up longer than in normals. The high point is often 

at one hour and usually it goes above 200 mg. and has not returned 

to normal at the end of 2 hours. Dextrose does not appear in the urine 

until the blood sugar reaches 125 to 220 mg. and may not appear even 

then, since in many cases of diabetes the renal threshold is raised. 

Fig. i.—Blood sugar 
curves secured in dextrose tolerance tests, 

begins. 

♦Point at which glysosuria 

2 Endocrine Disturbances.-(a) Hyperfumtion.-The curve is 

high'and resembles that in diabetes (although it is usually not 

markedly abnormal) in. 

Acromegaly and gigantism in the active stage, or hyperfunction 

of the pTSy: Ahypofunction of the pituitary is apt to occur 

later with a corresponding alteration in the curve. 

... cu • . Pirhnhvdrate Metabolism Disturbances: Ten 
■ John. It. J.: Hyperthyroidism Showing c b hy ^ (Aug 2o) 

Years’Study and 1-ollow Up of Gases. J- 
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In these conditions, although the curve is high, the sugar tolerance 

is said to be low because glycosuria may occur after relatively small 

doses of dextrose. 

(b) Hypofunction.—The curve is low and resembles that in renal 

diabetes (but is not associated with glycosuria) in: 

Myxedema and cretinism. 

Addison’s disease. 

Hypofunction of the pituitary. 

In the above conditions, although the curve is low, the sugar toler¬ 

ance is said to be high because enormous amounts of dextrose may be 

ingested without glycosuria. 

3. Renal Glycosuria.1—In this condition the curve is low, seldom 

going above 140 mg., and dextrose appears in the urine when the blood 

sugar level is less than 125 mg.; in other words, the renal threshold is low. 

To diagnose renal diabetes it must be shown that dextrose is appear¬ 

ing in the urine at a time during which the blood sugar level does not 

exceed 125 mg. Therefore, the blood sugar estimation must be done 

on blood collected at the same time (within 15 minutes, not merely on 

the same day) as the urine sample which contains dextrose. The 

dextrose tolerance test offers the best opportunity to do this. Early 

pregnancy must, of course, be excluded. Variations in carbohydrate 

intake should produce relatively slight variations in the quantity of 

dextrose excreted in the urine, as demonstrated by the dextrose oxidizing 
ability test. 6 

4- The First 12 Weeks of Pregnancy.—During this period, the 
changes described for renal glycosuria may occur. 

‘ K A kMed‘ ^ (June) ,932 
other Ben.gn Glycosuria and Diabetes MdUtus0.8S*Int^Med*ntiat«} 

*•, °. »•= Carbohydrate Metaboiisn, in Nephr, 

4S f ?—- - - -Cions 

Dextrose. Arch. Int. Med. 54': 46^4“ (SepUiJg”'1 InfeCtio11 and the Tolerance tor 
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7. Carcinoma (especially of the digestive tract).—This often gives a high curve 
and some believe it is sufficiently constant to be of diagnostic value. 

8. Following a Low Carbohydrate Diet.1—If such diets are 
ingested for a few days, even normal persons will give a diabetic type 
of curve. It is important, therefore, that persons who are to have a 
dextrose tolerance test be on a liberal carbohydrate regimen for several 

days. 
9. Hyperinsulinism.—Dextrose tolerance curves may be of any 

type, although a low value at some stage in the test is the rule. The 
high curve occasionally obtained suggests that there is a faulty regula¬ 
tion of the output of insulin in some cases rather than a consistently 
high secretion. This syndrome is sometimes called dysinsulinism. 
The diagnosis of hyperinsulinism should be based on the finding of a 

blood sugar of 50 mg. per 100 cc. or less at the time of the attack, not 

on the results of a dextrose tolerance test. 
10. Faulty Absorption.—Bizarre curves in which the level remains 

constant or decreases and then goes up may result from delayed absorp¬ 
tion due to nausea, emotional upsets, gastrointestinal disease, etc. 

11. Von Gierke’s Glycogen Disease.—The curve is low and 

glycosuria does not occur. 

VI. THE ONE HOUR, TWO DOSE DEXTROSE TOLERANCE TEST’ 

first level. . above the half hour level. 
(3) A one hour level of 30 mg. per 100 cc. 
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The normal values and interpretation have been given according 

to the criteria of Gould, Altschuler and Mellen1 since these have been 

found more satisfactory than the original criteria of Exton and Rose. 

The interpretation is the same in children if the test is performed as 

recommended. 

VII. QUANTITATIVE METHODS FOR DETERMINING THE SEVERITY 

OF DIABETES MELLITUS 

These tests are of value in following the course of treated diabetes. 

A. Dextrose Oxidizing Ability Test.—This test should be done 

at intervals on all diabetic patients who are under control but do not 

require more than 20 units of insulin a day. It is also desirable to 

perform it on patients with renal glycosuria. 

1. Technic.—No insulin is given during the period of the test. 

The patient is placed on a weighed diet, the total dextrose equivalent 

of which is calculated from this formula: 100 per cent of the carbohydrate 

plus 58 per cent of the protein plus 10 per cent of the fat2 in the diet 

(absorbed) equals the total dextrose value. The protein absorbed may 

be more accurately calculated by multiplying the total nitrogen of the 

24-hour urine by 6.25. Quantitative dextrose estimations on the 

24-hour urine are made daily. After they become relatively constant 

the average daily excretion is subtracted from the average daily intake. 

The difference is the grams of dextrose the patient is able to metabolize 

with his own insulin. This figure is often called the patient’s carbohy¬ 

drate tolerance. This must not be confused with the dextrose tolerance 
test. 

In renal glycosuria increasing the dextrose value of the diet increases 

only slightly the dextrose excreted in the urine. In diabetes mellitus 

increasing the dextrose value of the diet increases the dextrose excreted 

m the urme by that amount. This is the most important point in the 

erentml diagnosis between renal glycosuria and diabetes mellitus 

that th1"6 ?•mUCh da‘ly variation after the first 48 hours, it is probable 
that the patient is obtaining extra food or that the collection of the 
24-hour urine specimens is inaccurate 

Gould, S. E., Altshuler, S. S., and Mellen h <: • a tt 
_ 0 erance Test in the Diagnosis of Diabetes Mellitus." Am' J M 

2 See footnote 2, p. 55. y 

of DiabetesmMeUifus.^Ann'in” ^'“"^-"^"’fsept't “s','’0'1 ‘he CUnical C°mrol 
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i. Technic.—Reduce the insulin dosage until 5 to 20 gm. of dextrose 

are excreted in the urine daily. When the dextrose excretion has 

become constant, determine the diet dextrose and the urine dextrose 

as outlined above. The difference is the dextrose utilization (DU). 

Since, under the conditions of this test, one unit of insulin will metabolize 

about 4 gm. of dextrose, DU/4 = units of insulin required (IR). The 

insulin required minus the insulin administered (IA) equals the insulin 

coefficient (IC) or the actual amount of insulin which the patient is 

producing. It is obvious that the diet given must be adequate to cover 

the patient’s caloric requirements. 

C. Interpretation. 

Table 5.—Interpretation of the Insulin Coefficient and Dextrose Oxidizing 

Ability Tests 

Insulin 
coefficient 

Dextrose 
oxidizing ability 

ioo or more 400 gm. or more 

o o w o 300 to 400 gm. 

4° to 75 160 to 300 gm. 

25 to 40 100 to 160 gm. 

Less than 25 Less than 100 gm. 

0 0 

It is obvious that the dextrose which can be oxidized expressed in 

gm. is four times the Insulin Coefficient. 

VIII. KETOSIS1 

This is the formation of the ketone bodies, i.e., acetone, aceto- 

acetic acid, or betahydroxybutyric acid, in such quantities that they 

are excreted in the urine. Acetone is present alone in mild cases and 

in severe cases in association with acetoacetic acid or with both of the 

other ketone bodies. It must not be confused with acidosis. 

A. Chemical Formulae. 
Acetone CH3.CO.CH3 

Acetoacetic acid CH3.CO.CH2.COOH 
Beta-hydroxybutyric acid CH3.CHOH.CH2.COOH 

de— 
1 Lusk, G, The Science of Nutrition. Pp. 66,-68, W. B. Saunders, Phdadelphta. 

Ed- Vooiyatt, R. T.: Objects and Method of Diet Adjustment in Diabetes. Arch. Int. 

Shaffer^R* It-Antiketogenesis. J. Biol. Chen,., 54: 399-44. (Oct ) .«»• 
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by a process of reduction. Acetoacetic acid is a normal intermediate product in 

the oxidation of the acids that occur in combination with glycerol as fats, and of 

certain amino acids (leucin, tyrosin, phenylalanin, and histidin) from proteins. 

In normal metabolism it is quickly oxidized to carbon dioxide and water and so 

is never excreted in the urine. However, it has been shown that dextrose must 

be oxidized in order that this complete oxidation of a ketone acid may occur, and 

also that there is a quantitative relation between the amount of dextrose which is 

being oxidized and the quantity of acetoacetic acid that can be oxidized. For 

every molecule of dextrose oxidized one molecule of acetoacetic acid can be 

completely oxidized. Hence, if the metabolism can be so adjusted that one or 

more molecules of dextrose is oxidized for each molecule of acetoacetic acid that 

is formed, ketosis will not occur. If more than one and less than two molecules 

of acetoacetic acid are formed for each molecule of dextrose that is being oxidized, 

slight ketosis occurs although some of the excess acetoacetic acid beyond one 

molecule is oxidized. If over two molecules of acetoacetic acid are formed for 

each molecule of dextrose oxidized, none of the excess acetoacetic acid beyond 

the two molecules is oxidized, and a marked ketosis results. Therefore, a diet 

which would result in such a ratio should never be prescribed unless a severe 
ketosis is desired (e.g., in the treatment of epilepsy or pyelitis). 

As explained above, 100 per cent of the carbohydrate plus 58 per cent of the 

protein plus 10 per cent of the fat, equals the total dextrose value of the diet or 

the total antiketogenic substance in grams. About 90 per cent of fat is fat 

acid capable of producing acetoacetic acid, and 46 per cent of the weight of protein 

is equivalent to fat acid in its acetoacetic acid producing possibilities; that is to 
say, if 100 gm. of protein could be metabolized in the absence of dextrose (impos¬ 

sible because 58 gms. of dextrose would be formed from this amount of protein) 

the amount of acetoacetic acid produced would be the same as that produced 

from 46 gm. of fat acid or 51.1 gm. of fat. This does not imply that fat acid is 

ever Produced from protein. The total ketogenic (acetoacetic acid producing) 
value of the diet is, therefore, 90 per cent of the fat plus 46 per cent of the protein 

Ke osis occurs if more than one molecule of acetoacetic acid is formed for each 

mo ecu e of dextrose oxidized. One molecule of fat acid will produce one 

adjusted m ^ Theref°re’ to Prevent ketosis the diet must be so 
adjusted that there is at least one molecule of antiketogenic substance for each 

molecule of ketogenic substance and enough insulin must be given so that aU 

K, “d °AT SUbS‘anCe " °XidiZed' The method of calcuVat „g ketogenk 
<K) and antiketogenic (AK) substances given above, however gives results ^ 

weight’ oT a1," md°'eCUleS °r «™“ m°leCUleS’ b“‘ the Average molecular 

an antike,„gen(Uetoag™7cXrTtioeloyf Vo “T* 'he m°leCUlar "*** °f deXtr0Se> 
ratio of 11, i„ gram moLcules xL ke, “ ‘S r0Ugh,y e»uivaIent “> « 
calculated by The ab« m ^ 3nd an,iketo8e™ substances as 

since different ~ ? £* ™gh 7""™’ 
dextrose and acetoacetic acid Tk., r .., e’ yie d dlfferent quantities of 

slightly less than , s “. k»?^P-ented, 

for each gram of antiketogenic substance in VhfdTeV” State" ^ giVen 
greatly increases the caloric value of the die, S mcreas,ng the fat 

dextrose value, a patient willTqui e st ul f'lr mUCh T ” ^ ‘°tal quire less insulin for a given caloric intake on a 
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high fat diet. Some clinicians, therefore, are willing to risk the slight grade of 
ketosis that occurs when a i: i molecular ratio is exceeded and give diets con¬ 
taining more fat, still keeping under the (AK)i:(K)2 molecular ratio where 

marked ketosis begins. An AK: K:: i: 2 ratio in molecules would be equivalent 

to an AK:K::i 13 ratio in grams, but 1.0 of antiketogenic to 2.65 of ketogenic 
(in grams) is as high as has been used. Since insulin has decreased in price 
these higher fat diets have fallen into disrepute. The tendency now is toward a 
more nearly normal diet with much lower fat and higher carbohydrate ratios. 

If the total caloric needs of the individual are not supplied from the food intake, 
fat and protein from body tissue will be metabolized, thus increasing the amount 

of ketogenic substance. 
An interesting theory as to the mechanism of this process is that dextrose 

must combine with a substance X (possibly phosphate) before it can itself be 
oxidized or be converted into glycogen, and before it can unite with acetoacetic 

acid to form a substance which is readily oxidized. Thus: 

Substance 
Intermediate compound (if 

insulin is present) 
Process Products 

1. Dextrose. 

2. Dextrose. 

3. Acetoacetic. 

Dextrose -f- Substance X 

Dextrose Substance X 

Dextrose + Substance X + 

Acetoacetic 

Polymerization 

Oxidation 

Oxidation 

Glycogen 

C02 and H20 
C02 and H2O 

According to the theory insulin is necessary for the combination of dextrose 

and substance X. In diabetes mellitus the supply of insulin is deficient, hence, 

there is a deficient oxidation of dextrose, also inability to store glycogen and 
inability to oxidize all the acetoacetic acid formed. A thorough understanding 
of these abnormalities of metabolism is absolutely necessary for the intelligent 

diagnosis and treatment of diabetes mellitus. Obviously, in the nondiabetic 
an insufficient supply of dextrose available for oxidation will also result in 

ketosis. . . . . 
The anterior lobe of the pituitary produces a ketogenic hormone which, when 

administered to animals on a diet previously adequate in antiketogenic content, 

will cause ketosis. No clinical syndrome due to excessive production of this 
hormone has been described although it seems possible that pernicious vomiting 

of pregnancy may prove to be due to excessive production of this hormone. 
C Relationship of Ketosis to Acidosis.—'Two of the ketone bodies, acetoacetic 

acid and betahydroxybutyric acid, are acids, therefore, a prolonged severe ketosis 

definitely tends to produce acidosis. If these acids are neutralized by the buffers 
of the blood (and excreted) and the loss of buffer substance is made up by intake 

of alkali as fast as it is used, even a severe ketosis may continue mdefirutidy 
without producing an acidosis. On the other hand, acidosis may result from 

other causes than ketosis, therefore, the terms are not synonymous and should 
never be used interchangeably, as is frequently done. Ketosts may occur wtthou 
acidosis and acidosis may occur without ketosis. In prolonged severe vomiting 
some ketosis may co-exist with a severe alkalosis. Ketosis serves as a warning 

abnormal state of metabolism which is apt to result in the dangerous con- 
.. . ^1 d acidosis Aside from this possibility of producing acidosis, ketosis 

^ no? especially harmful, although there is to be considered the loss of tire energy 
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that might have been derived from the oxidation of the ketone bodies excreted, 

and the probability that acetoacetic acid in its enol form is directly toxic if it 

occurs in sufficient concentration in the blood stream. 

D. Indications.—Do the acetone test as a routine. If positive, test 

for acetoacetic acid. If negative, this is not necessary since acetoacetic 

acid never occurs alone. A test for betahydroxybutyric acid or quanti¬ 

tative estimation of acetone and acetoacetic acid gives little information 

of clinical value. The rapidity of appearance and intensity of color 

in the qualitative test give a sufficient idea of the amount present. The 

presence of a small amount of acetone alone is of slight significance. 

If acetoacetic acid is also present ketosis is more severe and should be 

corrected. It is surprising how frequently ketosis is present in non-dia¬ 

betic patients and thus serves as a clue to a desirable change in the diet. 

E. Causes of Ketosis.—i. Diabetes Mellitus.—The ketosis may 

be present even with ample carbohydrate intake since there is inability 

to oxidize the dextrose. 

2. Deficient Absorption of Carbohydrate.—(a) Carbohydrate 

Starvation (too little in the diet), (b) Complete Starvation.—The 

glycogen reserve is soon exhausted and then only proteins and fats are 

oxidized. Ketosis is more marked in fat than in thin persons, (c) 

Gastrointestinal disorders as severe diarrhea, or vomiting, in which 

absorption is deficient; also, cachexia and malnutrition. 

3. Excessive Metabolism of Fats and Proteins.—(a) Fevers.— 
Deficient carbohydrate intake may be a factor here also, (b) Excessive 
Protein and Fat in the Diet. 

4. Sometimes after Chloroform or Ether Anesthesia. 

The finding of acetoacetic acid in the urine should be considered as 

one indication for an alkali reserve estimation but should never in itself 

be considered as diagnostic of acidosis. The finding of acetone without 

dextrose should always make one consider the desirability of increasing 

the carbohydrate intake even if it must be accomplished by rectal 

subcutaneous, or intravenous dextrose administration. The finding of 

acetone with dextrose is usually an indication for giving insulin or 
increasing the insulin dosage. 

IX. THE MECHANISM OF MAINTAINING THE ACID-BASE 

EQUILIBRIUM IN THE BLOOD AND TISSUES' 

is :h;d; ;he «** 

“S0f the clinical conditions clued a^osis^£££ 

1018. Williams and1 WUkin^^ Clinical Chemistry. Vol. I, pp. 868- 
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A. Buffet Action. A buffer solution is one which has the property of reacting 
with relatively large quantities of acid or alkali with only a very slight change in 

pH. There is, however, some change in pH even though it may not be measur¬ 
able. A typical example of a buffer solution is a solution containing both acid 

and alkaline phosphates. If hydrochloric acid is added, some disodium phos¬ 
phate is changed to monosodium phosphate and the ratio of hydrogen to hydroxyl 
ions does change slightly. The buffer action in this case depends on the replace¬ 

ment of the highly ionized acid (HC1) by the slightly ionized acid salt (NaH2P04). 
The total replaceable hydrogen and, hence, the titration value of the resulting 
solution, is the sum of that in the buffer solution and that in the hydrochloric acid 
solution, but very much less of that hydrogen is in ionic form than in hydrochloric 

acid solution of the same titration value. The buffer action against alkalies is 
similar. 

i. Buffer Substance in Plasma. 

(a) Buffers against Acid 

(1) Bicarbonate (does not buffer car¬ 

bonic acid directly). 
(2) Alkaline phosphate (chiefly Na2- 

HP04). 
(3) Sodium proteinates. 

(4) Ammonia (normally only trace 

present). 

(b) Buffers against Alkali 
(1) Carbonic acid (carbon dioxide in 

solution). 

(2) Acid phosphate (chiefly NaH2P04). 

(3) Proteins (not acid but will combine 

with alkali). 

In emergencies ammonia is derived from proteins by deaminization of amino 

acids and combines with acid substances. The ammonium salts are excreted 

by the kidney. Most of this ammonia formation occurs in the kidney itself. 
The buffers against acid constitute the alkali reserve of the blood. The 

level of these buffers is indicated by the alkali reserve figure. 
2. Buffers in the Red Cells.—The importance of these has only recently been 

recognized. The most important of these is hemoglobin, itself, which, in the 

lungs, combines with oxygen to form a stronger acid than reduced hemoglobin 
and in the tissues, reacts with carbon dioxide to form hemoglobin carbamate.1 
The reaction between hemoglobin and carbon dioxide is made possible by the 
catalyst, carbonic anhydrase, present in the red cells which accelerates in both 

directions the reaction C02 + H20 ^ H2CO, The potassium hemoglobin com¬ 
pound KHb02 is also important. This potassium hemoglobin compound is 

responsible for the buffering of 90 per cent of the carbon dioxide taken up by the 
blood. In addition the acid and alkaline potassium phosphates have some 

buffer value. 
i. Acids to Be Neutralized. 
(a) Volatile (excreted by the lungsl.-Carbonic acid, or carbon d.ox.de d.s- 

'“'Tbl ViedTclds (excreted by the kidneys).-Lactic, acetoacetic betahydrox- 
W rixeu V J unrir m«nHp r. and manv other ybutyric uric, hippuric, oxalic, sulphuric, phosphoric, mandelic and many other 

■ Stadie, W. C„ and O'Brien, Helen: The ^J^Eqmhbnum: 

Oxyhemoglobin and R^^.S^Lnounds of CO, with Human Hemoglobin and 

ThehRTfnVe Transport o'cO,. J. Physiol. 88: 40-55 (Oct.) t,36. 
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acids that may be accidentally or purposely ingested or injected. Ammonium 

chloride, now used in treatment of edema in very large doses, acts as an acid. 

The foods that contain a preponderance of acid-producing substances are: (a) 

meats, (b) eggs, (c) cereals, (d) cranberries, prunes, and plums; in other words 

the foods which contain much protein or phosphorus-containing compounds 

(oxidizing to H2S04 and H3P04), or fruits that yield unoxidizable organic acid 

(benzoic) in excess over the basic mineral substances present. 

4. Alkalies to Be Neutralized.—In normal metabolism there is never an 

excess of alkali produced and only rarely are alkaline substances ingested in 

disproportionate amounts, except as medicines. Therefore, the problem of 

neutralization of alkalies is much less important than neutralization of acids. 

The most commonly used drugs which are absorbed as alkalies are bicarbonates, 

acetates and citrates. Calcium carbonate and magnesium oxide may conserve 

the alkaline substances in the blood by combining with hydrochloric acid in the 

stomach, preventing the necessity of its neutralization in the duodenum. The 

foods that tend to increase the alkalinity are: (a) fruits, with the exception of 

plums, prunes, and cranberries; (b) vegetables, especially soy beans and lima 

beans. These are foods which contain an excess of base over the acid-producing 

substances. 

5. Mechanism of the Buffer Action.—Since the red cell membrane is imper¬ 

meable to sodium and potassium ions and to protein, the sodium and plasma 

proteins remain in the plasma while potassium and hemoglobin remain in the 

red cells, and only hydrogen, chloride and HC03 ions, and water and oxygen 

molecules pass through this membrane. The changes occurring in the tissues 

can be best illustrated by the following diagram: 

Plasma Cell wall Cell contents 

H2CO3-* (HC03)(H) -> 

NaCl —* (Na) J, (Cl) -> 

\NaHCO3 

H ions —> 

Cl ions —* 

H ions —► 
HC03 ions 

(H) + (Cl) + KHb02 -> KC1 + HHb02 HHb + 02 

(H) + (Cl) + K2HPC>4 — KC1 + KH.PO4 

H2C03-> (HC03)(H) -> H2C03 + Hb02 — HbNHCOOH + O2 + H20 

(H) + (HC03) + KHb02 -> KHCOs + HHb02 -» HHB + 02 

H2CO3 + Na protein —> H protein 
+ NaHC03 

(H) -f (HC03) -f K2HP04 —► KHC03 + KH2PO4 

In the lungs these reactions are exactly reversed because of the taking up of 
oxygen and the giving off of carbon dioxide, for example: 

Cell contents Wall Plasma Expired air 

02 + HHb + KC1 -» 

\ 1 / 
\ 1 / 
KHb02 

HbNHCOOH + 02-» 

\ / 
Hb02 

H ions —> 
Cl ions —► 

(H) + (( :i) + NaHC03 -> 

\ 
H2CO3 -> co2 + h2o 

H ions —» 

HC03 

’■1'ia^i 

h2co3 -> h2o + co2 
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6. Function of the Buffer Action.—Since there is usually an excess of acid 

over base resulting from metabolism, it is obvious that the buffer action alone 

would not be sufficient to keep the pH constant. No matter how efficient the 

buffer solution, it does change slightly in pH with every addition of acid or alkali 

and if there is a constant excess of acid without any compensating mechanism, 

the blood would soon become neutral and the patient would die. The chief 

value of the buffers in the blood is to counteract the effects of sudden demands 

on the neutralizing ability of the body, till the acid or basic substance can be 

disposed of by other mechanisms. There must constantly be a good intake 

of basic substances in the food to restock the blood with neutralizing material. 

B. Excretion of Acid or (less commonly) Base.—i. As Carbon Dioxide by 

the Lungs.—The average daily excretion of carbon dioxide is equivalent to 20 to 

40 liters of normal acid. This is by far the most important mechanism in main¬ 

taining the pH of the blood constant over long periods of time. If there is a 

tendency to acidosis, respiration is increased and carbon dioxide excretion 

increases. If there is a tendency to alkalosis respiration is slowed and carbon 

dioxide excretion decreases. This mechanism is seriously interfered with in 

extensive pulmonary disease such as pneumonia, depression of the respiratory 

center such as occurs in morphine poisoning, or in “oxygen hunger” such as 

occurs at high altitudes. 

2. By the Kidney. 

(a) Fixed acids equivalent to 50 to 150 cc. of normal acid are normally 

excreted daily in the urine. A good deal of this acid is in the form of salts. In 

ketosis the quantity is greatly increased. 

(b) If excess of base is ingested, alkali (bicarbonate and alkaline phosphate) 

is excreted in the urine. The ability of the kidney to excrete excess of either 

acid or base is impaired in the conditions associated with nitrogen retention 

(chapter II). 
C. Conservation of Base.—If all the acid to be neutralized were excreted in 

combination with base, the store of basic materials would soon be depleted. 

There are several mechanisms to prevent this. 
1. Sulphuric acid is excreted in part as organic compounds, ethereal sulphates 

(e.g., indican), so that only one-half of the base otherwise needed is excreted. 

2. Acetoacetic Acid.—A large part is changed to the neutral substance acetone 

by loss of carbon dioxide (the carbon dioxide is eventually excreted by the lungs). 

The betahydroxybutyric acid formed from acetoacetic acid has, of course, the 

same acid value as the original acetoacetic. 
■X Lactic Acid.—All the lactic acid normally produced from carbohydrate 

during muscular activity or in the growth of cells is, if sufficient oxygen is present, 

either resynthesized to neutral carbohydrate or completely oxidized to carbon 

dioxide and water. When the oxygen supply does not keep pace with the amoun 

of lactic acid produced, whether because of slowing of the circulation (as in 

cardiac failure or in anhydremia), or because of deficient oxygen per cc. of blood 

(as in pulmonary disease or in anemia), or because of excessive lactic acid pro¬ 

duction (as after violent prolonged muscular exercise), the lactic acid remai 

unchanged and accumulates in the blood and tissues, where ,t may cause acffiosis 

a Excretion of an Acid Urine.-The kidney has the unexplained ability to 

selectively excrete acid sodium phosphate and retain the alkahne phosphate 
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when the alkali is needed. When the demand for alkali is great, the kidney is 

able to dissociate certain organic acids from their salts and excrete them in the 

free form. Among these are uric acid and hippuric acid. Hence, the greater 

the demand for alkali the more acid will be the reaction of the urine. 
5. Formation of Ammonia from Urea (by the kidney).—This is said to occur 

in emergencies, the ammonia taking the place of basic radicles which remain 

in the blood stream while the ammonium salt of the acid is excreted. This 

must be distinguished from the increase in ammonia nitrogen in the urine which 

occurs in severe liver disease due to inability of the damaged organ to form urea. 
Both mechanisms 4 and 5 may be seriously impaired in efficiency in those 

cases of kidney disease associated with nitrogen retention. 

X. ACIDOSIS AND ALKALOSIS 

A. Definition.—i. Acidosis is that condition of the body resulting 

from the presence in the blood and tissues of an amount of acid sufficient 

to lower either the alkali reserve of the blood or its pH, or both, below 

the normal limits. 

Death occurs before the blood ever becomes acid, thus the term 

acidosis is a little confusing unless one remembers that it means simply 

a lessened degree of alkalinity. 

2. Alkalosis is the presence in the blood and tissues of an amount 

of alkali sufficient to raise either the pH or the alkali reserve, or both, 

above the normal limits. It is not as frequent as acidosis, but should 
be recognized. 

B. Methods of Detection— All the methods discussed below are 

of some value in the detection of acidosis. The alkali reserve deter¬ 

mination is the most valuable. The tests for alkalosis are the alkali 

reserve estimation, the pH of the blood, and the reaction and total acidity 
of the urine. 

1. The alkali reserve estimation, also often called the carbon 

dioxide combining power of the plasma. This is much the most impor¬ 

tant test in disturbances of acid-base equilibrium. Its value has not 

been sufficiently recognized in the past, and, notwithstanding the sim- 

phctty of the technic of the titration method, it is not yet done nearly as 
often as it should be. 

(a) The indications for doing an alkali reserve estimation are: 

(1) Kussmaul breathing (deep breathing without cyanosis). 
(2) Coma, in practically every case. 

(3) Diabetes mellitus associated with the excretion of acetoacetic 

acid in the urine. The presence of acetoacetic acid in the urine is not 
alone a sufficient basis for the diagnosis of acidosis. 

(4) Prolonged or severe vomiting, or diarrhea. 
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(5) All conditions giving rise to a blood urea nitrogen of over 
20 mg. per 100 cc. 

(6) The toxemias of pregnancy. 

(7) During the prolonged administration of the following drugs: 

sodium bicarbonate, magnesium oxide, calcium carbonate, mandelic 

acid, ammonium chloride, ammonium mandelate, or ammonium nitrate. 

Some believe it desirable to study the alkali reserve in patients receiving 

sulfanilamide. Patients with ulcer under medical management and 

patients to whom ammonium salts are being administered in large 

doses for their diuretic effect form most of this group. Since the 

maintenance of a moderate acidosis seems essential for the diuretic 

effect of the ammonium salts, it is only necessary to see that this acidosis 

does not become severe. 

(8) Ketosis of severe enough grade to show a persistent, strongly 

positive acetoacetic acid test in the urine. 

(9) Gastric and duodenal fistula or continuous aspiration of the 

stomach. 

(10) Tetany. 

(n) Extensive burns. 

If an abnormal alkali reserve figure is found in the above conditions, 

treatment should be instituted and alkali reserve estimations repeated 

at intervals of a few hours until they approach normal. As long as 

the above indications are present whether the alkali reserve has been 

previously normal or not, the estimations should be repeated at least 

once a week. 
The results are expressed in terms of the alkali reserve figure which 

is the number of cc. of dry carbon dioxide (measured at o° C. and 760 

mm.) which can be held in chemical combination, excluding dissolved 

carbon dioxide, by 100 cc. of plasma after exposure to an^ atmosphere 

containing 5.5 per cent carbon dioxide (alveolar air) at 20 C. 

(b) Normal values are 50 to 80 for adults and 40 to 60 for infants,1 

young children, and women during the last four months of pregnancy. 

(c) Interpretation of Pathologic Results.—Either acidosis or alkalosis 

may exist in the presence of a high, normal, or low alkali reserve figure. 

Theoretically, then, in order to state the true condition of acid-base 

equilibrium present, it is necessary to know not only the alkali reserve 

figure, which indicates the bicarbonate level in the blood plasma, but 

also either the pH or the partial pressure of dissolved carbon dioxide, 

which indicates the carbonic acid level in the blood plasma. 1 racti- 

1 Holman, A., and Mathieu, A, Blood Chemistry' Stutos of 

fhatThe blood sugar and altali reserve figure of ,he 

mother and infant are the same at birth. 
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cally, however, the only exceptions to the rules that a low alkali reserve 

figure indicates acidosis requiring treatment, and a high alkali reserve 

figure indicates alkalosis requiring treatment are a primary increase or 

decrease in the carbon dioxide tension in the blood. 

(1) Primary Decrease.—This may be caused by hyperpnea not 

due to increased carbon dioxide or acid in the blood (e.g., the hyperp¬ 

nea of high altitudes, fever, hot baths, voluntary hyperpnea, and that 

occurring as a form of hysteria or as a rare post-lethargic encephalitis 

syndrome). Cyanosis does not occur. In this form a “washing-out” 

of carbon dioxide from the blood occurs which is compensated by 

excretion of bicarbonate with lowering of the alkali reserve. Since 

this tends to keep the pH normal, it is desirable and alkalies are not 

indicated. 

(2) Primary Increase.—Cyanosis is present in this group which 

includes all types of asphyxia, opium poisoning, deep anesthesia, the 

cyanosis of cardiac or pulmonary disease, etc. This is compensated 

by a rise in the alkali reserve which tends to maintain the pH normal. 

This rise is, therefore, desirable and does not require treatment. 

Both conditions are due to primary variations in dissolved carbon 

dioxide (H2C03), tend to be temporary, are easily recognized clini¬ 

cally, and do not constitute indications for doing an alkali reserve 

estimation but rather for correction of the condition leading to the 

altered carbonic acid level of the blood. 

Practically, therefore, if the above exceptions are ruled out, alkali 

reserve estimations may be interpreted as follows: 

40 to 50, mild acidosis with no clinical symptoms. 

30 to 4O) moderate acidosis with definite symptoms. 

2 to 30, severe acidosis. Patients are usually in coma or on the 

verge of coma. Only immediate and efficient treatment will produce 
recovery if the figure is below 16. 

80 to 90, mild alkalosis usually not associated with symptoms. 

90 to 120, marked alkalosis usually associated with symptoms of 

tetany. The causes of acidosis and alkalosis are discussed under C 
and D below. 

1 lie carbon dioxide content or sodium bicarbonate concentration of the plasma 

is sometimes determined instead of the alkali reserve figure. The results of tTe 

metureTafoTrd df™in,t‘°'yre expressed as the cc. of dry carbon dilxW 

dissolved carb°onCd“lf b;:jch;Ctr:,^;^d’e™Cal excluding 

normal values are 5o to So for venous and Zo 5° ^ ^ 

spending values expressed as millimols of sodium bicarbonate n m C0ITe' 
lor venous pfasma. Since these determinations 
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titration method for carbon dioxide capacity and the interpretation is much the 

same, these determinations are chiefly of research interest. (See Peters, J. P., 

and Van Slyke, D. D.: Quantitative Clinical Chemistry. Vol. I and II. The 

Williams and Wilkins Co.. Baltimore, 1931 for a detailed discussion.) 

2. The pH of the Blood.—Accurate determinations require meticulous technic 

to prevent loss of carbon dioxide and expensive equipment and are not practical 

for clinical purposes. Glass or quinhydrone electrode pH meters are necessary. 

(a) Normals.—It remains quite constant at 7.3 to 7.5. Frequently the pH is 

normal when the patient has acidosis or alkalosis. See summaries of states of 

acid-base equilibrium (X below). 

(b) Pathologic Results.—A pH of 7.0 to 7.3 indicates marked acidosis. A pH 

of 7.5 to 7.8 indicates marked alkalosis. Figures significantly below 7.0 or over 

7.8 are incompatible with life. Hence, even in the most marked acidosis the blood 

is not actually acid. 

3. Total Acidity and Reaction (pH) of the Urine.—The reaction of the urine 

is usually included in a routine urinalysis although so many variables affect the pH 

that such a determination on a single sample is practically valueless. To be of 

any value at all the reaction or the total acidity must be determined on a portion 

of the mixed 24-hour urine which has been collected under toluol. The reaction 

depends largely on the relative proportions of acid-forming and base-forming 

materials ingested, but shows major daily fluctuations, such as the alkaline tide 

during digestion, even in normal individuals. When to these fluctuations are added 

the effects of drugs and, in many instances, of decomposition changes occurring in 

the bladder or, more often, from improper preservation after the urine is passed, and 

the fact that litmus paper gives only a very approximate idea of the pH, the fallacy 

of depending on the reaction to litmus paper as ordinarily determined on a casually 

collected specimen becomes apparent. Studies of the pH and total acidity are 

occasionally indicated in following the effects of dietary or drug treatment, or as a 

supplement to the alkali reserve estimation in acidosis or alkalosis. The pH should 

be studied daily in patients under treatment for cystitis and pyelitis to make certain 

that the acidity or alkalinity desired is being attained. 
(a) Normal values— These are a total acidity of 150 to 400 cc. of tenth normal 

sodium hydroxide to neutralize to phenolphthalein the entire 24-hour urine, and a 

pH within the range of 5.1 to 7.0. . . . ... 
(b) Interpretation.—If no great preponderance of acid- or base-forming material 

is being ingested or injected a pH of less than 5.0 at all times of day or a total acidity 

of over 500 indicates a tendency to acidosis and a pH of over 7.0 at all times of day 

or a total acidity under 100 indicates a tendency to alkalosis, if ammomacal decom- 

posit on nd impaired renal function are excluded. Mandelic acid or methenamine 

is ineffective as a urinary antiseptic unless the urine pH can be maintained below 

5.4.x Sulfanilamide is more effective in controlling infections in the urinary tract 

lf t,r Total'NitXge^and Axnmonia Nitrogen Estimations in the Urine.--This 

should belne ongan accurately collected ea-hour sample ot urine 1-ervc^ 

toluol The ammonia nitrogen should be calculated as per cent of the 

„en This is of some value in acidosis, and in severe liver diseases. 

1 Helmholz, H. F, The Effectiveness ofAn',SePt'C * 

Vari°SUi^e£^ceStnc^S“eHtisJon page-40. 
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The total nitrogen estimation on the 24-hour urine (plus 1 gm. for the nitrogen 

excreted in the stool) multiplied by 6.25 gives the most accurate figure for the 

amount of protein being metabolized. This estimation is, therefore, essential for 

all accurate studies of protein metabolism, since part of the protein ingested may 

not be absorbed. Part of the nitrogen may come from body proteins that are being 

utilized, or there may be nitrogen retained in new tissue that is being formed. The 

nitrogen balance is determined by comparing the nitrogen of the food (protein 

divided by 6.25) with the nitrogen excretion (total nitrogen of the urine plus 1 gm. 

for the nitrogen in the feces). If these figures are approximately equal the individ¬ 

ual is said to be in nitrogen equilibrium; if less nitrogen is excreted than is absorbed 

the balance is said to be positive; and if more nitrogen is excreted than is absorbed 

the balance is said to be negative. For persons who are expected to be in nitrogen 

equilibrium, it is customary to calculate the protein of the diet by multiplying the 

nitrogen of the 24-hour urine plus 1.0 gm. for the nitrogen of the feces by 6.25, 

which figure represents the actual grams of protein being metabolized. 

(a) Normal values.—About 0.5 gm. of ammonia nitrogen is excreted per day 

and from 6 to 20 gm. of total nitrogen, depending on the diet. About 5 per cent 

of the total nitrogen is ammonia nitrogen. Over 10 per cent is definitely pathologic. 

Growing children and convalescents from wasting diseases should show a positive 

nitrogen balance, all others should be in nitrogen equilibrium. 

(b) Interpretation of Pathologic Results.—(1) Ammonia nitrogen constituting 

more than 10 per cent of the total nitrogen occurs in the following conditions: 

(a) Severe cases of all types of acidosis except that due to impaired renal 
function. 

(b) Severe diffuse liver damage such as occurs in eclampsia, acute yellow 
atrophy, phosphorous poisoning, etc. 

(c) In ammoniacal decomposition of the urine such as occurs in some types of 

cystitis and pyelitis, these changed proportions will be found but always with an 

alkaline urine and pyuria. In groups (a) and (b) the urine will be acid. 

Ammoniacal decomposition occurring after the urine is passed makes the results 

valueless and, of course, will not occur if the urine is collected under an efficient 
preservative. 

(2) A negative nitrogen balance indicates a loss of tissue protein (muscle) and 

efforts should be made to increase protein absorption in such cases. The causes are: 

irst, a deficient protein intake or absorption as in starvation (stenosis of esoph- 

agus, vomiting, diarrhea, etc.) or improperly balanced diets (less than two- 

lurds gram of protein per kilo in adults, less than one to three grams of protein per 

decreasing at p"iods °f si™—* “<* 

(tuberculosis, °CCUrS‘he "aSting d!seases 

Third, in extensive muscular atrophies and in Simmond’s disease (pituitarv 
cachexia, a very rare condition) uncase ^pituitary 

Alkali Rese™ in 
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It is contraindicated in cases showing impaired renal function because of the danger 

of producing alkalosis before a change in pH occurs. 

(a) Normals.—io gm. or less of sodium bicarbonate produces a change in pH. 

(b) Interpretation of Pathologic Results.—A requirement of 12 to 30 gm. indi¬ 
cates mild acidosis with no clinical symptoms. 

A requirement of over 30 gm. indicates more severe acidosis with clinical 
symptoms. 

It is wiser, however, to use this test only in cases of mild or doubtful acidosis, 

and to stop giving alkali and to do an alkali reserve estimation if a distinct change in 

reaction does not occur after 10 grams of sodium bicarbonate have been 

administered. 

6. Carbon Dioxide Tension of the Blood.-—This may be determined directly on 

the venous or arterial blood, by the point of junction for the figures of the carbon 

dioxide combining power and the pH in figure 2, or by the determination of the 

carbon dioxide tension of the alveolar air which is in equilibrium with arterial blood. 

While the total amount of carbon dioxide eliminated in a given time is much 

increased in acidosis, the minute-volume of air passing in and out of the lungs is so 

greatly increased that the actual percentage of carbon dioxide in the expired air is 

decreased. Marriott has devised a simple method which gives a roughly quantita¬ 

tive estimation of the percentage of carbon dioxide present. It is not nearly so 

reliable as the alkali reserve estimation. Results are expressed as partial pressure of 

carbon dioxide in mm. of mercury. Strict normals are 40 to 45 mm. Results 

between 30 and 35 mm. indicate mild acidosis, below 20 mm. severe acidosis if 

respiratory stimulation of other types (cafTein, lowered oxygen tension in the 

inspired air, etc.) can be excluded. High values occur when the respiratory center 

is depressed (morphine poisoning, etc.) or any cause of carbon dioxide retention, 

such as drowning, tracheal occlusion, atelectasis, pneumonia, etc. is present. A 

tension above 80 mm. of mercury can persist only a very short time before death 

occurs. 
The method can be used to advantage as a guide in regulating the carbon dioxide 

content of oxygen tents and chambers in the newer therapy of pneumonias,1 by 

inserting a tube of the indicator-buffer mixture in a shunt circuit for frequent or 

constant sampling of the gas mixture. 
7. Lactic Acid in the Blood—The methods2 are unfortunately too difficult for 

clinical use. Normal values are about 15 to 25 mg. per 100 cc. Lactic acid estima¬ 

tions as high as 100 to 200 mg. have been reported after severe muscular exercise 

and in lactic acid acidosis. 

C. Causes of Acidosis.—1. Severe and Prolonged Ketosis. 

Diabetes mellitus and starvation are the most important causes of this 

type of acidosis, but any of the causes mentioned under ketosis may be 

I93°Friedemann, T. E„ Cotonio, Magherita, and Schaffer, P. A.: Determination of Lact.c 

Acid WeUi:‘wChB™A7lio?eSo^hf Domination of Lactic and Pyruvic Acids. J. Biol. 

Chem. 102: 47 (Sept.) 1933- 
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responsible. This type of acidosis is usually recognized clinically. The 

laboratory findings are a low alkali reserve, acetoacetic acid in the urine 

and ammonia nitrogen over 10 per cent of the total nitrogen. 

2. Deficient Excretion of Normally Formed Acid—(a) The 

kidneys are unable to eliminate excess of acid radicles from metabolism of 

the food ingested. Any type of impaired kidney function may lead to 

acidosis of this type. Eetosis is usually absent, and ammonia nitrogen 

is not increased in the urine. Many clinicians fail to realize the 

importance of always testing the alkali reserve in these cases and treat¬ 

ing the acidosis when it is detected. 

The laboratory findings are a blood urea nitrogen of 20 mg. or over, 

and a low alkali reserve. 

Impaired kidney function leads to difficulty in excreting either 

excess of acid or of base, hence the alkali reserve may be normal, 

increased, or decreased and shows no constant relation to the severity 

of the renal impairment. However, the more severe the renal impair¬ 

ment the more frequently should the alkali reserve be determined, 

because slight changes in the ratio of acid- to base-forming materials 

taken in produce tremendous fluctuations in the alkali reserve. The 

author has seen a patient with severe renal damage due to mercury 

poisoning on the verge of death from acidosis three times and from 

alkalosis twice within a single week. When the acid and alkali intake 

were adjusted under the guidance of frequent alkali reserve estimations 

so as to keep the plasma bicarbonate level normal, this patient recovered 

completely, although she had taken many times the reputed lethal dose 
of mercury. 

(b) Asphyxia from any cause (disease of lungs, tracheal stenosis, cardiac failure, 

etc.). The acidosis is due to the retention of carbon dioxide as carbonic acid and to 

the deficient oxidation of lactic acid in the tissues. This disappears as soon as the 

cause is removed so that it is less important clinically than the other types. Mor¬ 

phine poisoning is a typical example of this type. Laboratory tests for acidosis 
are not indicated. 

3. Deficient oxidation of normally formed acid, chiefly lactic acid. This mav 
be due to: J 

(a) Slowed circulation (as in dehydration, cardiac decompensation), or low blood 
volume after large acute hemorrhage. 

(b) Deficient aeration of the blood in the lungs as in certain respiratory diseases 

anemias/;^ae^ hemoglobin to carry the necessary amount of oxygen as in 

production of lactic acid as after very violent muscular exercise 

ment Erected afitTd 1"”"°" imp0rta,’Ce in this “d disappears on treat- 
ment directed at the underlying cause. The conditions are easily recognized dim 
cally and laboratory tests for acidosis are unnecessary. * * dln“ 
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4. Conditions in Which Increased Acid Production, Decreased 

Oxidation of Acid, and Decreased Elimination of Acid All Play a 

Part, (a) Prolonged nausea and vomiting from any cause, but especially 

the pernicious vomiting of pregnancy. Ketosis and dehydration1 are 

most important here. There is also a tendency to alkalosis due to the 

loss of hydrochloric acid from the stomach so that an alkali reserve 

estimation should always be made. High intestinal obstruction is 

especially apt to result in alkalosis. 

This group is very important as here several opposing factors 

operate. Large fluctuations in the state of acid-base equilibrium 

may occur in a short period of time. The alkali reserve may be low, 

normal, or high irrespective of the severity of the underlying condition, 

but if not maintained as nearly normal as possible, acidosis or alkalosis 

may contribute to or cause a fatal outcome. Other laboratory findings 

of importance are oliguria, ketosis, increased urea nitrogen in the blood, 

low blood chlorides and increased ammonia nitrogen in the urine. 

Intravenous or rectal administration of sufficient quantities of dextrose, 

sodium chloride, and water to maintain the above laboratory findings 

within normal limits produces striking clinical improvement. 

(b) Severe diarrheas, especially Asiatic cholera and the severe 

diarrheas of children. Dehydration is the most important factor 

here, but loss of alkali through the bowel, ketosis from deficient car¬ 

bohydrate absorption, and toxic kidney injury also play a part. 

Oliguria and a low alkali reserve are the most important laboratory 

findings but urea nitrogen retention and ketosis may also occur. Intra¬ 

venous injection of fluid, dextrose and sodium bicarbonate (the latter 

must be sterilized in an autoclave or in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide 

to avoid changing it to carbonate) are indicated in sufficient dosage 

to keep the laboratory findings normal. 
In both (a) and (b) very frequent alkali reserve estimations are 

necessary to avoid over- or under-treatment. 
(c) In pneumonia, following anesthesia, and after severe burns 

of the skin an acidosis may develop due in part to dehydration and 

asphyxia, in part to ketosis and toxic kidney injury, but chiefly to the 

production of other acids which have not as yet been identified. 

5. Ingestion or Injection of Acid or Acid-producing Substances. 

(a) Methyl Alcohol Poisoning.—Formic acid is produced in metabo- 

lism. 4 . 
(b) Overdo sage of Ammonium Chloride or Calcium Chloride. A 

moderate acidosis is essential to the diuretic action of these drugs, 

Harriott, W. M.: Anhydremia Physiol. Rev.. 3: 275-294 (April) 1923. 
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but they should be temporarily discontinued if the alkali reserve figure 

goes below 30. ... 
(c) Accidental or suicidal ingestion of strong acids in considerable 

quantities. 
6. Cyclic Vomiting of Children.—Ketosis is present and severe 

vomiting is the most outstanding clinical symptom. When this condi¬ 

tion is suspected, the degree of acidosis should be determined as soon as 

possible by an alkali reserve estimation, then treatment should be 

started at once, as death may occur early. Roentgenographic study 

after a barium meal reveals peptic ulcer in many children with this 

syndrome. 
It is possible that hypoglycemia1 is a factor in this condition as 

well as in the pernicious vomiting of pregnancy. Therefore, blood sugar 

estimations should be done in such cases. 

7. The Toxemias of Pregnancy (Chapter XI).—These may be 

associated with a marked acidosis requiring treatment. This must not 

be confused with the physiologic slight lowering of the alkali reserve 

which occurs in the last months of normal pregnancy and requires no 

treatment. 

8. Anaphylactic Shock.—This has been reported to give an 

acidosis with a lowered alkali reserve and to show clinical improvement 

on administration of alkali. 

Note: Treatment of acidosis should be directed first toward removal 

of the cause, combined with ample fluid intake to prevent oliguria 

and a sufficient dextrose intake (with insulin if necessary) to prevent 

ketosis and to establish a glycogen reserve in tHe liver. If ketone 

bodies are not present or disappear from the urine and the alkali 

reserve estimation is still under 35 the administration of sodium 

bicarbonate, sodium citrate,2 or sodium lactate3 will prove beneficial. 

This will only occasionally be necessary in diabetic acidosis, but treat¬ 

ment with alkalies is essential in the acidosis of impaired kidney func¬ 

tion, and is desirable in most forms of acidosis not associated with 

ketosis. Calculate the dosage according to the following formula of 

93: 
1 s26-Gis(NovP'i6) :i^0glycemia and the Convulsions of Early Life. J. A. M. A., 

.ni?roP„e'„fJaSal'tsao? Orglfepoun^Tf rT 1 ^ °f after 

of Sodium Citrate 1 
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Palmer and Van Slyke1 as excessive dosage is apt to cause an alkalosis 
and has brought this therapy into disrepute: 

Rise in alkali reserve desired2 times kilograms of body weight 

38 

the correct dosage in grams of sodium bicarbonate. 

9. Sulfanilamide.—In patients receiving large doses of sulfanila¬ 

mide the alkali reserve is often low. Some3 believe this indicates an 

acidosis and recommend giving alkalies, but Hartmann, Perley and 

Barnett,4 with whom I agree, believe that this lowered alkali reserve is 

the result of exertion of base to compensate for an alkalosis of the 

primary carbon dioxide deficit type, resulting from hyperventilation 

produced by sulfanilamide. 

D. Causes of Alkalosis.—1. Increased intake of alkali as food 

or drugs, or poisoning with strong alkalies. 

This occurs most commonly in the medical treatment of peptic 

ulcer5 but is less apt to occur if insoluble alkalies such as calcium 

carbonate are substituted for sodium bicarbonate. It may also result 

from uncontrolled alkali treatment of acidosis or of nephritis, or from 

the Martin Fisher regime for overcoming edema, or in patients taking 

basic diets such as were advocated by Sansum and Blatherwick. 

In the author’s experience all such therapy is safer for the patient and 

gives better clinical results if the alkali reserve figure is not allowed to 

exceed the normal limits. 
Impaired renal function of all types showing nitrogen retention 

greatly predisposes to the development of alkalosis as well as of acidosis 

and the reaction of the urine is an unreliable criterion of the state of 

acid-base balance in these cases. Hence, such cases should have 

very frequent alkali reserve estimations if alkali therapy is being given. 

Alkalosis itself may produce impaired renal function. 

2. Excessive Loss of Acid or Chloride from the Body, (a) Loss 

of Hydrochloric Acid.—This is a very important cause of alkalosis. It 

may be due to severe vomiting, particularly that of pyloric stenosis or 

■ Th^alkali* reserve figure desired minus the alkali reserve figure observed equals the 

rI ^^Lo^g^'p^H^and^liss, Eleanor A.: Toxic Manifestation of Sulfanilamide. Ann. 

SUrgSouthworth: H^Addosh Lociated with the Administration of Para-amino-benzene. 

Ttrle^A. M^lrnett 
EBecS of sSuknUaniide: Changes in Acid Base Balance. J. Clin. Investigation .7. 

465k4G7atewood,Wi8E. et al.t Alkalosis in Patients with Peptic Ulcer. Arch. Int. Med., 

79-105 (July) 1928. 
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of high intestinal obstruction,1 to gastric or duodenal fistula,2 or profuse 

perspiration. Other chemical changes that occur are a decrease in the 

blood chlorides and an increase in the blood urea nitrogen.. A marked 

ketosis from deficient carbohydrate intake may co-exist with a severe 

alkalosis or may maintain the alkali reserve normal or produce an 

acidosis. If alkalosis is allowed to progress, the clinical syndrome of 

gastric tetany will occur (presumably due to a deficiency of calcium in 

ionic form although the total and diffusible calcium may be normal). 

Ammonium or sodium chloride should be given intravenously if the 

measures outlined above and by McVicar1 do not promptly bring the 

alkali reserve within normal limits. 

(b) Excessive loss of carbonic acid as carbon dioxide through the lungs. This 

may occur from voluntary forced respiration, from hysterical or post-encephalitic 

hyperpnea, at high altitudes, during fever, or from hot baths. It is quickly com¬ 

pensated by decreased respiratory loss of carbon dioxide or by excretion of base. 

It is the only type of alkalosis which may coexist with a normal or low alkali reserve 

figure, but as these conditions are easily recognized clinically, laboratory tests, 

which might prove misleading, are not indicated. 

XI. SUMMARY OF THE STATES OF ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM 

WHICH MAY OCCUR 

In the following summary bicarbonate stands for the total alkali reserve, and 
H2C03 for the acid substances (mainly carbon dioxide in solution and acid 

phosphate) in equilibrium with the basic material. N means normal. N-f- 

means high normal. N — means low normal. X and Y refer to variable quanti¬ 

ties of bicarbonate and carbonic acid. When the same letter occurs above and 

below the line, it means that the quantities of bicarbonate and carbonic acid, 
respectively indicated, are equivalent. In ratios 1 to 10 below, the number 

corresponds to the area having the same number in the accompanying chart 

(Fig. 2). Whenever there is a primary decrease or increase in either bicarbonate 

or carbonic acid this is compensated first by a change in the other factor sufficient 
to bring the pH within normal limits, the condition being represented by areas 2 

or 3. Then there occurs a more gradual return to normal conditions represented 
by area 1, usually only after the cause of the initial deviation is corrected. Conse¬ 

quently , only very acute or very severe changes will produce a status of acid-base 
equilibrium not included within the lines representing pH 7.3 and 7.5. 

Bicarbonate N 
x* H2CO, N = pH N- This is the normal condition. 

Bicarbonate N — X 
2’ H2C03 N - X = pH N* This usuaUy indicates acidosis due to a 

primary lowering of bicarbonate as in ketosis or in impaired renal function. This 

is much the most common form of acidosis. It is treated by combating ketosis, 

Duodenal FUtulI J. A.’m'. A.',’ 86: 'he Bl°°d ResulUnS from 
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by increasing dextrose oxidation and by giving alkali. This is a compensated 

acidosis of the alkali deficit type; compensation is by blowing off of carbon 
dioxide. Deep breathing without cyanosis is the chief clinical symptom. The 

the equation 
Bicarbonate N_-^X h N — 
H2CO3 N - ~ P 

The condition represented by area 2 may also result from alkalosis of the 

primary carbonic acid deficit type such as occurs from forced respirations. 
Alkali is excreted to compensate so that the lowered alkali reserve is desirable. 
Do not give alkali. This form is unimportant clinically. The initial phase ot 

this condition is represented by the small area b expressed by the equation 

Bicarbonate N — _ ph N ) 
H2COT N - X P 

■ The area outside f the ^ 

which are Incompatible « A Lbon'diixide tension above So is incompatibie w ith 

life if of more than a few minutes duration. 
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Bicarbonate N + Y = N Thig condition usually results from a pri- 
H2CO3 N Y 

mary increase in bicarbonate as after large dosage of alkalies, basic diets, or loss 

of hydrochloric acid. It is most apt to occur if impaired renal function co-exists. 

It is compensated by slowed respiration and retention of H2COs. No cyanosis 

occurs. This compensated alkalosis is the most common form. The initial 

stage is represented by the small area d expressed by the equation 

Bicarbonate N + X __ 
mo,-N~+ = pH N +• 

The condition represented by area 3 may also result from a primary increase 

in H2CO3 as in morphine poisoning, asphyxia, emphysema and other causes of 

cyanosis. This is the only condition in which the alkali reserve is increased in 

which treatment for alkalosis is not indicated. This condition results from 

compensation of an acidosis of the carbon dioxide retention type by selective 

retention of base and excretion of acid by the kidney. The condition in acute 

asphyxia is represented by the area c expressed by the equation 

Bicarbonate N + 
H2C03 N + X = pH N- 

Bicarbonate N + Y 
4* u2cq3 N = greater than N. Uncompensated alkalosis. 

This is the first stage after ingestion of alkali. Some cases belonging to this 
group will fall in the area e expressed by the equation 

Bicarbonate N + 
H2CO3 = PH greater than N. 

This compensates to 3 by slowed respiration and carbon dioxide retention. But 

if the excessive intake continues so rapidly that it cannot be compensated, this 
goes over into the fatal stage (9, page 90). 

Bicarbonate N 
5‘ HoC07 N + Y = pH less than N* Temporary uncompensated acid- 

osis This is the first stage of carbon dioxide retention as in therapeutic 

carbon dioxide administration, drowning, tracheal occlusion and other causes of 

fT™ AlkJ7 If retained and lt compensates to 3. This is the only 
fomi of acidosis in which the alkali reserve is normal and laboratory tests are 
not necessary for diagnosis. curatory rests are 

Bicarbonate N — XY 
H2C03 N—X = pH less than N. This is the fatal stage of uncom¬ 

pensated acidosis (generally diabetic or neDhritir') Tho 

0. carb0tt dioxide. 

Bicarbonate N - 
H2C0; N = pH less than N. 

The prognosis in such cases would be exceedingly bad. 
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Bicarbonate N — X 
■ rc y = *ess Uncompensated acidosis such as '* HoCOj 

occurs in very deep anesthesia. These patients recover with artificial respira¬ 
tion, compensating to i or 2 by loss of carbon dioxide through the lungs and 

retention of base. Most of these cases probably pass through states of acid-base 
balance corresponding to areas c and 5 on going under the anesthetic and 
to / and a on coming out. 

_ Bicarbonate N . . 
8. ^ ^ = pH greater than N. This is temporary uncompen¬ 

sated alkalosis from hyperpnea as at high altitudes or from over-breathing. It 
compensates rapidly to 2 by excretion of base, and so is rarely found. Theo¬ 
retically, forced hyperpnea such as occurs as a rare post-lethargic encephalitis 

syndrome if associated with renal impairment sufficient to prevent adequate 
compensatory excretion of base might give rise to the condition of uncompensated 

alkalosis represented by area g and expressed by the equation 

Bicarbonate N — X 

H2CO3 N - XY 
pH greater than N. 

This would be the only type of alkalosis in which the alkali reserve could be 
lower than normal. It is doubtful if it ever occurs. It is also theoretically 

possible that overdosage of alkali in a patient with the above mentioned syn¬ 
drome might produce the condition corresponding to area h and expressed by 

the equation 

Bicarbonate N + Y 

H2CO3 N - X 
= pH greater than N. 

For practical purposes this is so unlikely that it may be regarded as not occurring 

Bicarbonate N + XY _ „ eater than n. This is the fatal stage of 
9’ H2CO3 N + X v . . 

uncompensated alkalosis. It should never occur if the administration of alkalies 

is controlled by alkali reserve estimations. 
Bicarbonate N + X = „ legs than N This IS uncompensated aci- 

I0’ HXOj N + XY p ...... 
dosis due to a sudden rise in H,C03 without as yet a corresponding rise in bicar¬ 
bonate It is probably always temporary and due to acute severe asphyxia 
superimposed on a chronic asphyxia such as occurs when an acute pulmonary 

edema complicates an emphysema. It is a form of acidosis in which the alka 

^^The vasTmaj^rity of all patients studied wiU be found to belong in groups 

" ^’^"^ut temporary conditions as they tend either to 

C°mGPreonuSpa8 is unimportant^its* subdivisions and groups » and to should never 

"“The exact condition of acid-base balance of any patient can be determined 

by reference to the chart^f one toowsany The third variable 

reserve estimation, the pH, th^ ^ ^ point corresponding to the inter- 

“ac«oneofetthem”mdina.es of the two known factors. For clinical purposes. 
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however, the alkali reserve estimation together with the results of a history and 

physical examination is satisfactory and more practical. 

XII. MISCELLANEOUS TESTS OCCASIONALLY DONE IN 

DIABETES MELLITUS 

A. The D to N Ratio.—For several days the patient is put on a diet consisting 

entirely of protein. The dextrose and nitrogen are estimated quantitatively in the 

24-hour urine each day and the ratio of dextrose to nitrogen calculated. The results 

are used only when the ratio for two or three days in succession is constant. As the 

body is able to form about 58 gm. of dextrose from 100 gm. of protein and 100 gm. 

of protein is equivalent to 16 gm. of nitrogen (100 divided by 6.25), we know that a 

ratio of 3.65 to 1 (58 to 16) means that the patient is unable to oxidize any dextrose 

at all. Before insulin was available, any ratio over 3.4 to 1 was considered fatal. 

There is, of course, no normal ratio since all the dextrose is oxidized. The test was 

formerly used as an aid to prognosis, but the determination of the patient’s daily 

dextrose oxidizing ability or insulin coefficient gives much the same information in a 

safer way. The chief disadvantage of the D to N ratio determination is that the 

high protein diet is very bad for the patient. 

B. Diastatic Activity.—This value, as measured by the quantity of starch which 

can be converted by the blood into dextrose in a given time, is somewhat increased 

in diabetes mellitus. It is not often determined at present as the blood sugar esti¬ 

mation and the dextrose tolerance curve are of greater diagnostic value. Very high 

or very low diastatic activity of the blood suggests disease of the pancreas but nor¬ 

mal values are common even with extensive pancreatic disease. 

C. The Blood Fat and Cholesterol.—These are often elevated in diabetes, some¬ 

times resulting in a gross lipemia (turbid or even milky looking plasma). Quantita¬ 

tive estimations of these substances are interesting from an experimental standpoint, 

but are not necessary for diagnosis. The prognosis is said to be worse in cases with 

lipemia or hypercholesterolemia. (See blood cholesterol, chapter II.) 

XIII. GRADES OF DIABETES MELLITUS 

A. Early or Incipient Diabetes.-Occasional traces of dextrose 

occiir in the urine. The fasting blood sugar varies from normal to i co 

mg. 1 he dextrose tolerance test shows a low diabetic curve. 

B Mild.—Dextrose and acetone are usually present in the urine 

The fastingjblood sugar is 150 to 250 mg. The alkali reserve is normal. 

C. Moderate. Dextrose, acetone, and acetoacetic acid are present 

ms vVZe is faSting bl0°d SUgar iS 250 t0 400 Th^ alkali reserve ngure is 40 or over. 

D. Seuere.—Much dextrose, acetone, and acetoacetic acid are 

s “ r' “ ~ - ■* - 
are the same as in D. (See Chapter X.) h d "gS 
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These descriptions apply to untreated cases. The severity of 

treated cases is best determined by the dextrose oxidizing ability test 

or the insulin coefficient. 

XIV. LABORATORY CRITERIA FOR THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES 

MELLITUS 

From a laboratory standpoint, if diabetes mellitus is to be regarded 

as controlled, the fasting blood sugar and alkali reserve figures must be 

within normal limits, and dextrose and acetone must be absent from 

the urine. In patients treated with protamine zinc insulin a one plus 

reduction in the morning urine is possibly desirable. If diabetic coma 

or impending coma is present, chief attention should be directed to 

control of the acidosis as evidenced by return of the alkali reserve figure 

to within normal limits. The ketosis should also be controlled as evi¬ 

denced by the disappearance of acetone from the urine. Treatment 

with large amounts of dextrose and insulin should be continued not 

merely until consciousness has returned but until one feels sure that a 

good reserve of glycogen has been stored in the liver. During this 

period of treatment hyperglycemia and glycosuria may be neglected 

without great harm to the patient. After the initial blood sugar esti¬ 

mation to aid in establishing the diagnosis, blood sugar estimations need 

not be repeated until the above results are attained, if sufficient dextrose 

is given to maintain a constant glycosuria. 
Hypoglycemia, not hyperglycemia, constitutes the danger during the 

period of active treatment of coma. Quantitative sugar estimations 

would have to be repeated so frequently to detect the rapid fluctuations 

in the blood sugar level due to the large doses of insulin and dextrose 

which are used that it is usually simpler and safer to test the urine for 

reduction every 15 to 60 minutes instead, and to increase the proportion 

of dextrose to insulin if reduction does not occur and decrease it if four 

plus reduction occurs. . . . , 
In patients with diabetes mellitus who are not in immediate danger 

of coma, hyperglycemia and glycosuria should cause one to consider the 

advisability of reducing the carbohydrate intake, increasing the insuhn 

dosage or, if glycosuria occurs only at one time of day as determined by 

the fractional reduction test, of readjusting the dosage of insulin or e 

relative proportions of carbohydrate in the meals. The latter procedure 

L usually more effective if protamine zinc insulin is being used. Ace¬ 

tone in the urine should cause one to consider the advisability of increas 

„g the total dextrose value of the diet or of decreasing its ketogen 

value. If dextrose and acetone are both present, increase in insulin 
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usually advisable first, then if the ketosis persists, it may be combated 

as above directed. A decrease in the alkali reserve figure is an indi¬ 

cation for increase in the dextrose value of the diet with sufficient insulin 

to prevent glycosuria and hyperglycemia and if this acidosis persists 

after ketosis has disappeared (which is rare), an increase in the propor¬ 

tion of base-forming food in the diet or the actual administration of 

alkali is worthy of consideration. 

The art and science of the treatment of diabetes mellitus is almost 

a specialty in itself and the few suggestions given above are but a 

part of it. The reason for their insertion is to suggest the help which 

laboratory data can give in therapeutics if one learns how to make use 

of them. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISORDERS OF THE DUCTLESS GLANDS WITH ESPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO THE BASAL METABOLISM1 

I. RESUME OF THE ESSENTIAL POINTS IN THE PHYSIOLOGY, 

BIOCHEMISTRY2 AND PATHOLOGY OF THE ENDOCRINE GLANDS AND 

THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO ENERGY METABOLISM 

The energy of the body is derived from the oxidation of carbohydrates, 

proteins, fats, or of substances derived from these, such as amino acids, fatty 

acids, and lactic acid. Part of this energy is expended as work (muscular con¬ 

traction), part in other ways, such as chemical changes, but as the laws - of the 

conservation of matter and energy hold true for the living organism as well as 

for inanimate matter, it can all ultimately be accounted for, either as heat or 

potential energy. The most convenient measure for this energy production is 

the large calorie, which is defined as the amount of heat required to raise 1000 

grams of water i° Centigrade (from 150 to 16°). 
Carbohydrate and fat are completely oxidized to carbon dioxide and water 

within the body under normal and most pathologic conditions. Hence, the 

energy derived and the end products produced are the same as those produced 

by the complete oxidation of these substances outside of the body, and may be 

expressed by the following equations: 

1. CJIriOe (Dextrose) + 602 = 6H20 + 6C02 + 4-° calories per 
gram of dextrose, or 5.05 calories per liter of oxygen consumed. 

2. 2C57H110O6 (Tristearin) + 16302 = iioH20 + ii4C02 + 9-3 
calories per gram of fat, or 4.69 calories per liter of oxygen consumed. 

The end products of protein metabolism are, however, not only carbon 

dioxide and water but also nitrogenous substances, chiefly urea, which are 

excreted still incompletely oxidized. Hence, protein metabolism within the 

body consumes less oxygen and yields less energy than in the tabora'^y. The 

figures are 4.1 calories per gram of protein or 4.485 calories per liter of oxygen 

consumed Certain of the amino acids from protein have a tendency to stimu¬ 

late the metabolism, which is not yet fully explained but has been caUed specific 

dynamic action. 

1 DuBois, E. F.: Basal Metabolism in Health and Disease. Ed. 3. I p. 494 Lea an 

Fe%rtersrjilpd'LPndVanSlyke, D. D.: Quantitative Clinical Chemistry. Vol. I. Pp. t- 

69. Williams and Wilkins Co., Baltimore, W- Nadler, S. B., and Dickie, 
Thompson, W. O., Thompson Phebe K , laylor, ^ ^ Mar. 23) 

Lois'F. N.-The Pharmacology of the Thyroid in Man. J.A.M.A.104 9/ 

I935Harington, C. R.: Biochemical Basis of Thyroid Function. Lancet 1. 1261 1266 

(June 1) 1935. „ ., ]awc 0f Rovle and Gay-Lussac, and Avogadro’s hypothesis 

Ph "sics if they haVC been f0rg0tteD‘ 
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As a matter of fact energy never will be derived entirely from one food stuff. 

The simplest means of calculating the proportions of these different food stuffs 

actually being oxidized is the respiratory quotient. It is the volume of carbon 

dioxide given off, divided by the volume of oxygen absorbed (both measured 

at the same temperature and pressure) in a particular time interval. Knowing 

that equal numbers of molecules of gases occupy equal volumes under identical 

conditions of pressure and temperature, it is apparent from equation i above, 
that oxidation of carbohydrate alone would give a respiratory quotient of i; and 

from equation 2 it is apparent that oxidation of fat alone would give a respiratory 

quotient of approximately 0.7. The oxidation of protein alone or of mixtures 

of these food stuffs would give intermediate respiratory quotients. The amount 

of energy produced (calories) per liter of oxygen consumed will vary with the 

substances being oxidized and, hence, with the respiratory quotient. 

This oxidative metabolism must be maintained at a certain level to maintain 

health, even while at complete rest. Any increased demand for energy, such 

as muscular activity, must receive a prompt response. The regulation of the 

level of this oxidative metabolism seems to be chiefly by the hormone of the 

thyroid gland, although other substances influence it to some extent. The exact 

mechanism of the action of this hormone is not known, but it seems to be a 

catalyst. For our knowledge of the chemistry of this substance we are chiefly 

indebted to Kendall and Harington. A substance, thyroxin, which is very 

active in its effect on oxidative metabolism has been isolated and synthesized. 

Whether it is the hormone of the thyroid gland or an active group of a more 

complex compound is not yet settled. It is an iodine-containing compound with 
the following structural formula 

I I 
I_ |_ MH, 

H°—\ C,H, /-°-\ C6H2 y-CH, • CH • COOH 

1 1- 

• I rf 1\°rmone e(*uivalent to about 15 mg. of this substance must be present 
in the body of an adult, outside the thyroid gland, to maintain oxidative metabo¬ 

lism at a normal level. There is evidence that it is excreted or destroyed at such 
a rate as to require an addition of hormone equivalent to 0.3 to 1.0 mg of thvroxin 
per day to maintain this level. g* myroxin 

earlt “ the am0Unt °f thyroid hormo»e * the body in 
eady childhood produces the syndrome known as cretinism, later it produces 

h syndrome known as myxedema. Slighter deficiencies produce lels tlT. 

hypeCrt^roidiSmnsyndSrom^s^eThTt° an^lodin^ d^0rm0tne °ne °f the 

“ce may be “* abnormai 
The concentration of thyroid hormone in the body outside the fhvroid , a 

must be an algebraic summation of its rate of entrance (from hi t a g v 
medication) and its rate of Hi^nn nce virom the thyroid or by 

The rate j formation ', the hoZneTL raTf1'01;’ 

circulation may be increased, decreased, or normal ^incITtV"'!? ‘he generaI 
be stored in the colloid of the gland the ,.i. < , ' . DCe th,s hormone may 

tne gland, the rate of formation and rate of entrance 
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into the circulation are not necessarily correlated. Metabolism determinations 

can hope to give only a clue to the concentration in the body outside the thyroid 

and the trend of that concentration. They do not tell whether the increase is 

due to rapid formation with a corresponding rate of entrance into the circulation, 

or to a rapid entrance into the circulation of previously accumulated stores. It 

is even theoretically possible that increase in concentration might be due to an 

abnormally slow rate of destruction or excretion, but there is no evidence suggest¬ 

ing that this occurs. 

Conversely, a low concentration may be due to decreased entrance into the 

blood stream (not necessarily associated with decreased rate of formation) or 

to increased rate of destruction. There is good evidence that the former process 

is the more important, if not the only one which occurs. 

In considering the pathologic background1 for hypothyroidism or hyper¬ 

thyroidism and the classification of goiter, the known and the hypothetical must 

be kept separate. It seems established that deficiency of thyroid parenchyma, 

whatever its cause, may result in the syndrome of hypothyroidism, and that 

hyperplasia of this parenchyma is often associated with the syndrome of hyper¬ 

thyroidism. It seems possible that deficient function could arise from a deficient 

supply of the “building stones” (iodine, tyrosine?) for the thyroid hormone, or 

that systemic deficiency might be due to excessive storage of the hormone in 

the colloid of the thyroid. It has not been proved that the pathologic pictures 

usually classified as various types of goiter are anything but pictures of various 

functional states of the gland. Nor has it been proved that these functional 

states are due to a primary cause within the gland. There is evidence to suggest 

that unusual need for secretion, deficient or excessive supply of “building 

stones” for this secretion, and other factors outside the gland can profoundly 

modify its gross and microscopic appearance. It has not been proved that 

“adenomata” of the thyroid are neoplasms. Nor has it been demonstrated 

conclusively that when such nodules are associated with hyperthyroidism, the 

increase in thyroid hormone comes from the nodules and not from the thyroid 

parenchyma outside the nodules. 
From this it is apparent that metabolic studies may give great aid in deciding 

as to the level of the thyroid hormone in the body outside the thyroid gland and 

thus aid in forming an opinion as to whether this gland is introducing a diminished 

(hvDothvroidism), normal, or excess (hyperthyroidism) amount of the hormone 

into the blood stream, but that they will not tell one the nature of the pathology 

producing this change. 
Hormones2 of the pituitary also influence energy metabolism, but it is n 

yet known whether this influence is only indirect through thyrotropic hormones 

or is in part, directly on the tissues. The pituitary influences carbohydrate 

metabolism as shown by alterations in the dextrose tolerance curve, variations 

in the ease of producing alimentary glycosuria, the disappearance of most o 

i Menne, F. R.: The Thyroid Gland in Hyperthyroidism. Arch. Path., 8: 954-975 

(Dec.) 1929’ T . A New Conception of Some Morbid Changes Occurring in 
Rienhoff, \\. I Jr-- A N d Experimental Studies of the Normal Gland and 

Diseases of the Thyroid Gland nascu R 2,7_,22 (Sept.) 1931- 

the.TRuss0eU TaneA.)' S Relation ol Ihe Anterior Pituitary to Carbohydrate Metabo- 

lism. Physiol. Rev. 18: 1-27 (Jan.) 1938- 
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signs of diabetes in pancreatectomized animals when the anterior lobe of the 

pituitary is removed, and the exaggeration of the symptoms of insulin deficiency 

by administration of anterior lobe extracts. 
To explain these effects a diabetogenic hormone of the anterior lobe of the 

pituitary has been postulated. Its mode of action is not yet known. Other 

hormones of the anterior pituitary include a gonadotropic hormone, a growth- 

stimulating hormone, a ketogenic hormone, a thyrotropic hormone, an adreno- 

tropic hormone, a lactation stimulating hormone called prolactin related to the 

maternal instinct, and possibly others affecting fat metabolism. The middle 

lobe produces a hormone, intermedin, which passes through the posterior lobe 

and up the infundibular stalk to the region of the hypothalamus where it has a 

profound effect on water and salt excretion. Deficiency results in the syndrome 

of diabetes insipidus. A great variety of clinical syndromes may arise from 

many possible combinations of excess or deficiency of these various hormones 

and their effects on the other endocrine glands. 

The adrenal produces epinephrin and cortin, epinephrin having an action 

similar to stimulation of the sympathetics in producing vasoconstriction and 

glycogenolysis. Cortin plays an important role in regulation of the level of 

sodium and potassium. The hormone of the parathyroids regulates the level of 

calcium. The ovarian hormones, theelin from the follicle and progestin from the 

corpus luteum, regulate the secondary sex characteristics, the menstrual cycle, 

and many of the uterine changes associated with pregnancy. The androgenic 

hormones from the interstitial cells of the testis regulate the male secondary sex 

characteristics, while the rate of formation of these hormones by the testes and 

ovaries are, in turn, regulated by the gonadotropic hormones from the pituitary. 

The placenta also forms an anterior pituitary-like gonadotropic hormone and a 

hormone, theelol, similar in structure and action to theelin. There is evidence 

that the thymus produces a hormone influencing the rate of reaching maturity 

but this effect becomes evident only after administration through several gener¬ 

ations. Tests for all of the hormones are biologic rather than chemical. With 

the exception of the Friedman test for the anterior pituitary-like gonadotropic 

hormone from the placenta, these tests are not practical for use by the average 

physician. Endocrinologists are beginning to use them in clinical medicine and 

it may not be long until practical tests fcr excess or deficiency of each hormone 

will be clinically available. The effects of excess or deficiency of insulin secreted 

by the islands of Langerhans of the pancreas have already been discussed. 

II. BASAL METABOLISM1 

The basal metabolic rate should be determined in every patient with 

suspected thyroid disease as it is not only the most valuable laboratory 

diagnostic aid in thyroid disease, but is also of value for prognosis for 

following the course of such patients during treatment, and as a guide in 

the 7 h r tlme f0r 0peration- 11 is als° desirable to determine 
the metabolic rate in the thorough study of patients with pituitary dis- 

UanO0,0,^' W- M' a"d Sandit°rd' Irene: Basal Metabolism. Physiol. Rev., 4: 6,-,6, 
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turbances, obesity, or leukemias and as a guide to therapy with thyroid 

preparations, dinitrophenol, or dinitro-o-cresol. 

A. Definition.—Metabolism in this connection includes only those 

metabolic processes that involve the using up of oxygen and the for¬ 

mation of carbon dioxide and water. Other types of metabolic proc¬ 

esses such as reduction, hydrolysis, and synthesis are not gauged to any 

appreciable extent by the basal metabolic rate determination. The 

conditions are such that it represents the minimum heat production of 

which the patient is capable at the time of the experiment. Mental, 

physical, and digestive activity are prevented as far as possible, hence 

the use of the term basal. The basal metabolism of the patient, then, 

is the minimum oxidative or heat producing metabolism of which that 

patient is capable while awake and not under the influence of drugs. 

B. Principles Involved.—The first experiments were done with 

calorimeters which measured the actual heat production of the body. 

This involved costly apparatus and the technic was too difficult for 

clinical use. However, by correlating the oxygen consumption, the 

carbon dioxide output, and the heat production of an individual, it was 

found that, knowing the oxygen consumption or the carbon dioxide 

output and the respiratory quotient, one could calculate very accurately 

the total heat production. All the methods that are clinically practical 

depend on this relatively simple procedure of estimating the oxygen 

consumption or the carbon dioxide output, or both, and calculating the 

metabolism in heat units from these results. By experiment it has 

been determined that the oxygen consumption methods give more 

reliable results than the carbon dioxide estimation methods. It has 

also been found that for practical purposes the respiratory quotient 

does not have to be determined on each patient but may be considered 

as the average figure of 0.82 under the conditions of the experiment. 

It is true that this figure will vary slightly in different individuals under 

the conditions of the test, but only in patients with diabetes has this 

variation been found to be sufficient to alter the results materially. 

Under basal conditions and with a respiratory quotient of 0.82, it has 

been further proved that the consumption of 1 liter of oxygen measured 

at o° and 760 mm. of mercury will produce 4.825 calories. Hence, 

knowing the total oxygen consumed in a given time, the total calories 

per hour may be easily calculated. 
C Factors Influencing the Results.—1. Physiologic, a) 

The Surface Area of the Patient.-There is much experimental evidence 

to show that in normal individuals of the same sex and age group the 

basal metabolic rate is more nearly a function of the surface area than 
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of any other body measurement. That is to say, a short thin man and 

a heavy man of the same age will have very different total caloric 

outputs in a given time, but if the calories per square meter of body 

surface are calculated for each, the results will agree better than if, 

for instance, the calories per kilogram of body weight or per centimeter 

of height were calculated. Hence, most basal metabolic rate standards 

are given in calories per square meter of body surface. Tables have 

been prepared from which the surface area can be read directly in square 

meters when the patient’s height and weight are known. In the very 

obese and in patients with edema, there is a greater error in the surface 

area as determined from the tables than in persons of the average 

build. If it were possible to measure it, the correlation of total metab¬ 

olism with the total mass of muscle and glandular tissue of the body 

would probably be the best. 

(b) Sex.—The basal metabolism in calories per square meter 

averages about 7 per cent higher in men than in women of the same 

age group. Before puberty, the sex difference is distinct but less 

marked. 

(c) Age.1—After puberty, the metabolic rate in calories per square 

meter decreases at first rapidly and then more slowly throughout life 

so that it is about 30 per cent higher at 15 than it is at 75 years of age. 

The metabolism of children increases with growth in height and weight. 

It shows close correlation with either height, weight or surface area, 

corrected to age. The calories per square meter increase for the first 

12 to 18 months of life, then decrease thereafter. 

(d) Race.2 Chinese, Japanese, and other Orientals are said to 

have rates averaging 5 to 10 per cent lower than the Sage (Aub-Du 

Bois) standards. The Mayas of Yucatan have a basal metabolism 

averaging about 8 per cent higher than the Harris and Benedict 
standards. 

(e) Muscular Exertion.—Even a very slight amount of exercise 

greatly increases the metabolism. This is best illustrated by the 

I. Mr'S>l™ ?f Adolescent Girls: 

l PhyS’m “o/-s:.6 fe7^.Age “ the Basal Metab0lic Rate in AdaR Men. Am. 

Anthropofogy! ,6: (April-Ju'ne) ^ Huma" Metabolis“' A">- J- Physical 

and Womecnln Madras**^Ind^jf Med.^Res! 4” Students. Men 
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variations in total caloric requirement per 24 hours at different occupa¬ 

tions. For example, while 2000 to 2500 calories may be a sufficient 

intake at sedentary occupations, 5000 or more calories may be required 

at such strenuous work as logging or harvesting. This increased 

oxygen consumption may persist for some time after the exertion is 

over. The explanation for this, as A. V. Hill has shown, is that sub¬ 

stances produced by muscle contraction, chiefly lactic acid, may 

accumulate in considerable amounts and the oxidation of these sub¬ 

stances may occur in part after, rather than during, the muscular con¬ 

traction. This amount of oxygen needed to oxidize these residual 

metabolites has been called the oxygen debt. From this, one can see 

the importance of the period of rest and relaxation before the test if the 

true basal metabolism is to be determined. 

Shivering, tremors, chorea, dyspnea, tics, or other muscular activ¬ 

ity of any kind during the test will, of course, give rise to a rate which is 

higher than the true basal level. 

Trained athletes and persons accustomed to severe muscular exer¬ 

tion show a true basal rate about 7 per cent higher than average healthy 

individuals otherwise comparable. 

(f) Dietary Habits.1—Persons who habitually are on a vegetarian 

or greatly restricted diet gradually develop a lowered basal meta¬ 

bolic rate. The majority of such patients studied had rates of -5 to 

— 20 per cent. 
(g) Digestion and Absorption.7,—A light breakfast can increase the 

rate 7 per cent. A protein-free meal may increase the rate 20 per cent, 

while a heavy protein meal, due to the specific dynamic action of the 

protein, may increase the rate 45 Per cent- Absorption of liquids not 

requiring digestion, such as a dextrose solution, may produce a tempo¬ 

rary increase in the rate of 5 per cent, and a cup of coffee may increase 

the rate 15 per cent. From these examples the importance of requiring 

a Dreliminary fasting period is obvious. 
P (h) The Mental Stale of the Patient—This makes a great difference. 

Worry, anxiety, nervousness, and mental activity increase the rate. 

This increase may persist for some hours after intense emotions. The 

ideal state for a determination is one of complete relaxation of mind as 

well as of body. Demonstrating the apparatus and explaining 

Wakeham, G., and Hansen, L. U.. me 

Biol. Chem. H B • The Specific Dynamic Action of Food in 
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harmless nature of the test may aid in allaying apprehension. Sleep, 

either natural or due to morphine, produces a lowered rate. 

(i) Menstruation— There is normally a tendency to a slight pre¬ 

menstrual1 rise and post-menstrual fall in metabolic rate, but the 

specific effect is probably too slight to cause clinical error. Pain, dis¬ 

comfort, or changes in the emotional state are so commonly present, 

however, that it is better in most instances to defer estimations to the 

intermenstrual interval. 

(j) Pregnancy.—During normal pregnancy2 the total metabolism 

increases to about 25 per cent above the non-pregnant level at term 

and returns to its previous level by about the tenth day after confine¬ 

ment. The increase in weight is such that the basal metabolic rate as 

usually calculated shows an average increase of only about 10 per cent 

above the previous level and usually does not exceed plus 25 per cent, if 

reliable apparatus and technic are used. Almost all of this increase in 

metabolism occurs after the seventh month. It appears to be mainly 

due to the extra metabolism of the products of conception, chiefly the 

fetus itself, and not to any specific change in the maternal metabolism. 

2. Drugs and Tissues or Tissue Extracts.—(a) Thyroxin and 

Related Substances—These substances have by far the greatest and 

most prolonged effect. The average increase in metabolic rate in 

adults is about 2.8 per cent per mg. of thyroxin whether it is given at 

one time or in fractional daily doses. The maximum effect occurs 

about a week after administration and the effect of a single dose may 

persist for as long as forty days It has been shown3 that the effect of 

thyroglobulin, thyroxin polypeptid, and desiccated thyroid on the basal 

metabolism is the same as that of an amount of thyroxin containing 

the same quantity of iodine. Since thyroxin contains about 65 per cent 

of iodine, the total iodine content of any thyroid preparation, divided 

by 0.65, will give the thyroxin equivalent of that preparation. Most 

desiccated thyroid preparations have an activity about D>50 of that of 

pure thyroxin. In other words, 1 mg. of thyroxin is equivalent to 
about 250 mg. or 4 grains of desiccated thyroid. 

Menstrual Cydl^^ch "inT M^d! /45: {‘2 )1 Metabolic Rate in Relation to the 

Bull.^Jo^ns 7-2^6 ^ T°XemiaS °f Pregnancy. 
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(b) Dinitrophenol1 and Dinitro-o-cresol.—These drugs were intro¬ 

duced for the treatment of obesity but have been abandoned in scientific 

practice because of the danger of producing cataracts. Some pro¬ 

prietary reducing agents contain these drugs, however. They produce 

an immediate rise in the metabolic rate. After a single dose, the maxi¬ 

mum effect occurs within 2 to 6 hours and disappears within 3 days. 

One mg. per kilogram of body weight per day produces a maximum 

rise of plus 10 to plus 15 per cent in the metabolic rate which is reached 

in about 40 days and is maintained or decreased slightly if the same 

dosage is continued. Even after prolonged administration, the basal 

metabolic rate returns to its previous level within 3 days after the drug 

is discontinued. With marked overdosage, the metabolism is so greatly 

increased that heat production exceeds heat loss and fever results. The 

action of 4:6 dinitro-o-cresol is similar to the action of 2:4 dinitrophenol, 

but about 5 times as powerful. Neither drug is of value in the treat¬ 

ment of myxedema. 
(c) Caffein.—This causes a definite increase in rate persisting for 

several hours if given in large doses. 
(d) Epinephrin.—A marked but temporary rise is produced. 

(e) Pituitary Preparations containing the thyrotropic hormone. 

These increase the rate by stimulation of thyroid activity. 

(f) Morphine and Dilaudid.2—These alkaloids produce a slight 

decrease in the rate, usually less than 10 per cent, similar to that which 

occurs from sleep or hypnotic suggestion of complete rest and relaxation. 

(g) Iodine.—This is usually without effect. However, it may 

cause certain cases of thyroid disease (previously without evidence 

of hyperthyroidism) to develop hyperthyroidism, and in the vast 

maiority of instances causes a considerable fall in metabolic rate in 

cases of toxic hyperplastic (exophthalmic) goiter. This usually occurs 

quite suddenly about the eighth to tenth day after the administration 

Other drugs and glandular extracts which are commonly us<f* 

not influence the basal metabolic rate sufficiently to interfere with the 

interpretation of the results. 

1 Cutting, W. C., Mehrtens, H- G., and Tainter^\L^ 9" (July" 5^ 

phenol. Promising Me‘a^tgrP^JC l Metabolic Actions of Dinitrophenol with the Use 
Cutting. W. C., and lainter, M. D.. ivieiauum._ 

128-133 (Feb.) 1934 
* David N A - Dilaudid and Morphine Effects on 

Functions^' J. A. M. A. 103: 474-478 (Aug. i8) >934- 
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3. Other Factors—(a) Fever.—A temperature elevation of 1 degree 

Fahrenheit increases the rate about 6.5 per cent. There is some effect 

if the patient has fever at any time of day even though the temperature 

is normal at the time of the test. 

(b) Chills or Shivering.—These produce an even more marked 

increase than fever. 

(c) Pain or Discomfort.—By causing mental activity and muscular 

tension these increase the rate. Therefore, it is important to make 

sure that the patient is comfortable during the test. A full bladder 

may be sufficient to cause an error in the result. Probably pain is a 

factor in some of the high estimations secured during menstruation. 

D. Preliminary Precautions and Directions to the Patient. 

The object of these is to eliminate as far as is possible all the factors 

mentioned above which influence the rate. The responsibility for these 

should rest with the physician himself, and not be left to technical 

assistants. The reliability of the test depends to a large extent on the 

accuracy with which these details are attended to. 

1. Assure yourself the day before the test that the patient: 

ia) Has not received thyroid preparations1 within a month and is 

not receiving dinitro-o-cresol, dinitrophenol, caffein or epinephrin. 

(b) Is not suffering from toothache, earache, headache, or any 

other cause of continued pain. 

(c) Is not having fever or chills at any time of day. 

(d) Is not menstruating, or due to menstruate within the next 48 
hours. 

2. Explain to the patient the harmless nature of the test and the 

importance of following instructions explicitly. 

3. Write out2 and give to the patient or his nurse the following 

instructions which the patient must follow to the letter: 

(a) Eat a light evening meal about 6 P.M. 

(b) Take nothing of any kind whatsoever after this meal until 

after the test is completed the next morning. If very thirsty, a little 

water at body temperature an hour or more before the test will do no 

arm, but milk or coffee or any other food or beverage must not be 

touched unless specifically permitted. A glass of orange juice several 

hours before the test will not introduce any material error 

(C) Spend the evening quietly at home, or preferably in the hosnital 
and go to bed by nine o’clock. Hospital, 

or dinitrophenol pre^araUons'biutTillnol Wh° receivin8 thyoid 

•JEST” hSS *■» - & usually misinterpreted „t 
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(d) Choose the method of transportation to the place where the test 

is to be done that will involve the least exertion. It is still better if 

the patient can spend the night in the room where the test is to be done. 

(e) Arrive at the hour specified, preferably 8 A.M. 

E. Normals.1—The results of the test are expressed as percentage 

of variation from the normal standard for the patient’s age and sex. 

For adults I prefer the standards of Aub and DuBois (the Sage normal 

standards), although some have claimed that these standards are about 

4 to 6 per cent too high and hence give lower clinical figures. They 

are expressed in calories per hour per square meter of body surface, 

and are different for each sex and in different age groups. Several 

other standards have been calculated, of which those of Harris and 

Benedict (page 429) are most used. These give very satisfactory 

results on persons of average build but the Sage standards are slightly 

more reliable for persons of unusual build. Boothby and Sandiford, 

using Sage standards, found 92 per cent of normal individuals had basal 

metabolic rates between minus 10 and plus 10 per cent, an additional 

3 per cent fell between minus 15 per cent and minus 10 per cent, and 

4 per cent between plus 10 per cent and plus 15 per cent. Therefore, 

anything over plus 15 per cent or less than minus 15 per cent may be 

considered definitely pathologic, while most normals should fall between 

minus 10 and plus 10 per cent. 
Even in one individual the basal metabolic rate determined at 

different times may vary over almost the whole normal range. Du 

Bois reports 12 estimations on himself in n years varying from minus 

7.6 per cent to plus J.6 per cent. Benedict2 obtained more constant 

reSThe normals for athletes in training are 8 to 10 per cent above the 

average normal for individuals of the same age. The normals or 

oriental races are said to be 5 to 10 per cent lower than those for the 

Wh'p ’Interpretation of Abnormal Results.-Since most errors in 

technic tend to produce a high rate and the patient is apt to be nervous 

on first experience with the test, conclusions should not be based on . 

single high estimation, but the test should be repeated and the average 

of the two lowest results used. A normal or low initial estimation s 

more likely to be correct, but at least two anti better three estimat 

desirable on all patients on whom the test is indicate . 

1 tins R L • Basal Metabolism Standards A Statistical Comparison of Then 

Metabolism. Am. ,. Physiol 

110: 521-530 (Jan.) 1935* 

are 
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The interpretations of abnormal results given below presuppose 

that the test has been so performed and repeated as to make certain 

that they are as nearly basal as the physical condition of the patient 

will permit. 
1. Causes of an Increased Basal Metabolic Rate.—Hyper¬ 

thyroidism is the most important, but the other causes must be excluded 

before this diagnosis is made. 
(a) Hyperthyroidism (dysthyroidism or thyrotoxicosis).—This may 

be due to thyroiditis or malignancy of the thyroid but is most commonly 

associated with diffuse parenchymatous hyperplasia (exophthalmic 

goiter) or with diffuse, nodular or solitary adenomatous hyperplasia 

(adenomatous goiter with hyperthyroidism). Most “adenomatous” 

and all uncomplicated colloid goiters have normal rates. In carcinoma 

of the thyroid and thyroiditis, the rate is sometimes normal or decreased. 

In “exophthalmic goiter” and “adenoma” with toxicity, the rates are 

high and the determination of the basal metabolic rate in these condi¬ 

tions is of value not only for diagnosis, but also in following the course 

of a patient during treatment, in determining the best time for operation 

and the type of operation to perform. The increase in basal metabolic 

rate precedes the development of symptoms so that it is of value in diag¬ 

nosis early in the diseases. In neuroses, clinically simulating hyper¬ 

thyroidism, a normal basal metabolic rate is often a decisive differential 

point, but some cases of hyperthyroidism have periods of remission 

when the basal metabolic rate is almost normal. 

Grades of hyperthyroidism: 

Mild. 

Moderate.. 

Severe. 

Very severe 

Plus 15 to plus 30 per cent 

Plus 30 to plus 50 per cent 

Plus 50 to plus 75 per cent 

Plus 75 to plus no per cent 

In feeding these patients this high energy output must be compen¬ 

sated by a high caloric intake or loss of weight will result. 

(b) Hyperpituitarism.—A high rate often occurs during active 

hyperfunction of the anterior lobe, but the anatomical changes of 

acromegaly and gigantism persist after hyperfunction has ceased or 

has changed to hypofunction. Hence, normal or low rates are fre¬ 

quently found in patients showing typical anatomic changes of hyper- 

Icromegaly “ “ P‘US 46 per “nt have been -ported in 

(c) Leukemias of Any Type-Rates of plus 20 to plus 87 per cent 

have been reported, probably due largely to the increased meUboHsm 
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of white cells and the tissues producing them. A very high basal meta¬ 

bolic rate is a point in favor of acute rather than chronic leukemia. 

Other abnormal conditions in which the determination is not indi¬ 

cated but the presence of which must be excluded or taken into con¬ 

sideration in interpreting high results include: 

(d) Hypertension of Any Type (most commonly hypertensive cardiovascular 

disease).—About 25 per cent of the cases not suffering from complications have 

rates above plus 10 per cent, and 10 per cent have rates above plus 15 per cent. 

Rates over plus 80 per cent have been reported. The majority of cases give results 

in the upper ranges of normal. 
(e) Pernicious anemia and probably other severe anemias as well. Rates 

as high as plus 30 per cent have been reported. This is probably due largely 

to increased cardiac and respiratory effort to compensate for the diminished 

hemoglobin. 
(f) Fever from any cause even when not present at the time of day the basal 

metabolism is determined. 

(g) Chills from any cause. 
(h) Dyspnea from any cause, hence most cases of cardiac decompensation. 

(i) Pain from any cause, if at all severe. 

(j) Increased protein metabolism from any cause. 
(k) Involuntary Muscular Movements of Any Type. This group includes 

chorea, tics, convulsions, etc. I have seen two cases of Sydenham’s chorea in 

which the clinical evidence of associated hyperthyroidism was very strong, but 

the metabolic rate determination could not be used in the diagnoses because it 

was impossible to determine how much of the increase was due to the muscular 

contractions. 

2 Causes of a Decreased Basal Metabolic Rate.—Hypothy¬ 

roidism is the most important. 
(a) Hypothyroidism.—This is the most valuable test we have in 

the diagnosis of myxedema. It is also low in untreated cretinism. 

Rates as low as minus 50 may occur. It is of great value in following 

the course of such cases under treatment and as a guide in estimating 

the dosage of thyroid substance to use. Since these preparations 

require along time to take effect and the effect persists for weeks, the 

dosage should be gradually increased. 

•1 -i • t nw rates occur but are less constant than in the pre- (b) Hypopituitarism.—Low rates occur 

ceding group- , rate occurs in some of these patients. 
(c) Addison s Disease. n . tVnes of obesity have normal 

(d) ousity if due to -ioc-defia^ ^J/blng u/der (a) or (b). 

x b“'.°£ $ .»obesity . 
. M „„ e h” obesity and Thinness: Studies on the Specif,c Dynamic Action in 

Them of Protein. Northwest Med., ?£: '4.3D‘|*rmination of the Specific Dynamic Action 

of PrMein^nd^'ts^VaUie in tiw Diagnosisof Pituitary Disease. Endocrine,ogy W 

(Sept.-Oct.) I93.V 
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very low specific dynamic response after eating protein, as compared to norma 

individuals. Use of thyroid preparations in treatment of obesity should be con- 

trolled by metabolic rate determinations. . 
(e) Edema—Severe edema with marked stretching of the skin may give rise 

to rates as low as minus 40 per cent. Low rates are especially characteristic of the 

edema of nephrosis and Epstein has reported benefit from thyroid therapy in this 

disease 
(/) Undernutrition and emaciation from any cause, if there is no associated factor 

which tends to increase the rate. In this group are included patients with anorexia 

nervosa,1 malnutrition, inanition, asthenia, partial starvation and diabetes on 

undernutrition treatment. Most patients with diabetes have normal rates, but if 

they are on a low protein, low caloric diet, the metabolism is low, while on a high 

protein diet or if acidosis is present the metabolic rates may be above normal. 

Ill OTHER LABORATORY TESTS OF VALUE IN ENDOCRINE 

DISORDERS 

A. The Dextrose Tolerance Test.—This has been discussed in Chapter III. 

It is indicated in all patients with endocrine disturbances but it is more important 

in patients thought to have excessive or deficient function of the islands of Langer- 

hans, the anterior lobe of the pituitary, or the cortex of the adrenals. 

B. The Blood Chloride Estimation.—This is discussed in Chapter V. It is 

indicated in patients thought to have Addison’s disease both as an aid in diagnosis 

and in following the course of treatment. 

C. Blood Calcium.2—This is of value in either hypo- or hyperfunction of the 

parathyroid glands. The calcium of the serum3 is about equally divided into 

diffusible and nondiffusible fractions. The nondiffusible fraction varies directly 

with the level of the serum proteins. Only the diffusible fraction is altered in the 

conditions in which a blood calcium estimation is indicated. A variable portion of 

this diffusible calcium exists in ionic form. The clinical pictures, usually associated 

with alterations in blood calcium, are due entirely to variations in this ionic form. 

Since there is no chemical method for determining the ionized calcium, some have 

recommended estimating the diffusible fraction with the erroneous idea that this 

would give an indication of the ionized calcium. McLean and Hastings have 

devised a formula for calculation of ionic calcium from the serum protein and total 

protein estimations but this has been found unreliable4 in patients with marked 

alterations in the serum proteins and will probably prove unreliable in patients 

with alkalosis. Total serum calcium estimation is adequate for clinical purposes 

If a diffusible calcium estimation is desired, spinal fluid should be sent to the 

laboratory with the serum, since the spinal fluid constitutes an already prepared 
dialysate of the serum. 

(a) Indications.—A blood calcium estimation is indicated as an aid to diagnosis 

when osteomalacia, tetany (spasmophilia), rickets, Gee’s disease, or parathyroid 

pSy$toR-*A Metabolic Dis°rd» - 

8o5-86,Williams SS V°L >P' 
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disorder is suspected, and frequent estimations should be made during the course of 

these diseases as a guide to prognosis and further treatment. It is especially impor¬ 

tant to follow the blood calcium in patients who are receiving parathyroid prepara¬ 

tions, for it is possible so to raise the blood calcium by large doses of this substance 

that severe symptoms or death may result. Excessive doses of viosterol (irradiated 

ergosterol, Vitamin D) may also cause an increase in the calcium level. 

(b) Normal Figures}—Figures for adults and children are the same, 9 to 12 mg. 

per 100 cc. of serum, or for the diffusible fraction 4 to 6 mg. per 100 cc. of spinal 

fluid. 

The blood calcium is usually normal in cases of nonunion of fractures as the 

cause is usually mechanical rather than chemical. The calcium level in tuberculosis 

is normal and treatment to increase the calcium level has given disappointing results. 

(c) Diseases Associated with a Low Calcium Estimation.—(1) Osteomalacia. 

(2) Infantile tetany (spasmophilia). 

(3) Rickets. This is much the most common cause in children, but the calcium 

level is frequently normal even in active rickets. 

(4) Parathyroid tetany.2 This is due to deficiency of the parathyroid hormone. 

A severe hypocalcemia with tetany not infrequently follows parathyroidectomy for 

hyperparathyroidism, so frequent serum calcium estimations are indicated in such 

cases. 
(5) Gee’s Disease (Idiopathic Steatorrhea or Nontropical Sprue).3 This rare 

condition is characterized by diarrhea, fatty stools, tetany, osteomalacia, anemia, 

skin lesions, and infantilism. 
(6) Impaired renal function. In all patients with impaired renal function 

sufficient to produce retention of phosphate, a low blood cak ium may occur. This 

may be in part responsible for the irritation symptoms of uremia. In rare instances, 

chronic impairment of kidney function persists long enough to permit the high 

phosphorus and low calcium to influence bone formation sufficiently to give the 

clinical picture of renal rickets or renal osteitis fibrosa cystica.4 

(7) Short intestine. In patients who have had a large part of the bowel 

removed, as for regional ileitis, severe calcium deficiency with tetany may result 

because of the insufficient length of intestine left for adequate absorption. 

(8) Slight or inconstant lowering has been reported in pneumonia, hematogenous 

jaundice, dysentery, certain asthmas, sprue, furunculosis, and a small percentage of 

heZ Hypoproteinemia. All of the causes given for hypoproteinemia may give 

a low serum calcium estimation due to depletion of the fraction combined wit 

. c u tuQi T nnrf I urie Dorothy K.: Concentration of Calcium and Phosphorus in 

thC NOmal B°yS' 

Ami C86M.f T?eatmen9t3 of Parathyroid Tetany with Dihydrotachysterol. 

J. A. M. A. iii: 3°4-3°7 (July 23) M Idiopathic Steatorrhoea (Gee’s 

QUarS„eilMAd MN:' liinicafobsertattoL'o'n Nontropical Sprue. Arch. Int. Med.. 57: 

T. 0, and Su'ltowUch PT W, 
Report of a Case with Discussion of Metabolic Aspects. J 

377_399 (June) 1937- 
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protein and not to any alteration in the diffusible fraction. These conditions do 

not constitute indications for doing a calcium estimation. 

Calcium estimation is of value only in conditions (1) to (7), page 108. 

Contrary to popular opinion the blood calcium is not low in hemorrhagic diseases 

and calcium therapy is of little, if any, value in the treatment of these conditions. 

A deficiency of ionized calcium without alteration in total calcium occurs in 

severe alkalosis, giving rise to the clinical picture of tetany. The type which is 

due to excessive loss of hydrochloric acid from the stomach is sometimes called 

gastric tetany. An alkali reserve estimation is necessary for the diagnosis of this 

form of tetany. 
(d) Conditions Which May Give High Calcium Estimations.—(1) Hyperpara¬ 

thyroidism.1 This condition should be considered whenever multiple bone decal¬ 

cifications, osteitis fibrosa cystica, or renal calculi2 are noted. Renal calculi of 

calcium phosphate are common in patients with hyperparathyroidism but hyper¬ 

parathyroidism is not a common cause of renal calculi.3 In hyperparathyroidism 

the blood calcium is usually between 11.5 and 19.0 mg. per 100 cc. of serum. 

Malignant tumors involving the bone, especially multiple myeloma, occasionally 

give a hypercalcemia, but the serum phosphorus in such patients is within normal 

limits, which differentiates them from active hyperparathyroidism. 

(2) Patients receiving active parathyroid preparations. The dosage should be 

controlled by blood calcium estimations since overdosage leads to hypercalcemia 

with attendant symptoms. 

(3) Patients receiving overdoses of viosterol or dihydrotachysterol. 

(4) Polycythemia vera. 

(5) Myositis ossificans. 

(6) Patients receiving calcium by mouth or intravenously. The increase is 

slight and temporary if parathormone, dihydrotachysterol, cod liver oil, or viosterol4 
is not also given. 

(7) Gout. 

(8) Severe acne. 

(9) Arthritis deformans. 

(10) After injections of insulin a slight temporary increase occurs. 

(11) Hyperproteinemia. In all of the conditions given as common causes of 

hyperproteinemia a high total calcium may occur without alteration in the diffusible 

calcium. A total protein estimation will sometimes be necessary in order to inter* 

pret properly the results of a total serum calcium estimation. 

Metawfsm'.^n’. l"„l Med.®.: s^s (Noo".^ Parathyr°id to Calcium 

2.7:^JS6F(D«“ ASPeCUOf Re"al S,°ne Pr0blem' New E"^nd J. Med. 

J. A.M(St3oed Er6°Ster0l) in T™‘™ntof Parathyroid Tetany. 
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Only in conditions (i) to (4) is the calcium estimation definitely indicated. 

D. Inorganic Phosphate in the Blood.—This test is indicated in the accurate 

study of hyperparathyroidism, bone disease and jaundice. 

(a) Normal Figures.—The results are expressed in mg. of phosphorus from 

inorganic phosphate in xoo cc. of plasma. In adults the normal range is 3 to 4 

mg.; in children it is 4 to 6 mg. 

(b) Low figures occur in active, untreated hyperparathyroidism, rickets, osteo¬ 

malacia, and after insulin injections. 

(c) High figures occur in patients with impaired renal function but the test is 

not necessary except in chronic cases when there is danger that renal rickets may 

develop. In hyperparathyroidism the serum phosphorus may be high or normal 

in the inactive phase or following parathyroidectomy. 

E. Serum Phosphatase.1—Several methods for the determination of the rate of 

hydrolysis of B-glycerol phosphate when mixed with serum have been reported. 

Results are recorded in units, but at least two entirely different units have been 

suggested. By the Bodansky technic, the normal range in adults is 2.0 to 4.0 

units per 100 cc. of serum or plasma, and in children, 5.0 to 15.0 units. Excessive 

formation, or attempts at formation, of bone increases serum phosphatase. This 

occurs in Paget’s disease, osteomalacia, rickets, osteosclerosis, the osteoblastic type of 

osteogenic sarcoma, and some cases of hyperparathyroidism. A return to normal 

in the phosphatase level in these conditions indicates a tendency to healing. High 

values also occur in obstructive jaundice2 and liver disease. Values of xo units per 

100 cc. in a jaundiced patient suggest obstructive jaundice rather than a hemato¬ 

genous or hepatic jaundice, but later studies3 indicate that occasionally high values 

may result from diffuse liver disease. The method is quite difficult and is rare y 

necessary for diagnosis. TT o u 
F. Blood Cholesterol— This has been discussed in Chapter II. . Some have 

felt that blood cholesterol determinations should be done routinely in suspecte 

thyroid disease since blood cholesterol values average high in hypothyroidism and 

average low in hyperthyroidism. There is so much overlapping of the normal and 

there are so many other causes of alteration in the blood cholesterol level, however, 

that individual determinations have not proved of much assistance in diagnosis 

and are not nearly as dependable as the basal metabolism determination. # 

aDdG Blood Iodine Determination.^This determination is of research value in 

Diseases of StKe Bone^Intelpretation’and SigTi'fic^ice.^^Arch. Int. Med!I54^88-"o*(Julyl 

’^^Bodansky, A.: Determination of Serum Ino,ganic Phosphate and of Serum Phos- 

8: 233-254 (May) 1938; „ M and Reid, D. E.: Recent Experience with a 
Kellogg, F. S., Smith, J.■ <c» Seated by Hypertension and Albuminuria. Am. J. 

New Classification of Pregnancy Complicated oy yp 

0b“i5y?S*D.^ffi^= in Growth and Disease of Bone, Physiol. Rev. »: 384-4- 

duly) 1932. T> __,i Mpranze T : Blood Phosphatase As an Aid 

CuS c!kte Versa Blood Iodine’studies: II. The Normal 
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sure1 or Insensible Perspiration. -A number of formulae have been devised for 

approximation of basal metabolic rate from the pulse rate and pulse pressure. The 

formula of Reid 

B.M.R. = 0.683 (P.R. + 0.9 P.P.) - 715 

and of Gale and Gale 

B.M.R. = P.R. + P.P - hi 

have both been used. The latter is the simplest and is satisfactory to use as a 

rough check against gross error in performance of the metabolic rate determination 

but is not accurate enough to be of much clinical value alone. 

Accurate metabolic rates may be calculated from the weight loss due to insensi¬ 

ble perspiration but the expense of the sensitive large capacity balances required 

make this a research rather than a clinical method. 

IV. SUMMARY OF THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF ENDOCRINE 

DISTURBANCES 

In all of these conditions the results of a physical examination give 

more information than does the laboratory examination. 

A. Diseases of the Thyroid.—1. Diffuse Parenchymatous 

Hyperplasia (exophthalmic goiter).—This should be thought of first 

if a basal metabolic rate above plus 30 per cent is found. Rates in the 

upper limits of normal may occur in remissions, but a normal rate is rare 

enough to constitute an indication for a reconsideration of the diagnosis. 

Rates as high as plus no per cent may occur. The determination 

should be repeated at least twice a week while following the course of 

a patient under medical treatment with rest, iodine, and diet. The 

best time for operation is as soon as the metabolic rate has ceased to fall. 

The level reached at this time is a valuable guide to the type of proce¬ 

dure indicated and the amount of tissue to remove. A subtotal 

thyroidectomy is not contraindicated by a rate of plus 30 per cent or 

less, but if medical measures do not bring it below plus 50 per cent, less 

serious procedures (ligation of vessels, roentgen therapy, etc.) are 

usually advisable as preliminaries to the thyroidectomy. Each case 

-J. IV<J. 3,1-37o voept.; 1935. 
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must, of course, be judged for itself, taking into consideration all other 

factors as well as the metabolic rate. After operation, the rate should 

be determined at the time of discharge from the hospital and at inter¬ 

vals of 2 to 6 weeks thereafter, until it reaches a constant level. This 

serves to control the results of operation and to improve judgment in 

subsequent cases. A subnormal rate from post-operative myxedema 

may indicate the desirability of giving thyroid preparations, or a per¬ 

sistently increased or rising rate may indicate the desirability of further 

therapy designed to reduce thyroid secretion before the patient’s dis¬ 

satisfaction with the operative result calls one of these sequelae more 

forcibly to the attention of a physician (usually not the one who per¬ 

formed the operation). 

Other changes in laboratory findings which occur but are of little 

diagnostic value are the higher peak and longer time for return to normal 

of the dextrose tolerance curve with an increased tendency to alimentary 

glycosuria. 

A normal erythrocyte sedimentation rate would aid in excluding 

infection as a cause for the symptoms but a rapid rate would not justify 

the opposite conclusion. Blood calcium estimations would aid in the 

early detection of post-operative tetany and are necessary for the accu¬ 

rate control of the therapy designed to counteract this complication. 

The tendency to a lowered blood cholesterol' in hyperthyroidism 

may be of some diagnostic value. 

The changes in laboratory findings in the vomiting or diarrhea of 

the acute crises are the same as in other types of severe vomiting or 

diarrhea and require the same therapy in addition to specific therap> 

with iodine. 
2. Diffuse, Nodular, or Solitary Adenomatous Hyperplasia 

(adenomatous goiter).—This group can be separated from the preceding 

one only by the history and physical examination. Increase in the 

basal metabolic rate is on the average both less constant (less than 50 

per cent of cases) and less marked but in an individual instance this is 

of little help. Otherwise, the laboratory study should be similar to 

that in the preceding group. , 
, Myxedema and Cretinism.-A truly basal metabolic rate ol 

minus 10 or higher in a patient who had not received a thyroid prepara¬ 

tion would exclude these diagnoses. Most cases under such conditions 

have rates of minus so or lower. The chief value of the basal metabo¬ 

lism determination in these cases is in the accurate control rf the 

To x'ic’an^irT Non toxic ^ lJan') 
II. Effect of Treatment. Arch. Int. Med. 52- 86 95 U^iy; *933 
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dosage of thyroid preparations to maintain normal metabolism without 

producing hyperthyroidism. For this purpose metabolic rate deter¬ 

minations must be repeated at intervals of one to six weeks over a long 

period of time. 
Normocytic anemia and decreased total blood volume are usually 

present and the hematology should be followed until it has returned to 

normal. 

The low dextrose tolerance curve without glycosuria and the 

increased blood cholesterol1 are of some diagnostic value. 

The cause of the hypothyroidism must be discovered by other 

methods. 

Patients with metabolic rates below minus n, even without the 

clear cut myxedema syndrome, often derive benefit from properly con¬ 

trolled thyroid therapy. 

4. Malignant Tumors.—The diagnosis must be established by 

other than laboratory measures. The basal metabolic rate is not of 

differential value. It is most often elevated but may be normal or 

low. Anemia and increase in the erythrocyte sedimentation rate occur 

too late to be of aid in diagnosis. 

5. Inflammations.—In the acute stages the basal metabolic rate is 

usually elevated and the end result is often myxedema. Hence, when 

this diagnosis has been established, the metabolic rate should be 

periodically determined. The other laboratory findings are those char¬ 
acteristic of the type of infection present. 

6. Colloid or Simple Goiter.—These give rise to no changes in 
laboratory findings. 

B. The Pituitary.2—Laboratory tests can give only evidence as 

to the function at the time of testing, not as to previous function nor 

as to the nature of the pathology giving rise to the altered function 

1 hey, alone, are rarely sufficient to differentiate hypo- or hyperfunction 

of the anterior lobe from corresponding changes in thyroid function. 

ecause of the numerous hormones secreted by the pituitary it is rare 

‘°,ha,Veffa cllm,cal syndrome due to excess or deficiency of only one 
e differential diagnosis, therefore, is given in terms of the clinical 

syndromes rather than in terms of the hormones affected. 

e*‘rf°"j‘ a"m. A.V .lofSsi-.wf (May“,d) “^roidism in Childhood: Blood Chol- 

HyperSs&em^' Oedema and 

Lobe of the Hy,;ophysisandAre0hSl“t Med.'6^0“ ^Quly) if,38°'Vledse °f the Ant«ior 
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1. Acromegaly and Gigantism.—An increase in the basal meta¬ 

bolic rate and a dextrose tolerance similar to that in hyperthyroidism 

with increased tendency to alimentary glycosuria constitute evidence 

of continued hypersecretion by the eosinophil cells of the anterior lobe, 

if other causes for these changes can be excluded. Many patients with 

the anatomical changes characteristic of acromegaly or gigantism will 

have basal metabolic rates and dextrose tolerance curves characteristic 

of normal or hypofunction. This is due to the fact that the initial 

stimulation may cease or may be followed by actual destruction of 

glandular tissue. 
2. Froehlich’s Syndrome and Adult Pituitary Obesity.—Dur¬ 

ing the stage of hypofunction the basal metabolism is lowered, the 

dextrose tolerance test gives a low peak and a quick return to normal 

and it is almost impossible to produce alimentary glycosuria. In 

these conditions, also, there is a tendency lor the functional state of the 

gland to change while the anatomical features are still present. The 

site of the lesion and its nature must be established by other methods. 

3. Basophil Adenoma.—This is characterized clinically by hyper¬ 

tension, hirsutism, and a buffalo type of obesity with stria gravidarum. 

The renal function is not impaired and the dextrose tolerance, curve 

may be high with an increased tendency to alimentary glycosuria. It 

must be differentiated from cortical adrenal tumors and arrheno- 

blastomas of the ovary by the history, physical findings and roentgeno- 

graphic studies. . , , 
4 Pituitary Dwarfism.—This is characterized by infantilism, both 

physical and sexual, without obesity. The basal metabolism and dex¬ 

trose tolerance curves are low and alimentary glycosuria is difficult to 

Pr°tU Pituitary Cachexia.—This is characterized by extreme emaci¬ 

ation atrophy of all the organs, amenorrhea, loss of secondary sex 

characteristics, and decalcification of the bones with loss of teeUr. The 

basal metabolism and dextrose tolerance curves are low. Alimentary 

glycosuria is difficult to produce. The body temperature is subnarmd. 

ft must be differentiated from anorexia nervosa and pancreat c disea 

b‘ The history and necropsy findings. I‘ have seen a patient with all 

o the laboratory and clinical manifestations of pituitary cachexia 
ot tne laDorauny a , m,VrnseoDicallv normal and no 
whom the pituitary was grossly and micros 1 > 

r»» j.. xvsssssz 
1 Osgood, E.E-: Pituitary Cachexia? Endocrinology 3 
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apparently due to deficiency of the hormones of the middle and posterior 

lobe or to lesions of the hypothalamus and pituitary stalk which prevent 

these hormones from reaching the hypothalamic region. It is controlled 

by intranasal insufflation of desiccated posterior pituitary. 

Any of these pituitary syndromes constitute an indication for roent- 

genographic examination of the skull, neurologic examination, and 

examination of the cerebrospinal fluid for evidence of a tumor in 

the pituitary region. A craniopharyngioma will occasionally give 

rise to false positive serologic tests for syphilis in the cerebrospinal 

fluid. 

C. Suprarenals.—Acute insufficiency is so rare and so unsatis¬ 

factorily studied from a laboratory standpoint that it will not be 

discussed. 

1. Addison’s Disease.1—This is due to cortical and usually also 

medullary deficiency. It is characterized by weakness, hypotension, 

and pigmentation of the skin and mucous membranes. The diagnosis 

is based on the physical examination. A low basal metabolic rate and 

low dextrose tolerance curve without glycosuria are confirmatory evi¬ 

dence. The blood chloride and urea nitrogen level will aid in judging 

the severity of the disease and the response to therapy with sodium 

salts, cortin, and low potassium diet, dhe lower the blood chloride 

and the higher the blood urea nitrogen the more severe is the deficiency 

of cortical hormone. A normal sedimentation rate would be one point 

against tuberculosis as the cause but would exclude neither it nor 

malignancy. Since amyloidosis is sometimes responsible for this 

syndrome, a congo red test would be indicated in the thorough study of 
such a case. 

dhe vomiting and diarrhea, which frequently occur, give rise to 

the usual changes in laboratory findings and these in turn have their 
usual indications for therapy. 

Contrary to the original description of Addison, anemia is not often 
present. 

2. Adrenal Cortical Tumors.-These are characterized by hirsut- 

sm and virilism and, in children, by precocious puberty. They must 

blastomaenofath ^ aden°ma °f the pituitary and ^heno- 
blastoma 0 the ovary by the clinical findings and roentgenographic 
demonstration of the tumor after air injection 'geographic 

D. The Parathyroids. Parathyroid disease should be suspected 
if tetany or cystic bone lesions are found. suspected 

h|“dfTkTriDiagL&:sf0"fie,Urati-0nS0t Chloride. Sodium J- A. M, A. 111: 117-122 (July 9) 1938. g 1 Significance in Adrenal Insufficiency 
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1. Hypoparathyroidism.—This is characterized by the symptoms 

of tetany with a low blood calcium due to decrease in the diffusible 

calcium. 

2. Hyperparathyroidism.—This is characterized by osteitis fibrosa 

cystica and sometimes calcium phosphate renal calculi. The blood 

calcium is elevated and the inorganic phosphate is decreased during the 

active phase. Urinary excretion of calcium may be greatly increased. 

The serum phosphatase is usually elevated. 

E. The Gonads.—Hypofunction or hyperfunction of the ovaries 

or testes must be recognized by clinical methods although biologic tests 

for excess or deficiency of these hormones are available for research 

studies.1 
F. The Polyglandular Syndromes.—There are many such syn¬ 

dromes but the differential diagnosis of the type and degree of glandular 

involvement must be made largely by clinical methods. A low basal 

metabolic rate and dextrose tolerance curve and normocytic anemia 

may occur. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISORDERS OF THE GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT1 

I. DISORDERS OF THE STOMACH 

A. Resume of the Essential Points in the Physiology2 and Bio¬ 
chemistry. 

i. The Amount and Character of the Contents of the Stomach at Any Given 
Time.—This is a resultant of the algebraic summation of the amount and charac¬ 
ter of any of the following additions and subtractions, which may have occurred 
since the stomach was last empty: 

(a) The Secretions of the Gastric Mucosa.— These include gastric juice and 

mucus. 
lb) Abnormal Substances which may have been added from the stomach 

wall. These include transudates, exudates of various types, or blood itself. 
(c) Additions through the Esophagus or by Stomach Tube.—These include: 

(1) Substances of any type which may have been ingested or given by 

stomach tube. 
(2) Exudates, transudates, blood, or secretions which may have been 

swallowed coming from the lungs, bronchi, trachea, mouth, nasopharynx, sinuses 

or esophagus. ... 
(3) Contents of esophageal diverticuli or material retamed above an eso¬ 

phageal stenosis or cardiospasm, etc. 

(d) Substances Which May Have Entered through the Pylorus—These 
may include bile, duodenal secretions, pancreatic juice, or intestinal contents, 
rarely even fecal matter from the large bowel, or blood, organisms (bacteria, 
animal parasites), exudates or transudates, etc., from these sources. 

e Substances Which May Have Entered by the Following Pathologic 
Routes t,) Fistulae to the exterior. (2) Fistulae to other hollow viscera ; t.e., 
gastroenterostomy, gastrojejunal or gastrocolic fistulae (mtestmal content, 
ptr \ fictulae to the gall bladder (bile, gallstones, etc.). 

D The Amount and Character of All Subtractions that have taken place since 
thelmach was last empty. These may occur by any of the routes above 

1 Rehfuss, M. E, Diseases of the Digestive Tract and1 Allied Organs, the Ltver, Pan- 

CreaSBestd ceH0auTTayTor8N.SEV:l hl Phystofogic Basis of Medical Practice. Pp. 6j»- 

,v?Aa C.Tr2e Castro-intestinal Tract. Am. J. Med. Sc„ 

173: 453_46o (April) I927- Physiology of the Stomach: IX. The Causes of 
(.J% s)creCtionC TheirUPract “al SigniJance and the Mechanisms Concerned. J. A. 

M- Gastric Juice in Health and Disease. Physiol. Rev., 

1-40 (Jan.) 1923- iig 
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mentioned, but passage from the stomach on into the intestinal tract, and passage 

out through the esophagus (vomiting, withdrawal through the stomach tube) 

are the most important, although some substances (alcohol) are absorbed by the 

gastric mucosa, and stomach contents may pass out through a perforation into 

the peritoneal cavity or through fistulous tracts into other organs. 

Since most of these additions and subtractions are individually variable both 

in amount and in character and the character may be altered by their interactions 

with each other (this interaction may be chemical, bacterial, or enzymatic) it is 

obvious that as many of these variables as possible must be controlled, and that 

even then the interpretation of alterations in the composition of stomach contents 

must be made with great caution. 

Furthermore, as most of these additions and subtractions occur gradually 

and at more or less localized points, and as the stomach is a relatively inefficient 

mixing machine when active and subject to numerous influences both internal and 

external which inhibit this motor activity entirely, it is unsafe to assume that 

any fraction of its total content will correctly represent the composition of the 

remainder of that content. Experimental evidence1 confirms this reasoning. 

2. The Composition and Secretion of the Gastric Juice.—The most important 

constituents of pure human gastric juice are water, hydrochloric acid, the enzyme 

pepsin, and the intrinsic factor of Castle which reacts with the extrinsic factor 

in food to form the antipemicious anemia principle. Of less importance are 

inorganic salts, chiefly chloride, and the enzymes rennin and gastric lipase. 

The exact site and mechanism of this secretion are still disputed. The concen¬ 

tration of hydrochloric acid is relatively constant at 0.4 to 0.5 per cent, equivalent 

to no to 140 cc. of N/10 acid per 100 cc. of pure juice. This concentration may 

diminish but does not increase even in disease, the lower values usually found in 

stomach contents being due to dilution, combination (with protein substances, 

e.g., food or mucin), and neutralization effects. 

All that is definitely known as to the mechanism of the formation of this 

strong mineral acid is that it is derived from chlorides of the blood either by the 

retention or more probably by the reabsorption of base. The chlorine content 

of the secretion remains relatively constant in health and disease, the changes in 

acidity being roughly in inverse ratio to the amount of basic radicals present. 

During this acid secretion the corresponding amount of base set free tends to 

increase the alkali reserve figure in the blood and to decrease the acidity of the 

urine (alkaline tide) while at the same time there is a decrease in the chlorides 

in the blood. The presence or absence of this alkaline tide has even been sug¬ 

gested as a criterion for judging the secretion of acid by the stomach, but the 

rdTabir^1011 ^ SUbjeCt t0 t0° many other varial>les for this to prove very 

se"eted “ ‘he fonn of pepsinogen which is inactive, requiring 
he presence of a sufficient hydrogen ion concentration (free acidity) to convert 

so!u i„ rr pr0,e0,ytic en2yme- This «“*»• » turn is active oX “ Idd 
Sh0WS “S optlmum activity at a pH of 1.4 to 1.6 corresponding to 

i74MNrohvm24)F',gD23.The Fact0r of Dilution in Gastric Analysis. J. A. M. A., 81: 1738- 
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a free hydrochloric acid concentration of 0.16 to o.i per cent (clinical figures 44 

to 27). 

The total amount of gastric juice is variable but is estimated at 1500 cc. 

per day. The mechanisms governing its rate of secretion can be divided into 

three main groups (Ivy). The first is the cephalic phase and consists of reflexes 

through the cerebrum (psychic or appetite secretion) and through the thalamus, 

mid-brain and medulla. This effect ceases in the dog within 30 to 45 minutes. 

The second is the gastric phase which consists of the mechanical effect, 

chiefly distention, and the stimulant effect of secretagogues which are present in 

the food (chiefly in meats) or which appear during digestion. 

The third is the intestinal phase which apparently depends on some humoral 

mechanism, the nature of which is not yet clear. 

Aside from these mechanisms many other factors influence the rate of secre¬ 

tion. Of these, the drugs histamine and [3-alanine ((3-amino-propionic acid) 

which stimulate secretion, atropine, and adrenalin which inhibit secretion, and 

emotions are the most important. 
The rate of formation of mucus is increased by any irritation or passive hyper¬ 

emia of the stomach wall and by nausea. Mucus not only dilutes the gastric 

juice but also combines with hydrochloric acid. 
3. The Motor Activity and Emptying of the Stomach.1—Volumes have been 

written on this subject but much still remains unknown. 

For the purpose of this text it is necessary to recall the following points: 

The onset of peristalsis is usually within from one to ten minutes after the 

food reaches the stomach, but may be greatly delayed even in normal persons. 

Some emptying occurs in most instances as each peristaltic wave reaches the 

pylorus. Motor activity is influenced by the consistency, character, and amount 

of the stomach contents as well as by diseases of the stomach itself. It is also 

influenced by a large number of factors outside the stomach, included among 

which are the emotional state (even headache) of the individual, reflexes from 

other viscera within or without the abdominal cavity, reflexes through the cere¬ 

brum (sight, taste, smell, etc.), and by many drugs. Stomach contents are 

brought into contact normally with the first part of the duodenum and the bwe 

oart of the esophagus (the two sites outside the stomach where peptic ulcers are 

co^on) Fluid baves the stomach more rapidly than solids- finely divided 

solids leave more rapidly than coarser particles; starches alone tend to leave more 

cc.) of fluid, chiefly gastric juice and mucus, with/^^Mcretiou, bile, etc.), 

fluids from the duodenum (pancreatic TonUon that it 

“ bfc—ed Tnogrlr Nausea and vomiting are associated with 

. Wilson, M. J„ Dickson. W H. and Singieton * ? Evacuation 
Food^hom^he^No^rmal^Sto^n^acic^^ Ed- ». 447- "oebor, 

1928. 
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reverse peristalsis greatly increasing the introduction of duodenal and intestinal 

contents into the stomach. 
If obstruction occurs gradually in any hollow muscular organ, including the 

whole gastrointestinal tract, hypertrophy occurs above the obstruction. When 

the limit of hypertrophy is reached, or with any acute obstruction or acute increase 

in a chronic obstruction, dilatation occurs which may be followed by further 

hypertrophy or by decompensation. Decompensation is entirely analogous to 

decompensation of the heart. It is the inability of the organ adequately to 

perform the work which it is called on to perform. Symptoms of obstruction 

usually do not appear until decompensation occurs, thus, a patient with a marked 

pyloric stenosis may, because of hypertrophy of the musculature of the stomach, 

be able to empty his usual meal or its equivalent in normal time and have no 

symptoms, but a functional test (large meal, with coarsely divided solid material) 

which puts an unusual strain on the mechanism will demonstrate the difficulty. 

One’s understanding of such syndromes as result from intestinal obstruction, 

prostatic hypertrophy, gradual or spasmodic obstruction in the esophagus, etc., 

will be greatly clarified by thinking through these fundamental concepts1 of the 

reactions of any hollow muscular organ to partial or complete, sudden or gradual 

obstruction (increase in work). 

B. Contra-indications and Indications for the Examination of 

Stomach Content.—No attempt should be made to pass a stomach 

tube when esophageal stenosis or carcinoma is suspected, and it should 
be passed with great care, if at all, if aortic aneurysm, esophageal 
varices (cirrhosis of the liver with hematemesis), or pulsion diverticulum 

of the esophagus is thought to be present. It should be passed only 
for urgent indications, (poisoning, dilated stomach, etc.) in pregnant 
or in severely ill patients. 

Stomach contents examination should be done on all patients not 
presenting the above contra-indications in whom carcinoma of the 
stomach, peptic ulcer, or pernicious anemia is considered in the differ¬ 
ential diagnosis. It should be done in the case of most patients with 

gastrointestinal complaints (although it must be remembered that 

stomach trouble ” is very frequently the complaint in diseases of 

the heart lungs, and nervous system as well as in extragastric diseases 
of mtra-abdommal organs) and in the case of all patients with obscure 
anemias. 

, “ P"n!(,i0US a',emia alone is suspected, performing the histamine 
test first will usually obviate the necessity of giving a test meal 

If severe retention (dilatation of the stomach or obstruction at the 
pyorus) or poisoning (not due to strong alkali or acid) is suspected, 

taught in relatfon\VheTrTdUeaseL?LCrareiru °H •compcn^tion a"d decompensation 
disorders of other hollow muscular viscera f S ,ln ,ou.r thlnkln8 and teaching of the 
by Prof. J. Erdheim of Vienna S P°‘nt ot v,ew was called to my attention 
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removal of the fasting contents may be of diagnostic as well as thera¬ 

peutic value. 

C. Planning the Examination.—Laboratory diagnosis should be 

individualized just as much as therapeutics should be. Each type of 

test will detect certain alterations in gastric pathology, physiology 

and chemistry and miss others, while all of them suffer from the serious 

limitations of our inability to control most of the numerous extragastric 

variables. Therefore, from a consideration of the points mentioned 

under A and B above, it is obvious that time spent in debate over the 

relative merits of this or that test meal, or over this or that time 

and manner of securing stomach contents could better be spent in 

planning the particular tests to carry out on the individual patient 

to secure the information one desires with the least loss of time, discom¬ 

fort, and expense to that patient. 
At best we can only hope to get approximate information on the 

following points: (i) the ability of the stomach to secrete hydrochloric 

acid and enzymes with or without unusual stimulation; (2) the time 

required for the stomach to empty itself with a greater or lesser load, 

(3) the presence or absence of pathologic substances (exudates, blood, 

bacteria, parasites, lactic acid) but no proof that their source is in the 

stomach; (4) some idea of gastric digestion (under definitely abnormal 

conditions and confused by some admixture with other enzymes) 

of the substances introduced into the stomach since it was last 

m n' rhnnsina the Test Meal.'—For the majority of cases I 

rh'apst a simple meal. 
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The fractional method will yield the most information if the object is to study 

the physiology of the normal stomach or to detect slight deviations from the normal, 

provided the subject is first so habituated to the stomach tube that its presence does 

not cause distress. However, it is also the most troublesome to perform, and in 

my opinion the additional information obtained rarely justifies its use. 

The histamine test is best (but is not without danger) if it is desired 

to study as nearly pure gastric juice as is possible, or the ability of the 

stomach to secrete free hydrochloric acid under a maximum stimulus. 

A large dinner of the Riegel type is most satisfactory if one wishes to detect slight 

degrees of impairment of gastric function, but this may do harm if given to patients 

with greater degrees of impaired function. 

The stasis meal will best detect moderate or slight degrees of retention. 

The use of 49 cc. of seven per cent alcohol to which has been added 1 cc. of 0.1 

per cent “ phenolphthalein ” (phenolsulphonphthalein?) in 95 per cent alcohol 

has been advocated as a substitute for the usual test meals with the claim that by 

colorimetric determination of the percentage of the dye in the stomach contents 

withdrawn, the amount of dilution of the gastric juice could be calculated and, 

therefore, the actual volume and acidity of the pure gastric juice. This would be 

true if neither the dye nor the alcohol were selectively absorbed by the stomach wall, 

if the meal were the only factor tending to dilute the gastric juice, and if no sub¬ 

stances (saliva, mucus, exudate, blood, duodenal contents) capable of combining 

with hydrochloric acid had entered the stomach. The re-emphasis of the error 

due to dilution by the meal was desirable, but the quantitative estimation will 
probably prove more misleading than helpful. 

It should not be necessary to mention that every record of stomach 

contents analysis should clearly state whether the stomach was emptied 

before giving the test meal, what was the character and quantity of 

the test meal, what was the time interval between the beginning of 

the test and the withdrawal of the stomach contents, and whether all 

or only a part was withdrawn. When no test meal has been given, 

the record should state whether the specimen analyzed is fasting con¬ 

tents, vomitus, or a specimen secured for a check on the treatment, 

in all of which cases the composition of the last meal and the interval 

since it was ingested and the character of the last therapy and the 
interval since it was given should be recorded. 

J ^ T °! tke ReSUltS °f Stomach Contents Examina- 
t on. Ewald Meal and Its Modifications.-(a) Normals.*-The 

me varies from 30 to 70 cc. but only great deviations from this are 

I927.Cr°hn' B' B-: Afeti0nS °[ the PP- —.55- Saunders, Philadelphia 

The No™rit’RL^'’oAcSc'LidUyBfromTonuth't^OldUr’ “A" and Berks0». J-: 
Records. Arch. Int. Med. 0li Ase: An 'Analysis °< 3:746 
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significant. It separates into two layers on standing, the lower contain¬ 

ing partially digested food, the upper being relatively clear. Small 

amounts of bile and mucus are often grossly visible. It is usually acid 

(blue) to the Congo red paper test. Free hydrochloric acid is usually 

present in quantities corresponding to 15 to 75 cc. of N/10 acid per 

100 cc. The total acidity is usually equivalent to 30 to 90 cc. of N/10 

acid per 100 cc. The figures for women average about 10 points lower 

than for men. About 4 per cent of children otherwise normal show no 

free hydrochloric acid (achlorhydria) and this percentage increases 

with age to about 30 per cent of persons in the seventh decade. Pepsin 

is present as indicated by digestion of the albumin in Mette’s tubes. 

The lactic acid test is negative, and blood is usually absent, but small 

amounts due to trauma from the tube are not rare. 
Microscopic examination shows food residues only from the test 

meal and these undergoing digestion. Sarcinae or Boas-Oppler bacilli 

are usually said to be absent. Actually they have been repeatedly 

demonstrated by culture,1 and a few organisms may occasionally be 

found in the stained smears even in stomach contents showing normal 

acidity and peptic activity. Other bacteria and yeasts may also be 

nrescnt The bactericidal and bacteriostatic activity of normal gastric 

contents is usually overemphasized. Further work on the flora of the 

normal stomach is urgently needed. 
In children, the total volume is, of course, smaller and the free and 

total acidity are lower. In the first five years of life the free acidity 

averages 15 gradually increasing to an average of about 30 at puberty 

and reaching the adult average of about 45 for men and 35 for women 

!t the age of twenty. Other findings are similar to those in adults. 

(b) Increased Volume.-Only volumes of iao cc. or over are signifi¬ 

cant The increase may be due to increased secretion, decrease 

emptying or both^ This may be due to ulcer 

“teSntt“nU Zk dilution of the stomach. ^ The acute 

form (suspecte<nfm^^eddistenbOT and^mpa ^y^^^ emt,arra.ssment 

men associated with vin ^ indkation for use of the stomach 

5T?!U~r" ‘ 
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form occurs in association with ptosis, after habitual over-filling (beer 

drinker’s stomach) or without clear etiology. 
(c) Decreased Volume.—Volumes below 20 cc. (when not due to 

incomplete emptying as might occur when the stomach tube does not 

extend into the stomach contents fully or when it becomes occluded with 

particles) may result from decreased secretion, rapid emptying (most 

important) or both, or from failure to pass the tube into the distal 

segment of an hour-glass stomach. The causes are: 

(1) Pernicious anemia and other cases with achylia (due to dimin¬ 

ished secretion). 

(2) “Leather bottle stomach.” The stomach is very small, the 

wall is rigid and it empties very rapidly. Most of these cases are 

due to scirrhous carcinoma, and a few to syphilis of the stomach. 

Linitis plastica is reputed to produce this same picture, but this diagnosis 

should rarely if ever be made since most cases so diagnosed prove to be 

scirrhous carcinoma rather than chronic infection. 

(3) Hypermotility. This may occur reflexly from a large number 

of causes, chief of which are peptic ulcer and gall bladder disease. 

(4) Abnormally large exit, the so-called “dumping stomach.” This 

occurs when too large an opening is left after a gastroenterostomy 

or pyloroplasty and in some cases when fistulae develop between the 
stomach and bowel. 

(5) External pressure. This may be due to ascites or large intra¬ 

abdominal tumors (especially to enlarged spleen). 

(6) Hour-glass stomach. This is most often due to peptic ulcer, 

but may be due to syphilis or carcinoma. The volume may be normal 

if the stomach tube finds its way through the opening into the distal 
pouch. 

(7) Large benign tumors or foreign body accumulations such as 

hairball or phytobezoar. Think of phytobezoar in persons who have 

been indulging freely in persimmons. These are rare causes. 

Fluoroscopic examination after a barium meal is usually necessary 
to differentiate these conditions. 

(d) Excess of Mucus— This occurs in passive congestion of the 

stomach, inflammations of the stomach wall such as gastritis, or phleg¬ 

mon, chemical irritation from alcohol or highly spiced foods, in some 

cases of nicer or carcinoma, and as a result of nausea. Presence of the 

mach tube may produce enough nausea to influence the acidity by 

cessive mucus production in fractional tests. If much is present one 
must ^nsMer its neutralizing effect when .nterpret.ng addite 
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(e) Achlorhydria.1—This is the absence of free hydrochloric acid. 

If gastric enzymes are also absent (no digestion of egg white in Mette’s 

tubes) it is called achylia.2 Topfer’s reagent is not sufficiently specific 

for free hydrochloric acid to be relied on, hence, if the clinical figure 

for free acidity is fifteen or lower with this reagent, a qualitative test 

with Boas’ reagent should be done also. Only when this test is negative 

can we conclude that there is achlorhydria. 

The finding of achlorhydria after an Ewald meal should be con¬ 

firmed, if possible, by the histamine test, since most modifying condi¬ 

tions tend to decrease the free hydrochloric acid. A positive Boas 

test on one occasion is more significant than many previous negative 

tests. 
The causes of achlorhydria are: 
(1) Pernicious anemia (achylia). A diagnosis of pernicious anemia 

is usually incorrect if free hydrochloric acid is found. Achylia precedes 

the onset of the anemia by a considerable period. The gastric contents 

are usually alkaline.3 . . . 
(2) Carcinoma of the stomach.4 Achlorhydria is the rule in 

advanced cases, but in early cases (when the diagnosis should be made) 

hypochlorhydria or normal acidity is often found. Lowered acidity 

is a point in favor of carcinoma as compared to ulcer but no type of 

figure will exclude either diagnosis. 
(3) Syphilis of the stomach. This is relatively uncommon but 

most of these patients show achlorhydria. This diagnosis should e 

considered if a patient clinically suspected of having peptic ulcer 

shows achlorhydria. 

1 Bockus, H. L., Bank J., and ^ 185-201 
Cases in Patients with Gastrointestinal Complaints. Am. j. 

(AUjSAccurate, quantitative methods.for 
have been developed, but the technic ‘J than ciinical interest. . 
slight diagnostic value that their use is ofies3\[^ez W. C.: Studies of Gastric Pepsin. 

^ Osterbcrg, A. E., Vanzant Frances R and AW^z W. c j CUn Invest. I2: 55^556 
I Methods of Measurement and Factors Which Influence 11. j 

F»® l&XSSX SSSSi 
A'var. WnCs,;u«, E. S.^ 

Studies of Pepsin in Human Gastric Juice, v. ns g 

* NUAn£nn M11'; andMirsky! A! E.:The Estimation of Pepsin with Hemoglobm. J. 

Gen.HPeS' 06M9;6andSlPoul5:^.2J.: Gastric Analysis Methods. Am. J. Chn. Path. 

! 7M4W5? amf Vanzant, France^ R-= Gastric Acidity in Carcinoma o t e 

Stomach. Am. J. Surg. 26: 447-456 (Dec.) 934- 
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(4) Chronic atrophic gastritis. Achylia occurs in the late stages 

of chronic gastritis. This diagnosis should not be made until the three 

conditions above listed have been excluded. 

(5) Idiopathic hypochromic anemia.1 This is the name given to 

an anemia with low color, volume and saturation indexes occurring 

most commonly in middle aged women and due in all probability to 

deficient absorption of iron secondary to poor gastric digestion of the 

organic iron compounds present in foods. Achlorhydria is present in 

about fifty per cent of the cases. Three to six grams per day of ferric 

ammonium citrate or ferric carbonate results in a prompt return of 

the blood picture to normal without any effect on the achlorhydria. 

The above are the only groups showing achlorhydria in more than 

50 per cent of cases. A greater incidence of achlorhydria than in 

symptom-free persons of the same age groups occurs in hyperthyroid¬ 

ism, hypothyroidism, chronic infectious arthritis, combined system 

disease without anemia, pellagra, pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, 

etc., but is of little or no diagnostic value. Achlorhydria or achylia is 

apparently sometimes responsible for a chronic diarrhea, but it will 

be recalled that 5 to 30 per cent (probably fewer if the histamine test 

had been used) of adults show achlorhydria without symptoms. These 

patients should be watched more closely than others for signs of anemia 
and combined system disease. 

(f) Hypochlorhydria. This is a diminished free hydrochloric acid. 

It may be due to deficient secretion (low total acidity also), or to com¬ 

bination with protein (total acidity higher), or to neutralization (total 

acidity low, normal, or high). The causes are the same as for achlor¬ 

hydria (with the exception of pernicious anemia) but it is much less 

significant. Hypochlorhydria is common during normal pregnancy2 
with a return to normal following deliverv. 

.iimcai nyper- 

or to lessened 

L' ]■■■ Gastric Secretion in Si 

52: 616-631 (Oct.) 1933. 
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neutralization or to both factors. It occurs most frequently in peptic 

ulcer of the duodenum, stomach or esophagus, but the acids may be 

normal, diminished, or absent in the presence of ulcer. Furthermore, 

hyperchlorhydria occurs in other conditions. It is of little diagnostic 

value but is a point in favor of peptic ulcer when the differential diag¬ 

nosis from syphilis or cancer arises. 

(h) The Total and Combined Acidity.—'The total acidity tends 

to vary with the free hydrochloric acid. The combined acidity 

(difference between the two) may be increased due to excessive neutral¬ 

ization of hydrochloric acid or due to the production of organic acids 

by fermentation. The latter occurs only when the free hydrochloric 

acid is low. Therefore, when the free hydrochloric acid figure is normal 

or high the total acid figure represents the actual acid due to gastric 

juice (if acids have not been ingested) more accurately than does the 

free acidity, while either may be the more accurate if the free acid is 

low. 

(i) The pH.—This is decreased (1.4 or less) in the conditions listed as causing 

hyperchlorhydria and increased (2.0 or over) in those causing achlorhydria or 

hypochlorhydria. It is not a satisfactory substitute for the titration methods. 

(\\ Tnrtir. Arid.-—This should be tested for if the free hydrochloric 

1 Bortz, 
ic Gastroduodenal Lesions as Causative Fac- 
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such as occurs in cirrhosis of the liver, Banti’s disease, or thromboses of 

these veins. Large hemorrhages occurring intermittently are char¬ 

acteristic of this condition. 

(4) Benign tumors. These are rare. 

(5) Chronic passive congestion. 

(6) Violent or prolonged vomiting from any cause. 

(7) Agonal erosions of the gastric mucosa. These occur in mori¬ 

bund patients. 

(8) Swallowed blood. This may be from a cracked nipple of the 

mother in infants, from the mouth if there are bleeding gums or ulcers, 

from the nasopharynx, from the lungs, trachea or bronchi in any of the 

conditions listed as causes of hemoptysis, or in all types of ulcerations 

of the esophagus including peptic ulcer, carcinoma of the esophagus or 

lung, ruptured mediastinal lymph node, or leaking aortic aneurysm. 

(9) Hemorrhagic diseases. 

(10) Diffuse hemorrhage or hemorrhage from erosions. This is 

commonest between the ages of 20 and 40 and occurs in cases of dia¬ 

phragmatic hernia and in persons who are apparently perfectly well. 

It may complicate a great variety of diseases due to infections, cardio¬ 

vascular pathology, or chemical poisons. The diagnosis must be made 
by exclusion of the other causes. 

The causes listed under (5) to (10) inclusive are often overlooked in 

attempting to interpret the presence of blood in the gastric contents. 

e absence of blood does not exclude any of the diagnoses listed. 

A positive blood test will, of course, be secured if meat is present in the 
stomach contents. 

(1) Food Residues from a Previous Meal.—Identification of such resi¬ 
dues indicates stasis. This may be due to- 

... W Impfud m0tility- This occurs in acute or chronic atonic dilatation of the stomach. enronic atonic 

(2) Obstruction at or near the nvWnc • , 

decompensation has occurred. Pepp ier 2 T ^ 

of congenital pyloric stenosis. ' f *S °ften a result 

(m) Boas-0ppier Bacilli.—These are f , 
present in large enough numbers t if ,? ant only lf they are 

slide. They mayoccurin anv ll ' “V*1?0* eve.ry the 

■shed acidity and are most cornmo; ' 10,1 PTO- UCmg Stasls with dim>n- 
Obstruction. C°mm°n ln “rcinoma producing pyloric 
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(n) Sarcinae.—These are, also, significant only if present in large 

numbers. They indicate stasis without decrease in acidity. Hence, 

they are most common in ulcers producing pyloric obstruction and their 

presence is a point against, but does not exclude, the diagnosis of 

carcinoma of the stomach. 
(o) Tubercle Bacilli}—An examination of the fasting stomach con¬ 

tents for tubercle bacilli by the concentration technic is indicated when 

pulmonary tuberculosis is suspected and sputum examinations are 

negative. This is especially valuable in children. 

(p) Pus.—This is rarely found in stomach contents. If grossly purulent stom¬ 
ach contents are found in a patient complaining of severe epigastric pain, phlegmon¬ 
ous gastritis should be considered as a possibility. A source in the mouth or 

respiratory tract must be excluded. 
2. Fasting Stomach Contents.—The interpretation is the same as for contents 

taken after the Ewald meal, with the exceptions that absence of acid is somewhat 
less significant, and increase in volume is more significant, while food residues from a 
previous meal and tubercle bacilli are more easily detected. 

-i Vomitus.—Valuable information is often lost by failure to examine vomitus. 
Such an examination may obviate the necessity of a test meal. Volume variations 
and food residues must be interpreted in relation to the volume of the last mea 
and the time since it was ingested. Lactic acid and blood are of little significance 
unless present in large amounts. Hematemesis may result from any of the causes 
listed for blood in gastric contents after an Ewald meal but occult blood may be du 
to meat and even gross hemorrhages may be due to violent vomiting alone, 
if There is any question of poisoning, it is important to save the vomitus 
or fasting stomach contents in a sealed container in a refrigerator for toxicologic 

examination. Test.„_xhis shou|d be done as the initial test if pernicious 
4 The Hista f patient showing achlorhydria or hypo- 

anemta is suspected and as a control o yp ^ ^ meaJ for determina. 

chlorhydna to the ™ acid and inferior for other purposes. The normal 
tion of gastric abi y idit (ttie free hydrochloric acid is about 
clinical figures for maximum o estimated) which occurs 
.o points less than the total ac.dtty so that itneed not be^est histamine 
in the to minute interval between »—^30 - ^ $ ^ ^ ^ ^ this 

injection are 50 tor.5<-' a ‘ of h chlorhydria after this powerful stimulus 
,o minute interval. Achlo I > \ J The interpretation of abnor- 

maT resultsTs th^ame as is given for the Ewald meal. Only about .0 per cent of 
normal persons show achlorhydna with this technic. 

. . r G . Gastric Examination in Pulmonary Tuberculosis with 

Neg»Sum"d fTuLacerations o, the Cardiac Orihce 

of thTstornach'b^e'to^yo'ndUng^ Ain^ Med^^o O®/Hundred2 and Eighty 
• Polland, W.S.: Histamine Test Meals An r(junf)igvv 

EightBabkfneCBtpe:^me Recent Advances in the Physiology of Gastric Secretion. 

Digest* Dis.’51 t°7-112 fAPrJ I,,S' 
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Martin’s1 studies suggest that a nonprotein nitrogen or a urea nitrogen on the 

gastric contents secreted after histamine stimulation is of value in the diagnosis of 

carcinoma of the stomach. Normal values are, for nonprotein nitrogen, 20 to 30 

mg. per 100 cc.; for urea nitrogen, 1.3 to 4.0 mg. per 100 cc. In carcinoma, values of 

63 to 124 mg. and of 6 to 32 mg. were obtained for nonprotein and urea nitro¬ 

gen, respectively. Lesser increases occurred in gastric or duodenal ulcers, benign 

achlorhydria, and pernicious anemia. 

5. The Stasis Meal.—This should be given when impaired motility or obstruc¬ 

tion to the outlet is suspected and has not been demonstrated by the Ewald meal or 

by fluoroscopy. The fluoroscopic examination after a barium meal has largely 

supplanted this test. 

6. The Riegel Meal or a Meal of Its Type.—These large meals are the best test 

for slight degrees of impairment of total gastric function and are not used nearly 

enough. Such a meal should not be given until severe obstruction or impaired 

motility has been eliminated by an Ewald meal or fluoroscopic examination or both. 

Most information is secured if a small sample is removed at three hours for tests of 

acidity and observation of the progress of digestion, and if the stomach is emptied 

at six or seven hours to note whether any food residues remain. The subjective 

sensations of the patient are also worthy of observation as distress typical of gall 

bladder disease, ulcer, or irritable colon may be brought on by such a meal. The 

meat, of course, nullifies the value of an occult blood test. Acid and enzymes 

should be present in good concentration and digestion well advanced at three 

hours. At six or seven hours the stomach should contain less than 100 cc. of fluid 

of a consistency resembling puree. Only wide deviations from these findings are 
significant. 

7. The Fractional Test Meal.2—Some prefer this to the Ewald meal for routine 

use. It is somewhat more apt to detect free hydrochloric acid than is the Ewald 

meal and much less apt to than is the histamine test. In my opinion it is inferior 

to the Ewald meal, supplemented by the histamine test, for clinical use It is 

much more trouble to do and the“curves” add little to the diagnostic significance 
at best and are sometimes misleading. 

8. The Alcohol Test Meals.—These give no information on gastric digestion or 

K-m 1 arC Satisfactory as a Preliminary to the histamine test if the 
abflity of the stomach to secrete hydrochloric acid is all that is desired. I prefer 
the Ewald meal supplemented by the histamine test. 

9. Stomach Contents Removed as a Control on Ulcer Therapy.-It is espechllv 

important that the record of such an examination show the time of obtaining the 

The ow c u,:ry;4;3ror r p-M-) and the purp- °f th* 

prnettSn^^ 

a rrax-a p£ - 
:hrrr. ~ 

Of Duodenal Ulcer. Am. J. Surg! 12?6^17 Vpri^3®nal GaStric Analysis in 200 Cases 
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Blood, not due to trauma from the stomach tube, which is found more than ten days 

after adequate therapy has been started in a case thought to be gastric ulcer, should 

lead one to consider the possibility of carcinoma. 

F. Blood Chloride Estimation.—This test is indicated in any 

patient with severe vomiting, prolonged diarrhea, Addison’s disease, 

muscle cramps, or profuse perspiration. It is of medicolegal value in 

determining whether death was due to drowning to do chloride esti¬ 

mations on blood from the right and left ventricles of the heart. 

1. Normals.—These are 350 to 550 mg. of sodium chloride per 

100 cc. of whole blood or 570 to 620 mg. per 100 cc. of plasma. 

2. Interpretation—There are no important causes of a high blood 

chloride. The causes of a low blood chloride are as follows: 

(a) Loss of Hydrochloric Acid— The commonest cause is vomiting, 

especially that of intestinal obstruction or pyloric stenosis. Gastric 

or duodenal fistula are less common causes. In some cases of acute or 

chronic dilatation of the stomach, a sufficient amount of gastric juice 

is retained in the stomach to lower the blood chlorides. Low blood 

chlorides frequently occur in patients being treated by continuous 

aspiration of the stomach. An alkali reserve is always indicated in 

addition to the blood chloride estimation in this group. 
(b) loss of Neutral Chlorides— All causes of prolonged, profuse 

diarrhea or perspiration may produce this result. Severe muscle 

cramps1 characterize the clinical picture. The syndrome ot hea 

exhaustion may occur. . 
(c) Loss of Chlorides and Alkali— Pancreatic fistula is the only cause. 

Acidosis is associated. 
(d) Deficient Chloride Intake.-A restricted chloride intake may pro¬ 

duce symptoms of chloride deficiency and frequently contributes to the 

lowered blood chloride in the above conditions Sodium cron e s 

often restricted in the diet without sound reason. Edema is the only 

condition in which the evidence for benefit from restriction of sodium 

chloride seems adequate.^—^ow ^ sodium and high potassium 

(e) Addison ■ disturbances in Addison’s disease. 

- - -.. 
low potassium diet and ot sodium chloride is indicated. 

" TUPSo.f cZ des into Exudates or Transudates.-This accounts 

for the lowered blood chloride in pneumonia and burns, by P 

. Talbott, J. H.: Heat Cramps. Medicine, 14. 3*3 37 
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chloride deficiency rarely occur in pneumonia but are not uncommon 

after severe burns. Administration of chlorides is not indicated in 

pneumonia but large amounts of dilute sodium chloride solution by 

mouth or intravenously are of great value in the therapy of severe burns. 

Chloride excretion in the urine is decreased in all the above con¬ 

ditions. A faint cloud in the qualitative test for chlorides in the urine 

is sometimes used as a point in favor of a diagnosis of lobar pneumonia. 

(g) Medicolegal Application.—A comparison of blood chloride esti¬ 

mations made on blood aspirated from the left and right ventricles of 

the heart will aid in a medicolegal decision as to whether death was due 

to drowning or the body was thrown into the water after death occurred. 

In drowning in fresh water, the blood of the left ventricle will have a 

markedly lower chloride content than the blood of the right ventricle, 

and in drowning in salt water, the opposite is true. 

II. DUODENUM AND PANCREAS 

Duodenal contents consist of a mixture of the secretions of the duodenal mucosa, 

pancreatic juice, stomach contents, bile, and any transudates, exudates, or lower 

intestinal contents which may be added under pathologic conditions. Hence, the 

results are difficult of interpretation. Duodenal contents may be removed by the 

duodenal tube and examined for pancreatic ferments, or magnesium sulphate may 

be instilled according to the Meltzer-Lyon technic and the bile thus caused to flow 

may be withdrawn and examined. When the entrance of the tube into the duode¬ 

num is proved by fluoroscopy, failure to demonstrate more than a trace of bile 

pigment in the fluid withdrawn is good evidence for complete obstructive jaundice 

The presence of cholesterol crystals or calcium bilirubinate granules in concentrated 

( ) bde is said to suggest the presence of gall stones. Bacteriologic studies’ of 

this bile have not proved reliable in the diagnosis of infections of the biliary tract 

The amylase3 concentration in the blood is increased in diseases of the pancreas 

rbsettTom6 the 77 ^ “d ^ P“CreatiC -ay be 
ob ruction to ,h T™* ** ^ ertensiw P“««Ic <W or in ODstruction to the pancreatic ducts. 

III. THE LIVER AND BILIARY TRACT 

Rinth ReS“'ne °{ the Essential Points in Anatomy, Physiology 
Biochemistry, and PathologyA ‘u“>9y, 

481 site (NovB)XtmylaSe in Relati0n tG Disease th. Pancreas. Arch. I„t. Med 

BasU °f Medical Practice- PP 
61 419-51.’(December) °' C°mplcte and of Partii*1 Removal of the Liver. Medicine 

vy. A. C.: Physiology Gan Bladder. Physiol. Rev. ,4: ,.I02 ^ 
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i. The Functions of the Liver.—These are numerous. The most important 

are: 
(a) Glycogen Formation and Glycogenolysis.—This occurs at such a rate 

as to prevent great fluctuations in the blood sugar level. The various hexose 

monosaccharides absorbed are converted to glycogen, but only dextrose results 

from glycogenolysis. A marked hypoglycemia with convulsions and death 

results from extirpation of the liver. 
(b) Urea Formation.—The deaminization of amino acids occurs chiefly in 

the liver, and the formation of urea from the ammonium salts so produced 

occurs apparently only in the liver. In severe diffuse liver disease increase 

in the amino acid content of the blood and urine results not only from deficient 

liver function but also from autolysis of the protein of the destroyed liver tissue 

itself. . . , ,. 
(cl The Secretion of Bile.—In addition to the bile pigments (to be discussed 

in more detail below) the important constituents of bile are cholesterol and the 

bile salts (salts of taurocholic and glycocholic acids). These salts are necessary 

fjr satisfactory digestion and absorption of fats and vitamins D and K. They 

are to a large extent reabsorbed and carried by the portal circulation back to the 

liver where they are again excreted in the bile. In obstructive jaundice or severe 

liver damage they increase in the blood stream and occasionally may be found n 

the urine. The symptoms of diffuse pruritus without visible changes in the skm 

other than jaundice and scratch marks, associated with a slowed pulse, are usua y 

sufficient evidence of such an increase. Quantitative methods are ^ajlaWe, 

but as yet are chiefly of research interest. In hematogenous jaundice bile salts 

b“ '. increased in the blood. In rare instances of hepatic or biliary tract 

disease bile salts are increased in the blood (pruritus, slow pulsel without an 

increase in bile pigments. This is called dissociated jam. i ■ 
Id) The Production of Fibrinogen, Heparin, and Other Substances aainng 

. r r>» j Tn tmrv PYtpnsive liver dise3.se the clotting ,0 Do with the Clotting of B/ood.-In very extensive h ^ ^ ^ 

rZy m^cln SUenfas 

aStit t which i^necessary for adequate production o, 
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(g) Other functions are the storage of iron, removal of particulate matter 

from the blood stream, influence on water metabolism and possibly the formation 

of plasma proteins. 
All of the above functions are apparently carried out by the typical hepatic 

cell with the exception of the formation (not the excretion) of bile pigment, the 

storage of iron and the removal of particulate matter from the blood stream which 

are functions shared by the stellate (“Kupffer”) cells with the other similar 

cells of the reticuloendothelial system. Since about 20 per cent of the liver 

cells are sufficient to carry out normal function, and since regeneration of 

destroyed fiver tissue occurs at a very rapid rate, it is obvious that, as in the case 

of the kidney, alterations in the function will vary more with the proportion of 

the total fiver tissue involved than with the severity of the lesion. Thus, a mild 

diffuse hepatitis (“catarrhal jaundice”) usually shows a much greater impair¬ 

ment of function than does a patchy lesion such as primary or secondary car¬ 

cinoma of the fiver. 

2. The Biliary Tract.—Bile is collected by the bile capillaries as it is excreted 

by the fiver cells and carried through progressively larger bile ducts in the portal 

canals to the hepatic duct of the corresponding lobe. Part may enter the duo¬ 

denum directly through the common duct and the ampulla of Vater while another 

portion enters the gallbladder through the cystic duct, where it is concentrated 

to about one-tenth of its previous volume by reabsorption of fluid by the gall¬ 

bladder wall. Mucin is added to the bile by the mucosa of the gallbladder. 

Stones may slowly form in the gallbladder by deposit of substances from 

the concentrated bile; also, occasionally they form in the hepatic ducts. The 

reason for their formation is not fully understood. A single stone will show the 

conformation of the gallbladder wall, while multiple stones will be faceted at 

their points of contact with each other. Gallstones consist of various mixtures of 

cholesterol, bile pigments and calcium salts. Increased cholesterol excretion 

(pregnancy, diabetes, obesity) or increased bile pigment concentration (hemolytic 

jaundice) predispose to stone formation. Gallstones and infections of the 
biliary tract are frequently associated. 

Bile enters the duodenum with the passage of the peristaltic waves, in part 

Madd0 3 ^ g aCti°n 0f the dUOdenal Wal1’ in Part *° ““traction of the gall- 
Ldd , Evacuation of the contents of the gallbladder is stimulated most 

effectively by the presence of digested fat, of lecithin, of acid, or of bile salts in the 

pigmeTErl0“.^teXenlaCt “ * r“b*°*tta *he bile 

gallbladder wall, the so-called ^ ‘h6 

enter the duodenum and jaundice is not produced Comnl u .C°1ntlnues t0 
any portion of the biliary tract Drorimal to ,i • ?. ComP|ete obstruction of 

ducts results in time in a sMlar Z' t the,)unc,10n of tha cystic and common 

tract proximal to the point of obstruction m™3 'i™, °f the contents of the biliary 

cessation o, bile secretion and the reabsorpt“ tZlsl 

Evacuation.C Am^J™ yrilh? 86* (<*^$1" Gall-bladd« Contraction and 
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in bile pigment in the blood may or may not occur, depending on the proportion 

of the biliary tract which is occluded. If it is completely occluded, no bile will 

enter the duodenum and jaundice will, of course, be present. 

Partial occlusions anywhere in the biliary tract tend to produce dilatation 

above the point of obstruction. But a preceding inflammation which has resulted 

in scar tissue formation will prevent this dilatation. All types of obstruction 

in the biliary tract with the exception of obstructions in the cystic duct tend to 

produce increase in the bile pigments in the blood stream and to decrease the 

amount of bile entering the duodenum. 

Complete obstruction in the common duct or in the ampulla of Vater is the 

commonest type of obstruction which occurs. It does not result in “hydrops” 

of the gallbladder but does produce jaundice. 

Even in complete obstruction small amounts of bile pigment reach the intes¬ 

tinal tract indirectly by way of the blood stream and the various secretions which 

are poured into the digestive canal. 
3. The Bile Pigments.1—Bilirubin is formed from the destruction of hemo¬ 

globin wherever this occurs, but normally chiefly in the spleen, bone marrow, 

or liver. It is, however, in a form which will not pass through the kidneys 

into the urine and, theoretically at least, will not give the direct van den Bergh 

test. It is carried by the blood stream to the liver where it is transformed to a 

form of bilirubin which is excretable by the kidney and, according to the theory, 

will give the direct van den Bergh test. It is then normally excreted through the 

bile capillaries and ducts into the gallbladder, where the bile is concentrated 

to approximately one-tenth volume before it passes into the intestine. In the 

intestine the bilirubin is reduced by the action of colon bacilli to urobilinogen, 

formerly called hydrobilirubin. Most of this is excreted in the feces, giving 

to them their normal color, but some is reabsorbed and carried by the portal 

vein to the liver where it is changed back into bilirubin and reexcreted mto the 

intestine. Even the slightest liver damage, however, permits that portion of the 

urobilinogen which reaches the damaged region in the liver to pass through into 

the systemic circulation, and this is excreted in the urine if renal function is not 

greatly impaired. After standing or on exposure to light the urobilinogen is 

gradually oxidized to urobilin. Bilirubin is reddish yellow in color but is readily 

0X1 From^hHb^vrfactTthe following generalizations are possible: (a) Any 

increased destruction of hemoglobin within the body will increase the bilirubin 

content both of the circulating blood and of the bile entering the in estme bu 

the direct van den Bergh test should be negative and bilirubin will be absent 

from the urine. Urobilinogen in both stool and urine will be increased. 

iS %SCreob1^cCwSJ" hue tracts or the liver will increase 

^ bilirubin content of the ^"osLe. 

5TSHen.,ob, J. A. M. A. 96:1310 .April 

'8) 'itich. A. R, The Pathogenesis of the Forms of Jaundice. Bull. Johns Hopkins Hosp 

47: 338-377 (Dec ) ^3° 
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(c) Complete obstruction will produce a greatly increased bilirubin content 

of the blood with a strongly positive direct van den Bergh test, and abundant 

bilirubinuria, but as no bile pigment enters the intestine no urobilinogen is 

formed, and, therefore, urobilinogen is absent from both stool and urine. The 

absence of urobilinogen from the urine in a case of obvious jaundice is the 

most conclusive test of a complete biliary obstruction. If urobilinogen is present, 

however, the existence of colon bacillus infection of the biliary or urinary tract 

must be ruled out before it can be concluded that complete obstruction is not 

present. 

(d) Rapid passage of bile through the intestinal tract will not allow time for 

conversion of bilirubin to urobilinogen and some of it will be present in the stool 

as bilirubin or its oxidation product biliverdin. 

B. Function Tests.1—Tests designed to determine the ability of 

the liver to perform each one of its numerous functions have been 

devised,2 but have not yet been adopted generally. Hypoglycemia3 

is being found in some of the more severe types of liver damage. The 

tests interpreted below are those which give the most information, but 

even these tests often fail to add anything to the information obtained 

from a good history and physical examination. 

1. Bile Pigment (Bilirubin or Biliverdin) and Bile Salts in 

the Urine.—These should always be tested for if clinical jaundice is 

present, if a cause of jaundice is suspected, or if the urine is dark yellow 

or brown in appearance. Bile pigments are much more frequently 

present than are bile salts so that pigment tests as well as bile salt tests 
should be done. 

Positive tests for either pigments or salts, or both, may be found 

in all the conditions listed below that show an icterus index above i<r 

except the hematogenous jaundice group. It must be remembered 

however, that hemolytic icterus (acholuric jaundice) strongly predis¬ 

poses to the formation of gallstones and that gallstones may produce 

obstructive jaundice. Hence, bile pigment in the urine does not exclude 

the d‘agn0SIS of hemolytic icterus but its appearance after this diagnosis 

gallstone! W SUggeSt the Possibility of co-existent 

2. Urobilinogen* in the Urine.-This is much the most sensitive 

■pI’Tm t;;; railable-jt is s° * cou,d ,5 
^'ver Puncti°n Tests: A 

Various Types of Syphilis ’of the Liver ' Dlse^ses of the Liver: VIII. The 

bee references on page 144. •y‘ 

ma7 Liver'cdl Ca^cbom^^Arch.' Hit. ^ HyP0glycemia Associated with Pri- 
Wallace, G B. and Diamond J S • The sto • 7°°-710 (Nov.) 1929. 
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profit be done routinely. This test should be made on freshly voided 

urine without fail in the following cases: those suspected of having 

liver disease (even if slight), those having latent or clinical jaundice, 

those having passive congestion (especially if associated impairment of 

renal function is suspected), those having pneumonia, pulmonary 

tuberculosis, or malaria (as an aid in prognosis), and those having 

anemia as an aid in diagnosis and as an indication of the amount of 

blood destruction that is occurring. 

(a) Interpretation.—The test is so very sensitive that a positive 

test in a 1 to 10 dilution is not uncommon in persons considered normal. 

A positive test in a dilution of 1 to 20 is pathologic. If bile is getting 

into the intestine the intensity of the test is roughly proportional to 

the extent of liver damage but not to the seriousness of the lesion. 

Watson1 and Sparkman2 have developed practical quantitative 

methods of estimating urobilinogen in the urine. The normal values 

are o to 5 mg. per 100 cc. with a value above 8 mg. definitely 

pathologic. 
The types of liver disease in which the urobilinogen is increased 

are: 
(1) All forms of cirrhosis, including Banti’s disease. It is usually 

positive in dilutions of 1 to 50 up to 1 to 500. In the quantitative test 

the urine contains from 9 to 35 mg. per 100 cc. Ihe same figures are 

characteristic for groups (2) and (3) below. 
(2) All forms of hepatitis. This includes acute yellow atrophy, 

catarrhal jaundice, syphilis of the liver, Weil’s disease, and yellow fever. 

(A Liver damage due to the action of toxins, poisons, or drugs. 

This group includes pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, eclampsia, 

hematoporphyria and the poisonous effects of cinchophen,3 the orgamc 

arsenicals, chloroform, phenylhydrazine, phosphorus, carbon te ra- 

chloride and others. Liver damage may also occur in hyperthyroidism. 

(a) Passive congestion. If a chronic renal impairment is associate , 

the test will be negative because the kidney is unable to excrete uro- 

jaundice ind Disease of the Li)[er- . .n^n^Th^ClinkafValue of Determinations of 

iSSSSSXja Udne and Stoo,. Me, fnt. Med. .63: 

872Tw3eilMfF.?2d Comfort, M. W.: Toxic Cirrhosis Caused by Cinchophen. Arch. 

Int. Med.’52: 685-724 (Nov.) 1933- 
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bilinogen, Therefore, in the presence of obvious congestive heart 

failure a negative urobilinogen test suggests associated kidney damage. 

(5) Carcinoma of the liver whether primary or secondary. A 

negative test does not exclude this diagnosis. 

(6) All types of obstructive jaundice, so long as the obstruction is 

still incomplete. If severe impairment of renal function can be ruled 

out, the absence of urobilinogen in the urine in the presence of obvious 

jaundice is proof of complete obstruction; and if colon bacillus infection 

of the biliary or urinary tracts can be excluded, a positive test is good 

evidence that the obstruction is not complete. 

(7) Acute and chronic infections, especially liver abscesses, pneu¬ 

monia, and pulmonary tuberculosis. A positive test in the higher 

dilutions in pulmonary tuberculosis is said to be a bad prognostic sign. 

It is also increased in all types of increased blood destruction1 within 

the body. The more important conditions falling in this group are: 

hemolytic jaundice, pernicious anemia, other hemolytic anemias, 

malaria, and during the absorption of internal hemorrhages and hemor¬ 
rhagic infarcts. 

Urobilinogen is absent from the urine although bilirubin is present in 

all cases of complete obstructive jaundice unless there is a complicating 

infection in the biliary or urinary tract. The disappearance of uro¬ 

bilinogen while bilirubin persists is one of the earliest and most dependa¬ 

ble signs of the onset of complete obstruction. When bile again enters 

the intestine, urobilinogen reappears in the urine before it is noted in 

the stools. Complete and continuous absence of urobilinogen in the 

presence of jaundice suggests obstruction due to the presence of carci¬ 

noma. The intermittent presence and absence of urobilinogen in daily 

tests is characteristic of obstruction due to stone. Sudden disann^r. 
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serum or plasma due to pigments derived from yellow and green vege¬ 

tables. It differs from true jaundice in that the sclerae are not altered 

in color and the calluses of the palms and soles are most markedly 

yellow. It is especially common in diabetes mellitus because of the 

type of diet usually prescribed. The yellow pigment can be extracted 

from the blood serum or plasma with petroleum ether in which bilirubin 

is not soluble. 
All interpretations given below presuppose that the increase is due 

to bilirubin. 
(a) Normals.—The normal values are 4 to 6 in either adults or 

children. 
(b) The Conditions Which May Produce an Icterus Index of over 15 

(clinical jaundice).—(1) Obstructive jaundice. This may result from 

any obstruction in the biliary tract preventing or impeding the outflow 

of bile. This is by far the commonest cause of a greatly increased 

icterus index. It is most often due to a stone in the common duct or 

to carcinoma of the head of the pancreas, but inflammation in the 

biliary tract, scar tissue contraction, metastatic malignancy in the 

adjacent lymph nodes, and numerous other conditions may produce this 

syndrome. A normal icterus index does not exclude any of these diag¬ 

noses although it does exclude any great degree of interference with the 

escape of bile from the biliary tract. This test should be frequently 

repeated in this group of cases to determine whether the tendency is 

to clear up as in stone or to persist as in carcinoma. Even icterus due 

to carcinoma may temporarily disappear, however, due to reabsorption 

of the perimalignant edema, or to sloughing of the portion of tumor 

tissue which is obstructing the duct. # 
(2) Hepatogenous jaundice. Diffuse liver damage is the usual cause. 

The degree of increase in the icterus index is very variable in this group. 

An icterus index above 30 is the rule in “ catarrhal jaundice (real y 

a diffuse hepatitis), in acute syphilitic hepatitis, in acute yellow atrophy 

of the liver (a very rare condition), in obstructive biliary cirrhosis (due t a chrlnic obstruction in the biliary tract), and in Hanot’s cirrhosis 

(very rare). ;s the rule in Laennec’s (also called 

portal 'atrophic^ or alcoholic cirrhosis) cirrhosis ^the 

form, cinchophen, organic arsenical, or phosphorus y ^ 

_ fhe icterus index may be normal or may rise to aoo ,5 

Slti («*«>» • P,0!nosls* 
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Patchy lesions in the liver may produce any variation from no 

alteration in the icterus index (which is most common) to the most 

extreme increase, depending in part upon the amount of liver tissue 

destroyed, but chiefly on whether or not they happen to obstruct 

important bile passages. The important lesions in this group are 

primary and secondary malignant tumors, abscesses (pylephlebitic, 

cholangitic, pyemic, or amebic), gummata, tubercles, and echinococcus 

cysts of the liver. 

(3) Hematogenous jaundice. This results from increased hemo¬ 

globin destruction within the body. Bile pigment is usually absent 

from the urine in this group. Icterus neonatorum,1 erythroleuko- 

blastosis, pulmonary infarction, and familial hemolytic icterus are the 

only conditions in which clinical jaundice due to excessive blood 

destruction is the rule. It may occur, however, in any of the causes 

listed below for latent hematogenous jaundice, and in phenylhydrazine 

poisoning, due in part to blood destruction and in part to toxic action 

on the liver. 

(c) The Conditions Which May Give Rise to an Icterus Index of 

6 to 15 (latent jaundice not clinically detectable).—The chief value of 

the test is its ability to detect these slight grades of increase in the bile 
pigment in the blood. 

(1) Partial or early obstruction in the biliary tract. The causes are 

the same as those listed under (b) (1), but latent icterus is found only 

in the stages of onset or of disappearance of the obstruction, or if the 
obstruction remains slight. 

(2) Disease of the liver. The great majority of the cases belonging 

in this group (see (b) (2) above) are characterized by latent icterus. 

(3) Blood destruction. Latent icterus is the rule in this group with 

the exceptions noted under (b) (3) above. The other important 

causes are the following: pernicious anemia (differentiates it from non- 

emolytic anemias in which the icterus index is low), other hemolytic 

anemias, malaria, the reabsorption of internal hemorrhages (ruptured 

ectopic pregnancy, postoperative hemorrhages, etc. may often be 

suspected if an otherwise unexplained rise in the icterus index occurs) 

and reabsorption of pigment from hemorrhagic infarcts or from pas’ 

sively congested lungs (brown induration). The last conditioner 

infrequently gives rise to a high icterus index in heart ^ “a n a 

jaundice in heart disease (icterus index above 15) usually means extern 

C°ngeSti0n °f the 
Gordon, M. B., and Kemelhor M r . t * xT399 ^APrib *933- 

3933* leemelhor, M. C.: Icterus Neonatorum, J. Ped. 2; 68s (June) 
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lungs and liver is undoubtedly also of importance. An increase in the 

icterus index favors hemorrhage, rather than thrombosis, embolism or 

spasm, as the pathology underlying a cerebral vascular accident. An 

increase in the icterus index favors dissecting aneurysm rather than 

coronary occlusion as the cause of sudden severe pain in hypertensive 

disease. 

The increase in the icterus index in pneumonia, typhoid fever, 

and other infectious diseases has the same serious import long given to 

jaundice in these diseases. It is claimed that in known peptic ulcer a 

high index suggests a site in the duodenum rather than in the stomach. 

The roentgen ray examination is much more reliable for this localization. 

(d) The Causes of an Index Below Normal.—These include all cases 

in which there is a lessened blood destruction within the body, hence, all 

types of anemia due to loss of blood from the body or to deficient func¬ 

tion of the bone marrow. 
Undoubtedly in many cases there are various combinations of bili¬ 

ary obstruction, liver damage, and blood destruction, all playing a 

part in the production of the increased bile pigment level in the blood. 

4. The van den Bergh Test1 for Bilirubin in Plasma or Serum.—This is supposed 

to distinguish between bilirubin that has passed through the liver (obstructive 

jaundice) which gives the direct reaction and bilirubin that has not passed through 

it (hemolytic jaundice) which gives only the indirect reaction. A quantitative 

estimation of bilirubin is possible but is more difficult and less accurate than the 

icterus index determination. . 
The icterus index is recommended as the quantitative test with a qualitative 

Hirer* van den Bergh to be done in addition on those rare cases in which the clinical 

remembering that a negative direct reaction is common even in the cases of partial 
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on the concentration of bilirubin in the blood stream rather than on the mode 
of production of the increase and that, consequently, it adds little if any infor¬ 

mation to that derived from the icterus index. 
5. Dye Excretion Tests.—Many such tests have been proposed, but the brom- 

sulphalein test1 seems the most satisfactory. It is indicated when severe diffuse 
liver damage is suspected for any reason. The results will usually confirm a previ¬ 
ously formed clinical impression rather than give any really new information. Dye 
retention parallels jaundice so closely that little additional information is derived 
by doing it in patients showing clinical icterus. 

(a) Normals.—Complete disappearance of the dye from the blood occurs within 
30 minutes. Since patchy liver damage may give normal results, a pathologic 
result is more significant than a normal one. 

(b) Interpretation.—More than a trace of dye at 30 minutes is abnormal. The 
per cent of dye retention indicates roughly the amount of liver damage. 

The causes of impaired dye excretion aside from obstruction to the biliary tracts 
are: acute yellow atrophy of the liver, cinchophen, phosphorus, chloroform or 
arsphenamin poisoning, eclampsia, cholecystitis and cholangitis, cirrhosis of all 
types, carcinoma of the liver, Weil’s disease, yellow fever, and others. The degree 
of impairment depends more on the proportion of total liver tissue involved than 
on the severity of the lesion, e.g., “catarrhal jaundice” (actually a diffuse hepatitis) 
shows greater impairment of function as a rule than does primary or secondary 
carcinoma of the liver because the normal liver tissue intervening between the 
cancer nodules is able to carry on the liver function quite well. 

Graham2 has suggested the use of Phenol-tetraiod-phthalein Sodium (Iso- 
Iodeikon) as a combined dye test of liver function and radio-opaque substance for 
use in roentgenologic study of the gall bladder by the Graham-Cole technic. The 
test is convenient whenever both studies are desired. The directions accompany 
the dye.3 Normal values are retention of 10 per cent or less at 30 minutes and 
5 per cent or less at one hour and the interpretation is the same as that given for the 
bromsulphalein test. 

6. Galactose Tolerance Test.^-This test was introduced by Richard Bauer as a 
method for distinguishing diffuse liver damage, such as occurs in hepatitis or 
cirrhosis, from patchy lesions in the liver or obstructive jaundice. It may be done 
in all cases in which such problems arise. The normal result is an excretion of 
ess than 3 gm. of galactose in the urine after the oral administration of 40 gm 
Unfortunately, the original hope that it would distinguish between obstructive and 

bkdd^tdBUe ?* Y* M» of the Gal1' 

of Obstructive8^' ^osis 

oosis oiSjcDU*. 

- - — 
Of the Evidence Permitting the^Mea^urement IfGakS Jau.ndicei a Consideration 
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intrahepatic jaundice has not been borne out, possibly because common duct stones 

are so frequently associated with some degree of hepatitis. The greater the excre¬ 

tion of galactose in the urine, the more probable is it that there exists diffuse hepatic 

damage. An excretion of over 5 gm. of galactose rarely occurs unless hepatitis or 

diffuse liver damage is present. Such a positive galactose test is probably the most 

conclusive laboratory sign of diffuse injury to the hepatic cells. However, a normal 

test does not exclude this nor does a high result prove that the jaundice is not of 

the obstructive type. 

7. Tests Discussed in More Detail in Other Chapters Which Are of Value in 

Liver Disease.—(a) Tyrosin1 and Leucin in the Urine.—These may be detected as 

crystals on microscopic examination, or tyrosin may be suspected if a positive Mil- 

Ion’s test is secured on protein-free urine. Their presence indicates severe diffuse 

liver disease such as occurs typically in acute yellow atrophy, but small amounts 

have been found in “‘catarrhal jaundice.” 

(b) Ascitic Fluid.—This appears in passive congestion of the liver, Laennec's 

cirrhosis, syphilitic cirrhosis, and late in the course of Banti’s disease, but is uncom¬ 

mon in other types of liver disease. It should be studied and will be found to have 

the characteristics of a transudate in cases of these types which are uncomplicated 

by peritonitis or malignant tumors. Sudden increase in the amount of fluid in a 

case of Laennec’s cirrhosis, particularly if the fluid also changes in character, should 

suggest the possibility of a primary carcinoma of the liver superimposed on the 

cirrhosis. Rapid reaccumulation of ascitic fluid over a long period of time, 

approaching an exudate in character, should suggest the rare extensive perihepatitis 

and perisplenitis, usually called “Zuckerguss” liver and spleen. 

(c) The Congo Red Test.—This should be done if amyloidosis is considered to be a 

possible cause of the liver involvement. 

(d) Increase in the Ammonia Nitrogen at the Expense of the I rea Nitrogen in the 

Urine._This occurs in the more severe forms of liver disease as well as in some types 

of acidosis and cystitis. . , 
8 Other Liver Function Tests.2—A great many liver function tests have been 

developed and more constantly appear. Most of these are either too expensive or 

troublesome to be practical or have not demonstrated any advantages over the 

tests given above or are so new that an accurate appraisal is not yet possib.e. 

■Lichtman, S. S.: Origin and Significance of Tyrosinuria in Disease of the Liver. 

ArC>hVeggeMw 'B3-^!/f CriSSlw^d Evaluation of Tests for Liver Function. Ann. 

'nt- gSte?‘a’ndNelson?!:: Serum Phosphatase in Jaundice. Arch. Int. Med. 5* 

I04S‘S,(&t Gu/man, Ethel B, and 
Phosphorus and Calcium of Serum rn.Disease ofLmaand .937- 
Hundred and Twenty-three Cases. Arch. e * ° jS 9f intravenously Injected Bromsul- 

Mills, M. A., and Dragstedt, C. A.. Removal oi Removal of Intravenously 

* Xi 5&nL'Arch. - Med. SS: Sfio-8,o 

(N0VKirk3R C.: The Takata-Ara Test and Its Relation to Cirrhosis of the Liver. J. A. 

M. A. 107: 1354-1357 (Oct. 24)^936. a Advantages and Further Modification of 
Soffer, L. J., and Paulson, M.. po™? Am j j. Sc. 192:535-540 (OcU1^- 

the Bilinibin Excretion TestforHepat H . UtiiJization of Intravenously Injected 

Soffer, L. J., uani.es, *->■ •> 
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IV. THE INTESTINAL TRACT 

A. Resume of Essential Points in the Physiology/ Biochemis¬ 
try, and Pathology. 

The chief function of the small bowel is the absorption of the end products of 
digestion. The end products of carbohydrate digestion are monosaccharides; 
of protein digestion, amino acids; and of fat digestion, fat acids and glycerol. 
Much of this digestion takes place during the time of passage through the upper 
portion of the small bowel. In addition, bile salts, most drugs, part of the water, 
and some urobilinogen are absorbed. The time for the passage of intestinal 
contents from the stomach into the large intestine is normally 3 to 6 hours. 
Passage through the large intestine requires much more time, usually 24 to 30 
hours. The total time from ingestion of a meal to defecation of the residue 
therefrom (best detected by ingestion of 0.3 gm. of carmine in capsules) is, 
therefore, normally 30 to 40 hours, but only periods under 24 hours or over 48 
hours should be regarded as deviations from the normal. 

The composition of the intestinal contents is extremely complex. It varies 
progressively during the passage through the intestinal tract. The contents of 
the duodenum have been mentioned. As this complex fluid mixture passes 
through the jejunum and ileum, digestion and absorption progress as above 
outlined until relatively little nutritive material remains when the mixture reaches 
the cecum. The number of bacteria progressively increases as the ileum is 
traversed and suddenly mounts to about 50 per cent of the solid content in the 
large bowel. The contents of the cecum and transverse colon are still fluid, 
but water is absorbed at such a rate in the large bowel that the contents of the 
splenic flexure and sigmoid are normally semifluid or formed and the normal stool 
as passed is sufficiently soft to be readily molded during its expression through 
the anal sphincter and yet firm enough to retain its form. About 50 per cent of the 
dry weight of the stool consists of bacteria (mostly dead). The remainder con- 

Sodium d-Lactate as a Test of Hepatic Function. Arch Tnt MpH *->• tr\—\ 

D. Appleton and Company, New York, rgfg. Pp. 181-213. Ed. 3. 
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sists of desquamated epithelial cells, substances derived from the digestive 

secretions, and food residues. Most of the food residues are cellulose and other 
indigestible matter. Small amounts of fat or fat acids are present and occa¬ 

sionally some starch and muscle fibre, but soluble carbohydrate, amino acids or 
peptone are not present. 

The composition and consistency of the stool will be altered by variations in 
the rate or route of passage through the intestinal tract, by deficiency or excess 

of any of the secretions entering the gastrointestinal tract, by variations in the 
flora and fauna of the tract, as well as by the variants affecting the stomach and 
duodenal contents (already discussed) and by abnormal additions in the intes¬ 
tine. Increase in rate of passage will leave less time for absorption and diges¬ 
tion. Hence, the stool will be more fluid and will approach in composition the 
normal upper intestinal contents. Abnormal communications (gastrocolic or 

jejunocolic fistulae) or a short small intestine as after multiple operations for 

regional ileitis will produce the same effect. A slow rate of passage permits 
more absorption and, therefore, results in dry, hard stools. Factors tending to 

increase the rate of passage through the intestine are chemical, mechanical, 
or reflex irritation of the intestinal mucosa, inflammations of the intestine, and 
increase in the bulk of the intestinal contents. Factors tending to delay passage 
through the intestine are obstruction either organic or functional (spasm, atony, 

lack of normal irritability), or decrease in the bulk or in the stimulating qualities 
of the intestinal content. Deficiency of any digestive secretion will be evidenced 
by a lack of the residues from this secretion in the stool and an increase in the 
substances normally digested or absorbed with the aid of this secretion. Thus, 

deficiency in bile decreases the bile pigment and increases the fat acid in the 
stool. Deficiency in pancreatic juice tends to increase the fat and fat acid in 
the stool and to a lesser extent the protein content. The mucus formation 
will be increased by local or reflex irritation, the bile pigment content by increased 

hemoglobin destruction within the body. 
Aside from the previously discussed abnormal additions which may take 

olace in the stomach or duodenum, any hemorrhage, exudate or transudate from 

the small or large intestine, rectum or anus will tend to modify the composition 
of the stool. The higher in the intestinal tract these pathologic additions occur 

the more thoroughly will they be mixed with the stool and the more likely are 

they to be altered by digestive and bacterial action. 

B The Gross Examination of the Stool.—This is indicated in 
most'patients with suspected gastrointestinal disease, and should 
very rarely be omitted in patients who have diarrhea, constipation, 
iaundice or anemia, or in infants presenting feeding problems. 

, Normal.-The normal stool is soft, but formed (about one inch 
in diameter in adults), brown in color, yellow in infants or in individuals 

a milk diet. The odor is due to indol, skatol, and butyric aci an 
is not excessively foul- The reaction is normally neutral, faintly aci , 

OT ^Abnormal ^Form and Consistency.-Excessively hard stools, 
sometimes called scybala, indicate constipation. Spastic const.patio 
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is characterized by numerous hard, ball-like stools. In diarrhea the 

stool is mushy or watery. The frothy copious stool of sprue and the 

rice-water stools of Asiatic cholera are characteristic. Ribbon-shaped 

stools suggest stricture or carcinoma of the rectum, but may occur after 

taking mineral oil. 
3. Abnormal Color.—The whitish clay color of complete biliary 

obstruction and the black tarry stool due to changed blood from large 

hemorrhages high in the gastrointestinal tract are most important. 

After a barium meal the stools may appear clay colored and after 

bismuth or iron administration they may be black. Green stools are 

usually due to unchanged biliverdin from rapid passage of the stool 

through the bowel. Bright red blood in the feces probably comes from 

low down in the gastrointestinal tract and if only on the outside of the 

stool, it is from the rectum or anus, suggesting fissure, hemorrhoids, or 

carcinoma. Very large hemorrhage high in the gastrointestinal 

tract if associated with diarrhea may also give rise to red blood in 

stools. 

4. Abnormal Constituents.—A stool consisting of long strings 

of mucus (which may be considered as worms by the patient) is char¬ 

acteristic of “ mucous colitis.” Ulcerative colitis and bacillary dysentery 

are characterized by mucus, pus, and blood in the stools. In general, 

material on the outside of the stool comes from the rectum or anus, 

if mixed with the stool it comes from higher up. Gallstones and tape¬ 

worm segments are occasionally found by passing the feces through a 

sieve with the aid of much water. Gallstones should thus be searched 

for in all the feces passed in the four days following an attack of sus¬ 

pected gallstone colic. Failure to find the stone does not exclude this 
diagnosis. 

5. Abnormal Odor and Reaction.—An excessively foul odor is 

usually associated with an alkaline reaction and indicates putre¬ 

faction due to undigested protein reaching the portion of the bowel 

inhabited by putrefactive bacteria. Large hemorrhages or ulcerated 

malignancy of the sigmoid or rectum may also give rise to such a 

putrefactive odor. It is usually an indication for reducing the protein 

content of the diet or altering its character. A sour rancid odor is 

most often associated with a highly acid reaction and much gas forma- 

tion and is due to fermentation of carbohydrate which is being inade- 

q e y lgested or absorbed. A reduction in the carbohydrate intake 
or alteration in the diet will usually give relief. 

C Chemical Examination of the StooL-u Blood.—Examina 

for blood should be repeated daily for ten days in patients with 
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gastrointestinal symptoms. The patient should have been on a meat- 

free diet1 for three to seven days before a positive test is regarded as 

significant. 

(a) The causes of blood in the stool are very numerous. Any ulcera¬ 

tion, abrasion or erosion anywhere in the gastrointestinal tract from the 

lips to the anus will give rise to a positive test for blood. Blood may 

come from the nasopharynx or be coughed up from the lungs and 

swallowed, or it may be ingested purposely by a malingerer or involun¬ 

tarily by an infant from a fissured nipple. Pyorrhea is a frequent 

cause of a positive test. Notwithstanding these facts, a persistently 

positive test for blood in the stool is of considerable diagnostic value. 

The most important causes are: 
(1) Peptic ulcer. This may give rise to traces of blood or to large 

hemorrhages. If the blood fails to disappear after ten to fourteen da\s 

of ulcer treatment, the possibility of a malignancy should be seriously 

considered. 
(2) Carcinoma anywhere in the tract (most commonly in the 

stomach, cecum or rectum). A positive test for blood which does not 

disappear under treatment is the most characteristic finding. 

(3) Ulcerative colitis. Pus, blood and mucus are present. 

(4) Dysentery (amebic or bacillary). Blood and mucus should 

lead one to search for the cysts and motile forms of Endameba histo¬ 

lytica. If much pus is present the bacillary form is more probable and 

cultures and agglutination tests for these organisms are indicated.. 

(5) Portal obstruction as in cirrhosis of the liver. This may give 

rise to large hemorrhages due to ruptured esophageal varices or to 

bright blood on the surface of the stool due to the hemorrhoids so 

frequently associated with portal obstruction. 
(6) Volvulus and intussusception. Blood without fecal matter 

is the characteristic finding. . , 
(?) Typhoid. This may result in traces of blood or in larg 

hemorrhages calling for prompt treatment. , , 
(8) Tuberculosis of the cecum and ileum. Blood in moderate 

amounts is the rule, but it may be absent, and large hemorrhages some- 

tim(9)0MUeckel’s diverticulum. Blood is found in the stool in about 

80 ^ro)CeRegfonal ileitis.2 The blood is associated with pus and mucus. 

. Quinlan, J. F.: Significance of Occult Blood in Stools by the Benzidin Method. Cal. 

Ileilis: A Path°,08k 
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(jj) Hemorrhoids. These are the most common cause of bright 

red blood on the surface of the stool, but rectal and proctoscopic 

examinations should always be done to exclude carcinoma of the rectum, 

fissures, fistulae, and ulceration before such a diagnosis is made. 

(12) Hemorrhagic diseases, including obstructive jaundice. In 

these, occult blood may be present in the stool in the absence of a 

break in the mucosa of the gastrointestinal tract. 

2. Tests for Urobilinogen and Bilirubin.—Schmidt’s test should be applied if 
the stool appears grossly clay colored to prove the absence of urobilinogen, or if 
diarrhea is present and it is desired to know whether bilirubin is appearing 
unchanged in the stool. The urobilinogen normally present gives a red color which 
is absent in complete obstructive jaundice. A very small amount of bile pigment 
may, however, get into the intestine from the blood plasma by way of the digestive 
juices even in complete obstruction. A green color indicates that unchanged bili¬ 
rubin (not found normally) is present. 

Watson and Sparkman1 have developed practical quantitative methods for 
detection of urobilinogen in the stool which should prove far superior to Schmidt’s 
test. The normal values according to Sparkman are 150 to 300 mg. per 100 gm. 
of stool with occasional normals as low as 70 mg. and as high as 600 mg. In com¬ 
plete obstructive jaundice which is not intermittent, such as occurs from carcinoma 
of the head of the pancreas, urobilinogen is absent. In intermittent obstruction, 
such as occurs from gallstones, urobilinogen in the stool is usually 10 to 150 mg. It 
is usually between 70 and 150 mg. per 100 gm. of stool in patients with hepatitis or 
diffuse damage to the liver cells. It is usually over 300 mg. per 100 gm. of stool in 
patients with excessive hemoglobin destruction, including all forms of internal 
hemorrhage, internal blood destruction, and hemolytic anemias. The highest 
values occur in familial hemolytic icterus, in which disease over 2,000 mg. per 
100 gm. of stool may be excreted. The quantity excreted in anemias is propor¬ 
tional to the amount of hemoglobin destroyed per day. 

3. Quantitative examination after the patient has been on a standard test diet 
This is occasionally of value in suspected pancreatic disease. The normal findings 
are nitrogen 8 per cent, ash 15 per cent, and ether-soluble fraction 15 per cent of the 
dry weight. In pancreatic disturbances, in patients with short intestine after 
multiple operations for regional ileitis, and in Gee’s disease, the ether-soluble frac¬ 
tion may be increased, sometimes to 80 per cent. This excessive fat in the stool is 
usually detectable grossly and microscopically, therefore, quantitative examinations 
are rarely necessary. s 

D. Microscopic Examination of the Stool.-(See section E for 

parasites.) This should be done on all stools examined. If red cells or 

pus cells are intact it suggests a source low in the intestinal tract 

‘ lcroscopic blood is most often due to hemorrhoids but may be due to 

carcinoma or some form of ulceration in the rectum or sigmoid Pus 

may be due to a proctitis (most often gonorrheal), to ulcerative colitis 
See references on page 138. ’ 
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bacillary dysentery, or any purulent inflammation in, or communicating 

with, the large intestine. Starch, fat, fat acids and soaps, and muscle 

fibres may be present in increased amounts in any form of diarrhea in 

which the small intestine participates in the increased peristalsis, or 

when abnormal communications exist between the stomach or jejunum 

and the colon, or when serious disease of the pancreas or obstruction to 

its ducts prevents adequate amounts of pancreatic juice from reaching 

the intestine. The presence of many undigested nuclei after ingestion 

of a liver meal is suggestive of a deficiency of pancreatic secretion. 

Usually the clinical diagnosis of pancreatic disease is made before it 

becomes sufficiently extensive to produce these changes. Recent 

ingestion of mineral oil must be excluded as it gives the usual tests for 

fat. Excessive amounts of fat, fat acids and soaps are, also, the rule in 

complete or nearly complete obstruction in the biliary tract. 

The absence of cornified epithelium in meconium is diagnostic of 

congenital atresia1 in the alimentary tract, since normally such cells 

are present due to swallowing of amniotic fluid containing desquamated 

epithelium from the fetal skin. 
A search for ova should be included in the microscopic study in all 

stool examinations. 
E. Intestinal Parasites and Their Cysts or Ova.2—1. Indica¬ 

tions for This Examination—Since routine examination of the feces 

for intestinal parasites and their cysts or ova is rewarded in an appreci¬ 

able percentage of cases by finding them (even in temperate climates), 

such an examination is now the rule in some of the best hospitals and 

clinics. 
Eosinophilia, unexplained anemia and gastrointestinal symptoms 

are the chief general indications for this examination. A few of the 

more specific indications follow. 
Chronic or recurrent diarrhea, especially if associated with the 

passage of blood and mucus, is the chief indication for a search for 

amebae, Balantidium coli, ova of Fasciolofisis buski, or flagellates The 

possibility of amebic ulceration in the colon should not be overlooked 

in searching for the focus of infection in such diseases as chronic mfec- 

tious arthritis. 

. Father S.- Congenital Atresia of the Alimentary Tract: Diagnosis by Microscopic 
Examination of Meconium. J. A. M ^100^753J (Junc 3 1933- treatise_ Hence 

» A complete discussion of consult one of the excellent 
anyone who wishes to go more deeply in JaVailable Among the best is Craig, 
works on parasitology wd tropical ^dlcl Lea and Febiger, Philadelphia, 

agpace peri^ts^only'abriefcons^deradon of the more important parasi.es 

of man. 
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Vague nervous symptoms in children or the observation of "worms” 

in the stool are the chief additional indications for examination for 

parasitic worms or their ova. 
Pruritus ani, especially in children, should cause one to search for 

Oxyuris vermicularis and its ova. 

The presence of a chronic foamy leukorrhea should cause one to 

examine the vaginal secretion for the flagellate Trichomonas vaginalis. 

Fever with muscle pains, edema of the eyelids, and eosinophilia 

indicates a search for Trichinella spiralis in the feces, blood, spinal fluid, 

and muscles. 

A cystic tumor in the internal organs of a sheepherder or other person 

intimately in contact with dogs should arouse the suspicion of echino¬ 

coccus cyst. 

Hematuria in a patient who has been in Egypt recently should lead 

one to search for ova of the Schistosoma hematobium in the urine. 

Some cases of bilharziasis have occurred in the southern states. 

2. Precautions to Be Observed in Collection of Specimens.— 

Do not forget that if active amebae or flagellates are to be looked for 

with any great chance of success, the stool must be fluid or semifluid 

and reach the laboratory as soon as possible after it is passed and while 

still warm. Hence, specific orders relative to these points must be 

given. The second stool after a saline cathartic is most suitable for 

flagellates and is satisfactory for amebae. Amebae will be most fre¬ 

quently found in mucus or secretions removed with the aid of the 

proctoscope or sigmoidoscope from the base of the ulcers. Oxyuris 

vermicularis ova are most easily found in scrapings from the perianal 
folds or from under the finger nails. 

3. Interpretation. Since some intestinal parasites are probablv 

not pathogenic and even the most pathogenic may be present without 

producing symptoms, the demonstration of the presence of a parasite 

does not prove that that parasite is responsible for the condition for 
which the patient is seeking relief. 

(a) Rhhopoia or Amebae.'-Endameba histolytica may account for 

an acute or chrome dysentery, for vague gastrointestinal symptoms 

or more rarely for abscesses in the liver, lungs, brain, or other organs’ 

he Endameba coh, Iodameba williamsi, and Endolimax nana are non- 

Amebiasis Outbreak in Chicago. Report oh Wbur' i63.J~i64i (Nov. 18) 1933. 
369-372 (Feb. 3) I934. e report ot a Special Committee. J. A. M. A. 102: 
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pathogenic but so commonly present that it is necessary to be able to 

differentiate them from Endameba histolytica. If large numbers of 

active amebae are present together with mucus and blood, the diagnosis 

of amebic dysentery is readily established. In the less active stages 

the organisms will be fewer and in the quiescent stages chiefly encysted 

and the diagnosis is less simple. If only cysts are present with no 

symptoms, the identification is difficult but important, as these carriers 

constitute a public health menace. If any doubt exists as to the cor¬ 

rect identification it should be made by an expert in parasitology. The 

complement fixation test1 is of value in research studies but a positive 

test does not prove that symptoms are due to amebiasis. 

(b) Flagellates.—Giardia lamblia, Chilomastix mesnili, and Trichomonas hominis 

have been found in the feces of from 3 to 20 per cent of persons living intemperate 

climates and they are still more frequent in the tropics. They have each been 

claimed to produce a mild chronic intestinal irritation with diarrhea as the chief 

symptom and they have each been claimed to be non-pathogenic. Etiologic impor¬ 

tance should certainly not be attributed to them unless large numbers of the active 

form are present, and no other cause for the symptoms has been determined after a 

thorough study. The Trichomonas vaginalis is frequently present in the vagina 

and it is possible that it is responsible for some cases of chronic vaginitis- with 

leukorrhea. 

(c) Ciliates.—Balantidium coli is the only ciliate affecting man. 

It is an occasional cause of diarrhea in farmers. It is commonly found 

in the feces of hogs but apparently causes no symptoms. 
(d) Cestodes, Flat, or Tape Worms.3—The Taenia sagmata (beef 

tape worm), Taenia solium (pork tape worm), Hymenolepis nana 

(dwarf tape worm), and Diphyllobothrium latum (fish tape worm) are 

the important members of this group in which the adult form occurs in 

man The Taenia solium is rare in the United States, but all t te ot urs 

are frequently found. Loss of weight and vague nervous or gastro¬ 

intestinal symptoms are said to result from heavy infestations. Nor- 

mocytic anemias of varying severity with or without an eosinophiha 

Ly be produced by these worms, particularly the ^-»«* 
UuL Usually, however, there are no detectable changes aside from 

finding of the Segments or ova in the stool. The mphyUoMhnun, 

. Paulson, M, and Andrews, 

Equation in p ^ob^ations ^68^93 (July) iwT “ ^ 

TeSl Mathieu^^^Triclrornoiwu^Vaginali/:* A Cause of Vaginitis. Northwest Med., r,: 

'S-'V^n1 kw. Intestinal Parasitic Worms in the United States: Their Diagnosis and 

^“Srtes I J and Sellers,”Tapewtvm Infestations in the Southern United States 

Am. J Pub’Heai’th 17: 803-808 (Sept.) .037- 
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latum may cause a very severe anemia1 which is difficult to distinguish 

from pernicious anemia, but it has not been sufficiently stressed that 

only a small percentage of persons infested with this worm develop 

any anemia and only about o.i per cent of infested persons develop a 

macrocytic anemia closely resembling pernicious anemia. 

Diphyllobothrium latum infestation was formerly uncommon outside 

of Finland, but the frequency in the United States is increasing, par¬ 

ticularly in the lake regions of the north central states. 

The Taenia echinococcus (dog tapeworm) may pass its larval stage 

in man, producing cysts in the liver, lungs, brain, or other internal 

organs. The diagnosis of this rare condition is made by the comple¬ 

ment fixation test. Puncture is dangerous as it may lead to anaphylac¬ 

tic shock or dissemination. The presence of typical hooklets in the 

cyst fluid removed at operation confirms the diagnosis. 

(e) Nematodes or Round Worms.—• 

(i) Ascaris lumbricoides or large round worm. Infestation with 

this worm is common. It may explain nervous or gastrointestinal 

symptoms in children but usually produces no symptoms. These 

worms have a curious tendency to wander into the bile ducts or appendix 

and so may cause jaundice or appendicitis in rare instances. Occa¬ 

sionally such enormous numbers are present as to cause intestinal 

obstruction. 

(2) Enterobius (Oxyuris) vermicularis, also called the pin worm, 

seat worm or thread worm. These occur in the rectum and colon, 

especially in children, causing symptoms of pruritus ani. 

(3) i\ ecator americanus or American hookworm. Infestation 

with these worms is common in the southern United States. It causes 

a severe hypochromic microcytic anemia and general maldevelopment. 

(4) Ankylostoma duodenale, the European or Old-World hook 

worm. Infestation with hookworm is an extremely common cause 

of severe hypochromic microcytic anemia and general undernutrition 

and maldevelopment in tropical and subtropical countries. 

(5) Tnchmella spiralis.2 An acute gastroenteritis followed by 

afta’elc'' T’1^’ mUSCular Pains and eosinophilia coming on 
after eating .improperly cooked pork may be explained by the finding 

cious Anemia1*’ M^fcine^ni-^Feb P’PMobothrium Latum and Perni- 

Latum “ - 
Intraderiial,Skin Test“saa-JjlVA0 l"d ‘he Use °f the Blch™" 

Ph<!b - of Trichinosis in 
Pub. Health Rep. 53: T086-H05 (July t) i™8 ,00° DlaPhragms for Trichinae. 
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of larvae of this parasite in the muscles, or rarely in the blood or spinal 

fluid. Larvae may often be recovered in the feces if a saline cathartic 

is given during the stage of acute enteritis, although this fact is not 

mentioned in most books. Infestations too mild to produce clinical 

symptoms are probably very frequent. Unexplained eosinophilia 

should lead one to consider this diagnosis. The Bachman intradermal 

skin test is of value. 

(6) Trichuris trichiura, Trichocephalus dispar, or whip worm. 

They usually produce no symptoms, but have been thought to cause 

anemia or enteritis in rare instances. 

(7) Strongyloides stercoralis. Discovery of the larvae in the stools may 

explain a chronic diarrhea. 

(f) Trematodes or Fluke Worms.— 
(1) Schistosoma hematohium (Bilharzia hematobia). This organism lives in 

the veins of the bladder, producing inflammation and hematuria. The ova are 

discharged in the urine. Bilharziasis is very common in northern Africa but rare 

elsewhere. A few cases have occurred in the southern states. 

Schistosoma mansoni inhabits the veins of the portal system and the ova are 

found in the feces. 
(2) Fasciolopsis buski. This is common in India, China, and Japan. It 

inhabits the duodenum producing a bloody diarrhea. 
(3) Clonorchis sinensis. This is a common parasite of cats and dogs and of 

man in China and Japan. _ 
(4) Opisthorchis felineus, the cat fluke. It occasionally infests man. 

Y SUMMARY OF THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF THE MORE 

IMPORTANT DISORDERS OF THE GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT 

Verv few of these diagnoses can be established by laboratory 

methods alone, but valuable evidence supplementing that obtained 

from the history, physical examination, roentgenologic study and 

gastroscopic study can be obtained in each instance. 1 he accuracy o 

therapeutic control and of prognosis can be mater,ally increased. 

^ Diseases.-;. Carcinoma.-Hypochromic microcytic anemia 

of chronic blood loss with persistent blood in the stool is common ,n a 

ulcerated carcinomas and may be the first evidence detected 

• llv severe in carcinoma of the cecum and ascending colon. I 

enoPoth symptoms or signs are present, careful study of the cardiac 

portion of the stomach by fluoroscopy after a barium meal with the 

u 1 Inwpr than the feet will often locate the carcinoma. 
head lower than the l ^ of carcinoma not 

Normocytic anemia may occi <- liver 
associated with bleeding (scirrhous carcinoma or carcinoma of the liver 

or pancreas) or anemia may be absent in such cases. 
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Achlorhydria or hypochlorhydria especially if associated with 

lactic acid formation, Boas-Oppler bacilli or evidences of stasis (location 

near pylorus) strongly suggests carcinoma of the stomach but absence 

of these findings does not exclude this diagnosis. 

Impaired liver function, obstructive jaundice, or ascites of either 

exudate or transudate type may occur in primary or secondary car¬ 

cinoma of the liver but the presence of any or all of these does not 

establish the diagnosis and their absence does not exclude this diagnosis. 

Persistent complete obstructive jaundice suggests carcinoma of the 

head of the pancreas or biliary tract but may be absent or, in rare 

instances, disappear after it has developed. 

2. Peptic Ulcer.1—Intermittent blood in the stools, normocytic 

anemia of acute hemorrhage or hypochromic microcytic anemia of 

chronic blood loss and hyperchlorhydria are most commonly found, 

but one or all of these may be absent. The localization in the duo¬ 

denum, stomach, or esophagus must be made by other examinations. 

A large volume of stomach contents with sarcinae and food residues 

suggests obstruction at the pylorus and indicates study of the alkali 

reserve, blood chlorides, and urea or non-protein nitrogen of the blood 
as guides to therapy. 

Alkali reserve estimations, stool examinations for blood, and gastric 

analyses for free hydrochloric acid and pepsin should be repeated during 

treatment with alkalies to make sure that the objects of therapy are 

being attained without the production of an alkalosis. Serum protein 

estimations may be desirable before operation to be sure that the level 
is adequate for proper wound healing.2 

3- Intestinal Obstruction.—The alkali reserve, chloride, and urea 

nitrogen estimations on the blood are the most important guides to 

preoperative preparation but do not establish the diagnosis. Norma1 

findings with these tests do not exclude this diagnosis. A stool consist- 

h'as rg^ ! K,l0ud ,PaSSed aftCT the diagnosis of intestinal obstruction 
has been established suggests intussusception as the cause. Erythro- 

reauiriniTteaSe “ hemoglobin and red cells) indicates dehydration 
squiring intravenous or subcutaneous fluid administration 'Normal 

” - «* — ™ exclude anhydremia! 

4- Ulceration of the Small or Large Intestine _rw 1. 

blood in the stool which is often fluid ofsemifluid is th . ” gr°SS 
finding. If outside the steel „ 1 t 1 the most constant 

1 Mann, F. c • Physioloric vi h ' hemorrhoids or carcinoma of the 

t0 the Deve'opment of Peptk 
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rectum have been excluded, a location in the rectum or sigmoid, 

indicating a proctoscopic or sigmoidoscopic examination, is suggested. 

The type of anemia as determined by the color, volume, and saturation 

indexes will tell whether hemorrhage or infection is playing the greater 

role in its production. 

Mucus without pus is suggestive of amebic dysentery. This 

diagnosis will be confirmed if active E. histolytica are found. 

A Widal test, culture of the stool and blood for typhoid bacilli and 

of the stool for dysentery bacilli or for Bargen’s diplococcus,1 and stains 

and guinea pig inoculation for tubercle bacilli (which may come from 

swallowed sputum) are further diagnostic aids worthy of consideration. 

Pus in considerable quantities is more common in bacillary dysentery 

or ulcerative colitis. 
The white and differential cell counts and the sedimentation rate 

will be of aid in this group. Simple leukopenia occurs in typhoid (no 

eosinophils) and in tuberculosis (eosinophils may be present) of the 

intestine. Eosinophilia is often associated with amebic colitis. Other 

types show normal counts or neutrophilic leukocytosis of varying 

degree. The degree of increase in sedimentation speed will correspond 

approximately to the extent of the ulceration in any type. _ 

If sulfanilamide is being administered the level of the drug in the 

blood should be checked. _ 
- Cholecystitis and Cholelithiasis.—Leukocytosis with rapid sedi- 

mentation rate characterizes the more acute inflammations Stones 

™mmnn Huct usually produce the syndrome of partial obstructive 

cates complete ousuucti^.i & 
A severe normocytic anemia is 

mon 
i The relationship of this organism 
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portal, or alcoholic) cirrhosis is by far the commonest form. An 

icterus index in the range of latent jaundice, less commonly high, with 

an increase in the urobilinogen in the urine are the only early laboratory 

findings. Later, ascites with characteristics of a transudate, impaired 

liver function as determined by the dye or galactose tolerance tests, 

and blood in the stool (hemorrhoids, esophageal varices) or hematemesis 

(esophageal varices) usually develop. Normocytic or macrocytic 

anemia and changes in the coagulation or prothrombin time may occur. 

Terminal marked increase in the icterus index and transformation of 

the characteristics of the ascitic fluid to those of an exudate (peritonitis, 

often tuberculous) are not uncommon. A sudden increase in the rate 

of accumulation of the ascitic fluid should cause one to consider the 

possibility of a primary carcinoma of the liver superimposed on the 

preexisting cirrhosis. 

Band’s disease shows similar laboratory findings with the exception 

that normocytic anemia and simple leukopenia occur before changes 

in liver function are detectable, and that hematemesis more often 

dominates the picture. 

Portal or splenic thrombosis is indistinguishable from Laennec’s 

cirrhosis by laboratory tests, but impaired liver function is not usually 
present. 

Syphilitic cirrhosis of the liver gives a similar laboratory picture 

to Laennec’s cirrhosis, but with a slightly greater tendency to clinical 

jaundice with an icterus index above 15. Syphilis is unlikely to be 

the cause of a cirrhosis if the serologic tests for syphilis are negative. 

Positive tests suggest but do not prove a syphilitic etiology. Hepatitis 

from the organic arsenicals used in the treatment of syphilis is common. 

Hypertrophic obstructive biliary cirrhosis shows the laboratory 

syndrome of partial or complete obstructive jaundice and also dye 

retention and increased galactose excretion indicating impaired liver 
function. Ascites may or may not be present. 

Hanot’s cirrhosis is extremely rare and is often confused with the 

preceding type.^ The laboratory picture is that of moderate to severe 

partial obstructive jaundice without ascites or blood in the stool. 

ardiac cirrhosis, or Pick’s pericarditic cirrhosis gives rise to the 

earHer ar„d thenfs t'Td ^ LaenneC’S drrh°SiS’ but aSdtes occurs 
chapter m°re “’ly aPProaches an exudate in 

fit etharge, nUmner °f Cirrh0tk Changes occur in the liver which do not 
disease 7 °r patholo«ica,1y int° the usual classification of liver 
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The clinical findings are necessary to complete the picture of any 

type of cirrhosis. The urine volume charted against the fluid intake 

will aid in controlling therapy designed to reduce ascites. 

7. Hepatitis1 and Diffuse Liver Damage from Toxins or 

Poisons.—These cases also show varying degrees of the partial 

obstructive jaundice syndrome, including dye retention. The cases 

with the severest liver damage will show in addition a positive galactose 

tolerance test, increased amino acids in the urine with a positive Mil- 

Ion’s test, and rarely leucin and tyrosin crystals, disturbances in the 

coagulation time of the blood, increase in the relative proportion of the 

total nitrogen of the urine in the form of ammonia nitrogen, and possibly 

hypoglycemia. 
“Catarrhal jaundice” or acute hepatitis is the commonest condition 

in this group. Weil’s disease, and yellow fever are rare febrile diseases 

with a similar picture. In any of this group the complete obstructive 

jaundice syndrome may develop. 
Eclampsia and pernicious vomiting of pregnancy are discussed in 

Chapter XI. Changes in liver function may* occur but are of little 

aid. Icterus is usually absent. 
Syphilitic and postarsphenamine (other organic arsenicals may also 

produce it) hepatitis are common. Dye retention is more marked in 

proportion to the icterus than in other types of jaundice. 
Less common causes of a similar syndrome are cinchophen, chloro¬ 

form, phosphorus, carbon tetrachloride and phenylhydrazine poisoning. 

Acute yellow atrophy or icterus gravis. This is probably simp y 

a hyperacute destructive hepatitis which may result from any ol the 

conditions here listed. It is very rare but relatively more common m 

pregnant women than in other individuals. The most extreme impair- 

ment of liver function occurs in this condition. 
The differential diagnosis of these different types of hepatitis is 

KTmU- « r»*-‘ -1""'lllt “ 
,Weir J. F, Hepatitis: Son* Forms Not Commonly Recognised. J. A. M. A. .»! 

1356-1336 (Oct. 8) 1938- 
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from entering the intestinal tract no matter what the cause of the 

obstruction. The obstruction may be due to carcinoma of the head 

of the pancreas; the biliary tract or the adjacent lymph nodes; to stone; 

to scar tissue contraction; to enlargement of the nodes due to lympha¬ 

denitis, metastases, Hodgkin’s disease, lymphosarcoma or leukemia; or 

to a sufficient degree of hepatitis or liver edema to obstruct the flow of 

bile within the liver. It may also occur from tumors of the liver so 

placed as to obstruct both hepatic bile ducts. In all cases, dye excre¬ 

tion is impaired but, if no diffuse liver damage is associated, the galac¬ 

tose tolerance test is normal. 

2. Partial Obstructive Jaundice.—This syndrome is characterized 

by an icterus index of 6 to 150 and often the presence of bilirubin in the 

urine. It differs from complete obstruction in the presence of uro¬ 

bilinogen in the urine and feces, and of bilirubin in the duodenal fluid. 

Dye excretion varies with the icterus index and there is no indication 

for this determination. The galactose tolerance test is normal if liver 

damage is not associated. It differs from hematogenous jaundice in 

that bilirubin may appear in the urine and a direct van den Bergh test 
may be obtained on the blood serum. 

3. Hepatocellular Jaundice.—This is characterized by the 

syndrome of partial or, less commonly, complete obstructive jaundice 

plus the presence of impaired liver function as determined by the galac¬ 

tose tolerance test. It occurs in diffuse liver disease such as cirrhoses 

catarrhal jaundice, Weil’s disease, and phosphorus or chloroform 

poisoning. It is the object of most of the special tests of liver fnnrtinn 

quantitative tests are done will 

inogen. It is differentiated from 

feces are usually 

dark stools and positive tests for 

ice of bilirubin in the urine. The 
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dark stools, negative direct van den Bergh test, and absence of bilirubin 

differentiate it from partial obstructive jaundice. The normal galac¬ 

tose tolerance differentiates it from hepatocellular jaundice. It occurs 

whenever hemoglobin is destroyed at an excessive rate in the body; 

therefore, in all forms of internal hemorrhage, intravascular or extra- 

vascular hemolysis, hemolytic icterus and malaria; in other words, in 

all the internal blood destruction groups of anemias and in many 

instances where internal hemorrhage has not been sufficient to produce 

anemia. Both hematogenous jaundice and partial or complete 

obstructive jaundice may be present at the same time, in which case, 

the laboratory findings will be typical of obstructive rather than hema¬ 

togenous jaundice. This occurs most frequently in hemolytic icterus 

which predisposes to formation of bile pigment stones. These may 

partially or completely occlude the common duct. 
5. Conditions Discussed in Other Chapters.—The blood chem¬ 

istry changes which may result from vomiting, gastric or duodenal 

tistulae, diarrhea, deficient absorption of carbohydrate, or starvation 

should be reviewed at this point. (See Index by Diseases.) 
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CHAPTER VI 

DISORDERS OF THE ERYTHROPOIETIC SYSTEM 

WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO ANEMIAS 
AND POLYCYTHEMIAS 

I. NOMENCLATURE 

Much of the difficulty the beginner experiences in hematology is due to the 

multiplicity of names which have been used for cells of the blood and blood- 

forming organs, and to the fact that many of these names have not been clearly 

defined. Some of these names have been used by different investigators for 

different cells while many different names have been applied to the same cell. 

In an effort to clarify this nomenclature, Table 61 was prepared. In this table 

the preferred name for each series and cell type is indicated and other names 

which have been applied to the same cell are given. In the Atlas, in which this 

table was first published, each cell type is defined and illustrated and its differen¬ 
tiation from other cells which may resemble it is given. All of the names have 

been used by others except some of those indicated as preferred for the granu¬ 
locyte series and the erythrocyte series. These new names were not suggested 

because of the paucity of names but because the names in current use for the 
same cells have been used with different meanings by different authors. Con¬ 

sequently, if only the old names were used, it would have been necessary to 

define the meaning of the term each time it was used in order to avoid confusion 

Since the sole purpose of a name is to make the meaning clear without repeated 
definition there seemed no choice other than coining new terms. 

In this edition the commonly used term is given in parentheses after the 
preferred term and usage will decide which term is to be used in subsequent 

“o!wn 11 Sh°rUrld !,! underst00d that many of th« terms in the column marked 
r Names Used are not exact synonyms but have included the cell as 

descnbed in the Atlas and defined in this text and other cells which may not even 
belong to the same series or stage of differentiation. 

New names were chosen for cells of the granulocyte (myeloid) series for 

several reasons. The term “myeloid” means marrow-like whUe these cell 
are an integral part of the marrow as are the cells of aU the other series The 

It 1 / 1 dy m Current use t0 rePHce the old term“mveloid ” Z °nly C0nS,Stent ,0 S““ prefix granule- for myelo- th^ghou, 

and Marrow Based’on'cXu'ra^uid'Hemat1 l°n• a cd identification of Cells of the Blood 

Am. J. Clin. Path. 8: 59~74^ (JanT^oS t0l°glC °f Human Marr™ and'Blood 

Stacey,gInc.’ San^Fra^clcof^y^’ M': AUaS °f Hemat°l°gy. Pp. 6-8. J. W 
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the series and for the characteristic type of leukemia. The term “polymor¬ 
phonuclear,” while widely used, has been used for many years for all stages 

of the neutrophils, eosinophils and basophils seen in blood and is still so used 
by many authors. The importance of differentiating clearly the cells with seg¬ 
mented nuclei from the more immature cells has been repeatedly emphasized. 
The term “lobocyte” is shorter, easier to learn, and limited by definition and 
derivation to such segmented or lobed cells. In all other series the names of 

the cells end with the termination “ cyte” or for the most immature cells “blast,” 
but the cell which I have named “rhabdocyte” has been called “staff cell,” 
“rod cell,” “band cell,” and “juvenile cell.” None of these terms are accurately 
descriptive or conform to the terminology of the other cells. The prefix “ rhabdo,” 
already used in “ rhabdomyoma,” means curved rod, stick or wand. It is more 

accurately descriptive of the shape of the nucleus than “staff” which suggests a 

straight rod. 
The nomenclature of the erythrocyte series differs from the nomenclature 

of all other series in that the ending “blast” is retained for all cells of the series 

Table 6.—Nomenclature of the Cells of the Blood and Bone Marrow* 

Name of 

series 
Recommended name Names which have been applied to the same cell 

Lymphoblast Myeloblast,1 hemocytoblast,2 lymphoidocyte,3 stem cell, lym¬ 

phocyte*-9 

Lymphocyte Prolymphocyte Large lymphocyte,9 pathologic large lymphocyte.9 atypical 

leukocytoid lymphocyte.1 monocyte9 

Lymphocyte 
Small, medium, or large lymphocyte, normal lymphocyte, small, 

medium or large mononuclear 

Monoblast 
Myeloblast.1 hemocytoblast.2 lymphoidocyte,3 lymphocyte,*-9 

stem cell, immature monocyte 

Monocyte Promonocyte 
Premonocyte.7 hemohistioblast.2 immature monocyte 

Monocyte 
Large mononuclear.9 transitional.9 clasmatocyte.9 endothelial 

leukocyte,* histiocyte.10 resting wandering cell* 

Granuloblast 
Myeloblast.1-9 hemocytoblast.2 lymphnidoctye.5 lymphocyte,* 9 

stem cell 

Progranulocyte St 
Promyelocyte I.9 myelocyte A.9 myelocyte, non-filament.11 

class I12 

Progranulocyte A 
Promyelocyte II.9 leukoblast.1 basophil myelocyte,13 myelo¬ 

blast.9 premyelocyte9 

Granulocyte Granulocyte 
Myelocyte,9 myelocyte B.9 non-filament.11 class I12 

(Myeloid) 
Metagranulocyte 

Metamyelocyte.9 juvenile.1* myelocyte C.9 non-filament.11 

class I12 

Rhabdocyte 
Staff cell,9 stab .ell.1* band cell.19 non-filament.11 class I,« rod 

nuclear.19 polymorphonuclear _ 

Lobocyte 
Segmented neutrophil.- polymorphonnele.r, Mamented.n cl™ 

II, III, IV or V12 
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Table 6.—Nomenclature of the Cells of the Blood and Bone Marrow. *—{Continued) 

Name of 
series 

Recommended name Names which have been applied to the same cell 

Plasmablast Myeloblast,1 hemocytoblast,2 lymphoidocyte,3 lymphocyte,4-6 

stem cell, lymphoblastic plasma cell1 

Plasmacyte Proplasmacyte Turk cell,6 Turk irritation form, lymphoblastic or myeloblastic 

plasma cell1'4 

Plasmac} te Plasma cell,6 Unna's plasma cell, Marschalko plasma cell, plas- 
macytoid lymphocyte1-3 

Karyoblast Megaloblast,6 myeloblast,1 hemocytoblast,2 lymphoidocyte,3 

lymphocyte,4-6 stem cell, promegaloblast,1 basophilic normo¬ 
blast,1 primitive erythroblast9 

Erythrocyte 

Prokaryocyte Erythroblast, megaloblast,6 orthochromatic normoblast,1 baso¬ 

philic normoblast,1 polychromatophilic normoblast,1 macro¬ 
normoblast,16 macroblast16 

Karyocyte Normoblast,6 pronormoblast,1 macronormoblast,16 erythroblast, 
polychromatophilic normoblast1 

Metakaryocyte Normoblast6 

Reticulocyte 

Akaryocyte Erythrocyte, red blood cell, erythroplastid, normocyte16 

Megalokaryoblast Megakaryoblast 

Thrombocyte 
Promegalokaryocyte Promegakaryocyte 

Megalokaryocyte Megakaryocyte 

Platelet Thrombocyte, thromboplastid 

Disintegrated cell Senile cells, smudge, basket cell, smear cell, degenerated cell 

w .7. , „ Dy Permissl°n of the copyright owners from Osgood. E. E , 

'+A^vh He“a;°logy; Pp- 2S5- j- W. Stacey, Inc.. San Francisco, 1937. 

• h. to the iobocv“is sometim“ "f""d *» *■ * ««<««. 
1 A. Ferrata. 

3 A. Pappenheim. 

4 A. A. Maximow and W. Bloom. 
3 An error in classification. 
* E. E. Osgood. 
1 P. W. Clough. 

• An obsolete term. 

* R- Cunningham, F. Sabin, and C. Doan. 

I,0 Common term1 for monocytes when found in tissues 

„ L' Fad®y- H- St' Clair- ^d J. A. Reisinger. 
^. E. Cooke and E. Ponder. 

“ J.“s'miu'r l° in,erpre,*,im <* ““"■Phil as b,.„ph„ e„nules 

“ A. Piney. 

13 R. B. H. Gradwohl. 

mobkst'.^'erived^m XtaTdT' w"*' Furthermore- tern, “nor- 
The cell referred ,o neifher a 
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cell. Downey and his students use the term “ megaloblast” for the second 

stage of maturation and “promegaloblast” for the most immature stage in this 

series while many others use the term “megaloblast” for the most immature 

stage. Redefining the old terms would only add to the confusion. The most 

logical terms for this series would have been “ erythroblast” for the most imma¬ 

ture cell, “ proerythrocyte” for the next stage, “ erythrocyte” for the third stage, 

and “metaerythrocyte” for the fourth stage of maturation with some term 

meaning non-nucleated cell of the erythrocyte series such as “ erythroplastid” 

for the cell of this series found in normal blood. The usage of “ erythrocyte” 

for any cell of the series and of “ erythroblast” for any nucleated cell of this 

series is so general, however, that it would be confusing to try to redefine these 

terms. The prefix “karyo-” meaning nucleated was adopted because it is 

customary to speak of these cells as nucleated red cells. The names should 

really be “ karyoerythroblast,” “ prokaryoerythrocyte,” etc., but these terms 

seem unduly long so the syllables “ erythro-” have been dropped. The term 

akaryocyte, meaning non-nucleated red cell, is not intended to replace the term 

erythrocyte except when it is desired to exclude specifically from the discussion 

the nucleated cells of the erythrocyte series. 

It is hoped that the introduction of logical, clearly defined and accurately 

illustrated terms will ultimately simplify the terminology in this field. For 

the present it is necessary for the student to learn several names for each cell. 

II RESUME OF ESSENTIAL POINTS IN EMBRYOLOGY, HISTOGENESIS, 

AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE CELLULAR ELEMENTS OF THE BLOOD1 

The cellular elements of the blood are of three main types, the red cells or 

erythrocytes, the white cells or leukocytes, and the platelets or thrombocytes. 

Each of these main divisions has several subtypes which may appear in the 

blood under abnormal conditions and there are at least five different types of 

leukocytes normally present in blood. Hence, the possible combinations are 

bafflingly numerous unless certain fundamental principles of interpretation are 

kept in mind. 
The total cellular constitution of the blood is the resultant of the summation 

of the rate of entrance into the circulation and the rate of destruction or removal 

from the circulation of each type of cell. However, not the total number of any 

tvne of cell present in the blood stream, but merely the number of that type of 

cell in a unit volume of blood is ordinarily determined. Consequently, fluctu¬ 

ations in plasma volume may mask changes in total cellular content or produce 

aooarent changes which actually have not occurred. . , . 
PTtaowledge of the embryology of the blood ceUs and of the functions of the 

various blood-forming and blood-destroying organs is a necessary preliminary 

to a more detailed discussion of the above mentioned variables. 

1 Downey, H, Handbook of Hematology. Vol. I-IV. Pp. 3.36. Paul 11. Hoeber, 

Inc., New York, 1938- , s bin F. r.: Experimental Studies on the 
Doan, C. A., Cunningham, R. So and SabiR,^ ^ Carncgie Institute of 

Origin and Maturation of Avi . . Embryology. 16: 163-226, 1925. 

S^o“wa^hing“o0n.0PubeSNo. 36., Contributions to Embryology. .6: **7-76, W- 
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A. Histogenesis and Embryology. 

1. Origin of the Cells. 
Notwithstanding the brilliant work of Sabin, Maximow, Downey and others, 

many points are still disputed. It is not certain whether the cells of the blood 

arise from mesenchyme, from endothelium, or from both. It has not been 

finally decided whether, in adult life, all blood cells are derived from a single 

multipotent stem or blast cell (the monophyletic theory) or from two or more 

(dualistic or polyphyletic theories) types of cells, each capable of producing a 

more limited group of blood cells. Whichever may be the case, hematologists 

(with a few notable exceptions) agree that whether actually identical or not, the 

various blast cells are morphologically very difficult to distinguish from one 

another with the technic at present available. 

The monophyletists believe that all of the cells of the blood are derived from 

a single stem cell, usually called a myeloblast or hemocytoblast. Maximow 

and his pupils believe that all the cells may be derived from lymphocytes. The 

dualists believe that the lymphocyte series is derived from a separate stem cell, 

usually called a lymphoblast or lymphoidocyte and the other cells from a single 

cell, usually called a myeloblast as in the monophyletic theory. The trialists 

believe as do the dualists with the exception that they derive the monocyte 

series from a reticulo-endothelial cell in the spleen or lymph nodes, different 

from the cell here described as the monoblast, and they call this either a reticulo¬ 

endothelial cell or hemohistioblast. The polyphyletists, with whom I agree, 

believe that, after embryonic life, each series of cells is derived from a separate 

blast cell, as indicated in Table 6, although some of them regard the plasmacyte 

series as an offshoot of the lymphocyte series and many believe that there are 

two distinct erythrocyte series. One of these methods of red cell development 

they characterize as megaloblastic and believe that it occurs only in embryonic 

life and in pernicious anemia and that in all other circumstances erythrocytes 

are derived from a normoblastic series. For a more complete discussion of the 

histogenesis of the cells, see Downey’s “Handbook of Hematology.” 

2. Sites of Blood Formation.—The earliest site of blood formation is in the 

yo sac of the embryo and in the embryonic connective tissues. Later in 

embryonic bfe the liver and, to a less extent, the spleen become the chief blood 

orming organs. At birth, the lymph nodes and other lymphatic tissues and 

hL tT f T 6 “d fl3t b°”eS have divided *“» function between 
hem. The lymphatic tissues which include the lymph nodes, spleen tonsils 

orod’US’ th 1 * '?'mphatk ,issue of ,he gastrointestinal tract and bone’marrow 

cvtes Tb! lymph0cy,es »f the blood stream and some believe also the mono" 

tonsils cease to a larve PvtPnt t V y type* The and 

tz ho“es in “ “ 

various disease^onateHWe^mimrsio^to'embryonic^h^s'^^bloodformThon 

m 

occur. 
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B Functions of the Red Bone Marrow.1—This constitutes the chief hema¬ 
topoietic organ throughout postnatal life. Here the red cells, the cells of the 
granulocyte (myeloid) series and the platelets are formed. In normal adult red 
marrow the white cells and their precursors are about three times as numerous as 

theTed cells and their precursors, while the megalokaryocytes which are enormous 
cells with greatly lobulated nuclei and large amount of cytoplasm containing azur 
granules, form only about 0.2 per cent of the cells present. It is probable that 
the red cell formation is intravascular (within the sinusoids) and that of the white 
cells is extravascular. Wright’s theory of the formation of platelets by the 
pinching off of portions of the cytoplasm of the megalokarocytes which have been 
extended in pseudopod form into the vascular channels is almost certainly correct. 

1. Red Cell Formation.—In the red cell forming areas, all stages from the 

earliest karyoblast (megaloblast) to the mature erythrocyte may be found. 
The earlier cells (see plate 1, section IX, and the Atlas for more detailed mor¬ 
phology) have a deeply basophilic cytoplasm containing no hemoglobin and a 

relatively large nucleus with a reticular chromatin structure and nucleoli. The 
changes that occur as maturity progresses are: loss of the nucleoli, progressive 
decrease in basophilia of the cytoplasm, progressive increase in the hemoglobin 
content, progressive decrease in size and a coarsening of the chromatin structure 

of the nucleus with first aggregation of this into clumps, later assembling of these 
clumps into a dense pyknotic nucleus in which no structure is visible, and then 

resorption or extrusion of the nucleus, whole or after fragmentation. Even 
after the hemoglobin content is normal and the nucleus is gone, basophilic 
material persists for a time appearing either as polychromatophilia or, with 

special stains, as the reticulum. Various names karyoblast (megaloblast), 
Drokaryocyte (erythroblast), karyocyte (pronormoblast), metakaryocyte (nor¬ 
moblast) reticulocyte, and akaryocyte (non-nucleated erythrocyte) have been 

given to different stages in this development. It must be remembered in using 
these names that they represent merely stages, marked off by more or less 
arbitrary criteria, in a continuous development and, as many of the changes are 
independently variable, two cells in the same stage of maturity sometimes 
have widely different appearances. In the normal marrow of adults, karyoblasts 
(megaloblasts) are scarce, and the more mature cells (prokaryocytes, karyocytes 

metakaryocytes, reticulocytes) are far the more numerous. Only mature 
Tkaryocytes (erythrocytes) and a few reticulocytes are allowed to escape m o 

r •”“l t =trrrr:;- t" 
J raA rp11<? are numerous in the biooa stream, m 

botfmaTow’and bid, a shift occurs toward more matoe forms “ntil “ ‘erm’ 

nucleated erythrocytes have almost disappeared b‘ ' marrow 

Increased erythropoiesis ts «^'* «* *. fJl mature individual. The 
and blood picture to a stage resemb mg a of ,he erythr„poietic 

amount of reversion « less intense stimulus than is required 

“ ufe is adequate! give rise to numerous nucleated erythrocytes m the 

bloodstream. a 
» Sabin, Florence R.: The Bone Marrow. Physiol. Rev., 8: 191-224. vP« 
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Relationships of the White Cells 

The cells below the dotted line are those present in normal blood. The greater the 
vertical distance of a cell above the dotted line, the greater is its immaturity, and the greater 
is the stimulus required to introduce it into the general circulation. . , , , ., 

1 Arrows indicate the lines of maturation. The line of descent on the right hand side 
is that of the lymphocytes. Some hematologists would interchange the positions of the 
two normal lymphocytes. The middle three lines of descent are those of the granulocytes. 
The eosinophil and basophil progranulocytes S (promyelocytes I), granu!from 
tes? and metagranulocytes (metamyelocytes) have not been depicted as they differ from 
the correspondfng neutrophil forms only in the nature of the granulation and thisisidenti 

1 u that in^the mature eosinophil and basophil forms, respectively. The use of a 
single'reproductton to “ present the Lrphologically similar stem cells does not necessanly 

nification is close to that usually used in studying such cells. 
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Red Cells (Erythrocytes) 

All are shown as stained with Wright’s modification of the Romanowsky stain by the 
technic described in Part Two. The size corresponds to a magnification of 2500 diameters. 
Hence, they may be compared directly with the plates on malaria parasites and white cells. 

1. Akaryocyte (normal red cell). Note the round or oval contour and the orange-buff 
color, paler in the center due to the biconcave disc shape. The normal size variation is 
6.6 to 8.6 micra but the average size in stained smears is rarely less than 7.0 or more than 
8.0 micra, and the average is probably about 7.6 micra. 

2. Erythrocyte showing achromia. Note the pallor and the increased relative extent 
of the central pale area. The cell depicted shows the least detectable distinct achromia. 
More definite degrees of achromia show as pale rings with colorless centers. This is sup¬ 
posed to be due to a decrease in hemoglobin (hence should be called hypochromia, as hemo¬ 
globin is never completely absent) but the appearance may be simulated by decreased cell 
diameter. Therefore, the saturation index determination is much more reliable for 
determination of the relative amount of hemoglobin present. 

3. Erythrocyte showing punctate basophilia (basophilic stippling) and slight poly¬ 
chromatophilia. Note the blue staining dots called basophilic stippling, and the fact that 
the background can not be described as any shade of orange-buff. This cell is at the upper 
range of normal cell size and cell 5 is at the lower range of normal cell size. Cells larger 
than this are called macrocytes, and smaller than cell 5 are called microcytes. 

4 Metakaryocyte (normoblast). Note the dense structureless nucleus (pycnotic) and 
the moderate polychromatophilia of the cytoplasm. Any cell containing a nucleus which 
is less than one-half the diameter of the cell may be called a metakaryocyte (^moblast) 
The differentiation from other cells of the erythrocyte series must be made by the Pycnotic 
nuclear structure and a nuclear diameter less than half that of the cell rather than by size 
or hemoglobin content of the cell. Polychromatophilia is not necessarily associated. 
The differentiation from leukocytes in those cells of the erythrocyte smes which are 
nucleated and contain no hemoglobin is by the opaque appearance of the <gtoplasm. 

of norrri afsiz e°° ^No t e *t h a t p(Ty chromatophiluTcons^sts of the eombined effects of^decrease 

the^^^d^^^he stat^used^oTth^stromauof The ceU.^All possible ^combinations of these 

ssa srsSEE “ 

may" occurTninany’different t^es "cdlTuk. the cell depicted, reticulocytes are often 

larg7.' Karyocyte (pronormoblast). The nucleus ismore than c^i^dte^0‘rh“bteO 

thirds the diameterof the cell "('rhcontrast between the dark staining 
and from the prokaryocyte (erythroblastb The sharp contrast ^ ^ q, ,h<. plasmacyte 

basichromatin and light staining osychromatin y (e series ,ir(. sma|ler and more 

mfmerous. ^hrot^’th^’extreme’basophilm of the cyWpUstn whuih is^altJ|ost^devoid^of 

(pronormoblasts) contain hemoglobi‘"Thetse'-ire differentiated from karyocytes (pronormo- 
8. Prokaryocyte (erythroblast). T hese < two-thirds of the diameter of the 

blasts) by the diameter of the nucleus which is more tha nudeoli_ The cytoplasm 

cell, and from the karyoblast (nGr mochro mic, but is usually polychromato- 

2ck Ii( macrocytic anenda^hemoglobin is more abundant than in cells of equal - • - 

Uyoblas&oblas.) is no, 
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Lobocytes and Rhabdocytes (Polymorphonuclear Cells) of Normal Blood 

The white cells which may appear in the blood stream are reproduced on this and suc¬ 
ceeding pages. All were stained with Wright’s stain by the technic given in Part Two. All 
are drawn to scale, corresponding to a magnification of 2500 diameters. Hence, they 
should be held at a distance of 18 inches from the eye to show the detail which is visible 
with the best microscopes, and yet further away to give the appearances of the cells as seen 
through less perfect optical systems. The apparent and comparative sizes of the cells 
and granules are best studied in the chart of the relationships of the white cells. The cells 
are roughly spherical in form and, even though flattened in smears, this must be kept in 
mind in studying the films and these illustrations. Thus, granules in the cytoplasm 
between the eye and the nucleus will appear to be in the nucleus, etc. 

Lobocytc (segmented polymorphonuclear) neutrophil. Note the lobulated structure 
of the nucleus with its densely staining, sharply demarcated, interlacing chromatin bands, 
the pale lilac tint of the cytoplasm, and the deeper lilac tint of the diffusely scattered, fine, 
uniform neutrophil granules. The quality of this color of the neutrophil granules is one 
of the best criteria of a satisfactory stain. In understained films, these granules may be 
invisible. These cells may vary in size from 11 to 15 micra. The 1 jbulations of the nuclei 
may vary from two to five or over, but forms with three or four lobulations are most 
common. 

Rhabdocyte (“ Staff ” cell). This differs from the lobocyte (polymorphonuclear neutro¬ 
phil) only in the form of the nucleus, in having a slightly more basophilic cytoplasm, and 
in a tendency to be of slightly larger size (11 to 18 micra). The form of the nucleus is the 
important point of identification. It is a variously curved or coiled rod or band which may 
be narrowed in places but never to a filament. The interlacing chromatin network is 
slightly broader and less sharply demarcated than in the lobocyte (polymorphonuclear). 
A similar type of nucleus is sometimes noted in cells containing eosinophil or basophil 

gfa Eosfnophil. Note the uniform, large size of the acidophilic granules, which when 
properly stained, have a deep red color with a slight orange cast. Note, also, that t e 
nuclear structure and the cytoplasmic staining in this cell and in the lobocyte (polymorpho¬ 
nuclear neutrophil) are similar. A bilobed nucleus similar to that here shown is the 
commonest form, and nuclei with over four lobes are uncommon. The number of granules 
is not infrequently less than in the example shown. The apparent difference in intensity 
of staining of the granules is due largely to variations m their distance from the surface 
the cell nearest the eye. The range of cell size variation is about 11 to 16 micra. 

Basophil. Note the marked variation in size of the relatively few granules, w hit j 
stain a deep blue with a slight purplish cast (metachromatic) of varying intensity an 
character The cytoplasm tends to be more acidophilic (pink) than that of the eosinop 1 
or neutrophil and the nucleus rarely shows true lobulation, but is irregularly shaped a 

lolir j inriicfinrtlv stained thus giving the impression of being seen through a haze. 
\s the granides^re water-scdubie^some or all may appear as vacuoles in poorly fixed .mean. 
The largest granules are larger than eosinophil granules. The cell size range is from . 1 to 

15 micra. 
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Mononuclear Cells of Normal Blood 

Normal lymphocyte (small lymphocyte, small mononuclear, S.l.., S.M., or L.) Note 
the round or oval nucleus with coarse, indistinctly margined clumps of deeper staining 
chromatin and the basophilic cytoplasm containing a few azur granules of irregular size 
and distribution. These cells may vary in size from 7 to 13 micra, but the smaller sizes 
are most numerous. The nucleus sometimes contains nucleoli and may show deep slit-like 
indentations. Rarely, double nuclei may be observed. The cytoplasm varies greatly 
in amount from the merest detectable rim to an area equal to that of the nucleus, but is 
usually relatively small in amount. It, also, varies in its degree of basophilia from a very 
deep to a very pale shade of pure blue. The paler stain is more common when the amount 
of cytoplasm is relatively large and vice versa. Azur granules are more commonly absent 
than present. If present, they stain (as always) a color similar to that of the nucleus of 
the cell containing them. They are irregular in size, relatively few in number, and tend 
to aggregate in clumps. They are never diffusely scattered and numerous enough to 
obscure the color of the cytoplasm. ...... , 

Immature normal lymphocyte. This cell is really a subdivision of the above described 
group and should not be separated from other normal lymphocytes in differential counting. 
It is depicted here because it is frequently mistaken for a monocyte and because contusion 
with the prolymphocyte has resulted from its separation (under the term large lymphoc>te) 
from other normal lymphocytes. In size, it does not exceed the largest lobocytes (poly¬ 
morphonuclear) (12 to 15 micra), while the monocyte and prolymphocyte (pathological 
large lymphocyte) are definitely larger. Note the relatively large amount °f pate blue 
cytoplasm, the presence of nucleoli in the nucleus and the fact that in all essential details 
of structure, it is merely a variant of the previously described cell. The azur granules are 
not always present and are never line and diffusely scattered as in the monocy e. AU 
intermediate stages may be found between the two forms depicted and no diagnostic infor¬ 
mation is secured by separating them. Some authors believe this form is older rather than 
younger than the smaller form, but the more constant presence of nucleoli in the large 

forms speaks against |hisTh formerly divided into large mononuclears and trunsi- 

smear are largely, if not and the very 
character of the nuclear structure, t i/contains. The nuclear chromatin occurs 
fine, diffusely scattered, azur granu s strands which give the nucleus a char- 
both in clumps and in loosely mcshed interlac g ^ ^ depicted. The cytoplasm 
acteristic structure best shown the tni th can be see|J distinctly only in good 
is a clear blue, but the azur granu es > ^ , ive lhe impression that the 
stains and with a good microscope. acfty resembling that of ground 
cytoplasm is of a uniform slight y holdinir these illustrations far enough (about 
glass This same effect can be secured by ^“longer be distinguished. If 

5 feet) from the eye so that the 1jldlV1 , microscopes it will be found that the so-called 
carefully studied with the best stains and P ^ horseshoe or irregu- 
“large mononuclear” forms do not appear round. Careful 
larly shaped nuclei which are view d dcpicted wiU show that its appearance would 
inspection of the “large mononuclec fJrm here shown could be viewed as a three 
be very closely simulated if the transiti n margin of the page slightly 
dimensional object from a P°int ^rr^spondmg to^the^right hand ^ irregul,rity 0f the 

below the level of the cell on the> Page*. m in for a slight acute indentation. From 
“round” nucleus is to survey ca^f“ ^ di „ f0 the border of an overlapping portion of 
this point, a line of demarcation correspondir g “large mononuclear and 
theS nucleus will usually* be discernible. In woig^tw ^ d 

“transitional forms” are morphologic y e cells always grouped together ‘transitional 
preparations, and these terms 
under the term monocytes. 
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Immature Cells of the Granulocyte (Myeloid) Series 

Progranulocytes (promyelocytes). These are cells intermediate in structure between 
the granuloblast (myeloblast) and the granulocyte (myelocyte). Hence, they may have 
varied appearances. Note in the progranulocyte S (type I promyelocyte) depicted, the 
nprcictnnrp r\f finp rp»tirnliim nnrl nnrlpoli in the niirlens; i ve of the granuloblast 

and neutrophil granules have begun to develop similar to tnose oi me granulocyte (myelo¬ 
cyte) stage. Eosinophil or basophil progranulocytes (promyelocytes) of this type can, of 
course, also occur. In the progranulocyte A (type II promyelocyte), the nucleus has a 
coarser chromatin structure without nucleoli like that of the granulocyte (myelocyte), 
but the cytoplasm is still basophilic and contains only coarse azur granules. The azur 
granules may be absent but are more often present than in the granuloblast (myeloblast). 
These cells may vary in size from n to 20 micra but the larger sizes are more common. 
Any cell which has either too mature a nucleus, cytoplasm or granules for a granuloblast 
(myeloblast), and not sufficiently mature a nucleus, cytoplasm or granules to answer the 
description of a granulocyte (myelocyte) is most conveniently classed as a progranulocyte 

^Granulocytes (myelocytes). These are of three types, according to the nature of the 
specific granulation (neutrophil, eosinophil, or basophil). Note in the neutrophil granu o- 
evte (myelocyte) depicted, that the nucleus no longer contains nucleoli, its chromatin 
structure is relatively coarser than that of the granuloblast (myeloblast), the cytoplasm 
is neutrophilic or only slightly basophilic, and typical neutrophil granules are present. 1 he 
slightly pinker color of These as compared to those in the lobocyte (polymorphonuclear) 
shown isPdue to difference in time of staining and in light intensity, not to differences in the 
tiranules These two cells illustrate the maximum variation in appearance of neutrophi 

E^^ 
s®s? ^ 

Metagranulocytes (metamyelocytes). nulocytes (myelocytes) only the neu- 

to thespec lficgranula t10a re intermediate between the granulocytes (myelocytes) 
trophil form » *how£ „l“e“ d structure and form, but show cytoplasm and 
and rhabdocytes ( sta 1 ceils; in u specific granulations in the 
granulations indistinguishable from O’Pfe cella. -'"y ^be describe,I as either 
cytoplasm which has a nucleus which - ,|, , classed as a metagranulocyte 

(metamyelocyte?01'The3intermediate siwis arTmo^romracn, hu, these, also, may vary in 

size from 11 to 20 micra. 
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Blast Cells, Prolymphocyte and Proplasmacyte 

Blast cell, granuloblast (myeloblast), or lymphoblast. Note the deeply basophilic 
cytoplasm, the relatively large, round or oval nucleus which always contains nucleoli and 
has a finely reticular, almost homogeneous, chromatin structure. The nuclear structure 
is the important point in identification. The size range is very great (from 8 to 20 micra), 
but the larger sizes are more common. Unless attention is paid to the internal structure 
of the nucleus, the smaller forms are apt to be confused with lymphocytes. Azur granules 
similar to those in the progranulocytes (promyelocytes) are sometimes present in the 
cytoplasm of the more mature forms. If the majority of other cells in the film are of the 
granulocyte (myeloid) series, these cells may safely be called granuloblasts (myeloblasts); 
if the majority of the other cells are of the lymphocyte series, these cells may safely be 
called lymphoblasts. Some believe that the lymphoblast differs from the granuloblast 
(myeloblast) in having a slightly coarser internal nuclear structure and a more dense 
accumulation of chromatin at the margin of the nucleus, giving it a sharper outline. These 
differences are so slight, if they occur, as to be unreliable criteria. They probably apply 
to cells which have begun to take on the character of the prolymphocyte rather than to the 
most immature cells which appear in acute lymphocytic leukemia. Neither type of cell 
takes the peroxidase stain; hence, the differentiation of the type of leukemia must be 
based on the rest of the blood picture and on the clinical picture. In some cases, they will 
have to be noncommittally reported as blast cells. Monoblasts and the earliest karyo- 
blasts (megaloblasts) approach this cell in appearance. This illustration fails to show the 
clear transparent appearance of the cytoplasm of the granuloblast (myeloblast)which is 
of value in differentiating it from the karyoblast (megaloblast). 

Rieder cell. Note that this differs from the previously described cell only in the con¬ 
figuration of the nucleus. This is a coiled or curved rod or band rarely even segmented 
but still showing the internal structure of the granuloblast (myeloblast). I he cell depicted 
is smaller and the nucleus less coiled than is usually the case, but all variations described 

f°r Pro 1 ymt)hocyte^°This cell was drawn before accurate criteria for differentiation of the 
prolymphocytes and lymphocytes were laid down. It is actually a lymphocyte as t 
diameter does not exceed 15 micra but, with this exception, the morphology is identical 
with the prolymphocyte. These cells were formerly called pathological large lymphocytes. 
Note the large size relatively small amount of cytoplasm, and the nuclear structure xnter- 
mediatebetwee^that of the'lymphoblast and the normal lymphocyte The*p«ajd 
is from the blood of a case of infectious mononucleosis. In th s cel the nuclear struciu 

of the nucleus, its homogeneous c roim , often contain vacuoles, but 

above are the most theiame type of cytoplasm but 
never granules of any type. chPromatin in the nucleus. The size variat.on is 

? “„a7o fo“ the Tttrk’s form and 8 to so micra for other plasma cells. 
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Plasmacyte, Promonocyte and Toxic Neutrophils 

Plasmacyte (Marschalko plasma cell). This, like the proplasmacyte, has deeply baso¬ 
philic cytoplasm, an eccentrically placed nucleus, a perinuclear pale area and usually 
contains no granules. It differs from the proplasmacyte in having a very coarse chromatin 
structure with sharp demarcations between the dark and pale chromatin. It resembles 
some of the nucleated erythrocytes very closely but differs in that the individual chromatin 
clumps are larger. The size varies from io to 20 micra in diameter. This cell occurs in 
small numbers in the blood and marrow normally and may be present in increased numbers 
in plasma cell leukemia, German measles and multiple myeloma. 

Promonocyte. This differs from the monocyte in having a finer chromatin meshwork 
and nucleoli in the nucleus. It differs from the monoblast in having more azurophil 
granules in the cytoplasm and in having an irregularly shaped nucleus like the mature 
monocyte. This cell rarely is found in the blood except in monocytic leukemia. 

Toxic neutrophils. These two cells illustrate the changes in neutrophil morphology 
which indicate a grave prognosis. Comparison of these cells with the other neutrophils 
illustrated will show that the cytoplasm between the granules is more basophilic (bluer 
staining), that the granules are fewer, larger and bluer staining and that in the cytoplasm 
of the rhabdocyte (staff cell) there are vacuoles. All degrees of variation in these changes 
may occur between that shown in these cells and the normal morphology. Note that the 
meta^ranulocyte (metamyelocyte) somewhat resembles the monocyte but it is readily 
^ff^nrer^bted because the* other cells on the slide will be rhabdocytes (staff cells), and 
lobocvtes (segmented neutrophils). An increase in monocytes is rarely or never associated 
with neutrophilic leukocytosis. When changes of the degrees illustrated are present in 
most of thePneutrophils in a slide it is almost certain that the patient will die within a 

week. 
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Reticulocytes and Platelets 

Reticulocytes as stained by the Osgood-W ilhelm technic. With this stain the ery¬ 
throcytes containing no reticulum stain pale green as illustrated by cell 8 and the reticulo¬ 
cytes show varying quantities of blue staining reticulum as illustrated in order of increasing 
amounts by cells 9, 4, 2, 3, 6, 7, 1, 10, 5 and n. In a correctly stained preparation there 
should be no debris between the red cells although the platelets and white cells take a blue 
stain. If counterstained with Weight’s stain the reticulum shows as here illustrated and 
the remainder of the cell stains as does the akaryocyte (mature erythrocyte) with W right s 

sttl 1II (I^lclt.6 I) 
Platelets. Normal platelets as stained with Wright’s stain in the blood or marrow 

may show any of the variations in appearance depicted except those in the hve largest 
cells. They often tend to occur in clumps, have a pale blue cytoplasm often with indefinite 
borders and contain numerous purple staining granules which frequently are clumpe 
toward the center leaving a clear ring of granule-free cytoplasm around them. 1 he 
large platelets are all abnormal forms which may be seen m the blood in such d^eases as 
purpura hemorrhagica, leukemia, pernicious anemia or myelophthisic anemias .^egalo 
karyocytes (not illustrated) are enormous cells, 30 to 60 micra m diameter, having en 
mous greatly lobulated nuclei with a coarsely meshed chromatin network. They never 
•mnear whole in the blood but are present in small numbers in normal marrow. T y 
so much larger than any other marrow cell that they can hardly be mistaken f°r anything 
else. Fragments of the^uclei with or without attached cytoplasm may appear in the 

in the rare megalokaryocytic leukemias. 
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2. White Cell Formation.—The granuloblast (myeloblast) is the precursor of 

the granulocyte series. It is a cell with a relatively small amount of deeply 
basophilic nongranular cytoplasm. Its most characteristic features are the 

nucleoli and the very finely reticular, lace net-like chromatin network in the 
round nucleus. With increasing maturity, the changes in the nucleus are the 

loss of nucleoli, an increasing coarseness of the chromatin structure with later 

separation into intersecting strands which become denser and more sharply 

demarcated, transformation of the nucleus from a round or oval form through 

slightly intermediate stages to a variously curved or coiled band which later 
segments, first into two and later into as many as five or six distinct lobes con¬ 

nected by narrow bands of chromatin material. 
The coincident changes in the cytoplasm are a progressive decrease in 

basophilia and the development of granules. The first granules to appear stain 

purplish red, are variable in size and distribution and are called azur1 granules 

because of their affinity for the dye, azur, which is present in all the Romanowsky 

stains. At the same stage that these granules appear, or slightly earlier, the 

peroxidase stain becomes positive and this test remains positive in all subsequent 

stages of development. The next granules to appear are of three types, neutro¬ 

phil, eosinophil and basophil, and these three types remain distinct in all subse¬ 

quent stages of maturation. It is not definitely known whether the azur granules 

disappear or are transformed into these specific granulations, but both views have 
advocates.2 

The type with neutrophilic granules is much the most common, both in 

the bone marrow and blood stream. These granules are small, uniform in 
size, diffusely scattered through the cell, and usually very numerous. With the 

Romanowsky stains, they take up both the methylene blue and eosin (neutral) 
and hence, if properly stained, have a lilac color. 

Cells with eosinophilic granulation are much less numerous, but more numer¬ 

ous than those with basophilic granulation. Eosinophil granules are large, uni¬ 
form in size, pale in the center and slightly alkaline in reaction, hence’ they 

combine with acid stains. With the Romanowsky stains they bind the eosin 

hence have an intense red color with a slightly orange tinge. They are less 

closely packed, as a rule, than the neutrophil granules and give the impression 
that they are countable. 

Cells with basophilic granulation are few in number. The basophilic granules 
are vanable m size, from very large to small, are even less closely packed and 

ewer in number than the eosinophil granules, are water soluble, hence may 

appear as vacuoles m poorly fixed smears, and stain a slightly purplish blue 
(metachromatic) with the Romanowsky stains. 

The names granuloblast (myeloblast),' progranulocyte (promyelocyte) 

granulocyte (myelocyte), metagranulocyte (metamyelocyte), rhabdocyte (• staff” 

""i i,r ‘ 
granulation)^0' Unpublished supporting the independent origin „f specific 
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best evaluated by itself. The subdivisions are more or less artificial and, as 
with any continuous variation, it is possible to subdivide them further into an 
infinite number of stages. For practical purposes the subdivisions given in this 

text are adequate. Their interrelations should be carefully studied in Chart i 
and the morphology and staining of each type of nucleus and granule should be 
mastered from the colored plates in this text and in the Atlas and by laboratory 

practice. Since the staining depends to a large extent on the pH of the struc¬ 
tures stained, the importance of using a buffered staining mixture as recom¬ 

mended in Part Two is obvious. 
The origin of the monocytes is disputed.1 There is evidence to suggest that 

they arise from the histiocytes of the connective tissues, yet in monocytic leu¬ 
kemias, all stages are seen between the typical mature monocyte and cells 
(monoblasts) which resemble other blast cells. These cells of the monocyte 
series are found in normal marrow and may give the peroxidase reaction char¬ 

acteristic of granulocytic (myeloid) cells. Other observers claim to have seen 
their development in tissue cultures from lymphocytes while many regard them 
as of endothelial origin. Miss Sabin has suggested that two types of cells may 

appear in the blood stream, one of which is of endothelial origin (clasmatocyte) 

and is more phagocytic than the commoner monocyte. 

C. The Spleen2 and Reticuloendothelial System. 

The important aggregations of the reticuloendothelial tissue are in the 

spleen, liver, bone marrow, lymphatic tissue and the lung. The spleen is 
necessary to life, but has more important functions than were recognized for 

ire; in later embryonic life the spleen is a blood-forming organ. In 

^ftamoh follicles lymphocyte formation persists throughout life as in lymphoid 
I retwhet ’but formation of other types o, blood ce^is negligible un,ess 

——irzzrzx risrs - 
Unde^normal resting condifions. thespleen is 

death. This en argemen ^ blood ceUs, chiefly erythrocytes. With 

bL! Z in - —t“ "g=5 rxr—b,oo,«. 
. Forkner C. E, Clinical and Pathologic 

^n^di^' artid^nhiete^dln’erent'flieorie^as iu|thc origin of the monocyte^are^hslcd^^y 

<m>" : 
m0r*PKrumbhaar, E. B, Functions of the Spleen. Physiol. R=v„ 6: * Krumbhaar, E. B.: function* u, .r 
‘,2%arcroft,J. and Stephens, J.G.: Observations upon the Size of the Spleen. >s. •. 
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explains in part the daily variations in blood volume and cell count which have 

been observed. 
As the most important part of the reticuloendothelial system, it performs a 

major part of the functions of this system. These are the removal from the 
blood stream of particulate matter, the destruction of old red cells, the trans¬ 

formation of hemoglobin to bilirubin, and probably an important, but insuffi¬ 

ciently studied, part in various immune reactions. 
It, also, seems to have a hormonal influence on the bone marrow, regulating 

the formation of red cells and platelets. 
After removal of the spleen, all functions but the blood volume regulation 

are compensated by hyperplasia of the reticuloendothelial and lymphoid tissue 

elsewhere in the body. 
D. The Lymph Nodes.—The hemolymph nodes have functions identical with 

those of the spleen. Other lymph nodes are more important as sources of 
lymphocytes, and less important for the reticuloendothelial functions. The 

formation of lymphocytes progresses from the lymphoblasts (see plate V and 

legend fcr morphology) of the germinal centers, by a progressive decrease in 

size, increase in coarseness of the chromatin structure of the nuclei which 
ultimately becomes aggregated into clumps, and loss of the nucleoli. Azur 

granules may or may not appear, but are never very abundant. Only the forms 

shown in Plate III and described in the legend appear normally in the blood 

of adults. An occasional prolymphocyte (Plate V and its legend) may appear 
in the blood of young children, but the lymphoblast is always abnormal. 

E. The Liver.— Its functions and the mechanism of bile pigment formation 
have been discussed in Chapter V and should be reviewed at this point. 

F. The Plasma Volume and Total Blood Volume— The mechanisms for 
maintaining these values constant are remarkably efficient when the extreme 

demands on them from variations in fluid intake and output, and hemorrhage 

that may occur are taken into consideration. These mechanisms are alterations 
in thirst, in renal, pulmonary, and sweat gland excretion of fluid, and in tissue- 

plasma fluid interchange, as well as the volume changes of the spleen and 
visceral vascular bed. 

Obviously, unless the total blood volume is known, determinations of the 
numbers and types of ceUs and of the hemoglobin have only relative value, 

ortunately, great variations in total blood volume occur in a relative!,, ™„ii 

be isolated and identified. 
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The intrinsic factor is not pepsin, rennin or gastric lipase. There is some 

evidence to suggest that it is formed in the duodenal mucosa as well as in the 

stomach. The extrinsic factor is found closely associated with vitamin B2 but 

is not a derivative.1 Some of the vitamins and hormones have also been shown 

to be necessary for maturation of erythrocytes. 

2. What Substances Are Necessary for the Formation of Red Cell Stroma and 

of Hemoglobin?2—Iron is known to be necessary for hemoglobin formation. 

There is evidence suggesting that copper and certain other metals are also 

essential, but the reason for this is not yet determined. It seems established 

that deficiency in stroma building materials can occur, but very little more is 

known. It has been suggested, but not proved, that the antipemicious anemia 

principle, which is present in liver and other tissues high in nuclear content, is 

such a stroma building material. 
3. What Is the Lifetime of Erythrocytes in the Blood Stream?—Transfused 

erythrocytes may persist for 15 to 120 days (average about 80 days), and the 

rate of urobilinogen excretion gives some idea of the rate at which hemoglobin 

is destroyed (not necessarily corresponding to the rate of red cell destruction, 

for some of it may be used over again), but the normal rate of red cell destruction 

is unknown. Calculations from the rate of erythrocyte regeneration after 

hemorrhage3 and from the rate of recovery in pernicious anemia,4 and from the 

erythrocyte level maintained by multiple transfusions in aplastic anemia1 agree 

on a duration of life of 30 to 40 days. Relatively little is known of the mech¬ 

anisms of red cell destruction6 in health and disease, but most of it appears 

to occur in the reticuloendothelial system. 

In concluding this resume I wish to call attention to the fact that the meagre 

background of fundamental knowledge above outlined is for‘u"ate*y supPle' 
ment^d by a considerable body of hematologic data established by the method 

1 Strauss, M. B„ and Castle, W. *• = 

D^iSverwUrNormaTHuma" Gastric Juice, New England J. Med. ao7: 55-50 

(July 14) I932- „ . Tr rp tt . nWrvations on the Etiologic Relationship of Achylia 
Castle, W. B., and Ham, T. H.. Observatlonson m ^ participation of 

Gastrica to Pernicious Anemia V. Furt t 1 of Beef Muscle and Gastric 
Extrinsic Factor in Hematopoietic Responses to mi (0ct. 31) 1936. 
Juice and to Hog Stomach■ Mucosa. J. A. M.£^7 —4IIemt,gI0bin and Erythrocytes. 

2 Robscheit-Robbins, F. .. numerous articles by Whipple and 
Physiol. Rev., 9: 666-709 (Oct<toe) 9 ^ very important not only for their contri- 
Robscheit-Robbins cited in her review are, a , worker) both in performing and 
butions to knowledge, but as models undertakes research would first read this 

Rise in Eryfhrocy.es 

in SSSr: V.cer, Am J. M. Sc. W 3^7 

<MarSchiddt E: Observations on BloodRegeneration.in Mam:Kegc’neration'Affe; 

(Mar.) .03^ 

P%cs, R, Formation and Destruction of Red Blood Cells. Physio,. Rev. .,= —3 

(Apr.) 1937- 
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of correlation of clinical and laboratory observations. It is evident therefore 

that hematology is just beginning to emerge from the empiric fge' 'b** 
in for so long, toward the status of an applied science. With the hope that this 
method of presentation will stimulate thinking and research, empiric knowledge 

is indicated as such, fundamental causes are given when known, and some of 

the more probably profitable lines of research are suggested. 
It is, also, apparent that hematologic findings are not due to disorders of 

the blood, per se, but are secondary to changes in the blood-forming organs and 

other tissues in the body. Therefore, the first step in the interpretation of 

hematologic results is to convert them into a mental picture of what is occurring 

in these organs and tissues, and the next is to consider the possible causes of 

such changes. 

III. THE ROUTINE HEMATOLOGIC EXAMINATION 

This is sometimes miscalled “a, complete blood count.” It consists 
of a hemoglobin estimation, a red, white, and differential cell count, a 
sedimentation rate and a color index calculation. 

Experience has shown that all patients should have the benefit 
of this examination, as changes unsuspected from the history and 
physical examination are thus frequently discovered. 

Notwithstanding the great frequency with which these tests are per¬ 
formed, there are few other laboratory procedures in which such gross 
errors in technic, leading to great inaccuracies in results, are so often 
made. Therefore, it is highly important that one first make sure that 
results are based on methods equal in accuracy to those given in Part 
Two, and that they are secured by a person who has mastered the 
details of the technic and has determined the limits of error of results 
as there outlined, before proceeding to the interpretation of these 
results. The interpretations given presuppose that the results are 
based on satisfactory technic and methods. 

A. Normal Values.1—These differ for the different sex and age 
groups, so the sex and age of the individual must always be considered 
in interpreting results. Since blood and plasma volume determinations 
were not done in conjunction with any of the determinations on which 
the figures given below are based, it must be recognized that the range 
of variation includes relative fluctuations due to normal variations in 
total plasma volume too, and that fluctuations in the total blood stream 
content of cells or hemoglobin are not accurately represented unless it is 
permissible to assume that plasma volume alters in such a way as to 
keep the total blood volume constant. 

,935°S800d’ E' E’: N°rmal Standards. Arch. Int. Med. S6: 849-863 (Nov.) 
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Table 7 and figures 3, 4 and 7 summarize the data^of an extensive 

study of normal values. The ninety-five per cent range should be 

learned for each group as a basis for interpretation. 

Table 7.—Normal Hematologic Standards 

Only a 

te/oSlTp.-- 5.!.h1»c&*Sf ‘ 

Blood Cell Countingd In all 

... ««»1. 
1 Plum, P.: Accuracy 

342-364, 1936- 
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a larger sample, there exist errors due to chance which are entirely 

independent of the errors in calibration of apparatus or in technic. It 

is important that physicians and students know of these errors in order 

that they may interpret red, white and spinal fluid cell counts correctly. 

Table 8 has been prepared to aid in interpretation by giving the error in 

percentage directly from the number of cells counted. 

Table 8.—The Unavoidable Error in Counting Methods 

No. of cells 

counted X 

Standard 

deviation + * 

Per cent within 

which true count 

lies,f ± 

Standard devi¬ 

ation of the 

difference^ ± 

Significant differ¬ 

ence in per cent§ 

+ 

10 3-i 62 4-5 90 

20 4-5 45 6-3 63 

30 5-5 37 7-7 5i 

40 6-3 32 8.9 45 

50 7.0 28 10.0 40 

60 7-7 26 10.9 36 

70 8.4 24 11.8 34 

80 8.9 22 12.6 32 

90 9-5 21 13-4 30 
100 10.0 20 14.1 28 

125 11.2 18 W
 

C
n

 

00
 

25 

150 12.2 16 17-3 23 
175 13.2 i5 18.7 21 

200 14.1 14 20.0 20 
250 158 13 22.4 18 
300 17 • 3 12 24-5 16 

350 18.7 1 1 26.4 iS 
400 20.0 10 28.3 14 
500 22.4 9 31.6 13 
600 24-5 8 34-6 12 
800 28.3 7 40.0 10 

1200 34 6 6 49 0 8 

* Vi- 

t V2X. 

In counting methods, it has been shown mathematically that nt 

per cent of results will be included in a range of plus or minus two 

standard deviations or plus or minus three probable errors, from the 

average, and that only 5 per cent of results or 1 in 20 will be excluded 

This range which includes 95 per cent of results is satisfactory to use in 

interpretation of laboratory data. The standard deviation1 (<r) has 

deviations from the average, will occur in an infinite iries 
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been shown to equal the square root of the number of cells counted. 

For example, if a red cell count of 4.0 million is based on a count of 

400 cells in the counting chamber the standard deviation equals the 

square root of 400 or 20 and two standard deviations equals 40. There¬ 

fore, there is only one chance in 20 that the actual count of that blood is 

less than 3.6 or more than 4.4 million. 

To simplify the calculation, Table 8 gives the error in percentage of 

the number of cells counted. In the above example, opposite the 

number of cells counted, 400, is ± 10 per cent. Ten per cent of 400 is 

40 or two standard deviations. Therefore, there is only one chance in 

20 that the actual count differs by more than plus or minus 10 per cent 

from the count based on 400 cells, or is less than 3.6 or more than 

4.4 million. 
To determine the significance of a difference between two results, 

statisticians use the formula: Standard deviation of the difference 

= \Z(Tx2 + <r22, when 04 equals the standard deviation of one result and 

o-2 equals the standard deviation of the second result. In laboratory 

work, if two counts differ by more than twice the standard deviation 

of the difference there is only one chance in twenty that the difference 

in these counts is due to chance alone. To save the necessity of doing 

the mathematics, column 4 in Table 8 has been prepared which shows 

in percentage the approximate difference that must occur to be sig¬ 

nificant. Use of this column may be illustrated as follows: a red cell 

count of 2.0 million per c. mm., based on a count of 400 cells, is obtained, 

and one week later the count is 2.2 million, based on a count of 440 ce s^ 

Is the count increasing? In column 4 opposite 400 cells is found 

+ 14.0 per cent and 14.0 per cent of 2.0 million is 280,000. The di tr- 

Tnce between the counts is only aoo.ooo. This difference, being less than 

the significant difference of a8o,ooo might well be due to chance alone 

and not actually to an increase in the count. 
From this table it can be seen that the greater the number of cells 

counted the smaller the unavoidable error will be. This explains why 

it is better to draw the blood up to the i mark or count more than 

usual number of squares if counts are low. 

IV NUMBER, VOLUME AND HEMOGLOBIN CONTENT 
iv. nuivi op ERYTHROCytes 

. Normals.—I- Red Cel1 Count.1—(a) Males Over 14.—In 259 

healthy men between the ages of 14 
Arch. Ini Med., J7: 

E R a„d „askins, „. D, Relation between CeU Count, Cell Volume, and 
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million erythrocytes per c. mm. was found with extremes of 4.4 and 6.4 
million per c. mm. Ninety-five per cent of the results were rather 
evenly distributed between 4.6 and 6.2 million. These results have 

been confirmed.1 Presumably the figures for older men are the same, 
but this remains to be determined. Most texts still give the average 
normal as 5.0 million per c. mm., a figure based on work done long ago 

by obsolete methods on a very few individuals and since copied from 
one text to another without proper confirmation. 

(b) Females Over 14.—In 152 healthy women between the ages of 
14 and 30 years, an average of 4.8 million per c. mm. was found, with 

extremes of 4.0 and 5.8 million. Ninety-five per cent of the results 
were between 4.2 and 5.4 million per c. mm. This work has also been 

confirmed. These figures are clinically satisfactory for older women. 
The same criticism applies to the figure of 4.5 million given in most 
texts as to the figure of 5.0 million for men. Undoubtedly these errors 

would have been corrected sooner if they had fallen outside of the range 
of normal. 

(c) Childhood.2—In a study of 215 children from 4 to 13 years of 
age, the average red cell count was 5.0 million, with extremes of 4.0 to 
6.0 million and 95 per cent of the results between 4.2 and 5.8 million. 

No sex difference was observed. Mugrage and Andresen3 found an 
average red cell count of about 4.4 million in this age period, with a 95 

per cent range of 4.0 to 5.0 million. It is probable that the correct 

average for this group lies somewhere between the values of 4.4 
million found by Mugrage and Andresen and 5.0 million found in our 
study. 

(d) Infants.—Mugrage and Andresen3 found a decrease in red cell 
count to about 4.2 million during the first 2 months, 3.9 million at 2 to 

4 months and about 4.3 million from 4 months to 4 years, with most of 
the counts in this age period falling between 3.8 and 4.8 million. 

globin and Volume of’ Packed RmhSus 0C20 Ind^T"!' Erythrocyte Counts, Hemo- 
SS: 118-130 (Sept.) ,933. “ C "S of 2213 Individuals. Bull. Johns Hopkins Hosp. 

and Women. ’ A^ch^Tnt1 Med"1 58 “f36-%6 o,6!°°d Ce" Va‘UeS f°r Normal Men 

& Bact. 42: 67- Normal Adult Males. J. Path. 

Am; Osgio^E1lEe":'Sf RCd Bl°°d Cel‘ ValU6S “ Adolescence. Sra^ 
Infants aVc’hildren. “am'775-M?(Apr.)R^3”lood Cel,s of Average 
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(e) Newborn.1—The average red cell count in newborn of both 

sexes is about 4.6 million during the first 10 days with 95 per cent of the 

results falling between 3.5 and 5.5 million. These figures are based on a 

study of 200 infants,2 about 10 males and 10 females being studied on 

each day. In all of these, the cord was clamped immediately. B. I. 

Phillips3 has shown that by varying the time of clamping the cord one 

can alter the red cell count (taken 20 to 30 hours after birth) by about 

1 million cells. Thus, in 37 infants in whom the cord was clamped at 

once the average red cell count was 4.9 million, while in 33 infants in 

whom the cord was not clamped until after the uterus had firmly 

contracted, the average count was 6.06 million. This doubtless 

accounts for the extraordinary variations in the results reported in the 

literature. 

2. Hemoglobin4 and Blood Iron (Fig. 3).—All hemoglobin estima¬ 

tions should be reported in grams per 100 cc. and the method used should 

be stated. Otherwise the great variation (13.8 to 17.3) in the number 

of grams of hemoglobin taken as 100 per cent in different methods and 

the enormous differences in the accuracy of the methods will make cor¬ 

rect interpretation of the results impossible. Most hemoglobin figures 

in the literature are valueless, either because a grossly inaccurate method 

such as the Dare or Tallqvist, has been used or because the method and 

the figure for the grams of hemoglobin corresponding to 100 per cent on 

the particular instrument5 are not given. There is no logical basis for 

reporting the figures in per cent, because the normal hemoglobin differs 

in the two sexes and in the various age groups. All interpretations 

given below presuppose that an accurate method has been used. 

Results are reported in grams per 100 cc. with percentage figures, 

corresponding to 13.8 grams per 100 cc. as 100 per cent, in parentheses 

EspXTaK;^(ju“9d of the Mother and New Bo™' p™-s- 

auwX’/" Haematol°Ekal Studies of Fifty New-Born. Indian J. Ped. i:249-267 

3 Personal communication. 

Smalfchifi 

groups. h 1 lor rea ce,ls ror the corresponding age and sex 

English Males^n^Females00 J. of Hygfene^v 1° Concentration of Normal 

Ketnoflop^ for the Sahli type 0, 

hemoglobin are supposed to correspond to iooper’cent- ^ ^ ^ ^ T7-3 gm of 
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after them for the convenience of those who have become accustomed to 
thinking in terms of per cent. 

A number of articles have appeared on the normal blood iron estima¬ 
tion.1 Investigators disagree as to how accurately blood iron deter¬ 
minations correspond to hemoglobin determinations.2 Except in 
patients receiving iron therapy or when hemoglobin is being rapidly 
destroyed, the plasma iron is relatively constant at 0.4 to 0.7 mg. per 
100 cc. being, as a rule, less than 2 per cent of the total blood iron, so 
that for practical purposes, the blood iron estimation is simply another 
way of determining hemoglobin. The hemoglobin determination is 
much simpler and, therefore, except in research studies, is all that is 
necessary. Since hemoglobin contains 0.335 per cent iron, the normal 
values for blood iron may be determined from the hemoglobin values 

given by the use of this factor. 
(a) Males Over 14.—In 259 healthy adult males an average of 

15.8 grams per 100 cc. (114.5 Per cent) was found with extremes of 
13.0 grams (95 per cent) and 19.0 grams (138 per cent). Ninety-five 
per cent of the results fell between 14.0 grams (102 per cent) and 18.0 

grams (130 per cent). 
(b) Females Over 14.—In 152 healthy women the average was 13.8 

grams per 100 cc. (100 per cent) with extremes of 11.0 grams (80 per 
cent) and 16.5 grams (120 per cent). Ninety-five per cent of the results 

fell between 11.5 grams (85 per cent) and 16.0 grams (115 per cent). 
(c) Children.—A study of 215 children from 4 to 13 years of age 

revealed an average of 12.0 grams (87 per cent) with extremes of 94 

grams (68 per cent) to 14.9 grams (108 per cent) and a range of 10 grams 
(70 per cent) to 14 grams (100 per cent) to include 95 per cent of the 
cases No significant sex differences were observed. Mugrage and 

Andresen3 found an average of about 13.5 grams (98 per cent) with a 9. 
Jer nt range of results from 11.5 grams (83 per cent) to iS.o gnun. 
£9 per cent) for the same age period. The correct result w 1 prob¬ 

ably prove to lie somewhere between the two averages of 12.0 gra 

(” st ;:£“a->• 
.1r ST.” 

1 Haden R L.: The Determination of Hemoglobin y 

Lab, The Distribution of Iron in Blood. Brit. J. 

Exper. Path. 18: 17S~*9° (June) *937- 
' • See reference page ITS- ^ Norma, Haemog,„bin Level During the First Year ol 

Life': Revistd Figures. Arch. Dis. Reed: Hemoglobin Con- 

tentof’^fflood otinPfeanU0nAm: J. bis. Child. 4S= «•*-»* «“*> *•* 

* See references, page 175- 
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cent) at 3 days to 2 months, and 11.1 grams (81 per cent) at 2 to 4 

months. From 4 months to 2 years the hemoglobin averaged about 

12.0 grams (87 per cent), then increased to a level of 13.3 grams (96 per 

cent) for the period from 2 to 4 years. The 95 per cent range of results 

in this age period from 2 to 4 years is between 10 grams (73 per cent) and 

14 grams (102 per cent) per 100 cc. 

(e) Newborn.—On the first 4 days of life the hemoglobin averages 

about 17.2 grams (125 per cent) per 100 cc., with a drop thereafter 

to about 16.0 grams (116 per cent) by the tenth day. The average for 

the 10 day period is 16.3 grams (118 per cent), with a range including 

95 per cent of the results of 14.0 grams (101 per cent) to 20.0 grams (145 

per cent). These results are based on a study of 200 infants, about 10 

males and 10 females being studied on each day. In these newborn 

infants the cord was clamped immediately after delivery. In 38 new¬ 

born infants in whom the cord was clamped at once, B. I. Phillips found 

an average of 15.6 grams per 100 cc. (113 per cent) with a range of 12.3 

grams (89 per cent) to 18.1 grams (131 per cent), while in 33 in whom the 

cord was not clamped until after the uterus had firmly contracted, the 

average was 19.3 grams (140 per cent) and the range was 17.2 grams 

(125 per cent) to 21.9 grams (159 per cent). 

3. Hemoglobin Coefficient, Color Index and Corpuscular 

Hemoglobin (Fig. 4).- To calculate the color index, one needs not only 

an accurate red cell count and hemoglobin estimation on the patient’s 

blood, but also a normal standard for comparison. This standard is the 

average number of grams of hemoglobin per 100 cc. of blood calculated to 

a count of 5.0 million red cells per c. mm. in the average healthy person 

of the same sex and in the same age group as the patient. I have 

introduced the term hemoglobin coefficient to replace the awkward 

expression, “the number of grams of hemoglobin per 100 cc. of blood 
calculated to a red cell count of 5.0 million per c. mm.” 

The corpuscular hemoglobin of Wintrobe1 is the average hemoglobin 

content of one red cell in micromicrograms and may be determined by 

multiplying the hemoglobin coefficient by 2.0 or dividing the patient’s 

hemoglobin in grams per 100 cc. by the red cell count in millions per 

T , and,mUl'lp‘ym,g ^ IO-2 This gives the same information as 
the color index but is less satisfactory for clinical use since a separate 
set of normals has to be remembered for each age and sex. 

Clin. Med. 17: 899 (JuneS)'?9“'d HemoSlobm Content of the Erythrocyte. J. Lab. and 
9 

1,000,000,000,000 micromicrograms per i em 

5,000,000 r-^rPer c-mm = 2.0. 
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The color index expresses the ratio between the amount of hemo¬ 

globin per unit number of red cells in the patient’s blood and the 

amount of hemoglobin per unit number of cells in the blood of the 

average normal individual of the patient’s age and sex. It is calculated 

by dividing the per cent of hemoglobin by the per cent of red cells. For 

this calculation, the normal hemoglobin coefficient for the patient’s age 
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.d,?ounto|n5gothmeinionrfog;' thlffiLent groups gives the following as 

the hemoglobin coefficients and corpuscular hemoglobins. 
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(a) Males Over 14.—The hemoglobin coefficient is 14.7 grams and 

the corpuscular hemoglobin is 29.4 micromicrograms. 

(b) Females Over 14.—The hemoglobin coefficient is 14.3 grams and 

the corpuscular hemoglobin is 28.6 micromicrograms. 

(c) Children 4 to 13.—The hemoglobin coefficient is 12.0 grams and 

the corpuscular hemoglobin is 24.0 micromicrograms. 

(d) Infants 10 Days to 4 Years.—The hemoglobin coefficient is 14 

grams and the corpuscular hemoglobin is 28.0 micromicrograms. 

(e) Newborn In]ants.—The hemoglobin coefficient is 16.0 grams and 

the corpuscular hemoglobin is 32.0 micromicrograms. 

The above hemoglobin coefficient figures must be used as 100 per 

cent hemoglobin in calculating color indexes if the results are to be of 

clinical value. Normal color indexes for all groups average 1.0 and the 

range is 0.85 to 1.15. Results below 0.80 or over 1.20 are to be regarded 

as definitely pathologic. To be of value the color index must be based 

on red cell counts and hemoglobin estimations in which the maximum 

error is not over 10 per cent. Hence, color indexes based on the Tall- 

qvist or Dare hemoglobin methods are more apt to be misleading than 

helpful. Tables and a chart greatly simplifying this calculation are 
given on pages 487 to 495. 

4. Red Cell Volume Determination.1 (Fig. 3).—This and the 

index calculations to follow, while not a part of the routine blood 

examination, are considered here because they are always done in 

conjunction with a red cell count and hemoglobin estimation. They 

should be determined in all cases of anemia. 

The normal volumes of packed red cells per 100 cc. of blood for the 

different groups as determined on venous blood containing 2 mg. of 

potassium oxalate per cc. by the technic recommended on page 461 are 
given below. 

(a) Adult Males. One hundred and fifty-three men averaged 45 cc 

The extremes were 36 cc. and 52 cc. Ninety-five per cent of the results 
were between 40 and 50 cc. 

(b) Adult Females and Adolescent Males.—One hundred and six 

females 18 to 30 years of age, and 63 males, 14 to r9 years of age 

averaged 41 cc. The extremes were 33 cc. and 46 cc. Ninety-five 
per cent of the results were between 36 and 45 cc. 

(c) Children and Adolescent Females—A study of 215 children 4 to 
.3 years of age, and 46 females, r4 to r 7 years of age, showed an a^rage 

36 cc„ with extremes of 29 to 46 cc. and ninety-five per cent of the 

1 For references see pages i 74-177. 
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results between 31 and 41 cc. Mugrage and Andresen1 found an aver¬ 

age normal cell volume for children of this age group of about 38 cc. 

(d) Injants.—Mugrage and Andresen2 found a rapid drop in cell 

volume from an average of 50 cc. at birth to 41 cc. at 3 days to 2 months, 

and 32 cc. at 2 to 4 months. From 4 months to 4 years the average 

was about 36 cc. per 100 cc. with a 95 per cent range in this age period 

of 32 to 40 cc. per 100 cc. 

(e) Newborn Injants.—The cell volume in the first 3 days averages 

about 46 cc. of packed cells per 100 cc. of blood and then falls to about 

40 cc. by the tenth day. The average for the first 10 days is 44 cc. 

with a 95 per cent range of 35 to 55 cc. based on a study of 200 infants, 

about 10 of each sex being studied on each day. 
5. Volume Coefficients, Volume Index and Corpuscular Volume3 

(Fig. 4).—The volume coefficient for a given sex and age group 

is the average cc. of packed red cells per 100 cc. of blood calculated 

to a red cell count of 5.0 million per c. mm. in normal individuals in 

that group. 
The corpuscular volume of Wintrobe may be determined by 

multiplying the volume coefficient by 2.0 or by dividing the cell volume 

in cc. per 100 cc. by the red cell count in millions per c. mm. and 

multiplying by 10. The corpuscular volume is the average volume 

of one red cell in cubic microns. It gives the same information as the 

volume index, but is less satisfactory for clinical purposes because the 

values for different age and sex groups are different. 
The volume coefficients and corpuscular volumes for the different 

groups, as calculated for cell volume determinations on oxalated blood, 

are as follows: . . 
(a) Males Over 18.—'The average normal volume coefficient is 41 cc- 

(5.4:5: :4s:x; x = 41). The average corpuscular volume is 82 cubic 

micra. 
‘(b) Females Over r8.—The average normal volume coefficient is 43 cc. 

(4 8* 5::41 :x; x = 43)- The average corpuscular volume is 86 cub 

micra. 
The reason why the erythrocytes of women are slightly but signili- 

canS larger than (hose of men has not yet been satisfactorily explained 

(c) Children and Adolescents 14 t» [7 Vears °f ‘ S ' _ 

normal volume coefficient is 36 cc. (Children-5.0:5-°- -36-*. X - ^ 

• See reference, page 17S- rorrection of 6.4 per cent for shrinkage which they adde.l 
llas bSenrSdP»e the^suH^comparable with f,gores obtatned using oca,ate. 

1 WinUobe'T'M.' ^“and Hemoglobin Content of the Erythrocyte. J. Lab. an 

Clin. Med. 17: 899 (June) 1932- 
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Adolescent Males—5.4:S-o: :4i *x5 x = 375 Adolescent Females- 

4.8:5.01:36:x; x = 37) and the corpuscular volume is 72. 

(d) Infants.—The average volume coefficient calculated from the 

data of Mugrage and Andresen after correction to use of oxalated blood 

is 42 (4.3:5:: 36: x; x = 42) and the corpuscular volume is 84. 

(e) Newborn Infants.—In newborn infants during the first 10 days of 

life the average volume coefficient is 48 cc. (4.6:5::441x5 x = 48), 

and the corpuscular volume is 96 cubic micra. 

The normal red cells are distinctly larger in the period shortly after 

birth than at other age periods. 

The volume index is the per cent of cell volume divided by the per 

cent of red cells when the volume coefficient for the patient’s sex and 

age group is taken as 100 per cent cell volume and 5.0 million cells per 

c. mm. as 100 per cent cells. See pages 487 to 495 for table and chart 

simplifying the calculation. The volume index expresses the ratio 

of the mean size of the erythrocytes in the blood examined to the mean 

size of the erythrocytes in the average blood of normal individuals 

of the patient’s sex and age group. In all groups the normal average 

is i.o, with a range of 0.85 to 1.15 and results under 0.80 and over 
1.20 are to be regarded as pathologic. 

6. Saturation Index and Corpuscular Hemoglobin Concen¬ 

tration.—The saturation index is the per cent of hemoglobin divided 

by the per cent volume, when the hemoglobin coefficient and volume 

coefficient for the patient’s sex and age group, respectively, are taken 

as 100 per cent hemoglobin and too per cent cell volume. See page 

492 for simplified calculation. It expresses the ratio between the 

hemoglobin per unit volume of cells in the blood examined and the 

average hemoglobin per unit volume of cells in the blood of healthv 

normaTfi0 ^ SamC .S^X and in the same aSe group. The average 
normal figure is t o with a range of 0.85 to 1.15, and results under o 80 
or over 1.20 should be regarded as pathologic. 

Wintrobe’s corpuscular hemoglobin concentration- may be calcu 

rooc‘nbvP:rhCenI.by diViding 'he SUbjeCt’S ™ hemoglobin 
ing by ioo The ^ S CCf ° red cells Per 10° cc. and multiply- 

g by 100 1 he average for all ages and both sexes is 34 per cent with 
a range of 29 to 39 per cent. It gives the samp inf, ’ th 

saturation index and may be calculated from ih °rma,10n as the 
multiplying by 34. ated from the saturation index by 

7- Morphology of Erythrocytes.—This shnniri 1 i 

The morphology and staining of the akaryocvte ^ Studied' 
1 Wintrobe, M M • Size ami rr , ,. y y c (normal erythrocvte) 

Clin. Med. ,7is99 °8‘°bm C°ntent °f Erythrocyte. J. and 
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are portrayed in Plate I and described in the accompanying legend. 

A few cells as large as 9 micra or as small as 6 micra in diameter, or an 

occasional cell showing slight polychromatophilia or poikilocytosis can 

not be considered abnormal. 

A few nucleated erythrocytes are present in the blood at birth, but 

these rapidly decrease in number and are seldom found after the fifth 

day, although study of a sufficient number of slides will reveal the fact 

that an occasional metakaryocyte (normoblast) may be found in the 

blood of most normal persons. 

B. Physiologic Variations.1—!. Red Cells and Hemoglobin.- 

Most of the work so far reported has been done by inaccurate methods, 

hence it requires confirmation. The hemoglobin variations correspond 

roughly to those in the red cell count. 

(a) Nutritional State.—The count is said to be higher in thin or 

muscular, than in stout individuals. Heavy meals and especially large 

fluid iikke cause a temporary slight decrease due to increased plasma 

volume During hunger periods there is an increase. A 24-hour fast 

is said to result in a rise of 500,000 red blood cells per c. mm. probab y 

due to decreased plasma volume. 
(b) Climate and Race.'1—In winter there is said to be about 500,000 

more red cells than in summer. No significant seasonal variations were 

noted in our series, but the seasonal differences in climatic conditions 

in Portland are not extreme. Change of residence from tempera e 

to tropical zones is said to cause a drop of 5°°.°°° t0 2,°°°'°°° «n c 

red cell count but this is, in all probability, due to the frequency of 

contracting malaria. Wintrobe’ found no significant differences m 

erythrocyte counts in the subtropical climate of New Orleans from those 

s;...»»«, -»—- 
flUld(c) Pregnancy.' During 

red cell count, and cell volume occu , s (May) w- 

1 Wintrobe, M. M.: The A^and BiUimoria II. S.: I ted £ Us 
* Sokhev S. S., Gokhale, S. K., Malanaicar, Volume Index Standards. Part l 

4 See references in Chapter a 
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per cent below the average normal for all three by the sixteenth to 

twenty-second week. The values remain at this level until about the 

thirty-fourth week when a sharp rise of about 10 per cent occurs, 

followed immediately by a further fall to the previous level for red cell 

count and cell volume, and to a still lower level for hemoglobin probably 

due to iron storage in the liver of the fetus. At term the hemoglobin 

averages about 11.5 grams, or between 15 and 20 per cent below the 

normal average. Following normal delivery a further fall of 5 per cent 

occurs with a gradual return to normal, first of red cell count, then of 

cell volume and finally of hemoglobin. The latter does not reach full 

normal until about 6 months post partum. At least part of the apparent 

decrease is due to the increased plasma volume of pregnancy. 

These physiologic variations are to be sharply distinguished from 

the rare severe anemia of pregnancy which simulates pernicious 

anemia in all respects, except that spontaneous recovery occurs after the 

uterus is emptied, and from other anemias which may complicate 
pregnancy. 

(d) AltitudeA The red cell count increases about 50,000 to 100,000 

cells per 1000 feet and the cell volume rises correspondingly but the 

hemoglobin is not greatly elevated. In other words, the cells have a 

normal volume index, but low color and saturation indexes. Both new 

cell formation, as indicated by increased reticulocyte count, and redis- 

tnbution of cells in the circulation seem to contribute to this increase. 

The specific stimulus has been shown to be the decreased oxygen satura¬ 
tion of the blood. 

(e) Drugs and Therapeutic Measures.—(i) The antipernicious 

anemm principle found in liver, kidney, stomach and the nuclei of 

of red6" "ryl ,r°Cytef ,IS necessary for production of a normal number 
cells of normal size. This principle has been reported to increase 

the red cell count and hemoglobin in normal individuals.3 

(2) Iron and arsenic were reported to increase the formation of red 

Is and hemoglobin. They probably do not influence either the red 

ihe m the Indian Natives °f 

•cw?S„p,u r^d (rprsonal nuclei has been secured ms 
cne^ 
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cell count or hemoglobin if given in therapeutic dosage to individuals 

who are not anemic. 

(3) Any drugs which cause rapid loss of fluid such as diaphoretics, 

diuretics, emetics and purgatives will cause a slight rise in the count 

due to concentration of the blood from diminished plasma volume. 

(4) Cold baths are said to cause an average increase of 1,800,000, 

disappearing in an hour, due to a peripheral vasoconstriction or to 

contraction of the spleen. This may apply to capillary blood only. 

•(5) There is often a transitory, postoperative rise of 100,000 to 

1,000,000 due to dehydration and resultant decreased plasma volume. 

(6) Chronic carbon monoxide poisoning will produce an increase in 

the erythrocyte level, rl he degree of carbon monoxide poisoning result¬ 

ing from smoking1 or exposure to the motor vehicle traffic of large cities 

is not sufficient to produce this effect as has been claimed. 

(f) Diurnal Variations.—A little work has been done on repeated 

red cell counts and hemoglobin estimations at different times of day. 

As much as 30 per cent variation in hemoglobin in one day in the same 

individual has been reported, but later work indicates that such large 

variations are unusual. The cause of this variation has not been 

explained, but it is probably due at least in part to variations in plasma 

volume and the degree of contraction of the spleen. 

(g) Muscular Activity.*-A slight fall in erythrocytes with a corre- 

spending change in hemoglobin and cell volume has been reported after 

a„ hour's rest period. The red cell count and cell volume are about 

- per cent lower after a period of rest in the recumbent pos.tion than 

during ordinary activity. The difference is probably due to storage in 

^ W Menstruation -The average menstrua, blood ^ is only about 

A. nc; Der cent of women lose less than 150 cc. This amount ol 

blood loss is not sufficient to affect significantly the hemoglobin values, 
. f rnore common causes of anemia, 

although menorrhagia is one Counts and Hemo- 

c. MM** 'SnS “X. .. .M »-«» 

1 Walters O. S.: A Comparison of Erythrocyte Count^To^Hetnogtobm and Cor- 

'25BS* £ 

d c A . Hemoglobin Studies on College 

ti#n BTm'. ?dOb1te&PGynec!°3""V9-9« (Juoe) -036. 
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normal limits for an individual of the patient’s sex and age. It may be 

masked by a decrease in plasma volume as in myxedema or it may be 

only apparent due to an increased plasma volume as in late pregnancy. 

In the vast majority of cases when a relatively low red cell count and 

hemoglobin estimation are found, this is due to a decrease of their total 

quantities in the blood stream. The diagnosis of anemia should always 

be based on the laboratory examination, since a patient with no anemia 

may be pale, due to peripheral vasoconstriction as in persons who spend 

much time indoors or who have tuberculosis, or due to a superficial 

edema as in nephrosis; on the other hand a patient who has anemia may 

have a good color due to peripheral vasodilatation. The color of the 

palms of the hands is somewhat more dependable than the color of the 

skin or mucous membranes elsewhere. Having established the diagno¬ 

sis of anemia, its type and cause must be determined. The following 

laboratory procedures will materially aid in this differential diagnosis 

and are, therefore, indicated whenever the diagnosis of anemia has been 

established, in addition to the routine blood examination and the secur¬ 

ing of additional data by non-laboratory procedures. 

(1) Accurate color, volume, and saturation index determinations. 

(2) Icterus index (and direct van den Bergh?). 

(3) Study of stained smear for the morphology of the erythrocytes 

and leukocytes and for malaria parasites. 

(4) Gastric contents analysis, noting especially the presence or 

absence of achylia, and evidences of carcinoma, ulcer, or benio-n 
neoplasms. 

(5) Urinalysis, noting especially the urobilinogen excretion and the 

presence or absence of erythrocytes, casts, albumin, or bilirubin. 

(6) Stool examination, looking especially for blood and intestinal 
parasites or their ova. 

(7) Reticulocyte count. 

Few cases of anemia can be considered adequately studied unless 

the above examinations have been performed. In many cases other 

/f ” ^lndlcated as well, among which are the following- 

count ® tlme’ C°agulation and clot faction times and platelet 

^atati0n °/ m°'St C0Ver slip Preparations for sickle cells 
(10) Erythrocyte fragility test. 

(n) Erythrocyte diameter determination. 

(12) Renal function tests. 

(13) Blood culture. 

(14) sternal puncture and examination of bone marrow. 
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(15) Puncture of the spleen and lymph nodes and examination of the 

punctate. 

A discussion of the differential diagnosis of anemias will be post¬ 

poned until the interpretation of these tests has been considered. 

(b) Polycythemia or Erythrocytosis.—Under these terms are grouped 

those conditions in which the red cell count and usually also the hemo¬ 

globin estimation are above the normal limits for a person of the patient’s 

sex and age. These may be simulated by decreased plasma volume, 

or masked by increased plasma volume. Hence, plasma and total 

blood volume determinations are indicated. The differential diagnosis 

will be discussed later. 

2. In the Color, Volume and Saturation Indexes.—Anemias 

are classified as macrocytic, normocytic or hypochromic microcytic by 

the results of the color, volume and saturation index studies as shown in 

Table 9. The classification of anemias in this way is of therapeutic 

Table 9.—Determination of the Type of Anemia* 

Color index Volume index 
Saturation 

index 

Cell diameter 

in micra 
Type of anemia 

f1.2-2.0 
T _ 
0.8-1.2 k 
0.4-0.8 

1.2-2.0 

0.8-1.2 

0.5-0.8 

0.85-1.15 

0.85-1.15 

0.60-0.80 

8.0 -10.0 

7.of- 8.0 

6.0 - 7.0 

Macrocytic 

Normocytic 

Hypochromic microcytic 

* Reproduced by permission of the copyright owners from Osgood, E. E.t and Ashworth, Clarice M. 

Atlas of Hematology. P. 118. J. W. Stacey, Inc., San Francisco, 1937. 

t In familial hemolytic icterus, 5-S-7.0 micra. 

value as well as diagnostic value since nearly all macrocytic anemias 

respond to adequate doses of antipernicious anemia principle and nearly 

all microcytic anemias to adequate doses of iron, while normocytic 

anemias do not respond to either liver or iron. Note that the saturation 

index is never high. A report of a saturation index above 1.2 indicates 

error in technic or calculation. 

V SIGNIFICANCE OF ALTERATIONS IN THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE 

ERYTHROCYTES AND OF THE APPEARANCE OF IMMATURE CELLS 

OF THE ERYTHROCYTE SERIES IN THE BLOOD 

Study Plate I and its accompanying legend, Table 42 and the illus¬ 

trations in the Atlas of Hematology for details of morphology. T hese 

should be looked for especially whenever deviations from the norma 

in red cell count or hemoglobin are found. They may appear in 

blood stream in any severe anemia except the aplastic type, 

most marked variations from the normal are seen in pernicious anemia 
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during exacerbations. Thin, well-stained smears are absolutely 

essential for satisfactory study of red cells. 

A. Anisocytosis.—This is a term used to designate a marked 

irregularity in the size of red cells. It occurs in any severe anemia not 

of the aplastic type. 

1. Macrocytosis.—Macrocytes are large red cells over 8 micra in 

diameter. They are the predominating type of cell in pernicious 

anemia and other anemias due to a deficiency of the antipernicious 

anemia principle. Macrocytosis may be demonstrated by measuring 

Fl% 5;7~TyPes of anisocytosis and poikilocytosis. All are photomicroeranhs with a 
magnification of 750 diameters, a. Pernicious anemia. Note the Snde^nce of 
of thp?^fS -and the apparent “hyperchromia,” although the actual hemoglobin content 

the diameters of a large number of red cells but the volume index 

SSX Way t0 d—ate nee 

2. Microcytosis—Microcytes are small cells less than 7 micra in 

lameter. Ihey may occur in the blood stream in any type7 of severe 

dhZrr bUt miCr°^tosis or a preponderance of mi ro ytes 
diagnostic of anemias due to iron deficiency, hence the low ™ 
index and low color index in thic f r • olume 

0f AAu”ia’A Th*’ St 55 R°|C °‘ Lrythr0Cyte FraSmeatation in the Genesis 

pusdes. *Ai. J. MedUs1ri8a"d77l“^ “Apr"15 Pr°dUCed by LivinS R«d Cor- 
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fore to constitute an indication of old age of the cells and of a decreased 

rate of red cell destruction. See figure 5, b. 

A special type of microcytosis appears in familial hemolytic icterus 

where all the cells are small in diameter but the volume is normal, 

indicating that they are more nearly spherical than the normal red 

cells. This anomaly of shape is diagnostic of this disease and is some¬ 

times called spherocytosis. They are never truly spherical however. 

Erythrocyte Diameter.1—This determination is indicated when familial 

hemolytic icterus is a possibility and may be used instead of the volume index in the 

study of other anemias. It gives a quantitative expression of the degree and 

character of the anisocytosis. It is, however, time consuming, and the results 

at best consider only a very few cells when compared with the billions of cells 

averaged in the simpler volume index determination. In conjunction with the 

cell volume determination it aids in demonstrating the tendency of erythrocytes to 

assume the spheroid form in familial hemolytic icterus, but aside from this, it is 

chiefly of research value, or to be used when enough blood for the volume index is 

(a) ’Normal Values— These differ according to different authors but the best data 

available indicate that the average cell diameter is about 7.6 microns with a range of 

7 o to 8.0 microns and few cells smaller than 6.0 or larger than 9.0 microns. If 

individual measurements are made, the results are usually plotted in a curve 

H an eriometer or halometer is used, only the average cell diameter is determinable 

and even this may be impossible to determine in anemias associated with muc 

^Interpretation.—An increased average cell diameter and a wider curve indi- 

, f.(b) n artJer snread in cell size are characteristic of the macrocytic anemias due to 
eating g I . . • nrincide A decreased cell diameter with 
<4»firif>nrv of the antipernicious anemia principle. 
deficiency ol the a P js characteristic of the hypochromic microcytic 

increased ra g A decreased cell diameter with a comparatively 
anemias due to u» defic y yolume index js diagnostic 0f familial hemo- 

narrow range of cell results are normal and in other anemias the 

LCeragl^ diameTerL normal hut there is a greater variation in cel, diameters. 

B. Poikilocytosis. This is "nyZreTnS 

not^of'the aplastic typT Erythrocytes are normally almost round, but 

Price-Joncs, C: Red B.ood Cell Diameters. Pp. S, Oxford University Press, Ne 

^'Nrgensemtand^Warburg, E. J.. The 
the Best Haematological Criterionl of I'®ded an extremely valuab e and extensive 
186 and 499, To this article is PP Cells 

bibliography. and Mugrage, E. R.: Diameter and Volume of R 

in IntaSS of Man. J. Lab. & 

CUn- for Measuring the Diameter of the Red Blood Cell. 

r Lab. & Clin. Med. 23: 5°8-5* ? ® ze 0f 9the Red Blood Cells Especially in Some Anae 

miasM0PpCT.6. EHnmphrey Milford, Oxford University Press, London, 93 • 
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in some diseases they may be oval, pear-shaped, or have the shape of a 

tennis racket, dumbbell, etc. Do not confuse this with crenation or 

with molding of the corpuscle due to too thick a smear. Cell shape 

should be judged only from erythrocytes which do not touch any other 

cell. See figures 5 and 6. 

1. Sickle Cells.—In sickle cell anemia, the red cells tend to assume 

a peculiar crescent shape with both ends pointed, and the proportion 

of these pathognomonic poikilocytes increases on standing in a moist 

cover slip preparation. The tendency to form “ sickle’' cells and also 

that to form elliptical cells seems to be familial but the former is limited 

to the negro race or persons having negro blood although a few cases 

in patients with no known negro ancestry have been reported. The 

sickle cell anomaly1 occurs in 5 to 10 per cent of all negroes but in only 

a few of these does anemia occur. If a negro patient has anemia and 

sickling is found in moist cover slip preparations it is still necessary 

to prove that the anemia is not due to one of the other causes of anemia. 

2. Familial Poikilocytosis (ovalocytosis).2—Sickle cells should not 

be confused (see Pigs. 5 and 6) with the elliptical3 or sausage-shaped 

cells characteristic of this familial anomaly of cell form. Familial 

poikilocytes have oval ends and are never sharp pointed as are sickle 

cells. The only importance of the condition is that it may be confused 

with sickle cell anemia. It apparently does not affect the incidence 

of anemia but if anemia develops from some other cause the proportion 
oi cells of this shape may increase. 

3- Moist Cover Slip Preparations.—Such preparations should be examined 

whenever sickle cell anemia, malaria, or filariasis is suspected The sickle cell 

phenomenon should be looked for in the blood of any negro patient Tt h, l 
reported to occur in the white rare4 y ,g patient- It has been 

negro blood in their ancestry The eh SU(Ch.persons almost certainly have some 

motion which cause movement of the red e PP<7 ™ °ng Maments in rapid 

ShOUld be pa«ent With elephantiasis or chyts ^ ^ 

lhe>ss£?and Significance °f 

Am. J. Med. Sci. ,84: 674 The Occurrence of Sicklemia in the White Race. 
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C. Polychromatophilia.—This is an irregularity in staining; some 

of the cells take a more basic stain than others and hence, appear 

greenish or bluish. This, of course, can not be detected if all cells 

are blue, due to poor technic in staining. It is due to the persistence of 

some of the basophilic material normally constituting the cytoplasm of 

the most immature cells of this series together with the presence of 

quantities varying from none to a full quota of hemoglobin. Some 

believe that polychromatophilia in nucleated cells of the erythrocyte 

series is an indication of the stage of maturity. It can not be a very 

Fro. 6.—Sickle cells as seen in a moist cover slip preparation. 

reliable criterion of the stage of development of the nucleated series 

since it is common in akaryocytes (non-nucleated erythrocytes). It 

does indicate immaturity in the akaryocytes (non-nucleated eryt ro- 

cytes), however, and has exactly the same significance as basophilic 

stippling or reticulocytes, but the reticulocyte count is far more reliable 
as a criterion of the rate of erythrocyte production. 

D. Stippling or Punctate Basophilia.—'This is a condition in 

which there are blue-staining, basophilic granules scattere t rougi e 

cell. It is especially characteristic in lead poisoning but may occur in 
pernicious anemia and other severe anemias. Careful search or b o- 

nhilic stippling should be made whenever lead poisoning is suspected 

£has'The same significance as polychromatophilia or an^mcr^e 

in reticulocytes. Sometimes the same proportion o c 
polychromatophilia on one portion of the slide and basophilic stippling 
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on another portion of the same slide. Basophilic stippling is much less 

common than polychromatophilia. It may be present in any of the 

conditions listed as causes of an increase in the reticulocyte count. 

E. Achromia.—This is a condition in which the centers of the 

majority of cells are paler than usual. It is seen in iron deficiency 

anemias, especially those due to chronic blood loss, but not in uncom¬ 

plicated pernicious anemia. It is due to a deficiency of hemoglobin per 

unit volume of cell. The saturation index gives a quantitative expres¬ 

sion of the degree of achromia present and is much more reliable because 

achromia may be simulated by decreased cell thickness which does not 

influence the accuracy of the saturation index. See figure 5, b. 

F. Nucleated Red Cells.—The morphology of these is given in 

Plate I and the accompanying legend, in Table 42 and in the illustra¬ 

tions in the Atlas of Hematology. The presence of nucleated erythro¬ 

cytes in the blood indicates increased activity of the marrow although 

this increased activity may be ineffective in maintaining the blood level 

as in myelophthisic anemias due to quantitative deficiency in the amount 

of marrow available. The more marked the hyperplasia of the marrow 

the greater the number of nucleated red cells which may appear in the 

blood and the greater the proportion of the more immature forms. 

Nucleated erythrocytes occur normally in blood during fetal life and for 

a short time after birth. Nucleated red cells may occur in any severe 

anemia except the aplastic type, but they occur in the greatest numbers 

during the crises of pernicious anemia. They may also occur in small¬ 

pox, osteomyelitis, involvement of the bone marrow by tumors and in 

the severe anemias of early childhood. Outpouring of many nucleated 

erythrocytes and immature leukocytes is not uncommon shortly before 

death or after extreme pain such as that of coronary occlusion. Karyo- 

asts (megaloblasts), if found, favor a diagnosis of pernicious anemia 

but in many typical cases, they are difficult or impossible to find and 

they may occur in other conditions, particularly lead poisoning 

granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia, erythroleukoblastosis, and the 

Other severe anemias of early childhood. Some1 regard karvoblasts 

(megaloblasts) as specific evidence of the presence of pernicious anemia. 

G. Howell-Jolly Bodies and Cabot’s Rings.—These are small 

cells’ reTh °r PUrPnSh T™"® d°tS and ringS> Actively, in the red 

incompletely Hence °1 Whkh bee" 

harrow During 
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cells and, therefore, evidence of great bone marrow activity, rather 

than as specific for any particular type of anemia. They are especially 

numerous after splenectomy and are most apt to be found in anemias 

associated with severe changes in the spleen. 

VI. EVIDENCES OF THE RATE OF ERYTHROPOIESIS 

A. Reticulocyte Countd—This furnishes our most reliable crite¬ 

rion of erythropoietic activity. The reticulocytes are increased in any 

condition associated with increased rate of red cell formation and 

decreased with decreased red cell formation. The test is, therefore, 

desirable in the accurate study of all anemias. It is specifically 

indicated in following the response of any anemia to therapy, and in 

any anemia in which hemolytic icterus, sickle cell or aplastic anemia 

are considered as possibilities, as an aid in diagnosis. In following the 

response of an anemia to treatment, reticulocyte counts should be 

repeated daily from the date of beginning treatment for 2 weeks. 

1. Normal Values.—Figures given by different authors vary 

widely. Our studies indicate that this difference in figures is due to 

variations in the technic used. Osgood and W ilhelm have devised a 

method, given on page 496, which shows the maximum number of 

reticulocytes. Normal values,2 based on a study of 110 men, 50 women 

and 208 children, using this method, proved to be 0.5 to 3.0 (extreme 

4.0) per cent with an average of 1.5 per cent. '1 he figures were the 

same for both sexes and at all ages above infancy. Since the percentage 

figures showed no correlation with the red cell counts, reticulocyte 

counts should be reported as per cent rather than as the number per 

c mm Values for the newborn are about 8 per cent the tirst day, 7 

per cent the second day, 6 per cent the third day, 5 per cent the fourth 

day 4 per cent the fifth and sixth days, and 3 per cent the remainder 0 

the newborn period, based on a study of 200 newborn infants about 10 

of each sex being studied on each day for the first 10 days. The^average 

for the period is 3 per cent with a range of 1 to 12 per cent tncl g 

95 per cent of results. Throughout childhood, although adult stand¬ 

ards apply, slighter stimuli are required to produce a corresponding 

increase in reticulocytes. 
2. Increased Reticulocytes.-This indicates rapid « «« forma 

tion and hence an actively functioning marrow. I he greatest mere. 

1 Often, J. M.: The Properties and Significance of the Reticulocyte. Yale J. Biol. & 

Med. 6: 5i<j-S39 (Mayl Wilhelm, Mable M.: Reticulocyte Counts in Healthy 

I2Q-H35 (July) I934- 
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occur in familial hemolytic icterus and in sickle cell anemia. Counts of 

over 10 per cent (200,000 per cubic millimeter) in patients who are not 

receiving therapy should suggest these diagnoses and much higher 

counts may occur. 

In untreated pernicious anemia, the reticulocytes may be normal 

or greatly increased during and preceding remissions. As a rule 

they are moderately increased in percentage, but normal or decreased 

in total number. After administration of the antipernicious anemia 

principle1 in macrocytic anemia a typical increase begins almost 

immediately, reaching its maximum in 5 to 15 days after adequate 

therapy is started and then returning to normal. The level reached 

bears an inverse ratio to the red cell count when the initial red cell 

count is under three million. It is so definite (5 to 60 per cent) and 

constant in such cases that if it does not occur one is justified in con¬ 

cluding that the case is not one of macrocytic anemia or that the 

preparation used is inactive or being given in inadequate dosage. If 

the initial count is over 3.0 million, the increase is not so marked or 

constant. Table 10 shows the expected range of rise in reticulocytes 

Table 10— Expected Reticulocyte Peak Following Therapy* 

Initial R.B.C., millions 

per c. mm. 
Average of reticulocyte 

peak in per cent 
Range in reticulocyte 

peak in per cent 

20.0-70.0 

15.0-60.0 

10.0-50.0 

4-0-35.0 

3.0-20.0 

1.0-15.0 

IndThe /ed C!",leVel if ?ecific therapy With liver or iron is adequate and the correct diagnosis has been made. 

adeauate d™ “T?**.1" reticul°cytes follows the administration of an 
adequate dose of iron’ to patients with an iron deficiency anemia. 

'° LiSS, K) %R5P°nse °‘the Reticul°^ 

nicious Anemia with Liver Extract- Ejects the t A" Treatment of Per- 

^ Retell AFmHJ: ^ “d 

Mbwing Ventriculin and Intravenous LWer ExHactThen Ma.xi£um. Reticulocyte Values 
J S SC1' 186: 480 (0ct) J933 ract Therapy in Pernicious Anemia. Am 

M=d‘sr,£ ?£■■■ The Response of the Reticu,ocy.es to Icon. Am j. 
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A considerably increased reticulocyte count is the rule after acute 

hemorrhages, in lead or mercury poisoning, in malaria, and in leukemias, 

but it is not of diagnostic value in these conditions. It does indicate, 

however, that if the cause of the anemia can be removed, a prompt rise 

in the red cell count may be expected. 

Reticulocytes are usually within normal limits in anemias due to 

chronic hemorrhage or to infection. 

3. Decreased Reticulocyte Count—This indicates poor erythro¬ 

poietic function and may constitute an indication for transfusion. 

The diagnosis of aplastic anemia either idiopathic or symptomatic 

should not be made if reticulocytes are not less than 0.4 per cent in the 

blood. 
B Other Criteria— 1. Of Increased Erythropoiesis.—The 

presence of polychromatophilia, basophilic stippling, nucleated eryth¬ 

rocytes, or immature cells of the granulocyte (myeloid) series indi¬ 

cates hyperplasia of the marrow and are usually present in those cases 

with the more marked increases in reticulocyte count. 

2. Of Decreased Erythropoiesis—Microcytosis and poikilocyto- 

sis are thought by some to indicate decreased erythrocyte production 

with compensatory decreased rate of erythrocyte destruction. This 

opinion is not yet definitely established. The cells above listed as 

increased with hyperplasia of the marrow are usually absent if there is 

hypoplasia. 

VII. EVIDENCES OF THE RATE OF ERYTHROCYTE DESTRUCTION 

\ The Icterus Index.—This is indicated in all cases of anemia 

It is increased in all conditions in which hemoglobin is being destroyed 

wi hin he body; therefore, in all forms of internal hemorrhage all forms 

of hlmdysis, and in mechanical breakdown of cells as in malaria. It 

h&SBeUrfm^e7lZeUon in the Urine and Feces.-Daily 

urobilinogen dominations purine **£ ^ %£* 

10 days in all Patlent^‘ 2Q Qr more indicates excessive destruc- 

positive test m a ddu Uver and biliary tract can be 

tion of hemoglobin if disease icterus index are of 

excluded. The ^^y if disease of the liver 

value as a gauge of hem g b . Quantitative determinations of 

and biliary tract can annroximate idea of the amount 
urobilinogen in the stoo s wi give PP tjon may 0CCur in 

of hemoglobin destroyed. The greaus 

hemolytic icterus. 
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C. The Fragility of the Red Blood Corpuscles.1—The resistance of the red cells 

to laking by hypotonic salt solution should be tested whenever hemolytic icterus is 

suspected. An increase in fragility indicates an increased susceptibility to er¬ 

ythrocyte destruction. It is of academic interest to determine it in any anemia, but 

it is rarely necessary for the diagnosis. 

1. Normal Values.—These are the same both for adults and for children. 

Hemolysis is first detectable in the 0.46 to 0.38 per cent sodium chloride solution 

and is complete in 0.36 to 0.30 per cent solution. 

2. The fragility of the red blood cells is increased in: 

(a) Familial Hemolytic Icterus (Acholuric Jaundice).—Hemolysis may begin at 

0.72 per cent and be complete at 0.45 per cent and the resistance is always definitely 

decreased. An acquired form of hemolytic icterus has been described but it seems 

probable that these are merely acute exacerbations of latent familial hemolytic 

icterus in patients the other involved members of whose family are not available for 
examination. 

As far as we know at present a decreased resistance of the red cells to laking by 

hypotonic salt solution is pathognomonic of hemolytic icterus, and the diagnosis 

must remain in doubt until increased fragility of the red cells is demonstrated. 

3. The fragility is decreased (cells are more resistant) in the following conditions: 
(a) Other hemolytic anemias such as lead poisoning. 

(b) Pernicious Anemia. 

(c) Obstructive Jaundice (differentiates it from hemolytic icterus). 

In other anemias the fragility is usually normal, but may be slightly decreased. 

Yin. HAKASITES OF THE BLOOD 

A. Malaria.2 Malaria parasites should, of course, be looked for 

while studying the red cells in connection with the examination of every 

stained smear, but a special search for malaria parasites is indicated in 

patients who have repeated chills, unexplained anemia, or enlargement 

0 the spleen.. Since the parasites disappear from the blood very soon 

a ter quinine is given, therapy should not be started until the search for 
these parasites is completed. 

beitTm ,te a" in,feStation of the red by an animal parasite 
be ongmg to the class of sporozoa. It is characterized by repeated 

hills and intermittent fever in the acute stages with rapidly devekmimr 

chronic sta/es ThTd"' * ^ SP'een Whkh beC°me more marked * thf nromc stages. I he diagnosis is established by finding the 

‘S 1C ParaSUe m the blood smears « this is impossible, as in some 

Bact. 4s:8s6i-s77n(Nov1)'i937. CeM Characterlstics in Acholuric Jaundice. J. Path. & 

Measurement and s4nificancean’/p1a'th1*':RTh.e lra8il'ty of the Red Blood Cells- Its 
„ Castle, W. B„ and Daland Geneva A ^ 4A-?-4'"¥6 (Mar > '938. “S 
fndTir5 Wit,h HyP»‘o"ic Mammalian Erythrocytes to 

Obgy, special works on tropical medicine or 
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cases of chronic or estivoautumnal malaria, in smears from sternal or 

splenic puncture. 

The detailed morphology of the different types and stages is described 

on page 485 and illustrated in the frontispiece and should be studied at 

this time. 

The chief diagnostic features of infestation with the tertian parasite 

are the progressive enlargement and paling of the red cell, the appear¬ 

ance of Schueffner’s granules as maturity is reached, and the number of 

segments. 

Two widely different stages found in large numbers suggest a double 

tertian infection as the basis for daily chills. 

The diagnostic features of the quartan form are the finding of band 

forms, the smaller number of segments (6 to 12) and the decreasing size 

of the red cell with increasing depth of color and a brassy appearance. 

The estivoautumnal form is diagnosed if the characteristic ovoids 

or crescents are found and suspected if only ring forms which are liner 

than the tertian and have a greater tendency to occur in groups of two 

or three in one red cell can be found. 
Examinations should be repeated daily during treatment until 

they have disappeared from the blood, and then at increasing intervals 

of two weeks to two months for a year to make certain that there is no 

recurrence. 
Other laboratory findings in malaria which are discussed in detail 

elsewhere in this book are the high icterus index, increased urobilinogen 

in the urine, normocytic anemia, simple leukopenia, increase in rha o- 

cytes (staff cells), occasional leukocytosis, the presence of pigment 

in the neutrophils and monocytes, and the hemoglobinuria which occur, 

,-n the most severe cases and is spoken of as black water fever. 

found in material obtained by sternal 

The organisms of Leishmania infa 

similar symptoms from the same region 

or buicni^ _ 
ntum may be found in children presentmg 

It is probable that this is the same disease. 
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Oriental sore or Aleppo boil may be diagnosed if the organisms of Leishmania 

tropica which are identical in appearance with Leishman-Donovan bodies are 

found in scrapings from the edge of a skin lesion, in a patient from South America, 

India or Asia Minor. Leukopenia, eosinophilia and monocytosis are common and 

anemia is absent. 

IX. EXAMINATION OF MATERIAL OBTAINED FROM THE MARROW, 

SPLEEN OR LYMPH NODES 

A. Examination of Bone Marrow.1—The development of the 

sternal puncture technic2 for aspirating bone marrow during life has 

made this a practical clinical procedure. The procedure gives results 

of great interest in most disorders of the blood or blood-forming organs 

and is specifically indicated in cases in which a leukopenia with anemia 

suggests the possibility of an aleukemic phase of a leukemia or of an 

aplastic anemia. It has also proved of diagnostic value in multiple 

myeloma, Gaucher’s disease, and the Hand-Schuller-Christian type of 

xanthomatosis. 

Culture of human marrow3 has proved a useful research method but 

is not necessary for clinical diagnosis. 

Bo,LdhdEsSe.LcGkhoKd,Ss°n B°ne Marr°W fr°m Sterna‘ PU"CtUre- Pp 204 

in HealthnfidRb“iasend DUri"g Ufe: Cyt°'°Sy 
Dameshek, W, Henstell, H. H., and Valentine, Eleanor H • The Comoarative Value 

Marrow1”XTt°Med.TSoTTs^Nr)^*1'1'10'*5 f°r Bi°PSy °f ,he Sternal 

fNb‘SfBt"aaVpA— 

A^io^f 1888-*fg9o^(May*30)^036^ HUman B°ne Marr0W: Preliminar>' 

for MSe'|iHuJeasnd J.Tm'a!”' “T” “'",OW: A Simp,° Meth»d 

Method800?.' I Details of a Simple 

Phils aS„ed00Bd^puisCofNo™llHBlooadn Hd,"terAfne^V "‘c* °'the NeutroPhils. Eosino- 
and Sternal Marrow from Healthy Persons [ A M AV ComParatlve Oultures of Blood 

Osgood, E. E.: The HistoeeneXrWifi ' ♦ M‘ A; 933~936 (Sept. 18) i937. 

Blood and Marrow Based on Cultures and X®",1?601*1011 °f the Cells of the 
Blood. Am. J. Clin. Path. 8: 59-74 (fan nat°1°glC Studies of Hum^n Marrow and 

29^ 10^ Studies on the Mode of Action of Sulfanila- 

“r 1 “ A~ - U., Sca,e 

i938 0s8oo , E. E.: Culture ol Human Wr^ State J. Med. 34: rob-soS (Ju,y, 

pAugbHp‘“di'! S'sCufclam i“T„d Related^ Spoofs. TLaf&CHn' Med^to be 

of 
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i* Normal Values.—These are expressed as a percentage of the 

total number of nucleated cells found. The results of a study of the 

sternal marrow of 28 healthy males are summarized in Table 11. 

Similar values have been obtained in a study1 of 24 healthy young 

women. In pregnant women the total nucleated cell counts were some- 

Table ii.—Differential Cell Count of Normal Sternal Marrow* 

Type of cell 

Neutrophil lobocytes (polymorphonuclears) 

Eosinophil lobocytes 

Basophil lobocytes 

Average per cent 

Neutrophil rhabdocytes (staff cells) 

Eosinophil rhabdocytes 

Basophil rhabdocytes 

Neutrophil metagranulocytes (metamyelocytes) 

Eosinophil metagranulocytes 

Neutrophil granulocytes (myelocytes) 

Progranulocytes S (promyelocytes I) 

Progranulocytes A (promyelocytes II) 

Granuloblasts (myeloblasts) 

Lymphocytes 

Monocytes 

Metakaryocytes (normoblasts) 

Karyocytes (pronormoblasts) 

Prokaryocytes (erythroblasts) 

Karyoblasts (mcgaloblasts) 

13-30 

0-45 

o. 10 

24.10 

Range per cent 

7.0-25.0 

0.0- 1.0 

0.0- 0.2 

0.80 

0.06 

7.40 

o 64 

0.86 

1.68 

15.0-35.0 

0.0- 2.6 

0.0- 1.0 

1.0-10.0 

0.0- 2.0 

o.o-io.o 

0.0- 5.0 

1.48 

0.44 

10.60 

0.0- 5.0 

0.0- 2.0 

4.0-16.o 

2.06 

5-0 

7.0 

1.5 

0.0- 5.0 

2.0-10.0 

2.0-15.0 

0.0- 50 

0.0- 0.2 

2:1 to 9: i 

""♦""Reproduced by permission of the copyright owners from Osgood. E. E.. and Ashworth. Clarice M, 

Atlas orHetaWy P- M3- J. W. Stacey. Inc. San Francsco. 1937- 

^ Pitts, H. H„ and Packham, Evelyn ^QHe^fch^Int0^!?^ ^"SbUshed VCn°U8 
Blood of Pregnant and Non-pregnant Women. Arch. int. mea., 
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what higher but the differential counts were similar. More data are 

needed on the total nucleated cell count per cubic millimeter of the 

marrow, but preliminary studies suggest that this count is usually 

6,000 to 70,000 per cubic millimeter with 95 per cent of the counts 

between 10,000 and 50,000. 

2. Interpretation.—Absence of, or great decrease in, nucleated 

cells and reticulocytes is diagnostic of aplastic anemia. A marked 

increase in the percentage of progranulocytes (promyelocytes) or 

granuloblasts (myeloblasts) is diagnostic of granulocytic (myelogenous) 

leukemia. In chloroma large atypical granuloblasts (myeloblasts) 

predominate in the marrow. The occurrence of prolymphocytes and 

lymphoblasts, as proved by the negative peroxidase stain, is diagnostic 

of acute lymphocytic leukemia or infectious mononucleosis. The per¬ 

centage of lymphocytes is greatly increased in the marrow in chronic 

lymphocytic leukemia. C haracteristic cells are found in the marrow 

even though absent from the blood in leukemias. In pernicious anemia, 

there is a great increase in the percentage of karyoblasts (megaloblasts) 

and prokaryocytes (erythroblasts). In anemias due to iron deficiency 

and in anemias associated with infection, there is a great increase in the 

karyocytes and metakaryocytes (normoblasts). In malaria, the para¬ 

sites are present in a higher percentage of red cells in the marrow than in 

the blood, and all stages of phagocytic digestion of the parasites by the 

neutrophils may be observed in the marrow, although only the pigment 

granules remaining from this complete digestion have been observed in 

the neutrophils which appear in the blood. In Leishmaniasis, the 

characteristic Leishman-Donovan bodies will be found. In lipoid 

Schull ?aUCher S diSeaSe’ Niemann-pick’s disease, and the Hmrd- 
Schuller-t hristian type of xanthomatosis) the typical large vacuolated 

oam cells may be found. The decrease in granulocytic (myeloid) cells 

,n agranubcytosis should differentiate it from acute aleukemic leukemia 

by other methods tT! ! P We t0 establish the diagnosis 

been knownVoJrLZl T™! * SHght risk’ as ^ has 

may be necessary to establish T'd^ °Wi"g ^ puncture- It 
y to establish the diagnosis in Leishmaniasis (kala- 

Ann.”rtS'ledH'4:S4P6C7"\[(StT.a,3oa Uiag"ostic P™edurc in Infancy and Childhood. 
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azar), in Gaucher’s disease, in Niemann-Pick’s disease, in the Hand- 

Schuller-Christian type of xanthomatosis, in some cases of chronic 

malaria, or in aleukemic myelosis. Splenic puncture is contra-indi¬ 

cated in any patient with prolonged bleeding or clotting time, in all 

hemorrhagic diseases, hemangiomas, cysts, and when malignant tumors 

are thought to be present. 
i. Interpretation.—Normal values are not known because the 

procedure is contra-indicated if the spleen is not enlarged. In Leish¬ 

maniasis the characteristic Leishman-Donovan bodies will be found in 

the cells when stained with W right’s stain. In the three types of 

histiocytosis (Gaucher’s disease, i\iemann-Pick s disease, and the 

Hand-Schuller-Christian type of xanthomatosis) the characteristic 

foam cells will be found in smears. These are monocytes which have 

phagocytized so much lipoid material that they are greatly increased 

in size and have a foamy striated appearance. In cases in which chronic 

malaria is suspected, but the presence of the organisms cannot be 

demonstrated in the blood even after the administration of adrenalin, 

they may be demonstrated in the material obtained from splenic punc¬ 

ture. In aleukemic myelosis, numerous progranulocytes (promyelo¬ 

cytes) and granuloblasts (myeloblasts) will be found. 

C Lymph Node Puncture.*-Lymph node puncture is indicated in patients 

with generalized enlargement of the lymph nodes in whom a diagnosis has not been 

p<uahlished bv other methods. 
Local anesthesia and a sternal puncture needle may be used but in many cases 

it is difficult to obtain enough material by puncture for sat‘s'ac!°^, prfara “f. 
The ouncture material is smeared on slides and stained with Wnght’s stain. The 
The puncture mater _ p™nmablv normal smears would show many 

lymphocytes wTth a tew prolymphocytes and g"****^ £ ^ymptc^c 

feukemiatmany lymphoblasts w-ould be seem More 
needed before its clinical value is known. R^ovaUnd section^ ^ fae 

STtCpropet interpretation of puncture materia, is 

learned. 

X differential diagnosis of anemias- 

It was formerly customary to divide: 
Under the term primary anemia were included cases o p 

of “ 
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anemia and sometimes chlorosis; and under the name secondary 

anemia, all others. The bases for these names were that the cause was 

supposed to be unknown in primary anemias and known in secondary 

anemias. As this classification is illogical in grouping unrelated condi¬ 

tions together and tends to discourage thinking, it is now obsolete. 

Instead, the classification into macrocytic, normocytic and hypochromic 

microcytic anemias (Table 9) which aids materially in diagnosis and 

planning therapy is used. Since clinical anemias are often due to the 

combined presence of several fundamental causes anemias are more 

easily understood if the three fundamental causes of anemia in their pure 

forms are first described. 

A. Fundamental Causes.—Obviously there are only three ultimate causes 
of anemia: 

1. Deficient production of red cells, or of hemoglobin, or of both, either 
due to lack of materials or to lack of active blood-forming tissue. 

2. Abnormally rapid destruction of red cells or hemoglobin, or both, in 
the body are included in this group. 

3. Hemorrhage or loss of red cells and hemoglobin from the body. 

As all clinical anemias result from various combinations of these factors they 
deserve special study. 

1. Deficient Production of Red Cells.—This is the group about which we 
know least. 

(a) Deficient Erythrocyte Building Material—Iron, certain other metals, 

and probably other as yet unidentified substances are necessary for the formation 

of hemoglobin. The antipemicious anemia principle is necessary for the forma¬ 
tion of red cells of normal size and hemoglobin content. 

“J aucuiltta. 

Anemias due to deficiency of the antipemicious anemia 
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mother and fetus; and in sprue and Diphyllobothrium latum infestation, to 

deficient absorption. These anemias are characterized by high color and 

volume indexes and a normal saturation index and are sometimes called macro¬ 

cytic anemias. 

The other anemias, except those due to deficiency of iron or antipernicious 

anemia principle, are normocytic with the exception of the anemia of chronic 

blood loss which is actually a relative iron deficiency and is hypochromic micro¬ 

cytic as are other iron deficiency anemias. 

Vitamin C,1 vitamin B2,2 vitamin B6,3 vitamin K4 and thyroid secretion 

have also been shown to be necessary for proper red cell maturation. 

(b) Aplasia of Erythropoietic Tissue.—Here we expect absence of evidences 

of red cell regeneration. Therefore, reticulocytes, polychromatophilic cells, and 

nucleated red cells should be absent from the blood stream, and, as the other 

marrow cells are seldom5 spared, one would expect, also, leukopenia affecting 

chiefly the granulocyte (myeloid) series and thrombopenia with the associated 

prolonged bleeding time, delayed clot retraction and hemorrhagic tendency. 

Certain poisons, especially benzol and drugs containing the benzol ring5 are 

known to produce this syndrome, and it is probable that also some bacterial toxins 

can produce it. It may be produced by excessive exposure of blood forming 

tissue to roentgen-rays or radio-active substances' and in some cases is due to 

almost complete destruction of marrow by invasion of other tissue as in osteo¬ 

sclerotic anemia, and in rare instances of amyloidosis and extensive my¬ 

elophthisic anemias. A few cases occur for which the cause has not been 

determined and they are grouped under the term idiopathic aplastic anemia. 

The only therapy that can be expected to be effective in the aplastic cases is 

1 Mettier S R and Chew, W. B.: The Anemia of Scurvy: Effect of Vitamin C Diet on 
Blood^ Formation i hi^Experimental Scurvy of Guinea Pigs. J. Exper. Med. SS: 971-979 

(JU?Gyorgy, P., Robscheit-Robbins, F. S„ and Whipple, G. H. - Uctoflavin (Ribo^yin) 
Increases Hemoglobin Production in the Anemic Dog. Am. J. I hysiol. 122. 154 *59 

(Apr.)1^- M Lenkovsky, S., and Jukes, T. H.; Production of Micro- 

cytic Hypochromic Anemia in Piipptes on Synthetic Diet Deficient in Rat Ant,dermatitis 

functions are impaired. 1V be merelv different responses of dif- 
It seems probable that these four conditions nmy be^creijru g k is possibie 

ferent individuals to different quantities o c Qne these syndromes by vary- 
experimentally to produce pictures cose y j A further point suggesting that this 

£Ce, is*that cases^iccur showbig^UniotlMatures intermediate between any tiro oi these 

conditions.^ th?t , the "JM 

mature neutrophils in the circulating ( ulcerative or gangrenous lesions in the 
are ^result rather than the 

Hernatofogy0" Paul B °Hoeber, Inc., New York, vol. IV, pp. **-»*»• 
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removal of the cause and restoration of bone marrow function, although trans¬ 

fusion may cause temporary benefit. It is theoretically possible that this 

deficient function might be due to absence of a normal stimulus. 

The only compensatory mechanism available to the body to combat decreased 

formation of red cells and hemoglobin is to prolong the life of those formed 

(decreased rate of destruction). The evidences of this are decrease in the 

icterus index below 2.5, decrease in urobilinogen in the stools, and a greater 

tendency for it to be absent from the urine. It is possible, but by no means 

certain, that poikilocytosis and microcytosis are evidences of abnormal length 

of life in erythrocytes. As in aplastic anemia the same changes affect the 

neutrophils, it is to be expected that they also will show evidence of decreased 

rate of destruction (increased proportion of segmented forms with five or more 

nuclear subdivisions). 

(c) Destruction of Bone Marrow (myelophthisic anemia).—This is usually 

due to invasion by other tissue as in leukemias, myeloma, malignant tumors 

involving the marrow, osteosclerosis, and amyloidosis but may be due to exten¬ 

sive osteomyelitis. Although there is often an absolute deficiency in marrow, 

there is a tendency for that near the lesion to be irritated to abnormal activity as 

evidenced by unusually immature red and white cells in the blood stream and for 

uninvolved marrow to be capable of compensatory hyperactivity. Attempts at 

compensation by decreased blood destruction may also occur. Hence, the 

characteristic findings are those of the causative disease plus immature and old 

cells of the erythrocyte series and immature and old cells of the granulocyte 

senes, thus giving rise to a very bizarre blood picture. The color, volume and 

saturation indexes are variable but most often within normal limits. A low 

icterus mdex and decreased urobilinogen excretion are present when decreased 

be*of benefit™ °CCUrS' Rem0Val of ,he cause is the on'y therapy likely to 

2. Increased Rate of Red Cell Destruction within the Body—This may be 

due to extravasafon of blood, to hemolysis, to destruction of red ceUs i/the 

blood stream as in malaria, to hyperactivity of the normal blood cell destroying 

mechanisms, to the production by the bone marrow of red cells with decreased 

resistance to the factors normally tending to destroy them, or to some abnomal 

the!rraenJstanrcergan affeC'ing CeUs in SUCh a "ay » ‘» decrease 

Whnoeidenr?f in"eased rate of red cell destruction will be common to all 

an excess of erythrocyte and hemoglobin-for^matedal^^Tenc PreSenCe ,°' 
expect to find in a purely internal hlonH 1 Hence, one would 

hire cells of the erythrocyte series and otter eviden^tncT ““hT" ” imma‘ 
activity such as simple leukocytosis with incr a f increased bone marrow 
and thrombocytosis. eased proportion of immature forms 
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therapeutic measure indicated, for the body already contains an excess supply 

of blood-forming materials, from the destroyed cells. 

It is further obvious that if regeneration keeps pace with cell destruction, a 

cause for anemia of this type can exist without the production of an actual anemia, 

but the evidence of rapid erythrocyte destruction and of rapid erythrocyte regen¬ 

eration will, nevertheless, be present. 

3. Blood Loss from the Body.—This includes all types of external hemor¬ 

rhage, as well as hemorrhages from the air passages and gastrointestinal tract, 

in which the blood leaves the body before destruction and reabsorption. Here, 

evidences of blood destruction will be lacking, but as long as adequate supplies 

of blood-forming materials are available, evidences of rapid red cell regeneration 

will be present. Therefore, the pictures for acute blood loss and chronic blood 

loss will be different. 
(a) Acute Blood Loss.—The deficiency in red cells and hemoglobin will not 

be apparent until increased plasma volume occurs. Compensation is by rapid 

regeneration from existing stores, so the evidences of increased bone marrow 

activity including reticulocytosis, polychromatophilia, nucleated reds, simple 

leukocytosis, and thrombocytosis dominate the picture. Cells of normal size and 

hemoglobin content giving normal color, volume, and saturation indexes are 

formed as long as the supplies of stroma- and hemoglobin-building materials are 

not exhausted. Later, decreased color, volume, and saturation indexes may 

occur if the loss of blood was extreme, and decreased blood destruction with low 

icterus index, and poikilocytosis may occur as a compensatory factor, but these 

changes are never present in the first few days unless they were present before 

the hemorrhage. , , . , . , _ 
(b) Chronic Blood Loss.—Here, the exhaustion of the hemoglobin-building 

(and probably also of stroma-building) material becomes the dominant factor, 

and this relative insufficiency gives rise to a picture identical with absolute iro 

deficiency. Thus, evidences of compensatory decreased blood destruction and, 

to a less extent, of compensatory increased blood formation are both present, 

tat the^ most characteristic change is a decrease in the color, vo ume, and satu¬ 

ration indexes particularly the latter. Removal of the cause and administration 

of iron are obviously both indicated. Here, too, it is possible for regenera ion 0 

beep pace with loss when "^^^i^f'S .-^r 

"arm" S — unknown) ,0 produce anemia, i, 

no additional factors are present. 

B Clinical Classification of Anemias.1—Unfortunately, c mica 

• " usually due to a combination of the above mentioned 

fundamental causes; and are in many instances too inadequately studied 

iHaden R L.i Clinical Significance of Volume and Hemoglobin Content of the Red 

n m A <r 

in^the^Werrage Volume imdTHe^nogloWn'coiitem'ofth^RTd'corpuscle^8 A rch^Int^Med. 

54: 256—280 (Aug.) 1934- 
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for one to be certain which of these factors plays the major role. Where 

evidence is available, the fundamental factors present are suggested. 

The attempt has been made to group them in such a way as will most 

greatly facilitate clinical diagnosis and treatment. After anemia has 

been proved to be present by a red cell count and hemoglobin estima¬ 

tion, the type of anemia should be determined by color, volume and 

saturation index determinations. The fundamental cause and associ¬ 

ated condition should then be diagnosed. The diagnosis of any anemia 

should consist of the type of anemia, the fundamental cause and the 

associated condition (for example, hypochromic microcytic anemia of 

iron deficiency due to chronic hemorrhage from carcinoma of the 

stomach, or normocytic aplastic anemia of chronic benzol poisoning). 

The points of most differential diagnostic value have been indicated 

by italics. 

C. Macrocytic Anemias.—The blood findings are similar in all 

macrocytic anemias to those described for pernicious anemia so only 

the points in the differential diagnosis from pernicious anemia will be 

given for the others. Pernicious anemia is much the most common of 

the macrocytic anemias. The presence of macrocytic anemia consti¬ 

tutes a specific indication for intramuscular administration of liver 

extract in adequate doses to produce a satisfactory rise in reticulocytes, 

in red cell count, and to keep the red cell count above 5.0 million. 

1. Pernicious Anemia.—This is a disease of middle and later life 

characterized by pallor, weakness, sore tongue, gastrointestinal, 

neurologic and mental symptoms, and a tendency to remissions. No 

proved case has so far been permanently cured, but adequate intake of 

the antipernicious anemia principle will cause all the blood findings to 

revert to normal, with a corresponding improvement in the general 

condition of the patient. If the special therapy is withdrawn, however 

a relapse occurs. The neurologic disturbances usually improve only 

s lg t y. The diagnostic points listed below apply only to cases which 

have not had this treatment, as all findings, with the exception of the 

achlorhydria, return to normal after adequate treatment. 

The volume and color indexes are high ranging usually between 1.2 

The saturation index is normal. This shows that the high color 

n ex is c ue to the increase in average volume of the red cell and not 

an increase in the concentration of hemoglobin within the red cell. 
-/ he icterus index ranges from 6 to or n « v,* 1 , »> t„: iz 

”!“™' Urobilinogen i, «„«,d |„ urlllf„“"'" “ 
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The red cell count is usually lowu but may range from 400,000' to 

normal. 

The hemoglobin is usually markedly decreased, but to a less extent 

than the red cell count. 

The blood picture in advanced cases shows every type of abnormal 

red cell with many nucleated cells and much polychromatophilia, 

poikilocytosis and anisocytosis. Basophilic stippling may be seen. 

The preponderating cells are macrocytes, and some clinicians errone¬ 

ously consider the finding of a karyoblast (megaloblast) a sufficient 

basis for the diagnosis. Achromia is rarely seen and then only in a few 

scattered cells. All gradations are seen, from the above described 

picture to one that cannot be differentiated from the normal except by 

careful measurement of a large number of cells or by estimating the 

volume index. 
The white cell count is usually slightly below normal but is variable. 

A simple leukopenia is the rule. Both immature2 and old cells of the 

granulocyte series are usually present in increased proportions. Slight 

eosinophilia is not rare, and eosinophilia is common after liver feeding. 

Evans believes that an increase in the lobocyte (polymorphonuclear) 

count is a favorable sign which appears shortly before the remissions in 

the disease. 
The reticulocyte count is normal or increased in the untreated cases 

and is markedly increased at the onset of remissions whether these are 

spontaneous or are due to therapy (Table 10). 
The platelet count is usually moderately, rarely greatly, decrease . 

Karyoblasts (megaloblasts) and prokaryocytes (erythroblasts) are 

increased in the sternal marrow. # , • 
Achlorhydria is almost constant, and one is rarely justihed 

making the diagnosis if free hydrochloric acid is present. 

The blood cholesterol is decreased. The clotting time of the blood 

is about normal, but the bleeding time may be increased The total 

blood volume is decreased. The sedimentation rate is increased 

The fragility of the red cells is decreased. The tendency to low, fixed 

sDccihc gravity of the urine with a trace of albumin and a few casts 

nnd the increased blood uric acid and basal metabolic rate have been 

mentioned. There is also a considerable increase in urobilinogen excre¬ 

tion in both the urine and feces, particularly during exacerbations. 

. The count of ,43,000 reported by Quincke is almost certainly incorrect. Counts 

CE2SZ- An,. J- Clin. Path. „ 44, 

448 (Nov.) I932- 
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It is certain that increased blood destruction and increased bl&od 

regeneration both occur, but the mechanism of the blood destruction 

is unknown.1 

2. Other Macrocytic Anemias.—The blood findings of pernicious 

anemia are simulated by the rare pernicious anemia of pregnancy, by 

pellagra and by sprue.2 Achlorhydria need not be present in these and 

recovery occurs with termination of pregnancy, or cure of the pellagra 

with nicotinic acid, or of sprue by an adequate diet. Rare cases 

of intestinal parasitic infestation (especially with Diphyllobothrium 

latum) have been reported to produce this syndrome, but the low 

incidence (1 in 1000 cases of Diphyllobothrium infestation) and the fact 

that the disease sometimes recurs after expulsion of the worm make it 

evident that this needs further study by modern diagnostic measures. 

Macrocytic anemia may also occur in severe diffuse liver disease,3 

especially in the cirrhoses, but is not greatly benefited by liver extract, 

and a normocytic anemia of the splenomegalic type is much more com¬ 

mon. Macrocytic anemias which fail to respond to specific therapy 

occur also in rare instances in multiple myeloma and leukemias. In 

children macrocytic anemias may occur in the newborn period from 

erythroleukoblastosis and at the age of 6 months to 2 years from 
Cooley’s anemia or goat’s milk anemia. 

As a rule, these macrocytic anemias offer no difficulty in differential 

diagnosis from pernicious anemia. The presence of pregnancy the 

absence of achlorhydria, and the failure to recur after termination of 

the pregnancy and cessation of treatment with antipernicious anemia 

principle make the diagnosis of pernicious anemia of pregnancy. The 

associated diarrhea, the history of deficient diet, and the failure to 

recur after cessation of liver therapy plus the clinical findings will differ 

ennate sprue The diagnosis of macrocytic anemia due to Diphyl- 

obothnum infestation is based on finding the ova of the worm and 

ure o recurrence of the anemia on cessation of therapy with anti- 

tic ^ cells in pernicious anemia, hemoly. 

Mffle?D° Km°VVne ataormal cells from the Mood. n°rma' b'°°d d“‘r°ying 

Int' W-,! y 385-4i” (Sept.)"’!,™'. H': CllmcaI Course and Treatment of Sprue. Arch. 

‘° SrOCytiC Ana™ia: “* Nation 

^ RosenSd h -m '«-■* <*£&£ The Ro,e of the Liver in 
Observations on the Incident bourse anTReticui!,''^ !-iseaae 1>articularly Cirrhosis- 

' WiMrobAedMyMAmReb“„oCf fT <?»50 ‘ °m**i S‘Udy 
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pernicious anemia principle after expulsion of the worm. The diagnosis 

of macrocytic anemia due to liver disease is based on the failure of 

response to antipernicious anemia principle and the presence of the 

physical signs and laboratory tests described which are characteristic 

of impaired liver function. The marrow findings described under the 

heading of myelophthisic anemias will differentiate the anemias due to 

multiple myeloma and leukemia from pernicious anemia. The macro¬ 

cytic anemias of childhood offer no difficulty because pernicious anemia 

does not occur in children. These diseases are discussed under anemia 

of childhood. 

3. Differential Diagnosis of Pernicious Anemia from Normo- 

cytic and Hypochromic Microcytic Anemias with Which It May 

Be Confused.—In practice, other anemias are more often mistaken for 

pernicious anemia, although the blood findings if studied by accurate 

methods readily serve to make the differential diagnosis. These are 

the anemias associated with carcinoma of the stomach, subacute bac¬ 

terial endocarditis, lead poisoning, myxedema, chronic malaria, or 

familial acholuric jaundice. These all give color and volume indexes 

within the range of normal or lower if they are accurately determined 

and show other criteria of differential value which are listed under the 

discussion of these anemias. They are often very difficult to distin¬ 

guish from pernicious anemia by non-laboratory methods. 

D. Hypochromic Microcytic Anemias-1—These anemias could 

well be called hypoferric anemias as suggested by Alt. In all of them, 

the blood picture is essentially the same. The most characteristic 

feature is the low color, volume and saturation indexes with a corre¬ 

sponding small cell diameter and hypochromia observable in the stained 

smears. The red cell count is often relatively high and may be norma . 

It tends to be lower in the cases due to hemorrhage than in the other 

types of hypochromic microcytic anemias. A few nucleated erythro¬ 

cytes and a slight increase in reticulocytes are not infrequently present. 

Poikilocytosis, anisocytosis, and polychromatophiha are usua y presen . 

The white cell count and the platelet count are normal or slightly 

decreased. There is no evidence of increased blood destruction. e 

1 Bethell, F. H., Goldhamer, S. M., Isaacs, ^ ^ 

TrCa Davidson ^ ^ 

d0n Fowler^W 6M.f an^Barer^^Adelaide^P.: The Etiology and Treatment of Idiopathic 

H^^ow°w^CWn^!and^^rM^^ddaid^P.flron^Deficiency Anemias. J. A. M. A. i»: 

"^He^htc.1^.:9^ Patek, A. J„ Jr, The Anemia of Iron Deficiency. Medicine 16: 

267-35° (Sept.) 1937- 
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icterus index and urobilinogen excretion in the urine are either normal 

or decreased. The sternal marrow shows an increase in metakaryo- 

cytes (normoblasts) and karyocytes (pronormoblasts) but no increase 

in karyoblasts (megaloblasts). All anemias of this type respond 

with an increase in reticulocytes and a return to normal after adequate 

doses of iron (i to 3 grams of ferrous sulphate or 4 to 6 grams of ferric 

ammonium citrate per day). A low saturation index is a specific 

indication for administration of iron. 

1. Chronic Hemorrhage.—This is the commonest cause of hypo¬ 

chromic microcytic anemia. Bleeding hemorrhoids and the various 

types of menorrhagia and metrorrhagia are the commoner causes of 

this picture in uncomplicated form. A low saturation index should 

always lead one to search for chronic blood loss as the cause of an 

anemia, whether the source of the bleeding is immediately evident or 

not since it is obvious that the bleeding may have stopped when the 

patient is first seen. Conversely, a saturation index above 0.95 would 

be a point against chronic blood loss being the primary cause of the 

anemia, even when bleeding is present. Hypochromic microcytic 

anemia is a common complication of malignant tumors or ulcerations 

of the gastrointestinal tract, even though the picture may be clouded 

by other causes of anemia (infection, toxemia, bone marrow metastases, 

etc.). In the hemorrhagic diseases, an anemia of acute or chronic 

blood loss may be added to their typical syndromes. Hypochromic 

microcytic anemia may result from any of the conditions listed as 

causing gross hematuria, gross blood in the feces or gross hemoptysis. 

Carcinoma of the stomach and of the cecum are especially apt to 

have severe anemia as a dominant symptom, and may resemble perni¬ 

cious anemia in clinical findings, in the achlorhydria and in the presence 

of many nucleated red cells. The volume index easily differentiates 

them,, however. Hypochromic microcytic anemia with blood in the 

stool in middle aged persons without symptoms constitutes an indica¬ 

tion for thorough fluoroscopic examination of the cardia of the stomach 

and the cecum, since bleeding carcinoma in these areas may be present 
without producing other signs. 

2. Idiopathic” Hypochromic Microcytic Anemia.1—This con- 

ition is sometimes called simple achlorhydric anemia which is a better 

term but not as frequently used. It occurs most commonly in women 

oalbr we T and ^ Characterized cli,lically by the gradual onset of 
P lor, weakness, sore tongue, gastrointestinal disturbances, and often 

12 : 187-243^(May) ^33and Beebe’ R‘ T': IdioPathic Hypochromic Anemia. Medicine 
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menorrhagia. Physical examination reveals atrophic glossitis, enlarge¬ 

ment of the spleen, and spoonlike depressions of the finger nails. 

Achlorhydria or hypochlorhydria occurs in most of the cases. The term 

“idiopathic” is a misnomer because it has been shown1 that the cause 

is deficient absorption of iron because of poor digestion of organic iron 

compounds. Inadequate diets and bleeding are frequent contributory 

factors. 

3. Chlorosis2 or green-sickness.—This is a disease of adolescent girls, formerly 

common, but now very rare. Recovery is rapid after the administration of iron. 

4. Nutritional Anemias.3—The commoner types are: infants kept too long on 

an exclusive milk diet (deficient iron intake), the anemia of premature infants4 

(exhaustion of inadequate iron store in the liver before the usual time of change 

to non-milk diet), and the anemias that develop in persons on very restricted diets 

(esophageal stenosis, food fads, etc.). The anemias of diaphragmatic hernia and 

thoracic stomach are probably due to a combination of dietary restriction, poor 

digestion and absorption, and blood loss. The common hypochromic microcytic 

anemia of pregnancy is due to a relatively deficient iron intake for the needs of both 

mother and fetus. 

E. Normocytic Anemias.—1. Anemias Due to Infection.—A large 

proportion of clinical anemias fall in this group. I hey are often grouped 

under the term hemolytic anemias, but it is very doubtful whether 

hemolysis plays the major role in most of them. Relatively few can be 

diagnosed by laboratory measures, alone. Depression of bone marrow 

function and blood destruction within the body occur in most cases in 

varying proportions. The former usually predominates, but more study 

with the object of determining these factors is indicated. 

The anemia is normocytic. The blood picture suggests decreased 

blood formation and increased destruction in varying degrees. Reticu¬ 

locytes are usually normal or low, as is the icterus index.5 The white 

cell count is that characteristic of the cause of the anemia. On y 

diagnostically significant variations from the above picture will be 

mentioned. Infections with the hemolytic organisms or idiosyncrasy 

to sulfanilamide may give normocytic anemia of the internal blood 

destruction type. Infections complicated by chronic hemorrhage or 

inadequate iron intake may give a hypochromic microcytic anemia. 

. Mettier, S. R„ Keliogg, F. and Rinehart J^F.: Chronic Idiopathic Hypochromic 

Ane.mpat.kf“' ji.'jr.fand Heaih ’c W.: Chlolods.3'I- A. M. A. .06: ,463-466 (Apr. 

25)Minot, G. R.: The Anemias of Nutritional Deficiency: Etiology, Diagnosis, Treatment 

and Prevention. J. A. M. A' ^DavUsin7 L Ti The'Wood During the First Year of 
4 Merritt, Katherine k and Davidson i,L. chi,d 26i-3oi (Feb.) IQ34- 

U'ef i&E”aA:H™ d TanTentt H.: lite Mechanism of Secondary Anemia. Arch. 

Int. Med., 45' 248-256 (Feb.) 1930- 
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The important subdivisions follow: 

(a) Acute and Subacute Injections—In the majority of acute infec¬ 

tious diseases, a moderate anemia develops late. It is most marked 

in smallpox (myelophthisic blood picture), in acute rheumatic fever, 

and in the diseases in which a hemorrhagic factor is added (typhoid, 

dvsentery, and ulcerative colitis). Bacteremias of all types, especially 

streptococcus bacteremias, produce a severe anemia in which the 

internal blood destruction picture may predominate. In prolonged 

fever associated with normocytic anemia for which no cause is apparent, 

subacute bacterial endocarditis, other alpha hemolytic streptococ¬ 

cus (viridans) infections or Hodgkin’s disease often prove to be the 

explanation. 

Focal infections in the sinuses or gall bladder are particularly apt to 

be associated with anemia. The hemolytic picture predominates in 

some of these infections. 

(b) Chronic Infections.—Chronic focal infection or accumulations 

of pus (abscesses, empyema, etc.) are extremely common causes of 

anemia. Syphilis and tuberculosis may cause extreme anemia or, more 

often, none at all. Anemia is seldom marked in tuberculosis1 not 

complicated by secondary infection or hemorrhage, but whether the 

secondary infection, the tuberculosis itself, or absorbed products of 

tissue destruction is the chief etiologic factor in the anemias which do 
occur, is disputed. 

(c) Acute and Subacute Glomerular and Chronic Diffuse Nephritis.2_ 

This group is mentioned separately to call attention to the diagnostic 

and prognostic value of the anemia (decreased marrow function type3) 

which is constantly present (absent in nephrosis and most cases of 

hypertensive cardiovascular renal disease) and tends to increase and 

decrease with the severity of the renal impairment. The hematuria is 

shown not to be a factor in the anemia by the normal indexes and 
the small amount of the daily blood loss. 

In normocytic anemias due to infection removal of the cause and 

blood transfusion are the only therapy of value. If chronic hemorrhage 

or dietary deficiency is associated and the anemia is of the hypochromic 
microcytic type, iron will be of value. 

ThC AnaCmia Pul—ary Tuberculosis. An, Rev. Tuberc. 

30: 817-840 (Deed' 19*22.R°th’ M‘: Anemia of Chronic Nephritis. Arch. Int. Med., 

Haema0trd5e9nT;6N'i^8' ^ B0M Mam)W in the Anemia of Chronic Nephritis. Folia 

sternal marrowThowf an'exceto^ marrow see» in the blood, the 
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2. Internal Blood Destruction—(a) Internal Hemorrhage— The 

physical findings in the acute cases are those of shock plus localizing signs 

from the site of the hemorrhage. In the early stages the diagnosis must 

be established by clinical findings. The icterus index will be increased 

within 4 to 24 hours and this sometimes occurs in hemorrhages high in 

the gastrointestinal tract. Do not judge the extent of the hemorrhage 

by the red cell count or hemoglobin until 12 to 48 hours after it has ceased. 

The commonest causes of acute internal hemorrhage large enough to 

result in anemia are peptic ulcer, ruptured ectopic pregnancy, varicosities 

in the esophagus or stomach (portal obstruction), and results of operation 

or trauma (wounds, ruptured viscera, etc.). Laboratory tests are of 

chief value in noting the progress of recovery. Other causes of internal 

hemorrhage which may give rise to an increased icterus index and in¬ 

creased urobilinogen excretion but rarely cause anemia are intracranial 

hemorrhage, hemorrhagic infarction, and dissecting aneurysm. 

(b) Parasitic Diseases.—Malaria, Leishmaniasis and infestation 

with the intestinal parasites are the most important members of this 

group. In these, the excessive internal blood destruction picture domi¬ 

nates and bone marrow function is less depressed, although leukopenia 

is common. Anemia is seldom absent in malaria, but is present in 

only a fraction of patients infested with intestinal parasites. In hook¬ 

worm infestations and amebic dysentery, hypochromic microcytic ane¬ 

mia of blood loss occurs. The regenerative evidence in the blood may 

cause these anemias to be mistaken for pernicious anemia, if accurate 

volume indexes are not determined. The diagnosis is established by 

finding the parasites and noting the course of the anemia after eradica¬ 

tion of the cause. The treatment is specific therapy for the particular 

parasite with blood transfusions if the anemia is severe, and administra¬ 

tion of iron only if hypochromic microcytic anemia is present. 
(c) Poisons. Lead, mercury, sulfanilamide,1 phenylhydrazine, snake 

venom, and many other poisons are included in this group. In ea - 

and mercury poisoning, basophilic stippling is usually demonstrab . 

Internal destruction of red cells with active marrow regeneration is 

evident from the tendency to increased icterus index and uroM.no- 

genuria the high reticulocyte counts, and often enormous numbers 

nucleated red cells, including karyoblasts (megaloblasts), m the blood 

stream. The red cell count is seldom below 3 million. 

1 Wood, W. B.: Anemia during Sulfanilamide Iherapy. 

<No,TA$ j/C?,'Fairhall,L. T„ Minot, A. S..and Re.nikoff, P.: 

4: 1-250 (Feb- May) i925- 

J. A. M. A. in: 

Lead Poisoning. 

1916-1919 

Medicine 
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Phenylhydrazine poisoning gives an extreme internal blood destruc¬ 

tion picture, with high icterus index and urobilinogenuria, with no 

depressant and apparently even a stimulating effect on the marrow. 

Simple leukocytosis is the rule and reticulocytes, nucleated red cells, 

and immature leukocytes are usually increased in the blood. It is of 

importance because used in the treatment of polycythemia vera. 

Certain snake venoms result in extreme hemolysis with hemoglo¬ 

binuria and no interference with regeneration if the patient survives. 

The treatment is removal from exposure to the responsible poison 

and specific therapy for the particular type of poisoning. Transfu¬ 

sions may be necessary in the more severe cases. Iron and liver are 

of no value. 

(d) Hemolytic Icterus (acholuric jaundice).—A familial and an acquired form 

are described. Both are rare. It is probable that the acquired form is only a less 
marked degree of the same disturbance as in the familial form. 

Familial hemolytic icterus is characterized by the early onset (before 10, usually 
very soon after birth) of slight to marked icterus, enlargement of the spleen, and 
moderate anemia. 

The color, volume and saturation indexes are normal. The icterus index is high 

(10 to wo). The direct van den Bergh test is negative and bilirubin is absent from 

the urine unless obstructive jaundice is superimposed from a gallstone in the com¬ 

mon duct as not infrequently occurs. Urobilinogen is greatly increased in the urine 
and stools except during a gallstone obstruction. 

Neutrophilia with thrombocytosis and evidence of extremely rapid red cell regenera¬ 
tion dominate the blood picture. Reticulocytes are usually over 10 per cent some 

times over 40 per cent. Polychromatophilia and nucleated red cells are numerous 

karjoblasts (megaloblasts) are sometimes found. Notwithstanding the normal 

volume index microcytosis is evident in the stained smear, showing that the cells 
tend toward the spherical form. 

The most characteristic feature, without which the diagnosis may be in doubt 

tra°fthe VedUllS t0 kking by h>T0t0nic salt solution as demon¬ 
strated by the fragility test. This test will differentiate it from nil ml • 

Notwithstanding these changes, the patients “ M 

a"d Th- "e 

to bIcoemeaCmTnifedst firsTin fdultWe, 

exacerbations, and the fact that often only red cells whichT* ^ remiSS1°ns and 
from plasma by repeated centrifugation oft . iave ^een washed free 

typical increased fragility. This is less m^rke^d18^'1 n°™al Sahne show the 
absent entirely. rked dunnS emissions and at times 

The cause of the anemia in hemolytic icterus seems to k 1 
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is uncertain.1 The benefit of splenectomy is compatible with either hypothesis. 

It is noteworthy that the increased fragility and spherical cell form persist after 

removal of the spleen. Splenectomy during a remission produces clinical cure but 

is not necessary in the mildest cases. If one patient with the disease is found other 

members of the family should be examined. 

(e) Sickle Cell Anemia.2—Sicklemia is an abnormality of the red 

cells which appears to be inherited as a Mendelian dominant and, with 

rare exceptions, is confined to the negro race. It has been described on 

page 191 and is present in 5 to 10 per cent of all negroes but normocytic 

anemia is associated in only a small percentage of those with the 

sickling phenomenon. 
The icterus index is increased (6 to 30) as is urobilinogen excretion. 

The red cell count and hemoglobin are usually moderately decreased, 

but counts below 1.5 million are reported. 

The white blood cells are usually increased (10,000 to 20,000). 

The characteristic feature is the tendency for the red cells to assume 

a crescentic shape with both ends pointed. This occurs in dry smears but 

is most marked in moist coverslip preparations which have been allowed 

to stand a few hours (Fig. 6). Evidences of both increased ery thropoiesis 

and red cell destruction are present. Nucleated red cells are often found. 

The reason for the increased rate of red cell destruction is unknown.3 

It is possible that these peculiarly shaped cells are less resistant to 

destruction within the body although they are not less resistant to 

destruction by hypotonic saline in the fragility test. _ 
It must be differentiated from the tendency to formation of elliptical 

or oval cells which may occur in either the white or black race, and 

does not constitute, alone, a cause for anemia (Fig. 5). 

(f) Hemoglobinuria and Hemoglobinemia.^ln all the conditions 1. ted on 

page 22 as causes of hemoglobinuria, anemia of the internal blood destruction 

tvne may occur In the milder cases anemia may occur without gross hemoglo¬ 

binuria and the diagnosis is established by identification of hemoglobin in serum 

obtained with special precautions to prevent hemolysis. 

;^h"Aic°kie Cell (Drepanocyte) Anemia. Am. J. Med. Sc., .75: **-»» 

(FebHuc9k,8J. G.: Sickle Cell Anemia. Bull. Johns Hopkins Hosp., 34: 335-344 (Oct). 

I923Diggs, L. WThe Erythrocyte in Sickle Cell Anemia. J. A. M. A. tie: 695-700 

(Feb. 25) 1939- . , _ , 
s See footnote p. 209. . . rh nic Hemolytic Anemia with I aroxysmal 

Noctu r nTl^ Hemoglobhiu Ha. Arm J j j^^and ScowJn,' K^F^Th^Marchiafava-Micheli 

Syndrome'^ ^>cturnal IIaemoglobinuria with Hemolytic Anemia. Quart. J. 

95-114 (Jan.) 1938- 
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(g) Lederer's A cute Febrile Hemolytic Anemia.1—This is characterized by sudden 

onset of fever and rapidly progressive anemia often with hemoglobinemia and 

hemoglobinuria. The etiology is unknown. Recovery occurs if a sufficient 

number of blood transfusions can be given to maintain life over a period of a few 

weeks. 

The treatment for the other anemias associated with hemoglobinuria is preven¬ 

tion of exposure to cold, treatment of syphilis in paroxysmal hemoglobinuria, 

avoidance of the allergin in favism, and removal from the causative agent, and 

transfusions if the anemia is severe in the others. 

3. Myelophthisic Anemias.—The characteristic laboratory findings for this 

group have been described (p. 205). The diagnosis is based on the bizarre blood 

picture and clinical evidence of bone marrow involvement. The diseases in which 

this blood picture predominates are leukemias and multiple myeloma. It may 

predominate in osteomyelitis and in metastatic tumors of bones including sarcoma, 

carcinoma, hypernephroma, lymphosarcoma and Hodgkin’s disease. The presence 

of this blood picture should always cause one to think of bone marrow involvement, 

and, except in leukemias in which the diagnosis is obvious from the blood study, is 

an indication for examination of the sternal marrow and for roentgenographic 

study of the bones. Osteosclerosis2 is a rare disease which sometimes gives this 

picture in the early stages and the picture of aplastic anemia in the end stages. 

The roentgenographic findings of dense opaque bone establish the diagnosis if 

osteoplastic metastasis and Paget’s disease are excluded. Multiple myeloma is 

recognized by the increased plasmacytes in the marrow, Bence-Jones protein in 
the urine, and punched out areas in the bones. 

In rare instances of myelophthisic anemia the color and volume indexes may be 

high, in which case, differentiation from pernicious anemia may be difficult until 

the sternal marrow has been examined. The saturation index may be low if chronic 
hemorrhage co-exists. 

4- Anemias Associated with Splenomegaly.This is unquestionably a miscel¬ 

laneous group, but the large spleen is the chief clinical sign, and the error of group- 

,ng them together under the term splenic anemia is not rare. Therefore, the* 

d fferenttai diagnosis is d.scussed here. They all have in common a variable degree 

of normocytic anemia, leukopenia and thrombopenia, and an enlargement of the 

STa’Scsn/r •“ ”*■” 

ZZarias n^tt?crtdae“ate U‘r0;nb0peuia’ f0ll0Wed 
e i„ charr 

1 Sc- iw’3u-32MSept“”93L7.L': ACUte Hemolytic Anemia (Lederer Type). Am. 

Clin. Pah.’ 8: afs-938R- ^ °Ste°petrosis (Marble Bone Disease). Am J 
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hemorrhages begin, when it may become extreme or fatal. If the hemorrhages are 

allowed to continue, low saturation, volume, and color indexes result. All the 

laboratory changes characteristic of Laennec’s cirrhosis occur in the later stages. 

Of these, the increased urobilinogenuria is the most important. The lymph nodes 

are not enlarged which differentiates it from Hodgkin’s disease and aleukemic 

leukemias. In the early stages it is differentiated from familial acholuric jaundice 

by the leukopenia, low icterus index, normal or increased resistance of the red cells 

to laking by hypotonic saline, and normal average size of the red cells. 

In the later stages, it is differentiated from familial cirrhosis of the liver1 by 

the earlier age incidence, familial occurrence, more rapid course, and the earlier 

development of liver changes and ascites in the latter. The blood findings are the 

same. 
Primary tuberculosis of the spleen2 and schistosomiasis involving the spleen 

may give a laboratory and clinical picture indistinguishable from Banti s disease. 

Portal thrombosis or thrombosis of the splenic vein give pictures almost identical 

with Banti’s disease, but changes in the liver are not demonstrable, the history 

of a cause for thrombosis may be elicitable, and they may occur at any age. Most 

cases reported as simple or idiopathic splenomegaly belong in this group. 

Banti’s disease is differentiated from Laennec’s cirrhosis by the earlier age 

incidence and the onset of splenic enlargement and anemia long preceding the 

evidences of cirrhosis. The blood picture in Laennec’s cirrhosis is very similar to 

that of the later stages of Banti’s disease. 
(b) Cirrhoses of the Liver.—Laennec’s cirrhosis is the commonest cause of t e 

blood picture described for Banti’s disease and a similar blood picture may occur in 

any form of cirrhosis producing portal hypertension. However, the physical and 

laboratory signs of cirrhosis of the liver precede the onset of the anemia. 
(c) Lipoid Histiocytoses.-(i) Gaucher’s disease3 (rare). The blood findings are 

identical with those of early Banti’s disease, but the anemia is usually less marked. 

It differs in the earlier and later age incidence (2 to 40), longer course (20 years) 

L TZer enlargement of the spleen, the presence of charactenstic vedgeshapei 

elevations of the conjunctiva mar the cornea, and of bone changes which are radio¬ 

graphicallydemonstrable. Hemorrhages are less apt to occur and asc.tes rs absent 

‘'’Ttems tobTf^genluVlbn^mlutyof8 lipoid metabolism which results in 

the loading of all cells of the reticulo-endothelial system with finely divided ip 

droplets. extremely rare and is differentiated by 

the early agTitddence^under rapid course “d 

definitely by finding the characteristic foam cells in 

material obtained by sternal or splenic puncture. 

. Gunn, Francis D.: Familial Juvenile Cirrhosis of the Liver. Arch. Path, and Lab. 

MedBrid^4IiAPL.!>aadRobertson. T. D, Familial Juvenile Cirrhosis of the Liver. 

Am. J. Dis. Child. 43: ySFeTTTSy Tuberculosis of the Spleen: Its Climcal ^Price, A. E., and Jardine, R. L.. irimary 1 (June) I93I> 

"^Tv^rartretkalXand'o^lnheimer/B. S.: Gaucher's Splenomegaly. J. A. 

M. A., 92: 637-644 (Feb. 23) 1929- 
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(3) Xanthomatosis or Hand-Schiiller-Christian Disease. This may give either 

a normocytic anemia of the splenomegalic type or of the myelophthisic type. The 

disease is characterized by large defects in the bones, exophthalmos, and the syn¬ 

drome of diabetes insipidus. The spleen is enlarged and sternal or splenic puncture 

may reveal foam cells.1 The disease is due to infiltration of cells of the monocyte 

series with cholesterol esters. 

(d) Hodgkin's Disease and Lymphosarcoma (lymphoblastoma2).—These two 

conditions are so closely related that they can best be discussed together. Both 

affect all ages and both sexes, but Hodgkin’s disease is commoner in young adults 

(15 to 35) and lymphosarcoma in the middle aged (35 to 60). Both are character¬ 

ized by localized enlargement of lymphatic tissue which later becomes more general¬ 

ized. Moderate enlargement of the spleen usually occurs. The blood findings 

are extremely variable and not diagnostic. Moderate to marked anemia with 

normal indexes, simple leukocytosis, with evidences of somewhat increased ery- 

thropoiesis and red cell destruction, are most common, but leukopenia, or leukemoid 

(rare, and then only terminally in lymphosarcoma) pictures may occur and lympho¬ 

cytosis, monocytosis, or eosinophilia are common. Gordon observed that intra¬ 

cerebral inoculation of ground lymph nodes from Hodgkin’s disease produced 

encephalitis in animals, but this has been proved to be a test for eosinophils3 rather 

than a specific test for Hodgkin’s disease. 

Lymphosarcoma has a tendency to more invasive growth and a more rapid 

course. Differentiation can be made with certainty only by removal of a lymph 

node for biopsy. The relatively normal sternal marrow will differentiate these 

diseases from leukemias which they clinically resemble. 

The anemia is due in part to invasion of the marrow as in myelophthisic anemias 

and in part to splenomegaly but unknown factors apparently are the major cause 

of anemia in this group. Deep roentgen therapy will relieve pressure symptoms 

from enlarged lymph nodes and spleen but the diseases are 100 per cent fatal with 
our present knowledge. 

Other causes of anemia often associated with moderate or extreme splenomegaly 

are malaria, syphilis, subacute bacterial endocarditis, Felty’s syndrome 4 the 

leukemias, and kala-azar. These do not belong to this group and are usually easily 
differentiated if considered. 

5- Endocrine Hypofunction.—Myxedema is usually associated with a moderate 

° Se,V<^e a^mia lvlth normal indexes and may give a regenerative blood picture 
amulating that of pernicious anemia. Pernicious anemia and myxedem^ may 

ccur in the same patient. Anemia occurs in Addison’s disease but is the excep- 

M"ra‘ e/ th?n th' rule' The mechanism of the production of anemia is unknown 
More S udy of such cases and of polycythemia rubra vera may aid in the determi^ 

144-150 (Feb.) mss1” °f Caucher Cells by the Supravital Technique. Am. J. M. Sc. 195: 

M: Iymph0ma)' 1 A’ M- A-. 

Ann. I„t. Med": ^ Uuko<*“ Pict“re in Hodgkin’s Disease. 
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tion of what constitutes the regulatory mechanism for the level of the erythrocytes 

in the blood. 

6. Malignant Tumors.—Anemia is usually absent in the malignant 

tumors which do not bleed and do not involve the bone marrow, and 

may be absent at death. Hence, anemia in patients who have malig¬ 

nant tumors should suggest one of these two complications. 

The mechanism of the production of such anemias as do occur is 

insufficiently studied, but is probably related to both blood destruc¬ 

tion and marrow inhibition by toxic absorption products of necrosis 

and secondary infection. 

Hypochromic microcytic anemia is the commonest form and results 

from chronic hemorrhage and deficient absorption of iron due to achlor¬ 

hydria, poor appetite or vomiting. Normocytic anemias occur in 

those tumors which metastasize to bones or are secondarily infected. 

7. Aplastic Anemias.1—The idiopathic form is a rare disease of 

young adults which progresses without remission to a fatal termination. 

A tendency to hemorrhages into the skin and from the mucous mem¬ 

branes usually dominates the clinical picture. Hence, it must be differ¬ 

entiated from aleukemic leukemia and idiopathic purpura hemorrhagica. 

The icterus index is low (rarely normal or elevated due to absorp¬ 

tion of internal hemorrhages). Urobilinogen is decreased in the stools 

and urine (except during absorption of hemorrhages). 
The red cell count and hemoglobin progressively and rapidly decrease. 

Granulopenia is constant and often extreme. Lymphocytes are 

relatively increased but absolutely decreased. Cells of the granulocyte 

series are few or absent and old forms are relatively increased. 

In the stained smear, the erythrocytes appear normal or show 

poikilocytosis only. Polychromatophilia, basophilic stippling, and 

nucleated red cells are not found. 

Reticulocytes are decreased or absent. 

Nucleated cells are scarce or absent in the sternal marrow and those 

remaining are chiefly lymphocytes. The total nucleated cell count is 

USUr/;e ^flatdel count is greatly decreased and hemorrhagic symptoms 

are the rule. The bleeding time is markedly prolonged and the cloth g 

, Rhoads, C. P„ and Miller D. K.: Histology of the Bone Marrow in Aplast.c Anenu, 

Arch. Path. 26: 648-663 (Sept). 1938. 
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therapy, to exposure to radio-active substances, external, or internal as 

in the occupational poisoning of workers with luminous paint, or to 

poisoning with benzol, organic arsenicals, or other benzol ring drugs, 

differ only in having a determinable cause, and in recovery if that 

cause is removed sufficiently early. 

Most of the patients with a blood picture of aplastic anemia prove 

on examination of sternal marrow to have aleukemic leukemias. It is 

possible that the so-called “idiopathic” form is the end stage of an 

aleukemic lymphocytic leukemia since cases have been reported and I 

have seen one case in which marrow studies were typical of acute 

lymphocytic leukemia at one time and later of aplastic anemia. At 

necropsy no evidence of leukemic infiltration in any organ was found 

and the marrow was typically aplastic. Some have used the term 

aplastic anemia for any anemia which presents the blood picture 

described irrespective of the marrow picture, but it seems wiser to 

limit the term to that group of cases in which the marrow is truly 
aplastic. 

F. Anemias of Infancy and Childhood.' —There are certain forms of anemia 

that need to be considered only in children. Most of the anemias described above 

as they occur in adults, with the exception of pernicious anemia, may develop in 

children but produce somewhat different blood pictures than they do in adults. 

A condition known as von Jaksch’s anemia or pseudoleukemia infantum is 
usually included in this group. The criteria given are enlarged spleen with anemia 
and leukocytosis, often of high degree. The blood picture shows an unusual num¬ 

ber of nucleated red cells including karyoblasts (megaloblasts) and other evidence of 
rapid red cell formation. The differential white cell count is variable, either 

leukocytes SIt0LnvUt'r°Pl"!la .“T™8 with a considerable increase in immature 

not an eniitv h7 T °r pernicious “emia. It is undoubtedly 
t an entity, but rather represents the reaction of the infantile hematopoietic 

system to any severe cause of anemia of the blood-destruction or blood loss type It 

ass?'3 h' tree-yearS °f age' The C°mmon causes of this syndrle ar^ra’hit 

rather thSn thC Vkami" Per se)» congeniufsyphilis! 

i. Erythroleukoblastosis2 (erythroblastosis).—This was formerlv r'dffn ,vt 
gravis neonatorum or universal edema of the new born Manv nf tl cterus 

probably included under the term von Jaksch’s anemia I hi T ^ T WCre 
lzed by evidences of an Pvirpm0] . • j P lemia‘ 1 he dlsease is character- 

rapid rate of red cell destruction ' Null ' t*!? ° 7" formatlon and an extremely 

in the blood than in any other disease Immi'T T5?** may be m°re numerous 
seen. The icterus index is high and i r ^ eukocyU's are also frequently 

nuex ,s high and urobilinogen excretion is increased. It is 
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characterized clinically by jaundice dating from birth, macrocytic anemia, enlarge¬ 

ment of the spleen and radial striations in the bones of the skull, demonstrable in 

roentgenograms. It may be evident at birth or be first noticed within the first 

3 weeks of life. Multiple foci of hematopoiesis in the spleen, liver and other 

organs are the characteristic pathology. The marrow shows extreme hyperplasia. 

(a) Universal edema of the newborn is apparently a more severe form of the same 

disease in which death usually occurs shortly after birth or the infant is stillborn. 

The pathology is the same. 

(b) Congenital anemia is apparently a milder form of the same disease in which 

clinical jaundice is absent and nucleated erythrocytes are not so abundant in the 

blood, but normocytic or macrocytic anemia dates from birth. 

It has been suggested1 that this group of conditions is due to an anomaly in the 

placenta permitting interchange of fetal and maternal blood with resultant produc¬ 

tion of hemolysins for the infant’s erythrocytes in the blood of the mother. These 

hemolysins enter the fetal circulation through the communication in the placental 

circulation during fetal life and are excreted in milk. If this theory is correct 

infants with this disease should not be breast fed. Another theory is that the 

disease is hereditary.2 All three forms of the disease may occur in children of the 

same family but several normal children may be born before any show evidence of 

the disease. Those with universal edema nearly all die before birth or shortly after. 

Those with erythroleukoblastosis die if untreated but may survive if not breast fed 

and if given frequent transfusions. Those with congenital anemia may recover 

without treatment and nearly all recover with treatment. 

Erythroleukoblastosis is differentiated from Cooley’s anemia by the early age of 

onset, from leukemia by the presence of icterus and the scarcity of granuloblasts 

(myeloblasts). Otherwise the blood and marrow pictures closely simulate those of 

granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia. It is differentiated from the anemia of 

congenital syphilis by the negative serologic tests in mother and infant and the 

absence of stigmata of congenital syphilis. ... . . 
2. Cooley’s Anemia (thalassemia).3—This is a familial disease occurring in 

children of Mediterranean parentage. The anemia usually develops between 

6 months and 2 years of age and the clinical and laboratory pictures are similar to 

♦w ^crriM for ervthroleukoblastosis except for the later age of onset and the 

Bradford, W. L., and Dye, Jai 
cytes in Mediterranean Disease 
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few years of life. Positive serologic tests for syphilis in mother or infant and 

stigmata of congenital syphilis establish the diagnosis. Many recover with prompt 

adequate antisyphilitic treatment. 
4. Goat’s Milk Anemia.—Infants or children who have been kept for some 

period of time on an exclusive diet of goat’s milk develop a macrocytic anemia with 

a blood picture similar to that described for pernicious anemia. The diagnosis is 

easy from the history and blood examination. The therapy is administration of 

antipernicious anemia principle and a diet suitable to the infant’s age. 

5. Hypochromic Microcytic Anemia.—This is usually due to keeping the infant 

too long on an exclusive milk diet or to failure to give extra iron to a premature 

infant. Most of the storage of iron in the liver occurs in the last month of fetal 

life and premature infants require added iron during the period of milk feeding to 

prevent development of such an anemia. 

6. Normocytic Anemias.—Any of the normocytic anemias may occur but the 

commonest are those due to infection, the myelophthisic anemias and the spleno- 

megalic anemias. The treatment is the same as that described for adults, but the 

differential diagnosis from leukemia may offer more difficulty because in young 

children a greater number of immature leukocytes may be present in the blood or 

marrow as a response to infection or marrow invasion than in the same conditions 

in adults. All of the conditions must be excluded before it is safe to make a 

diagnosis of leukemia in an infant under 3 years of age unless great numbers of 

blast cells are found in the blood or marrow or the total nucleated cell count in the 

blood is over 100,000 per c. mm. 

XI. TOTAL PLASMA AND BLOOD VOLUME DETERMINATION1 

This procedure is not used much as yet in diagnosis, but it is of considerable 

importance in many lines of research, and knowledge of the various volume states 

characteristic of the different conditions aids materially in interpreting other 

clinical and laboratory data. It should be done in all cases in which the diagnosis 

of polycythemia vera is considered. It should be determined under basal condi¬ 
tions (see page 103 for directions to patient). 

A. Normals. These may be expressed in cc. per kilogram of body weight or in 

cc. per square meter of body surface. The latter is probably more reliable in adults 
the former in children. 

In adults of both sexes the plasma volume ranges from 42 to 65 cc. (average 

51 cc.) per kilogram of body weight or from 1600 to 2250 cc. (average 1900 cc.) per 

square meter of body surface. In newborn infants the plasma volume per kilogram 

of body weight is the same as in adults, but it averages about 10 cc. per kilogram 

higher in infants from 12 days to 10 months of age (range 38 to 72 cc ) The values 

have returned to the adult standard by four years of age. Expressed in terms of 

(rso ccTt birth y SUrfr h°WT’ tHe ™IUeS arC distinct|y lower for infants 

ZEZZ&Z CaduHs0ne year) “d ,0r CMdren (increase *> "375 cc. by the 

For total blood volume in adults the figures are 72 cr tn rrsr / 00 

-“=•"! «•» «.i<:, ::zr~:sz 22 
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meter of body surface. The results tend to be about 5 per cent higher in men than 

in women, because of the greater volume of red cells. The total blood volume is 

105 to 195 cc. (average 150 cc.) per kilogram in the newborn (the higher value is 

due to the large number of red cells). The figures are 70 to 125 cc. (average 100 cc.) 

per kilogram in infants from 15 days to one year of age. In older children the 

values range from 65 to 105 cc. (average 80 cc.) per kilogram of body weight. Per 

square meter of body surface in children over one year of age the figures are 1400 

cc. to 2500 cc. (average 1900 cc.), tending to be a little lower in the earlier age 

groups and higher in the older children. The total volume of circulating blood is 

thus about 400 cc. at birth, 300 cc. at 1 month, 400 cc. at 6 months, 700 cc. at 1 

year, 1000 cc. at 2 years, 1500 cc. at 6 years, and 2000 cc. at 10 years. In women 

the average is about 5000 cc. (range 4000 cc. to 6000 cc.) and in men the average 

is about 6000 cc. (range 4500 cc. to 7500 cc.). 

B. Increased Blood Volume.—1. Polycythemia Vera.—This is by far the most 

important cause of alterations in blood volume. The total volume is very seldom 

within normal limits and is often twice the normal value and sometimes even 

higher. It is at times increased when the red cell count and hemoglobin percentage 

are within normal limits. Hence, it is of definite diagnostic value. Both plasma 

and cell volume are increased, but as a rule the increase in the latter is proportion¬ 

ately greater. 

2. Other Causes.—In leukemias, especially the granulocytic (myelogenous) 

type, in secondary erythrocytoses, and in the later months of pregnancy, values 

average higher than in normals, but only a few of the results are above the 

upper limits of normal variation. Plasma volume is chiefly affected in leukemia 

and pregnancy; cell volume in the erythrocytoses. Plasma volume is above 

the normal average but near the upper limits of the normal range in all types of 

splenomegaly. 

In hypertensive cardiovascular renal disease the blood volume is within normal 

limits and tends to be low rather than high. 

C. Decreased Blood Volume—1. Acute Hemorrhage and Shock.—Decreased 

blood volume may reach a high grade but the volume determinations are not 

necessary for the diagnosis. The knowledge that this decreased volume occurs 

furnishes a definite indication for therapy and explains why the red cell count and 

hemoglobin do not correctly indicate the degree of anemia in the first 24 to 48 hours 

after an acute hemorrhage. 
2. Myxedema.—The average plasma and total blood volume are near t ie 

lower limits of normal. Some anemia is usually present which is more marked than 

the red cell counts or hemoglobin estimations would suggest. 

3 Anemias.—In all types of anemias except those associated with spleno¬ 

megaly and with glomerular or diffuse nephritis, there is a tendency for the total 

blood volume to be slightly below and the plasma volume to be above the average 

normal. The degree of increase in plasma volume is greater, the grater the deg 

of red cell deficiency, and is probably compensatory in an efior o 

maintain a normal blood volume. . 
' 4 Glomerulonephritis and Chronic Diffuse Nephritis with Edema - lie plasma 

volumes are normal and the red cells decreased, resulting in a slight decrease 

Z a, blood volume which is seldom outside normal limits. Other types of edema 

(nephroses, cardiac edemal show values for total blood and plasma volume which 

are within normal limits but which average slightly higher t lan ill norma s. 
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5. Obesity.—In the obese the values are normal in terms of body surface, but 

low per kilogram of body weight. 
6. Dehydration.—This may occur from many causes including vomiting, 

diarrhea, excessive sweating, fluid deprivation, and severe burns. I he decreas 
may be extreme and affects chiefly the plasma volume. 

XII. DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF POLYCYTHEMLAS1 
OR ERYTHROCYTOSES 

The essential feature of these conditions is an increase above the 
normal limits in red cells or hemoglobin. In adults and children over 
3 months of age, a count over 7.0 million for males and over 6.5 million 
for females would strongly suggest one of these conditions. Poly¬ 
cythemia may be simulated by dehydration (decreased plasma volume), 
as after severe burns, shock, vomiting, diarrhea, or prolonged absti¬ 
nence from fluids. Thus, high counts are common in patients with 
dysentery or cholera. In these cases the fact that the blood is more 
concentrated than normal is the significant point, since there is no 
increase of the total number of red cells in the body. On the other 
hand, it may be masked by increased plasma volume. Hence, when 
this diagnosis is suspected, even though counts within the upper limits 
of normal are found, a blood volume determination is indicated. 

A. Polycythemia Rubra Vera,2 Vaquez’s or Osier’s Disease.3—This is a clinical 
entity of unknown etiology characterized by a reddish cyanosis, enlargement 0/ the 
spleen, increased total blood volume, and a marked erythrocytosis usually associ¬ 
ated also with a simple leukocytosis and a thrombocytosis. Red cell counts as 
high as 16.0 million per cubic millimeter have been reported but seem open to 
question since the cells would have to be very small to have any fluid present with 
1 em’ The hem°globin and cell volume are not increased to the same degree as 
the red cell count, hence the color and volume indexes tend to be low but the satura¬ 
tion index is normal. Immature leukocytes and red cells are common, and the 
blood picture may suggest granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia. Some cases4 
terminate as granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia. These may be differentiated 
by sternal puncture which gives the typical findings of granulocytic (myelogenous) 
leukemia while in the other cases of polycythemia vera the marrow picture Is 
normal. They are sometimes called erythroleukemia. 

Therapy with phenylhydrazine should be controlled by frequently reoeated 
routine blood examinations to prevent excessive red cell destruction until a dose 
as been tabhshed whi h m just maintain the eryt (c coun“ ^ 

limits. An increase the leukocytosis after phenylhydrazine is to be expected 

* Hadem’ R. t The^/S TO (Aug.) 
Treatment. Am. J. M. Sc ,,6 4,) “oVtOctipT™ “ Rekti°" t0 Diagnosis and 

Rosenthal, N. and 1?3°- 
903-917 (Dec.) 1938. ’ ' Course of Polycythemia. Arch. Int. Med. 6a- 

< Klumpp'TEGP'a,„7d°&rbf?Tit'?0b,bJnS • 
Cases Presenting Aspects of BottbTseasefAm*/'M^ScTT5Leukemias: Rrepot of 

J‘ IUed- bci- i83: 201-209 (Feb.) 1932. 
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The increase in red cells is apparently due entirely to increased marrow activity. 

Red cell destruction is increased rather than diminished. The basal metabolism 

and blood uric acid are elevated. 

A benign familial form of polycythemia has been reported.1 

B. Erythrocyioses.—i. Erythrocytoses Secondary to Anoxemia.—This type 

occurs in the following conditions, and may be extreme. Increase in leukocytes and 

platelets and evidences of rapid red cell regeneration are confined largely to the 

period of onset. Increase in blood volume is present only in the more marked 

cases and is seldom as great as in polycythemia vera. Enlargement of the spleen 

is absent. 

(a) Decreased Oxygen Tension in the Alveolar Air.—Residence at high altitude is 

the clinical cause, but the same result occurs on experimental lowering of the oxygen 

tension. The increase is about 50,000 cells per 1000 feet and cell counts up to 8.0 

million have been observed. The increase begins at once due to contraction of the 

spleen and is maintained with evidence of rapid regeneration during the stage of 

increase. It returns to normal on raising the oxygen tension as by return to sea 

level. 
(b) Insufficient Aeration of Blood Due to Pulmonary Disease.2—'This may occur in 

extensive pulmonary fibrosis (tuberculosis, pneumoconiosis), emphysema, pulmo¬ 

nary atelectasis (unilateral pneumothorax), or in primary arteriosclerosis or syphilis 

of the pulmonary arteries (rare). Members of this group have been described 

under the term Ayerza’s disease or black cardiacs because of the extreme bluish- 

black cyanosis which at once differentiates them from the red cyanosis of the group 

above described. Clubbing of the nails is common in this group. 

(c) Insufficient Aeration of the Blood Due to Cardiac Disease. Erythrocytoses 

up'to 11.0 million per cubic millimeter occur in the cyanotic group of congenital 

heart disease, particularly pulmonary stenosis, the tetralogy of Fallot, and other 

cases in which there is a shift of blood from the right side of the circulation to the 

left without passage through the lungs. In many cases in group (b) the associated 

right heart hypertrophy, dilatation and finally failure, secondary to obstruction in 

the pulmonary circuit (cor pulmonale), undoubtedly play a part. The majority 

of cases of pulmonary arteriosclerosis are secondary to such obstruction and the 

resultant hvpertension in this circuit. This, also, occurs in some cases of mitral 

stenosis, and erythrocytosis may occur with it but is seldom as marked as in con¬ 

genital heart disease. Clubbing of the fingers or pulmonary osteoarthropathy is 

rar<(d)*Chfmical Causes-Chronic carbon monoxide poisoning belongs in this 

group Continuous exposure to very small concentrations of carbon monoxide 

over a long period of time is necessary and the polycythemia disappears within a 

few weeks after removal from exposure. No symptoms occur in this form of carb 

m7E«o£s of unknown mechanism (probably bone marrow irritation?). 

TUpcp orp relatively uncommon causes. r 
(a)^ DisZs cjihe Bane Marro*.-Polycythemia is reported in rare cases o, 

granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia and multiple myeloma. 

, Spodaro, A., and Forkner, C. E.: Benign Familial Polycythem.a, Arch. Int. e . 

3': =SBarter,(NC‘ w!?3Polycythemia Vera and Chronic Pulmonary Disease. Arch. Int. 

Med. 47: 94-io3 (Jan ) I93I- 
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(b) Stimulation of Marrow(?)— It occurs in rare instances following acute 

hemorrhage, in paroxysmal hemoglobinuria, or hemophilia. 

(c) Poisons— Phosphorus, arsenic, gum shellac and various anilin dyes may 

produce it. 
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CHAPTER VII 

DISORDERS OF THE LEUKOPOIETIC SYSTEM WITH 
ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO INFECTIOUS DISEASES 

AND LEUKEMIAS 

The histogenesis, embryology and anatomy of the leukopoietic system are 
reviewed in conjunction with that of the erythropoietic system in Chapter VI. 

I. PHYSIOLOGY 

A. Stimuli.—What are the fundamental adequate stimuli for the increased 

formation and liberation of the different types of white cells? For neutrophils, 
these may be adenine sulphate, nucleotide, or perhaps a foreign protein to which 
the individual is not allergic; for eosinophils, a foreign protein to which the 

individual is allergic; for monocytes, particulate matter in the blood stream; 
for lymphocytes, invasion of lymphoid tissue; but none of these is proved beyond 

dispute, in none is the mode of action understood, and certainly there are other 

stimuli. 
B Depressants.—Do specific depressants of blood cell formation occur or is 

there merely an absence of the specific stimulant in the various types of deficient 

formation of a particular cell? Probably both occur. Certain chemical poisons 
such as benzol and aminopyrine have been shown to be depressants m some 
persons, but the bacterial toxins having this action have not been identified. 

C. The Duration op Life—What is the duration of life or mode of destruction 

of white cells? Loss from the gastrointestinal tract, in saliva and in pus is 
obvious, and disintegration within the blood stream is evident especially in 

leukemias. Studies by the marrow culture method1 indicate a duration o i 
of the neutrophil lobocytes (polymorphonuclears) of 48 to 90 hours, averag 
60 Zrs o the eosinophils of 8 to „ days; and of .he basophils of ,2 .0 ,5 day. 
The lymphocytes of the blood are able to divide by amitotic division so data on 

their duration of life was not obtainable by the marrow culture technic. Other 
data by Ss method suggest a duration of life if amitotic division rs prevented of 

24 to 48 hours. 

„ TOTAL, DIFFERENTIAL AND ABSOLUTE LEUKOCYTE COUNTS 

U 1 ’ OF THE BLOOD 

\ Methods.—i. Leukocyte Counts.—The leukocyte count® 

... .»>*•«»0* —. »f ti 
counts. Criteria for estimating the accuracy oi a g 

1 Osgood, E. E.: Culture of Human Hlood 

A ^ <SePL 1 IW7 
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determining the significance of an apparent difference in any of these 

counts have been given in Table 8. 

2. Wright’s Stain.—Wright’s stain, if performed as directed on 

page 477, is recommended in preference to Giemsa’s stain or other 

Romanowsky stains. It has many advantages over the supravital 

technic for routine clinical use. 

3. Supravital Staining.1—Many studies which are of importance have been 

based on the study of living cells, but for clinical purposes it has few advantages 

over Wright’s stain and is much more troublesome to do. It is somewhat easier 

to identify monocytes by this technic and harder to identify some other cells than 

with Wright’s stain. Its chief advantage is that it is possible to gauge to some 

extent the functional activity of the cells studied. Interpretation of the significance 

of the different cell types is as yet the same as that given for Wright’s stain. Much 

research is yet to be done with this method before its full clinical possibilities can 

be delimited. Lymphocytes are easily overlooked in supravital counts. 

B. Normals.2—1. Total White Cell Counts—The normal figures 

for the different groups are given in Table 7 and in Fig. 7. There are 

no sex differences in the total white cell count. Note the great vari¬ 

ations with age and also that the changes occur at different ages than 

for the red cell factors. Even in adults, the figures usually given as 

normal (5,000 to 10,000) include only 80 per cent of healthy persons. 

In other words, one healthy person in every 5 examined will have a 

Hosp^’i:’W-SMsfpt )S!p^S °' Uvi"g H“man Bl0°d Cells BuM' J°hns Hopldn 

MedGi^?76-I:29T3h(sIptC)t35nd ApP'iCati0n °f SuP™ital S^ing. J- Lab- & Clin. 

S"ghHandboTkofS’Hj^aatoIlkyThVol'P?Vipp “ f 
Hoeber, Inc., New York, 1938. 555_5°3. Paul B. 

Ibid. ’ Evaluation of the Supravital Staining Method. Vol 1 Pp 643-698! 

Cohe^T^'Mable W Ellis, D. M„ and 
of Healthy Children Four to Seven Years of Ave Am T Vuvm becbrnentation Rates 

Osgood, E. E„ Baker, R. L„ Brownlee Inez F O, n to be Published. 
Cohen W.: Total, Differential and Absolute Leuko^vt? P d; Ma?| ^ ’ EIlis> D- M-, and 
Healthy Children Eight to Fourteen Years of Ag^ cy^e Counts and Sedmentation Rates of 

published.y Adolesce'’ts to Eighteen Years of Age tub I CUn" Me™, 

TotafSD^erentifl an^Absolut^Leukcw^te^ounts a!nd^ed^”*S’ D'-M- and Cohen, W • 

;e7c^rEYGaxAo? aE-r £ S^ 

pSbuSd' C°“"tS and Sedimentation Rates'for HealX’k^b'om ' 
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count outside this range. A total count that should be considered a 

definite leukocytosis in an adult may be perfectly normal in a young 

child. 
According to Garrey,1 if white cell counts are taken under basal 

conditions, the upper limits of normal are 3000 to 4000 cells per c. mm. 

lower than the figures here given, which include the variations due to 

ordinary activity. 

(a) Adults.—The total leukocyte count based on a study of 269 

healthy adults of both sexes, 19 years of age and over, averages 7,400 

per c. mm. with a range including 95 per cent of the counts of 4,000 to 

11,000 per c. mm. 

(b) Adolescents.— Based on a study of 242 adolescents of both sexes, 

8 to 18 years of age, the average is 8,400 with a range including 95 per 

cent of results of 4,000 to 13,000. 

(c) Children.— Based on a study of 86 children, 4 to 7 years of age, 

the average count is 10,400 with a 95 per cent range of 5,500 to 15,500. 

(d) In]ants.—The data available2 suggests that the normal leukocyte 

count for infants 10 days to 4 years old will be similar to that for chil¬ 

dren 4 to 7 years old, namely averaging 10,400 with a range which would 

include 95 per cent of the results of 5,500 to 15,500. More data on this 
age period are needed. 

(e) Newborn. A study of about 200 infants during the first 10 

days of life, about 10 boys and 10 girls being studied on each day, 

showed a rapid fall in total leukocyte count from an average of about 

I5)°°° on the first day to 10,000 on the second day and 7,000 on the 

third, fourth, fifth and sixth days. It then increased to about 8,000 for 

the remainder of the 10 day period. Counts as high as 24,000 may occur 

on the first day. Thereafter, the 95 per cent range is from 5,000 to 
13,000. 

2. The Normal Differential and Absolute White Cell Counts.3 

(Fig- 7.) The differential count should be done on every patient 

examined, no matter, what the total white cell count may be. The 

morphology and staining of the white cells of normal blood are portrayed 

in lates II and III and in the Atlas and are described in the accompany¬ 

ing legends. Tables 38 to 42 given on pages 478 to 481 will aid greatly 

^ev*-1935^" W' R': Variati°nS in White Bl00d Cell Counts. Physiol- 

and D i ff e re nt i a/c 0 unts fem Birth to JsYeara^bT PedS?11”1 °f 1)081 Total 
Washburn, A. H.: Blood Cells in He.ltht v J ^ediat. 7: 7-15 (July) i93S. 

During the First Three Months with ’ o °(ung Infants- L The Leukocytic Picture 
Ann J Dis. Child. 47 993-^0 (May)1S' ’Were”Ce to H°ur* •»* ^Variation? 

Am. ?& Ic“ thC Uuk°CyteS °f N°™“ Individuals. 
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in identification of the leukocytes. Note that the normal values given 

below are entirely different for children and adults and that a differ¬ 

ential count which would be perfectly normal for an adult would 

indicate a definite increase in neutrophils in a child. There are no 

sex differences in differential or absolute leukocyte counts. 

Unavoidable errors in the differential cell count due purely to 

chance1 are often not sufficiently considered in interpretation. The 

accompanying chart (Fig. 8) will show at a glance the significance of a 

Fig 8 —Chart showing the unavoidable error due to chance in the differential cell count 
(Modified from Barnett.) 

report. It is calculated so that the curves correspond to a deviation of 

plus or minus 2 standard deviations from the average; in other words, 

so that there is only about one chance in 20 that the actual count is 

outside of the range indicated. The method of using the chart is as 

follows: suppose the count reported is 50 per cent neutrophils based on 

a count of 100 cells. Note that the 50 per cent line intersects the 

100 cell line at a plus or minus 10 per cent. Therefore, there is on y 

one chance in 20 that the actual count is less than 40 per cent or more 

than 60 per cent. If 400 cells are counted, there is only one chance in 

2o that the count is over 55 or under 45 per cent. Its chief value is in 

1 Barnett C. W.: The Unavoidable Error in the Differential Count of the Leukocytes o 

the Blood. J. Clin. Invest. 12: 77“(Jan-) x933- 
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determining whether a variation from day to day in the count is signif¬ 

icant. For example, if the lymphocyte count is 70 per cent, based on 

a count of 100 cells, and the next day it has risen to 85 per cent, it is 

probably a true increase; but if the second count were 77 per cent, one 

could not be sure it was not a difference due to chance alone. 

(a) Neutrophil Lobocytes (,Segmented Neutrophils).—See Table 7. 

These make up 33 to 75 per cent (average 54 per cent)1 of the total 

number of white cells in the blood of adults 20 years of age and over. 

For adolescents, 15 to 19 years of age the range2 is 25 to 70 per cent with 

an average of 48 per cent. For children 4 to 14 years of age, and 

probably also for infants, 10 days to 4 years of age, the range is 16 to 

60 per cent with an average of 38 per cent. In the newborn the lobo- 

cyte (segmented neutrophil) count averages 60 per cent on the first day 

and rapidly drops to 50 per cent on the third day, 40 per cent the fourth 

day, and, thereafter, averages about 38 per cent with a 95 per cent range 

of 16 to 60 per cent as in older children. Counts as high as 75 per cent 

neutrophils in the first 4 days of life may not be abnormal. Counts 

under 35 per cent in the first 2 days are uncommon. 

Ninety-five per cent of healthy persons over 2 days old will show an 

absolute value for lobocytes (segmented neutrophils) of 1500 to 7500 

per c. mm. with an average of 4,000 in each age group except the 

newborn in the first 2 days of life which average 9000 on the first day 

and 6,000 on the second day and children 8 to 14 years of age in whom 

the average is 3,250 per c. mm. 

(b) Neutrophil Rhabdocytes (“Staff” Cells).—These have been 

included with the polymorphonuclear neutrophils in the past in 

differential counting, but information of considerable diagnostic value 

is obtained by separating them from the neutrophil cells contain¬ 

ing a segmented nucleus. They make up from o to 5 per cent of the 

white cells m the blood of adults, and a slightly higher percentage during 

childhood. This may be as high as 17 per cent during the first year of 

hfe, and 25 per cent the first day of life. In older children and adults a 

count of over 10 per cent may be considered abnormal. 

f N"?’fiVe CeiU °f healthy Persons will show an absolute value 
for rhabdocytes (“staff” cells) of o to 1500 per c. mm. 

(c) Eosinophils.-In persons over 14 years of age, the average is 2 o 

p r cent and the range is from o to 6 per cent. In children 4 to 13 years 

most of the previous work*has"been^one^n^atfen?who ^ LJsually Siven is that 
tious diseases, rather than on perfectly heaPthvTndiviH T” th,ouZh\not to have infec- 
senes on which these figures are based Y ,ndlvlduals such as the subjects of the 

.he ranges given for differentia, cell counts include 9S per cent of the results. 
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of age, the average is 2.8 per cent with a range from o to 8 per cent. 

These figures apply to younger children, too. 

Ninety-five per cent of healthy persons will show an absolute value 

for eosinophils of o to 600 per c. mm. if under 14 years of age and o to 

400 if more than 14 years of age. 

(d) Basophils. These are quite rare in normal blood, ranging from 

o to 2 per cent and averaging 0.5 per cent. 

Ninety-five per cent of healthy persons will show an absolute value 

for basophils of o to 200 per c. mm. 

In ordinary differential counting all stages of eosinophils and 

of basophils are grouped together. It is only when very high counts 

occur or when marrow or leukemic blood is being counted that it 

is necessary to separate the various immature cells from the lobocytes 

(polymorphonuclears). 

(e) Lymphocytes.—In adults 20 years of age or over these make up 

from 15 to 60 per cent (average 38 per cent) of the total white cells. 

In adolescents 15 to 19 years of age the average is 42 per cent with 95 

per cent of the results between 22 and 62 per cent. In children 4 to 14 

years of age, the average is 48 per cent with a range from 20 to 70 per 

cent and these figures probably apply also to children from 5 days to 4 

years of age. In the newborn the lymphocyte percentage averages 30 

per cent on the first day, 35 per cent on the second day, 40 per cent on 

the third day, and 45 per cent on the fourth day. 

Ninety-five per cent of healthy persons 20 years of age and over 

will show an absolute value for lymphocytes of 1000 to 4500 per c. mm. 

with an average of 2750. In persons 15 to 19 years of age the values are 

1500 to 5000, average 3250. In children 8 to 14 years of age the 

values are 1500 to 6500, average 4000. In children 4 to 7 years of age 

and probably also in younger children the values are 1500 to 8500, 

average 5000. 
These normal lymphocytes are divided by some into large, medium, 

and small lymphocytes, but no sound morphologic, histogenetic, or 

clinical reason has been advanced for this sub-division. In fact, all the 

available evidence suggests that they are normal variants of the same 

cell form. Further, the misuse of the term large lymphocyte for 

certain of the normal lymphocytes causes confusion with the pro- 

lymphocyte. The latter has a definite diagnostic significance and 

is definitely larger than the neutrophils of normal blood. The term 

lymphocyte should be used when referring to the normal cell and the 

term prolymphocyte should be reserved for the immature cell. 

(f) Monocytes.—These make up from o to 9 per cent, average 4 Per 

cent of the white cells in the blood of healthy persons 14 years of age an 
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over; o to 7 per cent, average 3 per cent, in the blood of children 4 to 13 

years of age; and about 5 per cent with a range from o to 12 per cent of 

the cells in the blood of infants from birth to 4 years of age. 

Ninety-five per cent of healthy persons in all age groups will show an 

absolute value for monocytes of o to 800, average 300, per c. mm. 

(g) Disintegrating Cells.—1These cells are probably not artifacts 

made in smearing but remnants of dead cells. They should not be 

omitted from the differential count as a large number of disintegrating 

cells is strongly suggestive of a diagnosis of leukemia and failure 

to include them may give an erroneous impression of the true incidence 

of other cell types. Normal values for all ages and both sexes are o to 

12 per cent, average 5 per cent, with absolute counts of o to 1200 per 

c. mm., average 400. 

C. Physiologic Variations.—The total leukocyte count is usually 

less than 15,000 per c. mm. 

1. Simple Leukocytosis.—This should be differentiated from the 

neutrophilia of infections. In this form of leukocytosis the increase 

in count affects all cell types and eosinophils, basophils and monocytes 

do not disappear from the blood as they do in neutrophilia. The 

neutrophils may increase somewhat in percentage but are rarely over 

80 per cent. 

(a) Muscular Activity.—After very severe exercise counts as high 

as 35>00° have been reported. Less severe exertion does not increase 

the count so much, but counts as high as 15,000 are not uncommon. 

Complete cessation of muscular activity (basal conditions) reduces the 

white cell count somewhat below the usual figures for normal. Some¬ 

times an increase in the lymphocytes instead of neutrophils is respon¬ 

sible for the increase. The most probable explanation for the effect of 

muscular activity on the white cell count is a contraction of the spleen, 

but a washing out of white cells by the increased rate of blood flow is a 
possible factor. 

(b) Diurnal Variations.1—A digestive leukocytosis has long been 

considered to occur, but rather conclusive evidence is now available 

to show that digestion has no effect on the leukocyte count and that 

1 See Garrey and Bryan, previously cited on page 231 

Huirw'wie moPodelCel? S' i*StUdieS *” the N°™*' 
Individuals with Change of PoSe. Am J Ph^ii? o^Iand in 

Kennon, Beverly R III Shinn MnJ t? } j n °,5' 547~555 (Sept.) 1933. 
White Blood Cell Pictured Six Youm“S A^IH«thhe™gton. C.: A Study of the 

Medlar, E.M.:“Rest” and “ Activity””1-]• Physiol. 118:690-696 (Apr.) 1937 
Arch. Int. Med. S7: 367-378 (Feb* 1936 L * of ^Leuk°cytes in Health and in Disease. 
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changes formerly thought to be due to digestion are merely diurnal 

variations which occur whether food is ingested or not, and are more 

closely related to mental and physical activity than to anything else. 

L he variations in one day in one person tend to cover almost the entire 

normal range and the total count and percentage of neutrophils tend 

to be highest in the afternoon. These daily variations make it difficult 

or impossible to attribute much value to tests such as the leukopenic 

index1 in which multiple counts over a short period of time are compared 

unless the differences are great. In all probability many of these 

variations are actually due to the unavoidable error in counting methods 

as illustrated in Table 8. 

(c) Pregnancy, Labor, and the Puerperium 2 In the last month 

of pregnancy, a leukocyte count just over or just under the upper 

limits of normal is the rule. During labor the average rises to about 

18,000 in primipara and about 15,000 in multipara. Counts may be as 

high as 30,000. In the first day or two of the puerperium, this high 

level is maintained and then it falls gradually to reach the normal level 

ten to fourteen days post partum in uncomplicated cases. An increase 

in the percentage of neutrophils and in the relative proportion of young 

forms is associated. 

(d) Physical Measures.—Cold bathing, massage, or cutaneous 

effect of ether may cause a temporary rise in the white cell count to as 

high as 14,000 to 25,000. High fever, artificially induced, is associated 

with a fall in leukocytes which is followed in 6 to 9 hours by a marked 

rise. 
(e) Pain.—Pain, alone, is capable of increasing the leukocyte count 

to 20,000. 
(f) Drugs.—Simple leukocytosis may occur after administration of 

adrenalin,3 ethereal oils, liver extract or phenylhydrazine. 

D. Leukocytoses and Leukopenias.—It has been common in 

the past to classify the leukocytoses solely by the cell type increased but 

it is just as valuable to pay attention to the other cell types which are 

decreased or absent. The classification here used has proved the most 

useful in my experience and was first published in the Atlas of Hematology.4 

1 Loveless, Mary, Dorfman, R, and Downing, Lillian: A Statistical Evaluation of the 

Leucopenic Index in Allergy. J. Allergy 9: 32*~344 (May) i93». puerDeriunr A 
2 larcho J.: Changes in the Leucocytes during Pregnancy and the Fueipertum. a 

Review of the Literature and an Analysis of Fifty-five Cases. Am. J. s . y 

17: 13-20 (Jan.) i929- Falconer E H : The Effect of the Subcutaneous 
rnjecticm of Adrenal no)) th^Leukocy^e Count of Splenectomized Patients: And oi Patients 
with Certain Diseases oi the Hematopoietic and Lymphatic Systems. Am. J. M. Sc. 194. 

^"‘Osgood, E.3E., and Ashworth, Clarice M.: Atlas of Hematology. Pp. 178-195* J- 
VV. Stacey, Inc., San Francisco, 1937 
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i. Leukocytoses.—Leukocytosis is an increase in the total number 

of white cells per cubic millimeter. It is usually due to an increase in 

only one type but may be due to an increase in several types of cell. 

Therefore, the relative proportions of the types of cells present are 

usually altered. The type of leukocytosis takes its name from the cell 

most markedly increased. An increase in the neutrophils is called a 

neutrophilic leukocytosis or a neutrophilia; in lymphocytes, a 

lymphocytosis, etc. 
There may be a change in the relative proportion of any cell type 

without its total number exceeding that normally present. The total 

number per c. mm. present in a patient’s blood may be calculated by 

multiplying the percentage of this cell type by his total count. If 

the total number present is more than that of normal blood, it is called 

an absolute increase; if less than that normally present, it is called a 

relative increase. For example, the maximum normal percentage of 

eosinophils in the blood of children is 8 per cent and the maximum 

absolute number is 600. If the patient’s count is 10,000 with 10 per 

cent eosinophils, there is an absolute eosinophilia (0.10 X 10,000 is 

1000, which is more than 600). If the count is 5000 with 10 per cent 

eosinophils, there is a relative eosinophilia (10 per cent of 5000 is 500, 

which is less than 600). 

(a) Simple Leukocytosis.—This was formerly included with neutro¬ 

phil leukocytosis but differs from neutrophilia in that eosinophils, 

basophils and monocytes do not disappear from the blood. Simple 

leukocytosis is defined as an increase in the total leukocyte count above 

the upper limits of normal for the age and sex group without disappear¬ 

ance of eosinophils, basophils or monocytes and without absolute or 

relative lymphocytosis. The neutrophil percentage is either normal 

or increased and the absolute number of neutrophils is often increased. 

This type of leukocytosis occurs with pain, muscular activity and 

the other disturbances of physiology listed as causes of leukocytoses 

and also in the following conditions: amebic abscess, acidosis, anemia of 

acute hemorrhage, myelophthisic anemia, bee stings, burns, cholera, chorea 

coccidiodal granuloma, convulsions, coronary occlusion, dissecting aneu¬ 

rysm, eclampsia, exercise, familial hemolytic icterus, fractures, glanders 

gonorrhea, internal hemorrhage, Hodgkin's disease, insanity, intestinal 

ZT ,Wnn ?m’ KWr CXtraCt aimini^ation, lymphosarcoma 
nephnus, Oroya fever, osteomyelitis, pain, periarteritis nodosa, phenvl- 

hydrazme administration, polycythemia rubra vera, pregnancy, puerperium 
rabies, rat bite J ever, relapsing fever, rheumatic.fevef HckZs, 
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sarcoma, scarlet fever, sickle cell anemia, skull fracture, smallpox,1 sub¬ 

acute bacterial endocarditis, syphilis, tetanus, tuberculosis, tularemia, 

typhus, undulant fever, and uremia. Counts within normal limits are 

common in all the above conditions and counts above 20,000 are uncom¬ 

mon except in acute hemorrhage, burns, cholera, leukemia, osteomyelitis, 

polycythemia, during the normal puerperium, and in rheumatic fever. 

Hodgkin’s disease, scarlet fever and smallpox occasionally give counts 

over 20,000. Such a blood picture may also occur in the stage of 

recovery in most of the conditions typically producing a neutrophilia. 

Multiple bee stings and smallpox may cause the appearance of many 

progranulocytes (promyelocytes) and granulocytes (myelocytes) in the 

blood, giving a leukemoid blood picture. 

(b) Neutrophilic Leukocytosis or Neutrophilia.—This is an increase 

in the absolute number of neutrophilic cells in the blood. It is nearly 

always associated with an increase in the proportions of immature 

forms; first those with few segments, then rhabdocytes (staff cells) 

and in the more severe grades, with the appearance of metagranulocytes 

(metamyelocytes) or granulocytes (myelocytes) in the blood. The 

increase in the relative proportions of immature forms may also occur 

when the total number of neutrophilic cells is not increased or is even 

decreased, and is then of great diagnostic value. The importance of 

this increase in immature forms has long (since 1904) been stressed by 

Arneth,2 but his classification proved too complex to be widely used. 

In 1912 V. Schilling3 suggested a modification which is clinically prac¬ 

tical. Many others have since introduced workable classifications, but 

the valuable point in all is the same, i.e., to separate the neutrophilic 

cells of normal blood and the leukocytoses into groups of greater and 

lesser degrees of maturity. For practical purposes, this is most satis¬ 

factorily done by classifying the cells of the granulocyte series in the 

different stages are somewhat different from those of Schilling and I 

agree with those who feel that the rhabdocytes (staff cells) are an 

immature cell rather than with Schilling’s view that it is a degenerating 

1 Ikeda, K.: The Blood in Smallpox During a Recent Epidemic. Arch. Int. Med. 37- 
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cell. It is customary to speak of an increased proportion of the more 

immature forms as a “shift to the left,” and of the more mature forms as 

a “shift to the right”; but this nondescriptive terminology should be 

discouraged. It is derived from the report blanks used by Germans for 

recording results of a differential count, the younger forms being 

tabulated to the left of the more mature forms. A relative or absolute 

increase in the particular cell type or in immature or old forms is far 

more descriptive, and to be preferred. 

In all the conditions listed below as giving rise to a neutrophilia, an 

increase in the proportion of immature neutrophils also occurs. 

(1) Acute Injections Diseases.—Neutrophilia occurs in anthrax, 

bronchopneumonia, diphtheria, bacillary dysentery, all forms of acute 

meningitis including that due to the typhoid bacillus, lobar pneumonia 

and in typhoid fever in children. Pneumonia is the most common 

infectious disease producing neutrophilia. Acute gastroenteritis, 

impetigo contagiosa, Ludwig’s angina, and streptococcic sore throat or 
tonsillitis may produce neutrophilia. 

(2) Accumulations of Pus, Especially When That Pus Is under Pres- 

sure—The commoner members of this group are appendicitis, salpingi¬ 

tis, otitis media, abscesses (except the tuberculous), acute cholecystitis, 

empyema, peritonitis, acute pyelitis, pyelonephritis, pyonephrosis, gas 

gangrene, mastoiditis, and acute sinusitis. Any infection with staph¬ 

ylococci, streptococci, or the other pyogenic organisms may produce 

such a neutrophilia. The degree of neutrophilia depends more on the 

pressure than on the quantity present. Thus, a few drops of pus 

from the middle ear may give a higher leukocytosis than a large sup¬ 

purating wound. Thickly encapsulated collections of pus in which the 

bacteria are dead or quiescent usually give rise to no neutrophilia. 

(3) Acute and Subacute Bacteremias Due to the Pyogenic Organisms ~ 
Monocytes usually persist in the blood in this group. 

, t J! a ^rophilia has been found, it should be followed by repeated 

to normal Trent ^ C°UntS the Vahles haVe burned 
n very acute conditions, such as appendicitis hourlv 

counts are desirable, and in all acute cases daily counts are indicated 

angmg to biweekly, then weekly determinations in subacute stages 

d conditions. A sedimentation rate determination will be foundT 
value in most cases showing a neutrophilia. 

The maximum information can be deriv*>H 1 1 

onl4:t:rbTnsive c,inicai exPerien“ ^ study) yte counts 
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(c) Eosinophilic Leukocytosis or EosinophiliaA—This is an absolute 

or relative increase in the eosinophilic cells. There may be no increase 

in the total count. The causes are: 

(i) Parasitic Infection.—This should be thought of first when 

eosinophilia is found. 

Trichiniasis.—This is the most common cause of a high absolute 

eosinophilia. The eosinophils may reach 80 per cent and are rarely 

less than 15 per cent except at the onset. The total white cell count is 

usually increased. Subclinical cases probably account for many cases 

of unexplained eosinophilia. 

Intestinal Parasites.—Any of the intestinal parasites may give 

rise to an eosinophilia which is usually slight (under 10 per cent) 

or moderate (10 to 30 per cent) in degree, but the total count is usually 

within normal limits, and eosinophilia is often absent. 

Parasites of the Blood and Blood Forming Organs.—Malaria, filariasis, trypano¬ 

somiasis, and kala-azar are associated in some instances with eosinophilia of vary¬ 

ing degree (usually slight). 

(2) Allergic Conditions—It is probable that all causes of eosino¬ 

philia except the group due to bone marrow involvement belong 

in this group. The definitely proved members of this group are: 

True Bronchial Asthma.—Eosinophils are found in large numbers 

in the sputum as well as in the blood. This is one of the common and 

important causes. Eosinophilia does not occur in so-called cardiac 

asthma and is therefore of differential value, lhe eosinophilia is 

usually under 20 per cent and averages about 10 per cent. 

Hay Fever. 
Urticaria and Angioneurotic Edema. 
Serum Sickness and after the Injection of Vaccines and Foreign 

Proteins of Various Types. 

Favism. 

. „ , rj e t p . Thp Rhvthmic Range of the White Blood Cells in 
Sta^wiU, a Study of Thirty-two 

^^Cookefk^E^nd Pcmder^E^TOepolynuclear Count. 80. Lippincott, Phi.a- 

delphKAey 2A.: The Significance of the Polynuclear (Cooke) and Schilling Leucocyte 

C0U R«niteJ: White Blooded Co^n'ts ^Convalescence from Infectious Diseases. 

Am' Weiss** A^The4Staff Co'lfnl'lts Importance in Acute Infectious Disease. Arch. 

Int- Medl^E.Mfa'ndkSfin, G. J.: The Polymorphonuclear Count in the Tuberculous 

Blood Picture Am. J. Med. Sc., 17i; _st4 f^^The Clmkal Significance of Eosinophilia 

00 - Iroo-iti6 (Sept.) w* 
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(3) Infectious Diseases— Most of these conditions give simple 

leukocytosis without disappearance of eosinophils rather than a true 

eosinophilia. Scarlet Fever1 is the only infectious disease in which 

eosinophilia occurs early with any high degree of constancy. It 

may occur early in acute rheumatic fever or gonorrhea, and a slight 

eosinophilia is the rule during convalescence from most febrile diseases. 

Its early appearance in a febrile disease has, thus, some diagnostic value 

and its later appearance may be regarded as a favorable sign. It occurs 

in some patients who have syphilis but this has no diagnostic value. 

(4) Certain Skin Diseases— It depends more on the extent and 

severity of the destruction of the skin (area for absorption of foreign 

or altered proteins?) than on the nature of the disease. It is especially 

marked in those characterized by the formation of large blebs and in 

the exfoliative dermatitis of arsenic poisoning. Dermatitis herpeti¬ 

formis may sometimes cause eosinophilia as high as 40 per cent with a 

total count up to 20,000. 

(5) Diseases of the Bone Marrow. 

Granulocytic (Myelogenous) Leukemia and the Rare Eosinophilic 

Leukemia. The highest absolute counts of eosinophils occur in these 
conditions. 

Carcinoma or Sarcoma of the Bone Marrow. 

Osteomyelitis. Think of this when neutrophilia, eosinophilia, and 
fever are associated. 

Osteomalacia, rickets and polycythemia rubra vera are also occasion¬ 
ally associated with eosinophilia. 

(6) Poisoning with Certain Drugs.—Arsenic and camphor are the 

most important members of this group. It is not constant, but may 

reach a high level (59 per cent eosinophils with a white count of 30 300 

ill one case of arsenical dermatitis seen by the author). The usual 

n mg in acute arsenic poisoning’ is a normal or slightly decreased 

total leukocyte count and a moderate eosinophilia (average iq per 
cent, range 2 to 40 per cent in 28 cases studied) 

(7) Periarteritis Nodosa.-This disease usually gives a simple 

leukocytosis but may be associated with slight or severe eosinophilia 

and® ,Hll1vshde0Sin0Phma may °CCUr but is 

Child. 49: 933-938 (Apr.)P 19331 n^t^n^ 

Areenic Pok°"i"S: Report of 
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sionally due to involvement of bone marrow, absorption of foreign or altered pro¬ 

teins from ulcerated areas, or in tumors with metastases in the liver slight to extreme 

eosinophilia1 may occur. Eosinophilia sometimes develops after raw liver therapy 

for anemia, after splenectomy, and in Addison’s disease. 

The demonstration of eosinophilia should cause one to search for 

intestinal parasites and ova, and for evidence of allergic reaction. 

If, in addition, abnormal white cells are present in the blood, disease 

of the bone marrow should be suspected. In some cases a thorough 

search has failed to reveal a cause, hence apparently not all the causes 

have been determined. The higher normal eosinophil percentage in 

young children must be considered in interpretation. 

(d) Basophilia.—An increase in basophils is rare and is not diagnostic of any 

disease except basophilic leukemia, but suggests bone marrow involvement. It 

may occur in any of the conditions listed under (5) above in the discussion of eosino¬ 

philia. It is rarely absent in granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemias. It also occurs 

in polycythemia rubra vera, Hodgkin’s disease, anemias associated with spleno¬ 

megaly, and in some chronic skin diseases, but is slight and inconstant in all. One 

case of true basophilic leukemia has been reported. 

(e) Lymphocytosis.2—Formerly many diseases were listed as causes 

of lymphocytosis but in most of these diseases the actual figures for 

lymphocytes were within normal limits or actually depressed and the 

increase in lymphocyte percentage was due either to failure to recognize 

the wide limits of normal lymphocyte percentage or to a decrease in cells 

of the granulocyte (myeloid) series. Most of the conditions which give 

normal lymphocyte percentages will be found under the category of 

simple leukopenia and those which produce a relative lymphocytosis 

due to decrease in the granulocytic (myeloid) cells are grouped together 

in the category of granulopenia. 
The causes of absolute lymphocytosis are few. 
Lymphocytic Leukemias.-These give rise to an absolute lymphocyto¬ 

sis which may reach 1,000,000 cells per cubic millimeter and over 99 
per cent lymphocytes. Less than 7o per cent lymphocytes is unusual. 
Immature’ lymphocytes are present in the acute and subacute case. 

Lymphocytes may be normal in morphology and number in the 

in aleukemic forms. 

« Currin, H. B.: A Case of Marked Eosinophilia. Northwest Med. 37: 296 297 (Sept.) 

‘^Whitney, Caroline: Hyperplasia of Lymphoid Tissue and Lymphocytosis. Medicine, 

7: 1-30 (Feb.) 1928. 
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Pertussis (whooping cough).1—Figures of over 100,000 cells per 

cubic millimeter, chiefly lymphocytes, have been reported, and counts 

of 15,000 to 40,000 with over 60 per cent lymphocytes are the rule in the 

paroxysmal stage. Earlier, the cell count may be normal. 

Infectious Mononucleosis (glandular fever, acute and benign lymph¬ 

adenosis).2—A moderate leukocytosis with an absolute lymphocytosis 

and a considerable number of prolymphocytes is the usual finding. 

The prolymphocytes must not be confused with monocytes which are 

little if at all increased. This condition is differentiated from acute 

lymphocytic leukemia, which the blood picture may at first suggest, by 

the absence of anemia and of lymphoblasts which are characteristic of 

the latter and by the presence of a positive Paul and Bunnell test. The 

normal sized lymphocytes often show fenestrated nuclei.3 

(f) Monocytosis.4—This is usually only relative. It seems probable 

that the fundamental cause is particulate matter in the blood stream. 

It may occur in (1) monocytic leukemia. (2) malaria (differentiates from 

liver abscess), (3) subacute bacterial endocarditis, (4) tuberculosis5 (during 

the stage of hematogenous extension), (5) Hodgkin's disease (incon¬ 

stant), (6) lymphosarcoma (inconstant), (7) cachexia of carcinoma. 

Slight monocytosis occurs late in the course of most infectious diseases. It may 
reach a considerable height in smallpox, typhus, and cholera. 

It may be-produced experimentally by infection with B. monocytogenes or 

injection of lipoids from tubercle bacilli or of tetrachlorethane. 

Only in monocytic leukemia, subacute bacterial endocarditis and 

in chronic malaria is the monocytosis apt to be of diagnostic value. 

Much stress has been laid on the value of the leukocyte count in the 

diagnosis and prognosis of tuberculosis. It is true that the neutrophils 

increase with caseation and secondary infection, and monocytes with 

ematogenous extensions, while lymphocytes tend to increase during 

ea mg stages, but so many other factors may influence these cells that 

A Gri;;SnSdtudyH- J.’ S’ K': The B,ood P-ture in Pertussis. 

367 (Augg)Pi0933Vera ^ ^ ^ Stages of Pertussis. J. Ped 3. 

ass 
LymC^%p’Tf C°mpared with Acute 
93-..9, ••InfeCtl0USM0nOnUcle<>sis (Glandular fLV International Clinics r 

j See reference 3 on page 251. 

LentosU "a Clinicaf^d^Sgica'i fiug* j»<■ Monocytic 
6 See footnote 1 on p. 244. Ann< Int- Med- 8: 383-416 (Oct.) 1934. 
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the value of the decreasing rati the increasing neut^°Ph^ 
monocyte ’ 6 lymphocyte 

ratio, and the increasing proportion of neutrophil cells of immature 

type as criteria of a bad prognosis has probably been over-emphasized. 

Almost any type of white cell count is compatible with any type of 

tuberculosis, and while averages differ, individual variations are so 

great that the counts have very little diagnostic value, and should be 

used in prognosis only as secondary in importance to the clinical and 

roentgenographic data. The differing points of view will be found 

presented in more detail in the references1 * * * and the articles included in 

their bibliographies. 

(g) Plasmacylosis.—A few cells of the plasmacyte series are present in normal 

blood but they are too scarce to be found frequently in ordinary differential count¬ 

ing. Plasmacytosis of 2 to 20 per cent is found in German measles and measles, in 

some cases of multiple myeloma, and in some of the myelophthisic anemias. A 

great increase occurs in the rare plasmacytic leukemia. 

2. Leukopenias.—(a) Simple Leukopenia.—This is defined as a 

decrease in the total leukocyte count with a percentage differential 

count within normal limits. The conditions listed under this heading 

were formerly included under the heading of relative lymphocytosis. 

Actually these diseases usually give a normal differential cell count with, 

occasionally, an increased proportion of rhabdocytes (staff ct 11s) and 

either a normal or low total leukocyte count. Of course, the term 

leukopenia applies only if the total count is below normal limits for a 

1 Medlar, E. M.: An Evaluation of the Leucocytic Reaction in the Blood as Found in 
Cases of Tuberculosis. Am. Rev. Tuberc., 20: 312-346 (Sept.) 

Flinn J. W., Flinn, R. S„ and Flinn, Z. M.: Correlation of Blood Counts in One 
Hundred and Fifty Clinical Cases of Tuberculosis and Underlying Pathological Changes as 
Shown bv Serial X-Ray Films. Am. Rev. Tuberc. 27: 488 (May) 1933. 

Cunningham R S., and Tompkins, Edna H.: The White Blood Cells in Human 
Tuberculosis as Studied by the Supravital Technique. Am. Rev. Tuberc., i7: 204 239 

(March) 1928^ and Reisinger, J. A.: The Normal Filament and Nonfila- 

ment^Polymorphonuclea^Ne^trophi ^Count: ii Practical Value as a Diagnostic Atd. 

Am' ReUlyf W. A.- Ik havior”,? Mo'nocytes ?n Tuberculosis in Children. Am. Rev. Tuberc. 

2S: ^abitb Florence R.: Cellular Studies in Tuberculosis. Am. Rev. Tuberc. 25: .53-7. 

(Febfe, W. H, and Wilson, O. 

S Kv. Tuberc. 33: 66-74 U-J 

I936- , Fpldman W H • The Character of the Leukocytic Response to 
Stasney, J., and Feldman, W. •• ^ (jan) I938. 

Tuberculin in Sensitized Calves. ^ Tuberculosis: The Value of Mono- 
Sullivan, M., and Jones, I . • • S c -ta] Technique Before and After the 

cytic Lymphocytic Index Determined by Supijwtol^lccn uq^ ^ 

Administration of luberculin. A ' J', Aannerneye? Wilma: A Composite Blood Chart 

as anSAidTn Se Sor!Xi T“b^ 

(Jan.) 1937- 
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person of the patient’s age group. Most of them are conditions affect¬ 

ing the lymphatic tissues, chronic infections or diseases associated with 

hypertension in the portal circulation or involving the spleen. In none 

of these diseases is leukopenia always present. In none of them 

is the neutrophil count usually under 20 per cent as it usually is in the 

group of granulopenias. The conditions which may cause simple 

leukopenia are: macrocytic anemias, splenomegalic anemias, Banti's 

disease, cachexia and malnutrition, chickenpox, cirrhoses, dengue, Felty's 

syndrome,1 Gaucher's disease, granuloma inguinale, Hodgkin's disease, 

lymphosarcoma, influenza, kala-azar, leprosy, malaria, measles,2 mumps, 

Ni.p.ninnn-Pick s disease, pappataci fever, paresis, psittacosis; poisoning 
ah S>4 n 7 c* 1 n /I r* /* / / /1 v All />/ /-f A ia /nr /y~tni /> v o /- /. « ^ 

lx temann-rick s disease, pappataci jever, paresis, psittacosis; poisoning 

with the heavy metals, lead, bismuth, or mercury; relapsing fever, schisto¬ 
somiasis. shruc Still’s disp.osp. thrombosis nr stenosis of t.hp bort.nl twin 

neuuy menus, veem, ubsmuin, ui mereur y, reHiysnng jever, semsiu- 

somiasis, sprue, Still's disease, thrombosis or stenosis of the portal vein, 

tuberculosis, typhoid fever, undulant fever, Vincent's angina, xantho¬ 

matosis, and yellow fever. Since, in all of these, counts within normal 

limits are common a simple leukopenia suggests that one of these 

conditions is present but a normal count does not exclude the diagnosis. 

(b) Granulopenia.3—The term granulopenia seems more descriptive 

than the old term relative lymphocytosis for the conditions included 

in this group since the major change is a decrease in neutrophils, 

eosinophils and basophils. The total leukocyte count is usually between 

ioo and 2,000. The total lymphocyte count is often actually decreased. 

The causes are agranulocytosis, idiopathic or secondary aplastic anemia, 

and aleukemic or subleukemic leukemias. The disappearance of 

granulocytes in all of these conditions may result in the development of 

a gangrenous stomatitis or pharyngitis due to invasion by the organisms 

already present. The finding of a granulopenia constitutes a definite 

indication for sternal puncture and examination of the sternal marrow. 

(1) Agranulocytosis.4 This disease is sometimes called agranulo- 

cytic angina, malignant neutropenia or essential granulopenia. It is 

characterized by a primary decrease in mature cells of the granulocyte 

myeloid) series in the blood and marrow. It is due to an idiosyncrasy 

ru£s containing the benzol ring including aminopyrine, sulfanilamide, 

and uXp^nt (Felty’s llyndrome) ^ *? 5uX?fcAA£?f* «i*h Splenomegaly 

■*55-1*59 (Oct.) ,M8 rug rherapy t0 Neutropenic States. J.Xm. A. 

ol »ithBRepgoTof Fo^N7X-d'rnl SUtUS 
f T RuSerts, S. R„ and Kracke, R. Ru Further Smdies o^ r S2i 239'2®7 <AuS > -93*. 

o' Twelve Cas« Ann. Int. Med. 8: I2g-r47 (Aug ) i^4 Granulopema with a Report 
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dinitrophenol, benzol itself, and the organic arsenicals. Such idio¬ 

syncrasy occurs in a relatively small percentage of persons but since 

the disease is often fatal it is important that other drugs be substituted 

for these if equally effective compounds are available and that all 

patients receiving these drugs have daily routine hematologic examina¬ 

tions on the first three days after beginning therapy and at relatively 

frequent intervals thereafter. Absence of anemia and thrombopenia 

differentiate agranulocytosis from aplastic anemia but a sternal punc¬ 

ture is usually necessary to differentiate it with certainty from aleuke¬ 

mic or subleukemic leukemias although the history of exposure to a 

drug containing the benzol ring suggests the diagnosis of agranulocyto¬ 

sis. The most important point in treatment is early discovery and 

removal of the cause. Administration of blood transfusions, pentose 

nucleotide and liver extract have been followed by recovery. 

E. The Significance of Immature Leukocytes in the Blood or 

Marrow.l—Study plates IV and V and their legends. Tables 38 to 

42 and the illustrations in the Atlas for details of the morphology of the 

immature leukocytes. 
1. Granuloblasts2 (myeloblasts).—A count of over 2.0 per cent 

granuloblasts (myeloblasts) in the sternal marrow or the appearance 

of granuloblasts (myeloblasts) in the blood almost certainly indicates 

the presence of granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia. The greater the 

percentage of granuloblasts (myeloblasts) among the cells present, 

the more acute the leukemia is likely to be. In some cases of acute 

leukemia, almost all the cells present are granuloblasts (myeloblasts) 

and in such cases the inexperienced are likely to mistake them for cells 

of the lymphocyte series because, superficially, the granuloblast (myelo¬ 

blast) resembles the lymphocytes more than it does the mature granulo¬ 

cytic (myeloid) cell. This mistake will not be made if the chromatin 

structure of each cell examined is noted and the importance of fine 

chromatin structure is clearly understood. A mature lymphocyte 

always has coarse chromatin in clumps whereas the granuloblast 

(myeloblast) has a fine lace-net-like structure. The size of the granulo¬ 

blast (myeloblast) which is usually larger than a neutrophil lobocyte 

(polymorphonuclear) as a rule will differentiate it from a lymphocyte. 

under Normi'and 
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However, in the rare instances when small granuloblasts (myeloblasts) 
are present, the chromatin structure is the only point of differentiation 
from the lymphocyte. If the cells present are all stem cells there is 
no way of conclusively classifying the leukemia as granulocytic (mye¬ 
loid), lymphocytic or monocytic. In nearly all cases the classification 
may be made by prolonged search which will reveal some progranulo¬ 
cytes (promyelocytes), prolymphocytes or promonocytes either in the 
blood or marrow. 

2. Progranulocytes A (promyelocytes II).—The finding of pro- 
granulocytes A (promyelocytes II) in the blood or more than 10.o per 
cent in the marrow should always suggest a diagnosis of granulocytic 
(myelogenous) leukemia. Progranulocytes A (promyelocytes II) 
are usually the predominant cell in the blood and marrow in this disease. 
In acute granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia most of the cells are 
likely to be granuloblasts (myeloblasts) and progranulocytes (pro¬ 
myelocytes), whereas in chronic granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia 
the progranulocytes A (promyelocytes II) are associated with granulo¬ 
cytes (myelocytes), metagranulocytes (metamyelocytes) and rhabdo- 
cytes (staff cells). A few progranulocytes A (promyelocytes II) may 
appear in the blood in pernicious anemia, erythroleukoblastosis, poly¬ 
cythemia rubra vera, smallpox, and myelophthisic anemias such as 
result from osteomyelitis, metastases of malignant tumors to bone and 
multiple myeloma. A few progranulocytes (promyelocytes) may also 
appear in the blood in unusually severe infections of the type usually 
resulting in a neutrophilic leukocytosis. In this same group of condi¬ 
tions the progranulocyte (promyelocyte) count in the sternal marrow 
is usually 5.0 to 10.o per cent. 

3- Neutrophil Progranulocytes S (promyelocytes I).—The appear¬ 
ance of neutrophil progranulocytes S (promyelocytes I) in the blood 
or an increase to a count of over 10.0 per cent in the marrow strongly 
suggests the diagnosis of granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia If 

b,oey lncreased.ln the marrow and no abnormal cells are found in the 

Thet eL rnoTc'5 ^—s) 'eukemt i hese cells are not commonly seen in acute granulocytic (myelogenous) 
leukemia but are often very numerous in chronic ami subacute gCdo 

appear in the blood of patients with overwhelmingTfectbn.46 ” 
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4. Neutrophil Granulocytes (myelocytes).—The appearance of 

appreciable numbers of neutrophil granulocytes (myelocytes) in the 

blood or an increase to over 15.0 per cent in the marrow strongly 

suggests the diagnosis of granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia. A few 

granulocytes (myelocytes) may, however, appear in the blood in very 

severe infections of the type associated with a neutrophilic leukocytosis. 

Neutrophil granulocytes (myelocytes) may also be found in the blood 

and increased in the marrow in pernicious anemia, polycythemia rubra 

vera, erythroleukoblastosis, smallpox, acute osteomyelitis and malig¬ 

nant tumors invading the marrow such as multiple myeloma or meta¬ 

static carcinoma or sarcoma. 
5. Neutrophil Metagranulocytes (metamyelocytes).—These cells 

may appear in small numbers in the blood in any condition associated 

with neutrophilic leukocytosis but if they constitute more than 5.0 per 

cent of the leukocytes a serious prognosis is indicated. A count of 

20.0 per cent or more neutrophil metagranulocytes (metamyelocytes) 

strongly suggests a diagnosis of chronic granulocytic leukemia. A few 

metagranulocytes (metamyelocytes) may appear in the blood and the) 

may be increased in the marrow in pernicious anemia, polycythemia 

rubra vera, erythroleukoblastosis, smallpox, acute osteomyelitis, and 

if malignant tumors such as multiple myeloma or metastatic carcinoma 

or sarcoma invade the marrow. 
6. Neutrophil Rhabdocytes (staff cells). An increase in neutro¬ 

phil rhabdocytes (staff cells) in the blood may occur in any severe 

infection but occurs most commonly in the more virulent infection:, 

commonly associated with a neutrophilia. They may also be increase 

in the blood or marrow in absolute numbers and occasionally in relative 

per cent in chronic granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia A neutrophil 

rhabdocyte (staff cell) count of over 20.0 per cent in the blood indicat 

a severe infection and if the count exceeds 50.0 per cent in any disease 

other than malaria the prognosis is very grave. Some German authors 

speak of an increase in rhabdocytes (staff cells) as a shi t to he left 

because of the position in which they tabulate 
ferential count on the laboratory forms. Giant rhabdocytes b 

* srisasit 
vera and in myelophthisic anemias hoblasts in either the 

7. Lymphoblasts.-The occurrence y^P ^ ^ ,ymphocytic 

blood or sternal marrow is almost pat k 
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leukemia although some of the more mature types of lymphoblasts may 

be found in the blood and marrow in infectious mononucleosis. Since 

lymphoblasts are morphologically indistinguishable from granuloblasts 

(myeloblasts), monoblasts or plasmablasts, if cells resembling these 

are found in the blood or constitute more than 2.0 per cent of the cells 

seen in the marrow, it is certain that the patient has acute leukemia. 

The type of leukemia is determined by the other cells present in the 

blood or increased in the marrow. 

8. Prolymphocytes.—An occasional prolymphocyte may some¬ 

times be found in the blood of patients with chronic lymphocytic 

leukemia, in the blood of normal infants, or in the blood of a person 

who has been receiving roentgen ray or radium therapy, but only in 

acute lymphocytic leukemia or infectious mononucleosis do prolympho¬ 

cytes appear in the blood or sternal marrow in appreciable numbers. 

Not all authors agree that prolymphocytes are intermediate in maturity 

between lymphoblasts and lymphocytes. Wiseman believes that the 

maturity of the lymphocytes should be judged by the degree of baso¬ 

philia of the cytoplasm rather than from size. He believes that the 

deeper the blue color, the less mature is the cell. 

(a) Peroxidase Test.—This is indicated in any case in which difficulty arises in 

differentiating progranulocytes (promyelocytes) from prolymphocytes. This 

difficulty is most apt to occur in acute leukemias or infectious mononucleosis. 

(1) Interpretation. Unfortunately this does not differentiate the granuloblasts 

(myeloblasts) from lymphoblasts, but all other granulocytic (myeloid) cells show 

the peroxidase reaction. If large cells with round nuclei showing this reaction are 

present in the blood of a case of leukemia it is probable that the leukemia is of the 

granulocytic (myelogenous) type. As acute leukemias occur in whirh th* ^ 

9. Monoblasts.—Monoblasts probably occur normallv in tbe 

is justified. They constitute a 
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larger proportion of the cells of the monocyte series in the acute and 
subacute forms than in the chronic form of monocytic leukemia. 

11. Plasmablasts.—Plasmablasts are increased in the marrow in 
multiple myeloma and plasmacytic leukemia. They may occur in the 
blood in either of these conditions but are numerous only in plasmacytic 

leukemia. 
12. Proplasmacytes.—Proplasmacytes are increased in numbers in 

the blood and marrow in plasmacytic leukemia, multiple myeloma, 
German measles and, to a lesser extent, in measles, leukemias and 

chronic infections. 
13. Plasmacytes.1—These cells are markedly increased in the blood 

and sternal marrow in plasmacytic leukemia, German measles and some 
cases of multiple myeloma. In most cases of multiple myeloma the 
increase is only in the sternal marrow but it is sufficiently constant and 
marked so that the author has correctly diagnosed two cases of multiple 
myeloma on the basis of this finding before other characteristic signs 
appeared. A moderate increase in plasmacytes in the blood or marrow 
may be found in measles and many other acute and chronic infections. 
The accumulations of plasmacytes in tissues which are chronically 

infected as in syphilis, or sinusitis, are even more constant. Many 
authors believe the plasmacytes are formed locally in the perivascular 
tissues but it seems more probable that a few plasmacytes and pro¬ 
plasmacytes migrate from the blood stream and proliferate both by 
mitotic and amitotic division. It is commonly thought that plasma¬ 
cytes develop from lymphocytes but I have never found any evidence 
of this from my studies of multiple myeloma, plasmacytic leukemia or 
marrow or blood cultures. It seems certain that they are a distinct 

and separate line of cells. , 
ja Mitosis in Cells.—It has been shown by marrow culture 

experiments that all of the -blast cells and pro- cells are capable of 

mitotic division and typical mitoses are seen normally in the marrow 
but in the blood only in leukemias. Amitotic division occurs in he 
normal lymphocyte, in the plasmacyte, proplasmacyte, and in the 
erythrocyte series in the karyocyte (pronormoblast) and prokaryocy e 

(erythroblast). 

The immature cells of the eosinophil and basophil senes have not 
been described since they differ from the corresponding neutrophil o^y 

and ^evefopt^ntel ^^adt^^d^Normafan^un^^Atoormal 

Osgood, Roland Hunter, W. C.: Plasma Cell Leukemia. Folia Haemal. s*. 3 r 

383, 1934- 
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in the granules and since they appear in blood only in the conditions 

listed as causes of eosinophilia or basophilia. 

F. Anomalies of Leukocyte Morphology.—i. Pelger’s Nuclear 

Anomaly.1—This is a rare familial condition in which most of the 

neutrophils, eosinophils and basophils in normal blood without evidence 

of infection resemble rhabdocytes (staff cells) and the lobocytes (poly- 

morphonuclears) rarely have more than two lobes. Its only signifi¬ 

cance is that it should be differentiated from an increase in immature 

cells due to infection. 

2. Polylobocytes (macropolycytes2).—These are very large neutro¬ 

phils with many nuclear lobes in the lobocyte (polymorphonuclear) 

stage and very large nuclei often branching around a clear area and 

then joining again. These cells may be seen in the blood and marrow 

in pernicious anemia and other macrocytic anemias. Some believe 

them diagnostic of these conditions. They may occur, however, in 

granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia and in patients with extreme 

leukocytosis. Finding of these cells should suggest one of these 
diagnoses. 

3. Fenestrated Nuclei in Lymphocytes.3—Holes in the nuclei of 

lymphocytes and prolymphocytes which may appear as sharply 

demarcated clear spaces or more commonly as diagonal pale areas 

corresponding to holes through the nucleus at an angle to the line of 

vision are present in the blood of most patients with infectious mono¬ 

nucleosis. In some stages of the disease they may be abundant but 

are usually scarce. Finding of typical fenestrations in freshly drawn 

blood should always suggest this diagnosis. They have been seen in 

the nuclei of a few patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia but 

only if the blood has been allowed to stand for some time before smears 
are made. 

4- Artefacts. Fragments of the cytoplasm of the progranulocytes 

(promyelocytes) are often seen in the marrow and may be found in the 

ood of patients with granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemias. These 

fragments somewhat resemble malaria parasites but do not contain 

wUhTh’ are, T l0°r inSide 0f the -ythrocytes and compariso" 

readily (ndicae" theTr strcl ^myelocytes) should 

Infectious Mononucleosis. Proc. Soc. E^er ^8-2.^(Noy5)'C,S‘gn in 
# ' 935 * 
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G. Prognostic Significance of Neutrophil Changes.1—In general 

the per cent of neutrophils, the toxic changes in neutrophil morphology, and 

the degree of increase in the immature forms are indications of the severity 

of the injection, and the total white cell count is an indication of the resist¬ 

ance of the individual. A decrease in the total count with a persistently 

high or increasing percentage of neutrophils, particularly the immature 

forms, is an unfavorable sign. An overwhelming infection with any of 

the organisms which ordinarily lead to a neutrophilic leukocytosis may 

result in a relative neutrophilia with a normal or decreased total leuko¬ 

cyte count. If, with such low counts, the neutrophilia is absent and 

only a preponderance of immature neutrophils is present, the prognosis 

is still worse. It is in these cases in which a neutrophilic leukocytosis is 

expected but not found in which the separation of the rhabdocytes 

(“staff” cells) and other immature neutrophils from the lobocytes 

(segmented forms) is of most value. Malaria is the chief exception to 

the rule that a rhabdocyte (staff cell) count of over 50 per cent indicates 

a grave prognosis. 

Indexes are available for comparing the total increase in leukocytes 

with the increase in neutrophils. An increase of 5 points in the neutro¬ 

phil percentage is usually stated to be associated with an increase of 

5000 in the total leukocyte count,with 10,000 leukocytes and 75 per 

cent neutrophils as the base line, if the resistance of the patient is keep¬ 

ing pace with the severity of the infection. A proportionately high 

total count would be a favorable point in forming the prognosis and 

vice versa. This is of some value, if the age variations in the leukocyte 

count are kept in mind and other factors are also given due consideration. 

In children, of course, a neutrophilic percentage which might be 

normal in the adult may constitute a definite neutrophilia, and, on 

the other hand, an increase in immature forms has not as serious a 

prognostic import as an equal increase would have in an adult. 

Certain changes in the morphology of neutrophils have been shown 

to indicate a grave prognosis. These changes (Plate VI) are: baso¬ 

philia of the cytoplasm, toxic granules, and the appearance of vacuoles. 

The cytoplasm of the neutrophils is normally lilac in color like t ie 

granules, but paler. In seriously ill patients, it may be a deep blue. 

The normal neutrophil granules are fine, uncountably numerous, and 

lilac staining. Toxic granules are relatively few in number, large in 

size and violet or purple in color. Only an occasional vacuole is seen 

Surgi^l^^fect^ns^ wi^^ ^tifd^of ^^Indic^^^Ii^ectio^Reported ^n^he^fterature. 

Surg., Gyn. and Obst. 59: 48-61 (July) 1934- P1,Wvte Count in Pneumonia of 
Mever H F : The Prognostic Significance of the Leukocyte wuni 

Children. Am. J. Med. Sci. 181: 245 (Feb.) 1931- 
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in a normal neutrophil. Vacuoles may be very numerous in the 

neutrophils of seriously ill patients. If these changes are graded on the 

scale of 1 to 4 plus, it will be found that less than 10 per cent of patients 

who show 3 to 4 plus changes live longer than a week.1 Rosenthal and 

Sutro2 divide the number of neutrophils showing toxic changes by the 

total number of neutrophils and multiply by 100 to get the degeneration 

index, a persistent degeneration index of 100 often presaging a fatal 

outcome. 

III. THE SEDIMENTATION RATE OF THE RED CORPUSCLES3 

This test is so simple and so valuable if properly interpreted that it 

should be done routinely on all patients examined. It should be 

regarded as a somewhat different and sometimes more sensitive criterion 

of bodily reaction to injury than are fever and leukocytosis. Hence, 

its chief value is not in differential diagnosis, but in following the 

progress of the individual case. A normal rate does not exclude disease, 

but a rapid rate even in a patient thought to have hysteria or with no 

complaints is a valuable and easily secured indication for further study. 

A large number of methods have been proposed for this determina¬ 

tion, all of which gives results of clinical value. The Cutler,4 Linzen- 

meier, Wintrobe5 and Westergren methods are the ones most com¬ 

monly used. The modified Westergren method given on page 501 has 

all the advantages of these methods and is much more rapid and conven¬ 

ient. The results are not quantitatively transferable from one method 

1 Osgood, E. E Palmer, A., and Pollard, W. T.: Death Accurately Predicted from 
Leukocyte Morphology. To be published. ^curaiei> 1 redicted from 

2 S,°panlhV’ Sutro.’ c-J-: The Blood Picture in Pneumonia with Special Refer¬ 
ence to Pathological Changes in Neutrophils. Am T Clin Path i-tRt-to-7Vi\t '1 

Int. MeTs,0 “ CirCU'1,inf? inTfectSn.^Arch. 

(Apr5^a4US’ R : The Sus<)ension Stabili‘y »f ‘he Blood. Physiol. Rev., 9: 24,-274 

Scandiiav'T?’: thC Sedimentation of th<= Blood Corpuscles. Acta med. 

Dis. Child"’""’: “3°3oa(April)g.gV' J" Sedime"tation Reacti°" Children. Am. J. 

Literat'ur frlahrun<’'? -><l Bericht uber die 
Bannick, E. G. Grew R O ^ Schwarzenberg, Berlin, 1932. 

?aAe:iuhA Adequacy of a Simple Test and ^Practical’Ann? Kr.ythrocyl:? Sedimentation 
J. A. M A. 109: 1257-1262 (Oct. X6) 1937. raCUCal APPllcatlon to Clinical Medicine. 

Medicine Observations Base^Upon1 Approximately 000SpdJP1611 talion Test in Genera] 
Y *Win^rmh J‘^etSci- i83; 643 (May^Pi932. Y 5 Utlents 0ver a Period of Six 

Sedimentation’Test. AmT.^‘sc 189^1^-1^ Techniclue for the Blood 
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to another, but the degree of increase in rate will be roughly propor¬ 

tional in the different methods. Hence, though I give figures only 

for the recommended method, all conditions giving rapid rates with this 

method will show comparable increases in rate with other methods. 

The forty-five minute reading by the preferred method and the one hour 

reading by the original Westergren technic will correspond fairly 

closely. Corresponding values for the Cutler and Linzenmeier methods 

may be calculated from the data of Greisheimer, Treloar and Ryan.1 

The rate is affected by room temperature2 and by any alteration in 

plasma viscosity, or in numbers, size, or hemoglobin content (specific 

gravity) of the erythrocytes, but to a very slight extent as compared to 

the effect of the state of aggregation of the corpuscles. Clinically 

significant increases in rate are due almost entirely to clumping of the 

corpuscles into larger aggregates than usual. This tendency to clump¬ 

ing shows a high correlation with changes in the plasma protein content. 

Increase in globulin and particularly in fibrinogen or decreased albumin 

tend to cause an increase in clumping and, therefore, in sedimentation 

rate. Increase in albumin has an opposite effect. 

A. Normals.3—A sedimentation of not over 5 mm. in the first 15 

minutes, and not over 15 mm. in the 45 minute period is the strict nor¬ 

mal. Anything over 30 mm. in the 45 minute period may be regarded 

as definitely pathologic. The rates tend to be higher in women by 3 to 

4 mm. in 45 minutes than in men and to be higher during menstruation 

than at other times, but the lines of demarcation have been placed 

sufficiently high to include these physiologic variations in the normal 

values. Rates in the newborn are low, averaging 0.5 mm. in 15 minutes 

and 2.0 mm. in 45 minutes. The range which includes 95 per cent of 

results is less than 5.0 mm. in 45 minutes based on a study of 200 chil¬ 

dren, about 10 boys and 10 girls being studied on each of the first 10 

days of life. In children the rate is the same as in adults. 
B. Interpretation.4,—The interpretations given are based on experi¬ 

ence in the author’s laboratory with more than 100,000 determinations 

by the method recommended. As is true with fever and leukocytosis, 

»Greisheimer, Esther M„ Treloar A. E and Ryan Mary: The Inter-Relatio^oi 

Cutler, Linzenmeier and Westergren Sedimentation tests. A . J 

(Feb.) 1934- , n T . The Effect of External Temperature on the Sedi- 

DiXuit&: t-yt Os8oo a; Eb E and Albert. J.= 

mentation Rate in Gynecology and Obstetrics. Am. j. uusi 

(Feb.) 1931- 
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an increased sedimentation rate should not be considered specific for 

any one condition. The chief value of the method is in calling atten¬ 

tion to evidence of organic disease in a person who has been examined 

and thought to have only a functional disturbance. It is also of value in 

following the course of an individual patient, an increase in rate 

indicating progression or the development of a complication, and a 

decrease in rate indicating improvement or development of diffuse liver 

damage. The method recommended has all of the advantages of the 

graphic methods but is much simpler to do and record. The three 

points, o at o time, the reading at 15 minutes, and the reading at 45 

minutes indicate the type of curve which a graph would show. If the 

15 minute reading is one-third or less of the 45 minute reading, the curve 

is a straight line, and if the 45 minute value is within normal limits it 

corresponds to the horizontal line as interpreted in graphic methods.1 

If the 45 minute reading is greater than normal it corresponds to the 

diagonal line in the graphic methods. If the 15 minute reading is 

more than one third of the 45 minute reading and less than two-thirds 

of the 45 minute reading it corresponds to the diagonal curve in the 

graphic methods. If the 15 minute reading is more than two-thirds of 

the 45 minute reading it corresponds to the vertical curve in the graphic 

methods and indicates extremely rapid sedimentation. 

Some authors2 recommend correcting sedimentation rates for anemia 

or decreased red cell volume. Such a correction,3 however, makes a 

relatively simple procedure complicated and, in my opinion, is more apt 

to be misleading than helpful since often corrected rates will give 

ridiculous results of less than o sedimentation and many patients with 

anemia, especially pernicious anemia, have normal sedimentation rates 

unless the illness is complicated by other disease. It seems more 

practical to interpret sedimentation rates of less than 50 mm in 4 c 
minutes with caution in persons with anemia. * 

. .T1^e Cause.s of increased sedimentation rate are very numerous and 
include practically all conditions in which there is extensive inflamma- 

destruction’as wen - ^ most 

inC.rc“!rbjy Z TVPm°nth’ ,stm'faU wUWn 
Pulmo„ary'-AbercuWPhA^TeSt: A Stu<* » 

'wesInfluence of Anemii °n nwd s««- 
O.W conditions and in too raa„y 
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normal limits. Rates as high as 30 mm. in the 45 minute period may 

occur. In the third and fourth months, the average is about 30 mm. and 

rates above 45 mm. in 45 minutes or within normal limits are unusual. 

In the fifth and sixth months the 45 minute reading averages about 

45 mm. and rates up to 80 mm. are not unusual. In the seventh 

month, the average is about 50 mm. and in the eighth and ninth months 

about 60 mm., while results under 30 mm. or over 100 mm. are unusual. 

In nearly all cases more than two-thirds of the sedimentation occurs 

after the 15 minute reading (aggregation occurs relatively slowly). An 

occasional normal reading may be found at any time during pregnancy. 

During the first five days of the puerperium, a further increase 

occurs, averaging about 80 mm. in the 45 minutes and ranging from 

40 to 120 mm. There is a tendency for the 15 minute reading to be 

more than one-third of the 45 minute reading. In the next five 

days, the rate drops rapidly and after that more slowly, averaging 

about 20 mm. in the second month post partum and reaching normal 

values by the end of this month in uncomplicated cases. 

2. Infectious Diseases.—The rate is increased in all of the acute 

infectious diseases and in the active stages of the chronic infectious 

diseases. The rate increases as a rule even when the leukocyte count 

is atypical for the condition. The degree of increase of rate is greatest 

in pneumonia (all types, often over ioo mm. in 45 minutes), but the 

degree of increase is so variable that it has almost no differential diag¬ 

nostic value. A normal rate is sufficiently rare to constitute an indica¬ 

tion for the reconsideration of the diagnosis even though the leukocyte 

count may be increased. The rate tends to remain elevated longer than 

the temperature and leukocyte count and may prove a more valuable 

criterion of the progress in the convalescent period. In tuberculosis 

and syphilis the rate tends to be increased during the active stages 

and to decrease or be normal in latent or healed phases; but as coryza, 

sinusitis, and other frequently overlooked infections may increase 

the rate, unexpected results are frequent. Miliary tuberculosa . 

usually associated with a more rapid rate than the leukocyte co 

and clinical picture would lead one to expect. Nephrosis tends 

give a more rapid rate (due to the high fibrinogen and low aIbu^ 

than other evidences of inflammation would suggest. 1 he rat M rap 

in active rheumatoid arthritis and is normal in hypertrophic arthnt s 

3. Accumulations of Pus.-The increase in rate -ems to depend 

more on the area of absorbing surface exposed to the pus» ttan o 

virulence of the infection. Increase in rale is slight or absent 
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uncomplicated acute appendicitis, but constant and marked in acute 

salpingitis, which often has differential diagnostic value. Pleurisy, 

empyema, and abscesses seldom fail to cause a great increase in rate. 

For some unexplained reason, in peritonitis the rate is sometimes 

normal or even decreased, but a rapid rate is more common. As in 

infectious diseases, the course in repeated rate determinations tends 

to decrease more slowly than the temperature and leukocyte count. 

They are thus of some prognostic value and are used by many as a 

guide for the time of operation in salpingitis. 

4. Malignant or Necrotic Tumors.—The sedimentation rate is 

increased at some time in the course of most malignant tumors, but 

this occurs late as a rule, and may be absent. It is probably related 

to tissue destruction, necrosis of the tumor mass, or secondary infection. 

Benign tumors do not increase the rate unless undergoing necrosis 

or ulceration. Peptic ulcers, if uncomplicated, do not increase the 

rate. A low rate may, therefore, be used as a point in the differential 

diagnosis of these conditions from malignant tumors, and an unexplained 

increase in rate, especially if the leukocyte count is normal, should 
lead one to think of malignant tumors. 

5-_ Internal Hemorrhage.—Increase in rate (probably due to the 

associated tissue lesions) occurs in fractures, ruptured ectopic preg¬ 

nancy, cerebral hemorrhage, and in the lacerations of muscles or 

ligaments commonly called a sprain. In unruptured ectopic preg¬ 

nancy, the rate is usually not increased, which may aid in differentiating 
it from acute salpingitis. 

6. Diseases of the Blood and Blood Forming Organs.—The rate 

is usually increased in anemias and leukemias but relatively slightlv 

m proportion to the decrease in red cells or increase in leukocytes 

Rapid rates associated with a low red cell count must be interpreted 

with caution. A decreased rate is the rule in polycythemia 

7- Extensive Liver Disease.-This may lead to a decreased rate 

ue to decreased blood fibrinogen or to no sedimentation at all On 

giobulnmkTin h a'bumin with reversal of albumi"- 

diffus0: ,hink either of severe 

inclfaSd^:rfSfanS^The Sedirtati0n begins to 
on the fifth to the eleventh da)0™"?0 °CC US10n and ls most rapid 

weeks to a month. In allergic 
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with active infection, the sedimentation rate is normal. Operative 

procedures may cause a temporary increase in rate which returns to 

normal as the wound heals. 

In general a sedimentation rate of 15 to 30 mm. in 45 minutes should 

be regarded as a slight increase, of 30 to 50 mm. as a moderate increase, 

of 50 to 100 mm. as a severe increase, and over 100 mm. as an extreme 

increase. It is also of some significance if more than one-third of the 

sedimentation occurs in the first 15 minutes, since usually distinctly 

less than one-third of the 45-minute sedimentation has occurred in 

this time. The sedimentation rate is a supplement to, but not a 

substitute for, repeated leukocyte counts. 

IV. BACTERIOLOGIC METHODS 

It is not intended that this book should substitute for a textbook of 

bacteriology but it is desirable to review in connection with this chapter 

on infectious diseases the chief indications for bacteriologic studies and 

the common sources of error in interpreting the results of such studies. 

A. Indications.—Smears and cultures are indicated whenever 

evidence of infection is obtained. This is now doubly important since 

specific antiserums and drugs such as sulfanilamide and related com¬ 

pounds which are effective against certain organisms are available. 

The presence of accessible pus, whether in the nares, sinuses, middle ear, 

sputum, pleural cavity, abdomen, hollow viscera, spinal fluid, or in 

urine obtained by catheter, or confined in an abscess, or draining from 

any sinus or orifice, constitutes an indication for smears for staining with 

methylthionine chloride (methylene blue), Gram or Ziehl-Neelsen stains, 

cultures on suitable media, or animal inoculation to identify the causa¬ 

tive organism. The common mistake is to forget to take the culture at 

the first opportunity, that is until after the abscess is opened and drained 

and secondary infection has occurred. Blood cultures are indicate 

whenever typhoid fever, pneumonia, undulant fever, subacute bacteria 

endocarditis, puerperal sepsis or a remittent fever suggests blood stream 

infection. The pathogenic organisms for which culture is desire s 

be indicated so that suitable media for the growth of the particular 

organism or organisms may be selected. . . • al 
B. Interpretation.—The presence of an organism o >P 

morphology in the stained smear means that and nothing more so 

clinical evidence of the disease or proof by culture or animal mocu 

nf the identitv of the organism is essential before the nature of a disease 

is estabUshed For example, Gram negative intracellular diplococom a 

urethral smear will, in the majority of instances, prove t0 be gone ^ 

and organisms of the same morphology in a smear from 
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spinal fluid will usually prove to be meningococci, but gonococcus 

meningitis occurs and Gram negative organisms resembling the gono¬ 

coccus may be present in urethral or cervical smears. Acid fast 

organisms resembling the tubercle bacillus may be found in urine. In 

stool and throat cultures many organisms are always present and the 

actual organism responsible for the disease may not grow on the media 

selected. Cultures of foul smelling pus often prove sterile or show 

growth of an organism that is a secondary invader; whereas smears 

stained properly for identification of Vincent’s organism or anaerobic 

cultures might reveal the true diagnosis. Taking smears alone may fail 

to reveal organisms that are less numerous than 500,000 per cc., and 

taking cultures alone may fail to reveal organisms easily demonstrable 

by direct smears which will not grow on the media used. 

V. AGGLUTINATION AND COMPLEMENT FIXATION TESTS' 

A. Indications.—Serum for these tests should be sent to the 

laboratory whenever syphilis, infectious mononucleosis, typhoid fever, 

undulant fever- or typhus are considered in the differential diagnosis. 

B. Interpretation.—In the majority of conditions the tests are 

positive only after the disease has been present for a week or more. 

In some patients with these diseases the tests may never become posi¬ 

tive. Positive tests may persist long after the disease process has 

become latent or the patient has recovered. Positive tests for many of 

the diseases may be present for some time after vaccination for preven¬ 

tion of the particular disease. Furthermore, there is cross agglutina¬ 

tion between a number of related organisms and some of the tests 

depend on use of a nonspecific antigen, so that all that can be concluded 

rom a single positive test is that the patient has circulating in the blood 

or present in the fluid tested antibodies which will react with the antigen 

used. If the titer rapidly increases it is strong evidence that the immun¬ 

izing process is continuing and that actual infection is present but 

cross agglutination or agglutination due to related antigens must 

be excluded by the history and agglutinin absorption tests. § 

he interpretation of serologic tests for syphilis and of the Paul and 

Bunnell test requires further comment. "1 and 

a tevt fr°l0g'C TStS f°r SyPhilis'3-Since this book is defined as 

‘St d°rdT ' students and for practicing physicians the technic 

„ * Evan„t Alicft R“gyFaHd '““d ’^ be 
Brucellosis: IV An Evaluation of thfDiaRnostkl^h'^r’ L^°na: Studies on Chronic 
S3: 1507-1525 (Aug. 26) i938. gnostic Laboratory Tests. Pub. Health Rep 
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of these tests is not given. The reason for this is that such tests should 

always be performed by a trained serologist who is thoroughly familiar 

with the complete description of the tests as outlined by the originators.1 

The Kolmer complement fixation test and the Kahn and Kline agglu¬ 

tination tests as performed by a competent serologist accord¬ 

ing to the directions of the originators are very reliable if properly 

interpreted. 

Ideally, since syphilis is often not detected by the history and 

physical examination, one of the agglutination tests and a complement 

fixation test should be performed on the blood of each patient seen 

whether there is any clinical evidence of syphilis or not. Performance 

of only the agglutination or the complement fixation test will miss 

only about 5 per cent of positives which would be recognized if both were 

done. If positive tests are obtained by one of these methods it is 

desirable to have the test repeated by the other method and also checked 

in a different laboratory to be sure that no error has occurred due to a 

mixup of specimens. In untreated patients without clinical evidence 

of syphilis only a 3 or 4 plus report should be regarded as positive and a 

1 or 2 plus report should be regarded as doubtful and an indication for 

repeating the test at intervals. A negative test does not exclude 

primary, latent or most forms of tertiary syphilis nor does it constitute 

evidence that sufficient treatment has been given. A negative test on 

the blood and cerebrospinal fluid is strong evidence against a diagnosis 

of secondary syphilis or general paresis in an untreated patient. Nega¬ 

tive tests are uncommon in syphilis of the liver. Positive tests occur 

more often in syphilis than in any other disease but an appreciable 

percentage of patients with leprosy and malaria will show false positive 

tests and nearly all patients with yaws and bejel will show positive 

tests for syphilis. There is much evidence, however, that yaws and 

bejel are only forms of syphilis. If these diseases and infectious mono¬ 

nucleosis are excluded a positive test properly checked nearly always 

means the presence of syphilitic infection even though many negative 

tests have been secured before or after the positive one. 
2. Paul and Bunnell Test for Infectious Mononucleosis.-rius 

test is indicated whenever sore throat, associated with generalize 

lymph node enlargement and the presence of prolymphocytes in the 

1 Kolmer, J. A.: Serum Diagnosis by \"p.''j^Nea'' andTebiger, 
Syphilis: The Principles, Techmiue and Applications. p 5 o 

Phil KahP„hilk'9L8- The Kahn Test: A Practical Guide. Pp. cor. The Williams and 

WUkiKHnCe,;'BBSaUiMicrrosc9oSc Slide Precipitation Tests for the Diagnosis and Exclusion of 

Syphilis Pp. 99- Williams and Wilkins. Baltimore. 193a- 
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blood, leads one to consider the diagnosis of infectious mononucleosis.1 

It is also indicated in patients with abdominal pain simulating appendi¬ 

citis if the leukocyte count fails to show a neutrophilia. 

Sheep cells are not agglutinated by the serum of normal persons in 

dilutions greater than 1 to 16. The presence of agglutination in a dilu¬ 

tion greater than 1 to 32 occurs only in infectious mononucleosis or in 

serum disease. In infectious mononucleosis the agglutination is usually 

present in dilutions of 1 to 64 to 1 to 5000. In acute lymphocytic 

leukemia, the disease most likely to be confused with infectious mono¬ 

nucleosis, the heterophile antibodies may be entirely absent or agglutin¬ 

ation may occur in a dilution of only 1 to 4. Davidsohn2 has developed 

absorption tests which will differentiate agglutinins present in infectious 

mononucleosis from the heterophile antibodies present in serum disease, 

but the history is usually adequate to make this diagnosis. 

VI. QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF SULFANILAMIDE OR 
SULFAPYRIDINE 

Sulfanilamide or sulfapyridine determinations are indicated in the 

accurate control of therapy with these drugs. The quantity of either 

of these drugs should not be allowed to fall below 1 mg. per 100 cc. in the 

blood at any time during the 24 hours, and they are most effective 

if the concentration is between 5 and 15 mg. per 100 cc. Toxic symp¬ 

toms are likely to occur if the blood level exceeds 15 mg. per 100 cc. 

In the treatment of infections of the urinary tract the level should be 
between 50 and 100 mg. per 100 cc. of urine. 

Other laboratory tests in infectious disease are given under the 
names of the particular diseases in the Index by Diseases. 

\ II. THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF LEUKEMIAS3 

Leukemia should be considered in the differential diagnosis whenever 
en argement of the spleen and lymph nodes, bleeding into the skin or 

4,9-4“?) m4nlib°iy ReSP°nSeS “ 'nfeCti0us Mononucleosis. J. Clin. Invest. ,3: 

(Mar‘)ai9?8°hn’ ^ tor Infecti“us Mononucleosis. Am. J. Clin. Path 8- s6-6o 

Ne^ fe3C8 E-:LeUkemi“ a"d A11W Disorders- PP. 333. The Macmillan Company 

,04, 097-702 RMaRr:’2a)n?93GsarVer’ H°rte"Se: Dia8n°sis of L'“kemic States. J. A. M. A..’ 

k'm Baldnie1' 7-42T(hFeb.al!)2Ttab0liSm in Chronic Lymphatic Leu- 

«*** (D-) ,C933W" F0W'"' W- Al-kemic Myelosis. Arch. Int. Med. s>. 
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from the mucous membranes, sore throat, stomatitis, or normocytic 

anemia with either leukopenia or leukocytosis are found. Although 

the etiology of leukemias is not definitely established it is probable that 

they are malignant tumors of one of the cells in the series corresponding 

to the type of leukemia. The more immature the cell which has under¬ 

gone malignant changes, the more acute is the leukemia. The funda¬ 

mental pathology is in the marrow, lymph nodes and spleen. The 

presence or absence of a leukemic blood picture has little or no influence 

on the clinical course or prognosis. Leukemias may be classified 

as to type according to whether the cells belong to the granulocyte 

(myeloid), lymphocyte, monocyte, plasmacyte, or thrombocyte series. 

The granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemias may be further classified 

into the common granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia in which neutro¬ 

phils, eosinophils and basophils are all affected and which is probably 

a malignant tumor of the progranulocyte A (promyelocyte II), and 

into neutrophilic, eosinophilic or basophilic leukemias which probably 

represent malignant tumors of the corresponding progranulocyte S 

(promyelocyte I). Granulocytic (myelogenous) and lymphocytic 

leukemias are common, monocytic leukemia is somewhat less frequent 

but more common than is generally recognized, and plasmacvtic, 

eosinophilic2 and basophilic leukemias are rare. 
Leukemias are classified as leukemic if the total leukoc) te count is 

over 15,000 in the blood and over 10 per cent of the cells in the blood are 

immature, or in the case of chronic lymphocytic leukemia, over 70 per 

cent of the cells are lymphocytes. They are classified as subleukemic 

if the total leukocyte count is 15,000 or less and 0.1 to 10 per cent of 

the cells in the blood are immature cells of the involved series. They are 

classified as aleukemic if the total count is under 15,000 and less than 

o 1 per cent of the cells present in the blood are immature cells of the 

involved series. In all patients with leukemia it is desirable to survey 

a large number of cells at a magnification of 200 times as described on 

page 482, looking for cells larger than the neutrophil lobocytes (po y- 

morphonuclears) and examining these under higher magnification^ 

More information may be derived from such a study than fmm he 

differential count. If the total leukocyte count is 'esst than 6,°oo t 

desirable to centrifugate the blood and study the bully coat In all 

types 0^leukemia thf nucleoli of the cells involved tend to be larger m 

, Osgood, E. E„ and Hunter, W. C.: Plasma Cell Leukemia. Fol. Haematol. S>: 3<* 

383’. Hay T and Evans, W. H.: Acute Eosinophilic Leukemia and Eosinophilic Erythro- 

leukemia. Quart. J. Med., 22: 167-186uUyUc Aid Cochran, w-: Eosinophilocytic or 
Forkner, C. E., Teng, C l., C , ■ ^ 609-618 (May) 1937- 

Eosinophilic Myelogenous Leukemia. Chinese .1.5 
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proportion to the area of the nucleus than in the cells of the same type as 

seen in normal marrow. This has been found1 true of carcinoma cells 

also. Stomatitis is likely to occur if the neutrophils are less than 10 

per cent of the leukocytes in the blood. 
Leukemias are classified as acute, subacute or chronic according to 

the clinical course and the predominant stage of the affected cell series 

present in the narrow. Since the characteristics of the different types 

of leukemias differ little, only variations from the typical course will be 

given. 
A. Acute Leukemias.—In acute leukemias enlargement of the 

lymph nodes and spleen is frequent but may be absent. Petechiae in 

the skin and bleeding from the mucous membranes are common. 

Stomatitis or sore throat very often develops. Fever is nearly always 

present. Normocytic anemia of the myelophthisic type develops 

rapidly, the total leukocyte count may be anything between 1,000 and 

1,000,000 per c. mm., but counts under 100,000 are most common. 

The blast or stem cell stage usually accounts for more than 10 per cent 

of the cells in the marrow and in the leukemic cases in the blood. Few 

cells in the marrow are more mature than the pro stage. The basal 

metabolism is elevated. No known therapy will appreciably prolong 

life which is usually a matter of only a few weeks from the onset and 

nearly always less than 6 months. X-ray therapy usually makes 

the patient more uncomfortable. Sodium perborate and hydrogen 

peroxide treatment of the mouth and gums may prevent development of 

stomatitis or sore throat. Most of the acute leukemias were once 

thought to be of the lymphocytic type since progranulocytes (promyelo¬ 

cytes) may be indistinguishable from prolymphocytes in the Wright’s 

stain. Since the use of the peroxidase stain it has been found that 

acute granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemias are more common than 

acute lymphocytic leukemias. Acute monocytic leukemias2 are rela¬ 

tively common and differ from the other acute leukemias chiefly in a 

greater tendency to swelling of the gums and in the development of 

nodular skin lesions. The identification is made by finding promono¬ 

cytes and monoblasts in the blood or increased in the marrow 

lo *ubacule Leukemias.-In these, the clinical picture is similar 
to that described for acute leukemias but the tendency to hemorrhage 

.*) “36 y’ W- C': Identlfication of the Cancer Cell. J. A. M. A. 107: 844-843 (Sept 

AtchSei ReP°rt S“ “d K«iew of .47 Cases. 

ACh. * ‘he Literature 

Clough, P. W, Monocytic Leukemia, Hosp. jt! I48-,77 (Sept) 
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and stomatitis develops later and the clinical course is usually 6 months 
to a year. Ihe predominant cell in the marrow is the pro stage and, as 
in acute leukemias, more mature cells are relatively scarce. Fever is 
usually absent in the first few months but develops later. Therapy 
has little influence on the course except for the value of sodium per¬ 
borate and hydrogen peroxide in controlling the mouth infection. 
X-ray therapy is occasionally desirable to relieve pressure symptoms 
from enlargement of the spleen or lymph nodes. 

C. Chronic Leukemias.—In chronic lymphocytic leukemia the 
lymphocyte is the cell increased in the marrow and prolymphocytes 
and lymphoblasts are scarce or absent in the blood. In all other 
types of chronic leukemias the diagnosis is based largely on finding 
an increase in the pro stage in the blood or marrow but the more 
mature stages are also present. Leukocyte counts over 100,000 in 
the blood are more common in chronic leukemias than in acute or sub¬ 
acute leukemias. Chronic aleukemic or subleukemic leukemias also 
occur. Enlargement of lymph nodes or spleen may reach a greater 
degree and is less often absent than in the acute or subacute forms. 
Hemorrhage, stomatitis and fever are less common than in the acute or 
subacute forms. The duration of life from the onset of symptoms 
varies from 1 to 16 years but in the majority of instances is between 2 
and 6 years. These patients are much relieved by deep X-ray therapy 
if enlargement of lymph nodes or spleen is causing pressure symptoms 
and may have months or years of useful and comfortable life. Leuko¬ 
penia not due to X-ray therapy is not a contraindication to deep 
therapy nor is a very high leukocyte count an indication for deep 
therapy. As a rule the longer deep X-ray therapy can be deferred the 

better 
D. Leuhemoid Blood Pictures.'—A leukocyte count in the blood 

above 200,000 occurs only in leukemias but counts over 100,000 have 
been reported in pertussis, especially if complicated by pneumonia. 
The clinical picture differentiates this from chronic lymphocytic 

lpnL-pmia. 
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of the cells present; whereas in chronic granulocytic (myelogenous) 
leukemia, eosinophils and basophils are usually present and the pro¬ 
granulocytes (promyelocytes) constitute a higher percentage of the 

cells present. 
In patients with counts between 6,000 and 50,000, smallpox, acute 

osteomyelitis, Hodgkin’s disease, lymphosarcoma, tumors involving 
the bone marrow, severe infections, polycythemia rubra vera, and acute 
hemorrhage have to be differentiated from chronic granulocytic (myelo¬ 
genous) leukemia. The history, physical findings, bacteriologic studies, 
and often examination of a lymph node as well as examination of 
sternal marrow may be necessary to make the diagnosis with certainty. 
Multiple bee stings may result in a blood picture simulating chronic 
granulocytic (myelogenous) leukemia. 

Miliary tuberculosis1 is associated with the blood picture of subacute 
or chronic granulocytic leukemia too frequently to be coincidence. 
Some believe this leukemoid blood picture to be due to involvement of 
the marrow by the tuberculous process. Others, with whom I agree, 
believe that the leukemia is primary, softening quiescent tuberculous 
lymph nodes and allowing the bacilli to enter the blood stream. 

The aleukemic leukemias and some of the subleukemic leukemias in 
which leukopenia, normocytic anemia and thrombopenia occur may 
be difficult or impossible to differentiate from aplastic anemia without 
examining the sternal marrow. The presence of large numbers of imma¬ 
ture cells in the marrow easily differentiates leukemia from aplastic 
anemia in which there are few or no nucleated cells and these chiefly 
lymphocytes. The total nucleated cell count in the marrow of a 
leukemic patient is usually over 25,000 per c. mm. and often over 70,000- 
whereas in patients with aplastic anemia the nucleated cell count in the’ 
marrow is less than 6,000 and often less than 1,000 per c mm The 
presence of normal or increased reticulocytes in the blood or marrow 
lavors a diagnosis of leukemia rather than aplastic anemia. The group 
o splenomegalic anemias is differentiated by the absence of enlargement 

e ymp nodes and by the normal sternal marrow picture The 
color volume and saturation indexes and response to antipernicious 
anenna principle will usually differentiate pernidous anemia, but in rare 

ances patients with aleukemic or subleukemic leukemias will develop 
a macrocytic anemia. This does not respond to liver extract however 

he differentiation of leukopenic, aleukemic or subleukemic leukemias 

TaLTn tT1S, HaS bee" diSCUSSed' The differentiation of sub- 
' R. H„ Tuberc„,„sls and Leukemia. Am. Rev. Tuberc. >7: 3, (Jan.) ,933. 
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acute lymphocytic leukemia from infectious mononucleosis may be so 
difficult that it is discussed in detail below. 

i. Infectious Mononucleosis.—This is sometimes called glandular 
fever or benign lymphadenosis. It may affect any age but is most com¬ 
mon in persons between the ages of 4 and 30 years. Typically, it 
begins suddenly with fever, chill, sore throat and generalized enlarge¬ 
ment of the lymph nodes which are relatively soft and sometimes tender. 
The spleen usually shows a 1 to 3 plus enlargement. The leukocyte 
count is usually between 6,000 and 40,000 per c. mm. with 50 to 90 per 
cent of the cells belonging to the lymphocyte series and 1 to 20 per cent 
of the cells prolymphocytes, some of which may be so immature that 
they are differentiated with difficulty from lymphoblasts. Anemia is 
usually absent and fenestrated lymphocytes may usually be seen in 
some stage of the disease. It runs a course of 10 days to several months 
but most commonly of 2 to 3 weeks. Patients nearly always recover 
completely. The Paul and Bunnel test becomes positive in the majority 

of cases within a few days and may be positive for many weeks. Occa¬ 

sionally a positive test is never obtained. 
The blood picture as seen in the Wright’s stain simulates that of 

subacute lymphocytic, granulocytic (myelogenous) or monocytic 
leukemia very closely. The peroxidase stain which is negative and 
careful study of the cellular morphology will prove the large cells 
to be prolymphocytes and exclude granulocytic (myelogenous) and 
monocytic leukemias. Points which favor infectious mononucleosis 
rather than subacute lymphocytic leukemia are the absence of anemia, 
the presence of fenestrated lymphocytes and the positive Paul and 
Bunnell test. Since anemia may be absent in the early stages of sub¬ 
acute lymphocytic leukemia and may complicate infectious mono¬ 

nucleosis, fenestrated lymphocytes may be hard to find, and a fa se 
negative Paul and Bunnell test occasionally occurs, differentiation may 
be impossible in some cases without waiting to see the clinical course 

of the illness. Prolymphocytes are found in the marrow in both con 1 
tions but a total nucleated cell count above 70,000 would favor a diagno¬ 

sis of subacute lymphocytic leukemia. 

The various anemias of early childhood may simulate leukemia 

very closely. It is a safe rule, therefore, to be very careful about 
making the diagnosis of leukemia in a child under three years of age 
” : ' rSare t0 find more than a very few cells having the morpho ogy 

of stem cells in conditions other than leukemia, but unfortunately e> 
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do not appear in the blood in all leukemias or at all stages of a leukemia 

in which they do appear. 

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES 
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See, also, references at the end of Chapter VI. 



CHAPTER VIII 

DISORDERS OF THE HEMOSTATIC MECHANISM WITH 
ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE HEMORRHAGIC 

DISEASES 

I. PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF HEMOSTASIS1 

Much is known in this field but a great deal of speculation about the facts 

has been done so the known facts will be given first and the theories later. 

A. Factors Which Prevent Coagulation.—It is known that the addition of 

suitable concentrations of soluble oxalates, citrates or fluorides prevents coagula¬ 

tion. Oxalates precipitate calcium and citrates and fluorides form compounds 

from which calcium is not ionized. Rapid cooling of the blood or collecting the 

blood in paraffined or oiled containers which have no wettable surface prevents 

or delays coagulation. Heparin, a substance related to the carbohydrates and 

derived from liver or muscle tissue, will prevent coagulation for a time when 

added to blood in sufficient concentration. Hirudin, a substance secreted by 

leeches, has a similar effect as do certain snake venoms. High concentrations 

of neutral salts added to blood also prevent coagulation. Intravenous injection 

of peptone but not addition of peptone to blood in vitro prevents coagulation. 

B. Factors Which Favor Coagulation.— Intravascular coagulation is favored 

by slowing of the blood current and by roughness or a break in continuity of the 

vessel walls. Prompt intravascular clotting may occur if cephalin, tissue juice 

or ground up platelets are injected. If platelets or tissue juice are not present 

a clot forms but fails to retract. Retraction is normal if cephalin is added to 

such plasma. Transfusion of whole or citrated blood supplies the substances 

necessary for coagulation in hemophilia, thrombopenic purpura, or the hemor¬ 

rhagic syndrome associated with complete obstructive jaundice In vitro 

clotting is hastened by finely divided material with a wettable surface. The 

larger the wettable surface in proportion to the amount of blood exposed e 

more rapid is the clotting. Administration of vitamin K with bile salts reduces 

the bleeding tendency in jaundice. Calcium administration does not reduceThe 

bleeding tendency in any known hemorrhagic disease and a hemorrhagic dia- 

theCS rr M— "^.-Fibrinogen interacts with thrombin to 

form the1 clot ^Fibrinogen is the protein precipitated by lower concentrahon 

of neutral salts than are necessary for precip.tat.on of globuhn and ts n«™a y 

present in a concentration of 0.2 to 0.4 per cent in blood plasma. Thrombtn. 

. Best C 11., and Taylor, N. It.: The Physiological Basis of Medical Tract,ce. Pp- 

'^-HS^enVWaH.WTheon"s oWc^S-'%** .5= 435-470 (July) 

'935Eagle. H.: Recent Advances in the Blood Coagulation Problem. Medicine .6,05-38 

(May) 1937- 
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or thrombase, is formed when a protein compound known as prothrombin, or 

prothrombase, interacts with calcium ions in the presence of cephalin, tissue 

juice or disintegrating platelets. Calcium ions apparently are not necessary 

after thrombin has been formed. It is thought that the thromboplastic sub¬ 

stance derived from tissues, platelets and cephalin, sometimes called throm- 

bokinase, both inactivates heparin and aids in converting prothrombase or 

prothrombin to thrombase or thrombin. Mellanby1 has adduced much evidence 

to support the belief that prothrombin and thrombin are enzymes; hence the 

terms prothrombase and thrombase. Vitamin K is apparently necessary for 

the formation of prothrombin by the liver. A congenital deficiency of fibrinogen 

leads to hemorrhage. In the diseases associated with decreased platelets and 

probably also with decreased tissue cephalin spontaneous bleeding occurs. 

The deficiency in hemophilia is not understood but slight trauma is necessary 

to start bleeding and addition of normal plasma or platelets produces prompt 

coagulation. 

D. Vascular Permeability.—Bleeding may occur in the presence of normal 

coagulation and clot retraction if there is loss of continuity of the vessel wall or 

without such loss of continuity if the vessel walls are congenitally fragile or 

become damaged by anoxemia or toxins. The vessel walls appear to be abnor¬ 

mally permeable to blood in all the conditions associated with low platelet 

counts and in the disease scurvy. It is not yet known whether the altered 

permeability in scurvy is due to vitamin C itself or to a substance called vitamin 

P2 or citrin which is found closely associated with vitamin C in foods. 

E. The Role of the Spleen.—Removal of the spleen in some cases of purpura 

hemorrhagica results in the prompt cessation of hemorrhage even though the 

platelet count remains low. Recently, extracts of the spleen3 have been pro¬ 

duced which, on injection, result in thrombopenia and a hemorrhagic tendency. 

This evidence suggests that the spleen has a regulatory influence on the produc¬ 

tion of some factor, probably cephalin, necessary for good hemostasis. Specific 

antiplatelet serums have a similar action to splenic extract. 

II. TESTS OF VALUE IN HEMORRHAGIC DISEASES 

A. Bleeding Time. This is indicated as a routine pre-operative 
test and in any patient in whom spontaneous hemorrhages into the skin 

from the mucous membranes or from slight trauma indicate the possi- 
bility of a hemorrhagic disease. 

1. Normal.—The normal is 3 minutes or less. 

2. Interpretation.—The bleeding time is markedly prolonged in 
any condition in which the platelet count is low, therefore, in all the con- 

Itions given on page 271 as causes for a thrombopenia. It is also pro¬ 

longed in hemorrhagic disease of the newborn and in some patients with 

.934MeUanby’ J': Hepari" and Bl00d emulation. pr„c. Roy. Soc. u6: i-9 (Sept. ,) 

1447 Tune’25) I938.rapeutlt l'M“' "f Vllanlm *’ ln SchSnlein-Purpura. Lancet 1: 1445- 

Spleen of Patients with Idiopathic 'n!mnu',OC^tt0^en-: -^ Substance in the Extract from the 
Of Blood Platelets. J A Ta 5that R«h'«s the Number 
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complete or partial obstructive jaundice. The platelet count must be 

less than 100,000 before the bleeding time is much prolonged in the 

thrombopenic group, but the platelet count is so much less accurate a 

determination that a bleeding time should be determined on any patient 

on whom a platelet count is indicated. A platelet count is not neces¬ 

sary unless there is clinical evidence suggesting a hemorrhagic tendency 

or the bleeding time is found to be prolonged. 

In hemophilia the bleeding time is normal. 

B. The Coagulation Time.—This is usually determined as a 

routine before any operation, and in all cases in which a hemorrhagic 

disease is suspected. It is of practically no value unless determined by 

the Lee and White method on blood obtained from the vein since even 

hemophiliacs have normal clotting if other methods are used, and in 

most other hemorrhagic diseases the coagulation time is normal. 

Hemophiliacs usually know they have the disease. The bleeding time 

is far superior as a pre-operative test for a hemorrhagic tendency. 

1. Normals.—These vary with the method used (see page 503). 

2. The causes of prolonged clotting time are: 

(a) Hemophilia.—This gives the most marked delay. It may 

require more than an hour for clotting to occur. 

(b) Hemorrhagic Diseases of the Newborn. 
C. Clot Retraction Time—This should be tested whenever the 

coagulation time is determined and in all cases of suspected hemor¬ 

rhagic disease, particularly if the bleeding time is prolonged or the 

platelet count is low. 
1 Normals.—Retraction of the clot from the wall with separation 

of serum begins in one hour and is complete in 18 to 24 hours. 

2. Interpretation.—Retraction is normal in hemophilia but is 

markedly delayed or fails to occur in all conditions listed below as 

associated with a low platelet count and in hyperproteinemia the causes 

of which have been given on page 40- , _ , 
D. The Capillary Resistance Test of Rumpel-Leede. This 

should be done in all persons showing a hemorrhagic tendency who have 

been on a greatly restricted diet, are jaundiced or are thought to have 

scurvy or vitamin K deficiency and is of some diagnostic value when 

scarlet fever is considered as a possibility. 
1 Interpretation.- Normally no petechiae or ecchymoses appear 

In the following conditions which are associated wit 1 a tc crease 

capillary resistance or increased permeability, petechiae or ecc ymoses 

may appear distal to the cuff or at its distal edge in a much shorter time, 

(a) Idiopathic Purpura Hemorrhagica. 
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(b) The Group of Symptomatic Purpura Hemorrhagicas (page 274). 

(c) Scurvy.1 

(d) Scarlet Fever. 

(e) In Some Patients with Vitamin K Deficiency. 

Special methods of determining the capillary resistance or bleeding 

time by using a vacuum cup have been devised and are of some value in 

research but are not necessary in clinical practice. 

E. Platelet Count and Morphology.—The morphology of the 

platelets is described in the legend to Plate VII and should be reviewed 

at this time. This is indicated in patients showing a tendency to spon¬ 

taneous or prolonged bleeding and in all cases of suspected purpura 

hemorrhagica, aplastic anemia, or leukemia. A prolonged bleeding 

time, poor clot retraction or the presence of petechiae are specific 

indications for this examination. 

1. Normals.—In adults and children the platelets range from 

250,000 to 450,000 Per cubic millimeter.2 In the newborn and during 

the first year of life the range is about 100,000 lower. All technics of 

platelet counting are subject to errors of plus or minus 50 to 100 per 

cent so only variations of 100,000 or over from the normals are signif¬ 

icant. The hemorrhagic tendency does not usually appear until the 
platelets are below 60,000. 

2* Thrombocytosis, or high platelet count. This may occur in: 
(a) Chronic Granulocytic (Myelogenous) Leukemia. 

(b) Polycythemia 1 era (aids n differentiating it from secondary erythrocytosis). 
(c) Chlorosis. 

(d) Chronic diseases associated with cachexia and malnutrition. 

(e) Some acute injections: erysipelas, septicemia, and acute articular rheumatism 

show the most marked changes. The platelet count is usually greatly increased 

m moribund patients who show the toxic neutrophils indicating impending death. 
Increase in the platelet count is of very little diagnostic value. 

This is more important. The causes of 
3. Thrombopenia 

thrombopenia are: 

(a) Idiopathic or Symptomatic Purpura Hemorrhagica.—They mav 

Th) p ^ •°,00°, Per CUbiC millimeter and are rarely over 60,000 
(b) Pernicious Anemia.—Counts between 80,000 and 200000 are 

occur! C| a fdl SUffident t0 giVe riSC t0 a hemorrhaSic tendency may 

dinical Seurvy. j. A.Um!°A. 103 f4 (Ju^y1^)^ I^sistance Test in the Diagnosis of Sub¬ 

platelet counts vary*" with the technic* ulsed V*1 PagC 5°4' The values given for normal 

mood Platelets. An Improved^ndirec^MethodTor The‘O°pt0 °Ver h° million- Ole "I 
46: 585-596 (Oct.) 1933 Method for The,r Enumeration. Arch. Int. Med. 
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(c) Idiopathic or Symptomatic Aplastic Anemia—This diagnosis is 

probably incorrect if the platelets are over 100,000 per cubic millimeter 

(d) Acute or C hronic Lymphocytic Leukemia and Acute Granulocytic 

(Myelogenous) Leukemia—A platelet count may be of some value in 

differentiating these from the chronic granulocytic (myelogenous) form. 

The low platelet count is not constant, however. 

(e) At the onset of severe acute high fevers such as pneumonia, malaria, 

and typhoid, the platelet count is said to be diminished. 

(f) Animals raised in the dark or on a diet deficient in vitamin A develop a 

thrombopenia, and this would probably apply to human beings, also. 

F. Vitamins C and P.—In scurvy, vascular permeability is 

increased but it is not yet certain whether this is due to a deficiency of 

vitamin C or to an associated deficiency of vitamin P. Since these 

deficiencies occur together and quantitative methods for vitamin C 

determination are available this determination is indicated whenever 

the capillary resistance test is positive or the history indicates possible 

scurvy or dietary deficiency. 

1. Quantitative Vitamin C Determinations.1—Several methods of 

estimating the vitamin C level in the body are available. The most 

practical is the determination of the blood level. Other methods depend 

on giving a standard dose of cevitamic acid and noting the urinary 

excretion or the time taken for the urinary excretion to reach a maxi¬ 

mum. Less vitamin is excreted if there is a deficiency than if the body 

is fully saturated. 
(a) Normals.—‘The strict normal blood plasma level is 0.8 to 1.4 mg. 

per 100 cc. 
(b) Pathologic Results— Anything under 0.5 mg. per 100 cc. indi¬ 

cates definite vitamin C deficiency. 
G. Vitamin K and Prothrombin Time.2— Deficiency of vitamin K 

leads to bleeding apparently due to a deficient production of pro¬ 

thrombin. Since no method is available for direct chemical determina- 

1 Abt, A. F., and Farmer, C. J.: Vitamin C: Pharmacology and Therapeutics. J. A. 

M' ^BeVsey,1 CL A.VVitamin C.: Methods of Assay and Dietary Sources. J. A. M. A. in: 

I29°Sm?th,(SCL.: Human Requirements of Vitamin C.: J. A. M. A. hi: i753-x764 (Nov- 

5) I9Wri^ht I S Lilienfeld A., and MacLenathen, Elizabeth: Determination of Vitamin 
C Saturation: A Five Hour Test After an Intravenous Test Dose. Arch. Int. Med. 60. 

2647n7IfJAMg nI9SnplI A M and Osterberg, A. E.: Further Observations on the Use of 
Vitamin*K^n the SIM &e Hemorrhagic Diathesis in Cases of Jaun¬ 

dice Proc. Staff. Meet., Mayo Clinic 13: 7537764 (Nov. 3°) x938- ^S-1662 
Quick, A. J.: The Nature of the Bleeding in Jaundice. J. A. M. A. no. i03» 

(May 14) x938- 
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tion of vitamin K, a deficiency is judged by the alteration in the 

prothrombin time. 
1. Normals.—More work is necessary before these can be accu¬ 

rately delimited. Prothrombin content below 50 per cent correspond¬ 

ing to a prothrombin time of over 15 seconds indicates definite deficiency 

2. Pathologic Results.—If the prothrombin is below 20 per cent 

or the prothrombin time is over 25 seconds, there is immediate danger of 

bleeding and transfusions may be necessary to prevent it. The pro- 

thrombin time is prolonged in all conditions associated with deficiency 

of vitamin K. The most important of these is obstructive jaundice, 

but it seems probable that in hemorrhagic disease of the newborn and in 

persons on deficient diets such a prothrombin deficiency may develop. 

III. DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF THE HEMORRHAGIC DISEASES 

These are all characterized by a tendency to spontaneous hemorrhages into the 

skin (petechiae, ecchymoses), into the joints or from the mucous membranes, or to 
excessive bleeding from slight trauma. 

A. Hemophilia.—This is a sex-linked hereditary anomaly occurring only in 

males1 and transmitted only through females, resulting in a tendency to excessive 

hemorrhage from slight trauma, but not from small puncture wounds. The hemor¬ 

rhage is rarely, if ever, absolutely spontaneous but the trauma necessary to start it 

may be exceedingly slight. The platelet count and bleeding time are normal. 

The coagulation time is markedly prolonged but clot retraction is normal. The 

capillary resistance is not decreased. The best explanation so far offered is that it 
is due to an anomalous increased resistance of the platelets, which do not break 
down until much later than is normally the case but a plasma factor may be 
responsible. 

B. Purpura Hemorrhagica1 (essential thrombopenia or morbus maculosus Werl- 

hofii).—This is an acute or chronic intermittent disease characterized by a marked 
tendency to spontaneous hemorrhages into the skin and from the mucous mem¬ 

branes. It may affect either sex. From a laboratory standpoint it is characterized 

by a marked decrease in the platelets (below 100,000, often as low as 5000 per cubic 
millimeter) and a resultant prolonged bleeding time, with normal or slightly delayed 

coagulation time, but very poor clot retraction. The Rumpel-Leede capillary resist- 

hemolhr'3 rt,V\ THe PlatektS WWch are P**"'- oft® *ge Is in 
del? V erythr“ytes- kbytes, and hemoglobin are normal or show the 
deviations from normal which are to be expected from the amount and kind .( 
hemorrhage which has occurred, thus differentiating it from the group of svmnt 

thlfpkaic0allyCnerve“r 0™!? (offSprlng °f male h^Philiac 

surg. ,6 “oVl^'NowJ^fr"’ L' K': in Purpura Hemorrhagica. Ann 

Rosenthal, N.: Thrombopenic Purpura. J. A. M. A. 112: .or-ro6 (Jan. r4) ,M9. 
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operation. This therapy should be controlled by platelet counts and bleeding time 
determinations both before and after operation. A low hemoglobin or red cell 
count also should be increased to normal by transfusion before operation. 

C. Symptomatic Purpura Hemorrhagica .—This includes a group of conditions 
which show all the typical laboratory and clinical findings of the idiopathic form but 

have in addition characteristic alterations in the erythrocytes, hemoglobin and 
white cells and, in some cases, a known etiology. The only reason for their inclu¬ 
sion under this head is because they may offer difficulties in differential diagnosis. 
As they have been previously described, they will only be named here: 

1. Aplastic Anemia. 
2. Symptomatic aplastic anemia due to benzol, roentgen-rays, radium, etc. 
3. Leukemias, especially the acute lymphocytic form. The aleukemic leu¬ 

kemias may be extremely difficult to differentiate without examination of sternal 

marrow. 
4. Pernicious Anemia.—Only in rare instances is the platelet count low enough 

to cause a hemorrhagic syndrome. 
5. Allergy or Drug Idiosyncrasy.—Patients with the complete syndrome of 

purpura hemorrhagica have been observed where there was good evidence that the 

disease was secondary to food allergy1 or idiosyncrasy to sedormid,2 the organic 

arsenicals, benzol and other benzol ring drugs. 
Splenectomy is contraindicated in symptomatic purpura hemorrhagica. 
D. Simple, or Athrombopenic, Purpura— This group of related conditions is 

characterized by a tendency to spontaneous hemorrhages into the skin or from the 
internal organs, with a negative capillary resistance test and normal platelet count, 
coagulation time, clot retraction, and bleeding time. Urticaria and “angioneurotic 
edema” are usually associated with it. Its different forms have been given dif¬ 

ferent names as follows: 
1. Simple purpura, skin involvement only. 
2. Purpura rheumatica (Schonlein’s disease), involvement of skin and joints. 
. Henoch’s purpura, predominant involvement of the internal organs, partic¬ 

ularly the intestine, with the result that cramping abdominal pain dominates the 

picture. , . , 
Renal involvement, with albuminuria, casts, and hematuria simulating a neph¬ 

ritis may be associated with any of these. Occasionally all of the above symptoms 

occur together. , 
Operative procedures seldom cause unusual bleeding in this group, and search 

for focal infection and signs of allergy is indicated. 
E. Hemorrhagic Disease of the Newborn.-This is characterized by prolonged 

bleeding and coagulation times, with normal platelet count and clot retraction. t 
is thought to be due to a temporary deficiency in prothrombin or possibly to 

lack of vitamin K, but has not been sufficiently studied. It must be differentiated 
rom he very ra e congenital absence of fibrinogen, and from the hemorrhage 

tendency associated with congenital syphilis. Recovery is usually prompt after 

intramuscular administration of blood or blood serum. 

I Squier T. L., and Madison, F. W.: Thrombocytopenic Purpura Due to Food Allergy. 

1 Alj,oSi T.rpmpma 'Hemorrhagica (Werlhof) after Taking Sedormid. Lance, r: 

305-306 (Aug. 6) 1938. 
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F. Obstructive Jaundice.—Patients with obstructive jaundice may bleed from 

the mucous membranes or at or following operation. The bleeding time and the 
prothrombin time are usually prolonged. The hemorrhagic tendency is due to a 

deficient absorption of vitamin K. This fat soluble vitamin requires the presence 

of bile salts for good absorption. Vitamin K seems to be necessary for the produc¬ 
tion of adequate amounts of prothrombin. The therapy is administration of bile 

salts and vitamin K or a rich source of vitamin K prior to operation until the 
prothrombin time has been brought to normal. This preoperative preparation is 

desirable even though no alterations in the bleeding and prothrombin times are 

present. The presence of blood in the stool in a patient with obstructive jaundice 

does not necessarily indicate an ulcerative lesion in the gastrointestinal tract. 

G. Scurvy.—The classic picture of scurvy with subperiosteal hemorrhages and 

bleeding into the gums is rare except in children who have been fed boiled milk with 

no added source of vitamins, but minor degrees of vitamin C deficiency sufficient to 

give a cevitamic acid level in the blood of less than 0.5 mg. per 100 cc. and a positive 

Rumpel-Leede capillary resistance test are not rare. There is some evidence that 

the substance which prevents the increased permeability of vessels in scurvy is not 

Table 12.—Laboratory Criteria for Differentiation of the Hemorrhagic Diseases 

Coagulation 
time 

Clot 
retraction 

Platelet 
count 

Bleeding 
time 

Capillary 
resistance 

Hemophilia, group A. 
Thrombopenic purpuras, 

Prolonged 
Normal or 

Normal Normal Normal Normal 

groups B and C. 

Simple or athrombopenic 
purpuras, group D, some 

slightly 
prolonged 

Poor Very low Prolonged Decreased 

of J. 
Hemorrhagic diseases of 

Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal 

newborn. 
Thrombasthenic purpura... 

Prolonged 
Prolonged 

Normal 
Poor 

Normal 
Normal 

Prolonged 
Prolonged 

? 

cevitamic acid but another compound known as vitamin P. The bleeding and 
coagulation times and clot retraction are normal in scurvy. Recovery from the 

hemorrhagic condition occurs promptly on administration of adequate amounts of 
citrus fruit juices and fresh vegetables. 

H. Thrombasthenic Purpura.—In this rare disease there is a familial incidence 
The platelet count is normal, the clot retraction time is poor, and both bleeding and 
coagulation times are prolonged. 

I. Hereditary Hemorrhagic Telangiectasia' (familial hemangiomatosis o 
Rendu-Osler-W eber s disease).—This disease of familial incidence may affect eithe 

rna,r,1 CaUSn W!edu’g, at,any age- 11 iS cl,aracteriz«l by multiple capillary angio 
mata throughout the body which are visible in the skin and mucous membranes 

he bleeding is due to weakness of the vessel walls and the platelet count, bleedin, 

If the h? H • ,meS’ retracti0". and «Pillary resistance test are all norma! 
the bleeding is from an accessible point it may be controlled with cautery bu 

bleeding from the gastrointestinal or genitourinary tract may lead to severe ane^ 

' 93 
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or death. Lhe spleen is sometimes enlarged. Snake venom therapy has proved 
of value in controlling the bleeding in this condition. 

J. The Hemorrhagic Forms of the Infectious Diseases—These must be dif¬ 

ferentiated from the true hemorrhagic diseases. Petechial hemorrhages are due to 

damage to capillary walls by toxins or to small emboli. They may occur in bac¬ 

teremias but are especially common in subacute bacterial endocarditis, epidemic 

meningitis and hemolytic streptococcic bacteremias. A hemorrhagic exanthem 

is characteristic of typhus and Rocky Mountain spotted fever and may occur in 

infectious mononucleosis or in the most severely ill patients with any of the exan¬ 

themata. The characteristic laboratory findings are those of the causative disease. 

Laboratory criteria for the differentiation of the more important groups of 

hemorrhagic diseases are summarized in Table 12. 

IV. BLOOD TYPING1 AND BLOOD TRANSFUSION 

The bloods of both the donor and the recipient should be typed and 
cross matched before a blood transfusion is given. When a patient has 
a condition in which a transfusion may be necessary, such as a hemor¬ 
rhagic disease, or is to have an operation entailing a possible large loss of 
blood, typing should be done as soon as the diagnosis is made rather 
than after the emergency arises. Major indications for blood trans¬ 
fusions are acute hemorrhage, hemorrhagic diseases, shock, and 
normocytic anemia of severe degree. Blood typing is also used medico- 
legally2 for the establishment of non-paternity and to aid in making a 
decision when infants are thought to have been interchanged 

The use of cadaver blood, cord blood from the placenta, and of 
blood stored in blood “banks” has been recommended3 as a method of 
keeping a constant supply of blood for transfusion available. These 
methods are only practical in large institutions where over 60 trans¬ 
fusions a week are performed and stored blood is not satisfactory where 
the need is for leukocytes or platelets but is satisfactory when the need is 

for erythrocytes, serum proteins or antibodies. 
A. Normals.—The interpretation of reports of blood groups is 

sometimes confusing unless it is remembered that there are in use three 
different classifications. The relationships of these are summarized in 
the table. It is preferable to use the Landsteiner or international 

classification, as there is less danger of a mistake. All persons belong 
to one of these blood groups or to a subgroup of one of them and the 

1 Wiener, A. S.: Blood Groups and Blood Transfusions. Pp. 220. Charles C. Thomas. 

^"iwielfer^A. ^Determination of Non-paternity by Means of Blood Groups: With 
Special Reference to the Agglutinogens M and N of Landsteiner and Levine. - J- 

Med, andsteiner? IC.^Forensic location of Serologic Individuality Tests. J..A. M. A. 

103: 1041-1044 (Oct. 6) 1934- it -f 1 
j Fantus, B. Therapy of Cook County Hospital 

hi: 3I7-321 (July 23) 193&- 

Blood Preservation Technic. J A. M. A 
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relative proportion of the population belonging to each group varies 

with different races and in different countries.1 In the United States 

about 45 per cent belong to group O, about 40 per cent to group A, 

about 10 per cent to group B, and about 5 per cent to group AB. 

B. Interpretation.—If a transfusion is to be safe, it is absolutely 

essential that the recipient’s serum should not agglutinate the donor’s 

cells and there is less danger of reactions if the donor’s serum does not 

agglutinate the recipient’s cells. Ideally, the donor should belong to 

Table 13.—Relationship of the Landsteiner, Moss, and Jansky 

Classification of Blood Groups 

Landsteiner Moss Jansky 

AB I IV 
A II II 
B III III 
0 IV I 

the same blood group as the recipient and there should be no agglutina¬ 

tion in the cross matching. In emergencies, it is permissible to use a 

group 0 (Universal) donor whose cells are not agglutinated by the 

patient’s serum for any recipient, and to use the blood of a donor belong¬ 

ing to any group to transfuse a group AB (Universal) recipient if, in 

either case, the donor’s cells are not agglutinated by the recipient’s 

serum. Cross matching is necessary whether patients belong to the 

same group or not, because of the occasional occurrence of subgroups.2 

Cross matching alone would be safe if technicians never made mistakes 

but since no human being is infallible and death is likely to result 

rs‘ '• —- 
In medicolegal use of blood grouping, all steps in the procedure 

Should be done by an expert with special precautions to prevent subs"! 

• grouPs are inherited in accordance with the Mendelian 

’ le P°ssible combinations are listed in Table ta a 
relationship not indicated in the table is impossible. * 4’ ^ 

Propos^PTheonesof^iui^an^focfdCGroup^fnheriUtKe!a^JVeimmimolSS2<i^ ^6*1-27^ ((Jm 

2 Wilhelm, Mable M., and Ossood E F • A tt , ?? Ct‘ 

0U,y) 
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The genotype corresponding to group O is 00, to group A is AA or 

AO, to group B is BB or BO, and to group AB is AB. A and B are 

dominant over O, consequently persons of genotype AO or BO cannot be 

separated from those of genotype AA or BB by agglutination tests. 

It is evident (Table 14) that, knowing the group of the mother and 

child, it is possible to prove that a certain man could not be the father of 

the child, but it is never possible to prove that a particular man is the 

father of the child. For example, if the mother belongs to group O and 

the child to group A, it is evident that the father must belong to group A 

or group AB, and if the man accused belongs to group 0 or group B, 

his innocence would be established. In case of an interchange of 

Table 14.—Inheritance of Blood Groups 

All Possible Combinations in Inheritance of Blood Groups (Bernstein) 

Parents Children 

0 X 0 0 
0 X A 0, A 

0 X B 0, B 

A X A 0, A 

A X B 0, A, B, AB 

B X B 0, B 

0 X AB A, B 

A X AB A, B, AB 

B X AB A, B, AB 

AB X AB A, B, AB 

infants, the blood groups of both sets of parents and both children 

should be determined and it may be found that one of the infants could 

not have belonged to one set of parents and could have belonged to the 

other pair. For example, if one set of parents were found to belong 

to group A and group A and the other to group B and group O, and one 

child belonged to group B and the other to group A, it is evident that 

the group A child could belong only to the first set of parents. How¬ 

ever if the child belonged to group O, it would be impossible to say to 

which set of parents it belonged. The chances of proving nonparentage 

have been calculated to be about 1 in 6 and this is increased to about 

1 in s if the agglutinogens M and N are also determined. e^e 

agglutinogens are somewhat more difficult to determine than t t 

ordinary blood groups but the interpretation of the results is very 

simple. Only three types of blood are possible: MN, , ant to 

responding to the genotypes MN, NN and MM. Any type of inher¬ 

itance not listed in Table 15 is impossible. 
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The general rules covering the inheritance of the blood groups are 

that agglutinogens A, B, M or N cannot appear in the blood of the child 

unless present in the blood of one of the parents. A group O parent 

Table 15.—Inheritance of Agglutinogens M and N 

Parents Children 

M X M M 
N X N N 
M X N MN 
M X MN M, MN 
N X MN N, MN 
MN X MN M, N, MN 

cannot have an AB child and a group AB parent cannot have an O 

child, a group M parent cannot have a group N" child, and a group N 

parent cannot have an M child. 

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES 

See references at the end of Chapter VI. 



CHAPTER IX 

DISORDERS OF THE RESPIRATORY1 AND 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS2 

I. THE SPUTUM3 

A. Mechanism of Sputum Formation.—The term sputum does not include 

saliva or nasopharyngeal secretions, but the impossibility of always preventing 

admixture with these must be kept in mind. 
Sputum consists of material brought up from the trachea and bronchi. The 

normal mucus secreted is too small in amount to be expectorated. It may, how¬ 

ever, be increased to this extent by any irritation of the mucous membrane. 

Other sources of material are exudates of all types which will be mixed with 

mucus if inflammation of the tracheal and bronchial mucous membrane is 

associated and which can only be large in amount if cavitation connecting with a 

bronchus or dilatation of bronchi is present. Exudates due to bacterial inflam¬ 

mations will usually contain the responsible organism but may contain others 

3.S well. 
Transudation into the alveoli and tracheobronchial tree may occur (pul¬ 

monary edema) just as well as into tissues (edema) or into body cavities (effu¬ 

sions) and has the same significance, namely passive congestion in the adjacent 

^Extensive accumulations of pathologic material may be present in the lungs, 

but will produce sputum only when there is a communication with a br°nch.“s 

and when the material has a sufficiently fluid or friable consistency to be dis¬ 

lodged Pathologic processes in adjacent regions including the peritoneal cavity, 

liver esophagus, pleural cavity, and tracheobronchial glands may penetrate t 

Z; toThe bronchi. Therefore, the presence of sputum does not prove tha 

^ primary pathology is in the lungs and absence of sputum does not exclude 

“eVtt bronchi and be expectorated, due to passive congestion, 

to ulceration, or to hemorrhagic inflammation involving the bronchi or commu 

eating with them. 

B Indications and Instructions for Collection of Sputum 
In any case in which sputum is expectorated, sputum exam.nahons 

i Willis, H. S.: Laboratory Diagnosis and Experimental Methods in Tubercu.osi, 

Pp 330. Charles C. Thomas, Spnngfidd, Illmoi , 9 r^nce ^ diseases involving these 
^Notwithstanding the great freque y 1 ag£osis are relatively few, and many of 

systems, clinically practical laboratory aids J^eral resume does not seem justified, 
these have been previously discussed. He , U The chemistry Gf Tuberculosis. 

rd \W*fc Is,0-’» Baltimore, ,03, 
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should be performed. If bronchial asthma is suspected, a Wright’s 

stain for eosinophils is indicated in addition. In pneumonia, typing 

of the pneumococci is necessary if serum treatment is to be intelligently 

used. In most instances, repeated examinations are necessary. 

Information of greatest value is secured by collection, measurement, 

and examination of the total 24-hour volume. Specific directions for 

such collection should be given. In infants, swabbing the pharynx 

during coughing may be necessary to obtain sputum, as it is frequently 

swallowed. Older children may often be taught to expectorate. 

Coughing of any type should lead one to attempt to secure sputum, 

for even coughing reported to be nonproductive may yield traces of 

material which repay examination, and failure to obtain sputum is in 
itself of significance. 

Time spent in explaining to the patient the importance of collecting 

only material which is coughed up, not saliva or material aspirated 

into the throat from the nasal cavity, and all of that material (no 

swallowing of sputum) as uncontaminated as possible (rinsing the 

mouth after meals, abstinence from chewing tobacco, etc.) is usually 

well repaid. Clean and, if cultures are to be made, sterile containers 
of suitable size should be provided. 

C. Interpretation1. The Volume Expectorated in 24 Hours — 

A volume of over 100 cc. per day may occur in pulmonary edema 

lung abscess bronchiectasis, pulmonary gangrene, advanced pulmon¬ 

ary tuberculosis or from any extrapulmonary collection of pus or 

fluid which connects with a bronchus such as empyema, liver abscess 

or subphremc abscess. If pulmonary tuberculosis has been diagnosed 

, ,y exPectoratlon of over 25 CC. suggests cavitation or bronchiectasis 
Smaller vo umes do not exclude these diagnoses. The alteration in the 

week UtoVweeT h h SPUtUm d&y l° day in aCUte cases a"d ^m 
. . . chronic cases is of prognostic value. Increasing 

quan 1 les in abscess, cavitation, or bronchiectasis indicate progression- 
g adual decrease indicates healing; and sudden decrease 
plugging of the ostium which is tn L f 11 , , lndlcates a 

tta:: 
purulent, purulent, serous, or blooTy^cfordinV’to U mUC°' 

Jtrrof f 
monary gangrene has'a tendency to 
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stand. It is watery and frothy in pulmonary edema and usually 

blood tinged. 

3. The Color.—Jaundice or pyocyaneous infection may give it 

a green color. Breakdown of anthracotic tissue may cause it to appear 

black. In lobar pneumonia the sputum is blood tinged after the first 

few days, later becoming rusty and finally like prune juice in color. 

The sputum from amebic abscess of the liver which has ruptured into 

a bronchus has a characteristic anchovy-sauce appearance. 

The causes of blood in the sputum in the approximate order of 

importance are: 
(a) Pulmonary Tuberculosis (60 to 80 per cent of all cases).—Blood 

may be in traces or large hemorrhages. 

(b) Pneumonias of All Types.—In the streptococcic pneumonia 

often associated with epidemic influenza, blood is more abundant than 

in other pneumonias. 
(c) Chronic heart disease, especially mitral stenosis (passive con¬ 

gestion or infarction). 

(d) Bronchiectasis, Gangrene, or Lung Abscess. 
(e) Pulmonary Injarction (inconstant but of confirmatory value 

when present). 
(f) Malignant neoplasms, particularly carcinoma of a bronchus. 

Hemoptysis may be due to ulceration of carcinoma of the thyroid or 

esophagus into a bronchus. 

(g) Hypertension.—Bleeding is at times profuse. The mechanism is not clear 

(h) Ulcerations of the respiratory passages, penetrating wounds of the chest, and 

foreign bodies in the bronchi. 

til Hemorrhagic diseases. , 
(j) Aneurysm of the Thoracic Aorta (slight bleeding for months, or sudden large 

heTkTcZfsm in Warfare (immediate and delayed).-It has been reported as 

l°n\»ikTZTlCeaL spirochetal bronchitis, epidemic hemoptysis (due to 

Paragonimus .westermanni1), and broncho-moniliasis. 

Pure blood unmixed with sputum occurs in all large hemorrhages 

and in groups (g), ©, and (j) as a rule, and often in bronchiectas.s, 

‘^HeLTptTstThouldTe regarded as due to pulmonary^tubercu^s 

until proof of another cause can be established, but the freque. y 

of Hemopty^ bronchiectasis £££ " “ ngr ene 

and*"putrid ^bronchitis and often in bronchiectasis and lung abscess. 

, Ova of this trematode in the sputum estabhsh the d.agnos.s. 
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A peculiar sweetish sickening odor may also be present in the latter 

two, but odor is far more commonly absent than textbook descriptions 

would lead one to believe. A foul odor may also result from necrosis 

of malignant tumors such as carcinoma of a bronchus, but is a late 

symptom more often absent than present. At least one clinician, 

however, has established a reputation for accuracy in the diagnosis of 

bronchial carcinoma, which he claims to make on the basis of the pres¬ 

ence of a faint but characteristic odor of the sputum or exhalations. 

5. Elastic Tissue.—The presence of elastic fibers in sputum 

indicates the breaking down of lung parenchyma, and hence, is a very 

important diagnostic and prognostic point. It would speak for lung 

abscess, gangrene, active cavity formation, or ulcerating malignant 

tumors and does not occur in uncomplicated bronchiectasis, uncom¬ 

plicated non-tuberculous pneumonias, in sputum from non-progressing 

cavities, or in material entering the bronchi from other sources than the 

lungs such as empyema, subphrenic or liver abscess, and caseous 
mediastinal nodes. 

6. Evidences of Bronchial Asthma.—Curschmann’s spirals and 

Dittrich's plugs strongly suggest bronchial asthma and the presence 

of large numbers of eosinophils and Charcot-Leydcn crystals are still 
more conclusive evidence for this diagnosis. 

If eosinophils are absent from the sputum a diagnosis of bronchial 

asthma is probably incorrect. This is a very valuable point, for 

bronchial asthma is one of the diagnoses most commonly made errone¬ 

ously. Further search in such cases will usually reveal a cause for left 

ventricular failure such as hypertension, aortic stenosis or aortic 

insufficiency and thus show that the shortness of breath is paroxysmal 

nocturnal dyspnea which is sometimes called cardiac asthma. ' 

7- Bronchial Casts.—These are rare. They consist of masses of 

rin and constitute the basis for the diagnosis of fibrinous bronchitis 

ause for which should be sought by bacteriologic studies. 

nd the organism is considered significant Th^n ° 
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numbers to be detected by the method used. If clinical suspicion of 

tuberculosis persists, guinea pig inoculation or cultural methods1 of 

identification are indicated and examination of the sputum by concen¬ 

tration technic should be repeated at intervals. 

Failure to find tubercle bacilli by any method does not exclude 

tuberculosis. Tubercle bacilli are not to be expected in the sputum in 

miliary tuberculosis, in tuberculous pneumonia before the caseous 

material softens sufficiently to be expectorated, or in many cases of 

fibroid tuberculosis. 

On the other hand, inability to find tubercle bacilli in the sputum of a 

patient in whom cavitation has recently developed or is progressing, as 

determined by roentgenographic evidence and physical signs, speaks 

strongly against tuberculosis as the etiologic agent. The largest num¬ 

bers of tubercle bacilli are found in the sputum during the breaking 

down period of a caseous focus or caseous pneumonia, and they tend to 

be present in the sputum as long as tuberculous activity in the walls of 

the cavity is progressive. Tubercle bacilli may be present in the 

sputum in the absence of active pulmonary disease from rupture of a 

caseous node into a bronchus but this is relatively uncommon. The 

presence of tubercle bacilli does not exclude the coexistence of car¬ 

cinoma, non-tuberculous bronchopneumonia, or silicosis. Repeated 

sputum studies at intervals with notation in a roughly quantitative 

way of the numbers of organisms present is of value m conjunction 

with the clinical findings in gauging the course of the disease. 

II EXUDATES, TRANSUDATES, EDEMA, SECRETIONS AND OTHER 

FLUID COLLECTIONS2 

A Mode of Formation.-The mechanism of the formation of a collection of 

fluid in a body cavity is the same as in the tissues. Exudates are reactions 

of the body to irritative injury, and vary in character according to the nature 

Microscopic Negkiav:dSpu°thunmsMby'Cli"- Mcd 

^^^H’^fchenrical Pathology. M. 5. PP-tfr** W. B .Saunders, Phria- 

delP.h&ei! J P . and Van Slyke, D. D.: Quantitative Clinical Chemistry. Vol. I, PP- ‘S3- 

724 Williams and Wilkins, Baltimore, 1931- • observations on the Chemical and 
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capillaries because the capillary pressure is greater than the colloid osmotic 

pressure, and is reabsorbed at a corresponding rate at the venous end of the 

capillary where the intracapillary pressure is lower than the colloid osmotic 

pressure. Anything which lowers the colloid osmotic pressure, increases the 

extracapillary osmotic pressure or increases the intracapillary pressure tends to 
the production of edema. The colloid osmotic pressure is normally about 30 mm. 

of mercury and is due chiefly to the albumin fraction since 1 gram of albumin in 

100 cc. of plasma exerts about 5.5 mm. of mercury pressure and 1 gram of globu¬ 

lin exerts only about 1.4 mm. of mercury pressure. Edema usually develops 

when the albumin fraction falls below 2.5 grams per 100 cc. and the edema fluid 

is very low in protein content. Edema of this type occurs chiefly in nephrosis 

and dietary deficiency and may occur in any of the conditions listed on page 

40 as causes of hypoproteinemia. Edema is nearly always generalized in 
this group. 

An increase in permeability of the capillary walls permits protein to escape 

from the vessels and to raise the extracapillary pressure so that the difference 
between the extracapillary and intracapillary colloid osmotic pressure is reduced. 

This type of edema occurs in most forms of inflammation, as a reaction to 
histamine, many poisons including bee venom and the poisons of most stinging 

or biting insects, and in acute, subacute and chronic glomerular nephritis. 

Edema is generalized if the increased permeability is due to a circulating toxin 
as in nephritis but is localized when it is due to local injury as from a bee sting a 

sprain or in rheumatic arthritis. The protein content of the fluid is high in this 
group and approaches or equals that of exudates. 

t. In.CreaSed ’ntracaPillary pressure results from venous stasis and accounts for 
the edema in congestive heart failure, thrombosis of the veins and obstruction 

venous flow by pressure of tumor masses. A certain amount of anoxemia is 
usually associated which tends to increase capillary permeability so thaTthe 

protein content of the edema fluid is greater than ta ed^a d ‘ "to decrea ed 
serum proteins but not as high as in inflammatory edema If the increased 

sure ,s generalized, as in congestive hear, failure, ^ edel is X- 
pressure is greatest, namely in the most dependent portions When th 

increased venous pressure is local the edema occurs only a,Ta, "he 

grea/esOat siteTsuch as"h"Ceyelitte o^scrotuzrTwh ede™- Whkh * 
tissue pressure is least. Um W ere f le f'ssues are loosest and 

^ Obstruction to lymph channels tends to produce chylous accumulations of 

forming the wall” Another methwTof mt’'f “ °f SeCretory activity of ‘he tissue 

fluid pathway. Hence, the composition^, cy“s .* n°™al 

fluid induding°aTscS PatholoSic collection of 

— l-A- E: 
365-38in(Mly)di934 RegardlnS the Mechanism of Edema Formation. 

J. Clin. Invest. 13: 
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vesicle, or pustule, which is removed at operation or by puncture 

should be sent to the laboratory for study, and puncture for diagnostic 

purposes is indicated in most fluid accumulations. Puncture should 

not be performed on cystic tumors within the abdomen, except at 

laparotomy under direct vision. Hence, paracentesis abdominis 

should be limited to cases in which the presence of ascites is well 

established by the physical examination. A greatly dilated stomach 

containing much fluid should be excluded by passage of a stomach tube. 

Large cystic tumors may, in rare instances, cause doubt, in which case 

laparotomy is safer. Extensive adhesions from healed peritonitis 

are further contraindications. 

On the other hand, paracentesis thoracis is a valuable diagnostic 

procedure in cases in which difficulty arises in differentiating thickened 

pleura from effusion and has little danger in competent hands. 

Examination of secretions from the nose, accessory sinuses, con¬ 

junctiva, middle ear, joint, bursae, urethra, prostate, cervix or vagina 

is indicated whenever present in excess of the normal amount. 

Examination of the semen is indicated as the first step in determin¬ 

ing the cause of sterility. 
C. InterpretationA—i. Transudates.—These are noninflamma¬ 

tory collections of fluid. They are usually secondary to passive con¬ 

gestion, hypoproteinemia or local or general vascular injury. The 

fluid is’ clear, of a light straw color, with a specific gravity less than 

1.018 and usually less than 1.015. They are further characterized 

by a protein content of less than 30 grams per liter, a negative Rivalta 

test and a low cell count. Red cells, if present, are few in number 

and due to the puncture wound itself. Spontaneous clotting oes 

not occur. After repeated tappings, there is a tendency for eosinophilic 

cells to be numerous in fluids removed and for the character to approach 

that of an exudate. Eosinophilic cells are usually numerous in the 

collection of fluid associated with artificial pneumothorax. In edema 

fluids due entirely to hypoproteinemia the protein content is usually 

“Vh, —'IT,., —. ~ i*H“T "“’S 
cardiac failure or obstruction of the portal vein, the right plcu 

. r v Qnj wetraore Vera: The Chemistry and Cytology 

of jT« Clia Met .4, 40-S ^ 
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cavity (less often the left), the scrotum, the subcutaneous tissues 

and the pericardium. Nephrosis and glomerular nephritis are often 

associated with general anasarca. The fluid in nephrosis tends to 

be extremely low in specific gravity and protein content, while that 

in nephritis is near the borderline between an exudate and a transudate 

in specific gravity and protein content. As the transudate fluid 

contains nitrogenous end products of metabolism in proportions 

similar to those in the blood, it is possible that removal of transudate 

fluid1 in cases of renal impairment would have therapeutic value from 

the standpoint of relieving the load on the kidneys. 

2. Exudates.—These are collections of fluid secondary to an inflam¬ 

matory process. They may be clear, turbid, or grossly purulent, 

depending on the number of cells present. Blood is not infrequently 

noted. Their most constant characteristics are a specific gravity of 

1.018 or more, a positive Rivalta test, and a protein content of over 30 

grams per liter. Spontaneous coagulation and an increased white cell 
count are also usually observed. 

(a) Tuberculous Effusions.—These are, as a rule, clear or slightly 

turbid, straw colored, and coagulate spontaneously. Much less com¬ 

monly they are bloody. The predominating cells are small lympho¬ 

cytes. The tubercle bacillus may occasionally be found in the stained 

sediment after centrifugation, and more often by guinea pig inoculation 

with this sediment. Inability to demonstrate the presence of tubercle 

bacilli by these methods does not exclude a tuberculous origin. 

(b) Effusions Due to Malignant Tumors.—These are often bloody 

but may be clear. The cytology varies. In some cases specific tumor 

cells may be detected by sectioning the centrifugated sediment.2 

(c) Exudates Due to Pyogenic Organisms— These are usually cloudv 

or grossiy purulent. The predominating cells are neutrophils, and the 

or by cuUureaniSm ^ be demonstrated in the stained smear, 

monly). The milW , tnoracic duct (filariasis most com- 

become clear on extraction tdth 'ether, 'pscudochvlo^ ff‘ a”d’ [heref°re’ they 
appearance, but they are not cle-ired h ti y us effusions have the same 

*» fat. Their significant is n^ttnowm " eXtraCti°'’ “d ‘™ "0t d“ -ely 

fluid and replacemmTof the^rotdn losl ta rartljv fnsud.ati.on’ .removal of the transudate 

■ £maP„^yCA. p°Uld ? p” ‘° be.* Profitable LeTf tove°sHga&nma'S “ Which Uremia 

(AprCa)edi4fain’St CjeUJie^na‘f17f ■ '3 Cases 
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4. Cyst Fluids.1—The cysts of Taenia echinococcus are recognized by the 

presence of the characteristic hooklets in the fluid removed by operation. Puncture 
should not be done because of the danger of dissemination or violent anaphylactic 

reactions if any of the cyst contents escape about the needle or through the puncture 

opening. 
Cysts containing urine are recognized by the high urea content. The fluid 

usually contains over 500 mg. of urea nitrogen per 100 cc., whereas, other cyst 
fluids and puncture fluids contain urea nitrogen in quantities similar to that in the 

blood of the patient. 
Certain ovarian cysts contain a slimy mucinous material called pseudomucin 

which differentiates them from Graafian follicle cysts which contain serous fluid 
and other cystic tumors of that region which are less apt to become malignant than 

are the cysts containing pseudomucin. 
Dermoid cysts or teratomas contain a thick, buttery, sebaceous material, 

usually associated with hair, teeth, or bone. Sebaceous material alone is present 

in sebaceous cysts. 
5. Secretions.—The presence of pus in any secretion indicates infection and the 

bacteriologic study of that secretion, by stains and cultures, for the causative organ¬ 

ism. Eosinophilia found in the secretion from the nose suggests vasomotor rhinitis 

or hay fever. The variety of organisms likely to be found varies with the sources of 

the secretion, streptococci and staphylococci being the most common and important 

organisms found in the secretions of the accessory sinuses, middle ear, joints, or 

bursae. Search for gonococci is especially important in the secretions from the 

conjunctiva, urethra, prostate or cervix. A conjunctival purulent secretion should 

also be examined for Koch-Weeks bacilli, pneumococci, or Morax-Axenfeld bacilli. 

Cholesterol crystals found in the material obtained from the auditory canal indi¬ 

cates the presence of cholesteatoma. The presence of Trichomonas vaginalis in 

moist cover slip preparations of vaginal secretion is characteristic of one type of 

leukorrhea. _ „ 
6 Semen.—(a) Normal Values.-The volume is 3.5 to 7.0 cc., average, 5.0 cc. 

\t least 75 per cent of the spermatozoa are normal in configuration and actively 

motile The count is 70 million to 200 million spermatozoa per cc., with a_n average 

of about 500 million per ejaculation. The fluid is viscid, opalescent, greytsh-white, 

and contains granules which liquefy on standing. . . . , 
(b) Interpretation.-The presence of pus or blood .nd.cates mfect.on m the 

prostate or seminal vesicles. Complete absence of 
absence of motility in repeated specimens indicates absolute ster y. 

or complete absence y matozoon count of less than 50 million per cc„ 

S s^r ^"'c^tus—s an abnormality of the cervical or vagina, 

secretions providing the seminal fluid has been proved 10 be normal. 

HI. THE VITAL CAPACITY2 

• , f Ibis test is not yet fully established, but it appears to 

,e i" ollowii^lhe course of patients with diseasesof 

"'SS on pathology. Much is ye, to be learned 

>f %yeerT,TA“£vful"y 0, the Lungs. Pp. Ho. Williams and Wilkins, Balt.- 
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A. Normals.—There arc many different standards but those based on surface 

area appear at present the most satisfactory. For men, 2.5 liters per square meter, 

for women, 2.0 liters per square meter, and for children 1.9 liters per square meter 

of body surface are considered the average normal. Results may also be calculated 
from standing height. The figures per cm. of standing height are 25.0 cc. for men, 

20.0 cc. for women, and 15.5 cc. for children. Athletes have vital capacities aver¬ 

aging about 10 per cent higher than other normal individuals. More detailed data 

and tables on normal values will be found in Myers’ book.1 
Results are reported as per cent of the normal. About 90 per cent of the 

normals fall between 85 and 115 per cent of the normal standard, a few giving esti¬ 

mations as low as 75 per cent or as high as 125 per cent. Normal negroes average 
about 20 per cent lower than normal white persons. 

B. Pathologic Variations.—Any reading below 70 per cent of the normal may 

be considered definitely pathologic, although many cases with respiratory or 

cardiac pathology give higher readings. Any reading below 40 per cent of the 

normal indicates marked respiratory or cardiac insufficiency. The chief value of 
the test seems to be in following the progress of a patient from day to day. Much 

work still must be done on it. Apparently any condition which encroaches on the 

intrapulmonary air space will decrease the vital capacity. In heart disease, 

engorgement of the pulmonary vessels is probably the major factor, with hydro¬ 

thorax, pulmonary edema, and infarction becoming more important when they 

occur. In pulmonary disease, pneumothorax, effusions, loss of expansibility 

as from adhesions or fibrosis, occlusion of airways, or replacement of air space by 

exudate as in pneumonia or abscess, or by new tissue as in fibrosis or tumors would 

all be factors. Neurologic or skeletal disturbances impairing the expansibility of 

the chest wall or diaphragm would decrease it, as would crowding upward of the 

diaphragm. Hence, decreased vital capacity is far from specific, but would seem 
to be of value as a test of functional efficiency. 

IV. CAPILLARY MICROSCOPY 

This is of some value in the thorough study of Raynaud’s disease, scleroderma 

glomerulonephritis, and other vascular disturbances, but is, as yet, largely of 

otlwre ’ mtere5t' Detalls should be sou«ht in the writings of Krogh,1 Brown and 

The reader is referred to the Index by Diseases for a summary of 

the indications for and results of laboratory tests in the specific diseases 
these systems in which such tests are important. 

more, 1925. “ 1--- 

Int. MeTf/: of 0ne ThoilSi‘"d Surgical Patients. Arch. 

Minnesota and English Literature on Vital Capacity. 
2 e footnote 2 on page 288. 

sity Press, 'i^29.TllC Anatomy and Physiology of the Capillaries. Pp. 422. Yale Univer 

351 5[r°3W(jan??9e2SE': ^ Ski" ■» ^ynaud’s Disease. Arch. ,nt. Med., 

and PaSgic lubjectj^^ Capillaries in Normal 

Int. Med. 52: 545-575 (Oct.) i933. " Capillaries in Health and in Disease. Arch. 



CHAPTER X 

DISORDERS OF THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM WITH 
ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE DIFFERENTIAL 

DIAGNOSIS OF COMA 

I. THE CEREBROSPINAL FLUID1 

A. Resume of the Essential Points in the Anatomy, Physiology, 

and Biochemistry of Cerebrospinal Fluid Formation. 

The cerebrospinal fluid is formed by the choroid plexus in the ventricles of the 

brain by a process of dialysis2 through a selectively permeable membrane. The 

normal volume is about 120 cc. It differs from plasma chiefly by the absence of 

colloids and pigments, the greater concentration of chloride and the lesser con¬ 

centration of dextrose (see Table 16). Its direction of flow is from the lateral 

ventricles through the foramina of Munro into the third ventricle, thence through 

the aqueduct of Sylvius to the fourth ventricle and out through the foramina of 

Luschka (and Magendie?) into the subarachnoid space over the surface of the 

brain and cord. It was formerly thought to be reabsorbed only through the 

Pacchionian granulations into the venous sinuses of the dura, but Dandy has 

produced evidence suggesting that it may also be absorbed by the capillaries o 

'he The’ compos"1Won of the cerebrospinal fluid is altered by any one of the follow¬ 

ing fundamental changes: by any exudative inflammation of the leptomerunges, 

bv any alteration in the composition of the blood as regards substances to which 

"he choroid Plexus is permeable, by any change in permeability of the choroid 

rdexus or by any increase in permeability or any solution of continuity of the blood 

^U et tL surface of the brain or cord or in the normal cavities of the brain. 

As the brain and spinal cord are enclosed within a non-expansile bony cavity, 
AS tne Drain * y . f this cavity wffl tend to increase intracranial 

any increase ‘"‘^‘“ase may be due to one of the following: increased volume 

of Cerebrospinal fluid (caused by any 

or by increased rate ""I» 

With the exception of obstruction to the reabsorption of 

1 Greenfield, J. G„ and Carmichael, E. A.: The Cerebrospinal Fluid in Clinical Diag- 

sis. Pp. 272. MacMillan Co->NewYork 1925^ M> A., 87: 377~379 (Aug- l) 
Ayer, J. B.: The Analysis of Spinal I luid lesis. j 

nosis. 

1926. 
‘ePP also references at end of this chapter. . part, a secretion of 

JB be reearded as a 

dia'.!Dand°“w .EuWhere is Cerebrospinal Fluid Absorbed? J. A, M. A.. to” »'< 

June 15) 1929- 2QO 
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the cerebrospinal fluid any change which is to increase pressure must occur 

rapidly, or it will be compensated by a corresponding increase in the rate of 

absorption. Tumors may attain considerable size without increasing the intra¬ 

cranial pressure if they do not obstruct the flow of this fluid, while others of small 

Table 16—Comparison of Normal Cerebrospinal Fluid and Blood Plasma* 

Specific gravity. 

Total solidsf. 

Water contentf. 

Freezing point—CC.. 

Chloride}. 

Chloride (as NaCl)}. 

Bicarbonate§. 

Phosphorus}. 

Lactic acid}. 

Sodium}. 

Potassium}. 

Calcium}. 

Magnesium}. 

Cerebrospinal fluid 

Range 

1.006 to 1.009 

0.83 to 1.77 

98.23 to 99.17 

-0.534 to -0.603 

424.0 to 454.0 

700.0 to 750.0 

Plasma 

1.2 

10.o 

301.0 

11.0 

4-5 
1.0 

to 2.0 

to 20.0 

to 343•O 
to 15.0 

to 5-5 

to 3-5 

Protein}. 15.0 to 45.0 
Albumin. 

Globulin. 

Fibrinogen.. . 

Nonprotein nitrogen}... n.o to 38.0 

8.0 to 28.0 

o-5 to 1.9 

1.2 to 2.0 

0.4 to 2.8 

0.06 to 0.22 

50.0 to 80.0 

Urea}. 

Creatinine}. 

Amino-acid}_ 

Uric acid}. 

Cholesterin}... 

Reducing substances}... 

Glucose.... 

Average Average 

1.0075 1.025 

1.00 

00 

99.00 9i-3 
-0.570 -0.570 

440.0 360.0 

726.0 594-0 

21.0 23.0 

i-5 4.0 

i5-° i5-o 
324.0 316.0 

13.0 19.0 

5-o 10.0 

3-o 2.0 

1550 162.0 

28.0 7000.0 

23.0 443°-o 

5-o 2270.0 

300.0 

19.0 27.0 

14.0 14.0 

1.1 1.6 

1.6 5-o 

i-7 4-7 
0.14 160.0 

65.0 98.0 
61.0 92.0 
4.0 6.0 

Nonglucose. 

‘““rr-*"d f— 
} Milligrams per 100 cc. 
§ Millimols per liter. 

Normal^the 7 h T* obstmc*i»n ™>y Produce great increases in pressure 
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of coma when any of the following conditions are included in the 

differential diagnosis: meningitis of any type, central nervous system 

syphilis of any type, miliary tuberculosis, cerebral hemorrhage of any 

type, injuries to the skull or spine, tumors or abscesses of the brain or 

cord, multiple sclerosis, anterior poliomyelitis, or lethargic encephalitis, 

and in any obscure condition with symptoms or signs of central nervous 

system involvement. In addition, it may be of value in severe mas¬ 

toiditis (to detect early evidence of sinus thrombosis, or a tendency to 

invade the meninges), in severe frontal, ethmoid, or sphenoid sinusitis, 

in osteomyelitis of the cranial bones or vertebrae (to detect early 

evidences of a tendency to invade the meninges), and in any case of 

syphilis to detect evidence of invasion of the central nervous system. 

It is performed for therapeutic purposes in edema of the brain such as 

occurs in eclampsia, from hypertension, after head injuries, and in man} 

other conditions. Lumbar puncture in the interspace between the 

fourth and fifth or third and fourth lumbar spines is recommended for 

most purposes. 
If evidence of a subarachnoid block is obtained, cisternal puncture 

should be done. Some recommend cisternal puncture as the usual 

method because it is technically easier than a lumbar puncture, but 

even in the most skilled hands a cisternal puncture occasionally results 

in death from puncture of the medulla or anomalous veins. 
C. Contraindications to Spinal Puncture— Many authors list a 

considerable number of contraindications to spinal puncture, chie 

of which are cerebral hemorrhage and tumors in the posterior fossa. 

In my experience many more mistakes occur from failure to examine 

the fluid than from neglect of these contraindications. The dange 

of increasing a cerebral hemorrhage is slight if the minimum amoun 

of fluid necessary for study is slowly removed. In all cases of increase! 

intracranial pressure, as evidenced by papilledema, a very gradua 

reduction in pressure is desirable with close watch for the development 

of respiratory symptoms, as the medulla and tonsil ol the cerebellu 

result from compression of the vital centers 

Because of this danger a lumbar or cis*rnal shower 

is a safer procedure. . • » fluid—1. Lumbar 

Puncture6—The JS SZ with the hnees drawn 
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up and the head flexed and supported on a pillow so that the plane 

of the back is at right angles to the floor and the back is in 

maximum flexion. Locate the interspace between the fourth and 

fifth or third and fourth vertebral spines by palpation and mark 

the center by pressure with the thumb nail. Prepare this area with 

iodine and alcohol and drape with a sterile towel having a small hole 

in it or with several towels. Wearing sterile rubber gloves and using 

aseptic technic, infiltrate the skin and subcutaneous tissues with 1 or 

2 per cent procaine hydrochloride. Wait 3 or 4 minutes for the 

anesthetic to take effect. This wait is the most important point in 

making the puncture painless. Anesthesia is not necessary if the 

patient is in coma. Such patients and irrational patients or children 

should be held firmly by strong assistants. Use an 18 gauge needle 

of nonrusting material, preferably with a two way stopcock for con¬ 

nection to a manometer. During introduction, the needle should be 

held with the right hand and guided by the left hand supported against 

the back so that a sudden movement of the patient or give of the tissues 

will not result in a sudden thrust or bend of the needle. Introduce it 

at or near the midline at right angles to a tangent to the curve of the 

back at the point marked and at the correct angle so that the point will 

reach the midline at the proper distance for the estimated depth of 

the spinal canal in a patient of the subject’s build. A slight give is 

felt as the dura is pierced. Withdraw the stilet just enough to note 

whether fluid appears in the lumen. If it does, attach the manometer 

and take pressure readings as described below. When these are 

completed allow the fluid to drip slowly into sterile small test tubes until 

l °U eC' h,7f been collected in each of 2 or 3 tubes. The last or clearest 
fluid should be used for the cell count and protein determination. 

Some prefer smaller needles or the Greene needle since these lessen 

u incidence of headaches, but the larger needles are necessary if 

pessure studies are to be accurate and to obtain fluid in acute purulent 

mngitis. Ambulant patients should be advised to spend the next 

A -the recllnln8 P°sition if they wish to avoid headaches 

. lgh(flUld “take’ lf there are »o contraindications, will also aid in 
preventing such postpuncture headaches 
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after waiting for the anesthetic to take effect, the needle is introduced 

at this site, keeping in the midline and parallel to a line joining the top 

of the external auditory meatus and the supraorbital ridge at such an 

angle as to keep in the midline. When it strikes the base of the occiput 

it should be withdrawn a short distance and reintroduced at such an 

angle as to just pass the posterior lip of the foramen magnum and 

moved forward a few millimeters at a time, withdrawing the stilet 

to note whether fluid appears in the lumen. Under no circumstances 

should it be introduced deeper than 7.5 cm. in an adult. Fluid is 

usually obtained at a depth of 4 to 6 cm. The remainder of the pro¬ 

cedure is the same as that described for lumbar puncture. 

At times, combined cisternal and lumbar punctures are desirable 

to compare the rise on jugular compression in subarachnoid block or to 

wash out the subarachnoid space in meningitis. 
E The Pressure.—In any patient in whom a lumbar puncture 

is worth doing, a determination of the cerebrospinal fluid pressure is 

indicated. The water manometer is more satisfactory than a mercury 

manometer. In emergencies, if the Ayer type is not available a 

manometer may be improvised from a piece of sterile, small bore glass 

tubing and a centimeter scale. 
1 Normals—With the patient lying on the side the lumbar or 

cisternal pressures are normally from 70 to 170 mm. of water A 
pressure of under 50 mm. or over 200 mm. is definitely patho ogic. 

Oscillations of the fluid level in the manometer due to the rhythmic 
change in the brain volume with the cardiac and respiratory eye es 

are normally visible. In children the pressure tends to be slightly 
lower than in adults, but the effects of crying and struggling are so 

marked that pressure studies are usually valueless. 
The pressure in the upright position is, of course, higher. This 

position is used only for encephalography since there is greater danger 

tentorial tumors. 
(2) Intracranial hemorrhage. 

(3) Hydrocephalus. 

, Divide the values for water by .3.6 to get the corresponding 

manometer. 

values for a mercury 
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(4) Meningitis of all types. 

(5) Meningism. 
(6) Cerebral edema. This occurs most commonly after head 

injuries, in acute alcoholism, in patients with severe hypertension, 

after poisoning with the heavy metals or with carbon monoxide, and 

in general paresis. 
(7) Congestive heart failure with elevated venous pressure.1 The 

cerebrospinal fluid pressure is about 1.6 times the venous pressure. 

(b) Decreased Pressure—This occurs in the following conditions: 

(1) Below a complete spinal subarachnoid block.2 Such a 

block may result from tumor, Pott’s disease, or adhesions from men¬ 

ingitis. The oscillations in the fluid level are absent. 

(2) Dehydration. Anhydremia may result from diarrhea, vomi¬ 

ting, insufficient fluid intake, intravenous injection of hypertonic 

solutions and the other conditions previously given. 

(c) The Queckenstedt Test and Its Modifications.—This should be done whenever 

spinal subarachnoid block, either partial or complete, or lateral sinus thrombosis is 

suspected. In subarachnoid block the normally observed rise in pressure after 

compression of the jugulars fails to occur if the block is complete or is delayed and 

slight if the block is partial. In sinus thrombosis compression of the jugular on 

the affected side causes no rise in the fluid level in the manometer, while compression 

of the unaffected side alone gives the same rise as one would expect from compression 
of both jugulars. 

Useful refinements of this procedure have been suggested by Grant and Cone.3 

After the lumbar puncture has been performed and while the needle is still connected 

to the manometer or to a recording manometer, a blood pressure cuff is placed about 

the patient’s neck and the pressure in the cuff is quickly raised to 10 mm. and 

released after 10 seconds, then raised to 20 mm. and released, and so on up to 100 

mm. The maximum spinal fluid pressure reached is noted and the time required, 

after release, to fall to the lowest point is noted with a stop watch or by graphic 

recording. Then the pressure after coughing three times and after straining is 

recorded. This test is indicated whenever the possibility of partial spinal sub¬ 

arachnoid block is considered. The normal response is a prompt rise and fall 

to the initial level within 10 or, at most, 20 seconds. Each successive rise is higher 

In partial subarachnoid block the first alteration that occurs is a decrease in the 

rate of fall A slightly greater degree of block results in failure to return to the 

initial level, and a still greater degree of block results in failure to fall appreciably 

n complete block there is no rise in pressure when the pressure in the cuff is raised 

buMhere is a rise on straining and there may be a rise on coughing if the block is 

FailU^arri^^Med." 53^782-79^Ma^)J^ssure V—S in Cardiac 

space toUmore caudad U 5“ Spi-na' s“b—hnoid 

bl0C,y. ™^bsi™ctio/may be either pa^l ^clXte. * SPmal SUbarach"°id 3 Grant w 't TA ; faruai °r complete. - 

Traces of Spinal F,uid Zjr, Ps^ST^ $££?%£ ■1C 
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above the lumbar region of the cord. The causes of spinal subarachnoid block are 
all types of spinal cord tumors, adhesions from meningitis, either acute or chronic 
herniation of the intervertebral disks, hyperplasia of the ligamentum flavum, 

Pott’s disease, and fractures and dislocations of the spine. In none of these is 
subarachnoid block a constant finding, and only in the first two is complete block 
common. 

(d) . yala's Quotient.'—This should be determined if external hydrocephalus, 
brain tumor, serous meningitis or subarachnoid block is suspected. It is determined 
by taking the initial spinal fluid pressure, withdrawing io cc. of fluid, and taking 
the final pressure. 

quantity taken (io cc.) X final pressure. 
Ayala’s quotient =-- 

initial pressure 

Normal values are 5.5 to 6.5. A value over 7 indicates a large reservoir as in hydro¬ 

cephalus or serous meningitis. A value under 5 indicates a small reservoir as in 
large, space-occupying lesions such as tumor, abscess, cyst, internal hydrocephalus, 
subarachnoid block or herniation of the cerebellum into the foramen magnum. 

Values within normal limits do not exclude these diagnoses. 

F. The Appearance .—This should always be noted. It is nor¬ 

mally crystal clear like water. Blood in the first few drops is probably 

due to the puncture, but blood evenly distributed means a recent 

hemorrhage communicating with the ventricles or subarachnoid space. 

The causes of bloody spinal fluid are skull fracture, subarachnoid 

hemorrhage, pachymeningitis interna, and cerebral or cerebellar 

hemorrhage communicating with the ventricles or with the surface 

of the brain. The absence of blood is not a point against cerebral 

hemorrhage, however. Red cells may also be present in the cerebro¬ 

spinal fluid of apparently healthy newborn infants as well as those 

with birth injuries.2 
A bloody spinal fluid should always be centrifugated and the color 

noted. If the supernatant fluid is yellowish it is probable that the 

blood came from a previous hemorrhage and not from the puncture 

itself. A yellow fluid (xanthochromia) is most often due to changed 

blood from a hemorrhage, but may occur in some cases of jaundice, 

tuberculous or meningococcic meningitis, polyneuritis, cerebral tumor 

or abscess The yellow color develops in 4 to 8 hours after a hemor¬ 

rhage and increases in intensity while the number of erythrocytes 

decreases during the first 4 to 8 days. It then decreases, unless there 

. Savitsky, N„ and Kessler, M. M.: The Ayala Index. Arch. Neurol. & Psych,at. 39: 

’“imithT^Blood in the Cerebrospinal Fluid of the Newborn. Am. J. Obst. & 

GynSCtewartfD.: TtaNormtl Cerebrospinal Fluid in Children. Arch. Pis. Childhood 3: 

g6-I08, 1928. 
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is a recurrence of the hemorrhage, usually disappearing by the twentieth 

day. A deeply yellow fluid containing much protein and clotting 

spontaneously is known as Froin’s syndrome. A yellow fluid with 

normal protein content suggests subdural hemorrhage. 

A cloudy fluid is as a rule due to a high white cell count (over 300 

neutrophils or over 700 small lymphocytes per c. mm.). 

G. White Cell Count.—'This should be done on all spinal fluids 

examined. It is especially important in the preparalytic stage of 

anterior poliomyelitis. If blood is present, the results may be cor¬ 

rected for the leukocytes present in this blood by determining the 

proportion of white to red cells in the patient’s blood and counting the 

red cells in the spinal fluid, dividing this by the determined factor and 

subtracting the result from the total leukocyte count in the spinal fluid. 

Such a correction, however, is unsatisfactory and should be interpreted 

with caution unless the corrected count is high. To exclude with 

certainty errors due to cytolysis or coagulation, the dilution of the 

fluid for the cell count should be done within an hour, and preferably 

within twenty minutes after withdrawing the fluid. 

1. Normals.—There are usually from none to 3, rarely 7, cells 

per c. mm. The counts between 3 and 7 cells per c. mm. are more 

common in negroes than in white persons. In children, 10 cells per 

c. mm. may be regarded as the upper limit of normal. 

2. Pleocytosis. This is the term used for an increase in the cell 
count above normal limits. 

Counts over 500 per c. mm.—These may occur in any form of 

meningitis. Counts over 2,000 are rare except in acute purulent 

meningitis due to one of the pyogenic organisms. Counts over 500 

are uncommon in tuberculous meningitis and anterior poliomyelitis 

but not infrequently occur in syphilitic meningitis. Counts over 

500 occasionally occur in aseptic meningitis from the proximity of an 

acute infection or hemorrhage to the surface of the brain or ventricles. 

The infection may be in the sinuses, cranial bones, vertebrae or be a 

bram abscess. Polyneuritis and radiculitis occasionally, may give 
rise to counts above 500 cells. 

Counts 0/ ,oo to soo per c. mm.-These occur most commonly in 

uberculous meningitis, lymphocytic choriomeningitis, syphilitic men- 
mgitis; aseptic meningitis, and anterior poliomyelitis They may 
occur in herpes zoster, meningitis of mumps, and some cases of geneZ 

paresis and brain tumor. Such counts may be found during the stage 

of cou™5”^ ^ a" °f ** C°"diti°"s “*ed - causes 
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Counts between 10 and 100 per c. mm.—These are most characteristic 

of general paresis, tabes dorsalis, vascular neurosyphilis, encephalitis, 

encephalomyelitis, and anterior poliomyelitis. They may occur in 

any of the conditions listed as giving higher counts. Counts between 

10 and 100 per c. mm. occur in some cases of multiple sclerosis, uremia, 

trypanosomiasis, and epilepsy. 

If a pleocytosis is found, a differential cell count on the stained 

centrifugated sediment, stains and cultures for bacteria, and determina¬ 

tion of cerebrospinal fluid dextrose and chloride are indicated. 

H. Differential Cell Count. This is indicated on all spinal fluids 

showing a pleocytosis. In normal fluids the cells are all lymphocytes. 

Neutrophils predominate in all of the conditions listed as giving 

typical counts above 500 per c. mm. This is true also of the most 

acute cases of tuberculous meningitis and syphilitic meningitis and 

may occasionally occur in poliomyelitis. 
Lymphocytes and neutrophils are both present with lymphocytes 

usually predominating in the group of conditions listed as giving a 

typical cell count of between 100 and 500 per c. mm. 
Lymphocytes predominate and are usually the only type of cell 

present in the group of conditions listed as giving a typical cell count 

between 10 and 100 per c. mm. Lymphocytes are almost exclusively 

present in benign lymphocytic choriomeningitis even though the cell 

count is high. 
Tumor cells may be found in occasional cases of medulloblastoma. 

1 Protein.—A globulin test should be done on all fluids examined 

unless much blood is present. Normal cerebrospinal fluid of either 

adults or children contains 15 to 45 mS- of total Protein Per 100 c^ 
but gives a negative reaction to the globulin tests recommended. 

The quantitative test for total protein is sufficiently valuable to justi \ 

its determination on all spinal fluids examined. 
I. Interpretation.—(a) A one plus globulin reaction {total protein 

of co to 100 mg.). This usually occurs in the conditions listed unc er > 

above as producing a white cell count from 10 to 100 or to 5«> per 

c mm and also (without an increase in cell count) in some cases 

cerebral arteriosclerosis and brain tumor. It may result rom 

nrpsence of blood in the spinal fluid. 
(b) A two or three plus globulin reaction (100 to 500 mg. o o 
(b) A two in y & in the acute types of 

protein per 100 cc.). I his is usuany tuberculous 
meningitis, and may occur in paresis, or in syphilitic 

meningitis. 
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(c) A four plus globulin reaction (total protein over 500 mg.). 

This is the essential part of the syndrome of Froin. Usually in addi¬ 

tion, a deep yellow color is present and massive coagulation occurs. 

An increase in lymphocytes may or may not be present. This syn¬ 

drome results from complete spinal subarachnoid block, which in 

turn is most often due to spinal cord tumor, caries of the spine with 

tuberculous pachymeningitis externa, or to spinal or cerebrospinal 

meningitis, particularly of the syphilitic and epidemic forms. It may 

occur above as well as below a block. The presence of Froin s syndrome 

is, therefore, usually associated with an absence of increase in pressure 

on jugular compression in the Queckenstedt test and an Ayala quotient 

of less than 5. One should always consider the above listed diagnoses 

if this syndrome is present in part or in whole, but the absence of this 

syndrome is not a point against any of these diagnoses. Froin’s syn¬ 

drome may occur in some cases of acute polyneuritis or radiculitis of 

the cauda equina. 

J. Spontaneous Coagulation.—This is due to the presence of 

fibrinogen. It does not occur in normal fluids but may occur in 

any of the conditions causing more than a one plus globulin reaction. 

A very fine pellicle of coagulum is common in tuberculous meningitis, 

a somewhat heavier coagulum may occur in the purulent types of 

meningitis, and a massive coagulation occurs in most cases of complete 

spinal subarachnoid block as a part of Froin’s syndrome. 

K. The Lange Colloidal Gold Test.—This is indicated in all cases 

in which meningo-vascular or parenchymatous syphilis of the nervous 

system, meningitis, or multiple sclerosis are included in the differential 

diagnosis, therefore, in nearly all neurologic cases. 

The typical normal curve shows no change and is read 0000000000,1 

but a change of only 1 in any dilution is not a sufficient basis for 

conclusions. 

1. Interpretation of Abnormal Curves.—These are of three types. 

(a) The paretic (Zone I) curve. This is characterized by the 

greatest change in the lowest dilutions (first tubes) which usually show 

complete or almost complete precipitation. A typical curve would 

rea-d 5554320000, but any curve in which two of the first three dilu¬ 

tions read 4 or 5 is called a paretic curve. This occurs not only in the 

majority of cases of general paresis but also in some cases of tabes 

dorsalis, syphilitic meningitis, multiple sclerosis, brain tumor, and in 

rare instances, in lethargic encephalitis. A paretic curve with a nega¬ 

tive spinal fluid Wassermann should cause one to consider multiple 

1 The meaning of the figures used to express results is explained on page 521. 
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sclerosis or brain tumor, as the spinal fluid Wassermann is almost never 
negative in paresis, and is positive in 60 to 80 per cent of cases of tades 
dorsalis, and 70 to 90 per cent of cases of tertiary neurosyphilis. 

(b) The tabetic (Zone II) curve. In this type the chief changes 
occur in the third and fourth tubes, less commonly in the fifth tube. 
A tabetic curve may, therefore, be defined as any curve in which the 
highest point is in the third, fourth, or fifth tubes, and at least two of 
these tubes show a reading of 2 or over. Curves which do not go above 
2 are not always clinically significant. The tabetic curve rarely shows 
more complete precipitation than is indicated by 4. This type of 
curve occurs most constantly and is highest in syphilitic meningitis; 
it is also present in about 50 per cent of patients with tabes, in most 
other types of neurosyphilis with the exception of paresis, and in a 
considerable percentage of cases of multiple sclerosis, brain tumor, 
encephalitis lethargica, and poliomyelitis in the active stages. 

(c) The meningitic (Zone III) curve. This is characterized by 
having its peak in the higher dilutions (one of the sixth to eighth tubes). 
It may be found in any type of meningitis (including the tuberculous) 
but is less common in syphilitic meningitis. It occurs also in some 

cases of brain or cord tumor. The peak tends to be less high and to 
occur in lower dilutions (tube 6) in the tuberculous type than in the 

acute types. 
The various other colloidal tests are discussed in some of the 

references at the end of the chapter. It is doubtful whether any sub¬ 
stitutes yet proposed will displace the colloidal gold solution. 

L. Serologic Tests for Syphilis— Complement fixation and agglu¬ 

tination tests for syphilis should be done on all spinal fluids exam¬ 
ined and a spinal puncture especially for this purpose is indicated in 
early syphilis after about six months treatment and again at twenty- 
four months after completing the continuous treatment. These tests 
should be done in all patients with latent or tertiary syphilis when they 
■ire first seen. The tests should be repeated at intervals on all patients 
with syphilis. A positive, that is a three to four plus serologic report 
from a laboratory supervised by a skilled serologist, means potential 

or actual syphilitic disease of the central nervous system with the 
exception of the rare false positives that may occur in cramopharyn- 
noma, or if the cerebrospinal fluid is contaminated with much blood 
fn a patient with a positive serologic test for syphilis in the blood 
One to two plus reports call for repetition of the test unless the patien 
is known to have syphilis. In an untreated patient general paresis 

may be excluded by a negative test, but ten to twenty per cent 
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patients with active tabes dorsalis may have a negative spinal fluid 

and in treated or old inactive tabes dorsalis forty to sixty per cent may 

be negative. In syphilitic meningitis, from ten to fifteen per cent of 

serologic reactions are negative but in vascular neurosyphilis the 

serologic test for syphilis is negative in forty per cent of the cases. 

A positive serologic test for syphilis does not exclude nonsyphilitic 

disease as the cause of the symptoms which lead the patient to consult 

the physician. 

M. Quantitative Chemical Tests—These are indicated in puzzling cases of 

coma and in suspected meningitis. 
1. Dextrose—The normal level is 45 to 85 mg. per 100 cc. if the blood sugar 

level is normal, or between 45 and 70 per cent of the level in the blood. The values 

are the same in children. It is decreased (to c or a few mg. so that 15 drops fail 

to reduce 5 cc. of Benedict’s solution) in the later stages of the acute purulent 

forms of meningitis, and to below 40 mg. in many cases of tuberculous meningitis. 
It is usually normal in neurosyphilis. It is increased in diabetes mellitus and other 

types of hyperglycemia in proportion to the elevation of the blood sugar but still 

remains at a lower level. This increase may be of diagnostic value in cases of 
coma if other causes of hyperglycemia (particularly uremia and cerebral hemor¬ 

rhage) are excluded. In lethargic encephalitis it is reported to be somewhat 

increased, the fundamental change appearing to be increased permeability of the 

choroid plexus permitting the dextrose level to approach more closely to that of the 

blood. This is best detected by estimations of dextrose in blood and cerebrospinal 

fluid taken simultaneously. If the cerebrospinal fluid sugar level is more than 

80 per cent of the blood sugar level such an increased permeability is suggested. 

It must be remembered, however, that as dialysis is a relatively slow process there 

is a definite lag in the change of concentration of substances in the spinal fluid as 

compared to changes in their concentration in the blood stream. Hence, it is 

possible for the dextrose level (or level of any other diffusible substance) to be 

higher than that of the same substance in the blood stream if a recent rapid drop 
in the concentration of that substance has occurred in the blood stream and, vice 

versa, a much lower percentage of such a substance will be present in the spinal 
fluid than one would expect from its level in the blood immediately after a rapid 
rise of the concentration in the blood. 

In cases of coma a marked increase in spinal fluid sugar (diabetes mellitus. 
uremia, cerebral trauma) may be very rapidly detected by the technic given 
on page 521. 

2. The Chloride Estimation.—This is of some value in differentiating a general- 
ized from a localized meningitis, and in differentiating the tuberculous from the 

syphilitic forms. The results are expressed as mg. of sodium chloride per 100 cc 
^ normal adults the level is extremely constant at 720 to 750 mg. In normal 

children much wider variations occur and results must be below 625 mg. or over 760 

g. to be regarded as abnormal. Low values from normal down to 625 mg in 
adults, or to 575 mg. in children, occur in all types of acute eeneni;™ 1 5 • g'* • 
except the syphilitic. Still more marked 

git'5, down to 550 mg. in adults and to 500 mg. in children. The lowering of the 
Chloride does not occur in abscess, tumor, hydrocephalus, or encephalitis. 
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Both the chlorides and dextrose may be normal in early cases of all types of 

meningitis, so that only deviations from the normal should be given much weight. 

3. The Urea Nitrogen.—This follows the level in the blood almost exactly and 

may be determined by the same method. It has no advantages over the estimation 

in blood except that it saves a venipuncture if the cerebrospinal fluid is being taken 

anyway, as in coma. An estimation of 60 mg. or over per 100 cc. would be compat¬ 

ible with a diagnosis of uremic coma. A significantly lower estimation would 

exclude it. 

4. The Mercury Combining Power of the Spinal Fluid.—This will give a much 

simpler but somewhat less accurate clue to the diagnosis of uremic coma. If 2 

per cent mercuric chloride is used to titrate 1 cc. of spinal fluid as directed, a titra¬ 

tion of 3 cc. or over indicates significant nitrogen retention and of 4 cc. or over a 

degree of nitrogen retention compatible with the diagnosis of true uremia. 

5. The Alkali Reserve of the Spinal Fluid.—This may be determined directly 

on the cerebrospinal fluid in cases of coma. The normal values, technic, and 

interpretation are the same as for plasma. 

6. “Creatinine” in the Cerebrospinal Fluid.—Normal values are 0.5 to 2.0 mg. 

per 100 cc. It appears to follow the level in the blood very closely and as the 

technic on cerebrospinal fluid is extremely rapid and simple it should prove of value 

in the rapid diagnosis of uremic coma. It may be estimated by the same technic 

as for blood either by using the colorimeter or by direct comparison with the per¬ 

manent dichromate standards. An estimation of 3 mg or over would be compati¬ 

ble with uremic coma, and of 5 mg. or over per xoo cc. would make this diagnosis 

almost certain. 
7 Other Constituents of the Spinal Fluid.—Normal calcium of the cerebrospinal 

fluid is 4 to 6 mg. per 100 cc. or 40 to 60 per cent of the total serum calcium. It 

corresponds to the diffusible calcium of the serum and is decreased or increased in 

the conditions listed as causing alterations in total calcium, except those in which 

the alteration in calcium is associated with an alteration in the level of the plasma 

proteins. 
Spinal fluid phosphate expressed as phosphorus is 1.25 to 2.00 mg. per 100 cc. 

Cholesterol is not found in spinal fluid. If bromide poisoning is suspected, a 

determination may be made on the spinal fluid. The value multiplied by 3 w.U 

correspond roughly to the blood bromide level. 
N Special Tests for Tuberculous Meningitis.1—The three tests proposed for 

the diagnosis of tuberculous meningitis have not yet been suffic.ently stud.ed to 

justify a statement as to their reliability. 

II. COMA2 

This demands prompt treatment, hence, the cause should 

determined as soon as possible. It is important to have a systematic 

. Gleich M , and Hartstein, A.: The Levinson Test in Tuberculous Meumgrtrs. Am. J. 

D1S' Foord It:G°^and<Forsythf Anna: The Laboratory Diagnosis of Tuberculous Meningi- 

tiS' GmenihaK^M - ^teR^Uon «' Diagnostic Test in Influenzal Meningitis. 

Am'ZicKenSirH°:Hu The^Tr'yptophan Test in Tuberculous Meningitis. Am. J. 

Dis. Child. 43: 32-39 (JaI}0 1932. Differential Diagnosis in Patients Entering the 

H„;^fr&ma.anj. A M8' AC' .05: 7-* (July «) 
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plan of examination of these patients well in mind so that no time will 

be lost. Such a plan for the laboratory phase of the examination is 

given below. The common causes of coma are: head injuries; cerebral 

vascular, accidents including hemorrhage, thrombosis, or embolism; 

uremia; diabetic coma; poisoning especially with alcohol, morphine, 

carbon monoxide, barbiturates, lead, and many others; hypoglycemia, 

cerebral edema, and tumors or infections of the brain or meninges. 

There are many other causes but this is a sufficiently complete list for 

the purposes of this text. 

The tests on the urine, cerebrospinal fluid and blood interpreted 

below should be done as soon as possible. For the greatest efficiency 

all three fluids should be secured and examined by assistants while the 

preliminary physical examination is completed and therapy is started. 

In some instances the physical examination or a portion of this labora¬ 

tory examination will indicate so clearly the cause, that further labora¬ 

tory studies are not indicated. Such cases are unusual. The common 

mistake is to stop before a sufficiently complete study has been done. 

Two conditions not infrequently co-exist. A man may have diabetes 

and develop a cerebral hemorrhage, he may develop uremia while he is 

drunk, or head injuries may be the result of a fall due to coma, rather 

than the primary cause. Hence, a complete and thorough examination 

is desirable even though an apparent cause has been found. 

A. Urine Examination.—This is indicated in all cases. The 

patient should be catheterized as soon as possible. The urine exami¬ 

nation alone is never sufficient to establish the diagnosis, as albumin 

and casts may be due to various poisons, passive congestion, or acci- 

dental co-e.xtstence of renal disease, while glycosuria is common after 

cerebral trauma or may be due to a condition unrelated to the cause of 

the coma in the particular patient. Ketosis is frequently due to 

nsuffiaent carbohydrate intake. Uremic or diabetic coma is unlikely 

d the urine is normal. If the patient is known to have diabetes 

sT rt dSaas"s Z " f,Td in the Urine' deXtr0Se whh i-ulin may b 

in cases of coma are: ’ ^ lmP°rtant points to note 
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1. The Pressure.—Increase is the rule in head injuries, uremia, 

diabetic coma, alcoholism, meningitis, cerebral hemorrhage, etc., and 

therefore, is of little differential value. 

2. The Appearance.—A uniformly bloody fluid is usually due to 

hemorrhage communicating with the subarachnoid space, either 

directly or indirectly through the ventricles or tears in the brain 

substance or meninges. Such hemorrhages are most often due to 

arteriosclerosis, hypertension, congenital or syphilitic aneurysm of the 

cerebral arteries, or to trauma. The presence of blood is an indication 

for stereoroentgenograms of the skull for fracture. Its absence does 

not exclude intracranial hemorrhage or skull fracture. 

(a) Cloudy Fluid.—This is usually due to acute purulent meningitis, 

but any of the causes of a cell count over 500 per c. mm. may give it. 

Owing to the frequency of the meningococcus type and the importance 

of starting treatment early, it is usually advisable to give antimeningo- 

coccus serum intraspinally while the needle is still in place and to start 

parenteral administration of sulfanilamide. If further study shows it 

to be of another type no harm has been done, and if it proves to be of 

the meningococcus type precious time has been saved. As soon as 

the organism has been identified, treatment appropriate to the infecting 

organism may be instituted. 
3. The Cell Count, Differential Count and Examination of 

Stained Smears for Organisms.—This should be done at once if the 

fluid is cloudy or the history or physical findings suggest meningitis 

or syphilis of the nervous system. In other cases it is best deferred 

(but not longer than an hour) until uremia and diabetic coma have 

been ruled out. 
4. Reduction of Benedict’s Solution.—This should be tested 

at once on all nonbloody fluids. A four plus reduction with fifteen 

drops of spinal fluid indicates diabetes mellitus, a two or three plus 

reduction may be due to any cause of hyperglycemia. Any increase 

in reduction is an indication for an immediate alkali reserve estimation 

and a quantitative sugar estimation on the blood or cerebrospinal flui ■ 
Absence of reduction is usual in the purulent and tuberculous forms 

°f ^"The1 Mercury Combining Power, “Creatinine,” or Urea 
Nitrogen.-One or more of these estimations should be done at once 

on all clear fluids from patients whose urine showed albumin, casts, 

or blood or if no urine was obtainable, and on all fluids from patients 

who are suspected for any reason of having uremia. Increase m any 

of these substances is an indication to start therapy for uremia, wh 
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the alkali reserve, urea nitrogen and “creatinine” are being determined 

in the blood. 

When the above immediate indications have been met and emer¬ 

gency therapy has been instituted the cerebrospinal fluid should be 

further studied according to the indications outlined under I at the 

first of this chapter. 

C. Blood Examination.—The alkali reserve, blood urea nitrogen, 

and blood sugar should rarely be omitted on patients in coma even 

though an apparent cause for the coma has been found. Blood for 

these examinations should be drawn before treatment is instituted. 

Tests for alcohol, carbon monoxide, bromides, or other poisons are 

often indicated. 

1. The Alkali Reserve.—This is the most important test on a 

patient in coma. An alkali reserve above 30 excludes diabetic coma. 

A low alkali reserve may occur not only in uremic coma and in patients 

with impaired renal function without uremia but from anhvdremia, in 

diabetic coma, and in patients who have been comatose for some time 

from any other cause. Alkalosis is also an important cause of coma 

in patients with impaired renal function or in patients who are losing 

hydrochloric acid or receiving alkalies, and is a common result of 

overtreatment of acidosis if this treatment is not controlled by frequent 

alkali reserve determinations. 

2. The Blood Urea Nitrogen.—A blood urea nitrogen of over 

60 mg. per 100 cc. makes true uremia the most probable cause of the 

coma. A lesser increase is common in patients with cerebral edema 

from acute glomerular nephritis, and may occur in any patient who has 

been in coma for some period of time, due to anhydremia from deficient 
fluid intake. 

3. The Blood Sugar. A blood sugar above 200 mg. per 100 cc. is 

the rule in diabetic coma and may be as high as 1,600 mg. Moderate 

elevation of the blood sugar to 150 to 250 mg. per 100 cc. is common in 

patients with head injuries or cerebral vascular accidents. If the blood 

sugar leve! is below 5o mg. per 100 cc., hypoglycemia is the most 
probable cause of the coma. 

4. The kterus Index. An increase in the icterus index in the 

irst few days after a cerebral vascular accident favors hemorrhage 
rather than encephalomalacia. ^ 

theh T?r,f0r A1COho1 in the B'ood-'-The presence of alcohol on 

' BOX E T T Pr0: that C°ma iS duC t0 ‘"^cation, but a con- 

J. M. (r40:I,rti‘atiVe St"dy °f Acute Alcoholic Intoxication. An,. 

Med. 44 )eIt^jAlc°1“>l; Its Mechanism and Significance California 8t West. 
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centration in the blood of over 200 mg. of alcohol per 100 cc. indicates 

definite intoxication and over 300 mg. is compatible with coma on the 

basis of alcoholic intoxication. 

6. Tests for Carbon Monoxide Hemoglobin in the Blood.— 

This should be determined at once when there is a history suggesting 

exposure to carbon monoxide or if the skin and mucous membranes 

have a distinctive color, usually described as “cherry” red. A con¬ 

centration up to 10 per cent may occur in city dwellers, after cigarette 

smoking, or in anyone who has driven in traffic. This does not produce 

symptoms. A concentration up to 20 per cent may occur in taxi 

drivers, traffic policemen, or others exposed to heavy traffic conditions, 

but rarely causes symptoms. Concentrations of 20 to 30 per cent 

may produce headache, nausea and dizziness. Concentrations of 30 

to 40 per cent always produce these symptoms. Concentrations above 

40 per cent may lead to coma and above 50 per cent always lead to 

coma. It is rare for a patient to recover if more than 80 per cent of 

the hemoglobin is in the form of carbon monoxide hemoglobin. Since, 

if the patient lives and is removed from the atmosphere of carbon mon¬ 

oxide, the concentration will be below 10 per cent within 9 hours after 

a maximum exposure and within 2 to 3 hours after a minimal exposure, 

the determination to be of value must be done as soon as possible after 

the patient is removed from this environment. From one-third to 

one-half of the carbon monoxide present at the beginning of any hour 

disappears by the end of that hour. Consequently, the original con¬ 

centration can be roughly figured from the concentration at the time 

of the determination if the time since the patient was removed from 

exposure is known. After death, carbon monoxide hemoglobin breaks 

down very slowly, however, and determinations for medicolegal 

purposes or to determine the cause of death may be of value for long 

periods of time after death if exposure of the body to carbon monoxide 

after death has been excluded. The method described on page 41S 

is much simpler than the usually recommended methods for this 

determination. , 
7. Serum Bromide Determination.—Since seven per cent 

admissions to hospitals for the insane are cases of bromide intoxication 

this test is indicated routinely in all psychiatric cases. Since bromide 

intoxication may simulate or complicate various neurologic disorders 

this test is indicated when neurologic symptoms occur A bromi 

estimation is also indicated in cases of coma of obscure etiology. 

ide therapy should be controlled by frequent bromide estimation5.a ^ 

this test should be done when a history of prolonged use of g 

lained Many proprietary preparations contain bromides and the 
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name of the preparation does not always suggest the presence of 

bromides. 

(a) Interpretation.—A trace (i.o to 1.5 mg. per 100 cc.) of bromide 

is normally present in the serum. When the serum bromide is above 

100 mg., toxic symptoms are likely to occur. When the level is above 

175 mg., psychotic symptoms are usually present. If the level is 

above 275 mg., a fatal outcome is probable. Treatment of bromide 

intoxication by high sodium chloride intake should be controlled by 

frequent bromide estimations. 

III. SUMMARY OF THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF THE DISORDERS 

OF THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND OF THE CAUSES OF COMA 

There is no logical order in which to discuss these conditions so they 

are given approximately in their order of frequency as causes of coma. 

At times, syndromes rather than specific diseases are given to conserve 

space. 

A. Cerebral Anemia.—This is the most common cause of coma 

and rarely offers difficulty in diagnosis. It includes ordinary fainting, 

shock, large acute hemorrhage from any cause, profound anemia, the 

coma of moribund patients, and the coma of Stokes-Adams disease, 

aortic stenosis and paroxysmal tachycardia. The diagnosis is usually 

based on the history and physical findings of low blood pressure, 

sweating and rapid pulse. The cerebrospinal fluid is normal except 

for decreased pressure. The laboratory findings in shock and acute 

hemorrhage are given in other chapters. Cerebral anemia is the only 

form of coma in which it is desirable to have the head low. When 

this has been excluded the head may be elevated. 

C. Hysteria. The laboratory and physical findi 

Incontinence of urine does not occur. Injuries from 

The cerebrospinal fluid pressure 
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is usually elevated. It is most important to exclude the possibility 

of the injury being due to coma from one of the other causes listed. 

F. Cerebral Vascular Accidents.—Hemorrhage, thrombosis or 

embolism are common causes of coma. The presence of blood in the 

cerebrospinal fluid indicates cerebral hemorrhage usually with a 

grave prognosis, but its absence does not exclude this as the explanation 

for a hemiplegia. Pleocytosis may occur and is more common in 

hemorrhage than in encephalomalacia. The pressure is more often 

increased in hemorrhage than in encephalomalacia. An increase in the 

icterus index, which begins four to eight hours and persists for a week 

or two after the accident, occurs in hemorrhage but not in encephalo¬ 

malacia. In many instances accurate differentiation is impossible. 

Transient hemiplegia of from a few minutes to a few hours duration 

may be due to focal edema. 

G. Poisoning.—Carbon monoxide, morphine, barbiturate, bro¬ 

mide, and phenol are common causes of coma. Mercury poisoning 

leads to uremia, acidosis or alkalosis. The stomach should be washed 

out and the contents examined toxicologically. Tests for carbon 

monoxide hemoglobin, serum bromide, or barbiturates in the urine 

should be performed if indicated by the history. In carbon monoxide 

or phenol poisoning the cerebrospinal fluid pressure is usually increased. 

H. Cerebral Edema—This may occur in eclampsia, in all types 

of kidney disease associated with hypertension, after head injuries and 

in many types of poisoning. The cerebrospinal fluid pressure is 

increased without marked alteration in the proteins or cell count 

unless bleeding is associated. It also occurs in the most severe cases 

of congestive heart failure. In the cases associated with hypertension, 

retention of urea nitrogen and acidosis may also be present. The 

therapy is hypertonic dextrose, sucrose or sorbital administered 

intravenously. , 
I Acidosis.—The causes of acidosis have been listed previously. 

Coma is not due to acidosis unless the alkali reserve figure is less than 30. 
The two most common forms of coma due to acidosis are those of dia- 

betes and of impaired renal function. 
I. Diabetic Coma.1—The alkali reserve is always low and the blood 

sugar is usually, though not always, elevated, and the urea an 

. Toslin, E. P„ Root, H. F„ White Priscilla, Marble, A„ and Joslin, A. P.i D.abet.c 

COmaB,ke,rCT w-A'ciinicaVru'r’veyof One’itundred and Eight Consecutive Cases o( 

DiebMUon° Ini'Dyer,W-V: VSSliaSScin!3^ P"*™* *> Di*betic <*"“• 
Ann. Int. Med 11: 602-617 (Oct.) iQ37 
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“creatinine” are normal. Marked ketosis and glycosuria are usually 

present. If the alkali reserve is not below 30, diabetic coma is not present. 

2. Acidosis of Impaired Renal Function—This results from an 

excess of acid over basic radicles in the diet or therapy. It is frequently 

mistaken for true uremia which it may complicate. Hypertension 

is usually present and the blood urea nitrogen is always over 20 mg. 

per 100 cc. Ketosis is usually absent. The urine shows the changes 

characteristic of the condition causing the impaired renal function. 

J. Uremia.—True uremia is not present if the blood urea nitrogen 

is not over 60 mg. per 100 cc. The causes have been given. It is 

important to differentiate uremic coma from cerebral edema and from 

acidosis of impaired renal function. Do not conclude that the patient 

who has anhydremia from having been in coma for a day or two without 

adequate fluid intake and who has, therefore, some elevation of the 

blood urea nitrogen has true uremia. 

K. Alkalosis.—The causes have been listed. Coma from alkalosis 

is unlikely to occur unless the alkali reserve is above 100. The symp¬ 

toms simulate those of acidosis. The most common cause is excessive 

ingestion of alkalies or loss of hydrochloric acid from the stomach 

especially if either is complicated by impaired renal function. The 

treatment is slow intravenous administration of the calculated amount 

of sterile 1 per cent hydrochloric acid and removal of the cause. The 

syndrome of anhydremia is often associated. 

L. Hypoglycemia.—The causes of hypoglycemia have been given. 

The blood sugar is usually under 50 mg. per 100 cc. if the patient is 

in coma. Since it may occur in patients with diabetes it is important 

to exclude this before giving insulin without dextrose. Sugar may be 

present in the urine in patients with diabetes who have accumulated 

considerable urine in the bladder before the blood sugar fell but in the 

majority of patients with hypoglycemic coma sugar is absent. Intrave¬ 

nous dextrose solution produces prompt recovery. 

clinitl s--Stiffness of the neck is the most dependable 
clinical sign but may be present in subarachnoid hemorrhage, polio- 

yehtis and arthritis of the cervical spine. The cerebrospinalVid 
findings are most important. In all types of meningitis the cerebro 

spmal fluteI pressure and Ayala’s quotient are increased unless sut 

quotient are lot °CCUrred “ WhiCh CMe the preSSUre and A>’ala’s 

I. Acute Purulent Meningitis.—The pressure is increased th 

sis—s -srr s 
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causative organism, the meningococcus, pneumococcus, influenza 

bacillus, streptococcus or staphylococcus, may be found in direct 

smears or cultures. The protein is usually between 100 and 1,000 mg. 

per 100 cc., and dextrose, except within a few hours of the onset, is 

usually under 20 mg. per 100 cc. of spinal fluid. 

2. Aseptic Meningitis.—This gives the same picture as acute 

purulent meningitis except that organisms are absent, the cell count is 

seldom over 2,000 per c. mm., and the protein content is seldom over 

500 mg. per 100 cc. The dextrose and chlorides are normal. The 

presence of this syndrome indicates an immediate search for infection 

in the middle ear, mastoid, or cranial bones with prompt steps to 

secure adequate drainage and specific therapy with sulfanilamide or 

related compounds. The syndrome may also result when hemorrhage, 

abscess or tumors approach sufficiently near the surface of the meninges 

or ventricles. 

3. Tuberculous Meningitis.—This is most common in infants 

but may occur at any age. It is often associated with generalized 

miliary tuberculosis. The fluid is usually clear or slightly opalescent, 

the cell count is usually between 100 and 700 per c. mm. with 40 to 

90 per cent of the cells lymphocytes, ordinary cultures and smears 

reveal no organisms, a fine coagulum which contracts to form a pellicle 

on standing occurs, the dextrose is usually under 40 mg. per 100 cc. 

except within 24 hours of the onset, and the sodium chloride level of 

the cerebrospinal fluid is more often under 600 mg. per 100 cc. than in 

other forms of meningitis. The higher lymphocyte count and the 

absence of organisms differentiate it from acute purulent meningitis 

and the lower dextrose, chlorides, and negative serologic test differ¬ 

entiate it from syphilitic meningitis. The diagnosis is confirmed by 

finding the tubercle bacillus in Ziehl-Neelsen stains or by culture and 

guinea pig inoculation, but the patient is usually dead before these 

results are available. The Lange curve is usually in zone II or III. 

4 Syphilitic Meningitis.—The cell count is usually between 

100 and 1,000 per c. mm. with lymphocytes usually above 60 per cent. 

The protein is usually between 50 and 100 mg. per 100 cc., an t e 

Lange curve is usually in zone I or II. 
c. Lymphocytic Choriomeningitis.1—This virus disease is c ar- 

acterized by a cell count of 5° to i.°°° Per c' mm ’ near'y al ^ °' 
cytes, with normal dextrose and little or no elevation of the protei . 

The Lange curve is usually normal. Organisms are not found in 

usual smears and cultures. 

■ Viet*, H. R„ and Warren, S.: Acute Lymphocytic Meningitis. J. A. M. A. roS: 

357-36! (Jan. 30) 1937- 
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N. Subarachnoid Hemorrhage —This should be considered when 

a young person without apparent cause suddenly develops severe 

headache or coma with stiff neck. Blood is always present in the 

fluid in the early stages and the pressure is usually increased. The 

protein content and pleocytosis are proportional to the amount of blood 

present in the early stages and are increased out of proportion to the 

number of red cells present after the first few hours. It usually results 

from rupture of a congenital aneurysm of one of the arteries constituting 

the circle of Willis. 

O. Subdural Hematoma.—This should be considered when a 

second loss of consciousness develops a few days to a few weeks after 

apparent or partial recovery from a head injury. The cerebrospinal 

fluid pressure is usually increased, the fluid is often yellow or bloody, 

and the protein is usually between 50 and 500 mg. per 100 cc. The 

fluid may be normal in all respects and the diagnosis has to be made by 

the history and physical examination. 

P. Intracranial Tumors— The signs to be described apply to all 

types of tumors, benign or malignant, primary, metastatic or encroach¬ 

ing from adjacent areas, and to other space-occupying lesions such as 

internal hydrocephalus, abscess or gumma. There is a tendency to 

increased cerebrospinal fluid pressure with decreased Ayala’s quotient 

if the tumor is of large size or is producing internal hydrocephalus. 

1. Supratentorial Tumors.—The cell count is usually normal 

and rarely over 100 per c. mm.; lymphocytes predominate. The 

protein is usually normal unless the ventricle or subarachnoid space 

is invaded. The sugar and chloride contents are normal as is the Lange 

curve in those patients with normal protein. The Lamw n.™ 

normal in cerebellar tumors. 
is, and is usually 

may produce the characteristic 

or metastatic tumors 

ntum 
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symptoms oi spinal subarachnoid block. This is characterized by a 

normal or low pressure with no elevation in the Queckenstadt test 

if the block is complete and delayed response and especially delayed or 

incomplete return to normal in the blood pressure cuff modification 

of the Queckenstadt test. These signs do not occur if the site of the 

puncture is above the block. Froin’s syndrome will be present if 

fluid is obtained either below or just above a complete block. The 

fluid is usually normal if only slight block exists. In those cases with 

an increased protein content, any type of Lange curve may occur. 

R. Encephalitis.—In all types of encephalitis the pressure is 

usually normal, the cell count is not over ioo per c. mm. and often is 

normal, the cells are all lymphocytes, the protein is slightly if at all 

increased, and the sugar and chlorides are usually normal. These 

are virus diseases so no organisms are found by ordinary methods. 

Normal sugar content and negative serologic tests for syphilis differen¬ 

tiate encephalitis from tuberculous and syphilitic meningitis. The 

Lange curve is usually normal but zone II curves are seen occasionally 

and in rare instances a zone I curve occurs. 

S. General Paresis.—This important disease of the brain occa¬ 

sionally results in the sudden onset of coma from acute cerebral edema 

in which case the pressure is usually increased. In most cases of 

general paresis the pressure is normal, the cell count is 20 to 150 per 

c. mm., mostly lymphocytes, the protein is between 50 and 100 mg. 

per 100 cc., the sugar and chlorides are normal, and almost 100 per cent 

of untreated patients show a first zone Lange curve and 4 plus serologic 

tests for syphilis in the cerebrospinal fluid. 
T. Tabes Dorsalis.—This important disease does not directly 

produce coma but one of the commonest causes of death from tabes 

dorsalis is uremia from pyelonephritis secondary to paralysis of the 

bladder. The cerebrospinal fluid pressure is normal, the cell count is 

usually between 10 and 60 per c. mm., all the cells are lymphocytes, 

the protein is normal or slightly increased, the sugar and chlorides 

are normal, and the Lange curve is typically zone II but some patients 

with tabes have a first zone reaction, and quiescent or treated patients 

often show no alteration in the Lange. Serologic tests for syphilis 

are positive in from 60 to 80 per cent of active cases. 
U Multiple Sclerosis.—This does not lead to coma direct \ u , 

as with tabes dorsalis, pyelonephritis with uremia is a common ter 

mination. The cerebrospinal fluid is usually ent.rely normal but 

cell count up to 40 per c. mm., all lymphocytes, and a slight increas 

• protein is not uncommon. A zone I Lange curve occurs m about 
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one-fourth of the cases and a zone II Lange in another one-fourth. A 

first zone Lange with negative serologic tests for syphilis should lead 

one to consider the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis. 

V. Anterior PoliomyelitisThis usually gives a stiff neck as 

does meningitis and in the preparalytic stage may be difficult to 

differentiate from tuberculous meningitis. In the preparalytic stage 

clinical diagnosis may be impossible without the cerebrospinal fluid 

examination. The diagnosis must be made on the basis of the spinal 

fluid changes in a patient with acute illness in the presence of an 

epidemic. The pressure is normal, the appearance clear or slightly 

opalescent, the cell count is usually between 20 and 500 per c. mm. 

but in rare instances may be over 1,000 with lymphocytes as a rule 

predominating. The protein is usually between 50 and 200 mg. per 

100 cc. but may be normal. After repeated punctures protein levels 

above 200 mg. sometimes are found. Sugar and chlorides remain 

normal which aid in differentiating it from acute tuberculous men¬ 

ingitis. The Lange curve is usually normal but zone II curves may 

occur. Coma occurs from respiratory paralysis with asphyxia or 

from an ascending poliomyelitic encephalitis or from intercurrent 

disease, but poliomyelitis rarely has to be considered in the differential 
diagnosis of acute coma. 

W. Polyneuritis. The occasionally increased cell count and 

frequently increased protein in the cerebrospinal fluid make it necessary 

to include this condition. It is not a cause of coma but may be due 

to lead or arsenical poisoning either of which may produce encephalop¬ 

athy or uremia, or to pellagra in alcoholics, and it may at times 

simulate clinically tabes dorsalis. The Lange curve in polyneuritis 
may show any type of curve but is usually normal. 
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CHAPTER XI 

PREGNANCY AND ITS COMPLICATIONS1 

It is important to bear in mind that almost any condition to which 

nonpregnant women of child-bearing age are subject may also affect 

pregnant women. Of such conditions pregnant women are particularly 

susceptible to pyelitis, hydronephrosis, nephritis, nephrosis, hyper¬ 

thyroidism, acute yellow atrophy of the liver, and osteomalacia. They 

are apt to develop exacerbations of a pre-existing chronic diffuse nephri¬ 

tis, hypertensive cardiovascular renal disease or pulmonary tuberculosis. 

As these are more fully discussed in other chapters, only conditions 

peculiar to pregnancy will be discussed in detail here. 

I. RESUME OF THE ESSENTIAL POINTS IN THE PHYSIOLOGIC AND 

BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES OCCURRING IN NORMAL PREGNANCY2 

In addition to the extra strain on the maternal assimilative and eliminative 

functions incident to supplying the materials for the development of the fetus, 

placenta and membranes and to the excretion of the waste products of fetal 

metabolism, profound alterations occur in the metabolism of the mother herself. 

Almost immediately after impregnation a hormone derived from the chorionic 

tissue of the placenta similar in action to the gonadotropic hormone of the anterior 

lobe of the pituitary may be demonstrated in the patient’s urine. This excretion 

of anterior pituitary-like hormone persists throughout pregnancy and is soon 

associated with increased formation and excretion in the urine of estrogenic 

substance Increase in size of the thyroid, and formation of the corpus luteum 

of pregnancy suggest that other less fully studied endocrine changes also occur. 

In the first three months of pregnancy the renal threshold for dextrose is 

lowered, resulting in an increased tendency to alimentary glycosuria. Ketosis 

is frequently present but if it is controlled by increased carbohydrate intake, it is 

the author’s impression that the so-called “physiological” nausea of pregnancy is 

less likely to occur and the pernicious vomiting of pregnancy is decrease 

freqin6 the latter months of pregnancy the urine volume increases about one- 

fourth, the blood cholesterol values are high, the serum calcium is low and t 

fibrinogen content of the plasma increases with a corresponding increase 

i Stander H T • The Toxemias of Pregnancy. Medicine, 8: i-iS7 (Feb-) l929- This 

Am-Jobst- lire ill cat, 

and.S«ethe additional references at the end of the chapter. 
3*4 
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sedimentation rate of the red cells. The basal metabolic rate1 begins to increase 

in the thirty-fourth week, attaining a maximum average of plus 15 per cent with 

a few results as high as plus 25 to plus 35 per cent just before delivery. It 

reaches normal again about 10 days after delivery. The rise seems to be due 

chiefly to the extra metabolism of the fetus. 

The blood sugar is usually within the normal limits but the average is slightly 

lower than normal. A hypoglycemia may be associated with even the so-called 

“physiologic” morning sickness of early pregnancy and constitutes a definite 

therapeutic indication. The blood urea nitrogen tends to be in the lower normal 

range, and estimations as low as 5 mg. per 100 cc. have been reported.2 The 

urea clearance test3 is normal until the last two months of pregnancy. Investi¬ 

gators differ as to results in the last two months. Some claim that it is decreased 

and others that it is increased. Until the normals have been established more 

definitely, a urea clearance test cannot be regarded as of definite significance 

unless it is below 40 per cent of normal. Non-protein nitrogen is normal or low. 

Creatinine is normal and uric acid corresponds to high normal figures. The 

carbon dioxide combining power of the plasma tends to be lowered so that the 

majority of results in the last few weeks of pregnancy fall between the alkali 

reserve figures of 40 to 60 instead of between 50 and 80 as in non-pregnant 

women. It returns to normal after delivery without treatment. The cause of 

the lowered alkali reserve is disputed, some believing it to be compensatory 

for a loss of carbon dioxide and others believing it to be due to ketosis. The 
pH of the serum is within normal limits. 

Creatine is excreted in the urine during the latter part of pregnancy and for 
a while after delivery. 

Since creatine is not discussed elsewhere in this book it is worthy of note that 

it occurs also in urines of young children of both sexes, in normal women during 

menstruation, and in diseases associated with muscular wasting (starvation fevers 

muscular atrophies and dystrophies, Simmond’s disease, etc.). It has also been 

reported in the urine of insane women, in cases of myositis fibrosa, myotonia 

atrophica, hyperthyroidism, cretinism, achondroplasia and infantilism. Its estima- 

jon does not aid diagnosis. It does not occur in the urine of normal men nor in 

he urine of normal women between the menstrual periods. Excretion of creatin in 

me is increased by the therapeutic administration of glycin (or gelatin) to 
patients with muscular dystrophy. geiatinj to 

throughout Son'*1 " the Ur“e dUring 016 la“er m°n,hs of and 

Blood%dur"gL&raa”„d O^’&r “d Resl of the 
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The total blood volume increases progressively to a value about 25 per cent 

above the normal. The increase affects chiefly the plasma, and probably 

accounts for at least a part of the usual apparent decrease in red cells and hemo¬ 

globin. The white cell count1 increases, averaging about 10,000 and cannot be 

considered definitely abnormal unless values over 15,000 are secured during the 

first eight months, or over 35,000 just after delivery. It returns to normal 

during the puerperium. A relative and absolute neutrophilic leukocytosis with a 

relative increase in immature forms is associated. 

In normal pregnancy the red cell count, cell volume, and hemoglobin content 

of the blood decrease progressively to a low level, averaging about 15 per cent 

below the average normal for women, by the sixteenth to twenty-second week. 

They remain at the same level until the thirty-fourth week, at which time there 

is a sharp rise followed by a fall lasting until term and affecting chiefly the 

hemoglobin. A further drop of about 5 per cent occurs on the first day post¬ 

partum due to the physiological loss of blood, but this is made up within a few 

days. Following this there is a more gradual rise affecting first the red cells, 

then the cell volume and last the hemoglobin, bringing all values back to normal 

by about the sixth month after delivery. 

All of the above changes are usually described as the physiological accom¬ 

paniments of normal pregnancy. In the author’s opinion, however, the low 

blood sugar, low blood calcium, the anemia and the lowered alkali reserve are 

undesirable. More marked changes of similar type are characteristic of the 

complications which pregnant women are prone to develop. Therefore, it is 

probable that active therapy designed to correct these minor deviations may 

prevent the development of toxemias, anemias, dental caries, or osteomalacia, 

which might otherwise occur in a certain proportion of these cases. 

II. THE DIAGNOSIS OF PREGNANCY BY LABORATORY METHODS2 

All other tests for the diagnosis of pregnancy have been superseded 

by the Friedman modification of the Aschheim-Zondek test. 

A. The Friedman Modification of the Aschheim-Zondek Hor¬ 

mone Test.3—This depends on the detection of the anterior pituitary- 

like hormone in the urine. Enormous excretion of this hormone 

begins constantly within 10 days after the expected date of onset 

of the first missed menstrual period after conception and persists 

throughout pregnancy and for the first 2 to 4 days of the puerperium 

Positive tests have been reported in pregnancy before the expecte 

' Carey, J. B„ and Litaenberg, J. C.: Total Leukocyte Counts in Human Blood During 

Pre?DanvYs M^ndwS,'‘iilUblSt^MSem Laboratory Methods for the Early 

“•CfcAfftr, ?.:ind1fo!manJ; The WedSn AegnSncy Test. ' Northwest 

I>hi^^^,^^'tta-UterineaaIndnE3ttraluterinePFregnancy^' 

(Oct. 20) 1934- 

Value of Friedman Test in 
J. A. M. A. 103: 1210-1212 
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date of the first missed menstruation. Since retention of living 

placental tissue is associated with a persistent positive test even after 

delivery or death of the fetus, this test may be used as a test for incom¬ 

plete removal of the placenta. In hydatidiform mole, chorion epi¬ 

thelioma,1 and chorion epitheliomatous teratoma2 (usually of the 

testicle), a very strongly positive test is the usual finding. Quantita¬ 

tive methods have been devised for expressing the units of anterior 

pituitary-like gonadotropic hormone in the urine. They involve the 

use of a large number of animals and are rarely necessary for diagnosis. 

The results may be misleading because chorionepithelioma and the 

various testicular tumors do not always result3 in the excretion of 

excessively high quantities of anterior pituitary-like gonadotropic 

hormone, while such excessive excretion does occur in normal early 

pregnancy4 for a week or so, and in most patients with pernicious 

vomiting. Incomplete removal of the tumors or the presence of 

metastases is evidenced by a persistent positive test after operation. 

If the directions given are strictly adhered to, negative results 

are to be expected in less than 2 per cent of normal or pathologic 

pregnancies when the fetus is still living. In nonpregnant individuals 

or in women more than 4 days after the death or delivery of the fetus 

and complete removal of the placenta, negative results are secured 

in over 98 per cent of cases studied. The accuracy of the test is 

even greater if two rabbits are used, since a false negative test will be 

found in one of the rabbits in about 2 per cent of the cases. In ectopic 

pregnancy, the test is of value only when it is positive, because false 

negatives occur in about one-third of the cases, due to death or degener¬ 
ation of the chorion. 

From the above discussion, it is evident that a positive Friedman 

test indicates the presence of living chorionic tissue, that the intensity 

of the test varies with the amount of such tissue, and that a negative 

test will occur following the death or degeneration of all chorionic 

J. A.- 

J933 

M. AZTotk4-6?r(tdebtr°SjC “j0""0"' in the Diag"osis 0( Chorion-Epithelioma. 

(DecF,Ti93iR' S" Pathologic Physiology of Teratoma Testis. J. A. M. A. to. 
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A hormone test for the determination of the sex of the unborn child 

has been proposed, but has not proved reliable. 

HI. OTHER LABORATORY TESTS IN PREGNANCY 

A. Urinalysis.—A complete routine urinalysis should be done 

every two weeks after the diagnosis of pregnancy is established, and 

preferably once a week in the last three months. 

1. Reducing Substances in the Urine.—These should always be 

identified. In the first three months a moderate amount of dextrose 

in the urine is a common finding due to the lowered renal threshold 

and need not cause alarm. If found later in pregnancy or if associated 

with clinical symptoms of diabetes mellitus, dextrose in the urine is 

an indication for a fasting blood sugar estimation and, if that is under 

150 mg., for a dextrose tolerance test, since a true diabetes mellitus 

may first become manifest during pregnancy. Reduction in the last 

three months of pregnancy and during lactation will usually be due to 

lactosuria and when the co-existent excretion of dextrose has been 

ruled out by a negative dextrosazone test, may be regarded as 

physiologic. 
2. Albuminuria in Pregnancy.—This is a common finding. Most 

frequently it is due to passive congestion of the kidney from disturbed 

return flow in the renal veins but it may be due to pyelitis, nephritis 

or any of the other causes of albuminuria listed in Chapter II, or it 

may be the first sign of impending eclampsia. It should be regarded 

as an indication for more frequent urinalysis and blood pressure read¬ 

ings; and a close search should be made for its cause. In eclampsia a 

four’plus albuminuria is the rule, associated with oliguria, casts and 

sometimes, hematuria. Complete anuria is not uncommon. 

3. Ketonuria.—This should be tested for, as the presence of acetone 

is an indication for increase in the carbohydrate intake. A marked 

ketosis is the rule in pernicious vomiting of pregnancy and is an indica¬ 

tion for performing an alkali reserve estimation and giving dextrose, 

intravenously if necessary, until the ketosis has disappeared and the 

alkali reserve is normal. 
4 Microscopic Examination of the Urine—1 his is very impor¬ 

tant because of the frequent finding of pus (usually due to pyel. is) 

Ind of casts (nephritis, eclampsia, etc). Other sediments have the 

same significance as in the non-pregnant. . , u be 
B. Hematology.-A routine hematologic examination should b 

made once a month, keeping in mind, however, hat a modera 

simple leukocytosis which becomes marked during a or an in 
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puerperium is physiologic and that a decrease of 15 to 20 per cent 

in the hemoglobin and red cell count in the latter months is the rule. 

A greater decrease should be regarded as an indication for increasing 

liver and iron in the patient’s diet. A sudden marked decrease with 

high color and volume indexes and normal saturation index warrants 

the diagnosis of pernicious anemia of pregnancy which requires prompt 

and vigorous treatment. The blood cell sedimentation rate may 

prove of value in detecting abnormalities in the puerperium. 

C. Quantitative Blood Tests.—These are not necessary if com¬ 

plications do not arise. If vomiting occurs, blood chloride and alkali 

reserve determinations should be made. If hypertension develops, 

the blood urea nitrogen, the concentration and dilution test, and the 

urea clearance estimation are important. 

IV. TOXEMIAS OF PREGNANCY1 

Notwithstanding the conflicting views expressed in a voluminous 

literature the following points are probably correct. Pernicious 

vomiting and eclampsia are definite entities which occur only in 

association with pregnancy or with hydatidiform mole. Aside from 

this, their etiology is unknown. The chief pathology of each is found 

in the liver. Much confusion has arisen in the past from a failure to 

differentiate from these “toxemias” the various disorders of the 

kidney and urinary tract discussed in Chapter II which may begin 

or first be discovered during pregnancy. Only very careful clinical 

and laboratory study together with accurate definition and use of 

terminology and a careful follow-up of the further course of the patient 

will serve to make this differentiation. Uremia and eclampsia are not 

synonymous terms and should never be used interchangeably 

A. Pernicious Vomiting.-This is a disorder of the first half of 

pregnancy characterized by persistent nausea and vomiting Many 

theories have been advanced as to the etiology, of which o^ie of the 

most recent2 is that it is due to allergy to thfhormone produced t 

the corpus luteum. Since ketonuria develops on an adequate carbo^ 

tin ra e 1"take.and before the nausea and vomiting begin hypersecre 
t.on of ketogemc hormone by the pituitary is a possibifity’ that should 

t93‘D.: Toxemias of Pregnancy. New Eng,and ,. Med. so,: i28i-[29i (Dec. 

Etiologic Re'lationship^Between'Water1Re*tenf<'8y °f ?! T°xemias of Pregnancy V The 
Sc. ,96: 188-198 (Aug.) ,,*8 Water Retentl°" and Arterial Hypertension. Am j. M 

VCiTUnCtbn in ‘he TMemilS °f PrCgnanc>'- Ara- J- Obst. & 

I- A. M. Pregnancy: Preliminary Repori. 
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be investigated. Since the clinical diagnosis is easy,1 laboratory tests 

are of value, not for diagnosis, but as guides to therapy and in deter¬ 

mining the severity of the patient’s condition. The urine should be 

tested daily or oftener for acetone and diacetic acid, and the 24-hour 

volume should be recorded. A ketosis is usually present in untreated 

cases due to the deficient carbohydrate absorption, and is a specific 

indication for giving dextrose by rectum or vein. Oliguria is an 

indication for increasing the fluid intake. The alkali reserve estimation 

should be performed frequently. The reason for this is that ketosis 

or dehydration, if allowed to become severe, tends to produce acidosis 

while loss of hydrochloric acid from the stomach tends to produce an 

alkalosis. Hence, the alkali reserve figure may be high, low or normal, 

irrespective of the severity of the case, but any deviation from the 

normal is an indication for controlled therapy. Ihe blood chloride 

estimation should be done if vomiting is severe, as a low estimation 

due to loss of hydrochloric acid is a common indication for the adminis¬ 

tration of sodium chloride. A high urea nitrogen and non-protein 

nitrogen in the blood will be found in the more severe cases as in all 

other types of severe vomiting, but should not occur in properly treated 

cases. The uric acid is increased in the blood as in all cases of starva¬ 

tion but no information of value is secured by its estimation.^ . It 

will be noted that all of the above changes occur in nausea and vomiting 

from any cause; they must be regarded, therefore, as results rather 

than causes of the condition. The only laboratory finding to which 

etiologic significance may logically be attributed is hypoglycemia 

but its existence is disputed. It certainly occurs in some cases, anc 

should be tested for when the patient is first seen, because after dextrose 

therapy is started the results of blood sugar estimation will be of little 

diagnostic value. Albuminuria is not infrequent but does not alter 

Eclampsia.2—This is a specific toxemia of pregnancy occurring 

usually in the last three months, during labor, or in the puerpemi_ 

The more thoroughly cases thought to belong in t is group are s 

by competent internists, the fewer remain Peters e-n d ubts tl, 

existence of this condition as a clinical entity, f-ta nly is a dia^ 

nosis which should be made after eliminate of t^condit ^ 

1 Providing this possibility is considered ^ ^"^Frledman^est is used. 
a woman overdo and undergo years of ^ , Path. 8: ^ 

(Janii3der H J.. and Cadden, J. F.: Blood Chemistry in Preeclampsia and Eclampsia. 

A- ^ Pregnancy. J. A- M. A- - 3^ 

(Jan. 29) 1938. 
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under V. It seems possible in view of the recent work of Goldblatt 

that most of the symptoms of eclampsia may be secondary to hyper¬ 

tension resulting from pressure of the enlarged uterus on the ureters 

and renal blood vessels. Many other theories of its etiology have 

been presented, including a disturbance of water balance, of plasma 

proteins or placental necrosis. Clinically it is characterized by hyper¬ 

tension, coma, convulsions, and oliguria or anuria, none of which 

findings will differentiate it from uremia. At necropsy, the typical 

liver changes which do not occur in true uremia, make the differentiation 

easy for the pathologist. The only laboratory tests which are of 

differential diagnostic value are the blood urea nitrogen (or the non¬ 

protein nitrogen) and the blood creatinine estimation. These are 

high in true uremia but in eclampsia the blood creatinine is normal and 

the urea nitrogen does not exceed 30 mg. The urea clearance is within 

normal limits unless the urine volume is under 1 cc. a minute. These 

tests should always be performed since uremia is almost certain to 

develop again if other pregnancies are allowed to occur, while eclampsia 

does not show this tendency. The following tests are indicated as 

guides to therapy and prognosis but are of no differential diagnostic 

value as similar findings occur in any of the conditions which may 

lead to uremia. Ihe alkali reserve estimation is important as it 

usually reveals acidosis requiring treatment. The urine will be of small 

volume, of high specific gravity, and will contain three to four plus 

albumin and casts, with or without red cells. The blood sugar level 

averages above normal. The value of this determination is disputed 

There are extreme fluctuations in the blood sugar level with a very 

rapid all (usually from a preceding high level) to a relative or absolute 

1 yP?g/,ria before each convulsion with a return to the high 
eve] following the convulsion. Clinical improvement is reported to 

follow dextrose therapy. F l° 

The following changes occur but are largely of research interest 

as ey are neit er of diagnostic nor of prognostic value. The uric acid 

constantly increased in the blood. The proportion of the total 

often8™ e Unne 0CCUrring in the form Of ammonia nitrogen is 
often over to per cent, the increase occurring at the expense of th, 

urea mtrogen fraction. Tests of liver function (Chapter VI 

done but so far have yielded little information of value 

coma.eltCthLTaYeit\TgniZenbef0re ^ °nSet °f “Pulsions or 

but the maiit; :rPi);e7t rr: ,to app,iy the term 
cases of “low reserve kidney ” 77 T C “7 Probab|y have been 

kidney, of acute or chronic nephritis, or of 
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hypertensive cardiovascular renal disease. Each of these should be 

sharply distinguished from eclampsia or pre-eclampsia. The urea 

clearance test will show lower values in cases of acute, subacute or 

chronic glomerular nephritis than in cases of pre-eclampsia. 

V. OTHER CONDITIONS WHICH MAY COMPLICATE PREGNANCY 

AND THE PUERPER1UM 

A. “Low Reserve Kidney—This is a designation proposed by 

Stander and Peckham1 for the following syndrome: a moderate hyper¬ 

tension and albuminuria with normal blood chemistry which symptoms 

completely or almost completely disappear between pregnancies but 

recur with little or no increase in severity in subsequent pregnancies. 

From this description latent hypertensive cardiovascular renal disease 

would probably be a more accurate name for the syndrome. 

B. Pyelitis, Pyelonephritis, Hydronephrosis,2 All Types of 
Nephritis, Hypertensive Cardiovascular Renal Disease, and 
Nephrosis.3—Any one of these may complicate or be complicated by 

pregnancy. They are diagnosed by the criteria given in Chapter II 

which will not be repeated here. It is necessary to emphasize, however, 

that nitrogen retention occurs only in acute and subacute glomerular 

nephritis, chronic diffuse nephritis, pyelonephritis, and in 20 per cent 

or less of cases of hypertensive cardiovascular renal disease and that 

true uremia can occur only in cases of these types in association with a 

blood urea nitrogen of 60 mg. or over. This is not to be expectec in 

pvelitis, focal nephritis, nephrosis, nor in the majority of cases of hyper¬ 

tensive cardiovascular renal disease. Since the cases without nitrogen 

retention are the most common, the fallacy of grouping all of these 

renal cases together as “nephritic toxemia” and conc u 
because the blood urea nitrogen averages normal it is of no diagnostic 

“is obvious. These cases must be carefully differentiated from 

each other, from eclampsia, and from pre-eclamps.a^before much 

improvement can be expected in the present confused state of the 

literature on toxemias of pregnancy.4 

. Peckham, C. H„ and Stout, M. L.: Low Reserve Kidney. Am. J. Surg. 3.: W 

<Ja" Vo9o3d6rulT, S. R., and Milber. A tL: V'r“Ury Tr“C 

PK8 
to Chronic Cardiovascular Disease, b f K“thA ^ M A Clinical Study of Nephritis in 

CasesTp^nancy'. SS ^^^diagnosis of the 

con^ns CrcS“;VS«no^ ES catin consuUation internists who are eaper. 

in this differential diagnosis. 
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C. Anemias of Pregnancy.1—These may be of any type discussed 

in Chapter VI and are diagnosed as there directed. The only one 

requiring special mention is the rare pernicious anemia of pregnancy 

which shows all the laboratory features of pernicious anemia but 

clears up spontaneously on death or delivery of the fetus, or with 

liver therapy. Due to the large amount of blood-building material, 

particularly iron, drained from the maternal organism to supply the 

fetus, anemias due to a deficiency of blood-forming materials are 

particularly apt to occur in the latter months of pregnancy if inorganic 

iron is not administered during the last trimester. 

D. Acute Yellow Atrophy.—This rare disease occurs with greater frequency in 

pregnancy than at other times. Its diagnosis is discussed in Chapter V. 

E. Ectopic Pregnancy.—This is diagnosed largely from the history and physical 

examination, but the leukocyte count and red cell sedimentation rate are more apt 

to be normal in unruptured ectopic pregnancy than in salpingitis. The increase in 

the icterus index which occurs soon after internal hemorrhage and, therefore in 

ruptured ectopic pregnancy, may be of some aid. The Friedman test is of value if 

positive, but a negative test does not exclude ectopic pregnancy. 

F. Hydramnion, Retained Membranes, Incomplete Abortion, and the Various 
Conditions Usually Grouped under the Term Puerperal Sepsis.—These are usually 

diagnosed by non-laboratory methods, but some aid in foUowing the course of these 

conditions may be derived from the routine hematologic examination with a deter¬ 

mination of volume and saturation indexes and of the sedimentation rate of the 

red cells. A method2 for the quantitative determination of the volume of amniotic 

fluid has been developed. This should be of value in the diagnosis of hydramnion. 

n Pu^peral sepsis, as in all other infections, the responsible organism should be 

identified by blood culture, and if sulfanilamide is used in therapy its concentra¬ 
tion in the blood should be controlled. 

G. Vaginal Trichomoniasis in the Pregnant Woman.’-A foamy leukorrhea 

associated with the presence in the vaginal secretions of the actively motile flageb 

late, Trichomonas vaginalis, occurs quite commonly in both pregnant and non 

pregnant women. It is diagnosed by demonstration of the organisms in a fresh 

warm, moist cover slip preparation of the secretion obtained from the vaginal vault’ 

Notwithstanding the almost constant presence of this flagellate in this condition' 

Zt^.Ufh^bu^h,Um^tt“g?s®b7fliId7ie physioloSisclK Schwangerschaftsanamie. 
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it is not certain that it is the primary etiologic factor and not merely a secondary 

invader. 

H. Osteomalacia.1—This is a disturbance of calcium and phosphorus metab¬ 

olism, occurring most frequently in pregnant women. It is characterized clin¬ 

ically by bending and fracture of the bones resulting in great deformity. There is 

a great deficiency of calcium and phosphorus in the bones and these elements are 

much decreased in the blood stream. It occurs in persons on a limited diet who are 

not adequately exposed to sunlight. Hence, it is common in China and India, and 

a great increase in its frequency occurred in the Central European countries in the 

starvation period during and immediately following the World War. Its etiology 

is not definitely determined, but the theory having most support is that it is an 

adult form of rickets and, therefore, due to a deficiency in vitamin D. 
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SECTION I. USE AND CALIBRATION OF APPARATUS 

A. Burettes.—i. Choice and Care.—The 25 cc. type, graduated 
in 0.1 cc. is most satisfactory for routine laboratory use; but smaller 
sizes, e.g., 5 cc. graduated in 0.02 cc., may be obtained for micro¬ 
methods. Burettes are obtainable either with a glass stopcock or for 
use with a pinchcock1 and rubber connection to a glass tip. The all 
glass type is slightly more accurate, but is less convenient for clinical 
use because the tip and stopcock are hard to clean, are corroded by 
alkaline solutions, are easily broken and the stopcock sometimes sticks 
tight. A further disadvantage is that the bore of the tip is not adjust¬ 
able. In the other type, several tips of different sized bore may be 
used on the same burette for delivering small or large drops. 

To fill a burette properly, close the pinchcock and pour in the solu¬ 
tion, through a small funnel, to a point well above the graduations; 
force out air bubbles by compressing the rubber tubing above the pinch¬ 
cock; turn the glass tip up until the point is above the level of the rubber 
tubing and then open the pinchcock until the air bubble is forced out 
and solution flows from the tip; adjust the top level to the zero mark. 

. When trough with the burette for the day, drain the contents, rinse 
with tap water and distilled water, invert to facilitate drainage, and 
leave the pinchcock on the glass tip and not on the rubber tubing. 
When using the same burette for different solutions successively it is 
important to rinse first with distilled water and then with some'of the 
solution next used. 

2. Calibration.—In order to secure accurate results in any type of 
quantitative analysis it is absolutely necessary first to recalibrate all 
measuring apparatus unless it has been certified by the Bureau of 
- tandards or is factory-tested with a certificate furnished. The error 
m VC, ume delivered or contained should not exceed 0.4 per cent 

braUon8 SWare Sh°U'd ^ deane(l Wkh cleaninS solution* before cali- 

accurate burette or pipette certified by the 

2 Make ^thisTreshnce^a*weekly*add^ne do T rUbber tubin«' 
1 part of 20 per cent sodium or potassium^dic£om\tesoShtionnCentrated Sulphuric acid to 
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Bureau of Standards or factory tested with certificate. A certified 

2 cc. pipette, graduated in 0.02 cc. or a 1 cc. pipette, graduated in 0.01 

cc. is very useful for measuring small amounts of solution accurately, 

as well as for calibration of other apparatus. To calibrate a burette 

with a certified burette, fill the latter with water to the zero mark 

and then drain out to the 25 cc. mark, allowing proper time for drainage 

(40 sec. for 25 cc.); fill the burette to be calibrated to the zero mark 

with water and then run out 5 cc. portions into the certified burette, 

allowing time (10 sec. for 5 cc.) for drainage; read the certified burette 

and make note of any significant error; repeat the process until the 

entire volume is tested. 

To test a burette with a certified pipette, fill to the zero mark, drain 

to the 25 cc. mark, allowing time for drainage, and then measure in 

5 cc. portions with the certified pipette, noting errors as above. 

3. Technic of Titration.—In acidimetric work put the standard 

alkali in the burette. The solution to be titrated should be placed in an 

Erlenmeyer flask of 300-400 cc. capacity and this placed on a plain white 

background, such as unruled paper or white tile, to facilitate detection 

of the end point. The indicator is added and the titration is begun, 

keeping the solution agitated constantly.1 The solution in the burette 

may be added somewhat rapidly at first but slowly when the end-point 

is approached. When very near the end-point add a fraction of a drop 

at a time, and mix after each addition. In certain cases it is of advan¬ 

tage to compare with a control or color standard using a white back¬ 

ground and reflected light from a source of light behind the operator. 

The Erlenmeyer flask is preferable to the beaker and stirring rod 

because it is much faster, requires less manipulation, and there is no 

danger of losing the estimation by poking a hole through the container 

or by splashing out of solution. 
B. Pipettes— 1. Types.—There are three types of pipettes for 

routine laboratory work, the plain, graduated, and volumetric. The 

plain type is for use when the quantity is unimportant as in qualitative 

tests or to secure a drop of fluid for microscopic study, and has no 

graduations. A medicine dropper is superior for most purposes for 

which plain pipettes are usually used. 
The graduated (Mohr) type is for more accurate work and is cali¬ 

brated in 0.1, 0.05, 0.02, or o.oi cc. from the zero mark to the tip or to 

the final mark just above the tip. The volumetric type is most accu 

rate, has only one mark and has a dilated portion between the tip and 

and'^e^th^s^uUtfn^wirling^thefitraUon'^'asl^a1/the1sameCtirne'withtthe1rightthaT(f 
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this mark. This type is intended to measure accurately by drainage 

and should not be blown out. 
Micropipettes for measuring volumes of 0.2 cc. or less are often 

very inaccurate, even if standardized by the Bureau of Standards. 

Therefore, micromethods should be avoided whenever possible and, 

where necessary, as in hematology, the pipettes should be recalibrated.1 

This may be done by titrating equal volumes of accurate dilutions of a 

strong (about 6N) potassium iodate solution made with the pipette to 

be tested and with a tested 1 or 2 cc. pipette and comparing the values 

obtained. An excess of potassium iodide and N/1 sulphuric acid are 

added and the solutions are titrated with N/200 sodium thiosulphate, 

using starch as indicator, as in the Shaffer-Hartman sugar method. 

For use when many such calibrations are to be made, a pipette calibra¬ 

tor has been designed2 which operates on the principle of mercury 

displacement by micrometer screws and will calibrate pipettes of less 

than 5 cc. capacity with great speed and accuracy. 

2. Calibration.—All pipettes should be checked for accuracy 

either by the weight method or against a certified burette as described 

above. Time for drainage should be determined if not noted on the 

apparatus. Ostwald pipettes and pipettes marked to the tip must be 

blown out after proper time of drainage if the full amount is measured. 

If the zero mark on the volumetric type is not accurate, make a new one 

on a piece of label and test it. When the correct level is determined a 

new permanent mark may be made with a file or a diamond-tipped 
glass pencil. 

Semi-automatic delivery pipettes,3 connected to overhead siphon 

bottles, are convenient for large laboratories. Burettes or calibrated 

lengths of glass tubing connected to overhead siphon bottles, with 

provision for exit of air and exclusion of dirt, aid in rapid measurement 
of exact quantities. 

3- Care.—When through using a pipette rinse it well with distilled 

water and stand it vertically, with the tip upward, on clean absorbent 

material such as a paper towel or in a special drying rack to drain and 

in_ "e yi"8 a Pipette for standard solutions or for accurate measur- 
g, should be dried or else rinsed with a little of the solution to be 

I T\.. TT _ 
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used. Never lay a pipette down in such a way that the tip becomes 

contaminated. 

C. Graduated Cylinders.—These are graduated, cylindrical 

vessels obtainable in various sizes, 25, 50, 100 cc., etc. They are not 

accurate and should be used only for rapid, rough measurement by 

delivery. 

D Volumetric Flasks.—These are flasks with a long, narrow neck 

graduated to contain or deliver one exact quantity at a certain tem¬ 

perature. It is important to allow the correct time for drainage when 

using for delivery and to keep in mind the fact that a flask calibrated 

to contain (marked E, T.C., or “to contain”) 100 cc. will not deliver 

100 cc. from the same mark because of solution adhering to the glass. 

E. The Microscope.—A complete discussion of the mechanics, optics, and opera¬ 

tion of the microscope is given in the literature accompanying the apparatus, fo 

only the methods of avoiding common errors, and two of the special attachments 

will be discussed here. 

1. Care.—A microscope should be covered with a cloth or a plastic dust cover 

shaped like a bell jar or put in a special box when not in use. The objectives, 

especially the oil-immersion lens, should be wiped off with lens paper and xylene 

or benzene and then dried with lens paper after they have been used. All movable 

parts should occasionally be lubricated with a light grade of machine oil. 

2. Use.—North daylight gives the most accurate color values but a microscope 

lamp with a blue glass window is most convenient and dependable for routine use. 

Adjust the amount of light both with the diaphragm shutter and by the height of the 

condenser. It is important to reduce the light intensity when examining such 

things as urinary sediment and parasitic ova. Always focus the object by raising 

the objective, i.e., lower the objective until it almost touches the object with the 

eyes on a level with the object; then look through the ocular and raise the objective 

until the object is brought into focus. Certain combinations of ocular and objective 

are best adapted to each kind of work. The ordinary microscope is equipped with 

„ and iox oculars and 16 mm., 4 mm., and the 1.9 mm. (oil immersion) objectives. 

An 8 mm. objective is well worth the additional cost. If the microscope is to be 

used for laboratory diagnosis only and not for examination of tissues, money may e 

saved and an even more convenient optical system obtained by substituting 

8 mm. objective for both the 4 mm. and 16 mm. objectives and omitting the 5x eye 

pieces The combination of the iox eye piece and 8 mm. objective gives a magnifi¬ 

cation of 200X which is ideal for examination of urinary sediments, blood counti g, 

searching for intestinal parasites and survey of blood or marrowJ s™ar* io^Z 
atypical cells to be examined further with the oil immersion lens. A monoai 

microscope is satisfactory for occasional use but a binocular microscope will s 

eye strain if it is to be used several hours at a time. A mechanical stage^ will pay 

for itself many times over in time saved and one with a micrometer scale a g 

convenience in relocating interesting celis. The student^ 

usable in small laboratories. If more money .s aya.lable .t will y.e d the g 

return by purchasing an achromatic oi, 1 m™°wtTa diaphragm permitting 
pensating eye piece and a good mtcroscope lamp w>th a d.aphrag 
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critical illumination rather than a more expensive microscope stand. A more 

powerful source of light than the ordinary substage lamp is essential when a 

binocular microscope is used. 
If only the usual equipment is available the iox ocular and 16 mm. objective 

are best for examination of parasitic ova, casts, crystalline urinary sediments, and 

pus cells; red cells in urinary sediment, amebae, and parasitic larvae may be looked 

for with this combination, but should be identified with the iox ocular and 4 mm. 

objective. The 16 mm. is not satisfactory for blood cell counting because the low 

magnification leads to inaccuracy. The 4 mm. gives such high magnification that 

it materially increases the time for counting and the focal distance is so short that 

one is likely to crush the cover slip or ruin the mount. The iox ocular and the oil 

immersion objective are best for examining blood smears and bacteria. 

The iox ocular and the 8 mm. objective allow very rapid examination of blood 

smears, and almost all cells may be readily identified if the smear is covered with a 

thin layer of immersion oil. The objective is not immersed. Switch to the oil 

immersion objective for identification of all cells larger than a neutrophil lobocyte 

(polymorphonuclear) and in making the actual differential count. 

Heavy liquid petrolatum is satisfactory as an immersion oil for clinical work, 

although cedarwood oil gives better detail because it has an index of refraction very 

near to that of the glass in the optical system. The petrolatum is cheaper, does not 

dry even if left exposed for some time and therefore does not gum up slides and 

objectives. Oil is easily cleaned off slides by moistening a piece of lens paper laid 

over the slide with xylene or, better, benzene and pulling it off parallel to the surface 
of the slide, repeating if necessary. 

3 Micrometry.—This is the determination of the size of objects by the aid of a 

microscope. For clinical purposes we use the ocular micrometer1 with fixed lines. 

This consists of rulings on a glass disc. This form of micrometer is placed at the 

level where the real image is formed, i.e., at the level of the ocular diaphragm in 

the eyepiece. The value of the divisions of the ocular micrometer is entirely 

relative, depending on the magnification of the real image formed by the objective. 

Consequently it must be especially determined for every change modifying the real 

image (various combinations of oculars, objectives and tube-lengths). 

For determining the value of each division of the ocular micrometer it is neces¬ 

sary to have a stage micrometer. This is a finely divided scale ruled on a glass 

slide or on a cover slip mounted on a slide. The space between the lines should be 

0.1 mm. and o.oi mm The procedure for determination of the ocular micrometer 

valuation when using any combination of ocular and objective is the same. Place 

the ocular micrometer on the diaphragm of the ocular by removing the eye-lens- 

ThT", ^ T enS br,k in Pla“;.set the Stage in the mechanical stage! 
jus e ig it and focus the lines of the stage micrometer. If the lines of the 

Makert"sofrrtn0t d!StinC'’ ^ ” by adi'Usti”S the ^w-tube. lake the lines of the two micrometers parallel by rotating the ocular and then 

make any two lines of the stage micrometer coincide with any two lines of t he l 

quofent so obtained will give the valuation of the ocular micrometer Make a 

is to tadSS buUsmore for research or if a great deal of micrometry 
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notation of this value along with the ocular, objective, and tube length used. 

Usually it is possible to adjust the tube length so that the factor for converting 
spaces to micra is an even number. 

4. Dark-field Illumination.—This is a form of illumination in which the object 

appears light and the background dark. In order to be visible, the objects must 

be in a refracting medium different from themselves and must have either strongly 

refracting or reflecting qualities. The optical arrangements must be such that 

the object is lighted by a beam of light which cannot get into the objective either 

because the rays are so oblique or because they are cut out before reaching the eye. 

Only that light which is reflected, refracted, or diffracted by the object reaches the 

eye. The procedures necessary for dark-field observation are: a powerful source 

of light should be arranged so that parallel rays fall on the mirror; the dark-field 

condenser should be raised until its top is flush with the upper surface of the stage 

and it should be accurately centered; the preparation to be examined should be 

mounted on a cover slip and this sealed with vaseline or oil, to a slide of proper 

thickness; a large drop of immersion oil should be placed on the upper face of the 

condenser and on the cover slip; the slide should then be placed on the stage so 

that there is oil immersion contact between slide and condenser; the oil immersion 

objective should be focused on the object and a final adjustment of the light should 

be made with the mirror. The achromatic oil immersion objectives with built in 

diaphragm are convenient if the microscope is to be used for both dark field and 

other purposes. • 

F. The Colorimeter—This is an instrument for comparing the 

intensity of the color of two solutions, not the character of the color, 

although the results are more accurate when the character of the color 

is the same in each solution. 
1. Choice—An instrument of the plunger type having a lamp 

in the base, such as the Klett or Kober is the most satisfactory. A 

colorimeter lamp is better than daylight because the intensity of the 

light is more constant. 
2. Setting the Instrument.—Make sure that the cups and plungers 

are clean and dry or rinsed with the standard solution. Put the same 

solution in both cups, set them in the instrument and make sure that 

they are in the proper position. Acid hematin solution prepared as 

for an Osgood-Haskins hemoglobin estimation is the most satisfactory 

material lor accurately setting a colorimeter which I have found, as 

it does not change with changes in temperature and very slight changes 

in intensity of color transmission are detectable. Raise the cups un 1 

the plungers touch the bottom of the cups; the verniers shou d rear 

exactly zero. If they do not, make sure the cups are properly located 

and the plungers screwed up tight. If the verniers still do not 

zero when the plungers are in contact with the bottom of the cups, 

adjust the position of the verniers until they do read zero. 

both sides at the same reading, preferably somewhere in the range 
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color intensities that occur in the actual estimation. Now make both 

sides match by changing the position of the lamp in the base. Check 

the adjustment by making several readings on the solution in the right 

hand cup as though it were an unknown. 

In matching, start with a slightly too pale color and gradually 

intensify it. Be careful not to tire the eye, looking at the colored light 

for only a few seconds at a time. If in doubt as to the end-point, turn 

the screw back and forth from the point which is the least detectable 

degree too pale to the point which is the least detectable degree too 

intense, and when the extent of this excursion has been mentally noted 

stop in the mid-point of this excursion and take the reading. Eye- 

fatigue errors will be greatly reduced if as little time as possible is 

consumed in bringing the color intensities to equality. Therefore, in 

repeated readings, turn the cup adjustment only sufficiently to make 

a slight difference in color intensity before starting. Constantly ask 

yourself whether this is deeper or paler, not whether these are the same 

in character of color. 

When the adjustment is correct, securely fasten both the lamp 

and the colorimeter in position so that they cannot be moved or, 

if using the lamp in base type, tighten the set screw holding the bulb 

in position. Place some mark of identification on the left hand cup 

and use it for the standard in all estimations. This is important 

because the bottoms of the cups vary in thickness and the zero point 

may be incorrect if they are interchanged. 

To perform an actual estimation, place the standard in the marked 

cup on the left hand side and set it at the reading specified for the stand¬ 

ard in the method used. Place the unknown in the right hand cup 

and match it with the standard. Take the average of at least three 

readings. When matching pale colors, more accurate results may be 

obtained by placing a plate of ground glass between the cups and the 

source of light. In some determinations, accuracy is increased by color 

filters to limit the wave length of light transmitted to a narrow band at 

the point of maximum absorption of the compound to be determined 

. 3' C^reu°f the Colorimeter.-When through with the instrument 
rmse out the cups and dry them and place in a covered box to keep 

out dust and prevent breakage. Wash and dry the plungers alsoP 

etween estimations of the same type rinse the cup with a little of the 

unknown solution that is to be used next. When changing standLds 
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G. The Biocolorimeter — This may be made from a block of 

wood according to the specifications given (Fig. 9). It should be 

painted black. With a suitable set of standards, almost any colori¬ 

metric method can be adapted for use with this. It is less accurate 

than the plunger type colorimeter for clear solutions, but more accurate 

for determinations in which there is interfering turbidity or color. It 

is well adapted for determinations on serum or urine. 

1. Principle.—A graded series of clear standards is compared with 

the unknown in which the specific color has been developed with water 

Fig. 9—Construction of a Biocolorimeter. 

behind the unknown and the serum or urine containing the interfering 

turbidity or color behind the clear standard. It is necessary that a 0 

the test-tubes be of the same shape and diameter. 

H Photo Electric Colorimeters.—A number of photo electric 

colorimeters are now on the market. They are constantly being 

improved so they may become obsolete quickly. 1 hey do not meres. 

the accuracy of most determinations over that obtainable with a good 

colorimeter'in expert hands but they do considerably mcrease^he 

rapidity of estimation when many determinations arc run 

The photo electric colorimeter will probably payfor rtse^ 

saved in any laboratory doing more than ioo colonme n 
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tions a day. It should be remembered, however, that photo electric 

colorimeters introduce sources of error which are less apt to occur in 

ordinary colorimetry. Phe photo electric cells detect only light 

intensity so that differences in character of color or in turbidity are 

not noticeable as warnings of some error in technic or contamination 

of a standard. The photo electric cells are so sensitive that a grease 

mark such as a thumb print on the side of the container may introduce 

significant error. Mechanical failure of the apparatus is more apt to 

occur and more difficult to correct than in other types of colorimeters. 

The accuracy of all subsequent determinations will depend on the 

accuracy of calibration of the colorimeter for the method and unless 

frequent checks are used an error in calibration is more likely to remain 

undetected than in a regular colorimeter. Any colorimetric or tur- 

bidimetric method may be adapted for use with the photo electric color¬ 

imeter by determining three or four widely different concentrations 

on known solutions and plotting the results on semilogarithmic graph 

paper. Directions for use accompany each instrument. 



SECTION II. PREPARATION OF STANDARD SOLUTIONS1 

A. Prerequisites.—These are: a fine balance that will weigh 

accurately to o.i milligram; measuring apparatus certified by the 

Bureau of Standards, factory tested with certificate, or recalibrated 

as described above; a supply of distilled water and chemically pure 

reagents or approved directions for preparing them. 

B. Standard N/10 Sodium Hydroxide.—This is prepared from a stock solution 

of about 60 per cent2 sodium hydroxide (dissolve xoo grams of sticks of pure sodium 

hydroxide in 125 cc. of water) which has been allowed to stand until clear. Dilute 

4 cc. of the stock solution to 500 cc. (approximately 15 per cent stronger than N/10) 

with distilled water and place in a tightly corked non-sol or Pyrex flask, or a flask 

coated on the inside with paraffin. This is to prevent corrosion of the glass and 

alteration of the strength of the solution (dissolving of alkali from the glass). 

For checking this solution I prefer an M/10 solution of potassium acid phtha- 

late3 (2.0414 grams of pure crystals dissolved and diluted to 100 cc.) because the 

crystals (free of water of crystallization) can now be obtained chemically pure and 

read^ to weigh.4 Fill the burette with the sodium hydroxide. Measure accurately 

with a pipette 5 cc. of the phthalate solution into a clean 400 cc. Erlenmeyer flask 

containing 10 cc. of distilled water, two drops of a 1 per cent alcoholic phenol- 

phthalein solution and enough very dilute sodium hydroxide to give a faintly pink 

color. Titrate to the phenolphthalein end-point, observing all the precautions 

given under the technic of titration above. Add another 5 cc. of phthalate solution 

to the mixture and titrate again to see if the two check. From the titration figure, 

calculate the dilution of the sodium hydroxide necessary to produce an exact N/10 

solution, make the dilution of the entire amount, and test it by titration as above. 

Example of calculation: If 9.8 cc. of the sodium hydroxide solution are equiva¬ 

lent to xo cc. of the M/xo phthalate solution, then 9.8 cc. contain the amount of 

alkali that is desired for 10 cc., therefore, every 9.8 cc. should be diluted to 10 cc. 

The following proportion may be used for calculating the dilution of this solution. 

9.8:10:: total volume of stronger than N/10 NaOH: x; “x” is the volume to 

1 All reagents and standards mentioned in this text may be purchased ready prepared 

refers to the number of grams 

°f ‘.hA mole' commonfy'Ssld’me.hod14f checking standard alkali (NaOH) is by titration 

;^rrerssWary to°fobtS„ .the; pure substance ^ S’S’SSSS 

to a volumetric flask and dilute to exact volume. 
336 
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which the strong (N/io +) alkali must be diluted to give an exactly N/io solution. 

If exactly one liter of solution is desired use the following formula: g.8:io::x: 

1000, “x” is the volume of solution stronger than N/io to dilute to one liter to 

give an exactly N/io solution. 
C. Standard N/10 Sulphuric Acid— Measure 1.6 cc. of C.P. sulphuric acid into 

a 500 cc. volumetric flask, dilute to the mark with distilled water and mix. This 

will give a solution about 10 per cent stronger than N/io. Titrate 5 cc. portions 

as directed in B with the exact N/io sodium hydroxide1 (prepared as in B). From 

the titration figure calculate the dilution of the stronger than N/io acid necessary 

to produce an exactly N/io sulphuric acid. 

D. Standard N/70 Solutions.—Prepare these by exact dilution of the N/io 

solutions with distilled water. A rapid way is to use a 100 cc. and a 500 cc. volu¬ 

metric flask. Measure exactly 100 cc. of N/io solution in one flask and 500 cc. of 

distilled water in the other flask. Empty both into a large dry flask or bottle, 

using part of the water to rinse the solution out of the small flask. Take 100 cc. 

more of water with the small flask and empty. Mix well, rinse both flasks with 

some of the N/70 solution and pour it back into the large bottle. Prepare both 

acid and alkaline solutions and check them by titrating the acid with the alkali. 

They should check within 0.4 per cent. It is best to measure the acid with the same 

pipette that is used to measure the acid for an actual estimation. 

iA method commonly used for checking N/to sulphuric acid is by titration (with 
methyl orange or sodium alizarin sulphonate, not with phenolphthalein) with exactly N/io 
sodium carbonate prepared by weight from pure dried powder. The latter is obtained by 
strongly heating C.P. sodium bicarbonate until sodium carbonate is formed. The dry 
powder is cooled in a desiccator before weighing. The objections to the method are the 
extra manipulations necessary to obtain the pure dry powder and the possibility of not 
completely converting the bicarbonate to carbonate. 



SECTION III. CHEMISTRY AND MICROSCOPY OF THE URINE1 

A. Routine Qualitative Examination.—The following tests are 

usually included in a routine urinalysis: the color, appearance, odor, 

specific gravity, reaction, sulphosalicylic acid test for protein, reduction, 

acetone, and microscopic examination of the sediment. The reaction 

and specific gravity could well be omitted on single specimens and be 

done only if specifically ordered since they give little information of 

value unless done on accurately collected and properly preserved 

24 hour specimens. The first time a reduction test is positive on the 

urine of a particular patient the reducing substance should be identified. 

If acetone is present a test for acetoacetic acid should be done. If the 

sulphosalicylic acid test gives a precipitate which disappears on boiling, 

the substance responsible should be identified. If the color is deep 

brown or yellow the test for bile should be done. If the color is smoky 

red or dark, the test for hemoglobin should be done. If it is purplish 

red the test for porphyrins should be done. A dark brown or black 

color indicates the test for alkaptonuria or melanin. 

In large laboratories much money may be saved by using smaller quantities for 

tests than are recommended in most texts. Color or turbidity may be seen as 

easily in 1 or 2 cc. as in 10 or 20 cc. 
Proper planning of the urinalysis will save much time if many specimens are to 

be examined. First start the heat under the water bath so it will be boiling when 

it is needed. Arrange the specimens in sequence and number report forms to 

correspond. Keep these forms in sequence. Test tube racks for the albumin and 

acetone tests should be permanently numbered as should the racks for the boiling 

water bath and the positions for the centrifuge tubes. Fill the centrifuge tubes and 

start the centrifuge. While these urines are centrifugating place the proper amount 

of Benedict’s solution in the test tubes and arrange them in the rack and put about 

1 gram of sodium nitroprusside and ammonium sulphate mixture in each tube for 

the acetone test by dipping the end in the powdered material. Remove the tubes 

from the centrifuge into numbered racks. With a medicine dropper transfer 

o 3 cc. of urine to the Benedict’s tubes and about 1 cc. each to the corresponding 

albumin and acetone tubes. Rinse the dropper in running water and repeat for 

each successive specimen. Tlace the Benedict’s tubes in the water bath which 

should be boiling and set the interval timer for five minutes. Decant the super¬ 
natant fluid from the centrifuge tubes and do the microscopic examination, recording 

the results as they are done. Remove the Benedict’s tubes from the water bath 

when the bell rings and allow to stand until the sediments are completed and 

1 Kilduffe, R. A.: Clinical Urinalysis and Its Interpretation. I’p. 428- F. A. Davis Co , 

Philadelphia, 1937- 
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acetone and sulphosalicylic acid tests are ready to read. Using a xo cc. pipette with 

a rubber bulb add ammonia to each of the acetone tubes. An especially built 

rack holding the tubes inclined at an angle of about 30° in front of the corresponding 

albumin tube is convenient. Then with the sulphosalicylic acid in a dropping 

bottle add the proper amount to each albumin tube. Mix and heat the tubes to 

boiling that show a cloud. Read the results of the albumin, reduction and acetone 

tests and record them on the slips all at once. Do acetoacetic acid tests on the 

urines with positive acetone and test for Bence-Jones protein on the urines in which 

a cloud in the sulphosalicylic test clears on boiling. Start the tests for identification 

of the reducing substance on the urines from patients who have not previously had 

positive reduction tests. The specific gravity may be noted most efficiently if 

glass tubing of proper diameter to contain the urinometer is cut off and fitted with 

a one hole rubber stopper. Support it in a clamp over the sink and attach by 

means of a short length of glass tubing a rubber tube going down the sink drain. 

Pour in the urines while pinching the tube or using a pinchcock and note the color, 

odor, appearance, specific gravity and reaction. Allow to drain and pour in the 

next, recording the results as each is done. Complete the tests indicated and 

record the results. Using this system, an experienced technician can do 100 

urinalyses in two and a half hours. 

1. Collection and Labelling of Specimens.—Under ordinary conditions the 

composition of the urine varies greatly at different hours of the same day. For 

this reason the collection of the urine is extremely important and no quantitative 

test is of much value unless a sample of the mixed 24-hour specimen is used and 

the total 24-hour volume is accurately known. The patient or the one responsible 

for the collection of the urine should be given specific instructions, preferably 

written, about the time and manner of starting the collection, care after collection, 

and mixing and measuring of the total volume. 

The patient should void at a specified time, say 8 A.M. and discard this urine; 

then save all the urine voided from then until 8 A.M. of the next day at which time 

the bladder should be completely emptied whether there is a desire to void or not. 

The urine should be saved in a clean bottle or fruit-jar to which has previously 

been added 1 cc. of toluol. It is best to keep a supply of large bottles in the labora¬ 

tory for this purpose. The bottle should be shaken after each new addition of 

urine. At the end of the 24-hour period the total sample should be well mixed, 

measured carefully and an S ounce portion saved for examination. If only qualita¬ 

tive tests are desired, excepting in the case of a diabetic under treatment, a single 

specimen voided at any time of day will serve the purpose. A bottle of 8 ounce 

capacity with a wide mouth and a tight fitting cap having a place for the date 
and patient’s name is recommended. 

1183 (Aug.) 1937. WW°?\!LE': A S‘mple Set of Laboratory Forms. 22: 1176- J. Lab. & Clin. Med. 
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Examination for the presence and approximate amount of pus or red cells must 

be made on a catheterized specimen. If a culture or stain for bacteria is desired, 

the urine must be obtained by catheter and collected in a covered sterile bottle. 

2. Color. Record this as pale, straw, yellow, amber according to 

the intensity, if the color is normal. It varies considerably even in 

health, largely because of variations in the amount of urine voided and 

variations in the diet. The usual color is due chiefly to variations in 

the concentration of urochrome. Traces of uroerythrin and urobilin¬ 

ogen are frequently present. Abnormal colors may be orange, green, 

brown, red, blue, purple, or black and indicate further examination 

to determine the cause. 

A green, or brownish color, especially if the foam is yellow, is an 

indication to test for bile pigments and bile salts; and a reddish or 

smoky appearance is an indication for a chemical test for hemoglobin 

if the microscopic examination for red cells is negative even if these 

tests were not ordered. Methemoglobinuria gives rise to a brown 

color associated with brown stained casts and usually positive albumin 

and occult blood tests. Such findings indicate a spectroscopic examina¬ 

tion, a study of the blood for methemoglobin and an interview with 

the patient to determine what drugs have been taken. Porphyrinuria 

gives a purplish red color to the urine. Such a color, therefore, is an 

indication for a porphyrin test and for inquiry as to the ingestion 

of sulphonal, trional, or tetronal. It may occur as a congenital anom¬ 

aly. Occult blood tests will be negative. A brown or black color 

may be due to homogentisic acid (alkaptonuria), melanin1 (melanosis), 

or phenol poisoning and is always an indication for saving the urine 

for special study. Dinitrophenol gives rise to an orange color. A green 

or blue color results from administration of methyl thionin chloride 

(methylene blue); a red color, from mercurochrome instillation; 

and argyrol instillation may explain a brown color. 
3. Appearance—Record this as clear, slightly turbid, turbid, or 

cloudy. Freshly voided normal urine is usually clear. Upon standing, 

mucus and epithelial cells, especially in urine from women, settle and 

form a faint cloudiness in the bottom of the container. Amorphous 

urates precipitate in acid urine and form a “brick-dust ” or flesh-colored 

sediment which disappears on dilution or warming. Amorphous phos¬ 

phates precipitate in alkaline urine and form a whitish sediment which 

crossly may be mistaken for pus but which disappears on acidification 

With acetic acid. None of these types of cloudiness are abnormal 

although they frequently alarm patients who happen to observe them. 
, If J addition ot bromine water, a yellow precipitate forms which turns brown or black, 

melanuria is probable and the melanin test is indicated. 
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Red blood cells give the urine a smoky appearance as well as a 

reddish or brown color. Pus cells in sufficient quantity produce a 

whitish cloudiness but settle out leaving the urine clear. Bacteria in 

large numbers produce a uniform cloudiness which does not settle out 

and cannot be filtered out with filter paper, dhe record of the micro¬ 

scopic examination should clearly indicate the cause of any turbidity. 

4. Odor—This should be recorded in accurately descriptive terms 

(e.g., aromatic, ammoniacal, putrid, fruity, etc.). Normal urine has 

a characteristic aromatic odor probably due to aromatic acids. The 

odor is more marked in concentrated urine. Various articles of diet 

(asparagus), certain drugs (turpentine), and some of the pathological 

constituents (acetone) of urine impart a characteristic odor. Decom¬ 

posed urine has an ammoniacal odor. 

5. Specific Gravity and Total Solids.—The specific gravity may 

be most conveniently estimated by means of the urinometer, in the 

tube described on page 339, in a cylinder or in the specimen bottle if 

of the wide-mouthed type. Other methods are with the Westphal 

balance and with an instrument similar to the hydrometer used for 

testing storage batteries in which the urine is aspirated into a tube 

containing the urinometer. With any of these methods the require¬ 

ments are: enough urine to float the urinometer; the float must not 

touch the sidewall of the container; there must be no bubbles on top 

of the urine; the container and urinometer must be rinsed between 

each reading with some of the urine to be used next; and the tempera¬ 

ture of the urine must be between 20 and 250 C. The specific gravity, 

to be of most significance, should be taken on a well-mixed 24-hour 

specimen, but preliminary information may be obtained from single 
specimens. 

The grams of total solids excreted in 24 hours may be roughly 

estimated as follows: Multiply the last two figures of the specific gravity 

(considered as a whole number) of the mixed 24-hour specimen by 2.6 

and then multiply by the total volume in cc. divided by 1000. 

. 6> Reactl°n—'This must be taken as soon as possible after the urine 

is passed and is best determined with Squibb’s nitrazine paper compar- 

mg w.th the color chart furnished. This gives an approximate idea 

o the pH. If both red and blue litmus paper are used, there are 

our types of react.on: acid, alkaline, neutral, and amphoteric. If 

aad, both papers are red; if alkaline, both are blue; if neutral, neither 

anges color; and if amphoteric, both papers change color slightly 

ro be of most significance, the reaction should be taken on the mixed 

24-hour specimen. If the urine is acid to litmus paper and gS 
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a red color with 0.05 per cent methyl red in 50 per cent alcohol, it 

indicates that the urine is sufficiently acid (pH 5.4 or less) for the action 

of mandelic acid or methenamine (urotropin) in the treatment of 

urinary infections. If the urine is alkaline to litmus paper and gives 

a deep red or purple color with 0.1 per cent aqueous solution of phenol 

red, it indicates that the urine is alkaline enough (pH 7.4 or more) 

for the treatment of urinary infections with sulfanilamide. If accurate 

information on the reaction is desired, the pH should be determined 

with a Beckman model G pH meter or some instrument of similar 

type. The directions for use of this instrument accompany the 

apparatus. 

7. Protein.—The results of this important test should be recorded 

on a scale of + to + + + +, grading from the least detectable 

positive test to the strongest that occurs in which the precipitate 

solidifies in the tube so that it will no longer pour. 

The proteins which may occur in the urine are serum-albumin, 

serum-globulin, proteose, Bence-Jones protein, and mucin. Occasion¬ 

ally others may be found but they are of no importance, clinically. 

Serum-globulin and serum-albumin usually occur together and need not 

be differentiated from each other. They are usually both understood 

to be present when the terms heat coagulable protein or “albumin” 

are used. Urine to be tested for protein must be perfectly clear, there¬ 

fore, cloudy urine must be filtered or centrifugated. 

(a) The Sulphosalicylic Acid TestA—This is the most satisfactory 

routine test for protein. It is a very delicate test for all urinary proteins 

of clinical significance and will differentiate albumin and globulin from 

proteose and Bence-Jones protein. A rough quantitative estimate 

should be made from the density of the cloudiness. The technic is as 

follows: to about 1 cc. of clear urine add 4 drops of a 20 per cent sulpho- 

salicylic acid solution. If no cloudiness appears protein is absent. If 

a cloudiness appears, heat the mixture to boiling and then cool under 

the tap. If the cloudiness persists on boiling and remains on cooling, 

albumin or globulin, or both, are present. If the cloudiness disappears 

on boiling and reappears on cooling, either mucinous protein, proteose, 

Bence-Jones protein, resin acids, urates, or bile salts are present and 

further tests are indicated. If both Bence-Jones protein and albumin 

or globulin are present, the cloudiness does not completely clear on 

boiling, but usually becomes less dense. Do not confuse a clumping 

together of the precipitate and adherence to the walls of the tube wit 

a true clearing by solution. 
1 Osgood, E. E., Haskins, H. D., and Wilhelm, 

Especially Bence-Jones’. J. Lab. & Clin. Med., 16 

Mable M Tests for Protein in Urine, 
: 575-582 (March) 1931. 
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(b) Further tests to be done if a cloud in the sulphosalicylic acid 

test clears on boiling—(i) Salt and acetic acid heat coagulation test — 

To 5 cc. of clear urine in a test-tube add i cc. of 50 per cent acetic acid 

and if no precipitate appears, add 3 cc. of saturated sodium chloride 

solution and mix. Heat the mixture to boiling. A cloudiness appear¬ 

ing in the cold on the addition of acetic acid is usually due to bile 

salts, resins, or mucinous protein. A cloudiness appearing in the 

cold on the addition of the saturated sodium chloride solution sug¬ 

gests the presence of Bence-Jones protein but may be due to a large 

amount of globulin. If a cloudiness appears on boiling and remains on 

cooling, albumin or globulin, or both, are present. If a cloudiness 

appears in the cold which clears on boiling and reappears on cooling, 

Bence-Jones protein is probably present and further tests for this 

substance are indicated. If both Bence-Jones protein and albumin 

or globulin are present a cloudiness will appear in the cold which 

becomes heavier at about 6o° C. but does not completely clear on boil¬ 

ing. The great advantage of this technic over the technic commonly 

used is that the precipitation in the cold immediately attracts attention 

to the possibility that Bence-Jones protein is present, thus leading 

one to test further for this rare but important substance. 

(2) Hydrochloric acid ring test.—Carefully overlay the urine on 1 or 2 cc. of 

C.P. hydrochloric acid. A ring occurs if Bence-Jones protein, resin acids or bile 
salts are present. 

(3) Bence-Jones protein.1—If the preceding tests are positive this test is 

necessary to prove conclusively the presence of Bence-Jones protein. It 

is generall> stated that Bence-Jones protein precipitates on warming the 

urine to 60 C. and redissolves on boiling to reappear again on cooling. 

This statement is true only if the reaction of the urine and its salt content are just 

right. If such a result is obtained, it is good evidence that Bence-Jones protein 

is present, but experience has shown that if the urine is not exactly right as regards 

reaction for its salt concentration, the protein may fail to precipitate at any tem¬ 

perature or may precipitate and fail to clear on boiling. Hence, one should proceed 

as follows: Warm about 5 cc. of urine in a test-tube by holding it in a beaker of 

water the temperature of which is gradually raised. The temperature of the urine 

siould be watched by the aid of a thermometer dipped in the urine itself. Stir 

frequently. Note the temperature at which the first definite cloud appears and the 

temperature of maximum cloudiness. Then remove the tube from the bath dry 

s exterior, and boil for one or two minutes over the direct flame. If the precipitate 

clears up completely cool and note the temperature at which it reappears If it 

es not clear up, add 50 per cent acetic acid a drop at a time, continuing the boiling 

itVill1 CC; han bT added‘ H the PreciPitate has not redissolved with this amount 

this case the bSSl 6 ^ C°nSiStS part at least of globulin or albumin In 
case the boiling mixture should be filtered through a hot funnel. A precipitate 

1 See reference on p. 342. 
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appearing in the filtrate on cooling and redissolvjng on boiling proves the presence 

of Bence-Jones protein. If on the first warming no precipitate appears at any 

temperature, the urine is probably too acid or too dilute and this should be corrected 

by adding small portions of io per cent sodium hydroxide or saturated sodium 

chloride solution, repeating the gradual warming after each addition. A cloudiness 

appearing at a temperature of 48° to 65° C., disappearing on boiling, and reappearing 

on cooling at 65° to 85° C. can be safely interpreted as due to Bence-Jones protein. 

I he biuret test given below will demonstrate that the precipitate is protein. 

(4) Biuret test.—This is a conclusive test for protein. To 5 cc. of urine in a 

centrifuge tube add 1 drop of hydrochloric acid and 5 cc. of 2 per cent phospho- 

tungstic acid solution and mix. Centrifugate, pour out the clear liquid. If 

necessary, filter instead of using the centrifuge. Mix the precipitate with 5 cc. of 

alcohol, and centrifugate again. Pour out the alcohol. To the precipitate add 1 cc. 

of 10 per cent sodium hydroxide and shake a little. Add 0.5 per cent copper sul¬ 

phate solution a drop at a time, watching for the characteristic violet color which 

one should learn by trying the test on known protein solutions. If very little pro¬ 

tein is present the color may be seen only in the middle zone. A pure blue color is 

negative. 

(c) Other Tests in Common Use.—The nitric acid ring test is more expensive and 

less reliable than Robert’s test. Ring tests are not recommended, however, since 

they do not give any differentiation between albumin, proteose, Bence-Jones pro¬ 

tein, resin acids, urates or bile salts, and the density of the ring depends more on the 

amount of mixing than on the quantity of protein present. They are not as simple 

as the sulphosalicylic acid test. Robert’s reagent is made by adding 100 cc. of C.P. 

nitric acid to 500 cc. of saturated magnesium sulphate solution. 

The heat and acetic test as ordinarily performed has several disadvantages. 

Occasionally false positive and false negative results are secured. Most cases of 

Bence-Jones proteinuria will be missed. It requires much more time than the 

sulphosalicylic acid test. 

8. Acetone Test (Rothera).—All urines should be tested routinely 

for acetone. Dip a one-half inch test tube into a mixture of 1 gram of 

sodium nitroprusside and 100 grams of ammonium sulphate thoroughly 

ground together in a mortar so as to collect about a one-half inch layer 

of crystals. Add about 1 cc. of urine and shake until saturated. Not 

all the crystals should dissolve. Add 1 or 2 cc. of C.P. ammonium 

hydroxide and mix. On standing for ten minutes or less a reddish 

purple color develops, varying from a slight pink to a deep perman¬ 

ganate color depending on the amount of acetone present. If aceto- 

acetic acid is also present, it intensifies the test. A deep permanganate 

color developing at once is a 4 plus reaction. A faint pink appearing 

only after minutes is a 1 plus reaction. 
If the test is negative, it will not be necessary to test for aceto-acetic 

acid since the latter is never present when acetone is absent. 
9. Aceto-acetic (Diacetic) Acid.-This test should be done 

whenever the acetone test is positive. 
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(a) Lange's Test.—Acidify i cc. of urine with i drop of 50 per cent 

acetic acid and add 5 drops of 5 per cent sodium nitroprusside solution. 

Allow 1 or 2 cc. of C.P. ammonium hydroxide to flow down the wall of 

the tube to form a top layer. Within 1 minute a reddish violet ring will 

form if aceto-acetic acid is present. Disregard the color appearing 

on longer standing as it is probably due to acetone. A brownish red 

ring may result from excess of acetone alone but as much as 1.5 cc. of 

pure acetone per liter of normal urine gives a negative test. 

(b) Gerhardt's Test.—This is an older but less delicate test. To 

3 to 5 cc. of urine add 10 per cent ferric chloride solution by drops 

until no more precipitate forms. A brownish red color appearing on 

addition of more ferric chloride to the filtrate is positive. Many drugs, 

including salicylates, phenol, antipyrin and alkalies, that are excreted 

into the urine give a color reaction also. Boiling the urine to half 

volume before addition of the ferric chloride will result in a negative 

test if the color was due to aceto-acetic acid. A positive reaction to 

this test indicates severe ketosis. 

10. Reduction.—All urines should be tested routinely for the 

presence of reducing substances. The first time a urine from a particu¬ 

lar patient shows reduction further tests are indicated to determine if 

the substance is a sugar and, if so, which sugar it is. To be clinically 

significant, the urine must contain enough reducing substance to 

reduce Benedict’s reagent in the heating time specified. 

(a) Benedict's Qualitative Test—If more than one plus protein 

is present, remove it by the sulphosalicylic acid test and filtration 

or centrifugation. Use enough of the filtrate to be equivalent to 
0.3 cc. of urine. 

Technic: to 5 cc. of Benedict’s qualitative reagent add 0.3 cc 

(8 drops) of urine and mix. Heat in a boiling water bath for exactly 

5 minutes. (If only one urine is to be tested it may be boiled over a 

flame for 2 minutes but gently shake the mixture constantly to prevent 

umping.) A red. orange, or yellow finely granular precipitate which 

rapidly settles indicates reduction. If only a small amount of reduction 

is present, a low the tube to stand or centrifugate it before judging the 

result. Reduction is accompanied by a change of color of the mixture 

to a green or yellow. After settling, the intensity of blue color of the 

a" !nVerSe relationshiP to the amount of reduc- 
, ' 1 complete reduction it becomes almost colorless 'll,., 

character of the precipitate is the most important criterion A floccu 

than™4'1' * d°eS "0t SeUle rapk"y is due t0 oth“ substances 
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A + reaction corresponds to less than 0.5 per cent dextrose 

A- “h “h reaction corresponds to 0.5 to 1.0 per cent dextrose. 

AH—h + reaction corresponds to 1.0 to 2.0 per cent dextrose. 

A + + + + reaction corresponds to over 2.0 per cent dextrose. 

The appearance of these should be learned on dextrose solutions of 
known concentration. 

Benedict’s qualitative reagent: Dissolve 100 gm. of sodium carbonate (mono- 

hydrated) and 173 gm. of sodium citrate in 600 cc. of distilled water with the aid 

of heat. Filter while hot and dilute to 850 cc. To this add, while stirring or shak¬ 

ing, 150 cc. of a solution containing 17.3 gm. C.P. copper sulphate crystals (i.e., an 

n.5 per cent solution). 

(b) Fehling's Test.—This test is unsatisfactory. It will not detect less than 

0.1 per cent of dextrose. The reagent is reduced by chloroform, moderate amounts 

of mucin, uric acid, creatinin, and many other substances often present in urine. 

11. Identification of Reducing Substances.1—This should be 

done on the first urine, obtained from a particular patient, which 

reduces Benedict’s solution. On subsequent urines and urines which 

do not give reduction tests, these tests need not be done. 

(a) Osazone Test— This is the most reliable test for determining the kind of 

sugar present, although it is rather long and does not give a reaction in urine with 

all kinds of sugar. The technic is as follows: To 3 cc. of urine in a test-tube add 

0.1 gram of pure phenylhydrazine hydrochloride and 0.2 gram of sodium acetate 

and mix. Heat in a boiling water bath. At 10 or 15 minute intervals remove a 

drop of the mixed solution and examine it under the microscope for the characteris¬ 

tic crystals. Continue the heating for one hour if crystals do not appear sooner. 

The sugars found in urine which produce osazone crystals are dextrose, levulose, 

lactose maltose, and pentose. Dextrose and levulose produce identical crystals 

(dextrosazone) and, therefore, other tests must be used to differentiate them. 

Lactose or pentose in urine seldom yield osazone crystals (see I*ig. 10). 

(b) Fermentation Test.—This gives reliable results if carried out in the following 

way on urine to which no preservative has been added: boil 12 to 15 cc. of the urine 

to kill bacteria, cool, and mix with it a little yeast (one-twentieth of a fresh Heisch- 

man’s moist veast cake) so as to get a good suspension. Four it into a fermentation 

tube and remove air from the closed limb. Let it stand for one day at room temper¬ 

ature or at 370 C. for an hour or so. Gas in the closed limb of the tube indicates 

the presence of dextrose or levulose. If no gas is formed, lactose, pentose, or 

glycuro nates may have been responsible lor the reduction Iwo centre s run 

simultaneously with the unknown are necessary to make the results cone u , 

one with boiled normal urine to which lactose has been added winch should be 

negative and one with boiled normal urine to winch dextrose has b«n added 

which should be positive. The chief objection is that the unne must contatn no 

preservative. 

» White, F. D., and UrhieC* Trans;1 Roy• So™Canada Section ^45“ Pentose, and Glycuronates in U rine. 1 rans. 
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(c) Lactose Tests.—This need be tested for only in the urine of pregnant or 

lactating women or in the urine of infants. The urine should be diluted until it 

contains less than i.o per cent as indicated by a + or + + reduction of Benedict’s 

reagent, before any of these tests are done. 

(i) A modification of Rubner’s test is recommended. Mix 3 cc. of urine, 2 cc. 

of C.P. ammonium hydroxide, and 3 drops of 10 per cent sodium hydroxide. Heat 

in a beaker of boiling water and observe after 2, 3, 4, and 5 minutes heating. A 

reddish brown color is positive. Heating too long diminishes the color and makes 

it more brownish. Other sugars give a yellow color. Lactose below 0.2 per cent 

Fig. 10. Osazone crystals (yellow): a—phenyldextrosazone, b—phenyllactosazonc. 

gives too slight a color for detection. Do not remove protein since sulphosalicylic 

acid interferes with the test. 

(2) Cole’s test. The urine should contain less than 1 per cent of sugar. Char¬ 

coal removes from the urine by adsorption all reducing substances except dextrose 

ulose, pentose, and formaldehyde (from urotropin in acid urine) Lactose in 

concentrations of less than r per cent is also removed. Thereto^ U is a vlluaWe 

lactose" 0CCaS‘° USe l° determine *hat reduCti0n is due t0 Slycuronic acid or 

of urine" Ml*?' “• "T ad$°rbent charcoal (Merck’s blood charcoal) with 12 cc 

through"; small' fZ pa^Add^ d^s """V0 filter 

and boi, , minute (to decompose urotropin i, 
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test (reduction indicates dextrose, levulose, or pentose). If positive, do the osazone, 

levulose and pentose tests on the rest of the filtrate. 

(d) Levulose Test (Seliwanoff).—To 2 cc. of Seliwanoff’s reagent add 0.3 cc. of 

urine and heat in a boiling water bath for five minutes. A deep reddish color 

which tends to remain distinct even after considerable dilution and is soluble in 

amyl alcohol denotes the presence of levulose. A dextrose solution of 2 per cent 

or over will give a reddish color, which, however, fades rapidly on dilution. There¬ 

fore, the urine should be diluted before doing the test if the Benedict’s qualitative 

test indicates the presence of over 1.5 per cent of sugar. 

Seliwanoff’s reagent: Dissolve 50 mg. of resorcin in 70 cc. of water and add 30 

cc. of C.P. hydrochloric acid. 

(e) Pentose Tests.—L-xylo-ketose,1 the pentose usually excreted, will reduce 

Benedict’s qualitative solution in the cold, if allowed to stand for 3 hours. Levulose 

is the only other reducing substance, which may be present in the urine, which will 

give this test. 

Anilin acetate test for pentose (White and Green): To 2 cc. of urine add 2 cc. of 

glacial acetic acid and 5 drops of pure redistilled anilin. Heat just to boiling, allow 

to stand for 2 minutes, cool, and extract with chloroform. A red color indicates 

pentose in a concentration greater than 0.1 per cent. Dextrose gives a green color 

which decreases the sensitivity of the test, so that if dextrose is present (dextrosa- 

zone crystals obtained in the phenylhydrazine test) it should be removed by fermen¬ 

tation with yeast before the pentose test is performed. 

Bial’s test: To 2 cc. of Bial’s reagent add 0.5 cc. (10 drops) of urine and heat 

until greenish. Add about 1 cc. of amyl alcohol and shake a little (dilution with 

water will cause the alcohol to separate); the top layer of alcohol will have a pure 

green color if pentose is present; an olive green is not a positive test. Glycuronates 

sometimes give positive pentose tests but they can be eliminated by treating the 

urine with charcoal (Cole’s test). 

Bial’s reagent: Dissolve 3.0 gm. of pure orcinol in 100 cc. of 95 per cent alcohol 

and add 2.0 cc. of 10 per cent ferric chloride. This solution keeps. As used, add 

1 part of this to 9 parts of C.P. hydrochloric acid. 

(f) Glycuronates.—These may cause the urine to give positive reduction and 

pentose tests, but after the urine is treated with charcoal, all these tests are negative, 

Table 17.—Differentiation of Reducing Substances 
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Glycuronates may be detected with the polariscope (levo-rotation), if protein, 

levulose and beta-hydroxybutyric acid are absent. 

(g) Homogentisic .'rid (rare).—This is easily detected, because the urine turns 

brown and finally black on exposure to air. It reduces Benedict’s reagent. 

12. Examination of Sediment.—This should be done as a routine 

on every urine. It is best done on the sediment of the entire night 

sample, collected between the hours of 9:00 P.M. and 7:00 A.M. It 

should be done as soon as possible after the specimens are collected 

as many important sediments may dissolve on standing and crystalline 

sediments of little significance may appear. 

If only sediments are to be looked for the urine specimen should be 

collected in a bottle which has been rinsed out with 10 per cent formalin 

as this preserves sediments better than other antiseptics. 

(a) Gross Inspection.—A more accurate quantitative idea of the 

amount and kind of sediment present is obtained if the volume of 

sediment in the centrifuge tube and its appearance are compared with 

the results of the microscopic examination. All sediments appear 

white except uric acid and red cells which are red, amorphous urates 

which are flesh colored, and indigo which is blue. 

(b) Microscopic Examination.—Transfer 10 cc. of mixed urine 

to a conical centrifuge tube1 and centrifugate. Use the clear super¬ 

natant urine obtained for the qualitative tests and decant the remainder. 

Note the volume of sediment and mix with the last few drops of urine 
by tapping the tube with the finger. 

Place a drop on a slide and examine with the low power or preferably 

an 8 mm. lens under reduced light. A roughly quantitative estima¬ 

tion of the amount of each kind of sediment present may be made from 

the number of cells or crystals in a field and the amount of sediment 
in the centrifuge tube. 

(1) Casts. Figure n. These are the most important of the uri¬ 

nary sediments. They are albuminous plugs that have formed in the 

uriniferous tubules and, therefore, are of various sizes and shapes but 

a ways have parallel sides and one rounded end. Report the actual 

number of casts if less than 10 are found in the whole drop of cen- 

tnfugated urine. Report less than one cast per field as , + , one to 

1° per held as 2+, 10 to zo per field as 3+, and a packed field as 4+. 

. ... s ce,|s leukocytes). Figure n.- These are of little clinical 
gmficance particularly in female patients, unless found in" 

termed specimens. They have a somewhat granular appearance' 
and show as nuclei after acetic acid is added. Report pu^ceUs in 

Always balance such a tube on the scales against another tube. 
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the centrifugated specimen as occasional if there are less than one 
per 8 mm. field, i to 20 per field as i + , 20 to 50 as 2 + , over 50 as 3 + , 
and a packed field with grossly purulent urine as 4+. 

lhe three glass test is often of value in determining the approximate 
source of pus and blood in the urine of male patients. The patient 
should be instructed to empty the bladder, collecting the urine in three 
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successive containers. The flow of urine must not be ^°PPcd bet"c“ 
classes. The relative amounts of shreds, pus, and blood should be 

noted by gross and microscopic examination and the resu ts rcc°*e 
for each glass The following things may produce confusing re • 

voided (clear with acetic); blood dots, large amounts of pus, etc., m y 
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settle in the bladder, and appear only in the third glass, leaving a clear 

urine for the first and second glass. 
(3) Red blood cells. Figure n. These are of little clinical sig¬ 

nificance in female patients, unless found in catheterized specimens. 

They appear as very small, round objects having a greenish tinge with 

the low power and a yellowish tinge with the high power. They 

disappear on the addition of acetic acid. On increasing the light 

intensity, pus cells disappear from view while red cells still are visible. 

If there is any doubt about the identification of red cells, a smear of 

the sediment should be dried, stained with Wright’s stain and examined 

with the oil immersion lens. Chemical blood tests on the sediment 

are not satisfactory for this purpose. The result of the three glass 

test has the same significance and limitations as in pyuria. 

For cells in the centrifugated drop report less than 10 cells per 

8 mm. field as occasional, 10 to 30 cells as i + , over 30 cells per field 

as 2+ if no visible blood is seen in the centrifuge tube, a packed field 

with a visible layer of red cells in the sediment in the centrifuge tube 

as 3 + , and with a grossly bloody urine as 4 + . Remember that a 

very small amount of blood will produce a large number of red cells 

in the sediment, and a few drops of blood will color a liter of urine, 

so that the tendency is always to over-estimate the amount of blood 

lost in this manner. As small an amount of blood as 0.2 cc. in a liter 

of urine will show a packed field if 10 cc. of the mixed urine is cen¬ 

trifugated and the sediment is examined. 

(4) Epithelial cells. Figure 11. These are identified by the size, 

shape, and the presence of a round nucleus. They are larger than pus 

cells. These are of several types, depending upon their source in the 

urinary system (contamination from the vagina must be excluded). 

(5) Other organized elements. Cylindroids (Fig. n) may be con¬ 

fused with hyaline casts by a beginner, but they are stringy not hyaline 

in structure and the sides are not parallel but taper to a slender tail 

which is usually twisted or bifurcated. The only importance of recog¬ 
nizing them is to avoid reporting them as casts. 

. Spermatozoa (Fig. n) are readily recognized from their character¬ 
istic structure, using the 4 mm. objective and a dim light. 

Bacteria and other micro-organisms may be detected with the 4 mm 

objective but are best identified by staining a fixed smear of the sedi¬ 

ment with the proper stain. They are of importance only if present 

m urine obtained with a catheter with aseptic precautions or it found 

m very large numbers immediately after the urine is voided. 
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The ova of Schistosoma haematobium are often found in the urine 

of patients in Northern Africa or less commonly in the Southern United 

States. Hematuria is usually associated. 

Cholesterol A-Leucm- (Yellow) 
B-Tyrosm 

Cystin A- Ma^ne&ium TKosphatt 
B- \ndigo (Blue) 

Calcium Oxalate Uric 
(Yellow) 

URINARY SEDIMENTS 
Fig. 12. 

(6) Contaminations which get into the urine after or while being 

passed include yeast cells, moulds, cotton and wool fibers, oil globu «, 

starch, hair, cork and other vegetable cells and also epithelial cells, 

bacteria, pus, or blood from the vagina. 
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(7) Chemical sediments (Figure 12).—Acid urine. Those likely to 

be found in acid urine are yellow, brown or red crystals of uric acid, 

yellow or green sodium urates, and colorless calcium oxalate, acid cal¬ 

cium phosphate, calcium sulphate, or cystin. dhe last three sediments 

are rarely seen. Amorphous urates appear as dustlike particles under 

the microscope but are salmon pink or flesh colored as seen in the 

specimen bottle or centrifuge tube. 
Alkaline urine. Those likely to be found in alkaline urine are 

crystals of ammonium magnesium phosphate (triple phosphate), 

acid calcium phosphate, brown or yellow ammonium urate, normal 

magnesium phosphate, calcium carbonate, or of indigo. The last 

three sediments are rare. The common amorphous phosphates 

appear as a white sediment in the centrifuge tube and structureless 

dustlike particles under the microscope. 

The following rare sediments may occur in urine of any reaction: 

cholesterol crystals, yellow leucin associated with tyrosin, and fat 

globules which may be identified by their orange staining with Sudan 

III. Contamination with petrolatum or other oils must be excluded 

before concluding that fat droplets were present in the urine as voided. 

In lipoid nephrosis doubly refracting lipoid droplets may be found in 

the urine (identified by the polarizing microscope). 

The ability to identify urine sediments correctly is very important. 

It can be acquired only by much controlled practice on known sedi¬ 

ments. Looking at plates will refresh one’s memory on sediments 

previously seen, but this is not a satisfactory way of learning the micros¬ 

copy of urine. If difficulty is encountered in identifying crystalline 

sediments they should be tested chemically, as directed for urinary 
calculi. 

(c) Quantitative Sediment Count (Addis1).—After the usual break¬ 

fast in the morning the patient must take no fluids or juicy fruits 

until the collection is complete. The patient should not void after 

4 P.M. until 6 or 8 P.M. The patient should then void, discarding this 

specimen and noting the time. All urine voided after this until 

exactly 12 hours have elapsed should be collected in a specimen bottle 

which has been rinsed out with a little formalin. In women the urine 
should be obtained by catheter. 

Technic. Measure the volume of the 12 hour specimen accurately 

Warm 0 dissolve urates or add acetic acid in just sufficient quantity 

to dissolve amorphous phosphates if such sediments are present. Mix 

OulyMf.'Js: A Clinical Classificati°" »f Brisht’s Disease. J. A. M. A. 8S: 163-,67 
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thoroughly. I ransfcr exactly io cc. to the Addis graduated centrifuge 

tube with narrow tip, obtainable from Arthur H. Thomas and Company. 

Centrifugate for 5 minutes at 1800 revolutions per minute. Decant 

most of the supernatant fluid and remove the rest with a pipette or 

medicine dropper, leaving a volume slightly greater than the volume 

of sediment and not less than 0.5 cc. Note this volume, mix the sedi¬ 

ment thoroughly, and using a fine pipette make a mount on each of the 

two sides of a hemocytometer. After allowing time for settling, count 

all the casts, leukocytes and red cells seen in the entire ruled area. If 

only a few are seen, make several mounts, and if many are present make 

a dilution such that countable numbers are obtained. Determine 

the average number over the ruled area which is equal to 0.9 c. mm. 

Divide this by 9 and multiply by 10,000 to get the number in 1 cc. 

of the mixed sediment. Multiply this by the volume in which the 

sediment was suspended to get the number in 10 cc. of urine since all 

of the sediment from 10 cc. of urine is concentrated in this volume. 

Multiply this figure by 0.1 of the measured 12 hour volume to get the 

number of casts or cells excreted in a 12 hour period. 

Hines1 has devised a nomograph which simplifies the calculation 

which is obtainable from J. W. Stacey, Inc., San Francisco. Report 

the number of casts, red cells and leukocytes excreted in the 12 hour 

period. Normal values are given on page 25. 

13. Chemical Identification of Urinary Calculi and Crystalline Sediments.— 
These vary in size and shape as well as in composition. They are of two types, the 

simple, made up of but a single constituent, and the compound, made up of two or 

more constituents. The compound calculi are by far the most common. Most 

calculi consist of an arrangement of the material in concentric rings about a central 

nucleus. The nucleus may be uric acid crystals, calcium oxalate, phosphate, 

clotted blood, clumps of bacteria, foreign bodies, etc. In the chemical examination 

the most valuable data are obtained by analyzing each of the concentric layers 

separately. The calculi must be crushed and powdered and divided into severa 

small portions before beginning the chemical examination. 

Examination of Calculi 

(Heat some of the powder on platinum foil) 
Burns (mostly organic) Does not burn (mostly inorganic) 

A. Treat with HC1: COj gas: CaCOj 
B Gently heat, cool, and add HC1: COi gas: 

CALCIUM OXALATE 
C. Treat with KOH and heat: NIG evolved: 

TRIPLE PHOSPHATES 

A. Without giving a flame 
1. Gives murexid test (powder + a few 

drops HNOj and evaporate, red resi¬ 
due). If positive, add KOH to 

powder: 
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D. Treat with HNOs: dissolves: add ammo¬ 
nium molybdate and heat: yellow pre¬ 
cipitate: PHOSPHATES 

355 

(a) NH3 evolved: AMMONIUM 

URATE 
(b) No NH3 evolved: URIC ACID 

2. No murexid test; dissolves in HN03 
without C02 gas; evaporation on 

water bath: yellow residue; add alkali: 

orange; then heat: red: XANTHIN 

B. With a pale blue flame and sharp odor; 

dissolves in ammonia; characteristic 
crystals on spontaneous evaporation: 

CYSTIN 

If there is doubt about the identification of crystals from their morphology they 

may be tested with 50 per cent acetic acid, C.P. hydrochloric acid, and ammonium 

hydroxide. Add a drop of the reagent to a drop of sediment on a slide and observe 

the effect under a microscope. Acetic acid dissolves calcium and magnesium 

phosphates, triple phosphates, and calcium carbonate (carbon dioxide is given off). 

Hydrochloric acid dissolves all crystals except uric acid and calcium sulphate. 

Ammonium hydroxide dissolves cystin and tyrosin. These same tests may be 

applied to fragments of calculi. Cystin does not give the murexide test, which 

differentiates it from uric acid. The insolubility of calcium sulphate in hydro¬ 

chloric acid differentiates it from calcium phosphate. The insolubility of calcium 

oxalate in acetic acid differentiates it from calcium carbonate. 

14. Tyrosin Test.—A test for the presence of ty rosin in the urine has been 

suggested as a test of liver function. The technic is as follows: If protein is present 

it must first be removed by heat coagulation and filtration. To 2 cc. of the protein- 

free urine add an equal volume of Millon’s reagent. The solution turns red if 

tyrosin or any other substance containing the phenol ring is present in considerable 
amounts. 

Millon’s reagent. Under a hood or in a flask attached through a two-hole rubber 

stopper to a suction pump digest 25 grams of mercury with 36 cc. of C.P. nitric acid. 

When all of the mercury is dissolved, dilute the solution to 100 cc. with water. 

A quantitative test has been devised,1 but is much more difficult than this 
qualitative procedure. 

15. Cystinuria.2—Cystinuria may occur without separation of crystals. If 

Brand’s test is positive, confirm the presence of cystin by Sullivan’s test which is 
more specific. 

Brand’s test: Mix 5 cc. of protein-free urine and 2 cc. of freshly prepared c per 

cent sodium cyanide (poison!). After 10 minutes, add 0.3 cc. of 5 per cent sodium 

mtroprusside solution. A permanganate color similar to that in the acetone test 
is positive. A brown color is negative and excludes cystinuria. 

, JUtrZ ‘eSt: Pr°,Ceed ^ Bra"d’S ‘eSt but' instead of "itroprusside, add 
. cc of freshly prepared 0 5 per cent 1, a naphthoquino„e-4-sodium sulphonate mix 

nd at once add 5 cc. of 10 per cent anhydrous sodium sulphite in N/a sodium 

hydroarde. After 30 minutes add r cc. of a per cent sodium hydrosulphite n N/“ 

sod,urn hydroxide. A red color is specific for cystin or cystein 7 

ckmXlof (Deed'““ De‘eCtion and Esti' 

Ann. Int, Mri. C>'!,ln,lria in Healthy Young Men and Women. 
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16. Melanuria.1 A positive test is diagnostic of melanocarcinoma, but a 

negative test does not exclude this diagnosis. Evaporate the 24-hour urine sample 

to one-fourth volume. Add 1 gm. of potassium persulphate for each xoo cc. After 

2 hours add an equal volume of absolute methyl alcohol. After the precipitate has 

settled, decant the supernatant liquid and collect the precipitate on a filter paper. 

Wash successively with water, methyl alcohol, and ether. * If melanin is present, a 

brownish black precipitate remains on the paper which is soluble in 5 per cent 

sodium hydroxide and reprecipitates on acidification. 

17. Porphyrin (Garrod).—Add 20 cc. of 10 per cent sodium hydroxide to 100 cc. 

of urine which precipitates the phosphates and carries the porphyrin down with it. 

Filter and dissolve the precipitate by pouring through the filter 20 cc. of a warm 

10 per cent solution of hydrochloric acid in alcohol. The characteristic absorption 

spectrum of acid porphyrin with 3 bands, one at 597 millimicrons in the yellow, 

one at 553 millimicrons in the green, and one at 410 millimicrons in the purple 

is diagnostic. It should give a deep red fluorescence with ultra violet light, also. 

18. Stains and Cultures for Bacteria.—These should be made on all aseptically 

collected specimens which contain pus. 

19. Bile Tests.—Either bile pigments or bile salts or both may be 

excreted into the urine so it is necessary to test for both. 

(a) Bile Pigments (bilirubin, rarely biliverdin).—Both the foam and 

Gmelin-Rosenbach tests should be applied if the color of the urine 

suggests the presence of bile or if there are clinical indications. 

(1) Foam test. Considerable quantities of bile pigments give a 

yellow color to the foam when the urine is shaken vigorously. A nega¬ 

tive test does not exclude the presence of small quantities of bilirubin. 

(2) Gmelin-Rosenbach adsorption test. Acidify the urine slightly 

with hydrochloric acid and filter as much as possible through a small 

filter paper. Hang up the paper and, when air-dried, test it with drops 

of yellow nitric acid. Around each drop appear rings of color, red, vio¬ 

let, blue, and green if bile pigment is present in appreciable quantities. 

(3) Huppert-Cole test. This test should be done if the Gmelin-Rosenbach test 

gives a doubtful result or if it gives a negative result and it is desired to detect a trace 

of bilirubin if it is present. The test is performed as follows: Mix 7 cc of urine an 

1 drop of saturated magnesium sulphate in a centrifuge tube, and add drops of 5 per 

cent barium chloride as long as it causes a precipitate. Mix well and centrifugate 

Decant the liquid. Add to the sediment’ 3 cc. of alcohol. 1 drop of CT>. sulphunc 

acid, 1 drop of 5 per cent potassium chlorate solution, and stir with a rod. HeaUhe 

tube in a boiling bath 1 minute. The alcohol acquires a green or blue color if bile 

pigments are present. The colored substance is soluble in chloroform dec 

liquid into a test-tube, add 1 cc. of chloroform and 5 cc. of water and shake. 

1 Blackberg, S. N„ and Wanger, Justine O.: Melanuria. J. A. M. A. 100: 334-336 

(Feb. 4) 1933-. . . alrnhoI as directed under the van den Bergh test on 

b,„„id°sre™mW Hunted STa D^'-Metd for Detecting Bilirubin in Urine. Canad. 

Med. Assn. j. 23: 823-824, 1930. 
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(b) Bile Salts— These tests are extremely satisfactory for detecting the addition 

of bile to urine but in clinical jaundice they are usually negative even when much 

bile pigment1 is present. They are not specific for bile salts. 

(1) Surface tension test. Sprinkle a little finely powdered sulphur, called 

flowers of sulphur, on the urine. The presence of bile salts in a concentration of 

o.oi per cent or more or of anything else lowering the surface tension to a similar 

degree, will cause the sulphur to sink rapidly. Settling after agitation is incon¬ 

clusive. The du Noiiy tensiometer will give information on the surface tension 

which is of research accuracy. 

(2) Pettenkofer’s test. This is the most satisfactory test for bile salts in urine 

but is not absolutely specific. Mix 1 or 2 drops of urine in an evaporating dish with 

a few grains of cane sugar and 2 drops of concentrated sulphuric acid, and warm 

gradually. A pinkish to permanganate color appears in the mixture if bile salts are 

present, but is difficult to differentiate from the colors that may result from inter¬ 

action of the acid with other substances sometimes present in the urine. A control 

without the sugar should show distinctly less color if the test is positive. The test 

is sometimes faint or negative even when the urine contains much bile pigment. 

The character of the color should be learned by testing urine to which bile has been 

added. 

20. Urobilinogen.—Add 0.2 cc. of reagent to 2 cc. of a well mixed 

1 to 10 dilution of Jreshly voided urine. If after standing 10 minutes 

at room temperature a red tint is visible on looking down through the 

liquid at a white surface, the test is positive, and then should be repeated 

on 1 to 20, 1 to 30, 1 to 40, etc. dilutions, until the highest dilution is 

found in which the test is still positive. This is the one to be reported. 

Never warm the mixture. Formaldehyde, as after urotropin, is said 

to interfere with the test and so do nitrites which may be formed in 
infected urine. 

Urobilinogen reagent: Dissolve 1 gram of dimethylaminobenz- 

aldehyde in a mixture of 40 cc. of C.P. hydrochloric acid and 60 cc. 
of water. The reagent does not keep indefinitely. 

21. B ood Tests -The finding of red blood cells in the microscopic examination 
of the sediment is the most conclusive test for blood as such. If there is any doubt 
about the identification of red blood cells in the sediment, a Wright’s stain (p 477) 

should be done on a smear of this sediment. If the urine is distinctly reddish or 

brownish with no red blood cells present, a chemical test for hemoglobin should be 
made and ff positive, the form of hemoglobin present should be identified whether 
clinical indications for these tests have been recognized to exist or not. 

1 A possible explanation for this is the following Bile sails are fnrm^ f 1 • 
s ow rate and are normally conserved by absomtion from thn .s drf.f°rmed at a relatively 
tion in the bile. Hence the rate o evitil fnT uT the lntestlnal tract and re-excre- 
of the rate of formation. If obstruction occurs thi rf ^77' a° efnt!rely false impression 
rupted and they may accumulate in the bile proximal to th^nhS °f 7^ bile,salts » inter¬ 
blood. Only when the slow rate of new formation v obstruction and finally in the 
above the renal threshold for bile salts (as yet undeterminedT'dn threshold in th^ blood 
Hence, a strongly positive test for bile salts in the ,7?™’ d,°, ley appear ln the urine 
had been added to the urine. th would suggest that bile, itself, 
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(a) Chemical Tests for Blood.—This is actually a test for hemoglobin, (i) The 

orthotolidin test. This test is most satisfactory. To 5 cc. of urine in a clean 

centrifuge tube add 1 cc. of 50 per cent acetic acid, mix and boil. Cool and extract 

with 3 cc. of ether, centrifugating for a few seconds if necessary to secure separation 

of the two layers. Withdraw the aqueous layer by inserting a pipette to the bottom 

of the tube and aspirating until a little ether enters the pipette and then discard its 

contents. Decant the ether into a clean test-tube and if enough blood was not 

present to give a visible brownish tinge of acid hematin to the ether concentrate to 

1 cc. under the hot water tap or in a hot water bath keeping the tube at least 6 feet 

away from the nearest flame. Cool and add 0.5 cc. of 1 per cent orthotolidin in 

glacial acetic acid and x cc. of hydrogen peroxide. The orthotolidin solution keeps 

at least a month. A green or bluish green color is positive for blood. If the boiling 

is omitted, the test is only slightly less specific for blood. A control test on distilled 

water which should be negative and another on urine to which blood has been 

added which should be positive are desirable from time to time as a check on the 

reliability of the reagents and cleaning process used for the glassware. 

(2) Benzidin or guaiac tests. These are more frequently done, but as the 

solutions have to be freshly prepared each day, they are much less convenient. The 

technic is the same as given above with the exception that a 2.2 per cent solution of 

benzidin in glacial acetic acid or a freshly prepared (without heating) alcoholic 

extract of powdered guaiac is substituted for the orthotolidin and a blue color 

develops if the test is positive. The benzidin tablets on the market are convenient 

but less reliable and more expensive. 
The ether extraction is often omitted, but a considerable number of substances 

other than blood will give positive tests if this precaution is not observed, and small 

amounts of blood are easily missed. 
A positive chemical test for blood will be given not only by oxyhemoglobin and 

reduced hemoglobin, but also by methemoglobin, carbon monoxide hemoglobin, or 

acid hematin which may occasionally be found in urine. Hematoporphyrin does 

not give a positive chemical test for blood. 
(b) Identification of Hemoglobin and Hemoglobin Derivatives,-If red cells are 

not found and a positive chemical blood test is secured, or if the urine is unexplain- 

ably red, brown, or very dark colored, these substances ought to be looked for, 

whether clinical indications have been detected or not. Carbon monoxide hemo¬ 

globin, methemoglobin and hematoporphyrin are rarely present in urine, and then 

usually in small amounts, so that their identification is sometimes ■. The 

color of the urine or the patient’s history (drugs) may be the only indication for 

testing for them. They may be most accurately identified with the aid 0 g 

spectroscope by their characteristic absorption bands. 
2 2 Indican.—To 3 cc. of urine add 3 cc. of Obermayer s reagent and about 1 . 

of chloroform. Shake occasionally. After a lime the chloroform becomes blu 

(indigo) if indican is present. The presence of urotropin interferes p 
Obermayer's reagent: Dissolve . gram of (erne chlor.de m 500 cc. of C.1 

hy“azoTest.-It has been known for a long time that some urines give- 

orange or red color in an alkaline solution of diazot.zed su p an^c 

was the first to apply the reaction to urine but . or 3 Cc., of the 
many times. The original technic was as follows: Place equal p , 
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diazo reagent1 and freshly voided urine in a narrow test-tube and mix; quickly add 

i cc. of strong ammonium hydroxide and shake. Two types of reaction may occur: 

Type A, given by all urines, is the appearance of a faint yellow color which gradu¬ 

ally intensifies for 3 or 4 minutes to a pale orange; Type B, given only by patho¬ 

logic urines, is the immediate appearance of a brilliant red or bright orange red 

color (the foam is red also) which disappears in a few seconds. For a more detailed 

study of the reaction and interpretation of the results see the references.2 

24. Arsenic Test.—The Reinsch test is the best known and the simplest test but 

is less sensitive than some other tests. The technic is as follows: Add to some urine 

in a test-tube about one-fifth its volume of concentrated hydrochloric acid and a 

few crystals of C.P. arsenic free ferrous sulphate. Introduce a piece of arsenic-free 

bright copper foil about 3 mm. square and boil for several minutes, or heat almost 

to boiling and let stand for 8 hours. If arsenic be present, a dark bluish-gray film 

is deposited on the copper. Dry the copper in alcohol and ether and insert the 

rolled copper foil in a 20 cm. length of glass tubing. Heat the end of the tubing 

containing the foil over a flame. Arsenic, antimony and mercury sublime and 

condense on the walls of the tube. Bismuth does not sublime. Examine the walls 

of the tube under the low power of a microscope. Arsenic appears as octahedral 

crystals. 

25. Mercury Test.—The Reinsch test may be used in the same manner as for 

arsenic except that the urine is heated only to 6o° and then set aside for at least 

12 hours. If mercury be present, it is deposited on the foil as a bright lustrous 

mirror, and after heating, appears on the walls of the tube as fine droplets. Instead 

of heating, a strip of filter paper moistened with cuprous iodide may be placed 

in a small test tube with the copper foil and, after corking, allowed to stand for an 

hour. A pink color develops on the filter paper if mercury is present. 

26. Chlorides. This test is of value only in those conditions in which the 
urine chloride concentration is decreased. 

Technic: Acidify a few cc. of urine with C.P. nitric acid and add a little 1 per 

cent silver nitrate solution. Normal amounts of chloride produce a dense white 
precipitate; in pneumonia only an opalescence may appear. 

B. Quantitative Methods Including Certain Functional Tests. 
All quantitative determinations, to be of any value, must be done on 

accurately collected, labelled and properly preserved 24-hour specimens 
or fractions thereof. 

1. Protein.—Ordinarily the information obtainable from properly 

conducted qualitative tests will suffice for routine clinical work but 

occasionally a more accurate estimation of the amount of albumin 

present is desired. Although the error may be as great as plus or 

re. of C.P. hydrochloric acidtniflgo'cc. 0°Siu’eVwfter"0'?!?“ ajlI?ilture of 

weeks.)6 °'S “ - - of eve'" 

B Make fresh reagent each day by mixing 5o parts of Solution A with , part of Solution 

, ZHarriM)rn,t)50A.6:andeBrornfiehiaR*0Tn’*Therce “ft l- No. .: 13-33, „„ 
Inefficiency. Bioch. J., 22, No. 1: 43J45'/ CaUSeS °f ADdrewes’ Biazo Test for R, Renal 
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minus 50 per cent, the technic of the Esbach determination is retained 

in this edition because it is so widely used, but it is recommended that 

the method given on page 519 for quantitative estimation of protein in 

cerebrospinal fluid be applied to a suitable dilution of urine since it is 

far more accurate and just as simple as the numerous quantitative 

methods that have been suggested for protein in urine. 

(a) Original Esbach Estimation.—The urine should be free of sedi¬ 

ment and acid in reaction. Fill the Esbach tube with urine to the U 

mark; add the Esbach reagent to the R mark; insert a rubber stopper 

and mix gently. Support the tube in a vertical position. Observe 

it after one hour and, if precipitate is floating, tap the tube to dislodge 

air bubbles or gently mix it again. Let it stand for 24 hours and then 

read on the scale the height of the sediment. The reading is in grams 

of protein per liter and not in per cent. If a larger amount of protein 

is present the urine must be diluted with water and then the reading is 

multiplied by the dilution factor. 

(b) Modification of the Esbach Test.—The Esbach estimation 

may be made much more quickly in the following manner: Add 0.3 

gm. of fullers’ earth to the urine-reagent mixture in the special tube, 

insert a rubber stopper and mix thoroughly by shaking. Support the 

tube in a vertical position and read the scale at the end of one hour 

For readings below 3.5 there are correction factors, thus: between 3 

and 3.5 deduct 0.3; between 2 and 3 deduct o 5; between 1.5 and 2 

deduct 0.8; below 1.5 deduct 1.0. 

Esbach reagent: Dissolve 5 grams of picric acid and 10 grams of citric acid in 

500 cc. of water. 

2. Ratio of Night to Day Volume of Urine— Technic.—The 

patient voids at 8 A.M. and discards the urine; all the urine excreted 

between 8 A.M. and 8 P.M. is measured for the day sample and from 

8 P.M. to 8 A.M. for the night sample. The ratio between the two 

volumes is then determined. The only precautions necessary are that 

the total volume of urine should be over 500 cc.,. that all the fluid be 

taken in the daytime, and that an excess of protein be avoided. 

o Modified Mosenthal Test— Mosenthal,1 following the work 

of Hedinger and Schlayer,2 developed the test and established standards 

for comparison. He recommended a diet with definite contents o 

chloride and nitrogen but later concluded that an ordinary full diet 

and'^trogen^an^th^ Sl^chk Gnivity of^h^IMne^Arch^nC 
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gave equally satisfactory results. The chloride and total nitrogen 

determinations on each sample require an excessive amount of time 

and do not add much of diagnostic value to the information obtained 

from the specific gravity variations and the ratio of the day to night 

volume. 

(a) Principle.—Healthy kidneys excrete urine which varies widely in volume, 

specific gravity, and concentration of salt and nitrogen at different periods within 

the twenty-four hours. Kidneys with decreased functional capacity lose the power 

to vary these factors and, therefore, they tend to become fixed near the midpoint 

and the night volume increases compared with the day volume. The chlorides 

and total nitrogen may also be determined on each specimen if desired. 

(b) Technic.—The patient remains on the usual diet and fluid intake 

and daily routine, but takes no liquid at night; that is, after 6 P.M. on 

the day of the test. He should avoid excessive protein or salt intake. 

At 8 A.M. the patient is to empty his bladder and discard the urine. 

Seven fractions are then collected as follows: (voiding punctually at the 

hour specified and saving all of the urine) 8 to ioA.M.; io A.M. to 12; 

12 to 2 P.M.; 2 to 4 P.M.; 4 to 6 P.M.; 6 to 8 P.M.; and 8 P.M. to 8 A.M. 

Instruct the patient to label each sample or supply him with labelled 

bottles. The volume and specific gravity of each sample is determined 

as well as the ratio of night to total day volume. The chloride (page 

371) and nitrogen (page 367) levels of each sample may be determined 
but this is now seldom done. 

4. Dilution and Concentration Test.—Volhard has suggested 

two simple tests which are among the most valuable and sensitive tests 

available for detecting slight grades of impairment of renal function of 

the chronic types. These tests should not be done if the patient is 

edematous or if the blood urea nitrogen is above 50 mg. 

(a) Principle.-The first change that occurs in chronic impairment of renal 

function is the inability to concentrate and later the inability to dilute the urine. 

(b) Technic.-At 8 A.M. the patient is given 1500 cc. of water on an 

empty stomach. The bladder is immediately emptied and the urine 

discarded; then urine is collected at one-half hour intervals for four 

ours. The volume and specific gravity of each sample is determined 

Normal results: the total output should be between 1200 and 1800 

aI 8 AeMPCC ,graV‘ty Sh0UW reaCh I'°°3 in at least one sample. 
At 8 A.M. on the next day, the patient is placed on a diet of solid 

foods with no fluid intake for 24 hours. The bladder is emptied at the 

3 hours until 8 PM^ "iT ^J the Urine is collected every 
• and the night urine as one sample from 8 P.M. to 
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8 A.M. The volume and specific gravity are determined on each sam¬ 

ple. The specific gravity should reach 1.030 in at least one sample. 

The concentrated urine can to advantage be examined microscopically 

for casts and red blood cells as recommended by Addis.1 

5. Phenolsulphonphthalein Test. (Rowntree and Geraghty2). 

(a) Principle.—One cc. of solution containing 6 mg. is injected intramuscularly 

or intravenously and the per cent of the dye excreted by the kidneys in the next two 

hours is determined by comparison with a standard. This dye is eliminated 

rapidly and chiefly by the kidneys. 

(b) Technic.—Have the patient drink 300 to 400 cc. of water 20 

minutes before starting the test to promote excretion. It is stated that 

not less than 2 hours should elapse after a meal before injecting the 

phenolsulphonphthalein. The test should not be done within 5 hours 

after the administration of a saline cathartic. 

Draw up 1 cc. of solution which contains 6 mg. of phenolsulphon¬ 

phthalein into a small sterile syringe and inject into a vein or into 

the muscles of the back; note the time. The patient must empty his 

bladder immediately. Save this urine. The intravenous method3 

is recommended. If the intravenous technic is used, collect the first 

specimen at the end of 30 minutes and the second specimen at the end of 

1 hour. If the intramuscular technic is used collect the first specimen 

70 minutes after injection, and 60 minutes later secure a second 

specimen. Be sure the bladder is emptied each time; use the catheter 

if in doubt. 
Standard solution: With the syringe measure 0.5 cc. of phenol¬ 

sulphonphthalein solution into a 500 cc. graduate, add 5 cc. of 10 per 

cent sodium hydroxide and dilute to 500 cc. This solution corresponds 

to 100 per cent phenolsulphonphthalein excretion. 

To each of the urines add 5 cc. of 10 per cent sodium hydroxide and 

transfer to 500 cc. graduates. The estimation may be made with the 

plunger type colorimeter (method 1), or with the biocolorimeter 

(method 2). 
1 Addis T • The Number of Formed Elements in the Urinary Sediment of Normal 

Individuals.T j. Clin. Invest^: jg-y ^ Study of the 

Fun"SiviiyGof the^Kidrmy^by Means of Phenolsulphonphthalein. J. Pharm. and 

IMhe intravenous tehnt 'isused the ureters may be catheteriaed by anexpert umlo- 

ol the dye (pink color) and determine the Pr°P°r‘‘° s.,„('l,.:hnc as for the intramuscular 

in a .5 minute, 30 minute, or r hour P'^Cu&d in cTse“L which the ureters are not 

3gaEE&g83£i^»~~- 
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Method i. Dilute each urine gradually, comparing the color 

with that of the standard so that the red of the urine mixture shall not 

be much paler than that of the standard. . The second urine may not 

allow dilution beyond ioo cc. If the urines contain much pigment 

it is desirable to use a 50 per cent standard made by mixing equal vol¬ 

umes of the regular standard and normal urine from the first voiding. 

Filter the diluted urines if they become turbid after adding the alkali. 

Set the standard at 10 mm. (or the 50 per cent standard at 20 mm.); 

make several readings with each urine. 

10 
Calculation: Per cent excreted = mm. unknown X ioo 

This is on the basis of dilution of the urine to 1 liter; correct for other 

dilutions as follows: if the volume was 500 cc. divide the result by 2, 

if 250 cc. by 4, if 200 cc. by 5, if 100 cc. by 10. 

Method 2. Dilute each urine to about 200 cc. and add 5 cc. of 10 

per cent sodium hydroxide, then dilute to 1 liter; or, if the color is 

very weak, dilute to 250 or 500 cc. dividing the observed results by 

4 or 2. After mixing, filter a few cc. of each urine mixture. To make 

the estimation, fill the vial furnished with the standards secured from 

Hynson, Westcott, Dunning Co., place it in the middle hole of the 

comparator, and in the other holes put the standards that most nearly 

match the unknown. The per cent is read directly from the ampoule 

containing the standard. 

A biocolorimeter may be made (Fig. 9), a set of standards prepared 

by dilution of the 100 per cent standard, and these standards sealed in 

test-tubes of uniform diameter. The standards retain their color 

value for about a year if they are kept in the dark when not in use. 

Between 5 and 50 per cent the standards should correspond to 5 per cent 

intervals and above this to 10 per cent intervals. This method is 
most practical for clinical purposes. 

Note: If blood is present in the urine samples, remove it by the 

following procedure. Directly after adding 5 cc. of 10 per cent sodium 

hydroxide to the urine, add 10 cc. of half saturated magnesium chloride 

solution, heat almost to boiling while stirring. Cool, dilute to the 

desired volume and filter. Estimate by method 1 or 2. The phenol- 

sulphonphthalein does not adsorb to the precipitate. 

salts isNc~HfAmm°niUmSaltS^(a) PrindPk-The ammonia of ammonium 
reaaent Tha o , ,° amm,0mum carbonate by the mass action of the carbonah 
nrpf ' °Xalate ln the reagent precipitates calcium and magnesium am 
P ents the binding of ammonia by precipitation of triple phosphates. AmmonU 
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is then liberated by a rapid air stream, aided by a warm bath, and is carried over 

into a measured amount of standard acid, forming ammonium sulphate. The acid 

not combined with the ammonia is then titrated with standard alkali. 

(b) 7 echnic. Measure the volume of the properly preserved 

urine sample accurately. Measure into the urine tube exactly 5 cc. 

of urine, add 2 drops of caprylic alcohol and about 6 cc. of the potas¬ 

sium carbonate-oxalate reagent. Attach the tube to the apparatus 

F,G. 13—Tube No. 1: (8 by 1 inch) 10 cc. of 5 per cent sulphuric acid and one drop of 
methyl orange. Tube No. 2: (12 by 1 inch) urine (or blood) mixture. Tube No. 3: (8 by 
1 inch) safety tube (empty). Tube No. 4: (12 by 1 inch) N/70 sulphuric acid. 

(Fig. 13) at once. Into the last tube measure exactly 25 cc. of A/70 

acid, add 2 drops of caprylic alcohol and 1 drop of 1 per cent sodium 

alizarin sulphonate. Attach the tube and connect with the suction 

pump. Bubble air at a moderate rate for 5 minutes; then use a swift 

air stream for 30 minutes, immersing the urine tube in a bath of warm 

water at about 50°C. at the start. If one is busy, the aeration may 

continue for a longer time. 
Loosen the stopper of the acid tube and raise the bubbling u 

above the liquid. When the bubbling tube has drained, empty the test- 
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tube into a wide mouth 500 cc. Erlenmeyer flask. Rinse the bubbling 

tube, inside and outside with a little distilled water, into the test-tube. 

Pour the water into the flask and rinse the test-tube again with a few cc. 

of water. Measure into the acid tube exactly 5 cc. ot N/70 acid and 

run the air stream for at least ten minutes more. While this is running, 

titrate the acid in the beaker with N/70 sodium hydroxide to the end¬ 

point described under the total nitrogen estimation. Finally transfer 

(with rinsing) the 5 cc. of acid to a flask and titrate it. 

Calculation: Deduct the total N/70 alkali used for both titrations 

from the total N/70 acid (30 cc.). Multiply the cc. of acid neutralized 

(by the ammonia) by the total volume of the urine (100 if percentage 

is desired) and divide by 5 (cc. of urine used), and finally multiply by 

0.0002.1 The result is the grams of nitrogen of ammonium salts in the 

total urine. 

Note: Control estimation. The reagent must be tested for ammonia 

by running a control. For this purpose, repeat the procedure described 

above with the exception of using 5 cc. of distilled water instead of 

urine. Deduct the cc. of N/70 sodium hydroxide used for titration 

from 25; this is the control. Test each new batch of reagent that is 

prepared. If the control is more than 0.1 cc., deduct it from the acid 

neutralized in each ammonia estimation before making the calculation. 

(c) Apparatus.—An aeration apparatus has been devised by means of which 

air can be bubbled through a series of tubes (see Fig. 13). For large laboratories, 

a more convenient set up can be made by fastening the spring clip type of tool 

holders obtainable at 5 and 10 cent stores, 4 inches apart into the edge of a shelf 

about a foot above the desk. The tubes are clasped by the clips, but can be removed 

easily for cleaning. As many outfits as desired may be set up in series. The 

sulphuric acid in tube No. 1 purifies the incoming air; as long as the methyl orange 

is red the acid need not be changed. The safety tube (No. 3) is to catch the liquid 

and save the estimation if the urine mixture foams over. Tube No. 4 is connected 

to a suction pump by rubber tubing or tube No. 1 may be connected to a compressed 
air vent if the air pressure is regulated carefully. 

(d) Reagent. Potassium carbonate-oxalate reagent. Dissolve 100 grams of 

pure (U.S.P. is satisfactory) potassium carbonate in 90 cc. of distilled water and 

boil for 5 minutes. Cool, add xo cc. of saturated neutral potassium oxalate solution 

(30 per cent) and dilute to 140 cc. Generally this reagent is free of ammonia. 

7. Nitrogen of Urea.—The Van Slyke and Cullen2 modification 

of Folin s ammonia method combined with Marshall’s urease method 
is recommended. 

1 grams of nitrogen; therefore’ 

in the Determination of Urea.Ullej!’ 14*° °f and Its Use 
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(® ^"*»#fe.-Urease, an enzyme obtained from Jack beans, completely and 

quickly hydrolyzes urea to ammonium carbonate. This is neutralized by the buffer 

phosphate present. From this point on the principle is the same as for the nitrogen 
of ammonium salts. 6 

(b) 7 echnic. Use the same aeration apparatus as for the estimation 

of nitrogen of ammonium salts. The urine tube and its bubbling tube 

must be free of alkali1 before the urine mixture is added and should 

show a neutral reaction to sodium alizarin sulphonate. Into this clean 

tube measure 2 cc. of an exact 1 to 10 dilution of the urine (equals 

0.2 cc.), add 1 cc. of 10 per cent urease solution,2 4 drops of caprylic 

alcohol, and 3 cc. of 0.6 per cent acid potassium phosphate solution if the 

urine is acid, or 5 cc. if it is neutral or alkaline. Attach the tube to the 

apparatus and immerse it in a bath of water which is at 550 C. at 

the start (a higher temperature may injure the enzyme). Let it stand 

at least 15 minutes, allow longer time if possible. For urines containing 

dextrose 30 minutes must be allowed. 

Measure exactly 25 cc. of iV/70 sulphuric acid into the last tube of 

the apparatus, add 4 drops of caprylic alcohol and one drop of 1 per 

cent sodium alizarin sulphonate. When the time for enzyme action has 

elapsed, connect the apparatus with the suction pump and run the air 

stream for one minute. Now disconnect the urine tube, but do not 

remove it from the apparatus, and add about 6 cc. of potassium carbon¬ 

ate-oxalate reagent. Continue the method from here exactly as in the 

ammonia estimation. 

A control estimation of ammonia in the urease and reagents must 

be made following out the technic without using urine. Deduct this 

control in each estimation of urea. Each new batch of urease that is 

purchased must be tested. 

Calculation: Subtract the total cc. of N/70 sodium hydroxide used 

for titration from the total N/70 sulphuric acid taken, then deduct the 

1 After each estimation rinse the urine tube and its bubbling tube with tap water, then 
with a small amount of dilute acid and finally with distilled water; then add 10 cc. of dis¬ 
tilled water and one drop of sodium alizarin sulphonate (should have an amber color), 
immerse the bubbling tube and insert the rubber stopper. If, after rinsing with this solu¬ 
tion, the color changes to a yellow or purple, continue the rinsing and testing until no color 

change occurs. . . , . , . . . , 
2 Prepare the urease solution each day that it is used. If a single estimation is to b 

made, take 0.1 gram of urease and mix in a mortar with 1 cc. of water, add the phosphate 
and then pour it into the urine tube. Tablets of o.i gram are obtainable; crush them be ore 

using. . . . e 

Large laboratories will find it more convenient to use instead 0.1 cc. per estimation ot 
the following solution: to 1.5 gm. permutit in a flask add 50 cc. of 2 per cent acetic acid 
and shake 15 minutes. Decant the supernatant liquid and wash the permutit by decant, 
tion 3 times with 50 cc. of distilled water. Add 30 gm of Jack bean meal or 101 gm. ot 
\rlco Urease and 50 cc. of distilled water and 0.5 cc. of N/io sulphuric acid and shake 
gently for . hour.’ Finally add .50 cc. of C.P glycerol, mil well and filter throug> a 
creased filter paper. This solution keeps perfectly for 18 months. Use o.r cc. of th p 

estimation. 
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control. This volume of acid neutralized by ammonia that has come 

from the urine must now be multiplied by the factor o.ooi (i.e., 5 X 

0.0002 gm.) and by the total volume of urine (100 to get per cent). 

This figure includes nitrogen of ammonia as well as nitrogen of urea; 

therefore, deduct the amount of nitrogen of ammonia in the correspond¬ 

ing volume of urine to get the nitrogen of urea. Grams of nitrogen 

may be converted into grams of urea by multiplying by 2.143. In 

urea nitrogen estimations for determination of the urea clearance it 

is not necessary to deduct the ammonia nitrogen since the ammonia 

nitrogen in the urine is all formed from urea in the kidney. 

If only a urea estimation is desired, ammonia may be removed by permutit, 

dispensing with the necessity for an ammonia estimation. Dilute 1 cc. of urine 

to 50 cc. with water in a volumetric flask. Add one drop of 10 per cent acetic 

acid, if the urine is alkaline, before diluting to the mark. Mix and pour on to 

2 grams of dry permutit in an Erlenmeyer flask. Agitate for 5 minutes and filter. 

Use 10 cc. of the filtrate for the urea estimation. The calculation is the same as 

given above, except that no deduction for urine ammonia is necessary. 

The permutit may be reactivated and used over and over again. Collect it 

in a bottle and when a large amount has accumulated, free it from ammonia by 

washing with 10 per cent sodium hydroxide for 15 minutes, decanting the super¬ 

natant fluid after settling. Wash with 2 per cent acetic acid and then with water. 

Dry in the air (not with heat). Test by running an ammonia estimation on 25 cc. 

of a filtrate prepared as above. There should be no ammonia indicated if the 
reagent is satisfactory. 

8. Micro Kjeldahl Method for Total Nitrogen.—Perchloric acid 

digestion methods are not recommended since there is danger of serious 
explosion. 

(a) Titration Method.1 

37-42 (March) 1919. 
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Measure accurately 2 cc. of a 1—10 dilution (0.2 cc.) of the urine 

into a dry Pyrex test-tube (8 by 1 inch), add 1 cc. of sodium sulphate 

sulphuric acid reagent and 2 glass beads1 to prevent bumping. Sup¬ 

port the tube in an inclined position by means of a clamp on a ring 

stand and insert a bent calcium chloride tube which fits loosely into 

the Pyrex tube as a fume-sucker and attach it to a suction pump. 

Heat the tube using a micro-burner held in the hand. When the 

mixture foams above the lower one-third of the tube, lessen the heat; 

otherwise keep up vigorous boiling. When the liquid becomes clear 

and colorless diminish the heat so that boiling is barely maintained for 

4 minutes. Ammonia is driven off if the sulphuric acid is boiled down 

to a small volume by the use of too much heat. If the beads fly above 

the liquid, tapping the tube will bring them down. Do not allow acid 

fumes to escape into the air at any time as they might affect the titra¬ 

tion later. _ , 
In determinations that require longer heating than usual, a e 

away the flame when foaming has ceased, and after the mixture as 

cooled somewhat, add 3 drops of hydrogen peroxide, mix and heat. 

While the tube is cooling measure exactly 25 cc. of N/70 sulphurt 
acid into the receiving bottle and add 1 drop of 1 per cent sod.um 

alizarin sulphonate. 
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Let the tube cool for 2 minutes, keeping the fume-sucker attached, 

then add about 7 cc. of distilled water, cautiously at first and with 

shaking. If the residue is not all dissolved, shake until it is, warming 

slightly if necessary. The liquid must not be more than luke-warm 

when the strong alkali is added. Adjust the tube in the clamp of the 

distilling apparatus as shown in Fig. 14. The rubber stopper and its 

attached bent tube and trap is detached from the condenser, and at 

least 3 cc. of 60 per cent sodium hydroxide is drawn up by slow suction 

beyond the bend of the tube and is held in by clamping the rubber 

tubing with a pinchcock. After connecting with the condenser allow 

the alkali to flow down and mix. Adjust the delivery tube to touch 

the surface of the acid. Heat gently at first and then boil vigorously 

but watch for bumping since alkali may go over if the liquid is thrown 

up into the trap. Boil down to about one-half volume, or until salts 

separate out. If it is boiled down to a very small volume, the salts 

may cake on the glass and the tube is likely to crack. 

Disconnect the condenser from the safety bulb, and raise the deliv¬ 

ery tube in the receiving bottle. With a spray of distilled water from a 

wash bottle rinse the inside of the condenser tube and the delivery tube 

into the acid mixture. Also rinse the outside of the delivery tube. 

Titrate the distillate mixture in the bottle with N/70 sodium hydroxide 

until the sodium alizarin sulphonate turns to a reddish color having a 

slightly purplish tinge. If one slips beyond the end point by accident, 

it is necessary to add exactly 5 cc. of N/70 acid and to continue the 
titration, thus saving the estimation. 

As suggested in the section on the use and calibration of apparatus, 

the end-point may be more accurately determined by comparing it with 
a permanent standard. 

It is almost impossible to procure commercial grades of sodium 

sulphate and sulphuric acid which do not contain small amounts of 

nitrogen so it is desirable to run controls occasionally without the 

a ec urine and to subtract the control figure from the calculated 

amount of standard acid combined with ammonia. It is also desirable 

rhecTon“h:rionally on known «*■*>»* - * 

Calculation: Deduct the cc. of alkali used in titration from the cc 
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Note: Before doing the next estimation, dry the beads and the 

lower part of the Pyrex tube over a flame (air adsorbs to the glass and 

prevents bumping—Folin), but let the tube cool before adding the 
reagents to it. 

(3) Reagents.—Sixty per cent sodium hydroxide. Dissolve 100 grams of the 

pure sticks in 125 cc. of distilled water and allow to settle. Decant the clear liquid. 

Sodium sulphate-sulphuric acid reagent. Add an equal volume of sulphuric 

acid to water slowly while stirring and saturate with sodium sulphate. If x cc. of 

seleniumoxychloride (West and Brandon) is added per 500 cc., the reagent is even 

better and there will be no necessity for adding hydrogen peroxide. 

(b) Colorimetric Method.—(1) Technic.—If Nessler’s solution is to be used, the 

procedure is the same as for the titration method up to the point of adding distilled 

water. In this case, cool, add 25 cc. of distilled water containing 1 cc. of gum 

ghatti and, at once, 15 cc. of Nessler’s reagent and dilute to 50 cc. The pyrex tube 

should have a mark on it corresponding to 50 cc. While this is cooling, add 1 cc. of 

dilute standard ammonium sulphate solution to a similar test tube, graduated at 

50 cc. Add 1 cc. of sodium sulphate-sulphuric acid solution and 25 cc. of distilled 

water containing 1 cc. of gum ghatti and, quickly to avoid separation of selenium, 

15 cc. of Nessler’s reagent (measured with a graduate, not a pipette). Dilute to 

50 cc. and compare in a colorimeter. 

(2) Calculation.—M f unknown X °-2 = mg> of mtrogen in the Quantlty 

of urine (or blood filtrate) used. Multiply this by 5 and by the urine volume 

(100 to get the percentage) and divide by 1000 to get the grams of nitrogen in the 

24-hour urine. 
(3) Reagents.—Gum ghatti. To 5 gm. of finely powdered gum ghatti (Eimer 

and Amend) in an Erlenmeyer flask add 250 cc. of distilled water and shake at 

intervals for 2 to 4 hours. Strain through a cloth and add 0.2 to 0.3 gm. of benzoic 

acid dissolved in alcohol and shake at once. 
Nessler’s solution (Folin). This is essentially a strongly alkaline solution of the 

double iodide of mercury and potassium. Place 75 gm. of potassium iodide and 

55 gm. of iodine in a 500 cc. Florence flask. Add 50 cc. of water and about 75 gm- 

of metallic mercury and (caution: heat is generated) shake the flask vigorously 

until the red iodine solution has begun to become pale (10 to 15 minutes). Ihen 

cool in running water, continuing to shake until the red color is completely replaced 

by green. Decant from the surplus mercury into a 1 liter flask and wash the 

mercury with repeated portions of distilled water, adding them to the solution in 

the flask. Cool to room temperature and dilute to the mark. From this stock 

solution of double iodide of mercury, make the Nessler’s solution by adding 150 cc. 

of it to 700 cc. of 10 per cent carbonate-free sodium hydroxide m a 1 liter flask and 

diluting to the mark with distilled water. The 10 per cent sodium hydrox.de^may 

be made by dilution of 60 per cent. It should be 2.5 times as strong as N/r sul 

phuric acid when titrated with phenolphthalein as indicator. 

Standard ammonium sulphate solutions. Dissolve 0.9428 gm ofC Da 

nium sulphate in distilled water in a 100 cc. volumetric flask “d dilute to the mar^ 

Ten cc. of this diluted to .00 cc. with distilled water gives a standard contain 

r mg of nitrogen in 5 cc. 
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9. Creatinine and Creatine.—I prefer the Folin colorimetric method with 

slight changes in the quantities used. 
(a) Principle.—Creatinine has the property of reducing picric acid to picramic 

acid in quantitative amounts. Picramic acid in alkaline solution (sodium picra- 

mate) has a reddish-orange color which can be compared with standard N/2 potas¬ 

sium dichromate solution or pure creatinine standards. Creatine can be hydrolyzed 

to creatinine and the amount determined by difference. 

(b) Technic.—Creatinine. Measure exactly 2 cc. of urine into a 100 cc. volu¬ 

metric flask, add 10 cc. of saturated picric acid solution, 1 cc. of clear 10 per cent 

sodium hydroxide and mix. After standing for 10 minutes, fill to the mark with 

water and mix well. Compare some of this solution in a colorimeter with exactly 

N/2 potassium dichromate, set at 8 mm., as the standard. If the reading is less 

than 6 mm., make another estimation using x cc. of urine but the same amount of * 

reagents and multiply the calculated results by 2. If the reading is above 12 mm., 

use 4 cc. of urine and divide the calculated results by 2. The temperature should be 

between 150 and 20° C. and the estimation should be finished within 20 minutes 

after diluting. 

Calculation: Grams of creatinine in 24-hour specimen equals 8.1 divided by the 

average of four readings multiplied by the total cc. of the 24-hour specimen divided 

by 1000. It has been determined that 2 mg. of pure creatinine when treated as 

above and diluted to 100 cc. yields a mixture 8.1 mm. of which possesses the same 

colorimetric value as 8 mm. of N/2 potassium dichromate solution. To convert 

creatinine to nitrogen of creatinine divide by 2.69. 

Creatine. To 2 cc. of urine in a 100 cc. volumetric flask, add 2 cc. of N/i 

hydrochloric acid and place the flask in an autoclave at 1150 to 120° for 30 minutes. 

Cool, add 2 cc. of N/1 sodium hydroxide and proceed as in the creatinine estimation. 

The result obtained is creatinine plus creatine figured as creatinine. To get the 

creatine value, subtract the creatinine value from the creatinine plus creatine. 

(c) Reagents. (1) Saturated picric acid solution. Dissolve 2.2 grams of pure 

picric acid in 200 cc. of distilled water by allowing it to stand at room temperature 

for two days, shaking occasionally; do not heat because it becomes dark and may give 
a color 30 per cent darker than it should. 

. ^ .N//2 Potassium dichromate solution. Dissolve 2.455 grams of pure potas¬ 

sium dichromate in distilled water in a 100 cc. volumetric flask and dilute to the 
mark; keep it in a brown bottle. 

thorough mixing. 
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C alculation: io (cc. of silver nitrate solution used) minus the cc. of sulphocyanate 

used for titration (equals the cc. of silver nitrate combined with chloride) multiplied 

by the factor (i cc. of silver nitrate equals 5 mg. of chlorine or 8.23 mg. of sodium 

chloride) gives the milligrams of chlorine or sodium chloride in the 5 cc. of urine. 
Calculate the amount in the total urine. 

Note: The sulphocyanate is only one-half as strong as the silver nitrate which 

compensates for taking only one-half of the filtrate for titration. 

(c) Reagents.—(1) Standard silver nitrate solution. Dissolve 11.97 grams of 

C.P. silver nitrate in distilled water in a 500 cc. volumetric flask, fill to the mark and 

mix. Keep it in a brown bottle. 

(2) Standard sulphocyanate solution. Dissolve 6 grams of ammonium (6.5 

grams of sodium or 7.6 grams of potassium) sulphocyanate in about 800 cc. of dis¬ 

tilled water. With this solution titrate a mixture of 50 cc. of distilled water, 5 cc. 

of C.P. nitric acid, 10 cc. of standard silver nitrate solution, and 2 cc. of ferric alum 

solution to a slight red color. Calculate the dilution necessary so that 20 cc. of 

sulphocyanate will titrate 10 cc. of silver nitrate solution, e.g., if the titration is 

18 cc., then 2 cc. of water must be added to every 18 cc. of the solution. After 

dilution titrate again. 

11. Sugars.—(a) Shajjer-Hartman Method as Modified by Haskins' 

and Holbrook. This method is recommended. 

(1) Principle. The reagent contains cupric sulphate in alkaline solution; this 

is reduced to cuprous oxide in amounts proportional to the amount of dextrose or 

other reducing substances present. Sulphuric acid in excess added after the heating 

process dissolves the oxide giving cuprous sulphate and liberates iodine from the 

potassium iodate by changing iodide and iodate to the corresponding acids which 

interact according to the equation 

5HI -f HIOs = 3I2 + 3H20 

The amount ot iodine liberated is determined by the amount of potassium iodate 

present since potassium iodide is present in excess. Iodine reacts with the cuprous 
sulphate, changing it quantitatively to cupric sulphate. The amount of iodine 
which goes into combination in this reaction, therefore, bears a quantitative relation¬ 

ship to the amount of reducing substances present. The free iodine left in solution 

after this reaction is titrated with the dilute standard sodium thiosulphate and the 
percentage of sugar corresponding to this titration is read directly from the table. 
The use of the table is made possible by this modification of the original Shatfer- 
Hartman method. Different samples of the copper reagent give control titrations 

with the exact N/200 sodium thiosulphate, varying between 19.3 and 19.7 cc. whic 

makes it impossible to use one table or curve for all of them. By this modil.cation 
the thiosulphate is adjusted in each case to give a control titration of 19.5 cc., s 
that one table may be used for all estimations regardless of the value of the coppe 

.Haskins, H. D.: A New Table for Lactose (Milk or Urine) and Glucose (Blood »r 
Urine) Calculation, with Notes on Their Estimation. Am. J. Med. bci., 172. 25 

(AUfHaskins H D„ and Holbrook, W. P.l A Uniform Method for the Estimation of 
Glucose in Biood and Urine. Northwest Medicine, 23-355-357 (Aug.) 0 4. 
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reagent in terms of exact N/200 thiosulphate. This method gives results with a 

maximum error of 3 per cent if the directions are followed exactly. 

(2) Technic. Measure exactly 1 cc. of urine into a 50 cc. volu¬ 

metric flask, or 2 cc. into a 100 cc. flask, All to the mark with water 

and mix well. If the Benedict’s qualitative test is less than 3 plus, 

measure exactly 5 cc. of the diluted urine for estimation; if 3 plus, 

measure exactly 2 cc. and add 3 cc. of water; or if 4 plus, measure 

exactly 1 cc. and add 4 cc. of water, into an 8 by 1 inch test-tube. 

Add exactly 5 cc. of the micro-copper reagent and mix well. Plug 

the tube loosely with non-absorbent cotton or a glass bulb and place 

it, supported vertically, in a boiling water bath. After exactly 15 

minutes heating, remove from the bath and cool rapidly, without 

shaking, to 30 to 40° C. Add 5 cc. of N/1 sulphuric acid, mix and 

cork the tube loosely. This temperature is important for the effective 

reaction of the liberated iodine, especially in the case of the more con¬ 

centrated sugar solutions. After 2 minutes titrate the excess of 

liberated iodine with the standard sodium thiosulphate solution. Add 

the standard solution somewhat rapidly until the liquid becomes a 

pale straw color; then add 0.5 cc. of 2 per cent starch solution and 

titrate cautiously to the sudden disappearance of the starch-iodine 

blue leaving a pale copper blue color. If in doubt as to the end¬ 

point, note the reading of the burette and add another small drop. If 

no further change occurs, the end-point had been reached. The color 

can be best judged by looking down through the mouth of the tube 

toward a white surface. When near the end-point shake the tube1 

after the addition of each drop or insert a tight fitting cork and invert 
the tube. 

Calculation: In Table 18, find the per cent of sugar opposite 

the cc. ol thiosulphate used in the column U 5, U 2, or U 1 according 

to whether 5, 2 or 1 cc. of dilute urine was used. In the case of lactose 

use column L 5 or L 2 (5 or 2 cc. used) and for levulose or galactose 

multiply the dextrose value corresponding to the titration by the 

factor given at the end of the table. The table given here is slightly 

different from that originally published, being revised for low concen¬ 

trations of dextrose, corresponding to titrations of over 17 cc 

Influence of Urinary Constituents.-The slight reducing power of 

normal substances may be allowed for by deducting 0.1 for dextrose 

aCo.A f - fr°m the Per Cent figUre- The Pr“ence of a moderate 
amount of protein causes no error. 

a second haL'wtadsWeld^lp^'in^byYiuctfonnVDuil:nt s,"iring device may he made from 

rod with a loop formed at right angle^at one “3 PU(Tet? ) by “ wire '» a 
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Table i8.—Per Cent Sugar Corresponding to Cubic Centimeters Thiosulphate 

Used for Titration1 

! 

Cc. L2 L5 

19.2 0.50 0.20 

ig.O 0.63 0.25 

18.8 0-75 0.30 

18.6 0.85 o-34 
18.4 0.97 o-39 

l-
t 

0
0

 

K>
 

1.08 0-43 
18.0 1.20 0.48 

17.8 !-3i 0.52 

17.6 1.42 o-S7 

17-4 i-53 0.61 

17.2 1.65 0.66 

17.0 1-75 0.70 

16.8 1.87 0 75 

16.6 2.00 0.80 

16.4 2.11 0.84 

16.2 2.23 0
 

0
0

 
0

 

16.0 2-35 0.94 

15.8 2.47 0.99 

15-6 2-57 1.03 

15-4 2.68 1.07 

15-2 2.78 1.11 

15-0 2.88 115 

0
0

 2.98 1.19 

14.6 3.10 1.24 

14.4 3.20 1.28 

14.2 3-32 1-33 

14.0 3-45 1.38 

0
0

 

M
 3-58 1 • 43 

i3-6 3- 70 1.48 

I3-4 3.80 1-52 

13.2 3-92 1 - 57 

13-° 4-°5 1.62 

12.8 4-15 1.66 

12.6 4-25 1.70 

12.4 4-35 i-74 

12.2 4-47 1.79 

12.0 4-57 1.83 

11.8 4.67 1.87 

11.6 4.78 1.91 

11.4 4.89 1.96 

11.2 5.00 2.00 

11.0 5-i° 2.04 

10.8 5.20 2.08 

10.6 5-3° 2.12 

10.4 5-4° 2.16 

10.2 5-50 2.20 

10.0 5.60 2.24 

Ui U2 us B 

o-75 0.38 OI5 0.030 

°-95 0.47 0.19 0.038 

1.08 0 54 0.22 0.043 

1.20 0.60 0.24 0.048 

1 -35 0.67 0.27 0.054 

1.50 o-75 0.30 0.060 

1.63 0.81 0.32 0 065 

1 75 0.87 o-35 0.070 

1.85 0.92 o-37 0.074 

1 -95 0.97 o-39 0.078 

2.04 1.02 0.41 0.082 

2.18 1.09 0.44 0.087 

2.32 1.16 0.46 0.093 

2.46 1 • 23 0.49 0.099 

2.60 1 -3° 0.52 0.104 

2-73 1.36 0-55 0.109 

2.85 i-43 o-57 0.114 

2.98 1 49 0.60 0.119 

3.10 i-55 0.62 0.124 

3.22 1.61 0.65 0.129 

336 1.68 0.67 0-134 

3-49 i-75 0.70 0.140 

3-64 1.82 0-73 0.146 

3-78 1.89 0-75 0.151 

3-92 1.96 0.78 0.157 

4-05 2.02 0.81 0.162 

4J7 2.09 0.83 0.167 

4-3° 2.15 0.86 0.172 

4-43 2.21 0.89 0.177 

4-56 2.28 0.91 0 182 

4.70 2-35 0.94 0.188 

4.84 2.42 0.97 0.194 

4-99 2 49 1.00 0.200 

5-i2 2.56 1.02 0.205 

5 25 2.63 1-05 0.210 

5 - 37 2.69 1.07 0.215 

5 • 51 2.76 1.10 0.220 

5-65 2.83 1-13 0.226 

c
n

 

0
0

 
0

 2.90 1.16 0.232 

5-93 2.96 1.19 0.237 

6.05 3 °3 1.21 0.242 

6.18 3 °9 1.24 0.247 

6.31 3.16 1.26 0.252 

6.44 3.22 1.29 0.257 

6-57 3.28 J-31 0. 263 

6.70 3-35 1-34 0.268 
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Table 18.- —Per Cent Sugar Corresponding to Cubic Centimeters Thiosulpii 

Used for Titration.1—(Continued) 

Cc. L2 l5 Ui U2 
U5 

B 

9.8 5-7° 2.28 6.85 3-42 1 -37 0.274 

9.6 5.80 2.32 6.98 3-49 1.40 0.279 

9-4 5-9° 2.36 7.12 3-56 1 42 0.285 

9.2 6.00 2.40 7.24 3.62 1 44 0.289 

9.0 6.10 2.44 7-35 3-6 7 t-47 0 294 

8.8 6.20 2.48 7.46 3-73 1.49 0 298 

8.6 6.30 2.52 7-57 3-79 i-5* 0.303 

8 4 6.40 2.56 7.69 3-84 t-54 0.307 
8.2 6.50 2.60 7-79 3-89 1.56 0.312 
8.0 6.62 2.65 7.90 3-95 1 58 0.316 
7.8 6-73 2.69 8.01 4.00 1.60 0.320 
7.6 6.85 2.74 8.12 4.06 1.62 0325 
7-4 6 95 2.78 8.25 4.12 1-65 0.330 
7.2 7.07 2.83 8.38 4.19 1.67 0-335 
7.0 7.20 2.88 8.50 4.25 1.70 0.340 
6.8 7-3° 2.92 8.64 4-32 t-73 0.346 
6.6 7.42 2.97 8.78 4-39 1.76 °-35x 
6.4 7-55 3.02 8.92 4.46 1.78 0-357 
6.2 7-65 3.06 9.07 4-53 1.81 0363 
6.0 7-75 3-io 9.21 4.61 1.84 0.368 
5-8 7.87 3-15 936 4.68 1.87 0-374 
5-6 8.00 3-20 9 • 5° 4-75 1.90 0.380 
5-4 8.10 3-24 9.64 4.82 t-93 0.386 
5-2 8.20 3-28 9.78 4.89 1.96 0.391 
5-o 8.32 3-33 9.92 4.96 1.98 0-397 
4 8 8-43 3-37 10.06 5 03 2.01 0.403 
4.6 8-55 3-42 10.20 5-io 2.04 0.408 
4-4 8.65 3 46 10-34 5-i7 2.07 0.413 4.2 8-75 3-5° 10.48 524 2 . IO 0.419 
4.0 

3-8 1 

8.85 

8-95 
3-54 
3-58 

10.61 

to-75 
5-3i 
5-38 

2.12 

2 15 

0.424 

0.430 

L2—Per cent anhydrous lactose if 2 cc. is used for estimation. 

Per cent anhydrous lactose if 5 cc. is used for estimation 
Ui-Per cent anhydrous dextrose if 1 cc. of diluted urine is used 

U2-Per cent anhydrous dextrose if 2 cc. of diluted urine is used. 
U5 Per cent anhydrous dextrose if 5 cc. of diluted urine is used. 

Per cent anhydrous dextrose in blood. 

»AEUttiP<lyadKeXtr0Se ValUeS by 1106 for levulose and by x.37 for galactose 
Extracted by perm.ss.on from the Am. J. Med. Sci., ,78! „6 (AngustMgi 

sSSSES&F® in 100 cc. of water (c) 7 c nf 5 \ \ clear crystals of C.P. copper sulphate 
Ui water, ^cj 7.5 gm. 0f pure tartaric arid n 100 cc of wnt^r ^ 

gm. o pure potassium iodate (mighei accuracy) in rooTof liter < °'7°° 
of potassium iodide in 100 cc. of water m c * 1 10 gm 
oxalate in 100 cc. of water. 4 gm‘ °f pUre neutral potassium 
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\\ hen all are dissolved, mix (c) with (b) and pour the mixture slowly with 

stirring into (a). C ombine (d), (e), and (f) and pour at once into the carbonate- 

copper mixture. Transfer to a i liter volumetric flask. Rinse all the dissolving 

beakers with small portions of water and add to the solution in the flask. When 

cooled, fill to the mark and mix. On standing, a little sediment will be deposited; 

use the clear top liquid for estimations. If the chemicals are pure, the reagent run 

as a control will give the same titration whether heated in a bath 15 minutes or not 

heated. New microcopper reagents1 have been proposed; I have not found that 

they have any advantage for clinical purposes. They can not be used with the 
table for calculation. 

Standard thiosulphate. Dissolve 26 gm. of sodium thiosulphate crystals and 

0.5 grams sodium carbonate in 1000 cc. of water which makes a solution stronger 

than N/10. This strong stock solution weakens very slowly after the first 2 days. 

Keep it in a brown bottle in a cool place. Make a fresh dilution of this for use 

in titration each day. Determine the ratio of dilution once in 2 weeks, as fol¬ 

lows: Measure 5 cc. of the strong stock solution into a 100 cc. volumetric flask, 

add water to the mark, and mix. With this solution, titrate 5 cc. copper reagent 

plus 5 cc. of water after adding acid as in an estimation. When titrations agree 

within 0.1 cc., prepare another dilution such that 19.5 cc. will be required for titra¬ 

tion of the control. For example, if the titration was 19.0 cc., dilute 5 cc. to 102.6 

cc., i.e., (19.5 divided by 19.0) X 100. Table 18 can be used only when the final 

control titration is 19.5 cc. or the titration is corrected to this value. The dilute 

thiosulphate (about N/200) will remain unchanged for a considerable time if there 

is added to it 20 mg. of anhydrous sodium carbonate per 100 cc. of solution. The 

carbonate may be added as solution before filling to final volume: 0.5 cc. of 4 per 

cent solution for 100 cc. of thiosulphate, or 2 cc. of 10 per cent solution for 1 liter. 

Starch solution. Mix 2 gm. of soluble starch with 10 cc. of water and pour it 

into 90 cc. of boiling water; mix and boil 1 minute. Add a few drops of toluol as a 

preservative. 
(b) Benedict's Method— This method is not nearly as accurate or convenient as 

the preceding method but is still widely used. 
(x) Principle. The reagent contains cupric sulphate in alkaline solution; this 

is reduced by dextrose, or other reducing substances present, to cuprous oxide 

which in the presence of potassium or sodium thiocyanate is immediately converted 

to cuprous thiocyanate which forms a white precipitate. The potassium ferro- 

cyanide aids in keeping the cuprous oxide in solution until it is converted into 

thiocyanate. The reducing solution is added until all the copper is reduced and 

the blue color of the reagent disappears. The reagent is reduced by exactly 50 mg. 

of dextrose, 67 mg. of lactose, or their equivalents, if the standard conditions 0 

temperature, volume of the titration mixture, and concentration and rate of addi¬ 

tion of sugar solution recommended are closely adhered to. From the amoun 0 

urine added from the burette the percentage of sugar in the original sample > 

rea*1)’ “to secure accurate results, the sugar must be added at a relatively 

constant rate. To accomplish this the final titration figure m tb. method^ 

be between 10 and 20 cc. and preferably between 10 and 15 cc. If 

doing research on sugar estimations. 
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more than a i plus reduction, indicating the presence of over 0.5 per cent sugar with 

Benedict’s qualitative test, make an exact dilution so that the concentration is 

between 0.25 and 0.5 per cent sugar. For instance, if a trial titration gives the 

result 7 cc., dilute the urine with an equal volume of water (dilution factor = 2) 

and titrate again. 
Into a 200 cc. Pyrex Erlenmeyer flask measure with a pipette or automatic 

burette exactly 25 cc. of the reagent, add a pinch of powdered pumice and about 

4 grams of monohydrated sodium carbonate. Insert a two-hole rubber stopper which 

has in one hole a bent tube to convey away the steam during the boiling. Place the 

flask on wire gauze supported by a tripod and insert the tip of the burette, filled with 

the urine, into the other hole of the stopper. A large asbestos pad, about 10 inches 

in diameter and with a 2 inch hole in the center, placed under the flask will protect 

the hands from the flame during the titration. Bring the reagent to boiling and 

keep it continuously and vigorously boiling throughout the estimation. No shaking 

of the mixture is necessary. As soon as the reagent boils, begin adding the urine 

and add it continuously as fast as drops can be counted but never in a stream. 

When a chalky white precipitate appears in the blue mixture, add the urine drop by 

drop, having a slight interval between the drops, and finally when the mixture is of 

a very pale greenish color have a distinct pause between drops. The end-point is 

a yellowish white turbid liquid with no tinge of green. 

Calculation: 25 cc. of Benedict’s reagent is reduced by 0.05 gm. of dextrose, 

0.067 gm- of lactose; therefore, —~~ X 100 X dilution factor = per cent of 

dextrose in the original sample, where Z is the number of cc. of urine required to 
reduce the 25 cc. of reagent. 

This method will give results within 10 per cent of the actual percentage of sugar 

present if the directions as given are closely adhered to and frequent checks on the 

technic are made by titration of sugar solutions of known concentration. However, 

as ordinarily done, errors of 30 per cent are not uncommon. 

(3) Reagent. Benedict’s reagent. Dissolve exactly 18 gm. of noneffloresced 

copper sulphate crystals in 100 cc. of distilled water. Dissolve 100 gm. of mono- 

ydrated, or 200 gm. of crystals of sodium carbonate in about 575 cc. of water with 

the aid of heat, add 200 gm. of sodium citrate and 105 gm. of sodium or 125 gm. of 

potassium thiocyanate and stir or shake until dissolved. Filter if the solution is 

not clear, use distilled water to take the salts out of the filter paper. Bring the 

vo ume to about 800 cc. Pour the copper sulphate solution into it with constant 

the flasi0" Tirrmf ’ T 25 T-' °f WatCr t0 rillSG the rCSt °f the Copper solution out of 
t flask. Transfer to a 1 liter volumetric flask, add 5 cc. of 5 per cent potassium 

flarrryatb S°1UtlT’ rinSC aU thC Feagent fr°m the previous container into the 
flask with water, and when cooled to room temperature fill to the mark with water 

for Determpla^on‘ This method gives results sufficiently accurate 
most clinical purposes but requires the use of an expensive anna rat... i. 

"sett of opticaiiy active subst“«^r 

urine must be thoroughly decolorised' by'vigorous sPhIkingTkheXaminad°n’hthe 

sESt “ oJxir tr °r beuer 
add , gram o, Merck's bid 1™, 1“ -5 cc.; 

filter and use the ffitrate for the determination. If the 
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for the dilution by the acetone by multiplying the calculated result by 1.25. The 
formula used for calculating is: 

Observed rotation X 100 

Specific rotation X tube length in decimeters — per Cent sugar’ 

The specific rotation of dextrose is +52.5°; of lactose is +56°; and of galactose is 

+ 81.5°. 

12. Galactose Tolerance Test.—(a) Principle.—In diffuse liver 
disease less galactose is converted to glycogen and more is excreted. 

(b) Technic.—The patient is instructed to come to the laboratory 
without breakfast. On arrival, have the patient void and test the 
urine for reduction. If negative, give 40 gm. of galactose in 10 per cent 
solution and collect all the urine voided for 5 hours or until the reduc¬ 
tion test is again negative. Mix all samples showing reduction, meas¬ 
ure the volume, and make a quantitative sugar estimation as directed 
(p. 372). Multiply the factor for dextrose in Table 18 by 1.37 to get 
the per cent of galactose. Calculate and report the total grams 

excreted. Normally this should not exceed 3 gm. 
13. Alkali Tolerance Test.—This test was first used by Sellards.1 

It is reliable for showing the absence of acidosis. Generally it detects 
an existing acidosis and gives a rough idea of the degree of acidosis, 
provided there is no impairment of kidney function. It is now rarely 

used. 

(a) Principle.—Sodium bicarbonate is administered in small amounts by mouth 

until the reaction of the urine changes from acid to alkaline or, as 1 prefer, until 

there is a rise of 0.7 to 1.0 in the pH figure. The amount of bicarbonate is then 

noted. 

(b) Technic.—Have the patient empty the bladder and determine 
the approximate pH with Squibb’s nitrazine paper. If it is alkaline, 
acidosis is not present. If it is acid, give 5 grams of sodium bicarbonate 
dissolved in water every half hour until the pH changes. Have the 
patient void every 15 minutes and test the urine with nitrazine paper. 
Record the total grams of sodium bicarbonate required to produce an 

increase of about i in pH. , nnt 
Normals require .0 grams or less, so that if this amount does not 

produce a significant change in the reaction of the urine, the test should 

be stopped and an alkali reserve estimation be made on the patie 

blood. 

Hopkins Hosp., 23: 289-302 (Oct.) 1912. 
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14. Total Titratable Acidity (Folin).—(a) Principle.—The urine is titrated 

with standard sodium hydroxide solution in the presence of potassium oxalate, 

using phenolphthalein as an indicator. The potassium oxalate is added to pre¬ 

cipitate the calcium which would otherwise interfere with the end-point, due to the 

precipitation of calcium phosphate on neutralization of the urine. Acid phosphate 

is changed to alkaline (disodium) phosphate. The end-point is distinctly on the 

alkaline side of the neutral point. 
(b) Technic— In a beaker or titration flask, mix 2 cc. of saturated (30 per cent) 

neutral potassium oxalate solution with 25 cc. of distilled water and 0.5 cc. of 1 per 

cent alcoholic phenolphthalein solution. Add to this mixture dilute sodium hydroxide 

(e.g., N/70) until a faint pink is secured. Then add exactly 10 cc. of the urine and 

titrate with Nf20 sodium hydroxide to a slight, but easily distinguished pink color 

that remains at least 15 seconds after thorough mixing. 

Calculation: Divide the cc. of alkali used by 2 to give the cc. of N/xo sodium 

hydroxide. Calculate the total titration value of the 24-hour sample. 

Note: If a number of urines are to be titrated, it is advisable to use a standard 

color mixture for comparison so as to secure the same end-point in all titrations. 

This may be prepared by adding a red dye, such as amaranth to a mixture of urine, 

oxalate and water. 

15. Quantitative Determination of Sulfanilamide or Sulfa- 
pyridine in Urine.—Make an accurate 1-10 dilution of the urine 

with distilled water. Measure 10 cc. of this diluted urine into a flask 

and proceed as described under determination of sulfanilamide or 

sulfapyridine in blood (page 417). Multiply the calculated results 
by 10. 

16. Quantitative Determination of Urobilinogen in Urine. 
(Sparkman1)/—(a) Principle.—The urobilinogen of freshly voided urine 

reacts with Ehrlich’s aldehyde solution to form a colored compound and 

the intensity of the color is compared with that of an artificial standard 
of known urobilinogen equivalent. 

(b) Technic. If the 24 hour excretion is desired, collect the urine 

as advocated by Watson in a brown bottle containing 100 cc. of petro¬ 

leum ether and 5 gm. of anhydrous sodium carbonate. A freshly 

voided specimen may be used at once for the determination without 

addition of a preservative. To 25 cc. of urine in a flask add 1 gm 

of anhydrous calcium chloride, shake and filter. The calcium chloride 

precipitates and removes bile pigment. A drop of fuming nitric acid 

added to the precipitate on the filter will give the characteristic colored 

rings if bile pigment is present and is an even more sensitive test for 

Quantitative Determination of Urobilinogen \-n ^ ^lmPle a»d Rapid Method for the 
Urobilinogen Excretion in Single Snecimrn* «.f IT.St°o1 ^ 11. Normal Values for 
Determinations of the Urobilinogen Content of S-t0° ’ nkTT^e Clinical Value of 

,nt-Med •63 
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bile pigment than the Gmelin-Rosenbach method. To io cc. of the 

filtrate in a test tube add i cc. of the aldehyde reagent and mix thor¬ 

oughly by inversion. At the end of 5 minutes, match in a colorimeter 

against the artificial standard nearest the unknown in color. 

(c) Calculation. Reading o( the unknown X the factor = the mg. 

of urobilinogen per 100 cc. of urine. The factor is 8.2 with the strong 

standard, 2.4 with the intermediate standard, and 0.9 with the weak 

standard. 

(d) Reagents.—Ehrlich’s aldehyde reagent.—To 10 grams of paradimethyl- 

aminobenzaldehyde, add a mixture of 75 cc. of distilled water and 75 cc. of C.P. 

hydrochloric acid. This keeps well. 

Artificial standards. These keep well. 

Strong standard. Prepare an accurate 4 per cent solution of gold chloride and 

10 per cent solution of sodium bromide. To 10 cc. of 4 per cent gold chloride, 

add 10 cc. of 10 per cent sodium bromide and dilute to 150 cc. 

Intermediate standard. Transfer 50 cc. of strong standard to a 100 cc. volu¬ 

metric flask and dilute to the mark with distilled water. 

Weak standard. Dilute 50 cc. of the intermediate standard to 100 cc. with 

distilled water. 

17. Table of Normal Findings.—As pointed out in the introduc¬ 

tion to Chapter II, it is impossible to define a normal urine unless the 

variable factors of diet, fluid intake, plasma composition, etc. are 

known. In Table 19 the usual findings in the urine of the average, 

healthy adult under the average living conditions in the United States 

are given. 

Table 19.—Normal Urine Values 

Volume. 
Specific gravity. 

Total solids. 
Total nitrogen. 
Urea nitrogen. 

Ammonia nitrogen. 

Creatinine. 

Uric acid. 
Sodium chloride. 
Total titratable acidity equivalent to 

pH.. . 

Phenolsulphonphthalein excretion. 

800 to 1800 cc. per 24 hours. 
1.010 to 1.025 on 24-hour sample. 

30 to 60 grams per 24 hours. 
10 to 16 grams per 24 hours. 
7 to 13 grams per 24 hours, or 75 to 90 per cent of the 

total nitrogen. 
0.3 to 1.0 gram per 24 hours, or less than 10 per cen 

of the total nitrogen. 
1.0 to 1.8 grams per 24 hours. 
0.5 to 0.7 gram per 24 hours. 
10.0 to 16.0 grams per 24 hours. 
150 to 400 cc. of N/10 acid per 24 hours. 

5-5 to 7.0 
First specimen 40 to 60 per cent 
Second specimen 20 to 25 per cent 
Total for 2 specimens 60 to 80 per cent 

Galactose tolerance 



SECTION IV. BLOOD CHEMISTRY 

A. Collection and Labelling of Specimens— All blood for 

quantitative chemical analysis must be collected after a fasting period, 

preferably in the morning before breakfast, unless otherwise specified. 

The blood should be withdrawn from the vein as soon as possible after 

the tourniquet is applied because venous stasis tends to produce a 

rapid change in the composition of the blood. Dry powdered potas¬ 

sium oxalate,1 2 mg. per 1 cc. of blood, is recommended as an anti¬ 

coagulant in those cases where whole blood or blood plasma is used 

for the determination. Mix the blood rapidly and thoroughly with 

the oxalate by holding the corked test tube horizontally and tapping 

it with one hand and place it in the icebox unless the determination 

is begun immediately. Estimations of urea, creatinine, and sugar may 

be inaccurrate if the blood stands at room temperature for 4 hours or 

at 8° C. for 24 hours. Addition of 10 mg. of monochlorbenzene2 and 

10 mg. of sodium fluoride per cc. of oxalated blood will prevent these 

changes for 6 days or more and will permit the mailing of specimens. 

If a protein-free filtrate is to be used, it should be prepared immediately; 

then if it is saturated with toluol and placed in the icebox, it will keep 

well for at least 24 hours. All specimens should be labelled with the 

patient’s name in full, the minute, hour and day and the tests desired. 

B. Blood Urea Nitrogen. (Van Slyke and Cullen modification of 

Marshall’s urease method).—The urease method on the whole blood 

using the same aeration apparatus as for urine urea is recommended. 

1. Principle.—This is identical with that of the urine urea determination. 

2 Technic.—First make sure that the blood tube (No. 2) is free of 

alkali as directed in the urine urea determination on page 365. When 

the tube is neutral, measure into it exactly 4 cc.3 of well-mixed whole 

ood and add 1.5 cc. of 2.5 per cent acid potassium phosphate solution 

as a buffer, 4 drops of caprylic alcohol, and i cc. of ro per cent urease 

solution or rub up o.i gram or i tablet of urease with i cc. of water 

pour into the tube and rinse the mortar with the buffer solution’ 

The urease glycerin solution described under the urine urea nitr )een 

“ay be used instead. Connect the tube with the apTaraCtd 

• Lewis, t C.; LTmuTTg A' WT8 * kr?' "rber °f 
Thym°l When Used with Fluoride as PreservaTivero^RIo^H fC 0/,,Mon(Jchlorbenzene and 
J. Clin. Path. 3: I7-28 (Jan.) 1933. rreservatlves of Blood for Chemical Analysis. Am. 

If a very high estimation is expected, 
use 2 cc. and multiply the result by 2 
381 
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immerse the lower portion in a water bath at 50 to 550 C. Allow thirty 

minutes for enzyme action. Into the acid tube (No. 4) measure exactly 

25 cc. of AV70 sulphuric acid, add 4 drops of caprylic alcohol and one 

drop of 1 per cent sodium alizarin sulphonate solution and connect 
with the apparatus. 

After thirty minutes, run the air stream slowly for one-half minute 

and stop; disconnect the blood tube but do not remove it from the 

apparatus, add 6 cc. of potassium carbonate oxalate reagent as for urine 

urea and connect with the apparatus again. Run the air stream 

slowly for 5 minutes and rapidly for 30 minutes. Then transfer the 

acid solution, with proper rinsing, to a titration flask and titrate it with 

N/70 sodium hydroxide. 

Calculation: Subtract the cc. of sodium hydroxide used for the 

titration from the cc. of acid taken, then deduct the control for ammonia 

in the reagents. Now multiply this figure by 5.1 The result is mg. of 

urea nitrogen per 100 cc. of blood. There is so little ammonia in the 

blood that no correction is made for it. 

Note: If only blood filtrate is available, 10 cc. of filtrate which equals 

1 cc. of blood may be used instead of the 4 cc. of blood, using N/280 

acid and alkali which equals a 1 to 4 dilution of N/70. This is simpler 

and more dependable than the use of the distillation urea methods. 

If Nesslerization methods are preferred, incubate 10 cc. of filtrate 

with urease and buffer, then add gum ghatti and 15 cc. of Nessler’s 

reagent and dilute to 50 cc. as directed on page 370 and proceed as 

directed for the colorimetric technic of total nitrogen estimation in 

urine. Calculate as directed there but deduct a control determined 

on the reagents alone. 
C. The Blood Urea Clearance.2—This is a more laborious and 

expensive test than the blood urea nitrogen, but it is more sensitive to 

slight grades of impaired kidney function. 
1. Principle.—Under certain conditions the rate of urea excretion 

by the kidney is directly proportional to the level of the blood urea 

nitrogen. In other words, the amount of urea nitrogen excreted in one 

minute corresponds to the urea nitrogen content of a constant volume 

of blood. This constant volume of blood, which might be cleared 0 

urea in one minute, is called the urea clearance (C). When the urine 

volume is large, the rate of urea excretion is maximum and is unm- 

1 One cubic centimeter of N/70 ammonia contains.w mg. f ^.^^0^ each 
c nrp taken for estimation: 25 multiplied by 0.2 equ< s 5- > 

ine cc- of N/70 acid used is equivalent to 5 mg. of mtrogen per 1 coof °°-. n. 

•MOiler/E., McIntosh, J. F and Van Slyke, DAdults. 
Relationship Between Urine Volume and Rate of Urea Excretion oy 

J> ^etersTp^and'Van Slykt D. D, Quantitative Clinical Chemistry Pp- 335-369- 

Vol L The Williams & Wilkins Co., Baltimore. 1932. 
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fluenced by variations in volume of urine formation per minute and the 

maximum urea clearance (Cm) is calculated. When the rate of urine 

formation falls below a certain limit, called the “augmentation limit,” 

the rate of urea excretion also falls and has been shown to vary in pro¬ 

portion to the square root of the urine volume per minute. The aug¬ 

mentation limit has been shown to average about 2 cc. per minute. 

When the urine volume is below 2 cc. per minute the urea clearance is 

calculated to that which would occur if the urine volume were 1 cc. per 

minute. This is called the standard clearance (Cs). The urine volume 

of 1 cc. per minute was chosen for convenience in calculation and 

because it is approximately the average normal rate of urine formation. 

It is evident that the data necessary for calculation of urea clearance 

are a blood urea nitrogen (B), a urine urea nitrogen (U), and the rate of 
urine formation (V). 

Since the only other variables are the blood supply to the kidneys 

and the amount of functioning renal tissue, the urea clearance test 

gives a quantitative expression of renal function. The amount of 

kidney tissue normally present has been shown to be proportional to 

the surface area (SA), and, therefore, by comparing the surface area 

with the average normal, a corrected urea clearance is obtained which 

can be compared with that of the average normal adult and is expressed 
as per cent of the average normal. 

2. Technic.—The test may be done at any time, but it is best to do 

it in the morning before breakfast so that the blood urea nitrogen will 

be of clinical value. The patient may have fluids as desired aside 

Horn diuretics such as coffee or tea. The patient is instructed to 

empty the bladder completely, is catheterized if necessary, and the time 

is noted to the nearest minute. This urine is discarded. About 

used for the bio’d °f ^ withdrawn from a vein, oxalated, and 
hi it h bloodurea nitrogen estimation. About an hour after the 
bladder was emptied, it is emptied completely a second time into a 

clean, dry receptacle and the time of complete emptying noted Simi 
krly a second urine fraction is coIlecte<J at ^ ^ f Jcr S ' 

secondspecimen s, minutes). The ^s h^dt^ 

urea'Sr^eSo"6 T ”e“ured a"d a 

Wood according to the technics prSouslSvV* S'^ ^ 
nitrogen in milligrams per too rr f ? g ^ ' Express the urea 

urine formation per minute for each° Determine the rate of 
P minute for each specimen by dividing the volume 
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in cubic centimeters by the time in minutes. It has been shown that 

the urea plus ammonia nitrogen in the urine is satisfactory for calcula¬ 

tion of the urea clearance because the ammonia in urine is formed from 

urea in the kidney. This dispenses with the necessity of ammonia 

nitrogen estimations or extraction of the urine with permutit. 

3. Calculation.—Multiply the observed volume in cc. per minute 

by 1"^- to get the corrected urine volume (V), where SA is the patient’s 
SA 

surface area obtained from the table on page 426. If the corrected 

urine volume exceeds 2 cc. calculate the maximum urea clearance 

(Cm) by the formula Cm = where U equals the urine urea nitro¬ 

gen in milligrams per 100 cc., B equals the blood urea nitrogen in milli¬ 

grams per 100 cc., and V equals the corrected urine volume per minute. 

If the corrected urine volume is less than 2 cc., calculate the standard 

urea clearance (Cs) by the formula Cs = ^\/V, where U, B, and V 

have the same significance as above. Divide the observed maximum 

clearance by 75 (the average normal Cm) and multiply by 100 to 

express the result in percentage of normal. To express the standard 

clearance as percentage of the normal divide the observed clearance 

by 54 (the average normal Cs) and multiply by 100. If the urea 

clearances as calculated from the two specimens disagree by more than 

30 per cent, an error is probable, and the test should be repeated. 

Report (1) the blood and urine urea nitrogens in milligrams per 100 cc 

(2) the urine volume, time and cc. per minute for each specimen, (3) 

the patient’s height, weight and surface area, (4) the corrected urine 

volume per minute, and (5) Cm or Cs and the percentage of normal for 

each specimen and the average of the two. 

Example op Calculate: Pat.ent Is 67 In. Tall and Weighs ,*> Lb. 

Blood Urea Nitrogen—8.25 mg. per 100 cc. 
Second Specimen 

Volume—130 cc. Time—60 mm. 

Observed volume 

First Specimen 

Volume—108 cc. Time—63 min. 

Urine urea nitrogen—328 mg. per 100 cc. 

Observed volume = = I*7I cc- Per min 

j 73 
Corrected volume = 1.71 X 7^3 = 1,65 cc' 

Cs - 5W - “ 5°-88 cc. 

50.88 X 100 _ 
Per cent of normal - • — 

94.2 per cent 

1 The average normal surface area of the adult male. 

Urine urea nitrogen—267 mg. per 100 cc. 

_ DP _ 2.17 cc. per min. 
60 

Corrected volume = 2.17 X t go 2.08 cc. 

_ UV _ 267 X 2^08 = cc 
Cm B 8.25 

. _ 67.31 X TOO = 

Per cent of normal - 7^— 

89.7 Per cent 
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Example of Report: Height—67 In., Weight—160 Lb., Surface Area—1.80 Sq. M. 
Blood Urea Nitrogen—8.25 mg. per 100 cc. 

First Specimen Second Specimen 

Urine urea nitrogen. 328 mg. per 100 cc. 267 mg. per 100 cc. 
Volume. 108 cc. 130 cc. 
Time. 63 min. 60 min. 

Cc. per minute. 1.71CC. 2.17 cc. 

Corrected volume. 1.65 cc. 2.08 cc. 

Cs. 50.88 Cm 67.31 
Per cent of normal. 94.2 per cent 89.7 per cent 
Average per cent. 91.9 per cent 

D. Preparation of the Protein-free Filtrate—1. Tungstate Pre¬ 
cipitation (Folin).—The normal values given in this book are for this 

technic unless otherwise stated. 

(a) Principle. The total proteins of the blood are removed by precipitation 

with tungstic acid formed by the interaction of sodium tungstate and sulphuric 

acid and filtration. The filtrate contains all of the constituents of the blood deter¬ 
mined by this system of methods. 

(b) Technic. Measure all liquids accurately since the filtrate is to 

be an exact 10 per cent dilution of the blood. If only one method is to 

be carried out, 2 cc. of blood may suffice; 7 cc. will furnish filtrate for all 
the Folin methods. 

Blood, Distilled water, Sodium tungstate (io 

cubic centimeters cubic centimeters per cent), cubic 

centimeters 

2 
14 2 

S 35 5 
7 49 7 

_ 

Sulphuric acid (H N) 
cubic centimeters 

2 

5 

7 

, ,Uic ulooa and water m a flask and let it stand until well laked 
Add the tungstate and mix, and then add the acid slowly while shaking 

ar-Ta; set £ *7 *■ 
there is somewhat more danger of h 1 °ne measure™nt but 
filtrate. Cork the flask shak •, laVmg t0 relllter to secure a clear 

.5 minutes. The pStSshouT^ Md 'et St Sta"d or 

no foam should form on shaking Tf tl!C°me br0Wnish red and almost 
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The mixture should not become more than faintly acid to congo red 

paper. 

Filtrate may be prepared from plasma or serum1 if treated as follows: 

use one-half quantity of tungstate and of ^3 normal sulphuric acid 

and increase the water to correspond; e.g., for 5 cc. of plasma use 

40 cc. of water and 2.5 cc. each of tungstate and acid. Remember that 

normal values for plasma and whole blood are different. 

Filter, using a small retentive filter paper. Whatman No. 2 filter 

paper is recommended. If the filtrate is not clear and colorless, 

pour it back once or twice onto the filter to see whether it will become 

clear. If unsuccessful, return the precipitate and filtrate to the flask, 

treat with more acid and filter. 

(c) Reagents.—(1) Two-thirds normal sulphuric acid is prepared by diluting 100 

cc. of N/i acid with 50 cc. of distilled water. One-twelfth normal sulphuric acid 

may be prepared by accurate dilution of N/1 acid. 

(2) Sodium tungstate solution (10 per cent). C.P. sodium tungstate should be 

used and it should go into solution readily. The reagent must be tested for excess 

of carbonate as follows: titrate 5 cc. with % normal sulphuric acid, using methyl 

orange, until the yellow color changes to a slightly reddish yellow; between 3 and 

3.3 cc. should be required. If the titration is greater, add twice normal acid, 

made by diluting 11.5 cc. of C.P. sulphuric acid to 200 cc., in sufficient amount to 

the whole stock of tungstate solution to bring the alkalinity down to the proper 

limits and titrate again. Also test the tungstate against blood and % normal or 

N/12 sulphuric acid; no additional acid should be required to produce complete 

precipitation. 
2. The Zinc Filtrate for True Sugar Estimation (Somogyi).—To 2 cc. ol oxa- 

lated venous blood in an Erlenmeyer flask add 16 cc. of solution I, mix until clear, 

and add 2 cc. of solution II. Shake thoroughly, allow to stand a few minutes an 

filter or centrifugate. Use the clear filtrate or supernatant liquid for the blood 

sugar estimation by any of the methods given. The values will be true sugar and 

will average about 21 mg. lower than the sugar estimations on the tungstate fil¬ 

trates, the difference being due to non-dextrose reducing substances which are 

removed by the tungstate. iH O') in 
(a) Reagents.—Solution I. Dissolve 12.5 gm. of zinc sulphate (ZnSCfi.yHn.O) 

water. Add 31 cc. of N/x sulphuric acid and dilute to 1 liter. 
Solution II. Dissolve 2.5 gm. of sodium tungstate in 75 cc. o / ^ 

hydroxide and dilute to 100 cc. It should require 3-35 t0 3-4 cc. o so u 

neutralize 25 cc. of solution I to phenolphthalein. 

E. Determinations on Protein-free Filtrates of Blood Plasma, 

or Serum — i Non-protein Nitrogen of Blood.—Results oi this 

test almost parallel at a higher level the blood urea nitrogen whic 

. Preparation of a filtrate from S 
not considered in this method. 
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yields the same information and is more easily determined. Another 

disadvantage is that the non-protein nitrogen method determines 

several substances, all of which may vary individually, while the urea 

method determines a single substance. 

(a) Principle.—This is exactly the same as for the total nitrogen of urine (p. 

367)- 

(b) Technic.—Proceed exactly as directed for total nitrogen in 

urine, except that 10 cc. of blood filtrate is used instead of urine. 

Calculation: Subtract the cc. of sodium hydroxide used for titration 

from the cc. of acid taken, then deduct the control for nitrogen in 

reagents. Multiply this by 20 (i.e., 0.0002 X 100 X 1000) if N/70 

solutions were used. The result is mg. of total non-protein nitrogen 
per 100 cc. of blood. 

If the Nesslerization method is used, multiply the mg. of nitrogen 

in the blood filtrate used by 100 to get the mg. of nitrogen per 100 cc. 

of blood since 10 cc. of filtrate equals 1 cc. of blood. 

2. Blood “Creatinine.”—This estimation is desirable whenever 
the blood urea nitrogen is found to be above 20 mg. 

(a) Principle.—This is the same as for creatinine of urine (q.v.) It is almost 

certain that the color change in the picrate reagent is not due to creatinine, but 
this fact does not impair the clinical value of the test. 

(b) Technic.—Measure exactly to cc. of protein-free filtrate into 

an S by I mch test-tube. Into another tube, measure exactly c cc 

of standard creatinine solution, add 5 cc. of N/10 sodium hydroxide 

an 10 cc. 0 istilled water. Now add the picrate reagent to both 

tubes 5 cc to the blood filtrate and 10 cc. to the standard, and mix. 

‘e C° °r comParison> se“ing the standard at 20 
and finish the readings within 15 minutes after adding the reagent 

Calculation: MSLitandardJhe^o) 
Mm. unknown x r*5 — mg- of creatinine in 

100 cc. of blood. 

If the estimation is high, repeat as above but use c cc of filtrate 

,-* r»r 
..— -pl“ 
15 cc. of saturated picricaddSnwifh^cc'ofVteat ^ ^ Mix 

* Fivp u- • 3 1 1 per cent sodium hydrox- 
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ide (exactly 2.5 times N/i). Use the best grade of picric acid and prepare the 

saturated solution as directed under urine creatinine. 

(2) Standard creatinine. Estimate accurately the creatinine content (see 

p. 371) of normal urine that has stood a week or more after having been acid¬ 

ified with about 4 cc. C.P. hydrochloric acid for 100 cc. The creatinine con¬ 

tent is constant for a long time. Calculate the amount of urine that contains 

0.6 mg. of creatinine. Measure this amount accurately with a pipette marked for 

0.01 cc. into a 100 cc. volumetric flask, add 50 cc. of N/5 hydrochloric acid, dilute 

to the mark with distilled water, mix and add toluol. Make this dilute standard 

every few months. 

It is preferable to use pure creatinine: dissolve exactly 0.1 gm. of pure creatinine 

in 80 cc. of N/10 hydrochloric acid in a 100 cc. volumetric flask and make up to the 

mark with distilled water. For the dilute standard, dilute exactly 0.6 cc. of this 

with N/10 hydrochloric acid to 100 cc. in a volumetric flask; 5 cc. of the dilute 

standard contains 0.03 mg. of creatinine. 

3. Blood Uric Acid (as modified by Haskins and Holbrook1)-—For this estima¬ 

tion it is quite important that the sodium tungstate be adjusted to correspond to 

the 2/3 normal acid so that the blood filtrate shall not be strongly acid, otherwise 

some uric acid may be precipitated with the protein. It is advisable to test the 

tungstate and acid against oxalated blood. Add a drop of methyl orange solution 

to a few cc. of the protein-free filtrate; there must be no tinge of red in the color 

indicating that the pH is 4.5 or more. Loss of uric acid is thus avoided. 

Of all the numerous changes of Folin’s uric acid method that have been proposed, 

only two seem valuable: (1) direct estimation as suggested by Benedict2 (Folin3 

has accepted this change), and (2) precipitation by zinc chloride as suggested by 

Morris.4 The recommended method as given below is an adaptation of these three 

methods which has proved dependable. 
(a) Direct Estimation Method (Folin-Benedict).-(i) Principle. Uric acid 

reduces phosphotungstic acid solution quantitatively with the formation of a blue 

color which can be estimated colorimetrically. The lithium sulphate tends 0 

prevent turbidity. The cyanide intensifies the blue color and thus makes t e 

method more sensitive. _, 
(2) Technic. Have a boiling bath ready. Measure exactly 5 cc. o 

trate and exactly 0.5 cc. of modified standard uric acid solution into a test-tube. 

Into a second tube measure exactly : cc. of modified standard uric acid so ution 

and a 5 cc. of water. Now add to each of the tubes 3 drops of 20 per ceut lithium 

sulphate solution and 2 cc. of sodium cyanide solution (Caution! Poison.).. 

1 Haskins, H.D., ancl Holbrook W. P.: BloodAcid ( x: 
Methods and Technic Necessary for Accurate estimation. j 

^^Benedlct0S?R: The Determination of Uric Acid in Blood. J. Biol. Chem., 511 l8?' 

2O7.(M„C,0.;9and Wu, H, A System, of Blood Analysis. J. Biol. Chon,.. 38:8,-no (May) 

I9'?Morris, J. L„ and Macleod, A. C.t Colorimetric Determination of Urrc Acd. J. B» 

Chem., 50: S5-63 (Jan ) I922- 
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20 mm. The readings must come between xo and 40 mm. If below 10 mm., 

repeat the estimation using 2.5 cc. of filtrate and 2.5 cc. of water, and multiply 

the calculated results by 2. Calculation: (—-—- X 4 J minus 2 = mg. of 
\Mm. unknown / 

uric acid in 100 cc. of blood. 

Note 1: If an estimation above normal is expected either run 3 tubes, the third 

tube having 5 cc. of blood filtrate without added uric acid but 0.5 cc. of water 

instead, or else run the 2 tubes as above except that water is added to the first tube 

instead of uric acid. If uric acid is not added, the 2 mg. must not be deducted 

during the calculation. 

The addition of known uric acid to the unknown is a modification by Haskins 

and Holbrook which gives very good results if the estimation is not above 4 mg. If 

the result is above normal, do a check method. 

Note 2: The direct method is most generally used at present. There is some 

evidence that in certain cases this estimation is too high because of the presence of 

substances other than uric acid that give a blue color with the reagents. It is 

possible that Folin’s new improved uric acid reagent1 which is freed of molybdenum, 

may give accurate direct estimations. Until this has been determined, it is safer to 

repeat the estimation, using the zinc chloride check method when the result is 
above normal by the direct method. 

(3) Reagents, (a) Folin’s uric acid reagent. Dissolve 50 gm. of C.P. sodium 

tungstate in 350 cc. of distilled water, add 40 cc. of 85 per cent phosphoric acid and 

heat the flask, having a reflux tube attached. Boil for 2 hours, cool and dilute to 
500 cc. 

Note: Folin’s new improved reagent is not easily prepared. Those who are not 
chemists should not try to make the reagent but purchase it. 

(b) Folin’s sodium cyanide solution (Caution! Poison!). ' Dissolve i, grams of 

purest sod,urn cyanide in ,oo cc. of N/:o sodium hydroxide. Impurities cause the 

fresh solut,on to g,ve considerable blue color, interfering with the estimation After 

about 2 weeks, the solut,on gives little color. When 2 or 3 months old, it should be 

iscarded since NH, is produced which makes it inefficient, or else purified bv 

aerafon V ery old solutions give an improper type of blue color. The bS plan 
IS to make a small quantity of solution every month P 

grams of ffihium caanratUet ^ o/ho^stiU^ ^ ^ 

impurity, and add 30 cc. water and w m „ “ c wfrmal U"diSS01' 
flask with hot water, pour into it exactlv o c f 5°° ^ measuring 
lithium carbonate solution, rinsing ‘'7 the hot 

latter. Shake until the uric acid k di . gbeaker and the fun»el with the 

300 cc. of water. Add 5 cc of Merck's / ’ mT T ^ lhe tap and add 
dilution of 7,s cc. of C P sulnh, „V ! n f°rmalde,h>'de “d mix. Add a cooled 

the mark and mix well This stock sol T- 5° °f Water‘ Dllute wRh water to 

(Haskins): mix exactly '2 cc of stol soI t P$ ^ (b) Modified standard 

sulphuric acid and o.s cc f f rma „ i “ '°n' 5° S CC- o( ^ normal 

mark. This is s times as^Wi^" “Tf flaSk> 
each month. ute standard. Make the solution 

and Method of Preparing^he Uric Add^^agent^^ in the Qual 
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(b) Zinc Chloride Check Method (Morris, modified by Haskins and Holbrook).— 

This method is less expensive and as accurate as Folin’s silver lactate method. 

(1) Principle. Uric acid is precipitated in combination with zinc and is separa¬ 

ted by centrifugation. Uric acid is set free by an acid chloride solution (HCl-NaCl) 

and the rest of the estimation is the same as in the direct method. 

(2) Technic. To exactly 5 cc. of blood filtrate in a centrifuge tube add 2 cc. of 

water, exactly 0.4 cc. of 1 per cent zinc chloride solution, and 0.7 cc. of 2 per cent 

sodium carbonate solution made from anhydrous sodium carbonate. Stir with a 

rod, then rinse the rod with a few drops of water. After standing 5 minutes, balance 

with another tube and centrifugate for 3 minutes. Discard the supernatant fluid. 

To the precipitate add 1 cc. of Folin’s hydrochloric acid-sodium chloride reagent 

and stir with a rod. Dilute with 4 cc. of water and stir until all is dissolved; rinse 

the rod. Drain the liquid into a test-tube labelled 1, and add exactly 0.5 cc. of 

modified standard uric acid solution. Into another test-tube labelled 2, measure 

4.5 cc. of water and exactly 1 cc. of modified standard uric acid solution. Into each 

tube put 3 drops of 20 per cent lithium sulphate, 2 cc. of sodium cyanide, and 1 cc. 

of uric acid reagent, as above. Mix, after 2 minutes heat in the bath for 2 minutes, 

cool, dilute to 25 cc. and mix. Estimate with the colorimeter and calculate as in 

the direct estimation. If the estimation is high, it is not necessary to add uric acid 

to the unknown. 
(3) Reagents, (a) Zinc chloride reagent. Make this frequently by 1 in 10 

dilution of a 10 per cent stock solution which has been allowed to settle clear. 

(b) Hydrochloric acid-sodium chloride solution. Dissolve 10 grams of sodium 

chloride in 100 cc. of N/10 hydrochloric acid. 

4. Blood Sugar.—The Shaffer-Hartman method as modified by 

Haskins and Holbrook is recommended. 

(a) Modified Shafer-Hartman Method— (1) Principle. This is identical with 

that for the urine sugar method. 

(2) Technic. Proceed exactly as directed for urine sugar on page 

372 except that 5 cc. of protein-free filtrate is used instead of the dilute 

urine. Use the zinc filtrate on page 386 if true sugar values are desired. 

Calculation: In Table 18 find the percent of dextrose opposite the 

cc. of sodium thiosulphate used for titration in column B. 
If the blood sugar content is very high, use 2.5 cc. of filtrate and 

23 cc. of distilled water and multiply the per cent figure by 2. 
(b) Folin’s1 Revised Colorimetric Method— This is a satisfac ory 

method but the blue color is not directly proportional to the concentra- 

tion of dextrose so that errors are introduced if the concentration 

dextrose in the blood differs widely from the concentration in the 

standard. This may be overcome by dilution. 

(x) Principle. Copper sulphate in alkaline solution is reduced by dextrosejm 

other reducing substances to cuprous oxide in quantitative amou . . 

. Folio, O.: Two Revised Copper Methods for Blood Sugar Determination. J. B* 

Chem., 82: 83-93 (April) 1929- 
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treated with the phosphomolybdate reagent, produces a blue color which is com¬ 

pared with that of a standard in a colorimeter. 

(2) Technic. Measure exactly 2 cc. of blood filtrate into a Folin 

sugar tube, add 1 drop of 0.1 per cent phenolphthalein and small drops 

from the fine tip of a pipette of 1 per cent sodium carbonate solution 

until a permanent pink color is secured. To a second Folin tube add 

exactly 2 cc. of dilute standard dextrose A (use B if a high estimation 

is expected, or run 2 tubes using both A and B) and treat with phenol- 

phthalein and 1 drop of sodium carbonate. 

To each tube add 2 cc. of freshly mixed copper reagent, which must 

bring the liquid to the constricted part of the tube, but not above the 

narrow portion when hot. The purpose of constriction is to make the 

least possible exposure to air. Mix, plug the tubes with nonabsorbent 

cotton and support them upright in a vigorously boiling bath. After 

15 minutes heating, cool the tubes rapidly under the tap, add 4 cc. of the 

special acid molybdate reagent to each tube and mix. The mixtures 

may be transferred to accurate 25 cc. graduates or measuring flasks, in 

this case rinse the tubes with the diluting fluid. Dilute each to exactly 

25 cc. with diluted molybdate reagent (20 cc. of reagent plus 80 cc. 

of distilled water) and mix. Estimate with the colorimeter, setting 

the standard at 15 mm. (set B at 10 mm.). 

^ , . . Mm. standard 
Calculation: unknown x 100 W standard A) = mg. of dextrose in 

or 200 (if standard B) 
100 cc. of blood. 

(3) Reagents, (a) Folin’s new copper reagent. Prepare this fresh each dav 

as follows: pour about 25 cc. of the alkaline tartrate solution (1) into a So cc. volu¬ 

metric flask add exactly 5 cc. of the copper sulphate solution (2), mix, dilute to the 

mark with (1) and mix again. This reagent will keep a few days in the ice-box 
away from heat and light. 

thro' hlkala"e t,artratC solution- Pour 7-7 grams of anhydrous sodium carbonate 
through a dry large-stemmed funnel into a one liter volumetric flask washing 

through tlie funnel with 75 cc. of distilled water and shake until dissolved Add 

hrough another dry funnel, 22 grams of sodium bicarbonate and thenToo c 

water. When this is dissolved, add .3.2 grams of Merck’s C.P. sod urn tartrate 

:4h^r?b„re uniii “ ^ -* “0 

wate'r,“TaTe:^ “ 
to exactly 200 cc. and mix. ’ dl te m a volumetric flask 

molybdate in roo cc. of distiU^Iterk8* ulge'fltk^T’f 
add S5 cc. 0, S5 per cent phosphoric acid whiAhaktg, 
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sulphuric acid (10 cc. of C.P. acid plus 30 cc. of water) and 20 cc. of glacial acetic 

acid (99 per cent). Mix well. Make fresh once a week. The reagent will keep 

better if the sodium molybdate solution is treated with bromine before adding the 

acid solutions (see the original article). 

(c) Stock solutions of dextrose. (1) Dissolve exactly 5 gm of C.P. anhydrous 

dextrose (e.g., Pfanstiehl’s) in 500 cc. of saturated benzoic acid solution (saturated 

benzoic acid is prepared by dissolving 2.5 grams in 1 liter of boiling distilled water). 

(2) Dilute exactly 20 cc. of (1) to 100 cc. in a volumetric flask with saturated benzoic 

acid solution. Both stock solutions keep indefinitely. Saturate with toluol 

(d) Standard dextrose solutions. (A) Dilute exactly 5 cc. of stock solution (2) 

to 100 cc. in a volumetric flask with distilled water. (B) Dilute 5 cc. of (2) to 50 cc. 

in a volumetric flask with distilled water. Add toluol to both A and B. A contains 

0.1 mg. and B 0.2 mg. per cc. Prepare these dilute solutions each week. 

(c) Folin’s1 Micro-blood, Sugar Method.—When it is impossible or inadvisable 

to draw venous blood as in children, nervous patients or those having small veins, 

this method may be resorted to. It can be used for sugar estimation on venous 

blood when there is a shortage of blood, as the results are practically identical 

with those by the Shaffer-Hartman or Folin-Wu methods. 

After a fasting period, as before breakfast finger blood and venous blood show 

the same content of dextrose; at other times, particularly during periods of absorp¬ 

tion of carbohydrates, the finger blood may have a higher content than venous 

blood. If used for the dextrose tolerance test, the curves for normals and for 

diabetics need to be determined for finger blood samples, since these will undoubt¬ 

edly be somewhat different from those for venous blood. 

Drawing the blood: wash the finger with very warm water, wipe dry, and at 

once massage it with a stripping motion toward the tip; while the linger is well 

congested make a vigorous stab writh the lancet and collect the blood in a watch- 

glass. Quickly measure the 0.1 cc. required with the micropipette. 

(1) Principle. The sugar is oxidized by alkaline potassium ferricyanide, the 

latter being reduced to ferrocyanide. The ferrocyanide is converted quantitatively 

into Prussian blue and this is estimated colorimetrically. 
(2) Technic. First measure 5 cc. of 0.4 per cent sodium tungstate and 5 cc. 

of N/37 5 sulphuric acid into a 15 cc. centrifuge tube. Now measure accurately 

0.1 cc. of blood and deliver it to the lower part of the tube, draw up clear liquid into 

the pipette twice, and finally blow through the pipette. Stir the liquid with a rod 

but do not rinse it. After 10 minutes’ standing, centrifugate for 3 to 5 minutes. 

Decant the clear liquid into a clean dry test-tube; there should be enough for 2 

""re', test-tubes. Into A measure exactly 4 cc. of the protein-free blood 

extract * into B exactly 4 cc. of dilute dextrose standard ; add to both tubes exactly 

I CC (2*cc if a high estimation is expected) of ferricyanide reagent, 1 cc. o so lun 

cyanide-carbonate reagent and mix. Plug the tubes cotton and put hem m a 

hoiline water bath After 8 minutes, cool the tubes, add to each 3 cc. oi t 

ferric iron reagent flowing it down the wall of the tube slowly to prevent excessive 

;:rami:g and mix gently8 After 5 minutes, transfer «%£*££££ 
rinse the tubes with water, and dilute to the 25 cc. mark and m . 

1 Folin! The^icro°Methodr lorthedDeterininatio^of Mood^ugar. nYw England 

J. Med. 206: 727-729 (April 7) *932- 
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colorimeter, setting the standard at 20 mm.; make several readings. The readings 

should be between 13 and 30 mm. for accurate estimations (see note 2). 

Calculation: X IO° = mg‘ °f dextrose per 100 CC' of blood‘ 

Notes: (1) The plungers and cups of the colorimeter must be very clean before 

being used. Use dilute sodium hydroxide occasionally for more effective cleaning. 

(2) If the blood gives too pale a color resulting in a reading above 30 mm., run 

another estimation, using a more dilute standard consisting of 2 cc. of dilute dex¬ 

trose plus 2 cc. of water in tube B. Divide the calculated results by 2. If the 

blood gives a too intense blue color resulting in a reading below 13 mm., run another 

estimation, using 2 cc. of the protein-free fluid plus 2 cc. of water without changing 

the standard. Multiply the calculated result by 2. 

(3) The micropipette may be calibrated as described on page 329 or by filling 

it to the mark with mercury and emptying into a weighed beaker; the weight of the 

mercury should be 1.355 grams at room temperature. 

The pipette must be kept very clean. Wash it thoroughly as soon as possible 

after measuring the blood and use hot cleaning fluid in it frequently. 

(4) Folin states that with low estimations the character of the color may be 

wrong because of the amount of yellow ferricyanide left unchanged. This may 

be compensated by adding ferricyanide reagent to the standard a drop at a time and 

comparing with the blood mixture in the graduate before dilution, but more than 
1 cc. of reagent should not be used. 

(3) Reagents, (a) 0.4 per cent sodium tungstate. Dilute 20 cc. of 10 per cent 

sodium tungstate solution to 500 cc. and add toluol. 

(b) N/37.5 sulphuric acid. Dilute 20 cc. of % normal sulphuric acid to 500 
cc. and add toluol. 

Note: These two separate solutions seem better than the one mixed reagent 
suggested by Folin. 

(c) Potassium ferricyanide reagent. Dissolve exactly 1 gram of C.P. potassium 

ferricyanide in water and dilute to 250 cc. in a volumetric flask. Keep the solution 

“ ,the,dark in a brown bottle‘ The ferricyanide must be the purest obtainable 
(Merck s or Baker’s is satisfactory) and must be free of ferrocyanide Other 

samples of ferricyanide must be tested for the presence of ferrocyanide. 

(d) Acid ferric iron solution. This contains a protective colloid to prevent 

AmenT T hi bIUe‘ ^ 5 gramS °f finely powdered Eimer and 
?Un(,8 “ ErIenme>'er flask> a<M 250 cc. of distilled water 

and shake occasionally. After 2 to 4 hours when most of the gum has dissolved 

strain through a doth. Dissolve 1.25 grams of ferric sulphate (7H,0) or o 9 grams 

cent nh Yh °US fe™ Sulphate in a mixture »f *5 cc. of water and 19 cc. of 8S pe 
ent phosphoric acid by warming. Cool the solution and mix it with th» 5 P 

ghatt, Disregard the slight turbidity. Now oxidise impurities by adding cot 

centrated potassium permanganate solution a few drops at a time until tl * ' 

color remains for at least to minutes. Folin used 3.7 cc of t “ “ ' P,"k 
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(e) Sodium cyanide-carbonate reagent. Dissolve 4 grams of anhydrous sodium 
carbonate in 50 cc. of distilled water in a 250 cc. flask. Dissolve 0.75 grams of 

sodium cyanide (Merck’s) in 100 cc. of water and add it to the carbonate. Dilute 
to the mark and mix. 

(f) Dextrose solutions. A. Dissolve exactly 1 gram of C.P. anhydrous dex¬ 

trose (e.g., Pfanstiehl’s) in exactly 500 cc. of saturated benzoic acid solution (this 

is made by dissolving 2.5 grams in 1 liter of hot distilled water). 

B. Dilute dextrose standard. Measure exactly 2.5 cc. of A into a 500 cc. volu¬ 

metric flask, add 50 cc. of saturated benzoic acid solution and dilute to the mark 

with distilled water. Keep the solutions in glass stoppered bottles. Saturate them 

with toluol. 

5. Dextrose Tolerance Test (Janney and Isaacson1).—This 

test is not indicated if the fasting blood sugar is above 150 mg. per 

100 cc. 

(a) Principle.—An excess of dextrose is ingested when the stomach is empty 

and the changes in the blood sugar level are noted by frequent blood sugar estima¬ 

tions. The time when dextrose appears in the urine is also noted to determine the 

renal threshold for dextrose. If the dextrose is not being properly oxidized or if the 

renal threshold for dextrose is abnormal, the type of curve will vary from the nor¬ 

mal. 

(b) Technic.—Allow no food after 7 P.M. In the morning draw 

blood for fasting blood sugar determination. Have the patient take 

rapidly 1.75 grams per kilogram of body weight of pure dextrose (the 

commercial grade is not satisfactory) in a cooled 40 per cent solution to 

which the juice of one lemon has been added. Have the patient void 

urine at once and test for reduction. I hen, if negative, test at 15 min¬ 

ute intervals till positive or till the end of the test is reached. Estimate 

the blood sugar on blood drawn one-half hour, one hour, and 2 hours 

after giving dextrose. If the blood sugar is above 120 mg. at the end 

of 2 hours, estimate again at the end of 3 hours. 
There are many modifications of this test. Some use 50 or 100 

grams of dextrose. Brill2 has suggested a test breakfast, containing 

carbohydrate, which is satisfactory. The dextrose may be made into 

candy as suggested by Haskins, thus making it more palatable. The 

time periods are also varied. The important thing is to use the same 

technic on all patients so that one becomes familiar with the results 

by the technic used. Delay in absorption may give rise to error, hence 

in cases with marked gastrointestinal disturbances the test should 

be deferred. 
■ Janney, N. W„ and Isaacson, V. I.: A Blood SuSar Tolerance Test. Proc. Soc. Erp. 
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Normal findings: The fasting blood sugar is normal. The highest 

blood sugar is at the end of the first half hour and is usually not over 
150 mg. and the blood sugar is back to normal at the end of two hours. 
Glycosuria does not occur unless the blood sugar reaches 125 to 225 mg. 
(true sugar, 105 to 200 mg.); in other words, the renal threshold is 

normal. 
6. One Hour Two Dose Dextrose Tolerance Test (Exton and 

Rose as modified by Gould1).—This test is not indicated if the fasting 

blood sugar is above 150 mg. 
(a) Principle.—The purpose is the same as in the previous test 

but this test has proved simpler and more efficient for the detection of 

diabetes mellitus. 
(b) Technic.-—Have the patient come to the laboratory in the 

morning without eating breakfast. Dissolve 1.75 gm. of dextrose per 
kilo of body weight in water to make a 40 per cent solution and add 

the juice of one lemon. Take a first specimen of blood and of urine 
and administer one-half of the dextrose solution at once. Take another 
specimen of blood and urine in exactly 30 minutes and give the other 

half of the dextrose solution at once. Take another specimen of blood 

and urine one hour after the first specimen. Do quantitative sugar 

determinations by the modified Shaffer-Hartman or Folin-Wu technic 
on the blood specimens and test the urine specimens for reduction. 

7. Blood Chlorides (Whitehorn2).—This method is applicable 
to filtrate of either whole blood or blood plasma. 

(a) Principle.—The chlorides are precipitated from the Folin blood filtrate by 

means of standard silver nitrate in the presence of nitric acid, and the excess of silver 

is titrated with standard thiocyanate solution, using ferric alum as an indicator. 

(b) Technic.. To exactly 10 cc. of protein-free filtrate add about 
5 cc. of C.P. nitric acid {chloride-free) and exactly 5 cc. of standard silver 
nitrate solution. After mixing, let it stand 5 minutes or more until 

the precipitate clumps together. Then add about 0.3 grams of pow¬ 

dered fernc alum crystals and titrate with standard thiocyanate solution 

cautiously yet not too slowly, until a slight but definite reddish tinge 

Ltng rel"ainS m°re than 15 SeC°nds in ^ vigorous 

7: 474-48i’(NovJ T9h370ne'Hour Tw°-D<« Glucose Tolerance Test. Am. J. Clin. Path. 2 V.471UV., i937. - -..a. j. vain. 

Teft! J A^Tdin^Path. ?” th' 0ne Hour Two 

^ CSufcn?-t°SFmofil;“smood ADnealys7shatlrBiffi? “ 
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Calculation: (Five minus the cc. used for titration) times ioo1 equals 

mg. of chlorine and this figure times 1.65 equals mg. of sodium chloride 

in 100 cc. of blood. Results are usually reported as sodium chloride. 

(c.) Reagents.—(1) Standard silver nitrate solution. Dissolve 4.791 grams of 

C.P. silver nitrate in distilled water in a 1 liter volumetric flask and dilute to the 

mark. Mix and keep in a brown bottle. 

(2) Standard thiocyanate solution. Dissolve 3 grams of potassium thiocyanate 

(2.5 grams of sodium thiocyanate or 2.4 grams of ammonium thiocyanate) in 1 liter 

of distilled water and mix. Titrate 5 cc. portions of the silver nitrate solution (as 

above, using nitric acid and ferric alum). Dilute the thiocyanate solution so 

that 1 cc. equals 1 cc. of silver nitrate solution. 

Notes: (1) Test the reagents for the presence of chlorine. None is present in 

C.P. sodium tungstate and nitric acid. 

(2) Avoid excess of oxalate as anticoagulant as it will interfere with the ferric 

thiocyanate reaction. 

F. Determinations on Plasma or Serum.—1. Alkali Reserve 
Estimation.—This test, often called the carbon dioxide combining 

power of the plasma, is the most important test available for the detec¬ 

tion of acidosis or alkalosis. The titration technic is so much simpler 

than the gasometric method that it is hard to understand why the 

latter is still used. 
(a) Titration Method (Van Slyke2 as modified by Haskins and 

Osgood3).—This is one of the simplest and most important of all 

blood chemistry determinations. 

(1) Principle. The bicarbonate of 2 cc. of plasma is decomposed by 5 cc. of 

N/50 hydrochloric acid. The excess of acid is titrated with N/50 sodium hydroxide 

to a pH of 7.4. The cc. of acid combined with the bicarbonate (cc. of acid taken 

less cc. of alkali used for titration) multiplied by 22.4, gives the alkali reserve 

figure.4 

(2) Technic. Either blood plasma or serum may be used. Cen¬ 

trifugate the blood as soon as possible, draw off the plasma or serum 

and place it in the icebox in a tightly corked test-tube unless the estima¬ 

tion is to be done immediately. Some draw the blood and keep 1 

1 One cubic centimeter of standard silver nitrate solution equals 1 cc. of standard thio¬ 

cyanate solution and is equivalent to 1 mg. of chlorine f Acidosis: XIII. A 
2 Van Slyke, D. D., Stillman, E., and Cullen, G. L studies °ioi chem 38: 167- 

Method for Titrating the Bicarbonate Content of the Plasma. J. Biol. Chem., 3»- 

178 (May) 1919- _ . , F F . Modifications of Van Slyke’s Titration Method for 
3 Haskins, H. D., and Osgbod, E. E . v 6. x (October) iQ*0- 

Estimating the Alkali Reserve of Blood. J. La^ R. xjd (measured at o° C. and 760 

< The alkali reserve figure is the cc. of dry dioxide, by 
mm.) which can be held in chemical combination, «dudi « d cent carbon dioxide 
100 cc. of plasma after exposure to an atmosphere contai 

(alveolar air) at 20° C. 
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under a layer of mineral oil to lessen the change due to exposure to 

air. The plasma or serum keeps well in the icebox. 

Measure exactly 2 cc. of plasma into a Florence flask, not the titra¬ 

tion flask. Add exactly 5 cc. of N/50 hydrochloric acid and one drop 

of caprylic alcohol, then rotate the flask for 1 or 2 minutes so as to spread 

the mixture in a thin film on the wall. Pour the liquid into a small 

Pyrex flask of the same size and shape as that containing the standard 

and wash the rest into it using 3 rinsings totalling 20 cc. of distilled 

water. Add 0.3 cc. of indicator and titrate with carbonate-free N/50 

sodium hydroxide until the color matches the turbid standard, adding 

at the last, single 0.02 cc. drops from a fine tip. Make the color com¬ 

parison by reflected light with both flasks standing on a white surface. 

When an exact match is secured, read the burette. If the right end¬ 

point has been reached, the addition of another drop will make the 

plasma mixture slightly too yellowish. Always carry the titration to 

this point. Check the alkali once a day by adding another 5 cc. of 

N/50 hydrochloric acid to the titrated mixture and titrating back to the 

same endpoint. Wash the flask at once to prevent deposit of neutral 

red. Ammonia will remove such a deposit. Always keep a test tube 

over the top of the burette to exclude carbon dioxide. 

Calculation: Deduct the cc. of sodium hydroxide used from the 

titration value of 5 cc. of the N/50 hydrochloric acid, then multiply 

by 22.4. The result is the alkali reserve figure, which agrees within 

I-5 points with the figure obtained by Van Slyke’s gasonietric method. 

(3) Reagents, (a) I ermanent standards. These may be purchased from the 

Shaw Surgical Company, Portland, Oregon, or they may be made as follows- 

Prepare buffer phosphate solution with a pH of 6.8, paranitrophenol solution and 

amaranth solution. The buffer phosphate solution is made by mixing equal 

voumes of exactly M/15 monohydrogen and dihydrogen phosphate. The para- 

mtrophenol solution is made by dissolving 20 mg. in 10 cc. of 95 per cent alcohol 

and diluting with water to 100 cc. The amaranth solution is made by dissolving 

mg. in 100 cc. of water. The buffer phosphate solution of a pH of 7.4 is made bv 

a ing 2i.o cc. of M/15 dihydrogen sodium phosphate to 79.0 cc. of M/15 mono- 

hy rogen phosphate. Place 60 cc. of the buffer phosphate solution having a H 

In a4sim-l “fl Pyrex Erienmeyer flask and add °'6 cc- of the neutral red solution 
n similar flask place 60 cc. of buffer phosphate having a pH of 6 8 add 5 2 cc of 

he paranitrophenol solution and add the amaranth solution a little at a time until 

6C “1 fldSk- Wkh m0" 1015 °f a“ a . , 30 cc- of thls standard into each of two 120 cc Pvr^v 

clea/standard. ° To'the otoaM ‘° ^ Keep °ne 
tndard. Sea, the 00^“^' 
them to strong sunlight. ’ P lanent> but do not expose 
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(b) Neutral red. Dissolve 65 mg. (Kahlbaum or National Aniline Co.) in 
100 cc. of 50 per cent alcohol. 

(c) N/50 hydrochloric acid. Prepare once in 2 months by diluting 50 cc. of 

exactly N/10 acid to 250 cc. Add chloroform as a preservative. Determine the 

titration value against the N/50 sodium hydroxide as follows: To a mixture of 

20 cc. of water, 0.3 cc. of neutral red, and 1 cc. of 0.05 per cent di-sodium phos¬ 

phate, add N/50 hydrochloric acid, a small drop at a time, until the color matches 

the clear standard. Now add 5 cc. of N/50 hydrochloric acid and titrate. This 

titration should require 4.95 to 5.05 cc. of N/50 sodium hydroxide. A still better 

method of standardizing the alkali is to add the 5 cc. of acid at the completion of a 

titration of plasma and titrate back to the same end point. 

(d) N/50 sodium hydroxide, free of carbonate. Boil a liter of distilled water 

for 2 minutes, cork loosely and cool rapidly. Add 1.2 cc. of clear 65 per cent sodium 

hydroxide and mix well. Keep the flask tightly corked. Titrate 5 cc. portions of 

N/50 hydrochloric acid as directed for titration value of hydrochloric acid. Keep 

the burette covered with a test-tube. Dilute the sodium hydroxide with the 

proper amount of recently boiled water to make the titration just 5 cc. Mix and 

recheck. Put 25 cc. portions into a large number of 50 cc. Pyrex flasks; cork each 

at once and seal the corks with hot paraffin. Use the sodium hydroxide from one 

flask for only one day. For large laboratories it is more convenient to keep the 

N/50 sodium hydroxide in a large Pyrex flask fitted with a soda lime tube to prevent 

ingress of C02 and a siphon tube of Pyrex glass for filling the burette. 

(b) Gasometric Method (Van Slyke and Cullen1).—This is still used by some but 

for clinical purposes the titration method is preferable. The newer manometric 

method first described by Van Slyke and Neill* involves the use of a more expensive 

apparatus but gives more accurate results. Manometric methods are available 

for a great many substances,3 but they are too difficult for clinical use although of 

great value in research. 
(1) Principle. Blood plasma is shaken with air the carbon dioxide tension of 

which approximates that of normal arterial blood, by which treatment it combines 

with as much carbon dioxide as it is able to hold under normal tension. A known 

quantity is then measured into the apparatus, treated with acid and subjected to 

a partial vacuum. The carbon dioxide is thus liberated and is measured after being 

placed under atmospheric pressure. The volume corresponding to 100 cc. of plasma 

is then calculated and corrected for physically dissolved gas 
(2) Technic. Centrifugate the oxalated blood as soon as possible and keep the 

nlasma cold. The estimation is more accurate if a layer of mineral oil protects the 

blood until the plasma is drawn ofi. Tut about 3 cc of plasma into a separatmg 

funnel. Blow normal alveolar air (last H of expired air) through a bottle filled 

with broken glass which is connected with the stem of the funnel and through t 

traSlM?^ 
*•. uts- itjk t %°d 
Solutions by Vacuum Extraction and Manometric Measurements, j. 

S23T5p7e4teSePJt:)^rfnd Van Slyke, D. D.: Quantitative Clinical Chemistry. Vol. H 

Williams and Wilkins, Baltimore, 1931. 
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in equilibrium with the enclosed air which contains about 5.5 per cent carbon 

dioxide. 
The cup at the top of the Van Slyke apparatus must be free of acid and carbonate 

before the estimation is started. The mercury reservoir is set in the upper ring 

which is so placed that mercury fills the burette, both passages in the cock and also 

the capillary tube at the base of the cup. Close the cock. Moisten the entire 

wall of the cup by flowing in 0.1 to 0.15 cc. of 1 per cent carbonate-free ammonium 

Fig. 15. Van Slyke apparatus. 
Microburette for measuring C02. 3. 
measured. 4. Reservoir of mercury. 

r. Cup for introducing plasmas and reagents 2 
Chamber for confining liquid while C02 is being 

1 he plasma is to be delivered below this layer of 
hydroxide and let it drain down, 
ammonia. 

Measure exactly 1 cc. of plasma with a pipette that delivers 1 cc. when drained 

ween two marks into the cup, being sure to dip the tip below the ammonia 

hirers: 
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burette, and in a like manner use another 0.5 cc. of water. Add a small drop of 

caprylic alcohol (0.02 cc. is enough) and draw it just into the capillary so that it 
cannot float when the next solution is added. Add about 0.5 cc. of 5 per cent sul¬ 
phuric acid, and draw in enough to bring the mercury level about to the 2.5 cc. 

mark. Put mercury in the cup and let it pass down to fill the capillary and the 
passage in the cock and then close the latter. Add to the cup a little ammonia and 
water, then draw off the liquid with a pipette. 

Lower the reservoir enough to allow the mercury to sink just to the 50 cc. mark 

and close the low'er cock. Carefully lift the apparatus off the supports, and turn it 
upside down at least 15 times or connect it with the automatic shaker, so that the 
carbon dioxide of the liquid and of the partial vacuum come to an equilibrium. 
Replace the apparatus, then lower the reservoir holding it in the hand until the 
level of the mercury is about 29 to 30 inches below the mercury level in the appara¬ 
tus. Open the lower cock and adjust the reservoir so that the liquid passes slowly 
into the lower bulb. Close the cock when only a trace of liquid is left above it 

and no gas has passed into or below the cock. 
Now turn the cock, so as to allow the mercury to pass by the left hand tube, 

raise the reservoir and hold it back of the microburette, so that the two mercury 
surfaces can be quickly brought to the same level. When levelled up, close the 
lower cock and make the reading at the bottom of the meniscus of the aqueous 
liquid. With a magnifying glass exact readings can be made, even wdien the 
meniscus comes between the marks. The column of liquid above the mercury 

should not be more than 0.1 cc. Note the temperature with a thermometer kept 
near the apparatus. Read the barometer. If more than 1 cc. of gas is obtained 
as in alkalosis, repeat the estimation using 0.5 cc. of plasma; in this case multiply 

the calculated results by 2. 
Empty the apparatus as follows: Lower the mercury without opening the upper 

cock, turn the lcnver cock so that the aqueous liquid rises out of the bulb and floats 
on the mercury; then raise the reservoir and finally turn the upper cock so that the 

Table 20.—Barometric Correction1 

Barometer 

Mm. 

730 

732 

734 
736 
738 
740 
742 

744 
746 
748 

75° 
752 , 
754 

Inches 

28.75 
28.8 
28.9 
29.0 

29.1 

29.15 
29.2 

29 3 
29-35 
29-4 

29-5 
29.6 

29.7 

Factor for 
correction 

0.961 
0.963 
0.966 
0.968 
0.971 
0.974 
0.976 
0.979 
0.981 
0.984 
0.987 
0.989 
0.992 

Barometer 

Mm. 

756 
758 
760 
762 
764 
766 
768 
770 

772 
774 
776 
778 
780 

Inches 

29 
29 

29 
3° 
30 
30 

3° 
3° 
30 
3° 
30 
30 
3° 

8 

.85 
9 
o 
1 

15 
2 

3 
4 

5 
55 
6 

7 

Factor for 
correction 

0-995 
0.997 
1 000 
1 003 
1.006 
1 ,co8 
1 .on 

1.013 
1.016 
1.018 
1.021 

1.024 
1.027 

. Reproduced by permission from the J. Biol. Chem.. 30: 289-346 (June) 1917. 
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Table 21.—Calculation of the Alkali Reserve 

Cc. of gas 
corrected for 
barometric 

pressure 

0.20 

0.21 

0.22 

0.23 

0.24 

0.25 

0.26 

0.27 

0.28 

0.29 

0.30 

0.31 

0.32 

0-33 

o-34 

o-35 
0.36 

o-37 
0.38 

0-39 
0.40 

0.41 

0.42 

o-43 
0.44 

0-45 
0.46 

0.47 

0.48 

0.49 

0.50 

°-5I 

0.52 

°- 53 

o-54 

o-55 
0.56 

°- 57 
0.58 

°- 59 
0.60 

0.61 

0.62 

0.63 

0.64 

0.65 

Cc. of C02 bound as bicarbonate in 100 cc. of plasma, the temp of 
estimation being 

15° 20° 25° C
o O
 0 

9.1 9.9 10.7 11.8 

10.1 10.9 11.7 12.6 

II .0 11.8 12.6 13-5 

12.0 12.8 13.6 14-3 

13.° 13-7 i4-5 15-2 

13-9 14-7 15-5 16.1 

I4.9 15-7 16.4 17.0 

15-9 16.6 17-4 18.0 

16.8 17.6 18.3 18.9 

17.8 18.5 19.2 19.8 

18.8 19-5 20. 2 20.8 

19.7 20.4 21.1 21.7 

20.7 21.4 22.1 22.6 

21.7 22.3 23.0 23-5 
22.6 23-3 24.0 24-5 
23.6 24.2 24.9 25-4 
24.6 25.2 25.8 26.3 

25-5 26.2 26.8 2 7-3 
26.5 27.1 27.7 28.2 

27-5 28.1 28.7 29.1 

28.4 29.0 29.6 30-0 

29.4 30.0 30-5 31.0 

30.3 3°-9 3i-5 3i-9 
3i-3 31-9 32.4 32.8 

32.3 32.8 33-4 33-8 
33-2 C

o 
C

o b
o

 

34-3 34-7 
34-2 34-7 35-3 35-6 
35-2 35-7 36.2 36.5 
36.1 36.6 37-2 37-4 
37-i 37-6 38.1 38.4 
38.1 38.5 39-o 39-3 
39-i 39-5 40.0 40.3 
40.0 40.4 40.9 41.2 
41.0 41.4 41.9 42.1 
42.0 42.4 42.8 43-o 
42.9 43-3 43-8 43-9 
43 9 44-3 44-7 44-9 
44-9 45-3 45-7 45-8 
45-8 

46.8 

46.2 

47-i 

46.6 

47-5 

46.7 

47.6 
47-7 48.1 48.5 48.6 
48.7 49-0 49-4 49-5 
49-7 50.0 5°-4 5° 4 
50- 7 
51 6 

52.6 

510 

5i-9 
52.8 

5i 3 
52.2 

53-2 

5i-4 

52.3 

53-2 
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Table 21—Calculation of the Alkali Reserve.1— (Continued) 

Cc. of gas Cc. of C02 bound as bicarbonate in 100 cc. of plasma, the temp, of 

corrected for estimation being 

barometric 

pressure 15° 20° 25° 30° 

0.66 53-6 53-8 54-i 54-i 
0.67 54-5 54-8 55-i 55-i 
0.68 55-5 55-7 56.0 56.0 

0.69 56.5 56.7 57-o 57-o 
0.70 57-4 57-6 57-9 57-9 
0.71 58 ■ 4 58.6 58.9 58.8 

0.72 59-4 59-5 59-8 59-7 

0-73 60.3 60.5 60.7 « 60.6 

0.74 61.3 61.4 61.7" 61.6 

0 75 62.3 62.4 62.6 62.5 

0.76 63.2 63-3 63.6 63-4 

0.77 64.2 64 -3 64-5 64-3 

0.78 65.2 65-3 65 5 65-3 

0.79 66.1 66.2 66.4 66.2 

0 80 67.1 67.2 67-3 67.1 

0.81 68.1 68.1 68.3 68.0 

0.82 69.0 69.1 69.2 69.0 

0.83 70.0 70.0 70.2 69.9 

0.84 71.0 71.0 71.1 70.8 

0.85 71.9 72.0 72.1 71.8 

0.86 72.9 72.9 73° 72.7 

0.87 73-9 73-9 74.0 73-6 

0.88 74.8 74.8 74-9 74-5 

0.89 75-8 75-8 75-8 75-4 

0.90 76.8 76.7 76.8 76.4 

0.91 77 8 77-7 77-7 77-3 

0.92 78.7 78.6 78.7 78.2 

0-93 79-7 79.6 79.6 79.2 

0.94 80.7 80. s 80.6 80.1 

o-95 81.6 81.5 81.5 81.0 

0.96 82.6 82.5 82.4 82.0 

0.97 83.6 83.4 83-4 82.9 

0.98 84-5 84.4 84-3 83.8 

0.99 85.5 85.3 85.2 $4 • 8 

1.00 86.5 86.2 86.2 
j 

85.7 

• Reproduced by permission from Van Slyke, D. D.. and Cullen, G. E.: Studies of Acidosis. ^ 

Bicarbonate Concentration of the Blood Plasma; Its Significance, and Its Determination as a Measure 

of Acidosis. J. Biol. Chem., 30: 289-346 (June) 1917. 

liquid is forced out through the bent tube into the rubber tube which conveys it into 
a bottle. Leave a mercury seal in the cock. The next estimation may be made 
without further washing. When all estimations are finished, fill the apparatus 
between the cocks with water but do not draw in air at any time. 

' Calculations: Correct the observed volume of gas for barometric Pre"sure : 
multiplying it by the factor given in Table ro (p. 4°°)- I" T »•>>' 21 find thlS 
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corrected volume in the left hand column, and read the alkali reserve figure 

opposite it in the proper temperature column. 
2. Serum Calcium (Clark-Collip1 modification of the Kramer-Tisdall method;. 

^ Principle.—Calcium is precipitated directly from the serum as calcium 

oxalate which is recovered by centrifugation. Oxalic acid is liberated by the 

addition of sulphuric acid to the precipitate, and is titrated with standard potassium 

permanganate which oxidizes the oxalic acid. 
(b) Technic— The serum (oxalate or citrate plasma must not be used) must be 

centrifugated until absolutely free of suspended particles. The clear liquid can be 

drawn off without disturbing the sediment by using a pipette having a very fine tip 

with a rubber bulb attached. 
Measure into an absolutely clean centrifuge tube3 exactly 2 cc. of the serum. 

Add 2 cc. of redistilled water and 1 cc. of 4 per cent ammonium oxalate. Mix well 

with a rod and rinse the rod with 3 drops of the oxalate solution. After it has 

stood at least 30 minutes (60 is better), centrifugate 5 minutes or until the liquid 

is quite clear and the precipitate is tightly packed. Discard the liquid and stand 

the tube upside down on clean filter paper, draining it thus for 5 minutes. Wipe 

out with filter paper the liquid on the wall near the mouth of the tube. 

Add 3 cc. of dilute ammonium hydroxide, stir up the precipitate and rinse the 

rod. Centrifugate, decant and drain exactly as before. Another washing with 

dilute ammonia increases the accuracy. Add 2 cc. of N/i sulphuric acid by blow¬ 

ing it from the pipette so that the stream will stir up the precipitate. If necessary, 

use a small rod but rinse it before removing it. Warm the tube in a Pyrex beaker 

of water. The bath is to be kept at 70 to 750 C. until the titrations are finished. 

After 5 minutes warming the precipitate is dissolved and the oxalic acid that has 

been set free from the calcium oxalate may be titrated. Add slowly N/100 potas¬ 

sium permanganate from a micro-burette4 having a fine tip. Keep the tube in the 

bath and shake it sufficiently to secure mixing. When near the end-point; i.e., 

when the pink color disappears slowly, use a rod so as to secure quick mixing to 

the very tip of the tube. A faint pink color must remain 1 minute after adding the 

last drop of permanganate. Read the burette to 0.01 cc. A control titration of 

2 cc. of the N/1 sulphuric acid should previously have been run. 

Calculation: Deduct the control for the sulphuric acid from the cc. of per¬ 

manganate used, and multiply by 10; the result is milligrams of calcium in 100 cc. 

of serum or plasma. 1 cc. of permanganate is equivalent to 0.2 mg. of calcium. 

The factor 10 is 50 X 0.2 since the 2 cc. of plasma used is 3^ 0 of 100 cc. 

(c) Reagents .—Prepare all reagents with water redistilled from permanganate. 

To the best available distilled water add potassium permanganate solution until 

of E‘ P->4'r!d.ColliP.. J- A Study of the Tisdall Method for the Determination 
(MarcS) ,S9e/r Calcmm W,th a Suggested ModiSca.ion. J. Biol. 

“chem* °f f**™ 

cleaning^There must ife^no^r^seoiOhe^Tnto pneverft0 f ^ for 
there must be no oxidizable substance attached to the wall ' dramaSe> and. of course, 

obtainable0 To'Ml itf attach'a^ubbe^tube tothe tonf°r d T cc).hlvinS a glass cock is 
suction. A thin film of vaseline may be annlied to thf and draw the permanganate in by 
drops wi„ be secured. The bureSfiststtv^ 
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pinkish and redistill it after it has stood several days. N/i sulphuric acid pre¬ 

pared with this water should give a control titration of not over 0.04 cc. 

(1) Dilute ammonium hydroxide. Add 2 cc. of C.P. ammonium hydroxide to 

98 cc. of redistilled water. The solution is better if saturated with calcium oxalate; 
this will become clear on standing. 

(2) N/i sulphuric acid (approximate). Mix 2.8 cc. of C.P. acid with 97 cc. 
of redistilled water. 

(3) Potassium permanganate. Since N/100 permanganate weakens within a 

few days, it is advisable to prepare it each day that estimations are made, by 
dilution of N/10 permanganate. 

(a) Stock solution. Dissolve 0.35 gm. of potassium permanganate per 100 cc. 

in redistilled water to make a solution stronger than N/10. After it has stood 

several days use it for titrating 5 cc. portions of N/10 oxalic acid in the presence of 

50 cc. of hot 10 per cent sulphuric acid. Then dilute the permanganate with redis¬ 

tilled water so that it becomes exactly N/xo. This must be rechecked every few 

weeks (see (b) below). 

(b) N/10 oxalic acid. Dry a gram or two of C.P. sodium oxalate in a drying 

oven at ioo° for 3 or 4 hours. Cool in a desiccator. Dissolve exactly 0.67 gm. in 

about 30 cc. of water in a xoo cc. volumetric flask. Add 2.8 cc. of C.P. sulphuric 

acid cautiously while mixing. Cool and dilute to the mark. Prepare N/100 oxalic 

acid by diluting 5 cc. of N/10 to 50 cc. with redistilled water and use to check 

N/100 permanganate; this dilute solution must be prepared fresh each day that it 

is used. 
(c) N/100 permanganate. Dilute exactly 5 cc. of the N/10 stock solution to 

50 cc. with redistilled water. This should be checked against N/100 oxalic acid. 

Titrate 2 cc. of the oxalic acid plus 2 cc. of N/1 sulphuric acid exactly as in the cal¬ 

cium estimation, and deduct the control from the micro-burette reading. 

When, after some weeks, it is found that the N/10 permanganate is a little weak, 

it is necessary to use more than 5 cc. for preparing 50 cc. of N/100 solution. For 

example, if 10.2 cc. of stock permanganate is required to titrate 10 cc. of exact N/10 

oxalic acid, then 5.1 cc. of the solution must be used to prepare 50 cc. of N/100 

permanganate. 
3. Blood Phosphate (Benedict and Theis’ method1).—The inorganic phosphate 

in serum or plasma can be easily estimated colorimetrically. 

(a) Principle.—Protein is precipitated with trichloracetic acid. The filtrate 

contains the inorganic phosphate in the form of phosphoric acid. When molybdic 

acid is reduced by hydroquinone in the presence of phosphoric acid, a deep blue 

color is developed which is proportional to the amount of phosphorus present. 

Organic phosphorus compounds do not interfere because none are present in the 

filtrate (Benedict). „ . . ,., . 
(b) Technic.—Start the estimation as soon as possible. Badly hemolyzed bio 

should not be used. Measure exactly 2 cc. of plasma or serum into a centri uge 

tube add 4 cc. of distilled water and 4 cc. of 20 per cent trichloracetic acid solution 

A lower concentration of the add is unsatisfactory. Shake and let the tube stand 

at least 10 minutes. The plasma and acid may be mixed best in a small beaker, 

1 Benedict, S. R., and Theis, R. C.. 
Determination of Inorganic Phosphorus 

1924. 

indication of the Molybdic Method for the 
serum. J. Biol. Chem., 61: 63-71 (August) 
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and then be transferred to the centrifuge tube. Centrifugate about 10 minutes, 

pour the supernatant fluid onto a 7 cm. ash-free filter; enough filtrate will be secured 

for two estimations. If desired the tube may be corked and the determination be 

made later even the next day. 
Measure exactly 3 cc. of clear filtrate into an 8 by 1 inch test-tube. Into 

another tube measure exactly 3 cc. of dilute phosphate standard solution. To each 

add 5 cc. of distilled water, x cc. of hydroquinone reagent, and 1 cc. of molybdic 

acid reagent, and mix well. Stopper the tubes with corks having a small groove 

cut on the side as a vent, and heat in a boiling water bath for 10 minutes. There is 

no loss in volume in the tubes. Cool to room temperature and compare in a color¬ 

imeter, setting the standard at 15 mm. The blue color is permanent for at least 

one hour. 

Calculation: 
62.5* 

Reading of the blood 
= mg. of phosphorus in 100 cc. of plasma. 

(c) Reagents.—(1) Trichloracetic acid solution. Use the purest acid obtain¬ 

able. Dissolve 40 grams of colorless crystals in enough water to make 200 cc. of 

solution. 

(2) Benedict’s hydroquinone reagent. Dissolve 1 gram of hydroquinone and 

30 grams of sodium bisulphite in water and dilute to 200 cc. This solution keeps 

well. 

(3) Benedict’s molybdic acid reagent. Dissolve 20 grams of C.P. molybdic 

acid (“special,” 99.9 per cent) in 50 cc. of 10 per cent sodium hydroxide, warming 

gently. Cool, dilute to 200 cc., and filter if not clear. Transfer to a large flask 

and add C.P. sulphuric acid in small portions until 200 cc. has been added with 

frequent shaking and cooling under the cold water tap. The reagent becomes 

deep blue on standing, but this is not apparent when 1 cc. is diluted with the reac¬ 

tion mixture in an estimation. 

(4) Standard phosphate solutions, (a) A strong stock solution is prepared by 

dissolving 0.11 grams of C.P. anhydrous acid potassium phosphate (KH2P04, 

Merck’s reagent, “Sorensen’s potassium phosphate,” is the purest) in distilled 

water and diluting to exactly 300 cc. Add chloroform and keep the bottle tightly 
corked. 

(b) Dilute standard. Dilute 10 cc. of the stock solution to 100 cc. when needed; 
3 cc. of this contains 0.025 mg. of phosphorus. 

4. Estimation of Blood Proteins* (Wu and Ling).—(a) Principle.—A reagent is 

used which develops a blue color with phenols. Tyrosin in the protein that is being 

estimated reacts to give the color and this is compared colorimetrically with the 

color given by a standard of pure tyrosin that has been treated with the reagent 
simultaneously. 6 

Wu’s latest figures correspond closely to the relative content of tyrosin in nure 
proteins of human blood. ^ 

(b) Technic^- Fasting blood should be used (no free amino acids) Draw 

about 10 cc. Quickly put 5 cc. into a test-tube containing 10 mg. of dry potassium 

oxalate and the rest into a centrifuge tube. When theUtteAas doUed firmly 

divided by 0.6 (c“ of pLmT?aken for°iuni«?n)°f phosphorus in the standard) X roo 
bee page 519 for a simple but somewhat less accurate method. 
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(a half hour to several hours), centrifugate both samples until clear. Start the 
albumin and fibrinogen estimations as soon as possible. 

(i) Albumin Estimation. Measure exactly i cc. of fresh, hemoglobin-free 

serum or plasma into a test-tube. Add exactly 3 cc. of water and 6 cc. of 48 

per cent ammonium sulphate solution. Mix well. Let stand 1 hour or longer. 

If the protein content is low (mixture is less opaque) let stand 2 to 4 hours, or use 

2 cc. of serum or plasma and 2 cc. of water for estimation. 

Filter through a double thickness of good filter paper such as Whatman No. 2, 

g cm. in diameter. If the filtrate is turbid, turn back on to the same filter, and 
repeat until a clear filtrate is secured. 

Measure exactly 1 cc. of filtrate into a centrifuge tube. Add 10 cc. of water 

and 1 cc. of xo per cent sodium tungstate. Mix with a slender glass rod. Add 

1.1 cc. of H N sulphuric acid and stir with the same rod. Rinse the rod with a few 

drops of water before removing it. 

After 5 to 10 minutes, centrifugate, then decant the clear liquid as completely 

as possible from the packed precipitate. Redissolve and reprecipitate as follows: 

to the precipitate add 1 cc. of sodium tungstate solution and stir until the precipitate 

has dissolved. Add 10 cc. of water and mix, then 1 cc. of N sulphuric acid, stir 

and rinse the rod. Let stand 5 to 10 minutes and centrifugate. Decant the 

liquid completely. 

To the precipitate add 10 cc. of water and 1 drop of 20 per cent sodium car¬ 

bonate. Stir until dissolved. If necessary, use an extra drop of carbonate but 

never more than 2. When dissolved, rinse the rod, and transfer the liquid to an 

accurate 25 cc. graduate or flask. Use 3 cc. of water twice to rinse the tube into 

the graduate. In another 25 cc. graduate prepare the standard as directed below. 

Add 0.5 cc. of phenol reagent to each graduate, then add to each 1 cc. of 10 per cent 

sodium hydroxide practically simultaneously and mix with gentle rotation. Note 

the time. Dilute to exactly 25 cc. and mix. Let stand exactly 1 hour, read in the 

colorimeter setting the standard at 20 mm. Finish the estimation within 10 min¬ 

utes after the 1 hour period. After that time the colors in the protein and in the 

tyrosin mixtures change at different rates (Wu). 

The Standard Used for All the Protein Estimations: Measure exactly 1 cc. of 

tyrosin solution into a 25 cc. graduate. Add 0.5 cc. of phenol reagent, dilute to 

about 20 cc. and mix. Add 1 cc. of 10 per cent sodium hydroxide and mix gently. 

Note the time. Dilute to exactly 25 cc. Use for estimation after exactly 1 hour. 

In some cases it is desirable to have another standard of double strength (2 cc. of 

tyrosin). 
20 \y 

Calculation. 1 mg. tyrosin is equivalent to 21.4 mg. albumin. “m unknown X 

0.2 X 1000 = mg. tyrosin equivalent to the albumin of 100 cc. serum or plasma. 

.. • w 2I-4 _„ 11,..rr nr npr rent. Tf 2 cc. of serum was 
Mg. tyrosin X = gm. albumin per ioo cc. or per cent. If 2 cc. of serum was 

1000 
used for estimation, divide the calculated result by 2. 

(2) Fibrinogen Estimated as Fibrin. The fibrin should be precipitated rom 

oxalated plasma as soon as possible after the blood is drawn. Measure exactly 

1 cc. of plasma into a small Erlenmeyer flask, add 28 cc. of 0.8 per cent so iu 

chloride and 0.5 cc. of 5 per cent calcium chloride. Mix and let stand un s ur ^ 

for 30 minutes, or until a solid jelly has formed. Using a small glass roc 

tapered end, twirl it gently in the jelly until all the fibrin is wrapped a 
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rod. If necessary, press the rod against the side of the flask while rotating it in 

order to squeeze the liquid out of the jelly. Push the fibrin off the rod and press it 

lightly between dry filter paper to remove as much liquid as possible. 

Put the fibrin into a centrifuge tube, add 4 cc. of 1 per cent sodium hydroxide, 

warm it in a beaker of water at 65 to 8o° C. and stir occasionally until the mass is 

disintegrated (the solution is turbid). Add 8 cc. of water, mix, rinse the rod, and 

centrifugate. Decant the clear liquid completely into a 25 cc. graduate. Cool to 

room temperature and add x cc. of 5 per cent sulphuric acid. Add 0.5 cc. of phenol 

reagent, dilute to about 20 cc., add 1 cc. of 10 per cent sodium hydroxide and 

mix gently. Note the time. Dilute to 25 cc. and let stand exactly 1 hour. Read 

quickly in a colorimeter against the standard, prepared as above, set at 20 mm. 

Calculation. 1 mg. tyrosin is equivalent to 11.3 mg. fibrin. 

20 
-;- X 0.226 = per cent fibrin; 
mm. unknown 

X 0.2 X 100 = mg. tyrosin equivalent to fibrin; mg. tyrosin 
20 

1,e’’ mm. unknown 

ii-3 
X = gm. fibrin per 100 cc. plasma. 

(3) Globulin Estimation. This is estimated by determining the total protein 

of serum and deducting the albumin. The serum is obtained from fasting blood 
and must be free of hemoglobin. 

Dilute exactly x cc. of clear serum with 9 cc. of 0.8 per cent sodium chloride 

or 0.5 cc. with 4.5 cc. and mix. Measure 1 cc. of this, or 3 cc. of liquid from which 

the fibrinogen has been removed if there is a shortage of serum, into a 25 cc. grad¬ 

uate and add about 18 cc. of water. When the standard is ready for simultaneous 

treatment with reagents, add 0.5 cc. of phenol reagent and 1 cc. of 10 per cent 

sodium hydroxide to the serum mixture. Mix gently. Note the time. Dilute 

to 25 cc. and mix. Let stand exactly 1 hour and read quicklv in the colorimeter 
against the standard set at 20 mm. 

Calculation. 1 mg. tyrosin is equivalent to 15.8 mg. globulin. 
_20_ 

mm. unknown X 0,2 X 1000 = mg. tyrosin equivalent to albumin plus globulin 

in too cc. of serum. Deduct from the mg. tyrosin equivalent of albumin plus globu¬ 

lin the mg. tyrosm equivalent to albumin (see above), the result being the mg. 

tyrosin equivalent to globulin, ftlnfiniin ^ *5-8 

cc. of serum. 

AH three estimations may be made with the aid of a single standard by bringing 

«S sts»Ksarisrjs*? c 
. bin. relot with th( reagent); thin re‘'™r“Cin''^'r'’lt,'1'>,mo1 *ives 

W Ammonium sulphate solution: dissolve 48 gm C P r , . 
water and dilute to 100 cc Six cc of ,hi 1 f. 8 C'P' crystals 7° cc. of 

cc. of this solution contains as much sulphate as 

Globulin tyrosin X = gm. globulin per 100 
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5 cc. of saturated solution. The saturated solution is a troublesome reagent since 

crystals separate out whenever the temperature of the room is lowered. 

(3) Sodium tungstate and %N sulphuric acid: these are the same solutions as 
are used for the protein-free filtrate. 

(4) Sodium carbonate solution: Dissolve 10 gm. of anhydrous sodium carbonate 

in 40 cc. of distilled water and dilute to 50 cc. 

(5) Sodium hydroxide solutions: 10 per cent, prepare a solution stronger than 

10 per cent from 60 to 65 per cent sodium hydroxide solution, titrate against N/i 

sulphuric acid and dilute so that x cc. will neutralize 2.5 cc. of N/i acid. 

One per cent, dilute 10 cc. of 10 per cent to 100 cc. 

(6) Sulphuric acid, 5 per cent: dilute 10 cc. of C.P. sulphuric acid to 20c cc. 

(7) Sodium chloride, 0.8 per cent: dissolve 8.0 gm. of C.P. sodium chloride in 

1000 cc. of water. 

(8) Calcium chloride, 5 per cent: dissolve 5.0 gm. of dry C.P. calcium chloride 

(weigh quickly) in 100 cc. 01 water and filter. 

(9) Phenol reagent (Folin-Ciocalteau): transfer 100 gm. of sodium tungstate 

and 25 gm. of sodium molybdate together with 700 cc. of water to a 1500 cc. Florence 

flask. Add 50 cc. of 85 per cent phosphoric acid and 100 cc. of C.P. hydrochloric 

acid. Connect to a reflux condenser by means of a cork or rubber stopper wrapped 

in tin-foil, and boil gently for 10 hours. At the end of the boiling period, add 150 gm. 

of lithium sulphate, 50 cc. of water, and a few drops of liquid bromine (caution!). 

Boil the mixture, without the condenser, for about 15 minutes to remove the excess 

bromine. Cool, dilute to 1 liter, and filter. The finished reagent should have no 

greenish tint, as this means the presence of blue reduction products which will 

lessen the range of true proportionality between different small amounts of tyrosin. 

The reagent should be kept well protected against dust, as organic materials will 

gradually produce slight reduction. 
5. Cholesterol (Myers and Wardell,1 slightly modified).—This is estimated in 

oxalated whole blood or plasma by a colorimetric method. 

(a) Principle.—Dried blood uniformly spread in a thin layer on fine particles 

of plaster is extracted with chloroform. The chloroform solution of cholesterol 

is treated with sulphuric acid and acetic anhydride (Liebermann-Burchard reac¬ 

tion), developing a bluish green color which is proportional to the amount of 

cholesterol present. 
Since moisture interferes with the reaction, the chloroform and the reagents 

must be as nearly anhydrous as possible; the pipettes, colorimeter cups and other 

glassware must be dry. 
(b) Technic— The blood may be kept in the ice-box half a day before start g 

the estimation. Spread about 6 grams of plaster of Paris of good quality in a 

uniform layer in an evaporating dish about 4 inches in diameter. Dehver exactly 

1 CC. of well mixed oxalated blood or plasma by drops all over the surface of th 

plaster * In about 5 minutes, stir with a small rod until the plaster is uni orm y 

colored and leave the rod in the dish. When partly air-dried the small lumps may 

. Myers, V. C., and Wardell, E I..: The Colorimetric Estimation of Cholesterol in Woo ■ 

Jour. Biol. Chem., 36. 14? *5^ (Dct.) 9 p„r:_ :* ;s more convenient to drop it on 
* Instead of spreading the blood on plaster of Pa™,1ts rnore cor incubator (Kam. 

2 or more pieces of filter paper and ( ry or ,in 10 . j Soxhlct extraction apparatus and 
let). Then fold the filter papers and shell is necessary. Direct 
proceed as directed m the ongrna me ^ Micro-determination of Cholesterol 1 
extraction as suggested by Kamiet, j.. oimpnn 

in 
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be reduced by using the bottom of a test-tube as a pestle. Scrape off the adhering 

plaster with a spatula. The blood-plaster mixture, spread well on the bottom and 

up the wall of the dish, is dried in an oven at go° C. (see note 2) for 2 hours. After 

1 hour of heating, take the dish from the oven and stir up the powder, then reheat. 

If there are any lumps, break them up with the pestle. After complete drying, 

transfer the powder to a fat-free paper extraction shell as completely as possible 

by the following method. Support the shell in a short cylinder and use a dry short¬ 

stemmed funnel. Stand this cylinder on a sheet of glazed black paper. Pour the 

powder slowly with the aid of the rod through the funnel. Scrape off the rod. 

Scrape with a spatula the wall of the dish, standing it on the black paper, until all 

substance seems to be loose and transfer to the funnel. Use a camel’s hair brush to 

transfer the last of the powder from the dish, the spatula, and the black paper, and 

finally from the funnel itself to the extraction shell. There must be no powder on 

the outside of the shell. Place the shell carefully in the extraction apparatus in 

such a position that the condensed chloroform will drip directly onto the powder. 

Use 20 cc. of anhydrous chloroform in the small extraction flask. Heat with an 

electric heater, adjusted so that there is active boiling and a constant drip of chloro¬ 

form from the shell, for 45 minutes. When the apparatus is cool, remove the flask. 

Pour the chloroform through a dry funnel into a dry accurate 25 cc. measuring 

flask. Use several small portions of redistilled chloroform to rinse the extraction 

flask and the funnel. When the chloroform is at room temperature, it may be 

filled to the mark, mixed and estimated. The estimation may be postponed to 

the next day if the flask is corked and set in a dark place. 

Exactly 5 cc. is measured into a dry test-tube. Into another tube measure 

5 cc. of dilute cholesterol standard solution. To each add exactly 0.2 cc. (within 

0.01 cc.) of C.P. sulphuric acid and 2 cc. of pure acetic anhydride. Mix well, cork 

loosely, place immediately in a beaker of water that is at 250 C. and set in a dark 

place. After exactly 10 minutes, compare in a colorimeter and secure the readings 

as soon as possible since the color changes. Chill the liquids in a bath of ice water 

before putting them into the colorimeter, as this stabilizes the typical bluish green 

color. Set the standard at 15 or 20 mm. and use a ground glass screen in the path 

of the light. Make several readings and average them. At ordinary temperature 

the color changes rapidly, losing the blue tinge and becoming yellowish 

Calculation: 
(15 or 20) 

Reading of the blood X 200* mg. of cholesterol in 100 cc. of blood. 

Notes: i. An aqueous solution of naphthol green B has been suggested as an 

Dared'a f but ^ ^ * Suffidently bluish tin8e- A better standard is pre- 

andt 16 c T 6 2‘2 CC' °f 0-1 PCr C6nt aqU60US S°lution of naPhthol green B 
“I" CC- °f O I perKCent methylthionine chloride (methylene blue) to 100 cc 

sfactory dyes are obtainable from the National Aniline and Chemical Co Set 

Cf°l0r" V"y d°Se *° tha‘ °f 

estimations.*’' SerU“’ 

200 equals 0.4 (mg. cholesterol in standard) X 2% X 100. 
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in the dark, but deteriorate later. Others using this artificial standard should test 
it against very pure cholesterol. 

2. Overheating or too prolonged heating of the blood plaster mixture gives an 

extract which does not develop the typical bluish green color but a more yellowish 

color which is very difficult to match. By keeping the oven temperature down to 

go° C., the extracts give almost exactly the same color as the pure cholesterol 

standard. 

(c) Apparatus.—Test-tubes, pipettes and colorimeter. The extraction appa¬ 

ratus: a Soxhlet or other similar syphon type of apparatus is not necessary or 

desirable. A simple form of fat extraction tube (Knorr) is quite suitable; a piece 

of bent glass rod is inserted to prevent the shell from blocking the bottom of the 

chamber. A reflux condenser is attached to the top of the tube by a cork stopper. 

A small extraction flask is attached below by means of a cork. 

(d) Reagents.—(i) Cholesterol solutions. Stock solution: Dissolve 8o mg. of 

the purest cholesterol obtainable that is free of ester (Pfanstiehl’s C.P. cholesterol 

is satisfactory) in ioo cc. of anhydrous chloroform. 

Dilute standard: Dilute exactly 5 cc. of the stock solution to 50 cc. with chloro¬ 

form as needed, and mix well. Keep these chloroform solutions in a cool dark 

place and tightly corked. 
(2) Anhydrous chloroform. Treat 500 cc. of C.P. chloroform with dry calcium 

chloride for several days with occasional shaking. Filter into a dry distilling flask 

and distill. Keep tightly corked. 

(3) Sulphuric acid. Use the best grade of C.P. acid. 

(4) Acetic anhydride. Use the best obtainable; Merck’s blue label reagent is 

recommended and Pfanstiehl’s is satisfactory. 

6. Bile Pigment in Blood.—(a) Icterus Index— This was first 
described by Meulengracht;1 several modifications have been suggested. 
It is preferable to the more complicated and less accurate method of van 

den Bergh. 

(1) Principle. Increases in bilirubin alter the intensity of the yellow color of 

blood plasma. These alterations are quantitatively determined by comparing the 

clear plasma or serum with standard potassium dichromate solution. 

(2) Technic. Serum is preferable to plasma. Clinical carotinemia 

may be associated with enough carotin in the blood serum to change 
the icterus index 1 or 2 points but is not likely to introduce clinical 
error. White and Gordon2 have developed a method for the determina¬ 

tion of carotin. , ,1 , 
Draw the blood after a fasting period and centrifugate. er 

clear plasma or serum is transferred to the cup of a colorimeter and 
readings are made against the dilute standard dichromate solution 

set at 15 or 20 mm. 
■ Meulengracht, E.: Bile Pigment in Blood Serum. Deutsch. Arc . . in. 

I32i whitedD* and Gordon, Ethel M.= The Estimation of the Serum Carotin. J. Lab. 

and Clin. Med. 17: 53“59 (Oct.) 1931 
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Calculation: 
Mm. standard 

Mm. unknown 
= Icterus index. 

If the plasma is highly colored, make an exact dilution with 0.9 per 

cent sodium chloride solution before estimation. Multiply the calcu¬ 

lated index by the factor for dilution. 

If the serum contains hemoglobin or is turbid, use the acetone 

technic of Newburger.1 To 3 cc. of serum or plasma in a graduated 

centrifuge tube add an equal volume of redistilled acetone. Mix, 

let it stand 5 minutes and centrifugate. Transfer the clear supernatant 

fluid to the colorimeter cup and proceed as above but multiply the 

results by 2, or still better, use the clear fluid in the Farahaugh and 

Medes method as described below and multiply the results by 2. If 

dilution is required, use the acetone instead of 0.9 per cent saline. 

(3) Reagents, (a) Prepare an exact 1 per cent solution of potassium dichro¬ 

mate as a stock solution. 

(b) Dilute standard. Make this frequently by diluting exactly 1 cc. of the 1 per 

cent solution to 100 cc. with distilled water. If a few drops of C.P. sulphuric acid 

are added to this standard and it is kept in a brown bottle, it will keep several 
months. 

It is even more satisfactory to compare the serum or plasma in a biocolorimeter 

with the permanent standards of Farahaugh and Medes.2 If the serum is too 

deeply colored to match the standard, make a 1 to 10 dilution with 0.9 per cent saline 

and multiply the value on the nearest standard tube by 10. In some instances 
a 1 to 20 dilution will be necessary. 

Preparation of the standards. The stock solution is prepared by dissolving 

o s grams of potassium dichromate in a 500 cc. flask with water containing a few 

drops of sulphuric acid and diluting to the mark. Use water containing sulphuric 
acid in making the dilute standards also. 

Label Standard Stock Solution Water 

Cc. Cc. 
9.0 
8.0 

7-5 
7.0 

2 
1.0 
2. o 

2-5 2 • 5 

30 

35 
4.0 

4- 5 
5- o 
6.0 

8 n 

3 

35 

4 

4-5 
6.0 

5-5 

5-o 
4.0 

5 
6 
8 
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Select II test-tubes of uniform diameter and measure into them the quantities 

indicated in the table, labelling them with the icterus index value in the first column 

of the table. Cork, seal with paraffin, and keep in the dark when not in use. 

(b) Van den Bergh1 Test.—This test for bilirubin in blood serum or plasma is 

recommended as a qualitative test to differentiate obstructive from hematogenous 

jaundice. 

A quantitative estimation of bilirubin is possible but as it is much more diffi¬ 

cult and much less accurate than the icterus index determination the latter is 

recommended. 

(1) Principle. Serum or plasma is treated with a diazotizing reagent and the 

red color which results from its reaction with bilirubin is taken as an index of the 

type and extent of bilirubinemia, depending on the rate of appearance and depth of 

color. 

(2) Technic, (a) Direct reaction. Mix 1 cc. of clear serum or plasma and 1 

cc. of diazo reagent. A purplish red color appearing in 30 seconds is an immediate 

direct reaction; if it appears after 30 seconds, it is a delayed direct reaction; and if it 

appears first within 30 seconds but gradually becomes more intense afterward, it is a 

biphasic reaction. 
(b) Indirect reaction.2 In a centrifuge tube mix 1 cc. of serum or plasma with 

0.5 cc. of reagent. Let it stand 15 minutes and add 2.5 cc. of 95 per cent alcohol and 

1 cc. of saturated ammonium sulphate solution. Mix after each addition and centrif¬ 

ugate. Compare the clear supernatant fluid in the colorimeter against the cobalt 

standard.3 

Mm. standard 

Mm. unknown 
X 4 X 0.4 = mg. of bilirubin per 100 cc. Calculation: 

One unit is 5 mg. of bilirubin per 1000 cc. of blood. Express the results in mg. per 

100 cc. 
(3) Reagents, (a) Dissolve 1.0 gram of sulphanilic acid in dilute hydrochloric 

acid (15.0 cc. of C.P. hydrochloric acid in 1000 cc. of water). This keeps well. 

(b) 0.4 per cent sodium nitrite, freshly prepared. 
(c) 6 gm. of disodium hydrogen phosphate (12H2O) dissolved and diluted to 

ni-ijn rpaprpnt: 2< Darts of reagent (a) plus 1 part of reagent (b). Just 
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(a) Principle.—A definite quantity of the dye is injected intravenously and 

the amount still remaining in the blood stream after 30 minutes is determined. 

Bromsulphalein is excreted chiefly in the bile, hence, if liver function is impaired, it 

will remain longer in the blood stream and in higher concentration than in normal 

individuals. 

(b) Technic.—Two mg. of bromsulphalein per kilogram of body weight is 

injected intravenously as a 5 per cent solution in sterile physiologic saline solu¬ 

tion. The patient’s weight in pounds divided by 55 gives the cc. of 5 per cent 

solution to inject. Blood is withdrawn from the opposite arm 30 minutes after 

injection, the serum is separated by centrifugation and the per cent of dye in the 

serum is estimated by comparison with standards1 in the comparator accompanying 

them after the addition of one or two drops of 10 per cent sodium hydroxide to 

bring out the color. A set of standards for use with a biocolorimeter may be made. 

Four mg. in 100 cc. of 0.2 per cent sodium hydroxide solution equals the 100 per 

cent standard. 

Rosenthal2 perfected the phenoltetrachlorphthalein test in 1922, but he and 

others later discovered several objections to this dye, among which are the dangers 

of thrombosis of the vein after injection and the large amount of dye necessary. 

8. Congo Red Test.—(a) For Determination of the Total Volume of the Circu¬ 

lating Blood (Keith, Rowntree, and Geraghty3 as modified by Harris4).—(1) Princi¬ 

ple. A known amount of dye is injected intravenously after removing blood for a 

standard. After allowing adequate time for thorough admixture with the dye, 

blood is withdrawn from the opposite arm and the color of the plasma is compared 

with that of a standard. From the amount of dilution of the dye indicated, the 

total volume of the plasma and whole blood may be calculated. 

(2) Technic. Dissolve 375 mg. of Congo red in 25 cc. of redistilled water to 

make a 1.5 per cent solution. Filter and sterilize by boiling or, better, by auto¬ 

claving. As soon as it is cooled to body temperature do a venipuncture. Withdraw 

5 cc. of blood for a standard and then inject the number of cc. of dye solution corre¬ 

sponding to one-fourth the patient’s body weight in kilos (i.e, a patient of 

60 kilograms body weight would receive 15 cc.). Not more than 18 cc. should be 

injected in any case. After allowing at least 3 minutes, never over 6, for mixing, a 

cond sample of blood is withdrawn from the opposite arm and mixed with oxalate 

to prevent clotting. . Both samples of oxalated blood are centrifugated as for a 
vo um d dete p 4g7j and thg yolume Qf pksma iqo cc biood 

solution to 2 cc. of the plasma is determined by comparison with 

■ RoseiTthal' fS°MHyAnS0?' Westc?K and Dunning. 

/Test” J.^Pharrn’anifEj^Therap ^Q?^g^*leno^ttrac|1*orPl1thalein as a 
3 Keith, N. M., Rowntree T C r- rrp‘’T I9-385-391 (June) 1022. 

°t Plasma and Blood Volume'/ * 6 Si” ‘he De"™i"atio„ 
Harris, D. T.: The Value nf tt,- v;*oi j AT 547~570 (Oct.) 1015. 

ti°n ^ the Volume of Blood. Brit. Jour ILper ^ath*8 * CHnical Means for the Estima. 
See Graff, S., and Clarke h T • * • pef- Path-> i: 142-158, 1020 
Int. Med. 48: 808-827 (Nov ) ion C?? °! 1'lasma Volume I. T1 

7 UNOv.; i93I, for a detailed consideration of thi 
Arch. 

1 consideration of Sholeth°d- 
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this standard. Knowing the concentration of dye in the plasma and the amount of 

dye injected, the total plasma volume is readily calculated and knowing the total 

plasma volume and the plasma per cent of the whole blood, the total blood volume 

may also be calculated. The results are expressed in cc. per kilogram of body 

weight. 

The formulae are: 200 X number of cc. of dye injected divided by mm‘ standard 
mm. unknown 

= plasma volume in cc. 

Plasma volume in cc. X 100 

Plasma per cent 
= whole blood volume in cc. 

Since dry oxalate is used as an anticoagulant, the plasma volume is approxi¬ 

mately 3.5 per cent too high but if this technic is used in all cases the results will be 

comparable. 

(b) For the Detection of Amyloidosis and Nephrosis.—Bennhold1 discovered that 

Congo red rapidly disappeared from the circulation in uncomplicated cases of 

nephrosis and amyloid disease. 

(x) Principle. Congo red normally disappears slowly from the circulation 

but in amyloid disease it disappears rapidly due to an affinity for the amyloid 

substance. In lipoid nephrosis it is more rapidly excreted into the urine than in 

normals, and can be detected by its red color. 

(2) Technic. Inject intravenously 10 to 15 cc. or the amount calculated for use 

in determination of the total blood volume of 1.5 per cent aqueous solution of 

Griibler’s Congo red filtered and sterilized. Four minutes later draw 10 cc. of blood 

from a vein of the opposite arm and run it into a test-tube containing 20 mg. of 

powdered potassium oxalate and mix thoroughly at once. At the end of 1 hour a 

second 10 cc. sample of blood is taken in a similar manner. Both are centrifugated. 

The clear plasma is withdrawn, and the colors compared in a colorimeter, using the 

four minute sample as the standard. 

Mm. four minute sample (e.g., 10) 

Calculation. Mm. one hour sample 
X xoo = per cent of dye still 

in plasma; 100 minus the per cent of dye remaining in the plasma equals the per 

cent of dye which has disappeared. . , 
Urine should be collected at the end of one hour; if the urine is red and turns 

blue on addition of hydrochloric acid and more than 40 per cent of the dye has 

disappeared from the blood stream, nephrosis is the most Probable diagnosis. 

G Miscellaneous Methods.— 1. Serum Bromides (Wuth).—(a) Principle. 

The serum proteins are precipitated with trichloracetic acid. The brownish gold 

bromide is farmed and determined by comparison with standards in a biocolonmeter 

(FV)TecHnic-To , «. of -rum addI 4 cc. 

mix, and match' with the standards, interposing if 

necessary. 
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(c) Preparation of Standards.1-Dissolve 193 mg. of anhydrous sodium bromide 

in 50 cc. of water and add the reagents in the order given in the table to test-tubes 

of uniform diameter, labelled as in the first column. Cork, seal with paraffin, and 

keep in the dark when not in use. 

Value 

Sodium 

Bromide Water 

Trichloracetic 

Acid, 

20 Per Cent 

Gold 

Chloride Sol., 

0.5 Per Cent 

in Mg. cc. cc. cc. cc. 

300 2.0 4.0 1.2 1.4 

200 i-3 4.67 1.2 1.4 

150 1.0 5-o 1.2 1.4 

125 0.85 5-i5 1.2 1.4 

100 0.67 5-33 1.2 14 

75 0.50 5.50 1.2 i-4 

0 0.00 6.0 1.2 1.4 

2. Tests for Carbon Monoxide Hemoglobin.2—-Many methods 

for detecting carbon monoxide hemoglobin have been devised but, in 

my experience, the simple methods are too inaccurate and the accurate 

methods are too complicated for clinical use. The following method 

has proved satisfactory. The blood for examination should be taken 

within 3 hours after cessation of exposure to the supposed source of 

poisoning since 50 to 30 per cent of the carbon monoxide in combination 

with hemoglobin at the beginning of any hour is freed by the end of the 

hour. If the patient survives, carbon monoxide hemoglobin will have 

disappeared from the blood within less than 24 hours, even after the 

heaviest exposures. 

(a) Technic.—Perform a hemoglobin estimation by the Osgood- 

Haskins method, or some other reliable acid hematin method, on the 

patient’s blood and on blood from a person known not to have been 

exposed to carbon monoxide within the last 24 hours. Dilute 1 cc. of 

the patient’s blood to 100 cc. with distilled water and dilute the cal¬ 

culated amount of the normal blood to 100 cc. to give a final dilution 

containing the same amount of hemoglobin. For example, if the 

patients blood contains 12 gm. of hemoglobin per 100 cc. and the 

normal blood contains 16 gm. of hemoglobin per 100 cc., dilute 0.75 cc. 

of the normal blood to 100 cc. Mix thoroughly and compare in a 

colorimeter. If the colors are identical and the readings the same, no 

significant amount of carbon monoxide is present in the patient’s blood 

I the colors fail to match and the patient’s blood appears more pur¬ 

plish-red than the normal and the nearest match in intensity is obtained 

,rom the La Motte Chemica' 
J W. Stacey, Inc., SaaVranciKo^ig,^111"” M'! AtlaS °f Hematol°gy- Pp. 207-208. 
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with a lower colorimeter reading in the unknown (i.e. normal at 15, 

patient’s at 12.8 mm.), carbon monoxide hemoglobin is present. The 

amount may be determined by dividing the diluted known normal blood 

into two portions. Completely saturate one by bubbling illuminating 

gas or pure carbon monoxide through it under a hood and make a series 

of mixtures of this 100 per cent carbon monoxide hemoglobin and the 

100 per cent oxyhemoglobin to cover a range of percentages at about 

10 per cent intervals from 10 to 50 per cent (e.g. 2 cc. carbon monoxide 

hemoglobin + 18 cc. oxyhemoglobin =10 per cent; 4 cc. carbon 

monoxide hemoglobin + 16 cc. oxyhemoglobin = 20 per cent, etc.). 

Determine in the colorimeter wrhich of these mixtures most nearly 

matches the unknown in color and intensity and this will give the 

percentage of carbon monoxide hemoglobin present. No symptoms 

are ordinarily present unless the concentration is above 20 per cent 

and concentrations above 50 per cent occur only in patients who are 

in coma. 

3. Test for Detection of Methemoglobin and Sulphemo- 

globin1 in Blood.—A technic similar to that given for carbon monoxide 

hemoglobin is suitable for the detection of methemoglobin. Proceed 

as described above to the stage of the first comparison in the colorimeter. 

If methemoglobin is present the unknown will be a much deeper 

brownish-red than the normal when the cups are set at the same depth, 

and the nearest match in intensity will be with a much lower reading 

for the unknown than for the oxyhemoglobin. To determine the 

quantity of methemoglobin present, a colorimeter having two cups and 

plungers on one side of the type used for pH determinations must be 

used. Put the dilution of the unknown on the side of the single plunger 

and add sodium nitrite pills or crystals to one-half of the oxyhemo¬ 

globin, changing it all to methemoglobin. Place part of this in the 

lower cup and part of the oxyhemoglobin in the upper cup of the color¬ 

imeter and adjust the ratchets until the colors match in both intensity 

and character. Read the verniers and determine the percentage of 

methemoglobin by the ratio of the vernier reading for the plunger 

dipped in the 100 per cent methemoglobin to the sum of this reading 

plus the oxyhemoglobin reading which should equal the reading of the 

unknown. For example, if the unknown is set at 15 mm., the oxyhemo¬ 

globin reads 10 mm., and the methemoglobin reads 5 mm., the blood 

contains 33 per cent of its hemoglobin in the form of methemoglobin 

and the actual amount of methemoglobin is 33 per cent of the grams 

of hemoglobin per 100 cc. as determined by the acid hematin method. 

1 Healy, J. C.: Sulphemoglobinemia. J. Lab. and Clin. Med. 18: 348 (Jan.) J933' 
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If the brown color is due to methemoglobin, addition of 1 or 2 drops 

of ammonium sulphide and shaking vigorously will restore the oxyhemo¬ 

globin color; whereas, if the brown color is due to sulphemoglobin, 

no change will occur. 
4. Quantitative Determination of Sulfanilamide and Sulfa- 

pyridine (Marshall^as modified by Marshall and Litchfield1). The 

quantities given are for determination of free sulfanilamide or sulfa- 

pyridine alone. If the conjugated form is to be determined too, double 

the quantities. 

(a) Principle.—The NH2 group attached to the benzene ring in sulfanilamide 

or any of its derivatives in which the NH2 group is free is diazotized by the action 

of nitrous acid and coupled with dimethyl-a-naphthylamine or N-(i-naphthyl) 

ethylenediamine2 to form a pink dye. The intensity of the color produced is 

compared colorimetrically with a standard of known sulfanilamide or sulfapyridine 

content. 

(b) Technic.—Into a flask, measure 2.0 cc. of oxalated blood and 

add 14 cc. of 0.05 per cent saponin solution. Let this stand two minutes 

or more and add 4.0 cc. of 15 per cent trichloracetic acid solution. Dis¬ 

tilled water may be used instead of saponin but laking then requires 

10 minutes or more and should be complete before addition of the 

trichloracetic acid. Mix thoroughly, let stand 5 minutes or more, and 

filter. To 10 cc. of the filtrate and to 10 cc. of dilute standard sulf¬ 

anilamide or sulfapyridine in another tube, add 1.0 cc. of freshly 

prepared 0.1 per cent sodium nitrite. Mix, let stand 3 minutes, and to 

each add 1 cc. of buffered 0.5 per cent ammonium sulfamate. Let this 

stand 2 minutes and add 5.0 cc. of alcoholic solution of dimethyl-a 

-naphthylamine. Let this stand 10 minutes and compare in a color¬ 

imeter.. If the acetyl-sulfanilamide or acetyl-sulfapyridine is to be 

determined, prepare a double volume of filtrate as above and treat 

10 cc. as described above. To another 10 cc. add 2.0 cc.of N/i hydro¬ 

chloric acid and heat in a boiling water bath for one hour. Cool and 

dilute to 10 cc. Then add reagents as to the filtrate except that the 

buffered sulfamate solution should contain 2M instead of iM sodium 
acid phosphate. 

(c) Calculafin„■ —The_colorimeter reading of standard 

The colorimeter reading of unknown X tactor “ 
mg. of sulfanilamide or sulfapyridine per 100 cc. of blood. The factor 

which should be used in the calculation is 10, 5 or 2, depending on which 

Chem. 263-2*3’(Dec1)6^11^1011 °f Sulfanilamide in the Blood and Urine. J. Biol. 

Science 88: 85-86 ^ T-’ ^r': 1 he Determination of Sulfanilamide 

2 Bratton, A. C., and Marshall, E. K. Tr • A N™ rr o 

anilamide Determination. J. Biol. Chem.”i28:’ 537-550 (Mayl^g0^0^ ^ 
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standard is used since they are matched against a i-io dilution of the 

blood, total free = sulfanilamide or sulfapyridine combined with 
acetyl radicle. 

(d) Reagents. Saponin solution. Dissolve 0.5 grams of saponin in 1 liter of 

distilled water. 

Buffered 0.5 per cent ammonium sulfamate. Dissolve 13.8 grams of NaF^PCh.- 

H20 and 0.5 grams of ammonium sulfamate (LaMott Chemical Products Co., 

Baltimore) in distilled water and dilute to 100 cc. Use 27.6 grams of NaH2P04.H20 

and 0.5 grams of ammonium sulfamate per 100 cc. to make the 2M buffered sulfam¬ 

ate solution for the determination of total sulfanilamide or sulfapyridine. 

Dimethyl-a-naphthylamine. Dissolve 1 cc. in 250 cc. of 95 per cent ethyl 

alcohol. A blank determination with this solution when used with 10 cc. of dis¬ 

tilled water instead of filtrate should give no pink color and only a slight yellow color 

in 10 minutes; with the standard sulfanilamide solution it should give a pink color 

which does not increase in intensity after 10 minutes. If color development is slow 

the dimethyl-a-naphthylamine should be heated on an oil bath at 265° in a test tube 

while a stream of air is bubbled through it through capillary glass tubing. 

Standard sulfanilamide or sulfapyridine. Dissolve 200 mg. of the drug in 

800 cc. of hot distilled water, cool, and dilute to 1 liter. Prepare the dilute standards 

from these by measuring into volumetric flasks, 5, 2.5 and 1 cc. of the stock solution, 

adding 18 cc. of 15 per cent trichloracetic acid and diluting to 100 cc. with distilled 

water. These standards contain respectively 1.0, 0.5 and 0.2 mg. per 100 cc. The 

factor used in calculation is 10 times these figures. 

5. Cevitamic Acid Determination (Farmer and Abt1).—Both 

a macrodetermination and a microdetermination are available. I he 

macrodetermination is recommended if blood is obtainable by veni¬ 

puncture or from the fontanel. The microdetermination is recom¬ 

mended for children with small veins who are too old for fontanel 

puncture. 

(a) Principle— The dye, 2:6 dichlorophenolindophenol, is reduced to a colorless 

form by the reduced cevitamic acid in a protein free filtrate from the blood. 

(b) Technic of the Macrodetermination.—Centrifugate 5 cc. of oxalated 

venous blood as soon as possible after withdrawal. To 2 cc. of the 

plasma in a centrifuge tube add 4 cc. of distilled water and 2 cc. of 

freshly prepared 5 per cent metaphosphonc acid. Mix thoroug y 

and centrifugate. Transfer 2 cc. of the protein-free supernatant fluid 

to another centrifuge tube and titrate with the dye solution using a 

5 cc. microburette, to the faintest detectable pink color which persists 

for 20 to 30 seconds after mixing. 

. Farmer, C. J„ and Abt, A. F : Ascorbic Acid Content of Blood. Proc. Soc. Exper. 

Biol & Med. 3.: ;625-i6^btaA F,-gDetermination of Reduced Ascorbic Acid in Small 

AmountToT'Blood." Ibid. 34:' .46-5= (Mar.) .036 
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(1) Calculation.—Cc. of dye X 4* — reduced cevitamic 

acid per 100 cc. of plasma. 
(c) Technic of Microdetermination.—Make a deep puncture with a 

lancet in the heel or toe and collect 6 to 8 drops of blood in a small 

phial1 containing 2 mg. of potassium oxalate. Cork and shake thor¬ 

oughly. Place the phial in a recessed cork in a centrifuge tube and 

centrifugate. With the 0.1 cc. pipette, transfer 0.1 cc. of plasma to a 

15 cc. centrifuge tube and with the same pipette add 0.1 cc. of distilled 

water. With a second micropipette, transfer 0.2 cc. of freshly prepared 

5 per cent metaphosphoric acid to the same tube. Mix thoroughly 

by tapping and centrifugate. With a micropipette, transfer 0.2 cc. 

of the deproteinized fluid to a depression in the porcelain tile. Into a 

neighboring depression, pipette 0.1 cc. of 5 per cent metaphosphoric 

acid and 0.1 cc. of distilled water. Fill the bulb of the microburette 

partly full of mercury and turn the screw clamp until a drop of mercury 

appears at the tip. Place the tip below the surface of a few cubic 

centimeters of the standard dye solution in a tilted test tube and turn 

the screw clamp until a drop of mercury is extruded into the dye. 

Reverse the direction of turning until the microburette is filled with 

the dye solution. Slip off the test tube containing the dye and slide 

the tile under the tip and titrate the fluid in both depressions to the 

faintest pink color which persists for 30 seconds. Comparison may 

be made with the color of 0.2 cc. of distilled water in another depression 

as an aid in determining the end point. Read the microburette which 
is calibrated in 0.002 cc. divisions. 

(1) Calculation. Cc. of dye—cc. used in the control X 4of = mg. 
of cevitamic acid per 100 cc. of plasma. 

(2) Reagents.—Place one tablet of sodium 2:6 dichlorophenolindophenol* in a 

5° c<;- vofometnc flask and dilute to the mark with distilled water. This should be 

checked from time to time against a standard cevitamic acid solution made up by 

dissolving the contents of a 0.1 gm. vacuum filled ampule (Merck cebione) in <5 per 

cent acetic acid, made from freshly boiled and cooled distilled water, in a 100 cc 

volumetric flask and dilute to the mark. To 2 cc. of this solution in a 50 cc 

titrate 2"^“^tvd T“gh ■ Per Cent aCetiC add t0 M1 t0 the mark' Mix 
• a l , j uHlS solutlon ln a centrifuge tube. The volume of dye solution 

formuh if t ^ 1 faCt°r may be calculated to substitute for the 0.02 in the 
formula if the titration value of the dye solution is changed. 

1 The pLt por°cel2aingplated ^icroburette™4 H ^00 °f- IO° CC’ °'°2 X 200 = 4- 
E. H. Sargent & Co., Chicago micr°burette and micropipettes are obtainable from 

°.°5 cc of plasma which fa Moo^oTfoocc^^oSjy10^' °’2 CC' °f Protein-free fluid = 
2 Obtainable from E. H. Sargent &°Co.^ Chicag0X °°2 = 4°' 
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6. Blood Alcohol Determination (Gettler and Freireich1).—This 

method is superior to those which depend on the colorimetric estimation 

of reduced dichromate solutions since bumping over of blood or contact 

with organic material from imperfectly cleaned glassware does not 

influence the results. The method may be used on urine, spinal fluid 

or minced tissue but if the material is obtained after death the body 

must not be embalmed. Blood serum or plasma may be used instead 

of oxalated blood and estimations are satisfactory if the material has 

been kept as long as 5 days in the ice box or for several weeks if 10 mg. 

of sodium fluoride per cc. has been added. 

(a) Principle.—Alcohol is steam distilled from the blood into dichromate sul¬ 

phuric acid in which it is oxidized to acetic acid. The acetic acid is distilled off and 

titrated. 

(b) Technic.—Place in a 200 cc. long necked distillation flask 10 cc. 

ol blood and 1 gram of paraffin. Connect to a 500 cc. Pyrex flask 

containing distilled water by a tube passing through the cork and 

extending to the bottom of the distillation flask but just through the 

cork of the flask containing water. Connect the side arm of the dis¬ 

tilling flask to a condenser. Apply heat to the flask containing water 

and continue distillation until 100 cc. of distillate has been collected 

in a second Pyrex distillation flask. Add 7.5 gm. of C.P. potassium 

dichromate and, slowly while mixing and cooling under running tap 

water, 15 cc. of C.P. sulphuric acid. Connect this distillation flask to a 

clean condenser and apply direct heat with a microburner through an 

asbestos coated wire gauze. Distil over about 80 cc. Collect the 

distillate in a 250 cc. Pyrex Erlenmeyer flask and titrate with N/20 

sodium hydroxide, using 1 per cent alcoholic phenolsulphonphthalein 

as an indicator, to a faint pink end point. Determine the control 

on the sodium hydroxide by running a blank estimation on a known 

normal blood. * 
(c) Calculation.—Cc. of sodium hydroxide - the control X 0.2706 

= grams of ethanol in 100 cc. of blood. 

1 Gettler A. 0., and Freireich, A. W.: Determination of Alcoholic Inthxication during 

Life by Spinal Fluid Analysis. .9f->8S percent yield. 
* This figure equals l0%5 X °-0023 x ?°\ .CJs® tic acid neutralized by 1 cc. of 

- - cc. 
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H. Table of Normal Findings. 

Table 22 

Blood urea nitrogen.. . 

Non-protein nitrogen.. 

Blood creatinine. 

Blood uric acid. 

Blood dextrose. 

Dextrose tolerance test 

7 to r5 (r2 to 15)* mg. per 100 cc. 

25 to 35 mg. per roo cc. 

r.o to 1.6 (1.0 to 2.5)* mg. per 100 cc. 

1.5 to 3.7 (1.0 to 4.0)* mg. per roo cc. 

80 to r2o mg. per 100 cc. (60 to 100 mg. for true sugar). 

Fasting blood sugar normal; highest level at the end of one- 

half hour and not over T50 mg.; normal at the end of two 

hours; no glycosuria. 

Blood chlorides as NaCl 

Whole blood. 

Plasma. 

Blood cholesterol. 

Blood phosphorus (inorganic). 

Blood calcium (serum). 

Blood protein (total). 

Blood fibrinogen (as fibrin). . 

Blood globulin. 

Blood albumin. 

Icterus index. 

Van der Bergh Bilirubin. 

Blood pH. 

Alkali reserve figure. 

Whole blood volume. 

Plasma volume. 

Bromsulphalein excretion. 

350 to 550 (450 to 500)* mg. per 100 cc. 

570 to 620 mg. per 100 cc. 

100 to 230 mg. per 100 cc. 

3 to 4 mg. per 100 cc. (children 4 to 6 mg.) 

9 to 12 (9 to 11)* mg. per 100 cc. 

6.0 to 8.0 (6.5 to 8.2)* gm. per 100 cc. 

0.2 to 0.4 (0.3 to 0.6)* gm. per 100 cc. 

1.0 to 3.0 (1.2 to 2.3)* gm. per 100 cc. 

4.0 to 5.8 (4.6 to 6.7)* gm. per 100 cc. 

4 to 6 

0.1 to 0.25 mg. per 100 cc. 

7-3 to 7.5 

50 to 80 

Average, 87.7 cc. per kilogram of body weight. 

Range, 72 to 105 cc. per kilogram of body weight. 

Average, 3278 cc. per square meter of body surface. 

Range, 2700 to 4000 cc. per square meter of body surface. 

Average, 51.2 cc. per kilogram of body weight. 

Range, 42 to 65 cc. per kilogram of body weight. 

Average, 1920 cc. per square meter of body surface. 

Range, 1600 to 2250 cc. per square meter of body surface 

Complete disappearance of the dye in 30 minutes. 

* Figures usually given. 
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I. Quantity of Blood Needed for Each Method. 

Table 23 

Blood Filtrate 

Blood urea 
Aeration method. 5 cc. 

c cc. Urea clearance. 5 CC. 

10 cc. Non-protein nitrogen. 2 cc. 

Blood creatinine. 2 cc. IO cc. 

Blood uric acid. 2 CC. 5 cc. 
5 cc. 
10 cc. 

Blood dextrose. 2 CC. 

Blood chlorides. 2 CC. 

Alkali reserve. 5 cc. 
2 CC. 

2 cc. of plasma. 

Blood cholesterol. 

Rlood phosphorus . 5 cc. 2 cc. plasma or serum. 

Blood calcium . 5CC.* 2 cc. serum. 

Tcterns index . 5 cc.* 2 cc. serum or plasma. 

Van den Rerikh . 3 cc.* 1 cc. of serum or plasma 

7 cc. 50 cc. 

5 cc. 
(5 cc.* 1 or 2 cc. serum. 

1 or 2 cc. plasma. 
2 cc. serum. 

) 5 cc. 

5 cc.* 

* No anticoagulant. 

1 See the uniform system of hematologic methods (p. 461). 

Note: These are the amounts to be measured, hence add at least 0.5 

cc., preferably over 1 cc., to the sum of the amounts given for the esti¬ 

mations desired. It is still better to take 5 cc. more than the amounts 

specified as this will permit a recheck of any determination should question 

as to its accuracy arise. Oxalated blood is satisfactory for all methods 

except the blood calcium and globulin determinations. 



SECTION V. BASAL METABOLIC RATE DETERMINATION1 

For a discussion of energy metabolism, the factors, both physio¬ 

logic and pathologic, which influence the basal metabolic rate, and 

the general instructions to the patient and technician necessary for its 

accurate determination, see page 103. It is important that the 

technician be calm and unhurried in her directions and in the per¬ 

formance of the test since an atmosphere of tranquillity is absolutely 

essential. 

On the morning of the test assure yourself: (a) that your instructions 

have been followed; (b) that no contraindications to doing the test have 

developed since you last saw the patient; (c) that the patient has had 

a good night’s sleep; (d) that the patient has urinated before starting 
the rest period. 

A. The Rest Period.—See that the room temperature is comfort¬ 

able and that there are no drafts. The room must be quiet. The 

patient is to lie on his back on a comfortable couch with the head 

supported by a thin pillow. The clothing is to be loosened sufficiently 

for comfort. Darken the room or lay a folded cloth over the eyes to 

protect them from the light. Tell the patient to relax physically and 

mentally as much as possible just as if he were trying to go to sleep. 

The rest period has been shown to decrease the basal metabolic rate 

from 8 to 10 per cent. At least 30 minutes is desirable for this period. 

In a few cases the patient is more comfortable in a semi-reclining posi¬ 
tion and a more accurate result is secured. 

B. Technic of the 7«t.*-Note the patient’s pulse at intervals 

wring the test and record any evidence of nervousness or tension 

To prepare the apparatus for the test, attach the breathing tubes 

cork the end of the tubes, see that the respiratory valves are working’ 

n ert the box of soda lime, to about 2 liters of air in the float add 

in I Crb 0 ,°Xygen or 3 if a high rate is expected and see that the pen 
and recording apparatus are in order. After the 30 minute rest period 

a ach the clean sterilized rubber mouthpiece and insert it in the 

R%y J° CUn.Cpathha”'^“r2' (JanT)h'9“teria °f a Dependable Basa> Metabolism 

are necessary for any slight chanS« 
Of oxygen consumption alone. The Tissot sn?rZ^»g “ .F?*boham by the measurement 

“ bUt th£ laboratories*^ although h^is^he 2 
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patient’s mouth, putting the flange between the gums and lips and 
make sure that the mouth is closed tightly around it. Adjust the 
crane supporting the breathing tubes in such relation to the patient 
that there will be no undue pressure or tension on the mouth and gums 
of the patient. Fit the clamp to the nose and tighten it just enough so 
that no air can get into the nostrils. 

Let the patient breathe the air of the apparatus for about 1 minute. 
Then slide the pen to the right hand side of the paper and adjust in 
such a position that the respiratory tracing will fall below the 1 liter 
line and will not reach the zero line, and quickly tighten the hub cap of 
the lever. 

Record the temperature in the apparatus at the start, then every 
2 minutes, and at the end of the test. Note down the barometric 
pressure. Count the pulse rate several times. 

A 5 minute period is sufficient if the respirations are fairly regular, 
and if the slope of the curve is uniform and the bases of the tracings are 
practically in a straight line. If there are irregularities, run the test 
longer until there is a period of at least 3 minutes somewhere in the 
record that is consistent and satisfactory but do not reduce the air 
volume below the original 2 liters. In some cases it will be advisable to 
run a second test because of the irregularities of the first; keep the 
patient in the supine position and when he is rested and free of nervous¬ 
ness, run the test again. A tendency to hold a little more air in the 
chest after each respiration forcing the chest into the inspiratory 
position1 may give a record with a zigzag type of base line. Corrections 
for this may be made by having the patient take a maximum inspiration 
at the beginning and at the end of the test period and taking the 
measurements from the line joining these two points. It is better to 
repeat the test, however. 

At the end of the experiment stop the clock, relieve the patient 
of the mouthpiece and take the blood pressure. Release the time 
roller, raise the pen and carefully pull the paper along 2 inches then 
cut off the record with scissors. Write on the chart the patient’s 
name, sex, age, weight, and height, also the temperature readings 
arometnc pressure, blood pressure and pulse rates. Now the basal 

metabolic rate may be calculated. 

After each test flush the breathing tubes with tap water and hang 
on a hook to drain, also thoroughly scrub the mouthpiece and when 
Clean, disinfect it with dilute formalin, then rinse thoroughly. Com- 
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Table 25.—Surface Area in 

Weight 
Height in inches 

in 

ounds 
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 

40 .70 .71 .72 .74 -75 .76 .77 .78 .80 .81 .82 .83 .84 .86 .87 .88 .89 • 90 .91 
45 .74 •75 .76 .78 .79 .80 .81 .82 .84 .85 .86 .87 .88 .90 .91 .92 .93 •94 .96 
50 .77 .78 .79 .81 .82 .83 .85 .86 .87 .88 • 90 • 91 .92 .94 95 .96 .98 .99 1.00 
55 .80 .82 .83 .84 . 8Sj .87 .89 .90 .91 .92 • 94 • 95 .96 .98 .991.001.02 1.031.04 
60 .83 .85 .86 .87 .88 .90 .92 93 .94 .95 • 97 • 99 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.071.08 
65 .86 .88 .89 .90 .91 -93 -94 .96 .981.00 I .01 I.03 1.04 I.os 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.11 I.12 
70 .88 .90 .91 -93 94 -96 .97 .991.011.03 1.04 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09 I. II1.13 1.141.15 
75 • 91 • 93 .94 -96 .97 .99 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.07 I.09 1. 10 I . 12 I . 13 I. is 1. 17 1.181.19 
80 • 93 • 95 .97 .98 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.05 1.07 1.09 1.10 I . 12 1.13 1. IS 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.21 1.22 

85 .96 .98 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.05 1.06 1.08 1.101.12 1.13 I. IS 1.16 1.18 1.19 1.21 1.23 1.24 1.25 

90 .98 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.05 1.07 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.15 1.17 1.19 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.26 1.27 1.28 

95 1.01 1.03 I OS I 06 1.08 1. 10 1.11 1.13 1. 15 1. 17 I.181.20 1.22 1.23 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.301.32 

IOO 1.03 1.051.071.081.101.121.141.161.181.20 I .21 1.23 1.24 1.26 1.28 t. 29 1.31 1-331.34 
ios 1.05 1.071.091.101.121.141.161.181.201.221.241.261.271.291.301.321.341.361.37 

no 1.07 1.09 1. II 1.12 1.14 1. 16 1.18 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.26 1.28 I.30 1.31 I.33 1.35 1.36 1.38I.40 

ns 1.09 I. n I. *3jl. 15 1.17 1.19 1.21 I.23 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.31 1.33 1.34 1-36 1.38 1.39 1.41 1.43 
120 I . II 1.13 1.15 1.17 1.19 1.21 1.23 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.31 1.33 1.35 1.36 1.38 1.40 I.42 I.44I.45 

125 1.13 1.15 1.17 1. 19,1.21 1.23 1.25 1.27 1.30 1.32 1.34 1.36 1.381.391-41 I-43I.45 1.471.48 

130 1.IS I. 17 1.19 1.21 1.23 I . 25 I.27 1.29 I.32 1.34 1.36 1.38 I.401.41 1.431.45 1.47 I-49I.50 

135 1.17 I. 19 1.21 I . 23 I . 25 1.27 I . 29 1.31 1.34 I .36 1.38 I .40 1.42 1.43 1.45 1.47 1.49 I.Si I.S3 

140 1.18 1.21 1.23 1.25 1.27 1.29 i .31 1.33 1-35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.431.45 1-47 1-49 I.Si 1-53 1-55 

145 1.20 I.23 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.31 1.33 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 I.45 1.48 1.50 1.52 1.54 1.561.58 

150 I . 22 I.25 1.27 1.29 1.311.33 1-35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.471.50 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.581.60 

155 1.23 I.25 I.27 1.30 1.32 1.35 1-37 1-39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1-47 1.49 1.521.S41-56 1.58 1.60 1.62 

160 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.32 1.34 1 37 1 -39 1.41 1 -43 1 45 1-47 1-49 1. Si 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.60 1.621.64 

165 1.27 1.29 1.31 1 • 34 1 36 1.39 1 • 41 I • 43 I • 45 1 • 47 1.49 1. Si 1 .S3 1.56 1.58 1.60 1.62 1.64 1.67 

170 1.29 1.31 1.33 1 • 36 1.38 1.40 1.42 1.44 1 • 47 1 • 49 1.51 1.53 1-55 1.56,1.601.62,1.64 1.66 1.69 

175 1.31 1.33 I • 35 1 • 38 I • 40 1.42 1.44 I • 46 1 • 49 1 • 51 1.53 I • 55 I•57I - 60 1.62 1.64 1.66 1.68 1.71 

180 1.32 1.34 1.36 1.39 1 41 1-43 1 -45 1.48 1.50 1.53 1.55 1.57,1 -59 1.62 1.64 1.66 1.68 1.70 1.73 

185 1-34 1.36 1.38 1.41 1-43 1-45 1-47 1.50 1.52 1.55 1.57 1. S9 1.61; 1.64 1.66 1.68 1.70 
, 1 .1 ,, _ » _J. 

1.72 1.75 

76 1.79 

* From formula of Dubois & Dubois. 
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Square Meters* 

Height in inches 

59 60 6l 62 63 

.92 .93 .94 .95 .97 

.97 .98 .99 I .00 I .02 

I .01 I .03 I .04 I .05 I .07 

I .05 I .07 I .08 I .09 I . II 

I .09 I . I I I . 12 I .13 I . 15 

I . 13 I . 15 I . 17 I .18 I . 19 

I . l6 I 18 I . 19 I . 21 I .23 

I . 20 I 22 I .23 I .25 I .27 

I .23 I .25 I 26 I .28 I ■ 30 

I 26 I .28 I .30 I .32 I .33 

I .29 I .31 I .33 I .35 I .36 

I .33 I .35 I .36 I .38 I .40 

I .36 I .38 I .39 I .41 I .43 

[ .39 I • 41 I .42 I .44 I .46 

I .42 I • 43 I 45 I ■ 47 I .48 

I • 45 I 46 I 48 I .50 I ■ 51 

I .47 I 49 I 51 I • S3 I • 54 

I .50 I 52 I 54 I • S6 I • 57 

I .52 I 54 I 56 I 58 I 59 

I .55 I 57 I 59 I 6l I 62 

I 57 I 59 I 61 I 63 I 64 

I 60 I 62 I 64 I 66 I 67 

I 62 I 64 I 66 I 68 I 69 

I 64 I 66 I 68 I 70 I 72 

I 66 I 68 I 70 I 72 I 74 
I 69 I 71 I 73 I 75 I 77 
I 7i I 73 I 75 I 77 I 79 
I 73 I 75 I 77 I 79 I 82 

I 75 I 77 I 79 I 81 I 84 

I 77 I 79 I 81 I 83 I 86 

I 79 I 81 I 

00 I 85 I 88 

I 81 I 83 I 85 I 87 I 90 
I 83 I 85 I I 89 I 92 
I 85 I 

00 I 89 I 91 I 94 
I 

00 I 89 I 91 I 93 I 96 
I 89 I 91 I 93 I 95 I 97 
I 90 I 93 I 95 1 97 I 99 
I 92 I 95 I 97 I 99 2 01 

I 93 I 96 I 99 2 01 2 03 
I 95 I 98 2 01 2 03 2 05 
I 97 2 00 2 03 2 05 2 07 
I 99 2 02 2 05 2 07 2 09 
2 00 2 03 2 06 2 08 2 11 
2 02 2 05 2 08 2 10 2 13 
2 03 2. 06 2 09 2 11 2 14 
2 05 2. 08 2 11 2 13 2 16 
2 07 2. 10 2 13 2 15 2 17 
2 09 2. 12 2 15 2 17 2 19 
2 10 2. 13 2 16 2 18 2 20 
2 12 2. 15 2 18 2 20 2 22 
2 13 2 16 2 19 2 21 2 24 
2 14 2 17 2 20 2 23 2 26 

64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 
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2.30 

2.32 

2.34 

2.36 

2.38 

2.40 

2.42 

2-43 

2-45 

2.47 

2.49 

2.52 

2-54 

2.56 

2.58 

2.60 

2.62 

X 71.184. Calculated for Metabolor by H. C. Black. 
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plete instructions for handling each machine are furnished by the 
manufacturer. 

C. Calculation—Lay the record on a table, apply the edge of a 

ruler to the lowest points of the curves, if most of these points prac¬ 

tically coincide with a straight line and there are no marked divergences, 

then the slope of the curves is uniform; draw a line and use the entire 

rt cord for calculation. If the tracing is not regular, find a portion 

where the slope of the curves is uniform for an interval of several 
minutes and draw the line. 

Table 26—Basal Metabolic Rate Normals (The Sage Standards) 

Ages 

Cal. per hr. per sq. m. 

Ages 

Cal. per hr. per sq. m. 

Males Females Males Females 

14-16 46.0 43 0 40-50 38.5 36.0 
16-18 43-o 40.0 50-60 375 35° 
18-20 41 0 G

o 0
0

 

0
 

60-70 36.5 34-o 
20-30 39 5 3 7-o 70-80 35 • S 33 0 

30-40 39 5 36.5 

Read the volume of oxygen used in a period of 3 to 5 minutes from 

the factors for the graph paper used in the machine employed. With 

the Metabolor, each small square equals 100 cc. of oxygen or 0.1 minute. 

Divide the cc. of oxygen by the minutes to obtain the cc. of oxygen 

consumed per minute. In some machines the graph paper is so cali¬ 

brated that corrections are automatically made for barometric pressure 

and temperature. These are satisfactory for clinical purposes but 

are not so satisfactory for teaching students the principles of the 

method as is a machine such as the Metabolor which makes readings 

in actual cubic centimeters. Multiply the result1 by the factor in 

Table 24 that corresponds to the barometric pressure and the average 

temperature. This gives the total calories per hour.2 From Table 25,3 

determine the surface area of the patient in square meters, where height 

and weight intersect. The basal metabolic rate in calories per hour per 

square meter is secured by dividing the total calories by the square 

meters of area or by referring to Table (C) which comes with the 

apparatus. 

1 If using the charts furnished with the Metabolor, multiply by 0.06 to convert to liters 
npr hour and then multiply by the factor found in Chart A. 
P 2 To use the Harris and Benedict standards, continue as directed on p. 429; if a 

continue as directed on p. 432, ^ . .. 
3 Reproduced by permission of the McKesson Appliance Co. 
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Normals (The Harris-Benedict Standards)1 

Directions: The predicted calories per hour are obtained by adding the calories corre¬ 

sponding to the weight in kilograms (Table 27) to the calories corresponding to age and 
stature (Table 28, 29, or 30). The patient’s metabolic rate is then calculated as per cent 

above or below the normal by multiplying by 100 the observed total calories per hour 
(not calories per square meter per hour) dividing by the predicted calories per hour, and 

subtracting 100 (see section C above). 
In the use of these condensed tables,2 interpolation is necessary. 

Table 27.—Harris-Benedict Standards Based on Body Weight 

Weight, 
kilograms 

Calories per hour 
Weight, 

kilograms 
Males Females 

10 8-5 72 

12 9-7 74 

14 10.8 76 

16 12.0 78 
18 131 80 

20 M3 82 

22 15-4 84 
24 16 6 86 
26 17.7 37-6 88 
28 18.8 384 90 

30 19.9 39-2 92 

32 21.1 40.0 94 
34 22.2 40.8 96 
36 23-4 41.6 98 
38 245 42.4 100 
40 25-7 43-2 102 
42 26.8 44-0 104 
44 28.0 44.8 106 
46 29.1 45-6 108 
48 30.3 46.4 no 
50 3i-4 47.2 112 
52 32.6 48 0 114 
54 33-7 48.8 116 
56 34-9 49 6 118 
58 360 50.4 120 
60 37-2 51-2 122 
62 38.3 52.0 124 
64 39-5 52.8 126 
66 40.6 53-6 128 
68 41.8 54-4 130 
70 42.9 55-2 

•Harris^ J. A., and Benedict, F. G.: A Biometric Study of Basal 
Wash.. Pub. 279. Pp. 272. 1919. 

Calories per hour 

Males 

44- 0 

45- 2 

46.3 

47-5 
48.6 

49 7 

50-9 

52.0 

53- 2 

54- 3 
55 • 5 
56.6 

57-8 

58.9 
60.1 
61.2 
62.4 

635 

64.7 
65.8 

67.0 
68.1 

693 

70.4 

71.0 

72.7 

73-9 
75 o 
76.1 

77 2 

Females 

56.0 

56.8 

57-6 

58.4 

59 2 
60.0 
60.8 

61.6 
62 4 

63.2 

64. o 

64.8 

65.6 

66.4 
67.2 

68.0 
68.8 

69.6 
70.4 

71.2 

72.0 
72.8 

73 6 

74- 4 
75- 2 
76.0 
76.8 

77 6 

78.4 

79- 2 

“tr wirrrTr r ■- - zr ■tw Roth 

wh,ch is obtainable from W. E. Collins. iSS Huntington Ave^Boston^ss^01^™ C°mpendiuni 
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T ABLE 28.—HaRRIS-BkNEDICT STANDARDS BASED ON Age AND STATURE— Men 

20 25 3° 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

150 25.6 24.2 22.8 21.4 20.0 18.6 17.2 15-8 14.4 13 0 11.6 

155 26.6 25.2 k>
 

Gs
> 0
0

 

22.4 21.0 19.6 18.2 16.8 15-4 14.0 12.6 
160 27.7 26.3 24.9 23-5 22.1 20. 7 193 17.9 16.5 151 13-7 
165 28.7 27-3 25-9 24-5 23- 1 21.7 20.3 18.9 I7-5 16.1 14.1 
170 29.8 28.4 27.0 25.6 24. 2 22.8 21.4 20.0 18.6 17.2 15-8 
*75 30.8 29.4 28.0 26.6 25.2 238 22.4 21.0 19.6 18.2 16.8 

180 31-9 30-4 29.1 27.6 26.2 24.8 23-4 22.0 20.6 19.2 17.8 

185 32.9 31-5 30.1 28.7 27-3 25-9 24-5 23.1 21.7 20.3 18.9 

190 34-0 32.5 31- 2 29.7 28.3 26.9 25-5 24.1 22.7 21.3 19.9 

I9S 35-0 33-6 32.2 30.8 29.4 to
 

00
 

0
 

26.6 25.2 23 8 22.4 21.0 

200 36.1 34 6 33-2 31-8 30.4 29.0 27.6 26.2 24 8 23-4 22.0 

Table 29.—Harris-Benedict Standards Based on Age and Stature—Women 

150 7-7 6.7 5-7 4 7 3-8 2.8 1.8 0.9 0.0 —1.0 — 2.0 

155 8.1 7-i 6.1 5-i 4.2 3-2 2.2 1.2 0. 2 -0.7 -1.7 

160 8-5 7-5 6-5 5-5 4-5 3-6 2.6 1.6 0.6 -0-3 -i-3 

165 8.8 7.8 6.9 5-9 4-9 4.0 3-o 2.0 1.0 0.0 -0.9 

170 9.2 8.2 7-3 6-3 5-3 4-3 3-4 2.4 1-4 0-5 -OS 

175 9.6 8.6 7.6 6.7 5-7 4-7 3-7 2.8 1.8 0.8 — 0.2 

180 10.0 9.0 8.0 7.0 6.1 5-1 4-1 3-2 2. 2 1.2 0. 2 

185 10.4 9-4 8.4 7-5 6-5 5-5 4 5 3-5 2.6 1.6 0.6 

190 10.8 9.8 8.8 7.8 6.8 5-9 4-9 3 9 3° 2.0 1.0 

195 11. 2 

W
 

6
 

M
 9. 2 8.2 7.2 6. 2 5-3 4 3 3-3 2.4 1-4 

200 11 • 5 io-5 9.6 8.6 7.6 6.7 5-7 4-7 3-7 2 7 1.8 

Table 30.—Harris-Benedict Standards Based on Age and Stature- -Boys 

Age Age 

Cm. 

100 

io5 
no 

”5 

120 

125 

13° 

i35 
140 

145 

150 

Cm. 

10 15 20 10 15 20 

18.0 16.6 x5- 2 155 295 

M
 

00 
04 26.6 

19.0 17.7 16.3 160 30.5 29.1 27.7 

20.0 18.7 17-3 165 3i-5 301 28.7 

21.0 19.7 18.3 170 32.6 31.2 29.8 

22.1 20.8 19.4 175 33-6 3 2.2 30.8 

23 2 21.8 20.4 180 34-7 33-3 31-9 

24.2 22.9 21.5 185 35-7 34-3 32 9 

25.3 23-9 22.5 190 36.8 35-4 34-0 

26.3 25.0 23.6 i95 37-8 364 35 0 

27 4 26.0 24.6 200 389 37-4 36.1 

28.4 27.0 25.6 
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For clinical purposes this is changed to per cent of the average 

normal. Multiply the calories per sq. meter per hour by ioo and 

divide by the normal for the same sex and age (Table 26). If the result 

is greater than 100, there is a plus rate; if less than 100, a minus rate. 

Take the difference between the figure and 100, then prefix plus or 

minus; for example, suppose the basal metabolic rate is 85 per cent of 

the normal, then the rate is minus 15 or 15 per cent below normal, 

and if the basal metabolic rate is 120 per cent of the normal, the rate 

is plus 20 or 20 per cent above normal. Calculate the rate from the 

formula given on page hi from the pulse rate and pulse pressure 

and if there is a great discrepancy have the patient return for a recheck. 

The first metabolic rate determination is often too high; hence it is a 

Table 31.—Standard Total Calories for Weight—Girls and Boys1 

Total calories per hour Total calories per hour 

Weight, kg. 

3° 

4.0 

S-o 
6. o 

7.0 

8.0 

9.0 

10.o 

11.0 

12.0 

■3'° 
14.0 

150 

16.0 

17.0 

18.0 

19.0 

20.0 

22. o 

24.0 

26. o 

28.0 

30.0 

32 o 

34-0 

36.0 

Girls 

5-7 

8-5 

11 • 4 
14.0 

16.5 

18.7 

20.7 

22.5 

24-3 
25.8 

27-3 
28.6 

29.9 

311 

32.3 

33-4 

34 -5 

355 

37-4 

39-3 
41.0 

42.7 

44- 7 

45- 9 

47-4 
48.9 

Boys 

6-3 
8.8 

n-3 

138 
16.3 

18.5 

20.6 

22.7 

24.8 

26. o 

27.7 

29.2 

30- 2 

31- 3 

32- 5 

33- 8 

35-0 

36.3 

37-9 
40.8 

44 6 

45-8 

47-5 
49-6 

5i-3 

52.9 

38.0 

40.0 

42.0 

44.0 

46.0 

48.0 

50.0 

52 o 

54 o 

56.0 

58.0 

60.0 

62. o 

64.0 

66. o 

68.0 

70.0 

72.0 

74 o 

76.0 

78.0 

80.0 

82.0 

84. o 

50- 3 

51- 7 

53- i 

54- 4 

55- 8 

57-T 

58.3 
59-5 
60.8 

62.1 

63.2 

64- 3 

65- 5 

66.6 
67.8 

68.9 

70.0 

71.0 

72.1 

73- 2 
74- 2 

75- 2 
76.3 

77-4 

54- 4 

55- 8 

57-i 

58.3 
59-6 

60.8 

61.9 

62.7 

64.8 

65.8 

66.7 

67.9 

69.2 

70.4 

71.8 

73 5 

74- 4 

75- 6 

76.9 

77-9 
79.2 

• • • • 

• • • • 

83-3 

Weight, kg. 

Girls Boys 

t„. .u,* „,orie. Pet hour ot ’ P„ !4 hours as in lhe orisinal 
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good rule to recheck all high rates and it is safer to do at least two tests 
on different days on all patients. 

hor children, calculate the total calories per hour and express the 

results in percentage of normals for weight or height in Tables 31 or 32. 

Table 32. Standard Total Calories for Height (or Total Calories for the 

Expected Weight)1 

Height, cm. 

Total calories per hour 

Height, cm. 

Total calories per hour 

Girls Boys Girls Boys 

48 5-6 .... 92 

00 
CN 30.2 

50 6.6 .... 94 29.0 31.3 
51 .... 6.7 96 29 5 31 • 5 
52 7-7 7-3 98 30 1 3i-9 
54 8.9 8-3 100 30.6 32.7 
56 10.3 9 3 io5 32.1 33-5 
58 11.6 10.8 110 32.6 34-6 

60 12.9 12.5 ”5 35-2 36.5 
62 I4-3 *3-1 120 36.4 39 0 
64 15-5 15.0 125 39-3 41 -3 
66 16 8 16.3 130 41.1 43-5 
68 18.0 i7-5 *35 44.0 46.0 

70 t9-3 18.8 140 47.1 48.5 

72 20.4 20.0 145 50.3 50.8 

74 21-5 21.3 150 53-9 53-8 

76 22.5 22.3 i55 57-8 57-5 

78 23-3 23-5 160 61.s 61.7 

80 24.2 24.6 165 64-3 65-4 

82 25.0 25-5 170 66.0 69.0 

84 25.8 26.5 i75 66.5 71.7 

86 26.5 27-5 180 66.7 75-0 

88 27.2 28.5 190 .... 79.2 

90 27.8 29-3 

i Reproduced by permission of the author and publisher from Talbot. F. B.: Basal Metabolism 

Standards for Children. Am. J. Dis. Child. SS: 455-459 (March) 1938. 
The standards are calculated in calories per hour instead of calories per 24 hours as in the original. 

Since the height standard is based on a normal weight, this can also be called expected weight. 

D. Common Sources of Error and Precautions Necessary to Prevent Them.—i. 

If the slope of the curve indicates an excessively high rate, a leak is probable. 
Check the fit of the nose piece and mouth piece with a wisp of cotton and if no 
leak is found, block the external auditory canals with the finger tips and note 
whether there is a change in the slope of the curve. Perforated ear drums may 
result in a leak which is very difficult to detect if this possibility is not considered. 
Ideally, the physician should examine the ear drums and inquire about perforations 
before making the appointment. If a leaking ear drum is found, block the ex erna 

auditory canals with a cotton pledget inside a small square of rubber dam 
2 Test the apparatus for leaks at least once a week as follows: Set up 

apparatus as for an estimation; raise the float until it contains 3 to 4 hters of a.r an 
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then tightly plug the ends of the breathing tubes. Place a weight equal to about 

xoo grams on top of the float and allow it to remain for ten minutes. Run the 

recording apparatus for the first and last minute of the test. Note the temperature. 

A perfectly straight tracing (provided the temperature of the apparatus has 

remained constant) indicates that no leak has occurred. 
3. Examine the rubber valves each week and lubricate the connection of the 

lower valve with the apparatus to prevent sticking. 

4. Keep the inside of the breathing tubes clean. Lubricate the connection of 

these tubes with the apparatus to secure an air-tight joint. 

5. If the soda lime is inactive a low rate results. At the end of each day lift 

out the soda lime box and pour the soda lime into a jar or wide-mouth bottle so 

that it can be sealed tightly from the air. Do not replace the box in the apparatus. 

It is advisable to keep about 5 pounds of soda lime on hand most of the time. 

Wilson’s non-caking 4 to 8 mesh soda lime which leaves the air 80 per cent 

saturated with moisture is recommended. Haden’s factors can not be used with 

accuracy with other types of soda lime. Before using a new batch of it, sift out 

the powdered material. 

Since a smaller amount of soda lime must be used than with the original metab- 

olor, it is exhausted with fewer basal metabolic rate tests. Inefficient absorption 

of carbon dioxide may be indicated by unusually deep respirations or discomfort of 

the patient. 

Test the efficiency of the soda lime frequently. At the end of the test, cork the 

breathing tube as soon as removed from the patient. Attach rubber tubing to the 

petcock and bubble some of the air from the apparatus into barium hydroxide 

solution; a precipitate indicates carbon dioxide is not being completely removed. 

If, for the first batch of soda lime, a record is kept of the time during which it was 

in actual use for metabolism tests before it became unsatisfactory, it will not be 

necessary to test subsequent batches so frequently. 

6. The clock may be tested occasionally against an accurate watch, noting the 

time required for the pen to pass across 10 to 50 small squares on the record paper. 

If inaccurate, it can be corrected by a regulator. 



SECTION VI. GASTRIC CONTENTS ANALYSIS 

A. Procuring Secretions.—The large Ewald tube is best for all 

aspirations except in the fractional tests, because it is more easily passed 

and stomach contents are more easily aspirated through it. It is impor¬ 

tant to empty the stomach completely at each aspiration; some suggest 

placing the patient in several different postures to facilitate this because 

the stomach is a poor mixer, as shown by the fact that different fractions 

of the total contents taken as close together as possible will vary in 

composition. 

1. Introduction of the Stomach Tube.—The large tube is directly inserted by 

propulsion, whereas the small tube is swallowed with the aid of gravity. First of all 

the patient should be assured that the passage of the tube can do no harm and should 

be instructed as to how he can best cooperate. He should be placed in a straight- 

backed chair, preferably with the back against the wall, his clothes should be pro¬ 

tected by towels or a large rubber apron, and his body should be tilted slightly 

forward. The tube should be sterilized and then chilled in a basin of cracked ice. 

The tube should be grasped near its end as one would a pen, and introduced far 

back into the pharynx, while the patient is asked to swallow. Then the patient 

should be instructed to breathe rapidly through the mouth while the tube is boldly 

pushed into the esophagus until the ring upon it reaches the incisor teeth, thus indi¬ 

cating that the tip is in the stomach. After the tip of the tube passes the level of the 

cricoid cartilage, there is very little discomfort. If the patient is extremely neurotic 

or possesses a pharyngeal hyperethesia and does not have an idiosyncrasy to cocaine, 

a 2 per cent aqueous solution of cocaine hydrochloride may be sprayed into the 

throat before passing the tube. * 
2. Vomitus.—This should be saved and sent to the laboratory for examination 

as described below because it may give all the information desired and thus eliminate 

the necessity of a test meal. 
3. Fasting Contents.—Removal and examination of this material may give the 

desired information. In cases having a large residuum it allows a more accurate 

interpretation of the test meal findings. It should always be done before the 

fractional tests. 

4. Ewald Meal.—It is recommended that this test be performed 

first in all patients requiring gastric analysis except those with pernicious 

anemia in whom the histamine test is done first. The original meal 

consisted of 35 grams of wheat bread or toast and 8 ounces of tea. 

Since bread or toast usually contains lactic acid and yeast 0 

has recommended the substitution of one shredded wheat bison. 

Graham crackers are more palatable with water and the residues 

434 
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are more easily aspirated. Tea, by reason of its tannic and gallic 

acid content, interferes with tests for blood and is, therefore, undesir¬ 

able. Bergeim demonstrated that water gives a similar gastric 

stimulation. 
Technic— One whole shredded wheat biscuit or, better, 3 graham 

crackers and 8 ounces of water are given on an empty stomach, pre¬ 

ferably in the morning before breakfast. The stomach is completely 

emptied at the end of 45 to 60 minutes; at least 30 to 50 cc. should be 

obtained. 

5. Histamine Test.—This was first put on a practical basis by 

Gompertz and Vorhaus.1 A great deal of work has been done with 

the method since then (see Chapter V for references) and recently 

a much smaller dose2 of histamine has been recommended. 

Technic.-—The patient should be under as nearly basal conditions 

as possible when the test is done. The small (Rehfuss) type of tube is 

swallowed and the fasting contents removed; then 0.25 cc.3 of sterile 

1-1000 solution of histamine4 is injected subcutaneously. The stomach 

contents are completely aspirated at twenty and at thirty minutes 

from the time of injection and the volume and total acidity of the three 

samples are determined. As the free acid is practically the same as 

the total acidity, it need not be estimated. 

6. Riegel Meal.—This type of meal is the best test for slight degrees of impair¬ 

ment of total gastric function. It should not be given until severe obstruction or 

impaired motility has been eliminated by an Ewald meal or fluoroscopic examina¬ 

tion or both. The test is best done after a fasting period, but may be done at other 

times, if the residuum is first aspirated. The meal originally consisted of 400 cc. 

of soup, 200 grams of beefsteak, either two slices of bread or 150 grams of mashed 

potato and one glass of water. An ordinary three course meal including the equiva¬ 

lent of 200 grams of beefsteak will give the same information. Most information is 

secured if a small sample is removed at three hours for tests of acidity and observa¬ 

tion of the progress of digestion, and if the stomach is emptied at six or seven hours 
to note whether any food residue remains. 

7. Stasis Meal.—This should be given when impaired motility or obstruction 

to the outlet is suspected and has not been demonstrated by the Ewald meal or by 

GastricSin.' Jtfg LtS. Med.'; .7 W5" °' 

rust 1Histamin in sti- 

IS not as great as with the larger doses it is no/rwS! ^ - V?ns; though the response 
all of the work on responses to this test has been don/6 proPorti°n. Practically 
obtained with either are simila in “.“aT th? larger dotes, but the * med with either are similar in tun. , 111 ine lar8er doses, but the 

Burroughs and Welcome's Ergamine t itiSclory^ lherefore' comparable. 
curves 
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fluoroscopy. Various meals are used; a satisfactory one consists of 2 ounces of 

half cooked rice (boiled 15 to 20 minutes) and 12 well chewed raw raisins. It is 

given in place of the regular evening meal and the stomach contents aspirated, pref¬ 

erably with the aid of washing, in the morning before breakfast. The residuum is 
examined for food remnants. 

8. Sippy Pumpings.—These are samples removed during the Sippy treatment 

of peptic ulcer as a check on the alkali administration. They are usually removed 

at 4:30 P.M. and one-half hour after the last dose of alkali in the evening and are 

tested for free acid. It is especially important to indicate the exact time of with¬ 

drawal of the sample. The volume should also be noted. 

9. Alcohol Meal (Cheney).—Give 50 cc. of 7 per cent ethyl alcohol and aspirate 

at 45 minutes or by the fractional method 

10. Fractional Aspiration.—A small tube of the Rehfuss type is swallowed by 

the patient, the fasting contents are removed. With the tube left in place, an 

Ewald or alcohol meal or injection of histamine is given and 10 cc. samples are 

removed at 10 minute intervals until the stomach is empty. 

B. Examination of Samples.—1. Gross Examination.—(a) 

Color.—This should be accurately described. The fluid portion of 

normal gastric contents has a faint yellow color. Fresh blood imparts 

a red color, but older blood, due to reaction with the acid, has a dark 

color resembling coffee grounds. Bile produces a yellowish or greenish 

discoloration which is normally present. 

(b) Mucus.—This is recognized from its slimy appearance when 

the fluid is poured from one vessel into another. A small amount 

is normally present in aspirated contents, whereas a large amount 

is present in vomitus. Report the amount present (1+ to 4+). 

(c) Food Residues.—These may be visible grossly, but should be 

checked microscopically. Record the nature and approximate amounts 

of such remnants. 
(d) Volume—This should always be measured before any material 

is withdrawn for tests. 
2. Microscopic Examination.—This should be made on the 

original unstrained material and should first be done with a subdued 

light and the 16 mm. or, better, 8 mm. objective. Pus (rare), blood, 

and bacteria should be identified with the higher power lenses. Epi¬ 

thelial cells, starch granules, a few bacteria, and occasionally yeast 

cells are normally present. Undigested food remnants, red ce s, 

pus cells, sarcinae, and excessive numbers of yeast cells and bacteria 

are pathologic. A drop of diluted Lugol’s solution will stain starch 

granules blue and i per cent aqueous methylthionme chloride (me y 

lene blue) will stain bacteria. Gram’s stain may aid in dilTerentiati g 

bacteria. Pus cells and red cells have the same appearance as in 

urinary sediments. Yeast cells are smooth, colorless, highly refr 
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oval cells a little smaller than a leukocyte; they stain yellow to brown 

with iodine solution and may show budding. Sarcinae are small 

spheres arranged in cuboid groups, often compared to cotton bales; 

they usually occur in clumps. Bacteria appear as elsewhere. The 

Boas-Oppler bacillus is the only one of special significance; it is a long 

broad, gram positive rod, usually occurring in chains. They should 

be looked for in all cases of achlorhydria (see Fig. 16). 

Fig. i6. Boas-Oppler bacilli in gastric contents. 

3. Chemical Examination.—The stomach contents should be 

centrifugated or strained through gauze, not filtered, before this part 
of the examination is begun. 

(a) Free Hydrochloric Aai—U) Congo red test. This is merely a qualitative 
test and does not indicate the amount of free acid present. It may be done as a 

preliminary test, but is not necessary. A positive test is the production of a deep 

— - — - can^=^ 

(2) Boas’ test, 

qualitative test but 
This test is slightly less delicate than the dimethyl 

IS more reliable since it reacts only to free hydro- 
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chloric acid. It should be used as a qualitative check on any 

dimethyl ’ titration giving a clinical figure below 20. 

(a.) Principle. Ihe reagent contains resorcinol and cane sugar; free hydro¬ 

chloric acid plus heat causes the hydrolysis of the sugar with the formation of 

levulose and dextrose; levulose and resorcinol react in the presence of hot hydro¬ 

chloric acid to produce a red color (Seliwanoff’s levulose test). 

(b) Technic. In a porcelain dish mix two drops of gastric contents 
and Boas’ reagent and slowly evaporate to dryness over a small flame, 

taking care not to scorch the sugar. The appearance of a rose-red color, 

which soon fades, shows the presence of free hydrochloric acid. 

(c) Reagent (Boas’). Dissolve 5 grams of resublimed resorcinol and 3 grams of 

cane sugar in 100 cc. of 50 per cent alcohol. The reagent keeps well, which makes 

it preferable to Giinzburg’s reagent. 

(3) Dimethyl test (Topfer’s). This is the most practical test 

for free acid but as the indicator reacts with other acids than hydro¬ 

chloric, clinical figures below 20 must be checked by the Boas’ test. 

(a) Principle. This dye gives a red color in solutions of high acidity; the color 

diminishes as the pH of the solution approaches 4.0 and changes to pure yellow at 

about pH 4.3. 

(b) Technic. Into a beaker or titration flask measure exactly 5 cc. 

of strained stomach contents and add one drop of the indicator (Topfer’s 

dimethyl). A cherry red color denotes the presence of free acid. Now 

add N/10 sodium hydroxide from a burette until the red color dis¬ 

appears, leaving a pure canary yellow1 color; read the burette and 

proceed as directed under “total acidity.” 

The presence of free hydrochloric acid should be checked by the 

Boas’ method if this titration gives a clinical figure below 20. If the 

Boas’ test is negative, report free hydrochloric acid absent, no matter 

what the dimethyl titration. A clinical figure under 30 is an indication 

for a lactic acid test. 
Calculation: Multiply the cc. of hydroxide used for titration by 

20 (i.e., 10H) to convert to terms of 100 cc. if using N/10 alkali; the 

result is cc. of free N/10 hydrochloric acid per 100 cc. of stomach 

contents or the clinical figure for free acidity. Ihe per cent of hydro 

chloric acid may be calculated by multiplying the acidity figure by 

0.00365. 

(c) Reagent. Tdpfer’s dimethyl. This is a 0.5 per cent alcoholic solution oi 

dimethylaminoazobenzol 

. Since this end-point is not sharp and appears gradually, beginners are likely to secure 

erroneous results; with practice the end-point is easdy determ.ned. 
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(b) Total Acidity.—This is made up of free and combined hydro¬ 

chloric acid, acid salts, and, in some pathologic conditions, organic acids. 

(1) Principle. The indicator used is phenolphthalein. Since its end-point is 

on the alkaline side of neutrality, the results obtained by titration represent the 

total acidity of the solution (acid phosphates are converted into alkaline phosphate; 

e.g., disodium phosphate). 

(2) Technic. When the end-point for free hydrochloric acid is 

reached, as described above, add one drop of 1 per cent alcoholic phenol¬ 

phthalein solution to the mixture or this may be added at the start, and 

continue the titration to the characteristic phenolphthalein end-point. 

Calculation: The total cc. of sodium hydroxide used for titration of the entire 

acidity, including the free acid, multiplied by 20 gives the total acidity of 100 cc. of 

stomach contents in terms of N/10 acid. This is the clinical total acidity figure. 

(c) Hydrogen Ion Concentration.—This is of importance only in connection with 

studies of peptic digestion. It is not a part of the routine examination. Colori¬ 

metric methods give satisfactory results and are the simplest to do. The method 

of Shohl and King is recommended.1 Full directions accompany the standards and 

comparator. 

An approximate idea of the degree of deficiency of acid may be obtained by 

testing the gastric contents with Squibb’s nitrazine paper. In pernicious anemia 

the gastric contents are often neutral or alkaline. 

(d) Lactic Acid. This acid occurs from the fermentation of carbo¬ 

hydrates in a stomach with hypochlorhydria or achlorhydria. Hence 

it should always be tested for in these cases if the “dimethyl” titration 

gives a clinical figure under 30. The Strauss ether-ferric chloride test 
is satisfactory. 

(1) Principle. Ferric chloride and lactic acid react to produce a yellow color 

which varies in intensity roughly in proportion to the amount of lactic acid present. 

(2) Technic. To 5 cc. of stomach contents, add 0.5 cc. of N/i 

hydrochloric acid and extract with io cc. of ether. If a large test-tube 

IS used, close the tube and invert it repeatedly for 5 minutes, but do not 

shake in such a manner as to produce an emulsion. If emulsion occurs 

separate it by centrifugation. With a large pipette, draw off the lower 

ayer then decant the ether into a clean test-tube, leaving behind the 

ew drops of aqueous liquid. If a separatory funnel is used, twirl the 

unnel in such a way that the liquids spread out in thin layers on 

test Tube in" 'ayer and decant the ether into a 
test-tube. If longer time can be allowed, put the liquids in a large flat 

The' ^Hyd^cUoricAcid'Contents: “• 3>: *58-162 (May) 1920. hydrochloric Acid. Bull. Johns Hopkins Hosp., 
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bottle and lay it on its side; extraction occurs in an hour or two without 

shaking because the layer is very thin. Pour into a test-tube and sepa¬ 
rate the ether as in the first case above. 

Xo the ether extract secured add 2 cc. of distilled water and 4 drops 

of 2 per cent ferric chloride solution (old deeply colored solution gives a 

poor test; a trace of added hydrochloric acid restores the reagent) and 

shake. The solution acquires a canary yellow color if lactic acid is 
present. 

(e) Blood.—This may be tested for either by the ether extraction 

method as described under blood in urine (p. 358) or directly on the 

residue strained out, as follows: pour a few drops of the ortho-tolidine 

solution directly on the residue and then add a few drops of hydrogen 

peroxide. A positive test is the development of the characteristic 

greenish blue color. 

(f) Determination of Peptic Activity.—This is seldom done, but is of some value 

in checking the efficiency of alkali therapy in peptic ulcer cases and for the detection 

of achylia. The Mette tube method with slight modifications is satisfactory. For 

more accurate methods, see reference 2 on page 126. Usually all the information 

desired is whether digestion has or has not taken place. 

(1) Principle. Small glass tubes containing coagulated egg albumin are placed 

in the solution to be tested and incubated. If pepsin and hydrochloric acid are 

present, the protein will be digested at each end of the tubes. The amount of 

digestion produced is a measure of the amount of pepsin present. 

(2) Technic. Place a Mette tube in each of three narrow test-tubes. To Tube 

x, add 0.3 grams of U.S.P. pepsin, 5 cc. of water, and 3 drops of 10 per cent hydro¬ 

chloric acid; to Tube 2, add 5 cc. of strained gastric contents; and to Tube 3, add 

5 cc. of strained gastric contents and 3 drops of dilute hydrochloric acid. Place 

the tubes in an incubator at 37° C. for 24 hours. After incubation, examine the 

tubes to see if any digestion has taken place. 

Tube 1 is the control and shows the effect of normal gastric juice.. Digestion in 

Tube 2 indicates the presence of both pepsin and hydrochloric acid. Digestion 

in Tube 3 but not in Tube 2 indicates pepsin but no hydrochloric acid. No diges¬ 

tion in either Tube 2 or 3 indicates no pepsinogen or hydrochloric acid. This may 

be done in a quantitative way by accurately measuring the amount of albumin 

digested, but it is tedious and very inaccurate at best. Normal human gastric juice 

digests 2 to 4 mm. of the albumin. ., 
(,) Apparatus. Mette tubes. Mix and strain through cheese doth the liquid 

portion of several egg whites. The mixture should be homogeneous anddreefrom 

air bubbles. A number of thin-walled glass tubes of . to a mm internal d.arnter 

should be cleaned, dried, and drawn out in a flame so that when broken, they will be 

constricted at each end and 6 to .o cm. long. They should then be suckedI u of 

the egg white and the tips sealed off in the flame. Coagulate the albumin by p ac 8 

he tubes in a large bath of water at 85° C. and allowing them to remain until cook 

They1keep for a tong time. They are broken into pieces three-fourths of an inch 

long when needed for use. The ends must be broken off squarely. 
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C. Table 33. Normal Values for Gastric Contents. Ewald 

Meal. 

Volume. 3° t° 7° cc- 
Acidity (free HC1). 15 to 75 cc. of N/10 acid per 100 cc. 

(total acidity). 30 to 90 cc. of N/10 acid per 100 cc. 

Histamine Test. 

Volume1. 15 to 35 cc. 

Acidity1 (total). 90 to 125 cc. of N/10 acid per 100 cc. 

> Volume and acidity of the last sample (30 minute aspiration). 

Riegel Meal.—At six hours the stomach should contain less than 

100 cc. of fluid of a consistency resembling puree. 

Mette Tube Test.—Definite digestion of the albumin in Tube 2. 



SECTION VII. EXAMINATION OF DUODENAL CONTENTS AND BILE1 

A. Collection of the Specimen.—Instruct the patient to come to the laboratory 
without breakfast. 

The duodenal tube may be passed more rapidly (Rousselot and Bowman) if 

11 gauge piano wire having a bead of lead at one end is introduced into the Einhorn 

tube to stiffen it and the tube is passed at once into the stomach. Then withdraw 

the wire about 3 cm., turn the patient on the right side, pass the tube to the pylorus 

and check by fluoroscopy. Withdraw the wire to 5 cm. from the tip and aid the 

passage of the tip through the pylorus by gentle manipulation under fluoroscopic 

observation. Withdraw the wire, inject 50 cc. of saturated magnesium sulphate 

and maintain aspiration with a syringe for 60 minutes or until deeply bile-stained 

fluid is obtained. Each 5 cc. portion withdrawn is placed in a separate tube. 

B. Examination of the Contents.—Note the character and intensity of the color. 

Normally one should obtain bile-stained fluid which is viscid and slightly alkaline in 

reaction. Often the question of whether bile is obtainable or not is the only 

information desired. If gall stones are suspected, the most deeply stained portion 

should be centrifugated and the sediment examined for characteristic clear flat 

cholesterol crystals (Fig. 12). Calcium bilirubinate appears as yellow to orange 

granules of irregular shape. If pancreatic function is to be determined, add 2 cc. of 

a 1 to 10 dilution of the deepest colored sample to 2 cc. of a 1 per cent soluble starch 

solution and incubate at 37.50 for 30 minutes. At the end of this time, add a drop 

of Gram’s iodine solution. If any blue color remains, it indicates a deficiency of 

amylopsin. More accurate methods for testing for the presence of pancreatic 

enzymes, including tests for steapsin and trypsin, are given in the references.2 

1 Lyon B. B. V.: Duodenal Tube Drainage of Biliary Systems In the Cyclopedia of 
Medicine/8: 268-283. F. A. Davis, Philadelphia, 1933. This article and the references 
cited therein give in detail the technic and interpretation of the Meltzer-Lyon biliary 

drainage^iure ^ Wetmore, A. S., and Reynolds, L.: New Methods for Estimating 
Enzymatic Activities of Duodenal Contents. Arch. Int. Med., 27: 706-715 (June) *9**- . 

Hollander, E.: A Clinical Method for the Quantitative Determination of Pancreatic 
Ferments in Duodenal Contents. J. Lab. and Clin. Med. 16: 460-465 (I-eb.) 1931. 
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SECTION VIII. EXAMINATION OF FECES 

The routine examination of feces should include a gross examination 

for color, odor, form, consistency, blood, mucus, and pus; a chemical 

test for blood; and a microscopic examination of a moist cover slip 

preparation for the presence of ova, parasites, and unusual amounts of 

fat or starch. Other tests are done only if specifically requested. 

A. Collection of Material.—The stool should be passed into a clean vessel with¬ 

out admixture of urine and should be examined as soon as possible. Half pint paper 

cans1 are satisfactory containers. When searching for motile forms of parasites, 
it is especially important to keep the stool at body temperature all the time and to 

prevent excessive drying. When looking for amebae, flagellates, parasitic ova, 

worm segments or larvae, a fluid stool (e.g., the second stool after a saline cathartic) 

often has advantages. All specimens should be labelled with the patient’s name in 
full, the exact time of collection and the tests desired. 

B. Gross Examination—i. Color—This should be accurately 

described in such terms as brown, yellow, clay colored, black and tarry, 
green, red, etc. 

2. Odor—The normal odor, due to indol, skatol, and butyric acid 

is offensive, but not excessively foul. Describe the odor of the stool 

in such terms as normal, putrefactive, sour, extremely foul, etc. 

3* Form and Consistency. Note whether the stool is formed or 

not and any marked deviations from the normal in shape (ball-like, 

ribbon, etc.) and in diameter. Describe the consistency in such terms 

as fluid, semi-fluid, mushy, soft, hard, of rocky hardness, etc. If gas 
bubbles are present, record the fact. 

4. Blood. Large amounts of blood are usually evident grossly 

Note the character as tarry, reddish, bright red, the amount on 'a 

scale of I to 4 plus and distribution as evenly mixed, partially mixed 
only on the outside, etc. 

mixed, only on the outside of the stool 
entirely of mucus. 

ind note whether it is evenly 

or if the specimen consists 

1 Obtainable from Menasha Products Co., Menasha, Wis. 
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7. Search for Gall Stones and Intestinal Worms.—After the 

other examinations have been completed, filter the remaining fecal 

material through several layers of gauze, or better through a wire 

mesh strainer, with the addition of much water, using a wooden 

tongue blade to break up the firmer masses of feces. Care must be 

used because gallstones are easily broken. Gallstones may be readily 

identified by their faceted surfaces, their partial solubility if ground in a 

mortar with chloroform, and the fact that they float in water. Tests 

for the presence of cholesterol and bile pigments in the chloroform 

extract furnish positive confirmatory evidence but are rarely necessary. 

To test for cholesterol add to 2 cc. of the extract, 1 cc. of acetic anhy¬ 

dride. and 0.1 cc. of sulphuric acid. A green color develops within 

ten minutes if the test is positive. Filter the chloroform extract, 

evaporate in a dish and test for bilirubin with fuming nitric acid 

(see p. 356). 

After the ingestion of large amounts of olive oil, small round or 

bean-shaped masses of soap and fat appear in the feces; these are easily 

mistaken for gallstones and formed the basis for the old practice of 

giving large amounts of olive oil in cases of cholelithiasis. Enteroliths 

or intestinal concretions are occasionally, but rarely, seen. Seeds and 

fibers will also remain on the strainer but are of no significance. 

Large segments of tapeworms and the adult forms of some other 

parasites are often visible when the stool is passed. Smaller segments 

and sometimes the adult small parasites may be found by washing 

the stool through a sieve. Any specimens which are not definitely 

identified by gross examination should be looked at with a microscope 

or high power magnifying glass. Identifying characteristics of worms, 

larvae and ova will be found under E in this section. 

Sandlike granules or particles called intestinal sand may be found 

occasionally. They usually consist of calcium phosphate and calcium 

carbonate and are most common after ingestion of large amounts of milk 

or bananas. The presence of intestinal sand is of no diagnostic value. 

8. Test for Diagnosis of Diarrhea and Constipation. Give 

the patient a capsule containing 1 gm. of powdered charcoal or a capsule 

containing 0.3 gm. of carmin and note the time. Ask the patient to 

bring in all stool specimens passed, in separate containers, noting tor 

each the time at which it was passed. The time from the ingestion 0 

the carmin to the time of passage of the stool which is colore y 

dye indicates the time for passage through the gastrointestina ra • 

A time over 48 hours indicates constipation and under 24 hours indi¬ 

cates diarrhea. 
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C. Chemical Examination.—i. Reaction. This may be tested 

with red and blue litmus paper or, better, with Squibb’s nitrazine paper. 

Report the approximate pH if nitrazine paper is used or as strongly or 

faintly acid, alkaline or neutral. 
2. Blood—A chemical test should be performed on all stools 

examined as well as an inspection for gross evidence of blood. The 

patient must be on a meat-free diet for at least 72 hours before a 

sample is collected for examination and positive tests due to ingested 

blood sometimes persist even longer. The patient should not eat 

meat, fish, broth or gravies and should be given either one gram of 

powdered charcoal or 0.3 gram of carmin, in capsules, with the first 

meat-free meal so that the corresponding stool may be recognized and 

subsequent stools sent for examination. 

Technic. The stool may be tested directly with ortho-tolidine 

solution and hydrogen peroxide but small amounts of blood may be 

missed and occasionally false positive tests may be secured. More 

accurate results are secured by the following technic: Mix some of the 

more suspicious portions of the feces with water in a mortar (extract 

first with ether if much fat is present) and then acidify with 50 per cent 

acetic acid, extract with ether and test the extract with a few drops of 

1 per cent ortho-tolidine in glacial acetic acid. Benzidine may be 

substituted for the ortho-tolidine but is somewhat less satisfactory. 

The ether extraction is just as necessary for accurate results with 
benzidine as with ortho-tolidine. 

Report blood as 1 plus if only a faint chemical test is secured; as 

2 plus if a deep green color appears immediately in the chemical test 

but the stool is not grossly bloody or tarry; as 3 plus if the chemical test 

is positive and there is gross evidence of the presence of blood; and as 

4 plus if the stool consists chiefly of bright blood or black tarry material 
giving a positive test for blood. 

3. Bile Pigments and Urobilinogen—(a) Schmidt's Test.-— Rub 

up a small quantity of the stool with saturated (5 per cent) bichloride 

of mercury solution and let it stand for 24 hours. The urobilinogen 

normally present g.ves a red color; this will be absent in complete 

obstructive jaundice. Unchanged bilirubin which is normally absent 
gives a green color. y nt 

Prin(dDle“°Tftoe °elermination °f Urobilinogen (Sparkman*).-(i) 
rinciple. 1 he urobilin is reduced to urobilinogen by ferrous sulnhi tl 

and sodmm hydroxide with the aid of heat. The aqueous solutS of 

nogcn is separated from solid matter by filtration and after color 
1 See references on page 379. 
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development by the action of paradimethylaminobenzaldehyde in acid 

is compared with an artificial standard in the colorimeter. * 

(2) lechnic. Weigh the stool specimen in its container and take 

UP 5 Sm- feces on a wooden tongue blade, determining the amount by 

difference in weight. Emulsify this in a mortar with 100 cc. of distilled 

water, adding small portions of the water at a time, mixing and trans¬ 

ferring to a 250 cc. Erlenmeyer flask. Add a freshly prepared solution 

of 8 gm. of ferrous sulphate in 40 cc. of water and mix. Add 40 cc. 

of 10 per cent sodium hydroxide slowly while mixing. Cork and 

shake vigorously. Incubate in a water bath at 50° C. for 15 minutes. 

Remove and cool to room temperature and filter through Whatman 

No. 2 filter paper. To 5 cc. of the filtrate in a test tube add 5 cc. of 

distilled water, 0.3 cc. of approximately 5N hydrochloric acid and 

1 cc. of aldehyde reagent. At the end of 5 minutes, read in a color¬ 

imeter against the artificial standard which most nearly matches it 

in color. 

(3) Calculation.- 
Reading of the standard 

X the factor = mg. of 
Reading of the unknown 

urobilinogen per 100 gm. of feces. Use the factor 630 if the strong 

standard is used, 185 if the intermediate standard is used, and 70 if the 

weak standard is used. The results are usually reported in this form 

but if the 24 hour excretion is desired, it may readily be calculated 

from the total weight of the 24 hour stool. 

(4) Reagents.—The reagents and standards are the same as those used in the 

quantitative determination of urobilinogen in urine. See page 357. 

D. Routine Microscopic Examination.—This is a part of all 

routine stool examinations. Wooden tongue blades or applicator 

sticks which may be discarded are convenient for transferring the stool. 

Select portions, preferably those containing mucus, from several 

areas in the stool and emulsify a small amount with 0.9 per cent sodium 

chloride solution. Ideally this solution and the slides and cover slips 

to be used for this examination should be kept in the incubator ^o 

that they will be at body temperature. Place a drop of material on a 

slide and drop a cover slip over it which may be ringed with vase me 

if desired. The low power or, better, the 8 mm. objective should be 

used first and the higher powers later for positive identification. 

Fats may appear as neutral fats, fatty acids, or soaps. Neutral law 

form yellowish flakes or droplets which stain red with Sudan II . a 

acids appear as flakes or needle-like crystals; the flakes stain orang 

if a drop of a saturated solution of Sudan III in 70 per cent alcohol 
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is added to the mount. Soaps appear as amorphous flakes or rounded 

masses simulating parasitic ova and do not stain. Addition of acid 

and boiling liberates the fatty acids, which now take up Sudan III. 

Starch granules stain blue on addition of a drop of Gram’s iodine solu¬ 

tion. Muscle libers are yellow, have square ends and transverse 

striations. Vegetable fibers are often spiral but may have various 

forms. Vegetable cells have a double contour and some (Fig. 17,/) 

are easily mistaken for parasitic ova. Vegetable hairs often resemble 

parasitic larvae, but reveal on closer examination a central canal which 

extends the whole length. Pus cells, red cells, epithelial cells, and 

bacteria appear as elsewhere described. See Fig. 17. 

_, , , Fig- 17—Normal Feces. (Landois.) 

relk’ ’ terd0n; C’ ep/theliaJ <?ells; d: leukocytes; e-i, various forms of plant¬ 
s’ a930n§ wtuch are large numbers of bacteria; between h and b are yeast-cells’ k 

ammonium-magnesium phosphate. y R 

To test for pancreatic dysfunction, give the patient one-half pound 

of liver and a capsule containing 0.3 gm. of carmin. Examine the 

marked stool microscopically for nuclei. 

E. Intestinal Parasites.1—i. Collection of Specimens—The 

stool must be brought to the laboratory as fresh as possible and must be 

kept at body temperature until the examination is completed if amebae 

“ "•<•« - 

2. Amebae.2 Rhizopoda or amebae are unicellular organisms 

progressing by pseudopodia and forming cysts. In examining for these 

ec pieces of mucus from freshly passed stool and emulsify in a drop 

warm 0.9 per cent sodium chloride solution. Place next to it a drop 

available.'1” °n ‘hC St°°,S °f dogs’ rats or monkeys if suitable human material is not 

’O)ZTh’ T' B': The ,-ab0rat0ry Diagnosis of Amebiasis. J. A. M. A. ,03: „l8 (0ct. 
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of iodinc-eosin stain so that when the cover glass is dropped in place 

the two drops will run together. Prepare the iodinc-eosin stain fresh 

daily by mixing 2 parts of 5 per cent potassium iodide in 0.9 per cent 

sodium chloride saturated with iodine, with 1 part of saturated eosin 

in 0.9 per cent sodium chloride. Examine at once on a warm stage 

under low power or, better, the 8 mm. objective for objects resembling 

oil droplets and shift to high power for further identification. If the 

slides, cover glass, and stool are prewarmed, a warm stage is not 

essential. Look for the motile vegetative forms in the unstained 

portion. In the iodine-eosin preparation, most structures except 

amebae and cysts stain with eosin, while the cysts stand out as slightly 

Fig. 18.—Endameba Histolytica Containing Ingested Red Cell. X 4°°- 

yellow objects with brown granules if glycogen is present and the nuclei 

are more readily seen than in unstained preparations. 

The Endameba histolytica is the only parasitic ameba of impor¬ 

tance. It must be differentiated from the non-pathogenic Eniohmax 

nana, lodameba williamsii and Endameba coli which frequently occur 

in the stools of normal individuals. 
Motile stage. Look for these in an unstained preparation of mucus 

from fresh linuid stool obtained after giving a saline cathartic or } 
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(Fig. 18). The characteristics of the nucleus in iron-hematoxylin 
stains are conclusive. 

Cystic stage. Look for these in stained preparations from formed 
stools when active forms have been few or atypical or when the patient 
is thought to be a carrier. I he large discrete spherical mass of glycogen 
seen best in the iodine preparations differentiates Iodameba williamsii 
(buetschlii) from the other forms. The number of nuclei mav be 
counted by careful focusing and if over four proves that the cyst is not 
that of Endameba histolytica. The chromatin distribution as seen 
in the iron-hematoxylin preparations is the conclusive criterion for 
identification. 

Do not confuse these with the more oval cysts of the intestinal 
flagellates which are frequently present but rarely cause symptoms. 
Cysts of amebae and flagellates are most satisfactorily differentiated 
with iron hematoxylin stains, the technic (Kofoid) for which is as 
follows: 

Make a thin smear of the feces with a paste brush (if not albuminous, add a little 
serum or egg white). Immerse before it dries in Schaudinn’s solution (do not let 
the film dry at any time during the staining process). After 30 minutes or longer, 
immerse successively in the following: iodine-alcohol for 5 minutes, 70 per cent 
alcohol for 5 minutes, 50 per cent alcohol for 5 minutes and water for 2 minutes. 
Rinse with distilled water. Stain as follows: immerse in 2 per cent iron alum 
solution at 30° for 10 minutes; rinse with tap water for 5 minutes; rinse with dis¬ 
tilled water;1 immerse in hematoxylin solution at 30° for 10 minutes; rinse with 
water; differentiate2 in iron alum and wash well with running water for 15 minutes. 
Dehydrate and clear by using the following: 50 per cent alcohol for 5 minutes, 
70 per cent alcohol for 5 minutes, 90 per cent alcohol for 5 minutes, first absolute 
alcohol for 5 minutes, second absolute alcohol for 5 minutes, first toluol for 5 min¬ 
utes, and second toluol for 5 minutes. Mount in balsam thinned with toluol. 

A practical point is to allow the slides to remain in the 70 per cent alcohol until 
several have accumulated and run all through at one time. 

Reagents. (1) Weigert’s hematoxylin is the best. Make a 10 per cent solution 
of white crystals in absolute alcohol. Let it ripen for 3 months in sunshine. The 
ripening can be hastened by adding potassium permanganate until it is a wine red 
color. The solution used for staining, made fresh each day, consists of 1 part of 

stain to 19 parts of water. 
(2) Schaudinn’s solution: Mix 2 parts of saturated aqueous (6 per cent) mercuric 

chloride solution with 1 part of absolute ethyl alcohol. 

» At this stage the smear may be dried and stained with Wright’s stain as directed on 

P' 427ThkbCthemost exacting part of the process and requires experience for good results. 

•lark! «p”ace in iron alun, and if too liRht replace in the hetnatoxyhn. 





Ova of the Common Intestinal Parasitic Worms 

All are shown at a magnification of 400 to 500 diameters. Note for all the doubly 
retracting, sharply demarcated membrane which surrounds them and the tendency to 
brownish staining by the urobilinogen of the feces. 3 

(1) Xecator americanus ovum. The characteristic features are the mulberry-like 
central portion surrounded by a clear zone. This central portion may be divided into 2 4 

S, 16 or more subdivisions. ’ 

(2) Diphyllobothrium latum ovum. The characteristic feature is the operculum which 
may be seen by careful focusing and the large size with regular oval contour. Some speci¬ 
mens may show partial or complete separation of the operculum and this may sometimes 
be produced by pressing on the cover glass, forcing out some of the contents of the ovum. 

(3) Ascaris lumbricoides ovum. These ova show outside of the sharp double mem¬ 
brane an irregular albuminous envelope which has a wavy outline and may be partiallv or 
totally lost. 

(4) Enterobius vermicularis ovum. These ova are more often tightly packed inside of 
the worm itself or in scrapings from the perianal skin or under the linger nails than free in 
the stool. By pressure on the cover glass they may be extruded from the worm and their 
morphology recognized. Note the clear area separating the central portion from the 
outline and the characteristic flattening on one side of the otherwise elliptical membrane. 

(5) Hymenolepis nana ovum. The internal structure of this ovum can hardly be mis¬ 
taken for any other. 

(6) Trichuris trichiura ovum. The characteristic projections at either end and the 
clear cut structure make this the easiest of all ova to identify. 

(7) Taenia saginata ovum. The characteristic feature of these ova is the radial 
striation of the outer rim and the oval outline. The ova of Taenia solium are almost 
identical in appearance except that they are more nearly spherical. The ova of Taenia 
solium are so rarely found in this country that it is a fairly safe rule when ova resembling 
this are found to call them ova of Taenia saginata. 
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(3) Iodine-alcohol: 70 per cent alcohol made by dilution from 95 per cent alcohol 

saturated with iodine crystals. 
(4) Iron alum: 2 per cent solution of ferric ammonium sulphate. 

3. Flagellates and Ciliates.—Examine a moist cover slip preparation of fresh, 

warm, fluid stool, obtained by catharsis if necessary. These parasites are rather 

common but only rarely produce active symptoms. The mature forms progress 

rapidly across the field in unstained specimens, but the morphological details 

necessary for their identification are best seen with dark-field illumination after 

their activity has somewhat diminished. The more important varieties wfith their 

chief differential characteristics are as follows: 

(a) Trichomonas hominis.—These are 10 to 15 micra in length. They are pear- 

shaped with 4 flagellae of equal length at the blunt anterior end and an undulating 

membrane on one side. A similar, or possibly identical, organism, called the 

Trichomonas vaginalis, is frequently found in the vaginal secretions in patients 

with leukorrhea. 

(b) Chilomastix mesnili.—They vary in length from 13 to 24 micra. This is a 

pear shaped organism, having no undulating membrane and only 3 anterior flagellae. 

Posteriorly, it ends in a narrow7 tail-like process. 

(c) Giardi lamblia.—These are 12 to 20 micra in length, pear shaped with a 

depression at one side of the anterior end about which are 3 pairs of flagellae. The 

posterior end terminates in a pair of flagellae. 

(d) Balantidium coli.—These are oval, covered with cilia, actively motile and 

so large (50 to 70 by 70 to 100 micra) they can scarcely be confused with other 
parasites. 

Ameba and flagellates may be cultured1 but this is not as yet a practical method 
for diagnosis except in large laboratories. 

4. Intestinal Worms or Entozoa.—There are three classes: the 

tape worms or cestodes, the round worms or nematodes, and the fluke 

worms or trematodes. The diagnosis is made by finding the whole 

worm or a portion of it on gross inspection or by finding ova or larvae 

on microscopic examination. It is often necessary to concentrate the 
ova if search of a direct smear is unsuccessful. 

Recommended concentration technic: Select several pea-sized portions from 

different parts of the stool, mix in a test-tube with 5 cc. of a 1 to 4 dilution of anti- 

ormin (sodium hydroxide, 5 to to per cent in to per cent sodium hypochlorite) 

and warm, but not to boiling. Let it stand until cold, add 2 cc. of water and shake 

With 5 cc. of ether. Strain through one layer of gauze into a centrifuge tube and 

p2l7thee0;-dm7te\F(0Ur,diSti,1Ct ,ayCTS f°™ Witl’ the ova at the “ 
Pour off the fluid; if much fecal matter remains in the sediment, repeat the cen- 

jf ‘°” after treatm« with dilut<i to 3) hydrochloric acid and more ether 

twice its voinum°enoCrtr,a,1T “* * large samPle °f ^ -tool with about 
volume of saturated sodium chloride solution in a r inch test-tube. Cork 

Cu,^'1dkCra^P^ 
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and shake vigorously until all particles are broken up. Let stand in an upright 

position for i hour. Touch the surface of the liquid with the mouth of a K inch 

test-tube and transfer the adherent film to the surface of a slide and examine 

microscopically. This method is unsatisfactory for operculated ova but is espe¬ 

cially good for concentration of hookworm ova. 

Locate ova under low power or, better, the 8 mm. objective and 

identify them under the high power in a moist cover slip preparation or 

in a film of fecal matter dried on the slide and covered with oil. All 

ova have a sharp outline with double refracting membranes. See Fig. 19 

and Plate VIII for the morphology. The identification can be learned 

only by controlled practice. It is a fairly safe rule that if in doubt as to 

whether an object in the stool is a worm or ovum, it is not. The 

descriptions given below are for reference only, and need not be mem¬ 

orized. More detailed descriptions will be found in special works on 

parasitology. Report the form found and the stage as adult complete, 

segments, larva, ova and approximate number on a scale of 1 to 4 plus. 

(a) Cestodes (tape worms).—These are segmented, hermaphroditic, 

ribbon shaped worms and have no alimentary tract. The adult form 

and the larval form usually infest different hosts. Segments of tape¬ 

worms are called proglottides. 

(1) Taenia saginata, the beef tapeworm (common). 

Adult. This occurs in the small intestines of man. It is greyish 

white, ribbon-shaped, may be 4 to 8 yards long, and is divided into 

thousands of segments about 5 mm. wide and 20 mm. long. Portions 

may break off and be found in the stool or the whole worm may be 

passed after treatment. It is very important to find the head. Use 

the sieve technic if necessary. If the head remains it will regenerate 

the whole worm. The head end is more slender 1-2 mm. in diameter, 

than the rest and is surmounted by 4 suckers, but has no hooks. To 

identify, a segment should be crushed between glass slides and it will 

be seen that the uterus has 15 or more arms. 
Ova. These are passed in enormous numbers. They measure 35 

to 40 micra by 20 to 30 micra, have a definite rim or shell with radia 

striations and are stained brown by the bile pigment in the feces. 

Larval form. This occurs in cattle. The infestation occurs from 

eating insufficiently cooked beef from infected animals. 

(2) Taenia solium, the pork tapeworm (rare). . 
Adult. This is similar to the beef tapeworm, except that it is 

shorter, that the head is surmounted by a crown of 24 to 2 hooks and 

that the uterus as seen in crushed segments has fewer arms. The 

segments measure about 5 by 10 mm. 
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Ova. These are indistinguishable from those of Taenia saginata. 
They tend to be more spherical. 

Larval form, these occur in the hog, and infestation results from 
eating partially cooked pork. 

(3) Hymenolepis nana, the dwarf tapeworm. 
Adult. This occurs in man and may also be found in rats and mice. It is very 

small, a few mm. to 5 cm. in length and y2 mm. in breadth. The head contains 4 

suckers and a rostellum of 24 to 30 hooks. 

Ova. These are passed intermittently and are 16 to 34 micra in diameter. 

They have a characteristic appearance. The small central part does not stain. 

Larval stage. This probably occurs in man also. 

(4) Diphyllobothrium latum, the fish tapeworm. 

Adult. This occurs in the small intestine of man and dogs. It 

is even larger than Taenia saginata or solium. It may be 40 feet long. 

The head has no hooklets, but a groove in its lateral surface. The seg¬ 

ments show a brownish rosette-shaped uterus in the center and are 

usually broader (10 mm.) than they are long (5 mm.). 

Ova. These are characteristic (70 micra by 45 micra), oval, with a 

cap or operculum at one end and mulberry-like brown-staining contents. 

Larval form. This occurs in fish. 

(5) Taenia echinococcus, the dog tapeworm. 

Adult form. This occurs in the intestine of dogs. It is 2 to 8 

mm. long and usually has only 3 segments. The head shows 4 suckers 

and a crown of hooks. 
Larval form. This occurs in man, sheep, ox, and pig. The ova are 

swallowed and the larvae wander out of the intestine through the lymph 

channels, usually to the liver where they form cysts with daughter 

cysts inside. They may be present in almost any organ. The cysts 

removed at operation are identified by finding characteristic hooklets 

on microscopic examination of the sediment from the centrifugated 

cyst fluid. These hooklets have in rare instances been found in the 

sediment after centrifugating spinal fluid in cases involving the central 

nervous system. 
Blood serum may be collected when such cysts are suspected anc 

sent to a large laboratory for performance of a complement-fixation 

test for echinococcus disease. 
(b) Nematodes or Round Worms.—These have an alimentary tract, 

but no segments, are cylindrical and taper. They are not hermaphro¬ 

ditic and usually have no intermediate hosts. The worms or ova may 

be found in the stool. 
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(1) A scans lumbricoides or large round worm. 

Adult. The female is larger, 20 to 45 cm. long and about 5 mm. 

thick. The male is 15 to 17 cm. long and 3 mm. thick. 

Ova. These measure 60 by 45 micra. They have a thick shell. 

The center is stained yellow and in perfect specimens has a wavy 

albuminous membrane about it. This is, however, often partially or 

completely absent. Infertile ova are less regular in outline and harder 

to identify. 

(2) Enterobius (Oxyuris) vermicularis, also called the pin worm, 

seat worm, or thread worm. It is often seen on the surface of the stool 

as a white, thread-like object 5 to 10 mm. long and may be identified 

Fig 20.—Strongyloides Stercoralis Larva. X 300. 

under the microscope by squeezing out some of the ova by pressure 
on the cover slip. 

Ova. These measure about 50 by 20 micra. These have a small 

oval center which does not stain, and are more easily found in the scrap¬ 

ings from under the finger nails or from the peri-anal folds than in the 
stool. 

3) Strongyloides stercoralis. Larvae instead of ova appear in the stools. Under 

the low power of the microscope they are readily recognised in a moist preparation 

by he,r acttve thrash,ng motion. They are 250 to 500 micra long and are trans 

tied by contaminated water or vegetables. Fruit hairs and peach fuzz mav 

ofeTdf m T n°n'motile and the central “nal extends to the tip instead 
Ot ending on one side as in the larvae (FiV ord 1 , , ‘ ieaa 

structure about 30 micra long just posterior to the middle " °Va' 

(4) Trichuris trichiura, Trichocephalus dispar or whip worms 

seen inMe^ooTs' “d ab°Ut 3 l° 5 ^ lon« and ^rely 

Ovs.. I hc^y measure about co bv ?o mi^rQ tl 

and have characteristic button-like'nodules at eith'enT ’ r°Wn’ 
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(5) Necator americanis, uncinaria americana or American hookworm. 

Adults are about 1 cm. long. They do not appear in the stools, 

but are found in the upper part of the small intestine. 

Ova. these measure about 40 by 70 micra, and resemble mulber¬ 

ries in the appearance of the brown-staining internal segments which 

may be 2, 4, 8 or more in number. 

(6) Ankylostoma duodenale, European or Old-World hookworm. 

This is similar to the above, but the adults are larger and the eggs 

smaller (35 by 55 micra). 

(7) Trichinella spiralis. 

The adult male is about 1.5 mm. long and the female 3.4 mm. They 

infest man, the rat, and the hog. Man is infected by eating improperly 

cooked pork. 

Larvae (not ova). These burrow through the intestinal wall and 

are found coiled up in cysts in muscle removed for biopsy. The 

removed tissue may be crushed between glass slides and examined with 

a 10 X magnifying glass or the low power microscope or, better, a good 

sized piece of muscle may be digested with pepsin and approximately 

N/10 hydrochloric acid and centrifugated and the sediment examined 

for larvae. They are about 1 mm. long. Occasionally they may also 

be found from the sixth to the twenty-second day after infestation 

in the spinal fluid or in blood after laking with 5 volumes of 2 per cent 

acetic acid on centrifugation. They rarely appear in the stool. How¬ 

ever, if a saline cathartic is given during the early stages of the disease, 

larvae may often be found in moist cover slip preparations of the stool. 

(c) Trematodes or Fluke Worms.—These possess an alimentary tract, are leaf¬ 

shaped, hermaphroditic and unsegmented. They are more common in animals 

and in organs such as the liver or bladder than in the bowel of man. 

(1) Opisthorchis felineus, the cat fluke. It occasionally infests man. 

Adults. These are yellowish red and measure 10 by 2 mm. They are usually 

found in the gall bladder and bile passages. 

Ova. These measure about 30 by n micra. They are oval, smaller than 

others and have a definite operculum at one end. 

(2) Clonorchis sinensis. This is a common parasite of cats, dogs, and man in 

ChlAdults. ^They resemble the Opisthorchis felineus in shape and color but are 

SllgOva 1 These are operculated and measure 25 to 30 by 15 to 17 micra. 

(3) Fasciolopsis buski. This is common in India, China, and Japan, 

inhabits the duodenum of man, producing bloody diarrhea. 

4dult It is the largest of the flukes, measuring 30 by 10 mm. 

Ova These measure about .35 by 80 micra. The operculum rs very small. 
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(4) Schistosoma hematohium (Bilharzia hematobia). This organism lives in 

the veins of the bladder producing inflammation and hematuria. The ova are dis¬ 

charged in the urine. 
Adults. Unlike other trematodes, except Schistosoma mansoni and japonicum, 

there are two sexes. The male measures 14 by 1 mm., and has a longitudinal 

ventral groove in which the female lies. The female measures 20 by 0.25 mm. and is 

cylindrical. 
Ova. These are 120 to 190 micra long by 50 to 70 micra broad and are oval, 

not operculated, with a terminal spine. 

(5) Schistosoma mansoni (Bilharzia mansoni). This fluke lives in the portal 

vein and its tributaries, and the ova are found in the feces. 

Adults. These resemble the adults of S. hematobium but are shorter, the male 

being 10 to 12 mm. and the female 12 to 16 mm. in length. 

Ova. These are about the same size as those of S. hematobium but have a 

lateral instead of a terminal spine and are found in the feces, not in the urine. 



SECTION IX. HEMATOLOGIC METHODS 

A. Routine Examination.—This consists of a red cell count, hemo¬ 

globin estimation, white cell count, differential count, study of a stained 

smear, calculation of the color index and a sedimentation rate deter¬ 

mination. If anemia is found, the reticulocyte count and volume and 

saturation indexes should be determined. 

i. Collection of Blood.—(a) Capillary Blood.—With this method 

pipettes, diluting fluids, and slides for smears must all be taken to the 

patient as well as lancet, cotton and alcohol. The finger or ear chosen 

for the puncture must be free from edema, congestion, or inflammation 

and the skin through which the puncture is made must be clean and 

dry. One should avoid using an ear on which the patient has been 

lying, or the finger of a hand that has been hanging over the edge of the 

bed. Alcohol is usually used to sterilize and clean the skin over the 

point of puncture, but time must be given for all excess to evaporate or 

the drop of blood will spread out in a thin layer and the proteins will be 

coagulated, making it impossible to draw the blood into the pipette. 

The puncture should be made by a quick stroke of a sharp lancet. 

Adjustable spring lancets are satisfactory or a good substitute may be 

made by sticking the blade of a cataract knife or Bard Parker lancet 

through a cork into the 70 per cent alcohol bottle so that it protrudes 

on the inside a distance corresponding to the desired depth of the punc¬ 

ture. The puncture should be sufficiently deep to cause a free flow of 

blood without pressure or manipulation. 1 hese precautions are abso¬ 

lutely essential to accurate results but are seldom observed; hence 

venous blood is greatly to be preferred. 
(b) Venous Blood.—Only a dry, not necessarily sterile, 10 cc. 

syringe with sterile needle, a tourniquet and a corked test-tube con¬ 

taining 2 mg. of dry potassium oxalate per cc. of blood to be drawn, 

need to be taken to the patient in addition to the cotton and alcohol. 

\fter sterilizing the skin over the cubital vein with alcohol, apply a 

tourniquet just tight enough to distend the vein and have the patient 

clench his fist; draw the skin tense over the vein with the thumb of the 

left hand and at once with a quick thrust of the needle enter the vein. 

Draw up the desired amount of blood by slow traction on the plunger 

Release the tourniquet, have the patient release his fist, press apege 

of cotton moistened in alcohol firmly over the puncture, and qutckly 
458 
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withdraw the needle from the vein. Have the patient or an assistant 

hold the pledget firmly over the puncture to prevent a subcutaneous 

hematoma. Rapidly remove the needle from the end of the syringe, 

since forcing blood rapidly through the needle may cause hemolysis, 

transfer the blood to the test-tube containing oxalate, replace the cork 

in the test-tube, turn it to a horizontal position and shake it vigorously 

by tapping the end of the test-tube with the right hand. Wash out the 

blood from the syringe and needle with cold water at once as this is 

much easier to do than later after the blood has clotted. 

2. The Advantages of Oxalated Venous Blood and a Uniform System of Hema¬ 

tologic Methods.1—(a) A Large Number of Hematologic Methods May Be Done on 

Oxalated Venous Blood. 

Table 35.—Hematologic Methods Which May Be Performed on Oxalated Blood 

Accurate if 

done within 

(1) Hemoglobin estimation. 24 hours 
(2) Red cell count. 

(3) Platelet count. 

(4) Red cell volume. 

(5) Color index. 

(6) Volume index. 
24 nours 

(7) Saturation index. 
3 nours 

(8) Icterus index. 
3 nours 

(9) Van den Bergh test. 
4 nours 

(10) White cell count. 
4 nours 

(11) Making the smear for differential count 
24 nours 

1 hour 
(12) Peroxidase test... 

(13) Fragility test. 
3 hours 

(14) Sedimentation rate 
3 hours 

(15) Reticulocyte count... 
3 hours 

(16) Paul and Bunnell test1 
24 hours 

(17) Serologic tests for syphilis 
24 hours 

(18) Blood grouping. 24 hours 

24 hours 

W d0“ bUl )lood is already 

^ nvSmeMSd 

1931^^°^'476-4^4*(Feb!) 

"(Feb'o^g^^^his^arthJc^lvM^hhiterature^jn^^use'of 
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(b) The Convenience of Doing the Methods Is Greater— (1) Only a syringe, 

sterile needle, tourniquet, test-tube containing oxalate, cotton and alcohol need be 
carried to the patient. 

(2) ihe estimations do not have to be made immediately and if there is a sus¬ 

picion of error they can be repeated without the embarrassment of returning to the 
patient for more blood. 

(3) If blood is desired for a Wassermann, coagulation time, or for blood chem¬ 

istry tests, no extra puncture is necessary. 

(4) If during the study of the blood further hematologic work is deemed desir¬ 

able it may be done on the same sample. 

(5) If an unusual or interesting blood picture is encountered, as many slides 

as are desirable can be made for future reference or for teaching purposes without 

again disturbing the patient. 

(6) If the smear is made and sent along for staining and examination, blood can 

be mailed considerable distances to a central laboratory for expert examination. 

(c) The Accuracy Is Greater.—(1) Larger quantities of blood may be used for 

the hemoglobin estimation, insuring more accurate results. 

(2) Time is allowed for making measurements. The haste necessary to prevent 

clotting as when capillary blood is used, tends to cause inaccuracy. 

(3) Errors (which are avoidable, but seldom avoided) due to manipulation or 

constriction of the part, to local edema or congestion, common to the use of capillary 

blood are completely done away with. Drucker has shown that in order to get 

accurate results on capillary blood a sufficiently deep wound must be made to cause 

at least three drops of blood to flow without any manipulation whatsoever, and that 

the first two drops must be discarded. Anyone who has tried to train medical 

students or technicians knows how few of them actually observe these essentials for 

accurate counting. If these precautions are observed, counts agreeing with those 

on venous blood are obtained. 
(4) Duplicate estimations can be run on the same sample, which serve to 

increase accuracy, show up poor technic and poor methods, and allow one to form 

an opinion of the accuracy being attained. 
If the work is done by technicians, questionable results can at any time be 

checked on the same sample of blood. By having them occasionally run a series 

of estimations on the same sample they learn their experimental error and can be 

encouraged to reduce it. New technicians or students can be taught to repeat 

results on the same sample until they consistently agree within the desired limits. 

Hematologic work can be sent to a central laboratory and its accuracy can occasion¬ 

ally be checked by dividing a well mixed sample between two tubes and either 

sending in one and examining the other or sending in both tubes with different 

labels and noting how the results agree. . R/ > 
(d) Normal Values Have Been More Carefully Standardized on Venous Blood, 

and many who have compared it with capillary blood prefer it. 
(e) Ills Less Disagreeable to Ihe Patient.-(i) Venipuncture is less painful than 

puncture of the ear or huger.' Twenty of *8 students who were asked, expressed 

a preference for venipuncture to finger or ear puncture. 

_ _ r T w ind White R. R-: Some Relations Between the Con- 

B,ood “ 
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(2) One puncture suffices for serologic, hematologic, and blood chemical tests. 

3. Answers to Objections to the Use of Venous Blood.—(a) Venipuncture is 

not practical on all patients. This is valid, and the older methods should be used 

on certain children and obese patients with small veins. 

(b) The quantity of blood removed will harm the patient. This is a myth. 

If 5 cc. of blood were withdrawn daily for ten days, and no regeneration occurred 

but the blood volume returned to its previous value, the hemoglobin percentage 

would theoretically be about 1 per cent lower than on the first day. Normal daily 

variations far exceed this. 

(c) Patients object to it. This is very rare. The method has been in routine 

use in many hospitals, clinics and offices for eleven years with satisfaction to all 

concerned. Patients’ objections to venipuncture have not prevented the steady 

increase in the number of hospitals and clinics in which a serologic test for syphilis 

is a routine procedure. 

4. Methods and Precautions for Using Venous Blood.—(a) 

Prepare a month’s supply of test-tubes, containing 2 mg. of dry potas¬ 

sium oxalate per cc. of blood to be taken, by measuring into each, with a 

burette, 0.1 cc. of 2 per cent potassium oxalate for each cc. of blood to be 

taken and evaporating this to dryness in a drying oven or over a 

radiator. Keep the tubes corked and in baskets labelled with the 

amount (5, 10, 20 cc.) of blood for which they were prepared. See 

Table 23, p. 422. Five cc. of blood is sufficient for the ‘‘routine” 

hematologic examination and 10 cc. for a complete examination. 

(b) Draw blood from the vein by the usual technic, but the tourni¬ 

quet should be released if more than two minutes are required for 

securing sufficient blood, since the red cell count begins to increase 
after three minutes of stasis. 

(c) Remove the needle from the syringe before running the blood 

into the oxalate tube as hemolysis will result if the blood is forced 
through the needle. 

(d) Cork the test-tube, never use cotton, and at once shake meor- 

rnisty by holding the test-tube horizontally in the left hand and tapping 
the other end with the right hand. 

(e) The blood must be thoroughly mixed in this manner for 30 

seconds immediately before samples are withdrawn for any test. 

(f) Samples should be taken directly from the test-tube, not from 
blood poured out on a slide or watch glass. 

use(g) ThC tUbe mUSt be kept corked at a11 times when not in 

( ) The time limits noted (see p. 459) should be observed if the 

most accurate results are desired, although as a rule a slmhtlv 1 

time will not introduce clinical error S tly l0ng6r 
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5. Hemoglobin Estimations.1—For small laboratories where 

less than 8 to 10 estimations per day are done, the Haskins-Sahli2 

method is recommended. For larger laboratories, the Osgood-Haskins3 

method, as modified by the author is recommended.4 

All hemoglobin estimations should be reported in grams per 100 cc. 

and the method used should be stated. Otherwise the great variation 

(13.8 to 17.3) in the number of grams of hemoglobin taken as 100 per 

cent in different methods and the enormous differences in the accuracy 

of the methods will make correct interpretation of the results impossible. 

In all acid hematin methods it is important that the directions call 

for heating the standard. Otherwise, the color continues to change. 

Some methods include a correction for time but it is difficult to make 

readings always at a constant time after the dilution is made and the 

process of full color development requires 24 hours at room tempera¬ 

ture. Furthermore, time is not the only variable affecting the rate of 

color development. The concentration of acid and of hemoglobin 

and differences in room temperature also influence this rate of develop¬ 

ment. In all instruments depending on the Sahli principle it is essential 

that the tubes containing the standard and those containing the 

unknown have exactly the same internal diameter and that the pipette 

represents a volume exactly 0.01 of that at the 100 per cent mark on the 

calibrated tube. Errors as high as 25 per cent have been found in the 

calibration of some instruments on the market. It is prohibitively 

expensive for manufacturers to calibrate individually the solid glass 

rods or discs; whereas, it is perfectly feasible to spend several weeks 

accurately testing the color value of a liquid standard. So methods 

employing liquid standards are recommended for laboratories which 

are not equipped to recalibrate glass standards against a gasometric 

method. 
(a) Haskins-Sahli Method*—Haskins has prepared a standard solu¬ 

tion for the Sahli apparatus that has the right color and is permanent. 

It contains only inorganic salts and has not changed in a period of 

sixteen years. 

1 c v. fi___ F F • The Fstimation of Hemoglobin: A New Hemoglobinometei. 

J. f.ab"in.' Med!';SJ5,««* “"*•*» ~t “mP'CtC 
bibliography on hemoglobin methods yet published. o (T.in \ I(m 

Mi;\2S:J,0VSCF <Sa„Pf Haskins H D.: A New Permanent Standard for Estimation of 

He^bin’by t£e Add Hematin' Method. J. Biol. Chem. 57: .07-..0 (Aug.) W 

4 See page 468. ,. . fh sh Surgical Co., Portland, Oregon. Each 

app^sTs^/for and graduated tubes. 
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(1) Principle. A known amount of blood is treated with an excess of hydro¬ 

chloric acid which converts the hemoglobin to acid hematin. dhe intensity of the 

brown color of the acid hematin is proportional to the amount of hemoglobin 

present and, therefore, can be compared to a standard of known value. The reac¬ 

tion between the acid and the hemoglobin is not immediate; it requires at least 

24 hours at room temperature to become complete. If the mixture is heated, the 

reaction is completed in 7 minutes at a temperature of 55 to 6o° C. The tempera¬ 

ture must never be higher because the blood proteins will be precipitated. 

The permanent standard, when at 20° C., has the same color by transmitted 

light as a blood containing 13.8 grams of hemoglobin per 100 cc. when it is diluted 

exactly to the 100 mark in a Sahli tube. 

(2) Technic. Put N/5 hydrochloric acid in the graduated tube 

about to the 10 mark. Deliver exactly 0.02 cc. of blood with the 

Sahli pipette as quickly as possible into the solution and mix at once 

by tapping the tube vigorously. See that there are no clots. Draw 

the solution into the pipette twice, blowing it out into the tube, then 

rinse the tip with a drop of N/5 hydrochloric acid. Place the tube in 

water at 55 to 6o° C. for seven minutes. Longer heating does no harm. 

In that length of time the full acid hematin color is developed. Cool 

the tube and dilute gradually with N/5 hydrochloric acid mixing after 

each addition of acid until it matches the standard. Use a clean copper 

wire with a loop at the end as a stirring rod. Make the reading from 

the graduated tube. Use a fraction of a drop of caprylic alcohol to 

cut any foam present. If in doubt as to the end-point, add another 

drop of acid, mix, and again compare. If it is now too pale the end¬ 

point had been reached. Note the temperature of the room in the 

vicinity of the standard. If it is 20° C. no correction is necessary; at 

higher temperatures the standard becomes darker, due to increased 

hydrolytic dissociation, and under-estimation results. For each degree 

above 200 C., add one-hundredth part of the Sahli reading, and for each 

degree below 20° C., deduct one-hundredth part. For example, with 

the standard at 220 C. an estimation reads 81 per cent; corrected it 
becomes 82.6 per cent. 

The Haskins-Sahli method easily gives results with less than < per 

cent error in routine work, when the specifications mentioned above 

distWed'waT'3’ N/S hydrOChloric acid: dilute 0 «. Of C.P. add to Soo cc. with 

(b) Osgood-Haskins Method.-This is an acid hematin method usinv 

an ordinary colorimeter and a permanent standard- which contains 
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only inorganic salts and has not changed in sixteen years. It is espe¬ 

cially suited for use with oxalated venous blood, although blood from the 

finger or ear can be used. It is especially useful when many estimations 

are to be made in one day. It is comparable1 to the much more 

difficult oxygen capacity or blood iron methods in accuracy but requires 

less than five minutes time per estimation. 

(1) Principle. The method depends on the conversion of hemoglobin to acid 

hematin as in the preceding method and matching with a permanent standard in a 

colorimeter. 

(2) Technic. Measure exactly 1 cc.2 of well mixed oxalated blood 

into a 100 cc. volumetric flask3 containing about 40 cc. of distilled 

water.4 After laking has occurred, add about 50 cc. of N/5 hydro¬ 

chloric acid4 while mixing, and dilute to the mark. If there is foam, 

cut it with a drop of ethyl, not caprylic, alcohol. Mix thoroughly 

and pour part of the solution into a test-tube. Heat the tube in a 

bath at 55 to 6o° C.5 (hot tap water) for 7 minutes (or longer), and cool. 

Estimate with a colorimeter, setting the permanent standard at 15 mm. 

When 3 or 4 readings have been made, take the temperature of the 

standard at once by inserting a clean dry thermometer in the liquid 

in the colorimeter cup. 
Calculation: In Tables 36 and 37 which are furnished also with 

the standard read the per cent in the proper temperature column 

and dissolving, since ferric sulphate of uniform color value is not obtainable. Standard 
solution (checked by Dr. E. E. Osgood) can be secured from Hynson, Westcott and Dun¬ 
ning, Baltimore, or from the Shaw Surgical Co., Portland, Oregon 

1 Dowden, C. W., McNeill, C., and McNeill, J. D.: A Clinical Study of Blood Iron and 

Hemoglobin. J. Lab. and Clin. Med. i9: 3^2-371 (Jam) I934- , XT 1 iv,r 
Andresen, Marjory I., and Mugrage, E. R.: Red Blood Cell Values for Normal Men 

and Women. Arch. Int. Med. 58: 136-146 (July) i936- . .. , , „„„ 
2 It is desirable to have the pipettes graduated to contain 1 cc. to the tip, for each can 

then be stood up in the 100 cc. flask to drain while the next pipette is filled and the water 
from the siphon bottle delivered through it into the flask, thus rinsing out the remaining 
blood and insuring accurate measurements without the necessity of care in observance of 

tl,e.rHteie°sfs btoodis fvaiSbte^dTute 0.5 cc. in a 50 cc. flask. In marked anemia dilute 
I cc. of blood to so or 25 cc. knd divide the calculated results by 2 or 4, respectively. If 

mS?edTnS^ pipettC 

“ f & ^y^n dUtilUd^r 

and N/s hydrochloric acid speeds up ‘^“'““^““A^measuringT'vk^may be inserted 
(the N/5 hydrochloric acid may be 45 55 •)■y itj stoppers, a two-hole stopper 
into the siphon tract: fit a length of 1 PPone’hole stopper at the 

JSXf §££<* SSt for ^0 r 

5 A constant temperature bath (55-5° ) 1S aesiramc n a b 

are being made. 
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Table 36.—Determination of Per Cent Hemoglobin 

(Using Osgood and Haskins’ Permanent Standard) 

Colorimeter 

reading, 

mm. 

Temperature of the standard 

5° 
IS. 

.O 
16.; )° 17 ■ i 

-O 
18.£ 

.O 
19.' 

O 
20. £ 

O 
21.£ 

.O 22. £ 
O 

I 

23 -‘ 
0 24. 5° 25- 5° 26. 

8 . 0 131 134 . 136 .7 139 • 5 142 .c 144 ■ 7 147 • 4 150 .8 154 .0 157 .0 160 .6 163 .8 

8 . I 129 .8 132 • 4 135 .0 137 .6 140 . 2 143 . I 145 .7 149 .0 152 . 2 155 • 4 158 .8 162 . 2 

8 . 2 128 . 2 130 • 7 133 .3 135 • 9 138 .; 141 . 2 144 . 0 147 . 2 150 .4 153 . 6 157 .0 160 • 4 

8 .3 126 .7 129 . 2 131 .7 134 . 2 136 .8 139 ■ 4 142 .4 145 • 4 148 .6 151 .7 154 .8 158 .3 

8 • 4 125 . 2 127 .7 130 . I 132 .7 135 . 2 137 -S 140 .5 143 .7 146 .8 149 .8 153 . 0 156 . 2 

8 • 5 123 .7 126 . 2 128 .6 131 . I 133 .6 136 . 2 138 .8 142 .0 144 .8 148 .0 151 . 2 154 • 4 

8 .6 122 . 2 124 .6 127 .0 129 • 5 132 . 0 134 .7 137 ■ 3 140 • 4 143 ■4 146 • 4 149 • 4 152 .5 

8 • 7 120 ■ 7 123 . I 125 ■ 5 128 . 0 130 .4 133 . I 135 .8 138 .4 141 .6 144 .6 147 .6 150 .6 

8 .8 ' 119 . 2 I 21 .7 124 . 2 126 .7 129 . 2 131 .7 134 . 2 137 . I 140 . 0 143 .0 146 . 0 149 . 0 

8 • 9 118 .0 120 ■ 3 122 .7 125 . I 127 ■ 5 130 I 132 .8 135 2 137 ■ 7 141 ■4 144 .6 147 ■ 9 

9 .0 I l6 ■ 9 119 2 121 .3 123 8 126 2 128 .8 131 •4 133 .9 136 • 5 139 .6 142 . 7 146 • 3 

9 I US .8 n8 0 120 I 122 ■4 124 8 127 ■4 130 .0 132 .6 135 2 137 • 7 141 I 144 .6 

9 2 114 • 5 116 .7 119 0 I 2 I 2 123 • 5 125 • 9 128 .3 131 0 133 .9 136 ■ 5 139 .8 142 .8 

9 • 3 113 2 US • 4 117 .6 119 8 122 2 124 4 126 • 9 129 .6 132 • 5 135 I 138 I Ml 2 

9 •4 III 9 114 I Il6 • 3 118 5 120 8 123 2 125 8 128 3 131 2 133 9 136 .6 139 .8 
9 • 5 no 6 112 9 ns I 117 3 119 6 122 0 124 ■ 4 126 8 129 8 132 • 5 135 2 138 0 
9 6 109 4 III 6 113 9 I l6 I 118 4 120 6 122 8 125 4 128 5 131 I 133 .8 137 0 

9 7 108 2 no 4 112 6 114 8 117 I 119 4 I 2 I 7 124 4 127 3 129 8 132 4 135 • 4 
9 8 107 2 109 3 III 4 113 6 115 8 118 I 120 5 123 3 126 2 128 6 131 0 133 8 
9 9 106 I 108 2 no 3 112 6 114 8 117 0 119 4 I 2 I 2 124 I 126 9 129 6 132 4 

10 0 ios 0 107 I 109 2 III 5 113 5 ns 8 118 2 120 5 123 I 125 6 128 2 131 0 
10 I 104 0 106 0 108 I no 2 112 3 114 5 116 8 119 3 I 2 I 8 124 3 126 9 129 6 
10 2 103 0 105 0 107 0 109 I III 2 113 5 115 7 n8 I 120 5 123 I 125 7 128 2 
10 3 102 0 104 0 106 0 108 0 no I 112 2 114 3 Il6 7 119 2 121 8 124 4 126 9 
10 4 101 0 103 0 ios 0 107 0 109 0 III I 113 2 ns 6 118 0 120 6 123 2 125 8 
10 5 100 2 102 0 104 0 106 0 108 0 no 0 112 0 114 5 117 0 119 5 121 9 124 5 
10 6 99 0 IOI I 103 0 IOS 0 107 0 109 0 III 0 113 5 Il6 0 ns 4 120 8 123 4 
10 7 98 I 100 2 102 2 104 I 106 I 108 2 no 3 112 6 115 0 117 3 119 7 122 I 
10 8 97 4 99 4 IOI 4 103 3 IOS 2 107 2 IQ9 3 III 6 113 9 116 2 ns 7 I 21 0 
10 9 96 6 98 s 100 4 102 2 104 I 106 I 108 I 110 4 112 7 US I 117 6 120 0 
11 0 95 8 97 6 99 4 IOI 2 103 0 105. 0 107 0 109 2 III. 5 114 0 n6 5 119 0 
II I 94 9 96 7 98 5 100 3 102 I 104. I 106 2 108 4 no 6 113 0 ns. 4 ns 0 
11 2 94 0 95 8 97 6 99 4 IOI 2 103. 2 105 2 107 6 109. 7 112. 0 114 4 117. 0 
II 3 93 I 95- 0 96 8 98 6 IOO. 4 102 4 104 5 106. 6 108. 8 Ill 0 113. 4 116. 0 11 4 92 2 94- I 96 0 97. 8 99. 6 IOI 5 103 3 IOS. 5 107 9 no. I I 12 5 ns. 0 11 5 91. 3 93- 2 95 I 96 9 98. 8 IOO. 5 102 5 104. 7 106. 9 109. I in. 5 114. 0 11 0 90. 7 92. s 94 3 96. I 98. 0 99. 8 IOI 7 103. 8 106. 0 108. 2 110 5 112. 8 11 7 89. 9 9i • 7 93 5 95- 3 97. I 98. 9 IOO. 8 102. 9 ios. 0 107 3 109. 6 Ill . 8 

0 89. 2 90. 9 92. 6 94 4 96. 2 97. 9 IOO 0 102. 0 104. I 106. 3 108. 6 110 . 9 
9 88 5 90. 2 9i 9 93 6 95- 4 97. 3 99. 2 IOI . 2 103. 3 IOS. 4 107. 5 109. 9 

12. 

12. 

12. 

12. 

12. 

12. 

12. 

12. 

12. 

13. 

13. 

13. 

13. 

13. 

13. 

13. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

s 

6 

7 

8 

9 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

87. 

87. 

86. 

85. 

84. 

84. 

83. 

82. 

82. 

81. 

80. 

80. 

79. 

79. 

78. 

78. 

77. 

8 

0 
2 
4 

7 

2 

5 

8 
1 

4 
8 
2 

6 
0 

5 

0 

5 

89. 

88. 

87. 

87. 

86. 

85. 

85. 

84. 

83. 

83. 

82. 

81. 

81. 

80. 

80. 

79. 

79. 

5 

7 

9 

1 

5 

9 

2 

5 

7 

0 

5 

8 

2 

6 

0 

5 

0 

9i 

90. 

89. 

88. 

88. 

87. 

86. 

86. 

85. 

84. 

84. 

83. 

82. 

82. 

81. 

81. 

80. 

2 

4 

6 

8 

2 

6 

9 

2 

5 

7 

3 

5 

8 

2 

6 

0 

5 

92. 

92. 

91. 

90. 

89. 

89. 

88. 

87. 

87. 

86. 

85. 

85. 

84. 

83. 

83. 

82. 

82. 

9 

1 

3 

5 

9 

2 

7 

9 

1 

4 

6 
0 

4 
8 
2 

6 
0 

94- 

93- 

93- 

92. 

9i. 

90. 

90. 

89. 

88. 

88. 

87. 

86. 

86. 

85 • 

84. 

84. 

83. 

7 

8 

0 

3 

7 

9 

2 

7 

9 

1 

5 

7 

1 

5 

9 

2 

6 

96. 

95. 

94- 

94- 

93- 

92. 

92. 

91. 

90. 

90. 

89. 

88. 

87. 

87. 

86. 

85. 

85 • 

5 

6 
8 
1 

5 

8 
1 

4 

6 
0 

2 

4 

8 
1 

5 

8 
2 

98. 

97. 

96. 

96. 

95. 

94- 

93. 

93. 

92. 

91. 

91. 

90. 

89. 

88. 

88. 

87. 

86. 

4 

5 

7 

0 

4 

5 

8 

1 

4 

7 

0 

2 

5 

8 

2 

5 

8 

IOO. 

99. 

98. 

98. 

97. 

96. 

95. 

95. 

94- 

93- 

92. 

91. 

91. 

90. 

90. 

89. 

88. 

4 

6 

7 

0 

1 

4 
8 

0 

2 

6 

8 

8 

4 

7 

1 

1 

7 

102. 

IOI . 

IOO. 

IOO . 

99. 

98. 

97. 

96. 

96. 

95. 

94. 

94. 

93. 

92. 

92. 

91. 

90. 

5 

7 

8 
0 
3 

5 

7 

9 

2 

5 

7 

0 
3 

6 
0 

3 

6 

104. 

103. 

102. 

102. 

IOI . 

IOO . 

99. 

99. 

98. 

97. 

96. 

96. 

95 • 

94- 

93. 

93. 

92. 

6 
8 
9 

0 

3 

5 

7 

1 

3 

6 
8 
0 
2 
5 

9 

2 

5 

106. 

IOS. 

IOS. 

104. 

103. 

102. 

IOI . 

IOI . 

IOO . 

99. 

98. 

98. 

97. 

96. 

95. 

95. 

94- 

8 
9 

0 

0 

3 

5 

8 
1 

4 

7 

9 

0 
2 

5 

8 
1 

4 

109. 

108. 

107. 

106. 

ios. 
104. 

103. 

103. 

102. 

IOI . 

IOO . 

IOO. 

99. 

98. 

97. 

97. 

96. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

5 

8 

1 

4 

6 

8 

0 

2 

5 

7 

0 

4 
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Table 36. Determination of Per Cent Hemoglobin.—(Continued) 

Colorimeter 
Temperature of the standard 

reading, 

mm. 15.5° 16.5° 17- 5° 18.5° 19.5° 

O
 IO

 

O
 21.50 22.5° 23.5° 24.5° 25.5° 26.5° 

13.7 77-0 78.4 799 81.4 82.9 84 5 86.1 88.0 89.9 91.8 93.7 95-2 
13.8 76.4 77-8 793 80.8 82.3 83.9 85-5 87.3 89.2 91.1 930 947 
139 75-8 77-2 78.7 80.2 81.8 83.3 849 86.7 88.6 90.5 92.4 940 
14.0 75-2 76.7 78.2 79 6 81.3 82.8 84.3 86.1 88.0 899 91.8 93 4 
14.1 74-6 76. 1 77-6 79.1 80.7 82.2 83.7 85.5 87.3 89.2 91.1 93-8 
14.2 740 75-5 77.1 78.6 80.1 81.6 83.2 84.9 86.7 88.6 90.5 92.9 

143 73-5 75-0 76.6 78.1 79-6 81.1 82.7 84.4 86. 1 87.9 89.8 91-6 
14.4 73-0 74-5 76.0 77-5 79 0 80.6 82.2 83.8 85-5 87.3 89.2 9i . 1 

14-5 72.5 74-0 75-4 76.9 78.4 80.0 81.6 83.2 84.9 86.7 88.6 90. s 
14.6 72.1 73 5 74-9 76.3 77.8 79-4 81.0 82.6 84 3 86.1 88.0 89.9 

14-7 71.6 73 0 74-4 75-8 77-2 78.8 80.4 82.0 83.7 85-5 87.4 89.3 
14.8 71.2 72.5 73-9 75-3 76.7 78.2 79.8 81.5 83.2 85.0 86.8 88.7 

14-9 70.8 72.0 73-4 74-8 76.0 77-6 79-2 80.9 82.7 84.3 86.2 87.9 

15.0 70.2 71.6 73 0 74 4 75-8 77-3 78.6 80.4 82.2 83-9 85-4 87.4 

152 69.1 70.6 72.O 73-4 74 9 76.3 77.7 79-3 81.0 82.7 84-3 86.1 

IS.4 68.4 697 71 • 1 72.4 738 75-3 76.8 78.4 80.0 81.6 83.3 84.8 

IS.6 67.4 68.8 70. I 71-4 72.8 74-3 75-9 77-5 79.0 80.6 82.2 838 

IS-8 66.5 67.9 69.2 70.4 71.9 733 74 8 76.4 78.0 79-6 81.2 82.8 

16.0 65.8 67.1 68.4 69.7 71.0 72.4 73.8 75-4 77-0 78.6 80.3 81.9 

16.2 64.9 66.2 67.6 69.2 70. I 71.5 72.9 74-5 76.1 77-7 79-4 81.1 

16.4 64. 1 65.3 66.8 68.6 693 70.6 72.0 73-6 75-2 76.8 78.5 80.2 

16.6 63.3 64.6 6s. 8 67.1 68.4 69.7 71.2 72.7 74-3 75-8 77-4 79-1 

16.8 62.6 63.8 65.2 66.5 67.8 69. 1 70.4 71.9 73-4 74-9 76.5 78.1 

17.0 61.9 63.1 64.4 65.6 66.9 68.1 69.6 71.0 72.4 740 75-6 77-2 

17 • 2 6l . I 62.3 63.6 64.8 66.1 67.4 68.8 70.2 71.7 73-2 74-7 76.3 

17-4 60.3 61.6 62.9 64.1 65.3 66.6 67.9 693 70.8 72.3 73-8 75-3 

17.6 59-6 60.9 62.2 63-4 64.6 65.8 67.0 68.5 70.0 71.5 73 0 74-5 

17.8 59.0 60.2 61.4 62.7 63-9 65.1 66.4 67.8 69.1 70.7 72.3 73 8 

18.0 58.5 59-6 60.8 62.0 632 64.5 65.8 67.0 68.3 69.8 71.4 73 1 

18.2 57-9 59-0 60.2 61.3 62.5 63.8 65.0 66.3 67.7 69.1 70.6 72-3 

18.4 57.2 58.3 59-6 60.7 61.9 63.1 64.3 65.7 67.1 68.5 699 71.4 

18.6 56.6 57-7 59-0 60.1 61.2 62.3 63.5 64.9 66.3 67.7 69.2 70-6 

00 

00 
H

 55-9 57.0 58.3 59-4 60.6 61.7 62.7 64.1 65.5 66.9 68.4 69-9 

19.0 55-3 56.4 57-7 58.8 59-8 61.0 62.0 633 64-7 66.2 677 69 • 2 

19.2 54-7 55-8 57.1 58.1 59-2 60.2 61.3 62.6 64.0 65-5 67.0 68.4 

19.4 54-1 55-2 56.3 57-4 58.5 59-7 60.9 62.2 636 64.9 66.2 67.7 

19.6 53-6 54-6 55-7 56.8 57-9 59.1 60.3 61.6 62.8 64.3 65-5 66.9 

198 53.0 54- 1 55-2 56.3 57-4 58.5 59-7 60.6 62.1 63 4 648 66.2 

20.0 52.5 53-6 54-6 55-7 56.8 57-9 59.1 60.2 61.6 62.8 64.1 65-6 

20.4 SI-5 525 53.6 54-6 55.6 56.7 579 59 0 60.2 61.5 62.7 64.3 

opposite the average mm. reading,1 interpolating when necessary. 

Convert the per cent figure into grams per 100 cc. of blood by using 

Table 43 (p- 489)- # . . , ... 
An error of over 2 per cent is unusual in routine work and, witn 

research care, it can be held within 1 per cent. 
Instead of being heated the acid hematin solutions may stand at 

room temperature 24 hours, or even several days before being estimated. 

1 If the colorimeter reading is higher than 20.4 mm., divide it by 2 and look up the per 

divided by 2 or 4. 
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Table 37—Hemoglobin Table for Higher Temperatures 

Colorimeter 

reading, 

mm. 

Temperature of the standard 

27.. )° 28.. 
.0 

29.; 
.0 

30.. 
.0 

3I-. 
-0 mm. 27- 5° 28.. 

.0 
29.. 

.O 30. 
.O 

31.5° 

9 .4 142 ■ 9 146 . 2 149 .6 153 .0 

1 

156 .0 14 • 4 93 . 2 95 •4 

I 

97 .6 100 . I 102 .6 

9 • 5 141 ■ 5 144 .7 148 .0 
151 

. I 154 .3 14 .5 92 .6 94 .8 97 .0 99 • 5 IOI • 9 

9 .6 140 . 1 M3 • 3 146 ■ 5 149 .7 .152 .9 14 .6 92 . 0 94 . I 96 .3 98 .8 IOI . 2 

9 .7 138 • 7 141 .8 I4S .0 148 .4 151 
.8 14 • 7 91 ■4 93 • 5 95 .6 98 . I 100 .5 

9 .8 137 . I 140 • 3 143 .5 147 . I 150 .6 14 .8 90 .8 92 9 95 .0 97 ■ 4 99 .8 

9 • 9 I3S .6 138 .8 142 . I 145 .6 149 . I 14 • 9 90 . 2 92 3 94 ■4 96 .7 99 . 2 

10 .0 134 . 2 137 • 3 140 .5 144 . I 147 •7 l 15 
.0 89 .6 91 .7 93 .8 96 I 98 .5 

10 I 132 .8 135 9 139 .0 142 .6 146 . 2 1 js 2 88 • 4 90 • 5 92 .6 94 • 9 97 3 

10 2 131 .6 134 .6 137 .7 141 • 3 144 .8 15 ■ 4 87 2 89 • 3 91 •4 93 • 7 96 .0 

10 ■ 3 130 •4 133 •4 136 • 5 140 . 0 143 • 4 ; is .6 86 0 88 I 90 2 92 .6 94 ■ 7 

10 • 4 129 I 132 I I3S 2 138 .6 142 0 IS .8 85 O 87 0 89 I 91 2 93 • 5 

10 ■ 5 127 .8 130 .8 133 9 137 ■4 140 .8 16 0 84 0 85 • 9 87 .9 90 I 92 • 4 
10 6 126 6 129 6 132 7 136 .0 139 .6 16 2 82 .9 84 8 86 .6 89 0 91 2 

10 • 7 125 4 128 4 131 5 134 .7 138 0 
16 

4 81 8 83 8 85 8 88 0 90 I 

10 8 124 2 127 I 130 2 133 4 136 6 16 6 80 9 82 8 84 8 86 9 89 0 

10 9 123 I 126 0 129 0 132 2 135 4 16 8 80 0 81 9 83 8 85 8 87 9 
11 0 122 0 124 9 127 9 131 I 134 3 17 0 79 I 81 0 82 8 84 8 86 9 
II I 120 9 123 8 126 8 129 9 133 1, 

17 
2 78 2 80 0 81 8 83 8 85 9 

II 2 119 9 122 7 125 6 128 8 132 0 
17 

4 77 3 79 I 80 9 82 9 84 9 
11 3 118 9 I 2 I 5 124 S 127 7 130 9 17 6 76 4 78 2 79 9 81 9 83 9 
11 4 117 8 120 4 123 4 126 6 129 

7 
17 8 75 5 77 3 79 0 81 0 83 0 

II S I l6 8 119 4 122 4 125 5 128 
6 

18 0 74 6 76 4 78 2 80 I 82 I 
II 6 115 7 118 4 I 2 I 4 124 4 127 5 18 2 73 8 75 5 77 3 79 2 81 2 
11 7 114 7 117 4 120 4 123 4 126 4 18 4 73 0 74 7 76 s 78 4 80 4 
11 8 113 7 116 4 119 3 122 3 125 3 18 6 72 2 73 9 75 7 77 6 79 5 
11 9 I 12 8 115 5 118 2 I 2 I I 124 I 18 8 71 4 73 I 74 9 76 8 78 6 
12 0 I I I 8 114 5 117 2 120 I 123 0 19 0 70 7 72 3 74 0 75 9 77 8 
12 I no 9 113 6 116 3 119 2 122 I 19. 2 70 0 71 6 73 2 75 0 76 9 
12 2 no 0 112 7 ns 4 118 3 I 21 . 2 19. 4 69 2 70 8 72 4 74 2 76 I 
12 3 109. I 111 8 114. 5 117 3 120. I 19. 6 68 5 70. I 71 7 73- 5 75 4 
12 4 108 3 110. 8 113. 4 116 2 119 0 19. 8 67 8 69. 4 71 0 72. 8 74- 7 
I 2 5 107. 4 109. 9 112. 4 US 2 ns 0 20. 0 67. I 68. 7 70 3 72. I 73. 9 
12 6 106. 5 109. 0 hi 5 114 3 117. I 20. 2 66. 4 67. 9 69. 5 71 3 73 1 
12 7 105 6 108. I 110. 7 113. 5 116 2 20. 4 65. 8 67. 3 68. 8 70. 7 72 4 

8 104. 8 107. 3 109. 9 112. 7 115. 4 20. 6 65. 2 66. 7 68. 3 70. 0 71 9 I 2 9 104. 0 106. 5 109. 0 hi. 7 114 4 20. 8 64. 5 66. I 67. 7 69. 4 71. 4 
13. 0 

* 
103. 3 105. 6 108. 

2 
no. 8 113 5 21 0 63- 9 65. 4 67. 0 68. 7 70 4 

13 102 5 IO4. 9 107. 3 110. 0 112 7 21 . 2 63. 3 64. 6 66. 3 68. 0 69. 8 x3 • IOI . 7 IO4. I 106. 5 109. 2 in. 9 21 . 4 62. 7 64. 2 65 ■ 7 67 • s 69^ 0 x3 • 3 100. 9 103- 4 105. 7 108. 4 Ill I 21 . 6 62 . I 63. 5 65. I 66. 7 68 •a 13 • 
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They must be shaken well before filling the colorimeter cup since acid 
hematin “solution” is a suspension. 

The modified method, (C) below, is recommended for routine use, 

as it requires less time and there is less chance of contaminating the 
permanent standard. 

Preservation of the standard. Keep it in a Pyrex flask, corked 

tightly with a rubber stopper from which the powdered material has been 

removed by boiling in dilute sodium hydroxide and vigorous scrubbing. 

The standard, after being used, is stored in a second flask. Before 

the main stock is exhausted, check used standard against it by making 

estimations of the same acid hematin preparation with each. If they 

agree, pour the used standard into the other flask and use it again. 

If the used standard has become contaminated, it will usually be off 

color as well as give incorrect readings. If it seems to be incorrect, 

filter it. Recheck the setting of the colorimeter, and then check the 

filtrate before deciding to discard it. With reasonable care, no change 

in the solution occurs during months or years of repeated use. 

(c) Modified Osgood-Haskins Method.1—This is recommended for 

laboratories making more than io hemoglobin estimations per day. 

It involves the use of acid hematin as a standard but since it is used for 

only one week, there is no detectable change in its value. 

(i) Technic. Make a careful estimation by the original Osgood- 

Haskins method (p. 463) on the first blood obtained. Heat to develop 

the full color and keep the entire 100 cc. sample of acid hematin in a 

brown bottle labelled with the per cent of hemoglobin found, the 

temperature of the permanent standard, and the colorimeter reading 

corresponding to it (e.g., 111.5 per cent at 11.5 mm. and 25.50 

C.).2 
For the rest of the week use this as the standard; shake to secure 

uniform suspension before using, place it in the standard cup and set 

at the same reading as that noted on the bottle (e.g., n-5 mm.). The 

temperature of the standard is not taken, since the color of the acid 

hematin does not vary. 
Calculation: Use the same table as for the original method, finding 

the per cent hemoglobin opposite the mm. reading in the same tem¬ 

perature column as that marked on the bottle containing the acid 

hematin standard. 

. Osgood, EE Haskins „. f6j $£&%£?£? °~ 

Hnk;nSE^ 
20-5 
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By this modified method much time is saved and one lot of 50 

cc. of permanent standard can be kept in good condition for a year 

or more. Twenty-five estimations can be made in 50 minutes or less. 

The maximum error in routine work is not over 4 per cent. 

(d) Van Slyke’s Gasometric Methods.—These are the most accurate of all 

methods now in use. They are of value for research work and for checking other 

methods, but are unsatisfactory for clinical laboratories because the technic is very 

exacting and too much time is required for an estimation. The principle of the 

older oxygen capacity method1 is the measurement of the amount of oxygen liber¬ 

ated when fully oxygenated hemoglobin is changed to methemoglobin by the action 

of potassium ferricyanide and is exposed to a partial vacuum. It has been found 

that 18.5 cc. of dry oxygen measured at o° C. and 760 mm. of mercury will be 

liberated if 100 cc. of the blood contains 13.8 grams of hemoglobin. 

The newer carbon monoxide method,2 using the manometric apparatus, is the 

most accurate. The principle involved is the measurement of the amount of carbon 

monoxide liberated from blood saturated with the gas when it is exposed to the 

action of an acidified ferricyanide reagent and a partial vacuum. It has been 

determined that hemoglobin combines with equivalent quantities of carbon mon¬ 

oxide and oxygen. 

(e) The Acid Hematin Method of Cohen and Smith.—This involves the use of a 

colorimeter and the preparation (about once a month) of a standard solution of 

acid hematin. The latter is made by first estimating hemoglobin in a sample of 

fresh blood very carefully by Van Slyke’s method, and then preparing from the 

blood (by dilution and treatment with hydrochloric acid) a rather concentrated 

acid hematin solution of exact strength. This is kept in the icebox. A more 

dilute solution is prepared every few days for use in the colorimeter. The method 

is very good, but requires an expert to make the standard solution It is quite 

suitable for research work, if the investigator is competent to secure accurate Van 
Slyke estimations. 

(f) The Original Sahli Method.—This is an acid hematin method, using a com¬ 

parator for color matching and an acid hematin standard. The ordinary type of 

Sahli apparatus is worthless because the acid hematin used as the standard fades 

too rapidly. Other color standards have been used by manufacturers, but not even 

the colored glass standards have proved satisfactorv. A reading nf Tr\r\ r»n ^\1A 

; 78: 807-8lg (Aug.) 1928 
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(g) 7he Tallqvist Method— This is very easy. Simply place a drop of blood on 

the white blotting paper furnished and, as soon as the gloss is off, match it by 

reflected light with the lithographed scale; ioo per cent indicates 13.8 grams of 

hemoglobin per 100 cc. of blood. It is extremely inaccurate, errors of 30 per cent 
being common. 

(h) The Dare Method. A thin film of blood is drawn by capillarity between 

the ground glass and clear glass plates and compared by means of transmitted 

yellow light with a circular wedge of red glass which is rotated till it matches the 

blood film. The percentage of hemoglobin is read off directly; 100 per cent is 

supposed to correspond to 16 gm. in the newer instruments and to 13.8 grams of 

hemoglobin per 100 cc. of blood in the older models. 

The readings secured are often very inaccurate, errors of 30 percent are not rare, 

and, considering the expense of the apparatus, the method is not preferable to the 

Tallqvist. 

(i) The Newcomer Method.—In the Newcomer method a disc of yellow glass is 

placed on one side of the colorimeter or is built into a colorimeter and is matched 

with an acid hematin solution. The method is more accurate than the Dare and 

Tallqvist but the color is so pale that a match is difficult and deviations of plus or 

minus 12 per cent may be obtained from the average for the particular disc and some 

of the discs differ significantly from the value of 16.92 gm. per 100 cc. which is 

supposed to correspond to 100 per cent in this method. Therefore, new discs 

should be checked by a series of estimations on oxalated blood, the hemoglobin 

values of which have been determined by the Van Slyke or Osgood-Haskins method. 

(j) A Method Using the Photelometer}—This method has undergone rapid 

development and further improvements are to be expected. It is worthy of 

investigation by those interested in methods of research accuracy or in charge of 

very large laboratories; but it offers few advantages over methods (b) and (c) for 

these purposes. 
Any photoelectric colorimeter may be used for hemoglobin estimations, pre¬ 

paring the acid hematin as directed for the Osgood-IIaskins method and calibrating 

a curve on semilogarithmic paper by use of acid hematin solutions, the hemoglobin 

equivalent of which has been determined by the Osgood-IIaskins method. 

(k) The Haden-Hauser Method—In this method an acid hematin solution pre¬ 

pared in the white cell diluting pipette is compared with a wedge shaped glass 

standard. It is convenient and more accurate than the Dare and Tallqvist methods 

but has the errors inherent in all acid hematin methods in which the full color is not 

developed by heat or by standing at least 24 hours before reading, and the additional 

errors that are built into the white cell diluting pipettes. Even the Bureau of 

Standards allows a considerable error in pipettes bearing its certificate. 

(l) Blood Iron Method}—A number of methods have been suggested for the 

determination of blood iron. This is actually a determination of the hemoglobin, 

because hemoglobin contains 0.335 per cent of iron and there is only about 0.5 mg. 

1 Sanford, A. H., Sheard, C„ and Osterberg, A. E.: The Photelometer and Its Use in the 

Clinical Laboratory. Am. J. Clin. Path. 3:.4°S 42°0 ov-) ’...V5' t iij0j chem. 74: 
2 Kennedy, R. R.: Quantitative Determination of Iron in tissues. J. 

385 Wong, S.Y’.t Colorimetric Determination of Iron and Hemoglobin in Blood. 

Che3IMyers4°V (C.^nd^Eddy, Helen M.: The Hemoglobin Content of Human 

J. Lab & Clin.’Med. 24: 502-5x1 (Feb.) i939- 

J. Biol. 

Blood. 
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of iron present in roo cc. of plasma. The method is almost as accurate as the Van 
Slyke and Osgood-Haskins methods. It is easier to do than the oxygen capacity or 
carbon monoxide combining power but considerably more difficult than the Osgood- 
Haskins method. Hence it is easier to determine hemoglobin by the Osgood- 
Haskins method and multiply the result in grams by 3-35 to get the blood iron in 
mg. per zoo cc. The principle involved in the blood iron method is to digest 
the hemoglobin with perchloric1 or persulphuric acid, oxidize the iron to the ferric 
form, produce the reddish ferric thiocyanate and compare with a standard in the 
colorimeter. Detailed directions are given in the references. 

6. Red Cell Counting—Oxalated venous blood is recommended 
for all cell counting because it eliminates most of the sources of error 
involved in the use of capillary blood, it permits the checking of results 

Fig. 21. Neubauer ruling. Fig. 22.—Improved Neubauer ruling (cen¬ 
tral area only). 

on identical portions, and it gives results on the same blood specimen 
as that used for hemoglobin, and cell volume determination. 

It is desirable that the counting chamber and pipettes be tested 
by the Bureau of Standards. 

(a) Technic. The slide and pipettes must be clean and dry before 
being used. There must be no trace of grease or lint on the counting 
chamber or the cover-glass. These are to be washed with soap and 
luke-warm water, then dried with a clean soft cloth that is free of 
lint; a freshly laundered old linen handkerchief is ideal. Place the 
cover glass in position over the ruled area and a little back from the 
edge of the slide. Inspect the pipettes to see that the capillary tube 
contains no dirt or old blood and that they are dry enough so that the 
glass ball in the bulb will roll freely. Fill a small watch-glass with the 

iluting fluid to be used. Have everything in readiness before drawing 
the blood if capillary blood is used. 

1 Should not be used because of danger of explosion. 
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If using oxalated blood, hold the tube almost horizontal and 

vigorously tap the bottom with the fingers for at least 30 seconds 

to mix the blood completely; then tip the tube so that blood runs 

almost to the mouth, insert the tip of the pipette and draw blood 

up to or just beyond the 0.5, or if a low count is expected to the 1.0, 

mark. See table S for the errors that result if only a small number 

of cells are counted. 

If using capillary blood, clean the skin where the puncture is to 

be made with alcohol, using the tip of the finger or the lobe of the ear 

in adults; in small children the toe or heel. When the skin is dry, 

make a quick stab with the lancet, deep enough to draw 4 or 5 drops of 

blood without pressure. Wipe off the first 3 drops and as soon as the 

next drop of blood collects, draw it quickly into the pipette exactly to or 

slightly beyond the desired mark. Hold the pipette horizontally, wipe 

the excess blood off the tip with a clean, dry towel and adjust the blood in 

the capillary to the mark by stroking the tip with the finger or with some 

non-absorbent surface such as thin rubber. Since absorbent material 

takes up the plasma more rapidly, the cells are concentrated when such 

material is used to draw the blood down to the desired mark. This error 

in technic may result in counts as much as 500,000 too high. After the 

blood column is adjusted, carefully wipe the outside of the tip to remove 

any material adhering to it. When using capillary blood, work speedily 

so as to get the blood diluted before clotting begins. 

Hayem’s solution should not be used since it tends to give low 

counts. 

Draw in Toisson’s diluting fluid with the pipette in an almost hori¬ 

zontal position, at the same time mixing the blood with the fluid by 

semi-rotations of the pipette, rolling it between the thumb and finger. 

When the liquid is near the top of the bulb, raise the pipette to a 

vertical position allowing the air to pass out of the bulb and slowly fill 

to the mark. Keep the pipette in a horizontal position until the blood 

is uniformly mixed. Close the tip with the finger, kink the rubber 

tubing over the end of the pipette or remove it entirely and hold it 

with the thumb. Shake1 it for two minutes, but do not shake in the 

direction of the long axis of the pipette, also do not revolve the contents 

in one direction only. Shaking the tube in the long axis may, by 

centrifugal force, throw cells into the capillary tube and thus remove 

them from the diluted portion. Revolving the pipette in one direc- 

1 A satisfactory mechanical shaker is obtainable from the Braun Knecht Heimann Co., 
San Francisco, or from the National Appliance Co., Portland, Ore. 
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tion only may also concentrate the cells in the outer portion of the 

mixture. 
While the blood is still well mixed, make the mount. Blow out 

and discard at least 2 drops. Wipe off the tip with absorbent material, 

blow out 2 more drops, then wipe off the tip with non-absorbent 

material, and then touch the tip of the pipette to the central platform 

of the slide at the edge of the cover glass and let the space fill by capil¬ 

larity. When it has flowed three-fourths of the way across, withdraw 

the pipette because enough liquid will be left to fill the space. If 

air-bubbles are present, clean the slide and cover-glass more carefully, 

then make another mount after shaking. If liquid has overflowed 

into the grooves of the slide, make another mount. The fluid should 

flow smoothly across the chamber without any jerks or stops. Its 

flow may be regulated with a finger over the upper end of the pipette 

as in using ordinary chemical pipettes. 

Place the slide on the stage of the microscope immediately and 

locate the ruled area. Allow 3 minutes for settling of the cells, then 

examine with the low power or, better, the 8 mm. objective for complete 

settling and uniformity of distribution; if the cells are unevenly dis¬ 

tributed, make another mount after thorough shaking of the diluted 

blood. Lower the condenser a little, reduce the light by means of the 

diaphragm until the rulings and the red cells are seen most distinctly. 

An 8 mm. objective is best for counting red cells, but the 4 mm. (high 

power) may be used. Never use the low power because the cells 

appear so small and close together that omissions and duplications are 
almost certain. 

Count1 5 groups of 16 small squares. Most use the diagonal 

squares from the upper left hand to the lower right hand corners, but 

the four corners and one of the center squares are equally satisfactory. 

If the count is less than 300, count enough more squares to bring the 

total above this figure or, better, count another mount and average the 

totals. If an uneven distribution is suspected, keep the totals of each 

group of 16 squares separate. These should not differ by more than 

20 cells. The error depends more on the total number of cells counted 
than on the area (see page 172). 

Rule for cells lying on boundary lines: For each individual square 

count only those cells in contact with the left hand and upper boundary 

lines, but not those touching the right hand and lower lines In the 

improved Neubauer ruling (Levy) there is a double line bordering 

' Use of a hand tally such as a Veedor counter is a great convenience in large laboratories. 
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each block of 16 small squares. The actual boundary is not the inner¬ 

most of the two lines but a shady line which can be seen by proper 

focusing midway between the two engraved lines; count only those 
cells in contact with this mid-line. 

Calculation: 

Blood taken Red blood cells per cubic millimeter 

o-5 Cells per small square X 800,000 or cells per 100 squares X 8000. 
Average total cells per 80 small squares X 10,000. 

i .0 Cells per small square X 400,000 or cells per 100 squares X 4000. 
Average total cells per 40 small squares X 10,000. 

Each small square has an area of one four-hundredth square mm., 

and the liquid has a depth of o.i mm. Therefore, one four-thousandth 

of a cubic millimeter of diluted blood lies above the small square but, in 

terms of undiluted blood, the volume is 1/400,000 if a 1 in 100 dilution 

is made by drawing blood up to 1.0 mark or 1/800,000 of a cubic 

millimeter if a 1 in 200 dilution is made by drawing blood up to 0.5 

mark. 

(b) Apparatus.—(x) Counting chamber, preferably the Levy-Neubauer ruling 

with Bureau of Standards certificate. The older type which has the ruled area on a 

separate piece of glass cemented to the slide is perfectly good but must be handled 

more carefully. Organic solvents such as alcohol or ether must not come in contact 

with it, and the slide must not be exposed to heat or sunlight. 

The counting chamber should be wiped clean and dry as soon as the count is 

finished. If a clean dry cloth is used and care is taken not to touch the ruled area 

with the fingers or any greasy object, it is not necessary to wash the slide each time. 

(2) Cover slip. The heavy type, especially designed for blood counting cham¬ 

bers, is the one to use. The Bureau of Standards certified cover slips are most satis¬ 

factory because they are perfectly ground and thus give a uniform depth to the 

counting chamber. 
(3) Pipettes. The Thoma type with Bureau of Standards certificate is recom¬ 

mended. The Trenner automatic type is a great convenience since the capillary 

fills with exactly the right amount of blood, thus eliminating the necessity of 

adjusting it to the mark but these pipettes are likely to break at the point where t ie 

bulb is fused on to the capillary. The chief objection for use with capillary blood 

is the rather large amount of blood required. A smaller size is being constructed to 

To clean the pipettes, first draw water through them, preferably with a suction 

pump. If blood is clotted in the capillary, dislodge it with a horse-hair or sti 

fine suture material. In some cases to remove the blood completely, >‘ “a>, 

necessary to draw in to per cent sodium hydroxide, let it stand a while and the 

draw through it water, dilute acid, and more water. Water is removed by succes- 

Sve use of 95 per cent alcohol and ether. A single dehydrating agent may be used 
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if pure acetone or C.P. anhydrous methyl alcohol is available, but these are expen¬ 

sive for the purpose. Remove the vapor completely. 
(c) Reagents—{i) Diluting fluid. Toisson’s solution is recommended for the 

following reasons: Its specific gravity and viscosity are such that the cells are kept in 
suspension for several minutes, thus allowing plenty of time for making the mount, 
without danger of altering the cell distribution. The stain which it contains 
colors the white cells so that they are not included in the red cell count. When the 
white cell count is high, especially in association with anemia, the inclusion of the 
white cells with the red cells during the count may produce gross errors. In 
leukemias, the white cell count may be made in the same mount as the red cells 
by counting the stained cells in ioo squares and using the same factor for calculation 

as for the red cells. 
The solution used for diluting is made up fresh each week or two from concen¬ 

trated stock solutions, as follows: 5 parts of concentrated Toisson’s solution, 10 
parts of distilled water, and 1 part of 0.2 per cent alcoholic methyl violet. Any 
precipitate that forms on standing should be filtered off. 

Concentrated Toisson’s solution. Dissolve 45 grams of sodium sulphate 
crystals and 5 grams of sodium chloride in 160 cc. of water, filter, add to the filtrate 
170 cc. of C.P. glycerol and dilute to 350 cc. This solution remains perfectly clear 
and free of molds indefinitely. 

7. White Cell Counting.—(a) Technic.—Every step and pre¬ 

caution used in the red cell count applies equally to the white cell 

count with the exceptions that a different pipette and diluting fluid 

are used. Very high white counts, such as occur in some leukemias, 

may be counted as described above under the red cell count, or the 

blood may be diluted with the white cell diluting fluid in the red cell 

pipette. The usual method of enumeration may be used for the high 

counts but the red cell ruling (central portion of the slide) is preferable, 

especially when the white cell pipette is used for dilution. 

Count the dark dots representing the stained nuclei of the white 

cells; the cytoplasm of the white cells becomes transparent and the 

red cells are destroyed by the acid in the diluting fluid. It is customary 

to count the four large squares, each 1 square mm. in area and con¬ 

taining 16 medium sized squares, at the corners of the ruled area 

(Fig. 21). Uniformity of distribution is not expected. The 8 mm. 

objective is preferable for counting, but the low power may be used if 

the count is not too high. If there is any doubt about the identification 

of the dark dots, use the higher power; the nuclei have a somewhat 

granular appearance at a certain focus and in the lobocytes (polv- 
morphonuclears) are lobulated. ' 1 ' 

Calculation. The large square has an area of i square mm the 

depth is o.i mm., the dilution is r in ro or r in 20; therefore, the liquid 

over each square contains Moo or Moo cubic millimeter of the original 
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blood. See the table below for the factors to use in the calculation. 

The accuracy depends on the total number of cells counted. 

Blood taken White blood cells per cubic millimeter 

Average number of cells per large square X 200. 

Average number of cells per large square X 100. 

Average number of cells per large square X 2000. 

Average number of cells per large square X 1000. 

0.5 in red cell pipette. 

1.0 in red cell pipette. 

Movement 

(b) Reagents.—(i) Diluting fluid (3 per cent acetic acid). Dilute 15 cc. of 10 

per cent acetic acid with 35 cc. of distilled water and add 1 drop of 1 per cent aque¬ 

ous methylene blue. Prepare a fresh solution each week. 

8. The Preparation and Study of Stained Smears.—The differ¬ 

ential white cell count is made by spreading blood in a thin film on a 

clean slide, fixing it and staining with a good differential stain, such as 

Wright’s modification of the Romanowsky stain. The slide is then 

examined under an oil immersion lens and the white cells classified 

as seen until 200 have been counted. 

(a) The Essentials for Making a Good 

Smear Are:—(1) A clean unscratched 

slide. If the slide is new, a thorough 

washing with soap and water, rinsing 

well in water before drying and polishing 

with a cloth may be sufficient. Old 

slides should be washed first in alkali, 

then in acid, rinsed thoroughly, and 

finally dried with a soft cloth. If 

grease spots are not removed by this technic, use alcohol. 

(2) A small drop of unclotted, well mixed blood should be placed 

far enough from one end of the slide to allow room for a label. White 

marking ink is now available which may be used instead of a label or 

the slide may be labelled with a carborundum pencil if it is to be kept 

permanently. The size of the drop should be such that the smear 

extends almost, but not quite, to the end of the slide. 
(3) The slide should be laid on a firm surface, such as^a table top, 

a second slide brought in contact with it at an angle of 6o° and pulled 

back until it touches the drop, then pushed across the slide, drawing the 

blood behind it with an even, steady, moderate pressure ( lg. * 2 3 43>- 0 
movement produces a thin smear; rapid, a thick one; thus one may 

regulate the thickness by the rate of movement of the smearing did • 

(4) As soon as the slide is smeared, it should be allowed to > 

completely in the air (not heated or waved in the air). 
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(b) The Criteria for Judging a Good Smear Are:—(i) It should have 

a smooth even appearance free from “holes.” “Holes” indicate 

grease spots on the slide and show that the slides have not been thor 

oughly cleaned. Marrow contains fat so that such holes cannot be 

avoided in making smears of marrow obtained by sternal puncture. 

Transverse and longitudinal streaks, or a wavy appearance are due to 

a jerky uneven motion of the smearing slide, dhis is overcome by 

putting the slide on the table to smear instead of trying to hold it in 

the hand. 
(2) The smear should not extend to either end of the slide. Avoid 

this by using a smaller drop of blood. 

(3) The smear should not be too thick. Under the microscope, 

at least at the thin end of the smear, the red cells should not touch 

each other but be evenly spread. If too thick it will not dry rapidly 

enough and the red cells will be clumped together and crenated and many 

lobocvtes (polymorphonuclears) will appear similar to small 

lymphocytes. Avoid this by moving the smearing slide more slowly. 

(4) The nucleated cells should be distributed evenly throughout 

the smear and not concentrated at the ends or edges. Avoid this by 

holding the smearing slide at an angle of 6o° or more from the 
horizontal. 

(c) The Essentials for Good Staining Are:—(1) The use of a good 

stain. Wright’s modification of the Romanowsky stain is probably 

best. It is purchased as small tablets from various manufacturers. 

These are ground up and 10 cc. of absolute anhydrous methyl alcohol 

is added for each tablet (0.050 gram) used. The mixture is shaken 

and allowed to stand 24 hours or longer and it should then be filtered 

before use; as not all of the stain dissolves. Fresh stain should be 

made up frequently, at least once a month, preferably oftener, and 

filtered as often as precipitate forms. Laboratories using large quan¬ 

tities of Wright’s stain may, to advantage, use dry powdered stain 

(made by the National Aniline and Chemical Co.), dissolving 170 mg. 

in 100 cc. of C.P. anhydrous methyl alcohol and let it stand 24 hours 
with occasional shaking, then filter. 

(2) The stain must be well corked to prevent evaporation of alcohol 
and taking up of moisture. 

(3) The slide,1 held horizontally, is well covered with stain and 

a lowed to stand for . minute. During this period the methyl alcohol 
in the stain fixes the cells. 01 

from the end at 
the slide. u lue scain back and leave a clean place for holding 
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(4) Without pouring off the stain a sufficient number of drops of 

Mcjunkin s1 buffer phosphate pH 6.4 is added and mixed by tilting 

the slide back and forth to produce a glossy sheen on the surface. The 

buffer phosphate solution is a mixture of 73 cc. of M/15 monopotassium 

phosphate solution plus 27 cc. of M/15 disodium phosphate solution.2 

In an emergency, distilled water may be used instead of the buffer 

phosphate, but is not nearly so satisfactory. Leave the phosphate 

stain mixture on the slide for the time period determined by trial, 

which gives the best results with the particular stain used. This is 

usually about 4 minutes, but varies from 45 seconds to 15 minutes 

according to the age and quality of the stain. Old stain requires 

longer and the Wright’s stain now available requires a much longer 

staining period than the stains which were available 10 or 15 years 

ago. 

Table 38.—Identification of Cells Containing Neutrophil Granules11 

Nucleoli Nucleus Name of cell Numberf 

Present Round or oval Neutrophil progranulocyte S 

(Neutrophil promyelocyte I) 

68 

Round or oval Neutrophil granulocyte 

(Neutrophil myelocyte) 
70-73 

Absent 

Bean or kidney-shaped Neutrophil metagranulocyte 

(Neutrophil metamyelocyte) 
74-7 S 

Curved rod Neutrophil rhabdocyte 

(Neutrophil staff cell) 

76-79 

Lobed or segmented Neutrophil Iobocyte 

(Polymorphonuclear) 

80-85 

* If the granules are scarce, Dig, anu uiue, ui me -_ 
normal, they are toxic neutrophils (87-92) but are classified otherwise as in the table. 

t The numbers refer to the illustrations of the cells in Osgood. E. E„ and Ashworth. Clarice M.. 
Atlas of Hematology. Pp. 25S. J. W. Stacey. Inc.. San Francisco. 1937. from which this table is 

reproduced by permission of the copyright owners. 

(5) As soon as the staining time is up, do not pour off the stain 

but, holding the slide level, float it off with running water and wash 

thoroughly with running tap water for at least 30 seconds. Wipe 

the back of the slide with a piece of paper towel. 

1 Mcjunkin, F. A.: A Benzidine-Polychrome Stain for Blood. J. A. M. A., 74- l7> 

(Ja"Thre buffer°may be prepared by dissolving 6.63 grams of Merck’s 
phosphate and 2 “6 Jrams^Mer**anhydrous disodium phosphate in 1 liter of distilled 
water. Add about 1 cc. of chloroform as a preservative. 
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(6) The slide may then be blotted carefully with smooth filter 

paper; but it is better to stand it on end on a paper towel, leaning against 

the wall, until it is air-dried. 
(d) The Criteria for Judging a Good Stain Are: (i) If, on washing, 

the film fails to stick to the slide, it is a sign of poor fixation, due either 

to too thick a smear, to too short a time of fixation, or to too much 

moisture having been taken up by the stain from letting the bottle 

stand uncorked. 

Table 39.—Identification of Cells Containing Eosinophil Granules 

Nucleoli Nucleus Name of cell Number* 

Present Round or oval Eosinophil progranulocyte S 

(Eosinophil promyelocyte I) 
93-94 

Absent 

Round or oval Eosinophil granulocyte 
(Eosinophil myelocyte) 

95-96 

Bean or kidney-shaped Eosinophil metagranulocyte 

(Eosinophil metamyelocyte) 
97-99 

Curved rod Eosinophil rhabdocyte 

(Eosinophil staff cell) 
100-102 

Lobed or segmented Eosinophil lobocyte 

(Eosinophil polymorphonuclear) 
103-105 

* The numbers refer to the illustrations of the cells in Osgood, E. E., and Ashworth, Clarice M. 

Atlas of Hematology. Pp. 255. J. W. Stacey, inc., San Francisco, 1937, from which this table is 

reproduced by permission of the copyright owners. 

Table 40.—Identification of Cells Containing Basophil Granules 

Nucleoli 

Present 

Absent 

Nucleus Name of cell 

Round or oval Basophil progranulocyte S 
(Basophil promyelocyte I) 

Round or oval Basophil granulocyte 

(Basophil myelocyte) 

Bean or kidney-shaped Basophil metagranulocyte 

(Basophil metamyelocyte) 

Curved rod Basophil rhabdocyte 
(Basophil staff cell) 

Lobed or segmented Basophil lobocyte 

(Basophil polymorphonuclear) 

Number* 

107-108 

109- no 

hi 

112-113 

me numoers refer to the illustrations of the cells in OscmoA t? v j * .7 
Atlas of Hematology. Pp. 255. J W Stacev Inc r •’ ’ ” an<^ Ashworth, 

reproduced by permission of the copyright owners. " ^anC,SCO, I937> from which 

114-115 

Clarice M.: 

this table is 
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Table ^.-Identification of Cells Containing No Granules 

Cyto¬ 

plasm 
Nucleoli 

Chro¬ 

matin 

structure 

Diameter of 

nucleus in 

relation to 

diameter 

of cell 

Size of 

cell in 

relation 

to neu¬ 

trophil 

lobocyte 

Peroxi¬ 

dase 

stain 

Name of cell Numbers* 

Pycnotic Less than 

half 

Smaller Negative Metakaryocytett 

(Normoblast) 

155-162 

Absent 

Less than 

two-thirds 

Smaller Negative Karyocytett 

(Pronormoblast) 

146-154 

Opaque 

Coarse More than 

two-thirds 

Same or 

larger 

Negative Prokaryocytet 

(Erythroblast) 

139-145 

Less than 

half 

Usually 

larger 

Negative Plasmacytet 125-129 

Present 

Coarse Less than 

half 

Usually 

larger 

Negative Proplasmacyte 119-122, 124 

Less than 

two-thirds 

Usually 

larger 

Negative Plasmablast 118 

r me 

More than 

two-thirds 

Same or 

larger 

Negative Kary oblast t 

(Megaloblast) 

132-134, 137 

Present Fine More than 

half 

Usually 

larger 

Negative Lymphoblast, mono- 

blast, granuloblast 

(myeloblast) 

1-3. 32, 

52-58 

Trans¬ 

parent 

Present 

or absent 

Coarse More than 

half 

Larger 

Positive Progranulocyte A 

(Promyelocyte II) 

59 

Negative Prolymphocyte 6-9. 12 

Same or 

smaller 

Negative Lymphocyte 20-21,25-27 

* The numbers refer to the illustrations of the cells in Osgood, E. E„ and Ashworth, Clarice M.: 

Atlas of Hematology. Pp. 253. J. W. Stacey, Inc., San Francisco, 1937, from which this table is 
reproduced by permission of the copyright owners. 

t May or may not contain hemoglobin. Other nucleated cells never contain hemoglobin, 

t Sometimes two or more nuclei in one cell. 

(2) The red cells should be stained orange or buff colored. If 

normal red cells stain bluish or greenish, the fault is usually due to 

the use of water instead of buffer phosphate, to contamination of the 

buffer phosphate with alkali, or it may be due to overstaining and the 

time should be decreased. Overstaining or precipitate on the slide 

may be corrected by treating the stained smear with 90 per cent ethyl 

alcohol saturated with Wright’s stain (0.2 per cent)1 and washing with 
urofor O 

AnnFie„etmMed.®'; (sLt)VAf of .the ^right’s Stain. 
tory for routine use but is especially valuable for restainineold^nd1 r^jV^,ar^lcle “ satisfac- 
preparations. s ^inin§ °ld and faded or poorly stained 
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(3) Monocytes and neutrophils should show their characteristic 

granules. If these do not show or are very pale and the neutrophil 

granules are pink instead of lilac, the fault is due to too short staining 

and the time should be increased. Poor differentiation may be due to 
too short a time of washing. 

(4) There should be no precipitate or debris on the slide. Pre¬ 

cipitate may result from using stain that needs filtering, but is more 

otten due to using too small an amount of Wright’s stain, permitting 

the methyl alcohol to evaporate almost completely before the buffer 

is added, or pouring off the stain instead of floating it off and to insuffi¬ 

cient washing. This is the commonest mistake made. 

(5) If red cells are crenated or show sharply defined rings at 

their centers, it is usually a sign that the smear was not completely 

dry when the stain was applied or that too thick a smear was made. 

(e) Study and Differential Counting of the Cells.—A preliminary 

survey of a large portion of the smear using the 8 mm. objective and 

10 X eye piece is recommended. The slide should be covered with 

a thin layer of immersion oil but the lens is not immersed. Such a 

survey is important if subleukemic leukemia is suspected since thou¬ 

sands of cells may be examined. Switch to the oil immersion for those 

cells which are larger than 15 micra in diameter; in other words, those 

which are bigger than the neutrophil lobocytes (polymorphonuclears). 

It allows a rapid examination of a large area for the general character 

of the red cells, the relative numbers of white cells and the quality of 

the stain. It is also of value in locating a particular cell that one 

wishes to examine again, in searching for nucleated red cells and in 

selecting a good area for the differential count. After the preliminary 

survey, select an area sufficiently thin so no red cells touch each other, 

shift to the oil immersion lens and complete the study. If leukocytes 

are scarce, centrifugate some of the blood and make a thin smear from 

the buffy coat rather than try to increase the number by making a 

thick smear. Count and classify at least 100, preferably 200, white 

cells and report the findings in percentage. Also note and give an 

estimate on a scale of 1 to 4 plus of the amount and character of aniso- 

cytosis, poikilocytosis, and polychromatophilia of the red cells, and the 

presence of nucleated red cells, or parasites. It nucleated red cells 

are seen, note the number observed in counting 100 white cells and it 

numerous correct the total white cell count by the formula x:observed 

w.b.c.::ioo:ioo + number of nucleated r.b.c. Learn the identification 

of the various cells by repeated examination of normal and pathologic 

blood smears in conjunction with the colored plates between pages 166 
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to 167 and the frontispiece, the illustrations in the Atlas, Chart I, 

Fig. 7 and Tables 38 to 42 (pp. 478 to 481)- Consider the headings in 

the tables as questions to ask about each cell. When each is definitely 

answered for a particular cell, its identity may be established by 

referring to the tables. If any difficulty is encountered in deciding 

whether cells are prolymphocytes, or progranulocytes (promyelocytes) 

do a peroxidase stain. This is necessary if large cells with round nuclei 

and either no granules or azurophil granules are found unless a large 

number of granulocytes (myelocytes) are present too. 

Blood platelets (see plate VII) are small, round, or oval bodies 

varying from 1 to 7 micra in diameter. They are bluish, contain 

several purple-staining dots and stain lightly with both basic and acid 

stains. They appear granular in structure and have no nuclei. They 

may be found separate but tend to clump together. They disintegrate 

soon after the blood is drawn. 

(f) Determining the Prognosis from the Differential Cell Count}— 

Many methods have been devised for this purpose, all of which have 

some value. The procedure recommended by the author is to classify 

all the neutrophils seen in the regular differential count into granu¬ 

locytes (myelocytes), metagranulocytes (metamyelocytes), rhabdocytes 

(staff cells), and lobocytes (segmented neutrophils), using the criteria 

given in Table 38 and in colored plates II, IV and V. Note in addition 

the presence of blue cytoplasm between the neutrophil granules, of 

vacuolated cytoplasm or of toxic granules which are scarce, large, bluer- 

staining neutrophil granules, each on the scale of 1 plus to 4 plus (plate 

VI). The presence of any basophilia of the cytoplasm, vacuoles or 

toxic granules indicates a severe infection and a 3 plus to 4 plus degree 

of any 2 of these factors indicates with an accuracy of over 90 per cent 

that death will occur within a week. This method includes the advan¬ 

tages of most of the other procedures given, it may be used as the rou¬ 

tine differential counting procedure, and does not necessitate a separate 

count of 100 neutrophils as do most of the other methods proposed. 

It is essentially the same as Schilling’s hemogram, but the criteria for 

c assification are more definite, the results may be recorded on any 

laboratory form, his confusing terminology is avoided, and the cyto¬ 

plasmic changes in neutrophilic morphology are included 

Cooke and Ponder calculate the weighted mean. Classify 100 con¬ 

secutive neutrophils into 5 classes. Classes 1 to 4 include all cells with 

a corresponding number of nuclear lobes and class 5 includes all cells 

with s or more lobes. Multiply the number of eachdass by the num- 

1 See pp. 252 and 253 for references. 
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ber in the class, add, and divide by 100. In normal persons the average 

is 2.75 and the range is 2.4 to 3.2. The lower the weighted mean, the 
more severe is the infection. 

Kugel and Rosenthal calculate the degenerative index. Count 100 

consecutive neutrophils, and record the total number of neutrophils 

containing toxic granules. An index over 90 indicates a very grave 
prognosis. 

Harkins calculates a toxic index from the formula: 

10 X granulocytes -f 5 X metagranulocytes + 2 X (rhabdocytes — 10) 

10 X eosinophils + 2 X lymphocytes + lobocytes 

= toxic index. 

Normals are o or less. An index above 1 indicates a severe infection. 

Others count 100 neutrophils, separating them into lobocytes 

(segmented polymorphonuclears) and non-segmented forms. This is 

called a filament non-filament count. A non-filament count above 16 

per cent indicates infection and above 50 per cent a severe infection. 

9. Malaria.—(a) Technic of Examination.—(1) Examine the blood 

before quinine treatment is started. (2) Fresh moist cover slip prepa¬ 

rations should be examined on a wrarm stage at once. Look for ame¬ 

boid motion of the parasite in the blood cell. The organism appears as 

a hyaline mass, paler than the blood cell, containing a refractive dot 

and brownish pigment granules. Ameboid motion is most active 

in the young forms, and almost or quite absent in the segmented 

forms. 
(3) Smears for staining should be thin. 

(4) In smears stained with Wright’s stain, the organisms appear 

as pale blue bodies within the red cells, with red staining chromatin 

and brownish pigment granules. See the frontispiece. 

(5) By careful focusing make sure that the suspected object is 

actually within the red cell, otherwise blood platelets or precipitate 

from the stain lying on top of a red cell may confuse the beginner. 

(6) If parasites are scarce, the “thick drop” technic may be used. 

Spread a large drop of blood over an area the size of a penny. Allow 

it to dry thoroughly in the air or in an incubator at 37° C. which requires 

one-half to one hour. Place for a few minutes in a solution of 5 per 

cent formalin in r per cent acetic acid which lakes out the hemoglobin 

and fixes the cells at the same time. Wash in water, dry and stain 

with Wright’s stain followed by 1 minute with a stain consisting o 2 

per cent methylene blue in 5 per cent borax solution. Still better, 

concentration can be obtained by the fractional centrifugation method 
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of Bass and Johns.1 Report the number on the scale of 1 to 4 plus, 

the form of parasite present, and the predominant stage in hours; 

for example, 2 plus Plasmodium vivax, chiefly 8 hour stage. 

(b) The Tertian Parasite or Plasmodium Vivax.—This has a 48 hour 

cycle. See frontispiece and legend for the morphology of the diagnostic 

forms of the plasmodia. The stages are as follows: 

(1) Hyaline form. This is the predominant stage up to 4 hours 

after the chill. It is so called because no pigment granules are present. 

They are less than one-fifth the size of the red cell which is not increased 

in size. 
(2) Ring or signet form. This form predominates about 4 to 8 

hours after the chill. The cytoplasm is arranged in the form of a ring 

with a heavier mass at one side. The chromatin mass is usually 

at the thinnest part of the ring. Pigment first appears (as fine, light 

brown granules) 6 hours after the chill. The corpuscle may be slightly 

enlarged. 

(3) Young pigmented forms. From 8 to 32 hours after the chill 

trophozoites are most abundant. The organism will have lost its 

ring form and shows less active ameboid motion in fresh preparations. 

The pigment is now darker, coarser, and more abundant, but remains 

scattered throughout the organism which now fills about one-third 

of the red cell. The cell is distinctly enlarged and paler than normal. 

Reddish granules, called Schueffner’s granules, may appear in red cells 

containing these and older tertian parasites. 

(4) Full grown parasite. When the chromatin mass has divided 

into 2 or more clumps the parasite which has previously been called a 

trophozoite is now called a schizont. This stage is reached about 

32 hours after the chill and persists until about 2 hours before the next 

chill. The number of chromatin masses progressively increases. 

It is now 8 to 10 micra in diameter, larger than the original red cell. 

The pigment is still darker and more abundant, but evenly distributed. 

The red cell is 1.5 times its normal size and what cytoplasm is left is 
very pale. 

(5) Segmented form. This appears just before the chill. The 

parasite changes to a dump of 12 to 24, usually 16 segments, each 

with a chromatin mass surrounded by an achromatic zone and farther 

out a zone of blue-staining cytoplasm. The pigment clumps together 

at the center. The red corpuscle is a mere shadow. The cytoplasm 

Of the red cell may be almost invisible. The red cell now ruptures, 

Diagnostic and”Other Purposes.' PllSmodia for 
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freeing the segments into the blood stream. In one-half to one hour 

these will have entered other red cells and be starting the cycle over 

again. 1 hese segments are called merozoites and correspond to the 

hyaline form. The chill begins a few hours after the first segments 

appear. The pigment set free in the blood stream is taken up by the 

monocytes, hence the presence of an increased number of monocytes, 

many of them containing brownish pigment granules, is very suggestive 

of malaria. A diagnosis of malaria, however, should not be made 

without finding the parasite. 

(6) Sexual forms. These are called gametes, and are often extra¬ 

cellular. They are much less numerous than the intracellular asexual 

forms known as schizonts which have just been described. Detailed 

descriptions of these will be found in texts on parasitology. They are 

round or oval and larger than the asexual forms. 

(c) Double Tertian Malaria.—In this form, two stages of the 

plasmodium vivax are present at the same time. 

(d) Quartan Malarial Parasite, or the Plasmodium Malariae.—This 

has a life cycle of 72 hours. It is the rarest form of malaria. 

(1) The hyaline and ring forms are similar to those of the tertian 

parasite. 
(2) The young pigmented forms differ from the tertian in that the 

pigment is in coarse clumps at the periphery of the organism and the 

red cell is not enlarged. They are seen 24 hours after the chill and have 

a tendency to assume a band form. 
(3) The adult form appears on the third day. It is smaller than 

the tertian parasite and almost completely fills the red cell which is 

normal or shrunken in size. The cytoplasm of the red cell is darker 

than normal instead of paler as in the tertian type. The pigment 

remains at the periphery of the organism. Schneffner’s granules are 

not seen in quartan infections. 
(4) The segmented form. There are 6 to 12 segments (usually 8) 

which rupture the red cell just before the chill. They are often grouped 

in a regular rosette or daisy pattern. The pigment now clumps in the 

center or in star-like radiations. 
(j) The sexual forms differ from those of the tertian type only in 

the more peripheral distribution of pigment and their smaller 

size. 
(e) The Tropical or Estivo-autumnal Malarial Parasite Called the 

Plasmodium Falciparum.-This is less common than the tertian and 

more common than the quartan type. It has a variable life cycle 

resulting in daily chills or chills at irregular intervals. 
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(1) Only the early stages of the schizonts appear in the peripheral 

blood stream. They are ring or signet ring in form and similar to the 

tertian ring forms but differ from the other forms in that there is greater 

tendency for two or more parasites to occur in a single red cell. 

(2) Older parasites may be found in blood taken from 

the spleen, or sternal marrow but segmented forms rarely 

appear in the peripheral blood. 

(3) Sexual forms. These may be found in the peripheral 

blood from about the seventh day after infection, and may 

persist even after all fever has subsided. They are more 

numerous than the sexual forms of other malarial parasites 

and have a characteristic ovoid or crescentic shape which is 

diagnostic of this type of malaria. 

Note: Stained blood smears on slides without cover slips 

may be preserved for several years. Immersion oil is 

removed by pouring benzol over the surface and wiping it 

off gently with the side of the hand or, better, by placing a 

strip of lens paper over the slide, pouring the benzol on it, 

and pulling it off parallel with the plane of the slide. The 

slide method is much simpler and more satisfactory than the 

cover slip technic. 

B. Special Hematology.—1. Red Cell Volume Deter¬ 
mination. I his should be done in all cases of anemia. 

(a) Technic.- Into a volume index tube1 (Fig. 24) place about 4 cc. of 

well mixed oxalated blood" and centrifugate at over 3000 revolutions per 

minute for about 2 minutes. Stop the centrifuge and read the total 

volume of blood, estimating hundredths of a cubic centimeter. This 

step in the procedure allows an accurate determination of the volume 

of blood taken, before evaporation has taken place. Then continue 

■‘These may be prepared by sealing off with heat, the tip of a 10 cc Mohr DiDette 
graduated to the tip, cutting it off above the 6 cc. mark so that the ^acity is apnroxi- 
mately 4 cc., and recalibrating it. More perfect tubes containing 4 e ccPand calibrated in 
0.1 cc. may now be secured from the Arthur H Thomas Co Phi aHplkwa SS * u 

sedimentation lube^weT'0''''* “ volume index tube which may be used as a 

volumVindex°determinaUon becauL^fhe™?,-" ^ ‘ fc' ?,f blood “ «■<= Wood for a 
tonicity of the plasma. There is a decrease of ahnoiV- ^ Ce ! yolume with changes in 
cells due to this amount of oxalate but cinrP ^ ^er C?n* ln vo^urn^ of the red 
obtained with the same YecSic ^ »vcn in this book were 
corrections when comparing results bv this methnH ^ 11 Is, necessary to make 

isotonic anticoagulant solution was used reSUltS °n bl°°ds with which an 

Fig. 24. 
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the centrifugation over successive ten minute periods, noting each time 

the volume of the packed red cells, until two successive readings show 

no further decrease in the volume. This centrifugation to constant 

volume, not for a constant time period, is absolutely essential if cell 

volume, not cell sedimentation rate, is to be determined. From the 

figures obtained, calculate the volume of packed red cells per ioo cc. 

of blood as follows: cubic centimeters of packed red cells divided by 

cubic centimeters of blood multiplied by ioo. 

2. Calculation of the Color, Volume, and Saturation Indexes.— 
Consult Chapter VI for discussion and interpretation of these indexes 

and for the method of calculation of corpuscular hemoglobin, volume 

and hemoglobin concentration. 

(a) Color Index.—An accurate red cell count and hemoglobin 

estimation on the patient’s blood and normal standards for the patient’s 

sex and age group are necessary for the calculation. Five million is 

taken as ioo per cent red cells for both sexes and the average normal 

hemoglobin coefficient is taken as ioo per cent hemoglobin. Since 

the hemoglobin coefficient is in grams per ioo cc. it is necessary to 

convert the patient’s per cent figure to grams for comparison. Then, 

by the definition of the term “color index,” it is necessary to convert 

both red cell count and hemoglobin into per cent of the normal standard. 

The patient’s red cell count divided by five million and multiplied 

by ioo, or expressed as millions and multiplied by 20, gives the patient’s 

percentage of red cells for use in calculation of indexes. The patient’s 

hemoglobin percentage divided by 100 and multiplied by 13.8 if the 

Haskins-Sahli or Osgood-Haskins methods were used gives the grams 

of hemoglobin per 100 cc. of blood. If another hemoglobin method 

is used, substitute for 13.8 the number of grams of hemoglobin per 

100 cc. of blood that is 100 per cent in the method used. This figure 

divided by the normal hemoglobin coefficient of 14.7 for men, 14.3 for 

women, or 12.0 for children and multiplied by 100 gives the patient’s 

per cent hemoglobin for use in the calculation of the color index. 

Per cent hemoglobin = ^ 

Per cent red cells 

Tables 43 and 44 and chart II on pages 489 to 494 greatly simplify 

these calculations.1 An example of their use is given. 

i ncnorl F F • Tables for Calculation of Color Index, Volume Index and Saturation 

(June)®^ °Thetlb\^reproduced by pV 
mission of the C. V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, Mo. 
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Table 43— Simplified Calculation of Indexes 

I 2 3 Men 4 S Women 6 7 

Per 
cent 

Red cell count, 
millions per 
cubic milli¬ 

meter 

Hemoglobin, 
grams per 

100 cc. 

Volume of 
packed cells, 

cc. per 100 cc. 

Hemoglobin, 
grams per 

100 cc. 

Volume of 
packed cells, 

cc. per 100 cc. 

Hemoglobin, 
grams per 

100 cc. 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
is 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 

0.50 
0.55 
0.60 
0.6s 
O.70 
0.75 
0.80 
0.85 
0.90 
0.95 
1.00 
1. os 
1. 10 
1.15 
I . 20 
T.25 
I . 30 

1.35 
1.40 
1-45 
1.50 
1.55 
1.60 
1.65 
1.70 
1.75 
1.80 
1.8s 
1.90 
1.95 
2.00 
2.0s 
2.10 
2. IS 
2.20 
2.2S 
2.30 
2.35 
2.40 
2.45 
2.so 
2.55 
2.60 
2.6s 
2.70 
2.75 
2.80 
2.8s 
2.90 
2.95 
3.00 

3.0s 
3.10 
3.15 
3.20 
3 -25 
3-30 
3-35 
3.40 
3-45 
3.50 
3-55 
3.60 
3.65 
3-70 
3-75 
3.80 
3.8s 
3-90 
3- 95 
4.00 
4- Ost 
4.10 
4- 15 
4.20 

1-47 
1.62 
1.76 
1.91 
2.06 
2.21 
2.35 
2. SO 
2.6s 
2.79 
2.94 
3.09 
3-23 
338 
3-53 
367 
3.82 
3- 97 
4. 12 
4.26 
4.41 
4- 56 
4-70 
4- 85 
5.00 
5.15 
5.29 
5- 44 
5-59 
5-73 
5. 88 
6.03 
6.17 
6.32 
6.47 
6.62 
6.76 
6.91 
7.06 
7.20 
7-35 
7.50 
7.64 
7-79 
7-94 
8.08 
8.23 
8.38 
8.53 
8.67 
8.82 
8.97 
9- 11 
9.26 
9.41 
9 ■ SS 
9.70 
9.8s 

10.00 
10.14 
10.29 
10.44 
10.58 
10.73 
10.88 
11.03 
11.17 
11.32 

11.47 
11.61 
11.76 
11.91 
12.05 

12.20 

12.35 

4.10 
4- 51 
4.92 
533 
5- 74 
6.15 
6.56 
6.97 
7.38 
7-79 
8.20 
8.61 
9.02 
9-43 
9.84 

10.25 
10.66 
11 07 
11.48 
11.89 
12.30 
12.71 
13.12 
1353 
13- 94 
14- 35 
14-76 
15.17 
15.58 
1599 
16.40 
16.81 
17.22 
17.63 
18.04 
18.45 
18.86 
19.27 
19.68 
20.09 
20.50 
20.91 
21.32 
21.73 
22.14 
22.55 
22.96 
23-37 
23.78 
24.19 
24.60 
25.01 
2542 
25.83 
26.24 
26.65 
27.06 
27.47 
27.88 
28.29 
28.70 
29.11 
29.52 
29.93 
30.34 
30.75 
31.16 
31.57 
31.98 
32.39 
32.80 
33 2 1 
33.62 
3403 
34-44 

1.43 
1.57 
1.71 
1.86 
2.00 
2. IS 
2.29 
2.43 
2.57 
2.72 
2.86 
3.00 
3.15 
3.29 
3- 43 
3.58 
3.72 
3-86 
4.00 
4- 15 
429 
4-43 
4- 58 
4.72 
4.86 
5.00 

5.15 
5.29 
5- 43 
5.58 
5.72 
5-86 
6.01 
6.15 
6.29 
6.44 
6.58 
6.72 
6.86 
7. 
7. 
7- 
7-44 
7- 
7. 
7. 
8.01 
8.15 
8.29 
8- 44 
8.58 
8.72 
8.87 
9. 
9. 
9- 
9. 
9. 
9. 
9. 

10.01 
10. 15 
10.30 
10.44 
10.58 
10.73 
10.87 
11.Olf 
11. IS 
11.30 
11.44 
11.58 
11.73 
11.87 
12.01 

.01 
■ 15 
.29 

• 58 
■ 72 
.87 

.01 
15 

■30 
• 44 
58 

■ 72 
.87 

4-30 
4- 73 
5.16 
5- 59 
6.02 
6.45 
6.88 
7.3i 
7.74 
8.17 
8.60 
903 
9.46 
989 

10.32 
10.75 
11. 18 
11.61 

12.04 
12.47 
12.90 
1333 
1376 
14.19 
14.62 
1505 
15.48 
1591 
16.34 
16.77 
17.20 
17.63 
18.06 
18.49 
18.92 
19.35 
19.78 
20.21 
20.64 
21.07 
21.50 
21.93 
22.36 
22.79 
23.22 
2365 
24.08 
24 51 
24.94 
25-37 
25.80 
26.23 
26.66 
27.09 
27.52 
27.95 
28.38 
28.81 
29.24 
29.67 
30.10 
30.53 
30.96 
31.39 
31.82 
32.25 
32.68 
33.11 
33 -54 
33-97 
34.40 
3483 
35.26f 
35.69 
36.12 

1.38 
1.52 
1.66 
1.79 
1.93 
2.07 
2.21 
2.35 
2.48 
2.62 
2.76 
2.90 
3.04 
3- 17 
3.31 
345 
359 
3.73 
3-86 
4.00 
4- 14 
4.28 
4.42 
4-55 
4-69 
483 
4- 97 
5- 11 
5-24 
5-38 
s.52 
5.66 
580 
593 
6.07 
6.21 
6.35 
6.49 
6.62 
6.76 
6.90 
7.04 
7.18 
7.31 
7-45 
7-59 
7.73 
7.87 
8.00 
8.14 
8.28 
8.42 
8.56 
8.69 
8.83 
8.97 
9. 11 
925 
9.38 
9.52 
9-66 
980 
994 

10.07 
10.21 
»o.35 
10.49 
10.63 
10.76 
10.90 
11.04 
11.18 
11.32 
11 • 45 
H-59 
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Per 
cent 

8 5 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
9i 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 

101 

102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 

113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
M3 
144 
US 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
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—Simplified Calculation of Indexes.—{Continued) 

3 Men 4 5 Women 6 

Hemoglobin, 
grams per 

100 cc. 

Volume of 
packed cells, 
cc. per 100 cc. 

Hemoglobin, 
grams per 

100 cc. 

Volume of 
packed cells, 

cc. per 100 cc. 

Hemoglobin, 
grams per 

100 cc. 

12 49 34.85 12.16 36.55 11.73 12 64 35.26 12.30 36.98 11.87 12 79 35.67 12.44 37.41 12.01 
12 94 36.08* 12.58 37.84 12.14 
13 08 36.49 12.73 38.27 12.28 
13 23 36.90 12.87 38.70 12.42 
13 38 37.31 13.01 39.13 12.56 
13 52* 37.72 13 • 16 39 56 12.70 
13 67 38.13 1330 39-99 12.83 
13 82 38.54 13.44 40.42 12.97 
13 96 38.95 13.59 40.85 13.11 
14 11 39 36 13■73tt 41•28ft 13.25 
14 26 39-77 13.87 4I.7I 13.39 
14 41 40.18 14.01 42.14 13.52 
14 55 40.59 14.16 42.57 13.66 
14 70 41.00 14-30 43.00 13.80 
14 85 41.41 14.44 43-43 13.94 
14 99 41.82 14-59 43.86 14.08 
15 14 42.23 14.73 44-29 14.21 
15 29 42.64 14.87 44-72 14-35 
15 44 43-05 15.01 45.15 14-49 
15 58 43-46 15.16 45.58 14.63 
15 73 43-87 15.30 46.01+ 14.77 
15 88** 44.28 15.44 46.44 14.90 
16 02 44.69** 15-59 46.87 15.04 
16 17 45.10 15.73 47.30 15.18 
16 32 45-51 15.87 47.73 1532 
16 46 45.92 16.02 48. 16 I5-46 
16 61 46.33 16. 16 48.59 15.59 
16 76 46.74 16.30 49.02 15.73 
16 90 47. IS 16.44t 49-45 15.87 
17 05 47.56 16.59 49.88 16.01 

17 20 47-97 16.73 50.31 16.15 
17 35 48.38 16.87 50.74 16.28 

17 49 48.79 17.02 51.17 16.42 

17 64 49.20 17.16 51.60 16.56 

17 79 49.61 17-30 52.03 16.70 

17 93 50.02 17.45 52.46 16.84 
18 08 50.43 17.59 52.89 16.97 
18 23 50.84 17.73 53.32 17.11 

18 37 51.25 17.88 53-75 1725 
18 52 51.66 18.02 54- 18 17.39 
18 67 52.07* 18. 16 54.6i 17.53 
18 82 52.48 18.30 55.04 17.66 

18 96* 52.89 18.45 55-47 17.80 

19 11 53-30 18.59 55.90 1794 

19 26 53 71 18.73 56.33 18.08 

19 40 54- 12 18.88 S6.76 18.22 

19 55 54-53 19.02 57.19 18.35 

19 70 54-94 19-16 57.62 18.49 

19. 84 55-35 19-30 58.05 18.63 

19. 99 55-76 19.45 58.48 18.77 

20. 14 56.17 19-59 58.91 18 91 

20. 29 56.58 19-73 59 34 10 04 

20. 43 56.99 19.88 59-77 19 18 

20. 58 57-40 20.02 60.20 19 32 

20 73 57.8i 20.16 60.63 19.46 

20. 87 58.22 20.31 61.06 19.60 

21. 02 58.63 20.4s 61.49 19-73 

21. 17 59 04 20.59 61.92 19.87 

21. 31 59-45 20.73 62.35 20.01 

21. 46 59.86 20.88 62.78 20.15 

21. 61 60.27 21.02 6321 20.29 

21. 
21. 

76 
90 

60.68 
61.09 

21.16 
21.31 

63.64 
64.07 

20.42 
20.56 

22 05 61.50 21-45 64.50 20.70 

•ed cell count, hemoglobin estimation, and volume ot packed red ce|'f ln 
we recently reported are indicated in the table by * and the lowes 
licated by *. Similarly the averages and extremes of variation found 
ealthy young women are indicated by it and t respectively. 
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I 8 Children 9 I 8 Children 9 

Per 

cent 

Hemoglobin, 

grams per 

100 cc. 

Volume of 

packed cells 

per 100 cc. 

Per 

cent 

Hemoglobin, 

grams per 

100 cc. 

Volume of 

packed cells 

per 100 cc. 

10 1.20 

11 1-32 

12 1.44 

13 1.56 

14 1.68 

15 

O
 

00 

16 1.92 

17 2.04 

18 2.16 

19 2.28 

20 2.40 

21 2.52 

22 2.64 

23 2.76 

24 2.88 

25 300 

26 3.12 

27 3.24 

28 3.36 

29 3.48 

30 3.60 

31 3.72 

32 3.84 

33 3.96 

34 4.08 

35 4.20 

36 4.32 

37 4-44 
38 4-56 

39 4.68 

40 4.80 

41 4.92 

42 5 04 

43 516 

44 5-28 

45 5-40 

46 5-52 

47 5-64 
48 5-76 

49 5.88 

50 6.00 

51 6.12 

52 6.24 

53 6.36 

54 6.48 

55 6.60 

56 6.72 

57 6.84 

58 6.96 

59 7.08 
60 7 • 20 
61 7.32 
62 7-44 
63 7.56 
64 7-68 

6s 7.80 

3-60 66 

3-96 67 

4-32 68 

4.68 69 

5 04 70 

5-40 71 

5-76 72 

6.12 73 

6.48 74 

6.84 75 

7.20 76 

7 56 77 

7.92 78 

8.28 79 

8.64 80 

9 00 81 

9-36 82 

9.72 83 

10.08 84 
10.44 85 
10.80 86 

IX. 16 87 

11.52 88 

11.88 89 
12.24 90 

12.60 9i 
12.96 92 

1332 93 
13.68 94 
14.04 95 
14-40 96 

1476 97 
1512 98 

15.48 99 
15.84 100 

16.20 IOI 

16.56 102 

16.92 103 00 104 

17.64 105 
18.00 106 
18.36 107 
18.72 108 
19.08 109 

19.44 110 
19.80 ill 
20. 16 112 
20.52 113 
20.88 114 
21.24 

115 
21.60 116 
21.96 117 
22.32 118 
22.68 119 
23.04 120 
23.40 121 

792 

8.04 

8.16 
8.28 

8.40 
8.52 

8.64 
8.76 
8.88 

9.00 

9.12 

9.24 

9 • 36 

9.48 
9.60 

9.72 

9.84 

996 

10.08 

10.20 

10.32 

10.44 

I0.S6 
10.68 

10.80 

10.92 

11.04 

11.16 

11.28 

11.40 

11.52 
11.64 

11.76 
11.88 

12.00 
12.12 

12.24 

12.36 

12.48 
12.60 

12.72 

12.84 

12.96 
13.08 

13-20 

1332 

13.44 
13-56 

13-68 

13- 80 

13.92 

14.04 

14- 16 
14-28 

14.40 

14-52 

23.76 

24.12 

24.48 

24.84 

25.20 

2556 

25.92 

26.28 

26.64 

27.00 

27.36 

27.72 

28.08 

28.44 

28.80 

29.16 

2952 

29.88 

30.24 

30.60 

30.96 

31.32 

31-68 

32.04 

32.40 

32.76 

33-12 

33-48 

33- 84 

34- 20 

34-56 

34- 92 

35- 28 

35-64 

36.00 

36.36 

36.72 

37-08 

37-44 

37.80 

38.16 

38.52 

38.88 

3924 

39.60 

39 96 

40.32 

40.68 

41.04 

41.40 

41.76 

42.12 

42.48 

42.84 

43-20 

43.56 
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Table 44. Simplified Calculation of Indexes in Children. {Continued) 

I 8 Children 9 I 8 Children 9 

Per 

cent 

Hemoglobin, 

grams per 

100 cc. 

Volume of 

packed cells 

per 100 cc. 

Per 

cent 

Hemoglobin, 

grams per 

100 cc. 

Volume of 

packed cells 

per 100 cc. 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 
131 
132 
133 

134 

135 

14- 64 
14.76 

I4.88 

15 00 

15- 12 
15-24 

is 36 

15.48 

15-60 

15-72 

15.84 

15-96 

16.08 

16.20 

43- 92 
44- 28 
44- 64 

45- 00 

45-36 

45 72 

46.08 

46.44 
46.80 

47- 16 

47-52 

47-88 

48.24 

48.60 

136 

137 
138 

139 
140 

141 

142 

143 

144 
145 
146 

147 
148 

149 
150 

16.32 
16.44 
16.56 
16.68 
16.80 
16.92 

17.04 
17 -16 
17.28 

17.40 

17-52 

17-64 

17.76 
17.88 
18.00 

48.96 

49-32 
49-68 

50.04 
50.40 
50.76 
51.12 
51.48 
51.84 
52.20 

52- 56 

52.92 

53- 28 
53- 64 
54- 00 

(b) Volume Index.-—An accurate red cell count, red cell volume 

determination, and standards for comparison are necessary for the 

calculation. The normal volume coefficient for the patient’s sex and 

age group is taken as 100 per cent volume. The patient’s red cell 

per cent is determined as described under color index. The volume 

of packed red cells per 100 cc. of the patient’s blood is determined. 

This figure divided by the normal volume coefficient of 41 for men, 43 

for women, or 36 for children and multiplied by 100 gives the patient’s 

per cent cell volume for use in the calculation of the volume index. 

Per cent cell volume 

Per cent red cells 
Volume index. 

See Tables 43 and 44 and chart II for simplified calculation. 

(c) Saturation Index.—An accurate hemoglobin estimation and red 

cell volume determination are necessary for this calculation. Deter¬ 

mine the per cent hemoglobin and cell volume in terms of the normal 

standard as described above. 

Per cent hemoglobin = Saturation index. 
Per cent cell volume 

This may also be calculated by dividing the color index by the 

volume index. See Tables 43 and 44 and chart II for simplified 

calculation. 
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(d) Simplified Method for Index CalculationExplanation of Table 43- 

To find the grams of hemoglobin per ioo cc., for any method using a content of 

j 7 8 grams per ioo cc. as ioo per cent look in column ^ opposite the per cent figure 

in column i. To find the per cent red cells for index calculations read the figure in 

column i opposite the patient’s red cell count figure (column 2). To find the per 

cent hemoglobin for index calculations read the figure in column 1 opposite the 

patient’s grams of hemoglobin in column 3, 5 or 8. To find the per cent cell volume 

for index calculations read the figures in column 1 opposite the patient s cell volume 

in column 4, 6 or 9. 
(2) Explanation of the chart. The chart is so designed that the vertical line 

corresponding to the intersection of any two printed lines of the logarithmic paper 

gives the quotient of the value indicated by the 

Fig. 

figure in the right-hand column (X) divided by 

the value indicated by the figure in the left- 

hand column (Y). Hence, it can be used for 

the determination of all of the indexes if 

one simply remembers always to look up the 

numerator of the fraction expressing the index 

in the right-hand column (X) and the 

denominator in the left-hand column (Y). 

A slide rule is even more satisfactory for index 

calculations. 

Readings from the chart are made easier by 

placing on it a sheet of transparent celluloid, 

such as washed X-ray film, having 3 lines drawn 

on it carefully (Fig. 25): two forming a right 

angle, the third exactly bisecting the right angle 

and extending some distance beyond the apex 

of the angle. Line A is placed at the proper figure in the right-hand column of the 

chart, line B at the proper figure in the left-hand column, and the final reading is 

made from the top of the chart at the point where line C lies. 

(3) Example of the calculation: The study of the blood of Mrs 
following results: 

Red blood cells 1.62 million. 

Hemoglobin 52.0 per cent (Haskins-Sahli method). 

Volume of packed red cells 18.89 cc. per 100 cc. of blood (by the author’s 
technic). 

Reference to column 2 of the table shows that this red cell count corresponds 
to 32 per cent, as read in column 1, of 5.0 million red cells. 

Reference to columns i and 7 shows that an estimation of 52.0 per cent by this 

method is equivalent to 7.18 gm. of hemoglobin per 100 cc. of blood. 

Then looking up 7.18 in column 5> since the patient is a woman, one finds in 

co umn 1 that it is 50 per cent of the normal hemoglobin coefficient for women 

In the same manner looking up .8.89 cc. in column 6 one finds in column . that 
it is 44 per cent of the normal volume coefficient for women. 

Now determine the indexes bv use of Chart tt 'tv.^ i • , 

-1™ x 4 ST. t:..ixs 
1 See footnote i, page 488. 

F. gave the 
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20 £0 
Chart II. 
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intersect about midway between vertical lines 1.5 and 1.6, corresponding to a color 

index of 1.55. . . , .. 
Similarly the volume index is 44/32- These lines intersect at a vertical line 

corresponding to a volume index of 1.36 

The saturation index is 50/44 which from the chart is found to be 1.14- 

The laboratory report on this case would then read: 

Red blood cells 1.62 million. 

Hemoglobin 7.2 grams (52.0%). 

Color index 1.55. 

Volume index 1.36. 

Saturation index 1.14. 

3. Peroxidase Stain.—The Washburn1 modification of the Goodpasture stain 

with minor improvements is recommended. 

(a) Technic.—Thin, air-dried smears should be made within 3 to 4 hours after 

drawing the blood and should be stained within 12 hours unless carefully protected 

from light and air. Place on the slide 10 drops of solution I and allow it to stand 1 

to iH minutes, add directly to this 5 drops of solution II and allow it to stand 3 to 

4 minutes, wash thoroughly in tap water for 1 to minutes and air dry. Then 

add 8 drops of Wright's stain, allow to stand 3 to 4 minutes, add 12 drops of buffer 

phosphate solution and allow to stand 20 to 45 minutes. Leukemic bloods and 

sternal marrow require a longer time. Wash the slide as directed for the Wright’s 

stain and air dry. 

(b) Description of the Stain— The nuclei of all cells stain as usual with Wright’s 

stain and, therefore, aid in their identification. The neutrophils are filled with 

large black granules. The eosinophils contain very large dark granules which are 

refractile, and have a paler, brownish center with darker periphery. The basophils 

have large black granules which tend to concentrate at the periphery of the cell. 

Lymphocytes show no granules and so appear as in ordinary smears. Monocytes 

have dark, rod shaped granules which are not numerous and which tend to clump 

together. Blast cells show no granules. Red cells and platelets stain as usual with 

Wright’s stain. The progranulocytes (promyelocytes) show few to many dark 

greenish-black granules which differentiate them from prolymphocytes which show 

no granules and stain as in the Wright’s stain. One should examine all cells with 

round nuclei which are larger than the lobocytes (polymorphonuclears) in order to 

determine whether the characteristic pro-cell present is a progranulocvte (promye¬ 
locyte) or prolymphocyte. 

.. / ReWnls-~W Solution I. Benzidine (0.3 gm.) is dissolved in 99 cc. of 

!d/ed Th ; 1 °', saturated d6 Per cent> “dium nitroprusside solution is 
added. I his stain keeps for 8 to io months. 

(2) Solution II Five to six drops of hydrogen peroxide in 25 cc. of water 

Lhis solution should not be over 48 hours old 

^Determination of Red Cell Diameter.-Many methods’ have been devised 

for tins purpose. Two hundred to .000 cells may be measured with an eye-piece 

lcrometer, with a filar micrometer, by projection and direct measurement by 

hfed/rtu 5 ^ f°r R°Utine B1°°d 

Determining^the Average Diameterof Retnjlood'co’ I)in!'acti°n (Halometric) Method of 
963-976 (Jan.) 1932. lee Ind' * Med' 
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tracing the projected image, by measurement of photomicrographs, or the average 
cell diameter may be determined by the use of the diffraction principle. Any of 
these methods may be used with dry or moist preparations and the dry smears may 

be examined unstained or fixed and stained. The methods discussed below are 
the ones the author recommends as most practical clinically. The others will be 
found discussed in the references cited. 

(a) Eye-piece Micrometer.—Select an area on a thin smear, stained with Wright’s 
stain, where none of the red cells touch each other and there is no crenation. Meas¬ 

ure 200 to 1000 consecutive red cells with the eye-piece micrometer and record the 
results to the nearest o.i micron (for directions, see page 331). Plot a curve show¬ 
ing the percentage of red cells found of each diameter. If the mechanical stage is 
moved in one direction and all cells are measured in the diameter on w'hich they 

happen to fall on the micrometer scale regardless of shape, the law's of chance will 
automatically average the cell diameters so that it is unnecessary to measure 
each individual cell in more than one diameter. This method is very laborious and 
only in hemolytic icterus and in rare cases of pernicious anemia with many micro¬ 
cytes does it add any to the information derived from the simple and more accurate 
volume index determination. 

(b) The Diffraction Method,.1—Determine the average cell diameter on a thin, 
unstained and unfixed blood smear by use of an eriometer or a halometer The 
directions for making these instruments are given in the articles cited.2 These 
instruments are extremelv simple to use. The estimation ordinarily does not 
require over a minute but gives only the average cell diameter and is difficult or 

impossible to read in anemias associated with marked anisocytosis. Directions 
accompany the instruments. In all of them, concentric circles of rainbow colors 
are produced by the diffraction of light, each of which is inversely proportional in 

diameter to the diameter of the red cells. 

5. Reticulocyte Staining and Enumeration.—The method in 
most common use is to spread a saturated alcoholic solution of brilliant 

cresyl blue on a slide, allow this to dry, make a smear of blood over 
it, and counterstain with Wright’s stain. The reticulocytes appear 
well stained but many are not stained at all so it is not recommended. 

(a) Osgood-Wilhelm Method.2—This method is recommended. 

Mix in a small test-tube, equal parts (5 drops) of oxalated venous, 
or capillary,4 blood and 1.0 per cent brilliant cresyl blue in 0.85 per cent 
sodium chloride solution. Let stand at least one minute, mix, and make 
thin smears, drying in the air as usual. These smears may be counted 

1 Emmons, W. F.: The Clinical Eriometer. Quart. J. Med. 21: 83-00 (Oct.)J9# 
pijoer A.: An Improved Diffraction Method for Diagnosing and Following the Course 

of Pernicious and Other Anaemias. Brit. Med. J. 1: 635j638 (April 6) I^29- , 
Pryce D M : A Simplification of the Halo Method of Measuring the Diamet 

Red R^yC£,\agiiosis_o/^Peniicious^Anaemia by the Halometer. Brit. 

M't Atisf«torand manufactured by A. II. Osgood can be obtained 

'"“Osgood!'E.^ andwSK Mab'eM.^eticulocytes. J. Lab. and Clin. Med. to: 

' ‘ 2?The33bloodyand9s3t4ain may be mixed in a white cell diluting pipette. 
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at any time. They may be counterstained with Wright’s stain by the 

usual technic if desired. The brilliant cresyl blue solution keeps well 

but should be filtered if a precipitate appears on the smear. 

Select an area on the slide which contains 5° to 75 re<^ cells per oil 

immersion field and count all the red cells and all the reticulocytes 

in as many adjacent fields as is necessary to give a total of 500 red 

cells, if the count is over 5 per cent. If the count is less than 5 per 

cent, 1000 cells should be counted. 

This method has the following advantages over those in common 

use: It was determined by actual experiment that this technic gives 

the optimum conditions for reticulocyte staining; it shows about three 

times as many reticulocytes as other methods in common use; and it is 

not necessary to counterstain with Wright’s stain. 

(b) Cover Slip Method.—Place a small drop of brilliant cresyl blue 

solution on a glass slide and then place a tiny drop of fresh blood on a 

cover slip over it. Rim it with vaseline and examine after 1 minute. 

The reticulocytes may be counted in this moist cover slip preparation. 

A permanent mount may be made by removing the cover slip (omit 

vaseline) with a lateral motion, drying the smear quickly and staining 

it with Wright’s stain, using about one-third the time after dilution 
as for a regular stain. 

6. Moist Cover Slip Preparations.—Clean slides and cover slips very thoroughly 

and keep them and 0.9 per cent saline in an incubator so that they will always be 

ready at the correct temperature. Holding the cover slip by its corners, rim a band 

about 1 mm. wide around the edge with a thin layer of vaseline or immersion oil, 

using a tooth pick to spread it. Place a tiny drop of freshly drawn blood in the - 

center of the cover slip and press it on the slide firmly enough to make an air tight 

seal all the way around and to show under the microscope a red cell layer only one 

cell thick. Sometimes it is desirable to use a small drop of saline with the drop of 

blood. One must learn by practice the correct amount of blood to use to get a 

satisfactory preparation. This may be examined immediately for ameboid activity 

of the white blood corpuscles, for malaria parasites, or filaria larvae, and, after 24 

hours standing, for sickle cells.- The malaria parasites appear as hyaline bodies 

>n the red cells with the pigment within them showing a rapid dancing move¬ 

ment. Filaria larvae are located by the motion of the red cells in their vicinity 

They are about ro micra wide and 300 micra long and keep up a rapid thrashing 

Sic r n h°UrS' They apPCar in bl00d “»y ^ one time of the day o night 

r--”> ..* ^ 
(a) Supravital Preparations.-Make the mounts as described above for moist 

after’is rainutraTo1'”1hours “7“* 'V'th ^ “ described below and examine 
, °UrS at room temperature, or the slides may be left in an ice 

tions. The Rate of Sickling in Moist Prepare- 
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box over night and examined the next day. A warm stage as originally described 
is not necessary. 

With this technic, neutrophil granules stain pink, eosinophil granules stain 

yellowish, and basophil granules stain red. Mitochondria, which are not visible 

in \\ right s stain, stain green. Nuclei have the same shapes as in the corresponding 

cell in the Wright’s stain but are unstained if the cell is still living. The lobocytes 

(polymorphonuclears) and rhabdocytes (staff cells) are actively motile, showing 

rapid movement of the granules as well as ameboid motion. Vacuoles containing 

orange red dye are common in the monocytes and neutrophils. Mitochondria are 

rarely seen in cells of the granulocyte (myeloid) series more mature than the granu¬ 

loblast (myeloblast) and progranulocyte (promyelocyte). None of the blast cells 

take up neutral red. Ameboid motion is rare in progranulocytes (promyelocytes) 

and granulocytes (myelocytes) but the neutral red granules may move Lympho¬ 

cytes contain a few scarce vacuoles containing neutral red and many mitochondria. 

They are more numerous in the lymphoblasts and prolymphocytes. The mito¬ 

chondria of lymphocytes are larger than those of monocytes and tend to be located 

near the nucleus rather than at the periphery. In monocytes the neutral red 

vacuoles tend to be clumped in a rosette and the mitochondria are small and more 

numerous near the periphery of the cell. Monocytes and lymphocytes may show 

rounded projections from the cytoplasm with slow changes in shape but are much 

less actively motile than cells of the granulocyte (myeloid) series. If motility 

alone is to be studied, the Janus green may be omitted from the stain or the cells 

may be examined unstained under dark field illumination. 

(1) Reagents.—Keep stock solutions of saturated neutral red and Janus green 

in absolute ethyl alcohol. From these, prepare at intervals dilute solutions. Add 

20 to 30 drops of neutral red and a like amount of Janus green to 10 cc. of absolute 

ethyl alcohol. Mix. The Janus green may be omitted if desired. 

(2) Cleaning glassware and applying stain.—In all manipulations, handle the 

slides and cover slips with forceps, not with the fingers. Wash thoroughly in soap 

and water, place in running tap water for several hours, and rinse in distilled water. 

Leave in dichromate-sulphuric acid cleaning mixture for a week or more and then 

wash with tap water and rinse with distilled water. Keep them in 7° pef cent 

alcohol for two weeks or longer, dry with a clean old linen cloth and flame the slides, 

but not the cover slips. Allow to cool and flood with the stain. Drain off the 

excess stain and stand the slides against the wall on a clean paper towel. As soon 

as they are dry, mark the stained surface with a wax pencil and store in a dust proof 

slide box or wrap in paper. They keep indefinitely. t 
7. Fragility of the Red Blood Corpuscles.—Several methods are in use but 

the Giffin and Sanford1 modification of Ribierre’s method is recommended. Oxa- 

lated blood is preferable to capillary or untreated venous blood because it does not 

necessitate carrying the apparatus to the bedside and the change of tonicity due to 

the added oxalate is too small to be considered being only 0.0055 per cent cua e 

as sodium chloride solution. The test may be done on oxalated blood that has 

stood an hour or more with perfect results. 

(a) Giffrn and Sanford Melkod-W Technic and reading of results. An accu¬ 

rate 0.5 per cent solution of sodium chloride is made by dissolving exactly o.S grams 

■ Gillen, H. Z., and Sanford, A. H.: Fragility of Erythrocytes. J. Lab. and Clin. Med. 

4: 465 (May) 1919- 
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of C.P. sodium chloride in distilled water and diluting to ioo cc. in a volumetric 

flask. A series of 12 narrow test-tubes, numbered down from 25 to 14, are placed 

in a test tube rack with a duplicate set behind for the control. Place the number 

of drops of 0.5 per cent sodium chloride solution indicated by the number (25, 24, 

etc.) in each tube, and add a sufficient number of drops of distilled water to make 

the total 25. Multiples of 0.08 or 0.1 cc. may be measured with a pipette more 

quickly and accurately than tubes can be set up by the drop method. Fill the rear 

tubes in the same manner. Mix well. Add one drop of the patient s oxalated 

blood to each tube of the front row and one drop of oxalated blood from a normal 

person to each tube in the rear row. Shake the tubes to insure mixing and read 

the results after they have stood an hour or two at room temperature. The first 

tube showing a tinge of red in the supernatant liquid is the point of beginning 

hemolysis; the first point where no corpuscular residue is visible even after cen¬ 

trifugating is the point of complete hemolysis. The per cent is figured by multi¬ 

plying the figure on the tube by 0.02. Thus the tube containing 14 drops of saline 

is 0.28 per cent. 

It is sometimes necessary to use washed corpuscles. To secure these, prevent 

the blood from clotting by discharging 3 cc. into 5 cc. of 2 per cent sodium citrate 

solution (oxalated blood is also satisfactory) and by repeated centrifugating 

(3 times) and washing with 0.9 per cent sodium chloride solution, free the corpuscles 

of plasma. Use the final suspension in 3 cc. of saline in the same way as blood. 

If concentrations above 0.50 per cent sodium chloride are desired, use an exact 

x per cent solution of sodium chloride and the same rule as above. The per cent is 

figured by multiplying the number on the tube by 0.04. 

(b) Fontaine Technic.—This is simpler but it detects only marked variations. 

(1) Technic. Draw up blood to the 1.0 mark on a white cell pipette and 

empty it into 1 cc. of exact 0.9 per cent sodium chloride solution. Mix well and 

place 0.1 cc. of it in each of nine test-tubes (4 by ¥ inch in size) containing dis¬ 

tilled water and exact 0.9 per cent sodium chloride solution as follows: 

Water. o x 0. 2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 [ 0.9 cc. 
0.9 per cent sodium chloride.. 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 O Lo

 

O to 
• 

0.1 0.0 cc. 
Per cent of NaCl (final). 0 81 0. 72 0.63 0.54 0.45 0.36 0.27 0.18 0.09 

Incubate the tubes for 1 hour at 370 C. and then read them. The reading is 

more accurate if they are allowed to settle in the ice box for 24 hours. Note the 
point of beginning hemolysis and of complete hemolysis. 

8. Sternal Puncture1 and Examination of the Sternal Mar- 

row.-The puncture itself should be done by a physician, but anyone 

capable of recognizing all of the cells seen in the blood in granulocytic 

(mye ogenous) leukemia should be able to make the examination of the 
aspirated material. 

(a) Technic of the Puncture.-W.ith the patient lying on his back 

and his chest elevated by a pillow beneath his shoulders, prepare the 

in HeakK^bSe’ase d ^'“(Febf.'gfs'1 Duri"s LUe: Cytolo«>' 
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region of the sterno-manubrial junction with iodine and alcohol. 

Using aseptic technic, locate the sterno-manubrial junction as a distinct 

ridge opposite the sternal cartilages of the second ribs, and infiltrate 

the skin, subcutaneous tissues and periosteum of this region with 

procaine. Using a sternal puncture needle1 or a 16 to 18 gauge spinal 

puncture needle, cut to 3.0 to 4.0 cm. in length and rebevelled, enter 

the sterno-manubrial junction in the mid-line at an angle of about 6o° 

to the surface of the chest. Then depress the needle to an angle of 

about 30° and rotate it until it enters the marrow cavity of, the body 

of the sternum, taking care not to exceed a total depth of 1.5 cm. 

Remove the stylet and, using an air tight 10 cc.Luer syringe, aspirate 1 or 

2 cc. of marrow. If no marrow appears after strong aspiration, replace 

the stylet, insert the needle a little deeper, and reaspirate. Remove the 

syringe from the needle and transfer the aspirated material, which looks 

like blood, into a 4 X % in. test-tube containing 2 or 4 mg. of powdered 

potassium oxalate (p. 461), shaking well to insure mixing. Replace the 

stylet, withdraw the needle, and seal the puncture wound with collodion. 

Use this oxalated marrow for any type of hematologic examination 

which can be done on oxalated blood. 

(b) Technic of Examination.—Make thin smears as directed for 

blood and stain with Wright’s stain, using double the time after 

adding the buffer phosphate that is used for blood. Count 500 nucle¬ 

ated cells as in a differential cell count on blood, except that nucleated 

red cells are included. Calculate the percentage of each type. The 

same criteria are used for identification of the cells as are used for 

identification of these cells in the blood. The megalokaryocytes may 

be recognized by their large size, 4® to do micra, lobulated nuclei and 

blue cytoplasm containing purplish granules similar to those seen in 

platelets. A reticulocyte count and peroxidase stain are often desirable 

and may be done by the same technic as recommended for blood. A 

total nucleated cell count should be done by the technic given for a 

white cell count in the blood. A red cell count and hemoglobin esti¬ 

mation are possible, but add little of interest. 
9. Splenic Puncture.—The puncture itself should be done by 

a physician. . , . , , 
(a) Technic of the Puncture .—With the patient lying on his back 

determine by percussion that there is no bowel between the enlarged 

spleen and the anterior abdominal wall. Prepare the area selected 

with alcohol and iodine and infiltrate with i per cent procaine down 

to the peritoneum. With the abdominal wall pressed firmly against 

1 Obtainable from Becton, Dickinson & Co. 
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the spleen so as to prevent its movement with respiration (instruct the 

patient to hold his breath or to breathe very shallowly), introduce an 

18 to 20 gauge sterile needle, attached to a sterile io cc. syringe, just 

through the splenic capsule and aspirate strongly or until i cc. of 

material is obtained. Then withdraw the needle and syringe while 

maintaining suction. Thin smears should be made at once, or if 

enough material is obtained, it may be mixed with oxalate as directed 

for marrow. The smears should be stained with Wright’s stain as 

directed for blood, using double the time after adding the buffer 

phosphate. Examine the stained smears for immature leukocytes or 

erythrocytes and for malaria parasites and Leishman-Donovan bodies. 

Leishman-Donovan bodies are blue staining objects about 2 micra 

in diameter containing a large and a small reddish chromatin mass 

within the endothelial cells. Look also for the large cells with a foamy 

cytoplasm characteristic of some forms of lipoid histiocytosis. 

10. Red Cell Sedimentation Rate.1—A large number of methods 

are now in use for this determination, all of which give satisfactory 

results if standards for comparison are first determined on a large 

number of normals and known pathologic cases. Many of these 

methods require carrying the apparatus to the bedside, which is a definite 

disadvantage, and often an extra venipuncture is done for the sole 

purpose of this determination. A few of the methods require an 

excessive amount of blood. To overcome these objections the Wester- 

gren2 tubes and rack were adapted for use with oxalated venous blood. 

The results obtained on normal and pathologic bloods were almost 

identical with the two methods. Only two readings are taken, one 

at 15 and another at 45 minutes. The advantages of this method are: 

the determination may be done at any time within 3 hours after veni¬ 

puncture on the same blood that is used for blood chemistry and other 

hematologic methods; only two readings are taken and, therefore, 

very little attention is required; the apparatus is cheap and the pipettes 

are quickly and easily cleaned; a separate puncture is not necessary; 

errors from inaccurate dilution are eliminated; and a report is available 
within 45 minutes. 

E. E., and Mathieu, A.: A Rapid Method for 
mlts in Health and 

Am. Rev. Tuberc., 
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of the pipette against the rubber before releasing the finger. The 

pipette should be exactly vertical. Note the upper level of the blood 

if it is not exactly at the zero mark and record the time; read the upper 

level of the red cells at 15 and 45 minutes after the start. In large 

laboratories an interval timer is a convenience. 

(2) Apparatus. Pipettes graduated from o to 200 mm. at the tip may be 

obtained from the Arthur H. I homas Co., Philadelphia (specifications No. 1710 

C) or satisfactory substitutes can be made by selecting a number of 1 cc. pipettes 

which contain 1 cc. at a mark within a few mm. of 200 mm. from the tip and pasting 

a 150 mm. strip of mm. graph paper along the side of the pipette with the upper end 

exactly 200 mm. from the tip. Shellac over this to prevent soiling. 

Have a rack1 so made that, with the tip of the pipette resting on a rubber cork 

in the base, a rubber covered spring at the top will clamp down on the pipette 

sufficiently firmly to hold it in a vertical position and prevent leakage of blood. See 

pipr 26. 
’(b) The Linzenmeier Method.—This is one of the oldest methods and is probably 

the most widely used at the present time. The tubes are only 7 cm long ant 5 

mm. in internal diameter and have to be watched closely until the cells reach the 

18 mm. mark. The objections are the use of citrated blood (special solutions), t ie 

amount of attention required, and the difficulty of cleaning the tubes. 

. An improved rack is obtainable from Braun-Knecht-Heiman, San Francisco, or the 

Scientific Supplies Co., Seattle. 
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n. Bleeding Time (Duke).—If found prolonged, a platelet count 

is indicated. 
Technic.—Clean the ear lobe with alcohol and allow it to dry. 

Make a puncture with a sharp lancet, collect the drops on blotting 

paper each half minute and note the time from the appearance of the 

first drop until the bleeding stops. The normal time lor this method 

is 3 minutes or less. 
12. Coagulation Time.—The most accurate method and the one 

recommended is that of Lee and White. 

(a) Technic— Take blood from the vein in a syringe that has been 

rinsed out with normal saline and run i cc. immediately into each of 

3 test-tubes 8 mm. in diameter which have also been rinsed out with 

normal saline. Every 13 seconds, tip the first tube slightly until the 

blood no longer flows and the tube can be inverted. When this occurs 

test the second in the same way and record the time when the second 

tube can be inverted as the coagulation time. The normal is 5 to 8 

minutes and the average is 6^ minutes. If the tube diameter is 9 mm. 

the normal is 6 to n minutes. The third tube is used for the clot 

retraction test (see page 504). 

The following two methods are given because they are frequently 

used but since tissue juice is mixed with the blood they may fail to 

show prolonged coagulation time even in hemophilia. In my opinion 

they are valueless. 

Place a drop of blood on a clean glass slide and pass a needle or pin 

through it every half minute after the first 3 minutes. The slide 

may be supported on glass rods in a petri dish above a piece of blotting 

paper moistened with warm water to prevent drying. WLen a thread 

of fibrin is picked up by the needle, it is said to have clotted. The 

normal is 7 minutes or less. If deviations are found by this method 

they should be checked by the Lee and White technic. 

Another much used method is to draw out in the flame a supply of 

clean glass tubing to form capillary tubing 1 mm. or less in diameter 

and in lengths of about 10 cm. Fill two or three of these tubes by 

capillarity from the third or later free-flowing drop from a puncture 

made with a sharp knife. After the first 3 minutes, break off about 

1 cm. length of tubing each 30 seconds and record the clotting time as 

the interval from the time the drop appears on the skin surface until a 

fibrin thread attaches the broken ends until they have been separated 

a perceptible distance. The maximum normal coagulation time by 
this method is 7 minutes. J 
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13. Clot Retraction Determination— Technic—The third tube 

secured in the coagulation test (above) should be placed in an incubator 

at 37 C. and observed at 1 hour, 18 hours, and 24 hours. Normally 

retraction of the clot from the wall with separation of serum begins 
in 1 hour and is complete in 18 to 24 hours. 

14. Platelet Count— Tec/w/c—Oxalated blood and freshly made 

or freshly filtered Toisson’s diluting fluid must be used. The dilution 

Chart III.—The relation of prothrombin concentration to the clotting time of recalcified 
plasma containing an excess of thromboplastin.1 

of the blood and preparation of the mount is identical with that for 

the red cell count with these exceptions: the preparation in the counting 

chamber must stand 10 minutes before counting and the light must 

be reduced until the platelets appear as small highly retractile dots. 

Using the high power objective, count 4 of the sixteen large squares 

in each corner, making a total of 16 squares and an area of 1 sq. mm. 

which is equivalent to a volume of 0.1 c. mm. The dilution is 1 to 200, 

so multiply the total count by 2000 to get the number in 1 c. mm. 

All methods so far devised for platelet counting are very inaccurate. 

Another method is to count all the platelets seen in counting 1000 red 

cells in a thin smear of oxalated blood stained with Wright’s stain, 

calculating the platelet count by proportion from the red cell count. 

1 See footnote 1 on page 505. 
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15. The Capillary Resistance Test of Rumpel-Leede. 
Technic— Mark with a skin pencil any petechiae which may be present 

on the patient’s arm or hand. Apply the cuff of a blood pressure 

apparatus in the usual way and maintain it at the diastolic pressure 

for 5 minutes. Record the number and site of any new petechiae 

which may develop while the cuff is in place or after its removal. 

^16. The Prothrombin Time (Quick1).—(a) Principle. There is evidence to 

suggest that the clotting time of recalcified plasma containing an excess of thrombo- 

plastic substance of which cephalin is the important constituent bears a relation to 

the level of prothrombin present in the plasma. 

(b) Technic.-—Withdraw 4.5 cc. of blood by venipuncture, mix 

immediately with 0.5 cc. of sodium oxalate solution and centrifugate. 

Mix 0.1 cc. of plasma with 0.1 cc. of thromboplastic solution and 

quickly add 0.1 cc. of calcium chloride solution. Record accurately 

the time required for the formation of a clot after the addition of the 

calcium chloride. Normal plasma will clot in from 12 to 13 seconds. 

With a decrease in prothrombin, the clotting time is delayed. By 

means of Chart III determine the prothrombin content of blood from 

Table 45.—Normal Values for Hematologic Methods1 

Red blood cells, average. 

Range. 

Total hemoglobin, average (per 100 cc.) 

Range. 

Hemoglobin coefficient. 

Volume coefficient. 

White blood cells. 

Neutrophil lobocytes. 

Red cell diameter. 

Reticulocytes. 

Red cell fragility, beginning hemolysis.. 

Complete hemolysis. 

Sedimentation rate, first 15 minutes.... 

Totnl 45 minutes. 

Blee li 1 r time (Duke’s method). 

Coa; ul ition time (Lee and White). 

Clol 1 'traction (Lee and White). 

Plat: let count. 

1 Set also Table 7 and figures 3, 4, and 7. 

Males Females 

5.40 million 4.80 million 
4.40 to 6.4 million 4.0 to 5.6 million 
15.8 grams 13.7 grams 
13.5 to 19 grams 11.0 to 16.5 grams 

14 7 14-3 
41.0 43-o 
4.5 to 11.5 thousand 4.5 to 11.5 thousand 
33 to 75 per cent 33 to 75 per cent 
6 to 9 micra 6 to 9 micra 
0.5 to 3.0 per cent 0.5 to 3.0 per cent 
0.46-0.38% NaCl 0.46-0.38% NaCl 
0.36-0.30% NaCl 0.36-0.30% NaCl 
0.0 to 5.0 mm. 0.0 to 5.0 mm. 
1.0 to 30.0 mm. 1.0 to 30.0 mm. 
3 minutes 3 minutes 
5 to 8 minutes 5 to 8 minutes 
Beginning in 1 hr. Beginning in 1 hr. 
Complete in 18-24 Complete in 18-24 
250,000 to 450,000 250,000 to 450,000 
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the clotting time. As an example, if the plasma clots in 31 seconds, 
the prothrombin is 15 per cent of the normal. 

(c) Reagents. (1) Sodium oxalate: dissolve 1.34 gm. of anhydrous pure sodium 
oxalate in 100 cc. of distilled water. 

(2) Calcium chloride: dissolve 1.11 gm. of anhydrous chemically pure calcium 
chloride in 400 cc. of distilled water. 

(3) 1 hromboplastic solution: mix 0.3 gm. of dehydrated rabbit brain with 

5 cc. of physiologic solution of sodium chloride containing 0.1 cc. of sodium oxalate. 

Incubate at 450 C. for 10 minutes, then centrifugate at a slow speed for 3 minutes 

to obtain a milky supernatant liquid free from coarse particles. 

The rabbit brain is dehydrated as follows: after the blood vessels have been 

carefully removed by stripping off the pia, the brain is macerated in a mortar and 

extracted with acetone. The solvent is poured off and a fresh amount of acetone 

added. The process is repeated until a granular powder is obtained. The product 

is dried at 370 C. and placed in a stoppered container and preserved in a refrigerator. 

It retains its full activity for a week. It is advisable to check the activity of the 

thromboplastin against a normal plasma. 



SECTION X. SIMPLE BACTERIOLOGIC AND SEROLOGIC TECHNIC 

No attempt is made to give the morphology or cultural characteristics of even 

the most important organisms and only a very few of the commonly used methods 

will be reviewed here, as this work is given in detail in other courses in the medical 

curriculum. The standard texts on these subjects should be referred to for details. 

A. Bacteriologic Methods— i. Making and Fixing Smears.—The material to 

be examined should be carefully selected in such a way as to avoid, as far as possible, 

contamination with other material. In wounds, cervical or urethral smears, etc., 

wipe off the first exudate expressed and collect the material on a second applicator. 

In throat smears be certain that the applicator touches no area but that from which 

the smear is desired. In sputum, select caseous or purulent masses with care. A 

sterile cotton applicator which should be rolled, not wiped, over the exudate and 

then rolled, not wiped, over the slide is most satisfactory, except for very fluid 

material. For the latter, for sputum or pus, and for cultures a platinum loop 

sterilized by flaming before and after use is preferable. Add a loopful of water if 

necessary and spread the exudate in a thin layer on the slide. Make at least three 

smears from each source, one for Gram’s stain, one for methylene blue stain, and 

the third for a recheck or for a special stain. Allow them to dry in the air and fix 

by passing them, film side up, slowly through a flame io to 12 times. Label with the 

nature of material, such as pus, discharge, or membrane, and its source, such as 

cervix, urethra, right tonsil, or sinus in left cheek, etc. in addition to the tentative 

diagnosis or organisms sought, as gonococcus, Vincent’s organisms, actinomycosis, 

or diphtheria, and the usual data as to date, name, and case number. 

Urine, spinal, pleural or ascitic fluid should be collected with aseptic precau¬ 

tions into sterile centrifuge tubes and centrifugated slowly for one minute to throw 

down leukocytes, and other cells. Stain smears of this sediment for cytology and 

for intracellular organisms. The supernatant fluid should then be decanted into a 

second sterile centrifuge tube and centrifugated at 3500 revolutions per minute or 

over for 30 minutes or longer. Dilution with two volumes of alcohol before centrif¬ 

ugation lowers the specific gravity and increases somewhat the percentage of 

positive results. Make and stain smears from this sediment for bacteria and par¬ 

ticularly for the tubercle bacillus. Blood serum may be necessary to make it 

stick to the slide. This sediment may be used also for guinea pig inoculation. 
Only positive results are significant. 

A still better method is to treat 10 cc. of the sediment obtained from a large 

volume of urine or puncture fluid with an equal volume of 30 per cent antiformin and 
proceed as outlined under sputum examination, page 516. 

2. Staining Methods.—(a) Loeffler's Methylene Blue.—Make heavy wax pencil 

marks to limit the stain to the desired area and cover with the stain. After 30 

seconds for most organisms or 5 minutes or over for diphtheria or Vincent’s organ¬ 

isms wash in water and allow to dry in the air. This is a very satisfactory stain 

orga„?Sm“an Vi°'et °r carbolfu<:hsi" b^ter than methylene blue for staining Vincent’s 
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for studying the morphology of organisms and should be used routinely in addition 
to the Gram’s stain. 

Reagent. Mix 30 cc. of saturated alcoholic solution (0.75 grams per 100 cc. of 

95 per cent ethyl alcohol) of methylthionine chloride (methylene blue) and 100 cc. 

of 1 to 10,000 aqueous potassium hydroxide solution. The solution improves on 
standing and keeps indefinitely. 

(b) Gram’s Stain.—Cover the fixed smear with Stirling’s gentian violet solution 

or Hucker’s crystal violet solution. After 1 minute, wash in water. Cover with 

Gram’s iodine solution for one minute. Rinse off the iodine with 95 per cent alcohol 

(1 part ether plus 3 parts acetone decolorizes faster but is more expensive) and 

decolorize in a staining jar of 95 per cent alcohol until no more purple color dis¬ 

solves out and the smear becomes grayish. The nuclei of white cells should be 

unstained at this time if decolorization is complete. Wash in water, and counter¬ 

stain 1 minute with 0.25 per cent safranin. Wash and allow to dry in the air. 

Gram positive organisms are purplish blue; Gram negative are red. 

Reagents. Stirling’s anilin gentian violet. Dissolve 2 cc. of anilin in 10 cc. 

of 95 per cent ethyl alcohol and shake; add 88 cc. of distilled water and shake. Put 

5.0 grams of gentian violet (crystal violet) in a mortar and add the anilin mixture 

slowly while grinding. Filter. This keeps indefinitely and much better than most 

other anilin gentian violet solutions. 

Hucker’s modification, recommended by a special committee of the American 

Society of Bacteriologists. Mix 20 cc. of 20 per cent crystal violet (85 per cent dye 

content) in 95 per cent ethyl alcohol with 80 cc. of 1 per cent ammonium oxalate. 

This is more permanent than the anilin gentian violet reagent. 

Gram’s iodine solution. In a mortar grind up 1 gram of iodine with 2 grams of 

potassium iodide; when powdered, add distilled water a little at a time, triturating 

with the pestle. Pour into a bottle and rinse the mortar, using a total of 300 cc. 

of water. It may also be prepared by diluting 5 cc. of Lugol’s solution with 70 cc. 

of water. 
Safranin. Mix 10 cc. of a 2.5 per cent solution in 95 per cent alcohol with 90 cc. 

of water. 
(c) Ziehl-Neelsen Stain for Tubercle Bacilli— Cov er the fixed smear with carbol- 

fuchsin and warm it sufficiently to keep the solution steaming for 3 to 5 minutes. 

Add stain as necessary to prevent drying. Since drying ruins the result, it is still 

better to immerse the slides in the carbolfuchsin in a staining jar for 30 minutes or 

longer at room temperature. 
Wash in water, and decolorize in acid alcohol until the stain ceases to be dis¬ 

solved from any but thick parts of the smear. Wash in water and counterstain 

5 to 30 seconds with Loeffler’s methylene blue. Allow to dry in the air. 

Tubercle bacilli and other acid fast organisms (smegma bacillus, lepra bacillus) 

appear red, all else in a satisfactory portion of the smear is stained blue. Care 

should be taken not to confuse scratch marks in the slide with these organisms. 

Their appearance can best be learned by staining a smear of blood serum on a badly 

scratched slide and comparing with a stained smear of sputum containing many 

tubercle bacilli made on a new slide. Scratched slides should, of course, not be use 

for this purpose. See page 515 for a method of concentrating tubercle bacilli. 

Reagents. Czaplewsky’s carbolfuchsin. Add to 1 gram of basic fuchsin, 5 c . 

of phenol liquefied by warming the can or bottle in a bath of hot water, an 50 cc- 
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of glycerol, stirring constantly. Then add 50 cc. of water, mix thoroughly and 

filter. This keeps indefinitely. 
Acid alcohol. Add 5 cc. of C.P. hydrochloric acid to xoo cc. of 95 per cent ethyl 

alcohol. 
3. Obtaining Material for Culture—The organism sought should always be 

indicated and the material kept in the ice box if available and otherwise at room 

temperature until inoculation on the correct medium has been made. 

(a) Blood Culture.—Sterilize the arm thoroughly with tincture of iodine and then 

alcohol. Withdraw blood by venipuncture, using a sterile syringe and needle and 

after flaming the mouth of the flask, introduce 10 cc. not less than 5 cc., into 200 to 

250 cc. of dextrose infusion broth medium, preferably containing calcium carbonate. 

It is still better to introduce 9 cc. of blood into a vaccine vial containing 1 or 2 cc. of 

sterile 3.5 per cent sodium citrate solution, mix thoroughly, and send to the labora¬ 

tory for pour plates and inoculation into media suitable for the growth of the organ¬ 

isms sought. The use of a syringe and needle and inoculation through rubber caps 

greatly reduces the incidence of contamination when cultures are taken by persons 

who are not expert bacteriologists. 

(b) Culture for Diphtheria.—Roll a sterile cotton swab lightly over the involved 

membrane and streak on the surface of a slant of tellurite agar or Loeffler’s medium, 

leaving the swab in the tube. See that the cotton plug fits tightly around the shaft 

of the swab. 

(c) Other Cultures.—Spinal fluid and fluid from joints, the pleural cavity, the 

peritoneum, from an unopened abscess or boil, and any other infected material 

that can be obtained readily by needle puncture is best sent to the laboratory in 

vaccine vials in citrate solution as described for blood culture. Urine should be 

obtained by catheter with aseptic technic and sent to the laboratory in a sterile 

container. Material for stool culture is best obtained through a proctoscope but 

may be passed into a sterile container. Nearly all other cultures can best be sent 

to the laboratory on a blood agar slant with the swab accompanying, as directed 
under cultures for diphtheria. 

4. Pneumococcus Typing (Neufeld).—Material for typing is best obtained 

before administration of sulfapyridine. To a loopful or two of sputum, spinal 

fluid or pleural exudate on a slide, add an equal volume of typing serum and of a 

1-5 dilution of Loeffler’s methylene blue. Mix and drop a vaseline rimmed cover 

glass over the mount and seal the edges by gentle pressure. Examine under the 

oil immersion lens after 5 minutes. A positive reaction is characterized by distinct 

swelling of the capsules which are unstained and by a sharp outline making the 

capsules readily distinguishable. If many organisms are present in the field make 

a fresh mount, using a smaller amount of material. Not more, than 7 nr „ a;J\_: 

5. Examination for Treponema Pallidum.—Sci 

until a little clear serum is expressed. Make a moi lesion 
a moist cover slip preparation (page 
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497) for darkfield examination (page 332) for motile, tightly coiled spirals. If the 

material is to be sent to a central laboratory, collect a drop of serum by capillarity 

in a length of capillary tubing and seal both ends in a flame. 

B. Serologic Methods.—1. Blood Typing.*—This is an absolutely essential 

preliminary to blood transfusion, since the intravenous injection of blood, the red 

cells of which are agglutinated by the serum of the recipient, leads to serious and 
often fatal reactions. 

(a) Principle. Serum and cells of human blood can be grouped into four or 

more classes on the basis of their agglutinating properties. 

(b) Direct Matching. Ihis should be done before transfusion, whether the 

donor has been previously selected by determination of his blood group or not. 

\\ ithdraw 1 to 3 cc. of blood from the vein of the recipient by the usual technic. 

Introduce 1 drop, or 2 drops if very anemic, into a tube containing about 1 cc. of 1 

per cent sodium citrate dissolved in 0.85 per cent sodium chloride solution, mix, label 

it as the red cell suspension of the recipient, and introduce the remainder into a dry 

centrituge tube, which is labelled recipient’s serum.1 2 The centrifuge tube should 

be sterile if it is to be kept more than a few hours. The patient’s name and the date 

and hour of drawing the blood should also be noted on the label. Secure serum 

and cell suspension in a similar manner from the donor, if previously selected by 

blood grouping, or from a series of prospective donors if the blood types have 

not been determined. The serum may be expressed more rapidly from the clot by 

centrifugation. 

With a large platinum loop or, better, a freshly made capillary pipette (use a 

different pipette for each serum and cell suspension) mix two parts of recipient’s 

serum with one part of donor’s cell suspension to form a large drop on a slide, and 

label it with a wax pencil R.S.-D.C. Mix in a similar manner two parts of the 

donor's serum and one part of the recipient’s cells. Mount and label D.S.-R.C. 

To prevent drying, keep the slides when not being examined resting on applicator 

sticks in a covered petri dish, in the bottom of which is a piece of moist blotting or 

filter paper. Examine under the low power or, better, the 8 mm. objective of a 

microscope at intervals during a 30 minute period, each time after the completion 

of the examination tipping the slide in rotary manner in order to produce a mixing 

motion in the drop. If at the end of 30 minutes no clumping of cells has occurred 

in either preparation, the bloods are compatible. If at any time clumping occurs in 

R.S.-D.C. or in both drops, the bloods are incompatible and another donor must be 

sought. If clumping occurs only in D.S.-R.C., transfusion will probably not cause 

violent reactions and in emergencies is permissible. If no emergency exists, it is 

better to secure a different donor. The clumping in true agglutination is into 

relatively large masses, usually visible with the naked eye, which are not separated 

by rotary mixing. Sticking together of 1 or 2 cells or rouleaux formation (piling 

up like a stack of coins) is not significant. If there is any doubt as to the agglutina 

tion, it is safer to secure a different donor. 
(c) Determination of Blood Group—ll bloods are compatible to direct matching, 

transfusion is safe as regards dangers of reaction from incompatibility, but direct 

matching often involves study of a large number of individuals before compatib e 
blood is found. Hence, if much typing is to be done, preliminary determination 

of the blood group of the recipient and of the prospective donors saves time an 

1 See Weiner reference, page 276. . 4 
2 Cells and plasma from oxalated blood are equally satisfactory 
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serves as an additional check. Stock preparations of known type A(II) and type 

B(III) serums are necessary; these may be secured from biologic supply houses. 

A better plan is to type individuals working in the laboratory. Blood serum from 

such as are in type A and type B is secured from time to time to replenish the supply. 

If handled aseptically and kept in the ice box, serum will remain usable a long time 

but it is usually more convenient to dilute it with an equal volume of glycerin, 

which obviates the necessity of aseptic technic. Or the serum may be dried and 

redissolved in 0.85 per cent salt solution from time to time. Any serum used for 

typing should be tested against a number of known cell suspensions to be sure it 

does not contain atypical agglutinins1 and agglutinates the proper cells promptly in 

a dilution of at least x to 8. Great care should be exercised to prevent any mix up 

between the two. Always look at the label twice before making a mount, to be 

certain that the right serum is being used. 

Secure cell suspensions in the saline citrate solution by finger or ear puncture 

or by venipuncture from the recipient and the prospective donors. Make two 

mounts from each cell suspension according to the technic given above, one with 

known type A, the other with known type B serum and observe for agglutination 

as in direct matching. 

The blood group to which the individual belongs is readily determinable from 

Table 46. This is the Landsteiner classification and the one that should be used. 

In the Moss and Jansky classifications groups II and III correspond to Landsteiner 

groups A and B, respectively. Group AB corresponds to group I Moss and group 

IV Jansky and group O corresponds to group IV Moss and group I Jansky. It is 

very important to note the classification. 

Table 46.—Determination of Blood Groups 

Cells 
Serum 

AB A B 0 

AB 0 X X X 
A 0 0 X X 
B 0 X 0 X 
0 0 0 0 0 

X — agglutination, o = no agglutination. 

Individuals in group AB are sometimes called universal recipients and in great 

emergencies such individuals may be transfused with untyped blood. 

Individuals in group 0 are sometimes called universal donors and in emer¬ 

gencies, it is permissible to use blood from such a donor to transfuse an untyped 

recipient. In either case the recipient’s serum should be matched with the donor’s 
cells. 

Except in such emergencies, a donor of the same group as the recipient should be 
selected and direct matching performed as a further check. 

• typed Sh°uld receive a written statement showing the blood grouo 
in which he belongs and the classification used, and should be instructed as to the 

importance of giving this information to any physician who may see him in an 

em~' LT hTnalS and diniCS Should k“P 1 of a number of person" 
‘33-136 (July) 1,33.-' an Se°°d' E' E': An Unusual Blood Group. Arch. Int. Med. 32: 
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willing to be donors, whose blood groups have been determined. Then, when an 

emergency arises, only the recipient need be typed and a donor in the correct blood 
group can be called at once for direct matching. 

2. Securing Blood for Serologic Tests (Kolmer, Kahn, Kline, Widal, Brucella 

abortus agglutination, etc.). Blood should be drawn from the vein in the usual way, 

using a dry sterile needle and a dry syringe, preferably, but not necessarily, sterile'; 

after removing the needle, it should be introduced into a small dry, preferably sterile, 

container such as a test-tube or small vial, and corked. It is possible to perform 

any one of these tests on serum from as little as i cc. of blood, but chances of error 
are far less if 5 cc. are sent. 

3. The Donath-Landsteiner Test for Paroxysmal Hemoglobinuria.—(a) Prin¬ 

ciple. 1 he blood of patients with this condition contains an iso- and auto-hemolysin 

which unites with red cells only at low temperatures (20 to io°, rarely as high as 

18° C.) and results in hemolysis only after warming to 370 C. and in the presence 

of complement. The test is designed to demonstrate these points. 

(b) Technic.—Prepare a suspension of red cells, not necessarily the patient’s, 

and collect a sample of serum from the patient as directed under blood matching 

above. Mix equal parts of serum and cells and divide into two equal portions. 

Keep one at room temperature (20° or over) for the control. Chill the other in ice 

water or an ice box to 2° for 7 minutes. Compare the two tubes; there should be 

no difference. Place both tubes in the incubator or a bath at 370. If the test is 

positive, definite hemolysis will have occurred in the chilled tube within 30 minutes 

(usually less) and not in the control. If no hemolysis has occurred in this time, add 

one-fourth volume of normal serum to supply a possible deficiency of complement 

to each tube and incubate another 30 minutes. A positive hemolysis in tube I and 

none in tube II indicates the presence of the hemolysin characteristic of this disease, 

absence of hemolysis in both tubes indicates no such hemolysin, and presence of 

hemolysis in both tubes indicates a flaw in technic. 

The above is all that is necessary for diagnostic purposes. It is of academic 

interest to run a series of tubes, cooling to different temperatures to determine the 

highest temperature at which hemolysis occurs. Further details and bibliography 

will be found in the review by Mackenzie cited on p. 22. 

4. The Paul and Bunnell Test1 for Infectious Mononucleosis.—This test should 

be done whenever prolymphocytes are found in the differential cell count. 

(a) Technic.—Inactivate the serum for 15 minutes at 56°. Make a series of 

dilutions of the serum wdth 0.9 per cent saline of from 1 to 4, 1 to 8, etc., up to 1 to 

256, leaving 0.5 cc. of each dilution in 4 X M in. test-tubes. lo each tube add 0.5 

cc. of fresh 2 per cent suspension of washed sheep erythrocytes and 1 cc. of 0.9 per 

cent saline, mix, place in a water bath at 37.5° for 1 hour and allow to stand in the 

ice box over night. After inverting the tubes 3 times, read according to the dilution 

and the degree of agglutination, 1 plus being barely perceptible agglutination 

and 4 plus, a firm disk. An agglutination occurring in a dilution higher than 1 to 32 

is diagnostic of infectious mononucleosis or serum disease. 
Davidsohn2 has described a test which will differentiate the agglutinins of infec¬ 

tious mononucleosis from those which occur in serum disease. 

1 Paul, J. R., and Bunnell, W. W.: Presence of Heterophile Antibodies in Infectious 
Mononucleosis. Am. J. M. Sci. 183: 90 (Jan.) 1932. , . » t m Sci 186: 

Bunnell W. W.: Diagnostic Test for Infectious Mononucleosis. Am. J. 

346 (Sept.) 1933- 
2 See reference on page 261. 



SECTION XI. SPUTUM EXAMINATION 

Sputum always contains bacteria and usually virulent organisms, 

hence it must be handled with care. 

A. Collection and Labelling of Specimens— i. Containers.—Wide-mouth glass 

bottles are preferable. Two sizes are desirable, a smaller one of 3 to 4 ounce 

capacity for routine use, and a larger one of 8 ounce capacity for use when large 

amounts are expected. Urine specimen bottles are satisfactory. Paper containers 

have the advantage of being easily destroyed, but are unsatisfactory for volume 

determination and inspection. 

2. Care of Glassware.—The containers, previously emptied into lysol or 

incinerator, slides, and glass plates should be boiled or autoclaved in 1 or 2 per cent 

dilution of liquor cresolis compositus or lysol, washed free of antiseptic in running 

tap water, and immersed for 24 hours in cleaning fluid (1 part of 20 per cent potas¬ 

sium bichromate1 solution to which is added slowly 2 parts of concentrated sulphuric 

acid1). They should then be rinsed in tap water and dried, preferably in a dry 

sterilizer at 220° C. The containers should be stored upside down, and the slides 

and glass plates should be kept protected from dust. 

3. Directions to the Patient.—These have been given on p. 280. The patient 

should be warned not to contaminate the exterior of the bottle. A further precau¬ 

tion that is desirable is to fasten a piece of paper towrel about the container with 
rubber bands during the collection of the specimen. 

4. Labelling and Transportation to the Laboratory—The label should be sub¬ 

stituted for the paper towel which should be burned before the specimen is sent 

to the laboratory. It should show the hours of beginning and ending the collection, 

preferably a 24-hour period beginning at 8 A.M., as well as the name, date, tenta¬ 

tive diagnosis, and tests desired. If the sputum is to be shipped, the bottle should 

be tightly stoppered with a new paraffin coated cork, and sent in a cardboard con¬ 

tainer. If it is to be sent to a laboratory in the same building where collected, a 

piece of paper towel fastened over the mouth of the bottle with a rubber band is 

best. Corks which have been used in sputum bottles should be sterilized by auto¬ 

claving before they are used again or better discarded for incineration. 

B. Gross Examination.—1. Note the Volume.—This is best 

done by comparison with a similar container on the side of which 

a scale graduated in 10 cc. intervals has been marked with a Me as this 

is sufficiently accurate for clinical purposes and avoids the danger of 

cylind™"1410" an<1 the Unpleasantness of a transfer to a measuring 

in twists''* indefinitdy "h'" separated, but the mixture should be made fresh once 
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2. Note the Appearance and Consistency.—Describe it in such 

terms as mucoid, mucopurulent, purulent, serous, bloody, watery, or 

frothy. Note whether it separates into three layers on standing if 

the volume is over 25 cc. Note any caseous (cheesy) masses which 

ma\ be present and select these for direct smears for tubercle 
bacilli. 

3. Describe the Color. If green, test for bile pigment and culture 

for Pseudomonas aeruginosa (B. pyocyaneus). 

Blood in the sputum (hemoptysis) differs from vomited blood 

(hematemesis) in being bright red and frothy and alkaline in reaction, 

I 
Fig. 27.—Curschmann’s spirals. 

II. 
{Webster after Curschtnann.) I, Natural size; II, enlarged; 

a, central thread. 

whereas vomited blood is usually brownish and acid and never frothy. 

Describe the blood present in such terms as blood streaked, small clots, 

blood unmixed with sputum, “rusty,” “prune juice appearance” 

and indicate the amount on a scale of 1 to 4 plus. 

4. Describe the Odor.—It may be foul (1 to 4 plus), putrefactive, 

sweetish, or odorless. 

5. Spread the sputum between glass plates and look for 

Curschmann’s spirals, elastic tissue, Dittrich’s plugs, bronchial casts, 

and purulent or caseous masses. Wooden applicators or tongue blades 

which can be discarded for incineration are most satisfactory for trans¬ 

ferring the sputum to the plates. Curschmann’s spirals are spiral coils 

of mucus (see Fig. 27). Elastic tissue which is identified by the 

uniform diameter and branching of the fibers is very important. 

Dittrich’s plugs are sausage shaped casts of the bronchi, varying in size 

up to that of a white bean, seen frequently in bronchial asthma. 
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Bronchial casts have the shape of the portion of the bronchial tree 

from which they came. 
C. Microscopic Examination.—i. Unstained.—Anything sus¬ 

picious noted on gross examination between the glass plates should be 

further studied under low power and the identification thus be com¬ 

pleted. High power may be necessary to identify the colorless or 

yellowish, sharp pointed octahedra called Charcot-Leyden crystals 

which are derived from the disintegration of eosinophils. Elastic tissue 

is best detected by boiling the sputum with a double volume of io per 

cent sodium hydroxide and examination of the centrifugated sediment 

with the low power. Rarely the brownish oval ova of Paragonimus 

westermani may be found. They are operculated and measure 60 by 

90 micra. 

2. Stained.—(a) Wright’s Stain.—Make a thin smear and use the 

same technic as for blood smears in staining. 

If bronchial asthma is suspected, a smear of sputum should always 

be stained with Wright’s stain and examined under the oil immersion for 

eosinophils. 

Large numbers of neutrophils suggest pyogenic infections, or, if 

heavily laden with pigment granules (heart failure cells), they indicate 

chronic passive congestion. 

The presence of small lymphocytes, monocytes, and epithelial 

cells should also be noted. 

(b) Methylthionine chloride (Methylene Blue) and Gram’s Stains.— 
These should be done routinely. The technic has been given. Record 

the predominant organism. Look especially for organisms having the 

staining characteristics of pneumococci, streptococci, and Vincent’s 

organisms. Describe any others present in numbers. 

(c) Examination for Tubercle Bacilli.—The Ziehl-Neelsen stain has 

been described. It should be done on a direct smear of all sputum 

specimens examined. If the direct smear is negative in cases in which 

tuberculosis enters into the differential diagnosis, a concentration 

technic should be employed. Matson’s1 modification of the Ellermann 

and Erlandsen technic is recommended. 

To I part of sputum (10 or r5 cc.) add one part of 0.6 per cent 

sodium carbonate. Place in a stoppered bottle. Shake well and 

incubate 24 hours at 370 C. Centrifugate at high speed for 15 minutes 

Pour off the supernatant fluid. Mix the sediment with an equal volume 

° -MaC r'c TTT\ A"OW the sediment t0 stand 10 to 20 

at 
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minutes, until homogenization is complete, shaking at intervals. 

Centrifugate for 30 minutes at high speed. Pour off the supernatant 

fluid. Wash the sediment two or three times with sterile water by 

mixing and centrilugating. Prepare slides from the sediment in the 

usual way, no blood serum or other fixative is necessary, air dry, flame, 

and stain for tubercle bacilli as previously directed. 

More rapid but less complete concentration is secured by merely 

mixing the sputum with an equal volume of 30 per cent antiformin, 

incubating 20 to 30 minutes at 370 C., centrifugating, and washing the 

sediment as above (blood serum may have to be used to make the 

sediment stick to the slide). 

It is possible that the method of Sweaney and Stadnichenko1 will 

prove even more satisfactory than the above described methods. 

Examine the slide for at least 6 minutes (1000 fields), preferably 

15 minutes (3000 fields), before pronouncing it negative. There are 

about 30,000 oil immersion fields in one smear. If only 1 or 2 bacilli 

are found in this time, study it longer, until 5 or more have been found, 

before reporting it definitely positive. The smallest number of tubercle 

bacilli that are apt to be detected by the direct smear are 500,000 per 

cubic centimeter. Even the concentration technic will rarely detect 

fewer than 500 bacilli per cubic centimeter. 

Report the results as follows: 1 plus = average of 1 bacillus in every 

100 fields, or less than 30 found in 15 minutes; 2 plus = average of 1 

bacillus in 10 fields, or less than 10c in 6 minutes; 3 plus = average of 1 

to 10 bacilli in each field; 4 plus = average of more than 10 bacilli per 

field. Always note on the record whether a direct smear or concentra¬ 

tion technic was used. 

Inoculation of guinea pigs and of suitable culture media may also 

be done. 

1 Sweaney, H. C., and Stadnichenko, A. M. S.: A System of Sputum Analysis for the 
Presence of Acid-fast Bacilli. J. Lab. and Clin. Med., 14: 547-557 (March) 1929- lhis 
article contains a good review of concentration methods and staining technics. 



SECTION XII. EXAMINATION OF PUNCTURE FLUIDS 

A. Cerebrospinal Fluid— This should be examined as soon as 

possible after it is withdrawn. If allowed to stand more than i hour 

before the cell count is made, the count will almost certainly be too 

low. 

The routine examination of cerebrospinal fluid includes the color, 

appearance, cell count, quantitative and qualitative test for protein, 

the Lange, and a serologic test for syphilis. If the fluid is bloody, it 

should always be centrifugated and the color of the supernatant fluid 

noted. If the cell count is elevated, a differential cell count, and smears 

and cultures for microorganisms, and quantitative dextrose and 

chloride estimations should always be determined. Other tests are 

done only if specifically ordered. 

i. Gross Examination.—(a) Volume.—This should be recorded. 

A quantity under 5 cc. is unsatisfactory for complete study, but informa¬ 

tion of value can be obtained from even a few drops. 

(b) Appearance.—Record this in such terms as clear, opalescent or 

cloudy (1 to 4 plus). Record the presence or absence of clot formation 

on a scale of 1 to 4 plus, observing a portion of the fluid that has been 

allowed to stand 24 hours in a cool place (ice box) before recording clot 

formation as absent. 

(c) Color. Record this as bloody (1 to 4 plus), yellow (1 to 4 plus), 

etc. Always centrifugate a cloudy or bloody fluid and record the color 

of the supernatant liquid. Look down through it at a white surface and 

compare with water to detect a pale yellow discoloration. The inten¬ 

sity of the yellow color may be reported quantitatively by matching 

with the icterus index standards. 

2. Microscopic Examination.—(a) The White Cell Count.—This 

is one of the most important tests and should be done first. If blood 

is present, the results will be of little value. If grossly cloudy, use the 

same technic and diluting fluid as for the white cell count on the blood. 

For all other fluids draw up diluting fluid consisting of 30 per cent 

acetic acid plus 1 drop of 1 per centmethylthionine chloride (methylene 

blue) for each 10 cc. to the 1 mark on the white cell counting pipette 

and well m.xed spmal fluid to the r i mark. Shake thoroughly and 

make a mount on a hemocytometer or special Fuchs-Rosenthal counting 

517 
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chamber exactly as in performing a white cell count. After allowing 

three minutes for settling, count all the cells in the entire ruled area 

(9 sq. mm.) of the hemocytometer slide. Divide the total number of 

cells found by 81 and multiply by 100. Report the average of at least 

2 mounts. Il the Fuchs-Rosenthal counting chamber is used, divide 

the total number of cells found by 3. The error depends on the number 

of cells counted. See Table 8. 

(b) Differential Count and Examination Jor Bacteria.—These tests 

are best combined. If grossly cloudy, make direct smears. Stain one 

with Loeffler’s methylene blue and another with Gram’s stain as 

directed on page 507. In clearer fluids, centrifugate and make and 

stain smears in a similar manner from the sediment. Save the super¬ 

natant fluid for the chemical examination. 

Make a differential count of the relative proportions of neutrophils 

and lymphocytes, counting at least 100 cells. Describe the mor¬ 

phology and staining reactions of any microorganisms seen. The 

most important to be able to identify is the meningococcus. This is a 

gram negative diplococcus which is often intracellular. The technic 

of concentration and staining methods for tubercle bacilli is given on 

page 507. Another method is to fish the pellicle, formed after 24 hours 

standing, onto a slide. Fix it and stain by the Ziehl-Neelsen technic. 

3. Chemical Tests.—(a) Qualitative Examination.—(1) Globulin 

tests. These are valueless on fluid containing blood. The Ross-Jones 

technic is recommended. Layer 0.5 cc. of spinal fluid over 0.5 cc. of 

saturated ammonium sulphate solution. Record a white ring at the 

juncture, visible only against a dark background and disappearing on 

mixing, as a 1 plus reaction. Record a faint opalescence, persisting on 

mixing, as a 2 plus reaction. A definite cloud after mixing is to be 

recorded as a 3 plus reaction, and a heavy cloud after mixing as a 4 plus 

reaction. 
Randy’s test is only slightly less satisfactory. To 1 cc. of a saturated 

solution of phenol in water in a small test-tube held against a dark 

background, add a drop of the cerebrospinal fluid. The appearance 

of a whitish cloud indicates the presence of an excess of globulin. 

Report as 1 plus to 4 plus. 
(2) Benedict’s reduction test. Perform as on urine but use twice 

as much spinal fluid (0.6 cc. or .5 drops). Fluids of normal dextrose 

content give a 1 plus reaction. If dextrose is much reduced, a barely 

detectable precipitate or none at all is observed. A 2 plus reaction or 

stronger indicates an increased sugar content. 
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(b) Quantitative Determination of Protein in Cerebrospinal Fluid.^ 

(i) Technic—Into a small test-tube measure 1.2 cc. of spinal fluid, 

o 8 cc of distilled water, and 2 cc. of 5 per cent sulphosahcylic acid. 

Mix by inversion, not shaking, and, after allowing to. stand for 5 

minutes, read in the colorimeter against a standard protein suspension 

made at the same time. 
Into a similar test-tube measure 3 cc. of dilute standard protein 

solution and 3 cc. of 5 per cent sulphosahcylic acid and mix in the same 

manner. 

(2) Calculation: 

mm. standard ^ _ mg 0f protein per 100 cc. of fluid, 
mm. unknown 

(3) Reagents. Concentrated protein standard. Collect 20 cc. of 

clear serum; pooled negative Wassermann serums are satisfactory. 

Make a quantitative protein estimation by the method given on 

page 405. Calculate the volume which will contain 0.6 gm. of protein 

and measure it into a 200 cc. volumetric flask. Dilute to the mark 

with 15 per cent sodium chloride solution. This standard may also 

be made by doing a micro-Kjeldahl estimation on 3 cc. of a 1 to 100 

dilution of the serum, calculating the total nitrogen per 100 cc., per¬ 

forming a non-protein nitrogen estimation as directed under blood, 

subtracting the non-protein nitrogen from the total nitrogen per 

100 cc. of the sample, multiplying the grams of protein nitrogen by 

6.25 to get the number of grams of protein per 100 cc. and proceeding 

as above. 

Dilute standard. Make a 1 to 10 dilution of the concentrated 

protein standard in a volumetric flask with distilled water, add a few 

crystals of thymol, and keep corked in the ice box. The dilute stand¬ 

ard contains 30 mg. of protein per 100 cc. 

The above method, while described for application to cerebrospinal 

fluid, is well adapted to a roughly quantitative protein estimation 

in other body fluids if these are first diluted with physiologic saline 

so that they contain about 30 mg. of protein per 100 cc. For serum 

proteins, use a 1 to 200 dilution; for transudates and exudates, use a 

1 to 100 dilution; and for urine protein, a 1 to 10 to 100 dilution accord- 

1 Denis, W., and Ayer, JB.:A Method for the Quantitative Determinate „(P ,• 
in Cerebrospinal Fluid. Arch. Int. Med., 26: 436-442 (Oct Wo20 °f Pr°tem 

n J- B., Dailey, Mary E., and Fremont-Smith, F.: Denis-Ayer Method for tl 

“ thC CerCbr0Spinal Fluid‘ A^eu^tVpsVw 

tion was obtained and multiply0^ if a 3 or 4 plus globulin reac- 
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ing to whether the albumin test is one plus or four plus. The result 

must, of course, be multiplied by the dilution factor and divided by 

1000 to change it from milligrams to grams per ioo cc. 

(c). Other Quantitative Tests.—These are not part of the routine examination of 

the spinal fluid, but are often of value in cases of coma, when a spinal puncture is 

being done anyway and it is desired to learn at the earliest possible moment whether 

or not a patient has uremic or diabetic coma. A chloride estimation is desirable 
in cases of possible tuberculous meningitis. 

Emergency Tests for Quick Detection of Uremia (see methods i to 4 below).— 

1. Partial Non-protein Nitrogen Estimation—This is an application of the salivary 
urea method of Hench and Aldrich. 

Technic. Measure exactly 1 cc. of clear spinal fluid into a beaker, add exactly 

3 cc. of 2 per cent mercuric chloride solution. Mix and remove a drop and test it 

with 8.5 per cent sodium carbonate solution as in the salivary urea method. If a 

positive test is secured, there is not much retention (no uremia). If negative, con¬ 

tinue adding the bichloride solution, 0.5 cc. at a time, testing after each addition 

until a brown precipitate appears. A titration of 3.1 cc. was obtained when spinal 

fluid contained 46 mg. of non-protein nitrogen per 100 cc., and a titration of 4.0 cc. 

when it contained 60 mg. 

If the spinal fluid contains blood or protein, treat 2 cc. of it with 0.02 cc. or 

0.04 cc., according to the amount of protein present, of 10 per cent trichloracetic acid 

solution and centrifugate. Measure 1 cc. of the clear fluid into a beaker, treat it 

with 0.2 cc. or 0.4 cc., according to the amount of trichloracetic acid used, of M/10 

disodium phosphate (1.42 gm. of anydrous phosphate in 100 cc.) and titrate. To 

compensate for the error caused by the presence of trichloracetic acid, add 3.3 cc., 

if the smaller amount of acid was used, or 3.6 cc., if the larger amount, of bichloride 

at the start but note it down as only 3 cc. 

2. Quick Approximate Estimation of Creatinine.—To 1 cc. of clear spinal fluid 

add 9 cc. of distilled water and 5 cc. of picrate reagent. Mix well and pour into a 

half ounce wide-mouth square bottle. After 8 minutes compare with the permanent 

dichromate standards which correspond to 3, 4. 5, or 6 mg. of creatinine per 100 cc. 

of spinal fluid, using plain white paper as a background and having the light pass 

over the shoulder directly to the bottles, not from one side. The “ daylight ” electric 

lamp may be used if sunlight is not available. 
Reagents. Picrate reagent: Mix 5 cc. of saturated picric acid solution with 1 cc. 

of clear 10 per cent sodium hydroxide just before using. 
Saturated picric acid. This is about 1.1 per cent. No heat must be used in dis¬ 

solving it. Use only the very best picric acid. Baker’s C.P. “special for blood 

tests” is very satisfactory. Keep the solution in a brown bottle. Make it iresh 

once a month. The discarded solution can be used for blood creatinine estimations. 

The standards: Make these from N/10 potassium dichromate (0.491 8ram Per 

100 cc.) solution by the following dilutions and keep them in half ounce square 

bottles, tightly corked. 
3 mg. standard: 5 cc. dichromate plus 8.5 cc. water 

4 mg. standard: 5 cc. dichromate plus 4 0 cc. water. 

5 mg. standard: 5 cc. dichromate plus 2.3 cc. water. 

6 mg. standard: 5 cc. dichromate plus 2.0 cc. water. 

Keep the bottles away from the light when not in use. 
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, Estimation of Creatinine, Using a Colorimeter.-Dilute i cc. of spinal fluid 
with o cc. of distilled water. Treat this exactly as if it were 10 cc. of protein-free 
blood filtrate. The technic and calculation are exactly the same as for blood creatin¬ 
ine estimation (page 387). It is also well to prepare a creatinine standard of double 
strength (see blood creatinine method); if this is used, substitute 3 for i-5 in the 

formula for calculation. . 
а. Estimation of Urea Nitrogen—Measure exactly 1 cc. of the spinal fluid into 

tube 2 of the aeration apparatus, add buffer and urease solutions, and continue 
exactly as in the blood urea nitrogen method (page 381). 

Calculation: Deduct the control for urease from the amount of N/70 acid that 
was neutralized by ammonia, and multiply by 20. The result is the mg. of urea 

nitrogen per 100 cc. of spinal fluid. 
Emergency Tests for Quick Detection of Diabetic Acidosis (see methods 5 and 

6 below).—5. Estimation of the Alkali Reserve.—Measure 2 cc. of clear spinal fluid, 
treat it with 5 cc. of N/50 hydrochloric acid and titrate with N/50 sodium hydroxide 
exactly as if plasma were being used. If there is very little turbidity, use the clear 
standard. The calculation is the same as for plasma (page 396). 

б. Detection of Marked Hyperglycemia.—Measure exactly 0.5 cc. of spinal 
fluid and 4.5 cc. of water into a large test-tube, add 5 cc. of Shaffer-Hartman micro¬ 
copper reagent, and continue the estimation exactly as if 5 cc. of protein-free blood 
filtrate were being used (page 373). 

Calculation: Find the per cent of dextrose in the spinal fluid in column B of the 
table opposite the cc. of thiosulphate used for titration. 

7. Chloride Estimation.—To exactly 1 cc. of cerebrospinal fluid, add exactly 
9 cc. of distilled water. Proceed with this just as directed for blood filtrate (page 
395). The calculation is also the same. Report the results as mg. of sodium 
chloride per 100 cc. of fluid. 

See Chapter X and Table 16 (page 291) for normal values for all cerebrospinal 
fluid results. 

8. Serologic Tests.—Reserve 5 cc., not less than 3 cc., of cerebrospinal fluid 
in a sterile container for the Kolmer, Kahn and Lange tests. It is desirable to 
have these tests done on all fluids examined and they are specifically indicated in 
any case in which any form of syphilis of the nervous system is considered in the 
diagnosis. 

(a) Lange Test.-(i) Principle.—Equal quantities of colloidal gold solution 
are added to 10 test-tubes containing dilutions of spinal fluid 1 to 10, 1 to 20, 1 to 40, 
etc., up to 1 to 5120. After standing 24 hours, the tubes are read from the lowest 
dilution on the left to the highest dilution on the right. The amount of precipita¬ 
tion and the dilution in which it occurs are related to the globulin content of the 
fluid, but the exact mechanism is unknown. 

(2) Technic.—Into the first of 10 clean, dry test-tubes reserved especially for 
the purpose, put 0.9 cc. of fresh 0.4 per cent sodium chloride solution. Into each 
0 t ie remaining 9 tubes put 0.5 cc. of 0.4 per cent salt solution. Now add to the 
first tube 0.1 cc. of the spinal fluid to be tested. Mix well. Transfer o.S cc. to the 

,tulj’e’mix' transfe[ °-S cc. to the third tube. Proceed in this manner up to 
d including the tenth tube. Discard the o.s cc. from the last tube. To the 

Xo Z* !Ube add ° ,5 ot the 0 4 Per cent salt solution; this is the control tube 

T.lhl p T c cS °f ‘he CO"0idal gold solution- Shake each tube thor' 
g y. Read the tubes after they have stood over night at room temperature 
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All readings must be done with direct daylight, holding the tubes up against the sky. 

The amount of color change, due to precipitation, in the colloidal gold solution is 

expressed numerically. 1 hus, o means no change: i means very slight change; 

2 means reddish violet; 3 means violet; 4 means blue; 5 means colorless, complete 
precipitation. 

(3) Reagents and Glassware.—All glassware used should be Pyrex, cleaned with 

aqua regia (3 parts of C.P. hydrochloric acid and 1 part of C.P. nitric acid), and 

rinsed repeatedly with triple distilled water, dried and kept protected from dust 
after use. 

Preparation of colloidal gold. All of the reagents should be the purest available 

(Merck’s blue label are satisfactory) and all water should be freshly boiled distilled 

water, preferably triple distilled from a still having no rubber connections. When 

ready to start the preparation, have available a large water bath, a liter of freshly 

boiled distilled water, a 1 per cent solution of gold chloride, a freshly prepared 2 per 

cent potassium carbonate solution, a 1 per cent solution of formaldehyde (2.2 cc. 

of 40 per cent diluted to 100 cc.), and a clean dry ioo° thermometer. Prepare a 

small trial lot first. Heat 50 cc. of the distilled water in the water bath until the 

thermometer in the distilled water registers 6o°. Add 0.5 cc. of 1 per cent gold 

chloride, shake, and add 0.5 cc. of 2 per cent potassium carbonate, shake, and 

return to the bath. Heat to 90-92°, turn out the flame, add 1 per cent formalin 

drop by drop with shaking until the red color appears. Add 1 or 2 drops more. 

The solution should be a brillant reddish orange with no trace of blue. If it is 

bluish, repeat, using less of the potassium carbonate solution. When the right 

combination is found, make a large batch, multiplying by 10 or 20. Test the gold 

after cooling with a known negative and a known paretic spinal fluid. 

Normal spinal fluids show no change. Read 0000000000. 

B. Examination of Exudates, Transudates, Secretions and Cyst 
Fluids.—The specific gravity, protein content, and cell count should 
be determined on all fluids which are not grossly purulent. The 
bacterial stains and cultures should be done on all fluids which prove 
to be exudates and on all grossly purulent specimens. A differential 
cell count should be done on all fluids showing a cell count above 100 
per c. mm. Do the other tests as ordered or indicated. The technic 
is essentially the same whether the fluid be derived from the pleural, 
pericardial, peritoneal, or joint cavities or from a cyst or abscess. 
Since fluids occasionally clot, it is safer to place 10 cc. in a test-tube 
containing 20 mg. of potassium oxalate, as for blood, to be used foi 
the white and differential cell counts. The fluid must, of course, 
be collected in a sterile container with aseptic precautions, if cultures 

are desired. ., 
1. Gross Examination.—Note the total volume removed, describe 

the color and appearance. Record the specific gravity. 
2. Protein Content.-(a) Told Protein Conlenl.-Determine this 

by performing an Esbach test on a i to .o dilution of the fluid an 
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multiplying the result by 10. If only a faint cloud appears, empty 

the tube and perform the test on the undiluted fluid (page 360). It is 

better to use the method given for quantitative estimation of protein 

in cerebrospinal fluid on a 1 to 100 dilution in 0.9 per cent sodium 

chloride solution (page 519). 
(b) Rivalta Test— Add 0.2 cc. of 10 per cent acetic acid to 100 cc. 

of distilled water in a tall cylinder. Mix, and add a drop of the fluid 

to be tested. If the fluid is an exudate, a white cloud appears as the 

drop sinks in the liquid. Transudates give only a very faint cloud or 

none at all. This test detects the differences in globulin content. 

3. Microscopic Examination.—-(a) Cell Count.—If not grossly 

purulent or bloody, do a white cell count by the technic used for blood 

if a high count is expected, or by the technic for spinal fluid if a low 

count is expected. The cell count should be done within 1 hour of 

the time of withdrawing the fluid. 

(b) Differential Cell Count and Bacteriologic Examination.—Cen¬ 

trifugate a 10 cc. portion of the fluid if cells are scarce and make smears 

with the sediment in the usual way. If cells are very numerous, 

direct smears will suffice. Wright’s and Gram’s stains are to be made 

as a routine. Do a differential count on the Wright’s stained smear 

and look for bacteria in both preparations. Note whether red cells 

are present or absent. 

For the detection of tubercle bacilli, inoculation of a guinea pig 

in the inguinal region with 10 cc. of fluid secured under sterile conditions 

is usually necessary. Occasionally, however, tubercle bacilli may be 

demonstrated by treating the sediment from a large volume of fluid 

with an equal volume of 30 per cent antiformin, diluting, centrifugating, 

making smears with the concentrate, and staining by the Ziehl-Neelsen 
method. 

(c) Tumor cells1 may in rare instances be demonstrated in effusions resulting 
from certain types of malignant disease. 

(d) In cyst fluids, look also for hooklets of Taenia echinococcus (rare). 

4- Quantitative Chemical Examination.—This is rarely indicated. Use the 

directions given for the preparation of Folin filtrate from plasma and the methods 

given in the section on blood chemistry. Exactly the same technic as for blood is 
satisfactory for urea nitrogen determinations. 

Am! fpath!'. v U'frw?,fi,f.a.ti0n °f Tumor Cells ™ Sediments of Serous Effusions. 



SECTION XIII. MISCELLANEOUS METHODS 

A. Vital Capacity Determination.—The patient, preferably in the standing or 

sitting position, is instructed to take the deepest possible inspiration and then empty 

his lungs as completely as possible into a spirometer. The spirometer of the McKes¬ 

son or Benedict basal metabolism machines may be used. The average volume of 

air expired on several trials is the total vital capacity. No corrections are made for 

temperature and pressure. From the patient’s height and weight, find the surface 

area from Table 25 (p. 426) and report the result as liters per square meter of body 

surface. 

B. Examination of Genital Secretions— 1. Prostatic Fluid.—The fluid, obtained 

by prostatic massage immediately after urination, should be examined grossly 

between glass plates as described for sputum and microscopically both unstained 

and with methylene blue and Gram’s stains. The fluid is normally grayish-white, 

tenacious and turbid and sometimes contains semi-solid clumps. Microscopically, 

spermin crystals (four sided prisms) and spermatozoa (Fig. ix) which may be either 

active or dead, are normal constituents. 

The most important deviations from the normal to record are a grossly purulent 

or bloody appearance and the character and approximate quantities of any pus cells 

or bacteria if found on microscopic examination. Of the latter, the gonococcus is 

most important. This is a gram negative biscuit-shaped diplococcus which is often 

intracellular. 
2. Semen.—This is usually studied as an aid in determining the cause of sterility. 

Hence, the chief point to observe is the number of spermatozoa present and their 

activity. They normally progress rapidly across the field of a moist cover slip 

preparation with a violent whip-like motion of their tails. Only in inactive forms 

can the morphology (see Fig. 11) be well seen. Other points to note are the same 

as in examination of prostatic fluid. 
The specimen should be examined as soon as possible after intercourse (within 

one hour). It is desirable to have the woman come as soon as possible after inter¬ 

course to the place where the examination is to be made and the physician should 

there collect a specimen from the vaginal vault and from the cervical canal. If 

these show numerous active spermatozoa, no other study is necessary; if they do 

not, a condom specimen or, better, a specimen collected manually in the office in a 

glass container is desirable in addition. . . .. 
Note the volume, describe the gross appearance, and examine a moist cover slip 

preparation microscopically. Record the approximate number of spermatozoa 

present, the percentage of actively motile forms and the presence of pus or red ce s. 

A spermatozoa count' may be made by diluting 0.5 cc. of well mixed semen mth 

10 S cc. of 5 per cent sodium bicarbonate solution in 1 per cent formalin mix g 

thoroughly, mounting on a hemocytometer counting chamber, and coun ing 

' Belding, D. L.: Fertility in the Male. I. Technical Problems in Establishing Stand- 

ards of Fertility. Am. J. Obst. and Gynec. 26: 868 (Dec.; 1933- 
Spermatozoa Junt. Am. J. Obst. and Gynec. 271 25 (Jan.) ,,34. 
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Plate IX.—The Friedman pregnancy test. 

Reproduced by permission from: Matheiu, A., Palmer, A., and Holman, A.: The Friedman 
Pregnancy Test. Northwest Med., 31: 215 (May) 1932 
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same area as in a white cell count. Multiply the total number found by 100,000 

^40 X 1000^ get number per cc. 

• 1 1 r 1 . 1 • 

Details of morphology are best seen in stained preparations.1 Make a thin 

smear as directed for blood. Stain with 0.25 per cent crystal violet for 2-3 minutes, 

wash with water, decolorize with 95 per cent alcohol for }i~2 minutes, wash with 

distilled water and counterstain with 1 per cent rose bengal for 8 seconds. Wash 

with water and examine with a microscope. Repeat rose bengal staining until 

acrosome and nuclear membrane are reddish. 

Identification of seminal stains2 (Barberio) is sometimes necessary for medico¬ 

legal purposes. Extract 1 square centimeter of the stained cloth for an hour or 

longer with 1 cc. of 2.5 per cent trichloracetic acid in a centrifuge tube. Centrif¬ 

ugate, decant the clear liquid and add to it an equal volume of saturated picric 

acid solution. If a precipitate forms heat in a boiling bath until the precipitate 

dissolves, remove the flame and allow to cool slowly in the bath. If definite yellow 

crystals (leaf shaped or with irregular borders) are found, the test is positive. If 

much amorphous material is present, add 1 volume of a mixture of equal parts of 

the trichloracetic and picric acid solutions and repeat the heating and cooling 

The crystals consist of impure spermine picrate. 

3. Other Genital Secretions.—Vaginal, urethral, or cervical discharges are 

often examined. A gross description and microscopic study of stained specimens is 

all that is usually indicated. In cases of leukorrhea, a warm stage preparation of 

fluid from high in the vaginal vault should be studied for Trichomonas vaginalis. 
See flagellates, p. 451. 

C. Tests for Pregnancy.—1. The Friedman Modification of the Aschheim- 

Zondek Test.3 This is the most reliable test yet discovered for pregnancy. 

(a) Principle— Beginning within 10 days after the expected date of onset of the 

first menstrual period after conception and persisting throughout pregnancy, there 

is an excretion of larger quantities of anterior pituitary-like hormone in the urine 

than occurs in most other conditions. This hormone, when injected into female 

rabbits, has the property of producing great and rapid changes in the ovaries. 

.(b) Technic.—A voided morning specimen of urine is collected in a clean bottle 

which need not be sterile. The reaction is tested and, if alkaline, enough 50 
a rot l r n r>i d In nd J j___ 1 * 1 1*1.1 . . _ ® d 

(March) 1930. ies 

See Chapter XI for further references. 

m. J. Obst. and Gynec., 
helioma and Hydatidi- 
Gynec., 19: 335-342. 
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injection. Aseptic precautions are not necessary. Kill the rabbit 36, or preferably 

48, hours later by a blow on the back of the neck. Open the abdominal cavity 

and examine the tubes and ovaries. A positive test is indicated by the appearance 

of the reddish, hemorrhagic corpora lutea, illustrated in Plate IX. In a negative 

test, the tubes and ovaries are much smaller and show no hemorrhagic corpora 

lutea. The accuracy of the test is slightly greater if 2 rabbits are used. An 

extremely positive test in which the whole ovary is a mass of hemorrhagic nodules 

suggests a chorionepithelioma and repetition of the test, using only 1 cc. of urine. 

Many variations of this technic have been suggested but the method outlined 

above has proved more satisfactory and economical. It is absolutely essential 

that the rabbits be kept in separate pens if the results are to be dependable. 

If a negative test is secured on urine voided less than 10 days after the date when 

the first missed menstrual period should have begun, the test should be repeated on 

urine voided after this date before using the negative result as evidence against the 

diagnosis of pregnancy. A positive result in the first 10 days is significant and 

sometimes occurs. 
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INDEX BY DISEASES 

Plan of the Index 

In this index I have arranged alphabetically most of the diseases 

and syndromes in which laboratory methods are of material aid. 

Following each disease is the page reference to the chief discussion of 

that disease when such a discussion is given. Diseases or syndromes 

which are common and in which laboratory study is of major impor¬ 

tance are given in boldface type. Following the page reference in 

many instances is a list of conditions which should also be consulted 

in this index. These conditions include common complications, dis¬ 

eases which may simulate the one under consideration, etc. 

Under each disease or syndrome are listed the laboratory procedures 

and findings which may be of value or interest in the study of this 

condition. These are grouped as follows: Under A are listed those 

procedures which an intern in a modern hospital could reasonably be 

expected to order within twenty-four hours after the admission of a 

patient presenting this syndrome, or in whom this disease was con¬ 

sidered in the differential diagnosis; in other words, the tests that should 

be done on all these cases. Under B are listed the additional tests 

which are of value in early, acute or especially puzzling cases. Under 

C are listed the additional tests which are of value in late, chronic or 

especially severe cases. Under D are listed tests whch may give 

deviations from the normal in this condition, but which are so difficult 

or so dangerous that they would be performed only in research studies, 

or which give results that are of academic interest rather than of 

definite value in making the diagnosis or in caring for the patient. 

After each test is given in ordinary type the page references to the 

discussion of the interpretation of that test and in boldface type, page 

references to the technic for that test. Absence of a reference in either 

kind of type means that the corresponding discussion will not be found 

in this book and should be sought in reference works on the particular 

subject. This applies to most of the bacteriologic and serologi- 

procedures mentioned. An effort has been made to use terminology 

which will suggest not only the tests to perform, but also the deviation 

rom the normal which may occur in that condition. To save repeti- 

527 
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tion, common syndromes such as acidosis, anemia, diarrhea, jaundice, 

vomiting, etc. which always demand a certain group of laboratory 

studies are listed alphabetically as if they were diseases and mention 

of the syndrome with q.v. following it is given after the diseases in which 

it occurs. Procedures such as the routine urinalysis, hematologic 

examination, serologic tests for syphilis, and sedimentation rate which 

should he done on every patient are listed only when the results are of 

particular value or interest. Procedures which are of great importance 

are given in italics. Tests which are of value in controlling treatment 

and in prognosis are given as well as those which are of diagnostic value. 

Use of the Index 

This index is not a substitute for cerebration, but if used in accord¬ 

ance with the principles outlined in Chapter I it should greatly aid the 

practitioner, intern, or student in planning rapidly and efficiently the 

laboratory study and in deriving the maximum information from 

the results obtained. After completion of the history or physical exam¬ 

ination look up the diseases included in the differential diagnosis in 

the index, and any others which are suggested therein. Read the chief 

discussion if not already familiar with it. Glance down the list of 

procedures, ordering those indicated in the particular case; if the 

terminology used does not aid you to remember, look up the inter¬ 

pretation and technic. Bear in mind that only the usual deviations 

can be suggested in the index and that the whole discussion of the 

test must be understood to interpret the result properly. Hence, it 

will sometimes be necessary to read a page or more of interpretation 

before coming to the specific mention of the particular disease. 

Abortion, septic, 323. See also septicemia 

and lung abscess 

A. Blood culture, 258, 509 

Neutrophilia, 238, 475 
immature forms increased, 246, 476 

Anemia normocytic, q.v., 202, 212, 

462, 488 

Sulfanilamide level in blood, 261, 417 

B. Aschheim-Zondek test, 316, 525 

C. Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

D. Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 

501 
Abscess, amebic, 151. See also liver ab¬ 

scess 
A. Routine feces examination, 146,443 

Endameba histolytica, 151, 447 

Abscess, amebic—(Continued). 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

Monocytosis, 243, 476 

C. Smear and moist preparation of pus 

Endameba histolytica, 151, 447 
D. Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

Abscess, pyogenic, 258. See also brain ab¬ 

scess, lung abscess, and liver abscess 

A. Smears and cultures of pus for organ¬ 

isms, 258, 507, 509 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 
Sedimentation rate increased, 253. 

501 
C. Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 202, 2x2, 

462, 488 
Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 
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Abscess, pyogenic—(Continued). 
Sulfanilamide level in blood, 261, 417 

D. Proteosuria, 18, 342 
Abscess, tuberculous, 258 

A. Total and differential white cell 
count variable, 237, 243, 244, 476 

Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 
C. Smear, concentration technic, guinea 

pig inoculation for tubercle bacilli, 

258, 507. 5o8, 515 
Acholuric jaundice, 215. See hemolytic 

icterus 
Acidosis, 73-91 

A. Alkali reserve low, 77, 396 
Tests for kelonuria, 70-73, 344 
Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

B. Alkali tolerance test, 81, 378 
C. Total titratable acidity of urine 

increased, 80, 379 
Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 302- 

3°9, 52i 
Coma, q.v., 302-313 

D. pH of urine decreased, of blood 
decreased or normal, 80, 341 

Ammonia nitrogen over 10 per cent 
of total nitrogen in 24-hour urine, 

80, 363, 367 
Carbon dioxide tension of alveolar 

air, 82 
Acromegaly, 114. See also pituitary, hy¬ 

perfunction of 

A. Basal metabolic rate, 105, 423 
Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 294, 

311. 517 
D. Glycosuria, 60, 345, 346 

Actinomycosis 

A. Sulphur granules in watery pus, 497 

Smear and stain for other organisms, 

258, 507, 509 
Total and differential white cell count, 

237, 476 
Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

Addison’s disease, 1x5. See also tubercu¬ 

losis; carcinomatosis; amyloidosis 

A. Dextrose tolerance curve low, 65, 394 
Blood chlorides low, 132, 395 

B. Congo red test for amyloidosis, 42, 
414 

C. Hypoglycemia, 63, 390 
Oliguria, 27, 339 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 219, 462, 
488 

Addison’s disease—{Continued). 
Basal metabolic rate low, 106, 423 
Blood urea nitrogen elevated, 32, 381 

Vomiting, q.v., 84, 86 
D. Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Adrenal, cortical adenoma of, 115. See 
also pituitary, basophil adenoma of; 

ovary, arrhenoblastoma of 
A. Dextrose tolerance curve high, 65, 

394 
Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Basal metabolic rate normal, 94, 423 

Agranulocytosis angina, 245. See also sore 
throat; aplastic anemia; leukemias 

A. Granxdopenia, 245, 476 
Anemia absent, 186, 462, 471 
Smear and culture of throat, 258, 

507-509 
Platelets normal or increased, 271, 

504 
Sternal puncture, 199, 499 

Alastrim. See smallpox 
Albers-Schonberg disease. See osteo¬ 

sclerosis 
Albuminuria (orthostatic, postural, func¬ 

tional, lordotic), 16, 342 

Alkalosis, 73-91 
A. Alkali reserve increased, 77, 396 

C. Total titratable acidity of urine 
decreased, 80, 379 

Coma, q.v., 302-313 

D. pH of urine increased, of blood normal 
or high, 80, 341 

Alkaptonuria, 57 

A. Homogentisic acid in urine, 57, 349 
Allergy. See also hay fever; asthma; 

angioneurotic edema; purpura; urti¬ 
caria 

A. Skin tests for protein sensitization 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Sedimentation rate normal, 253, 501 
D. Proteosuria, 18, 342 

Amenorrhea. See also pituitary, hypo- 
function of; pregnancy; etc. 

A. Basal metabolic rate, 106, 423 

Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

B. Aschheim-Zondek test, 316, 525 
D. Hormone tests on blood serum, 97 

Amyloidosis, 51. See kidney, amyloidosis 
of; tuberculosis; osteomyelitis; etc. 

A. Congo red test positive, 42, 414 
Anaphylaxis 

D. Alkali reserve, 85, 396 
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Anemia, 186, 202-223. See also all anemias 
following and anemia in Banti’s dis¬ 

ease, endocarditis, infectious diseases, 
intestinal parasites, leukemias, malaria, 
nephritis, poisoning, etc. 

A. Red cell count, 174, 184, 471 
Hemoglobin, 177, 184, 462 
Cell volume, 181, 487 

Color index, 179, 188, 488 
Volume index, 182, 188, 488 
Saturation index, 183, 188, 488 
Icterus index, 139, 196, 410 

Total and differential white cell count, 

228, 475, 476 

Abnormal red cells, 188, 476 
Feces for blood and intestinal parasites, 

147, 150, 443, 445, 447 

Stomach contents analysis, 121, 434 
Urobilinogen in urine, 137, 196, 357, 

379 
Reticulocytes, 194, 496 
Malaria parasites, 197, 484 

B. Sternal puncture, 199, 499 
Fragility test, 197, 498 
Red cell diameter, 190, 495 

Blood culture, 258, 509 
Moist cover slip preparation, 191, 

497 
C. Coagulation time, 270, 503 

Bleeding time, 269, 503 
Platelet count, 271, 504 
Clot retraction, 270, 504 
Capillary resistance test, 270, 505 
Blood group determination, 276, 510 

Albuminuria, 17, 342 

Oliguria, 27, 338 
Ascitic fluid, transudate, 284, 522 

D. Basal metabolic rate increased, 106, 

423 

Uric acid in blood and urine increased, 

4U 388 
Splenic puncture, 201, 500 
Modified Mosenthal test, 30, 360 
Dilution and concentration test, 31, 

361 
Blood chloride high, 38, 395 
Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Blood volume, 223, 413 
Urobilinogen in feces, 149. 445 

Anemia, aplastic, 204, 220. See also 
poisoning, benzol, arsenic, radium, etc. 

A. Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 188, 488 

Granulopenia, 245, 476 

Anemia, aplastic—{Continued). 

No reticulocytes, 194, 496 
No immature red cells, 188, 476 
Thrombopenia, 271, 504 
Bone marrow puncture, 199, 499 

Blood group determination, 276, 510 

Coagulation time normal, 270, 503 
Bleeding time prolonged, 269, 503 
Clot retraction delayed, 270, 504 

Capillary resistance test positive 
270, 505 

Blood in feces, 147, 445 
Hematuria, 19, 349 

C. Angina, Vincent’s, q.v. 
Jaundice, hematogenous, q.v. 

Anemia, Cooley’s, 222. See also ery- 
throleukoblastosis; syphilis, congenital 

A. Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 188, 212, 
222, 488 

Abnormal erythrocytes, 188-194, 476 
Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475 

Immature leukocytes, 246, 476 
Icterus index increased, 139, 196, 410 
Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196, 357, 379 
Reliculocylosis, 194, 496 

Anemia, hemolytic, 205, 212, 214. See also 
hemolytic icterus; poisoning; etc. 

A. Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 188, 488 
Icterus index increased, 139, 196, 

410 
Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196, 357, 379 

Immature red cells, 188, 476 
Choluria absent, 137, 356 
Reticulocytes, 194, 496 

B. Fragility test, 197, 498 
Blood culture, 258, 509 
Direct van den Bergh negative, 142, 

412 
Urobilinogen in feces, 149, 445 

Anemia of hemorrhage, acute, 206, 214 
See also cirrhosis; peptic ulcer; Banti’s 
disease; ectopic pregnancy; etc. 

A. Red cell count and hemoglobin normal 

or low, 174, 177, 461, 477 

Icterus index, 139, 196, 410 
Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196. 357» 379 

Reticulocytes increased, 194, 49^ 

C. Blood group determination, 276, 510 

Anhydremia, q.v. 

D. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 47& 
Color, volume and saturation indexes 

normal, 188, 488 
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Anemia of hemorrhage, chronic, 206, an. 
See also gastrointestinal tract, car¬ 

cinoma of; hemorrhoids; menorrhagia, 

metrorrhagia; hemorrhagic diseases; 

etc. 
A. Anemia, hypochromic microcytic, q.v. 

Feces for blood, 147, 443 

Urine for blood, 19, 349 

B. Thrombopenia, 271, 504 

Coagulation time, bleeding time and 

clot retraction, 269, 270, 503, 504 

Anemia, hypochromic microcytic, 188, 203, 

210. See also anemia of chronic 

hemorrhage; anemia, idiopathic hypo¬ 

chromic; chlorosis, etc. 

A. Red cell count decreased or normal, 174, 

47i 
Hemoglobin decreased, 177, 462 

Color, volume and saturation indexes 

low, 188, 488 

Icterus index low or normal, 139, 196, 

410 

Reticulocytes, 194, 496 

Microcytosis and achromia, 189. 193, 

476 

C. Blood group determination, 276, 510 

Poikilocytosis, 190, 476 

D. Red cell diameter decreased, 190, 495 

Karyocytes increased in sternal mar¬ 

row, 199, 499 

Anemia, idiopathic hypochromic, 211 

A. Anemia, hypochromic microcytic, q.v. 

Achlorhydria, 126, 434 

Anemia, iron deficiency, 203, 210. See 

anemia, hypochromic microcytic. 

Anemia, Lederer’s, 217 

A. Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 188, 212 

Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 357, 379 

Reticulocytosis, 194, 496 

Blood grouping, 276, 510 

Nucleated erythrocytes, 193, 476 

Immature granulocytes, 246, 476 

C. Hemoglobinuria, q. v., 22 

Jaundice, hematogenous, q. v., 159 

Blood urea nitrogen increased, 32, 381 
Fever, q. v. 

D. Sternal marrow, hyperplastic, 199,499 

Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

Anemia, macrocytic, 188, 203, 207. See 

also anemia, pernicious; Diphyllo- 

bothrium infestation, sprue, pernicious 

anemia of pregnancy. 

Anemia, macrocytic— {Continued). 

A. Red cells decreased, 174, 471 

Hemoglobin decreased or normal, i77> 

462 
Color and volume indexes over 1.2, 179, 

188, 488 

Saturation index normal, 183, 188, 488 

Icterus index increased, 139, 196, 410 

Reticulocytes, 194, 496 

Macrocytosis, 189, 495 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196, 357, 379 

B. Karyoblasts increased in sternal 

marrow, 199, 499 

C. Polychromatophilia, 192, 476 

Karyoblasts and prokaryocytes, 193, 

476 

Poikilocytosis, 190, 476 

Blood group determination, 276, 510 

D. Red cell diameter increased, 190, 495 

van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Polylobocytes, 251, 476 

Anemia, myelophthisic, 205, 217. See also 

leukemias; osteomyelitis; myeloma, 

multiple; carcinomatosis; etc. 

A. Anemia, normocytic, q.v. 

Immature granulocytes, 246, 476 

Abnormal red cells, 188, 476 

Sternal puncture, 199, 499 

Reticulocytes increased, 194, 496 

Simple leukocytosis, eosinophilia, and 

basophilia, 237, 240, 242, 476 

Icterus index normal or low, 139, 196, 

410 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 

50i 

Bence-Jones proteinuria, 17, 342 

Anemia, normocytic, 188, 204, 212 

A. Red cells and hemoglobin decreased 

174, 177, 462, 484 

Color and volume index normal, 179, 

182, 188, 488 

Saturation index normal, 183, 188 
488 

Reticulocytes, 194, 496 

Icterus index, 139, 196, 410 

Urobilinogen in urine, 137, 196, 357, 

379 

B. Sternal puncture, 199, 499 

C. Anisocytosis and poikilocytosis, 189, 
190, 476 

Blood group determination, 276, 510 

D. Red cell diameter normal or de¬ 

creased, 190, 495 
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Anemia, pernicious, 207 

A. Anemia, macrocytic, q.v. 

Achylia, 126, 434 

Blood and parasites absent from feces, 

147, 150, 443, 445, 447 
Simple leukopenia, 244, 475, 476 

Choluria absent 137, 356 

B. Red cell fragility decreased, 197, 498 

Blood culture negative, 258, 509 

Malaria parasites absent, 197, 484, 

C. Thrombopenia, 271, 504 

Coagulation time, bleeding time, and 

clot retraction, 269, 270, 503, 504 

Capillary resistance test, 270, 505 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

Polylobocytes, 251, 476 

Fluid accumulations transudates, 284, 

522 

Immature granulocytes, 246, 476 

Hemoglobinuria, 22, 357 

D. Urobilinogen in feces increased, 149, 

445 
Basal metabolic rate increased, 106,423 

Intrinsic factor absent from gastric 

juice, 119, 169 

Blood and urine uric acid increased, 

41, 388 

Blood cholesterol low, 42, 408 

Blood and plasma volume, 223, 413 

Anemia, splenomegalic, 217. See also 

cirrhosis; Band’s disease; portal and 

splenic thrombosis; etc. 

A. Anemia, normocytic, q. v. 

Icterus index, 139, 196, 410 

Urobilinogen in urine, 137, 196, 357, 

379 
Leukopenia, 244, 476 

Thrombopenia, 271, 504 

Feces for blood, 147, 445 

B. Fragility test, 197, 498 

Blood culture, 258, 509 

Malaria parasites absent, 197, 484 

Sternal puncture, 199, 499 

Splenic puncture, 201, 500 

C. Coagulation time, bleeding time, and 

clot retraction, 269, 270, 503, 504 

Capillary resistance test, 270, 505 

Fluid accumulations transudates, 284, 

522 

Oliguria, 27, 338 
D. Blood and plasma volume increased, 

223, 4*3 
Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Anesthesia 

A. Routine urinalysis before, 17, 338 

C. Routine hematologic examination be¬ 

fore, 171, 458 

Blood urea nitrogen before, 32, 381 

Blood sugar before, 61, 390 

Albuminuria after, 17, 342 

Ketosis after, 73, 344 

Glycosuria after, 57, 345 

D. Acidosis, q.v., 84 

Aneurysm. See also syphilis, tertiary; 

aortic insufficiency; tabes dorsalis; 

aneurysm, dissecting 

A. Serologic tests for syphilis negative to 

4 plus, 259, 300, 512 

Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

5i7 
C. Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Aneurysm, dissecting. See also coronary 

occlusion 

B. Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 501 

Angina, Ludwig’s. See also sore throat 

A. Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Immature forms increased, 246, 476 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 501 

Smear and culture of throat, 258, 507, 

509 
C. Streptococci in smear or culture of 

excised necrotic tissue, 258, 507, 509 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Angina, Vincent’s. See also sore throat; 

lung abscess 

A. Fusiform bacilli and spirochetes in 

smear from membrane, 258, 507 

Angioneurotic edema. See also allergy; 

focal infection; purpura simplex 

A. Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Capillary resistance test, 275, 505 

C. Albuminuria, casts in urine, and 

hematuria, 14, 18, 19, 342> 349) 351 

Skin tests for protein sensitization 

Anhydremia, 50. See burns; vomiting, 

diarrhea; perspiration; heat exhaus¬ 

tion; etc. 
A. Blood chloride low, 132, 395 

Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

Oliguria, 27, 338 
C. Blood urea nitrogen and creatinine 

increased, 32, 37, 381, 387 

Plasma proteins increased, 39, 4°5 

Blood volume decreased, 223, 4*3 
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Anhydremia—(Continued). 

D. Erythrocytosis, q.v. 

Blood uric acid, 41, 388 

Blood non-protein nitrogen increased, 

35, 386 
Ankylostomiasis, 153. See also uncinaria¬ 

sis 

A. Ova in feces, 153, 456 
Anemia, hypochromic microcytic, q.v., 

210 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Blood in feces, 147, 445 

Anorexia nervosa, 107. See also cachexia 

and pituitary cachexia 

A. Anemia, hypochromic microcytic, 210 

Ketosis, 73, 344 

C. Basal metabolism low, 94, 423 

Cachexia, q.v. 

Anthracosis. See also pneumoconiosis 

A. Sputum examination, 282, 513 

Anthrax. (Caution!) 

A. Gram positive bacilli in smear from 

pustule or sputum, 258, 507 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Immature forms increased, 246, 476 

Fever, q.v. 

B. Guinea pig inoculation, 258 

C. Blood culture, 258, 509 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Anuria, 27. See also uremia; nephritis; 

poisoning; hemoglobinuria; etc. 

A. Blood urea nitrogen increased, 32, 

381 

Blood creatinine increased, 37, 387 

Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

C. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

5i7 
D. Blood non-protein nitrogen increased, 

35, 386 
Blood uric acid increased, 41, 388 

Aortic insufficiency. See also heart failure; 

syphilis; tabes dorsalis 

A. Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 512 

Cerebrospinal fluid examination (pa¬ 

tients over 30), 291, 517 

Aortitis. See also syphilis; tabes dorsalis; 

aneurysm; aortic insufficiency 

A. Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 512 

Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

517 

Apoplexy. See brain hemorrhage and 

encephalomalacia 

Appendicitis. See also abscess, pylephle¬ 

bitis; salpingitis; cholecystitis; etc. 

A. Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

B. Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

Icterus index normal, 139, 410 

Urobilinogen in urine, 137, 357. 379 

C. Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 

Peritonitis, q.v. 

Abscess, pyogenic, q.v. 

Pylephlebitis, q.v. 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

D. Hematuria, 19, 351 

Arachnidism. See also peritonitis 

A. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

C. Shock, q.v. 

Albuminuria, 17, 342 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

Casts, 18, 349 

Diarrhea, q.v. 

Hemoglobinuria, q.v., 22, 357 

Arachnoiditis 

A. Cerebrospinal fluid pressure increased, 

294, 5i7 
Ayala’s quotient increased, 296, 517 

Arteriosclerosis. See kidney, atherosclero¬ 

sis of; brain, athersclerotic; heart failure 

Arthritis. See also gonorrhea; rheumatic 

fever; focal infection; gout; Felty’s 

syndrome 

A. Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 188, 204, 

212, 488 

Total and differential white cell count, 

228, 475, 476 

Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

B. Blood culture, 259, 509 

Urethral and cervical smears, 258, 

507 

Blood uric acid normal, 41, 388 

C. Examination of aspirated articular 
fluid, 285, 522 

Feces for amebae, 151, 447 

D. Dextrose tolerance curve high 65, 

394 

Blood calcium, 107, 403 

Achlorhydria, 126, 434 

Ascariasis, 153. See also jaundice, obstruc¬ 

tive; intestinal obstruction 

A. Ova or parasite in feces, 153, 455 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 214 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

C. Icterus index, 139, 4i0 

Urobilinogenuria, i37) 357, 37Q 
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Ascites, 285. See also cirrhosis; heart 

failure; nephrosis; nephritis; Band’s 

disease; etc. 

A. Ascitic fluid examination, 285, 522 

Urine volume and specific gravity, 26, 

338 

Icterus index, 139, 410 

Urobilinogen in urine, 137, 357, 379 

B. Dye test of liver function, 143, 412 

Plasma proteins, 39, 405 

C. Smear, culture, and guinea pig inocula¬ 

tion of fluid, 258, 507 

D. Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Asphyxia. See also anesthesia; poisoning, 

morphine; etc. 

D. Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Acidosis, q.v., 84 

Asthma, bronchial, 283. See also bron¬ 

chitis; bronchiectasis; asthma, cardiac 

A. Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Eosinophils in sputum, 283, 515 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Skin tests for protein sensitization 

Sedimentation rale normal, 253, 501 

Neutrophilia absent, 238, 476 

C. Heart failure, congestive, q.v. 

D. Acidosis, 79 

Asthma, cardiac. See also heart failure; 

asthma, bronchial 

A. Sputum examination, 280, 5*3 

B. Eosinophils absent from sputum, 283, 

515 
Total and differential white cell count 

normal, 228, 475, 476 

Sedimentation rate normal, 253, 501 

Atrophy of liver, acute yellow. See liver 

Ayerza’s disease, 226. See also pulmonary 

arteries, stenosis or atherosclerosis of; 

heart failure 
A. Erythrocytosis, 188, 226, 462, 471 

Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 512 

B. Total and differential white cell count 

normal, 228, 475» 47^ 

Platelet count normal, 271, 504 

C. Blood and plasma volume, 223, 413 

D. Blood viscosity increased 

Bacteriemia. See also septicemia; endo¬ 

carditis; pneumonia; puerperal sepsis; 

typhoid fever; undulant fever; etc. 

A. Blood cultures, 259, 5°9 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 
Immature forms increased, 246, 476 

Bacteriemia—{Continued). 
Fever, q.v. 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 501 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 214 

C. Leukopenia, 252, 475 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Balantidium infestation 

A. Large motile ciliales in feces, 152, 451 

Feces examination, 146, 443 

C. Diarrhea, q.v. 

Banti’s disease, 157, 217. See also portal or 

splenic veins, thrombosis of; cirrhosis; 

spleen, tuberculosis of; schistosomiasis 

A. Anemia, splenomegalic, q.v., 217 

Hematemesis, 128, 436 

Feces for blood, 147, 443 

Stomach contents for blood, 128, 440 

C. Ascitic fluid transudate, 285, 522 

Bartholinitis, see gonorrhea 

Bathing, prolonged cold 

D. Albuminuria, 17, 342 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Simple leukocytosis, 236, 476 

Erythrocytosis, 186, 462, 471 

Bee stings 

C. Immature granulocytic cells in blood, 

246, 476 

D. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

Bile ducts, obstruction of. See jaundice 

Bile ducts, obstruction of, congenital 

A. Jaundice, complete obstructive, q.v. 

Cirrhosis, obstructive biliary, q.v. 

Bilharziasis, 154. See schistosomiasis 

Blackwater fever, 22. See also paroxysmal 

hemoglobinuria 

A. Hemoglobinuria, 22, 357 

Malaria, q.v., 197, 484 

Anemia, hemolytic, q.v., 214, 462, 471 

Blood urea nitrogen increased, 32, 381 

Fever, q.v. 
B. Donath-Landsteiner test negative, 22, 

512 

C. Albuminuria, 17. 342 
Jaundice, hematogenous, q.v., 136, 

i59 
Bladder, carcinoma of 

A. Hematuria, 19, 351 
Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q v., 

211 
B. Sedimentation rate, 253, 50* 

Bladder, paralysis of, 50, 312. See also 

multiple sclerosis; tabes dorsalis; spinal 

cord tumor; etc. 
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Bladder, paralysis of—(Continued). 

A. Cystitis, q.v., 49 

Pyelitis, q.v., 49 

Hydronephrosis, q.v., 49 

C. Pyelonephritis, q.v., 50 

Pyonephrosis, q.v., 49 

Blastomycosis 
A. Budding yeast cells in sputum or pus 

Bones, marble. See osteosclerosis 

Botulism. See also food poisoning 

A. Total and differential white cell 

counts normal, 228, 475, 476 

B. Ingestion of food paralyzes and kills 

chickens or animals 

Brain abscess, 311. See also otitis media 

and lung abscess 

A. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

517 
Total and differential white cell 

count, 228, 475, 476 

Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

Brain, atherosclerotic, 308. See also en- 

cephalomalacia 

D. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

5i7 
Brain hemorrhage, 308. See also encepha- 

lomalacia, subarachnoid hemorrhage, 

subdural hemorrhage 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

517 
Icterus index increased, 139, 4x0 

D Glycosuria, 57, 345 
Hyperglycemia, 61, 390 

Cerebrospinal fluid dextrose increased, 

3°i, 52i 
Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

Brain injury, 307 

A. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

517 
D. Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Hyperglycemia, 61, 390 

Cerebrospinal fluid dextrose increased, 

301, 521 

Brain tumor, 311. See also brain abscess 

A. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

5i7 
Serologic tests for syphilis, 300, 517 

Bright’s disease, 11-54. See nephritis; 

nephrosis; hypertensive cardiovascular 
disease 

Bronchiectasis, 280-283. See also bronchi¬ 

tis: pulmonary tuberculosis 

A. Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Bronchiectasis—(Continued). 

Cultures and smears of sputum and 

sinus washings, 258, 507 

C. Congo red test for amyloidosis, 42, 

414 

Heart failure, congestive, q.v. 

D. Vital capacity, 288, 524 

Bronchitis, 280-283. See also pneumonia, 

lobular; pulmonary tuberculosis; bron¬ 

chiectasis; sinusitis; spirochetosis 

A. Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Total and differential white cell 

count, 228, 231, 475, 476 

B. Smear and culture of sputum, 258, 

507 

C. Smear and culture of washings from 

sinuses, 258, 507 

Smear and guinea pig inoculation for 

tubercle bacilli negative, 258, 507 

Anemia, q.v., 212 

Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

Vital capacity normal, 288, 524 

Bronchus, carcinoma of, 280-283. See also 

pulmonary tuberculosis 

A. Sputum examination, 280, 513 

C. Pleural fluid examination, 287, 522 

Vital capacity decreased, 288, 524 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 

5oi 

D. Cachexia, q.v. 

Buerger’s disease 

D. Capillary microscopy, 289 

Burns, 50 

A. Blood chloride low, 132, 395 

Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

C. Oliguria, 27, 338 

Acidosis, q.v. 

Anhydremia, q.v., 50 

Hemoglobinuria, 22, 357 

Erythrocytosis, q.v. 

Cachexia and malnutrition 

A. Anemia, hypochromic microcytic, q.v. 
210 

Ketosis, 73, 344 

D. Basal metabolic rate low, 107, 423 

Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 

Serum proteins low, 39, 405 

Thrombocytosis, 271, 504 

Dextrose tolerance test diabetic curve, 

65, 394 

Negative nitrogen balance, 80, 367 
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Calculi, renal, bladder, or ureteral, 26. 

See also cystitis; pyelitis; pyelone¬ 

phritis 

A. Hematuria, 19, 351 

Total and differential white cell count 

normal, 228, 475, 476 

Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

Urine sediment, 18, 349 

Look for cystin crystals, 25, 353, 355 

Analysis of calculi, 26, 354 

B. Parathyroid hyperfunction, q.v., 109, 

116 

Blood calcium, 107, 403 

C. Cystitis, pyelitis, or pyelonephritis, 

q.v., 49, 50 

Carbuncle. See also diabetes mellitus 

A. Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Stain and culture of pus for organisms, 

258, 507 
Total and differential white cell count, 

228, 475, 476 

C. Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Blood culture, 258, 509 

Blood sugar, 61, 390 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Carcinoma, 154. See under separate or¬ 

gans 

C. Cachexia, q.v. 

Carcinomatosis. See also myeloma, mul¬ 

tiple; xanthomatosis 

A. Anemia, hypochromic microcytic, 

q.v., 210, 220 

Anemia, myelophthisic, q.v., 205, 217, 

220 

Sternal puncture, 199, 499 

C. Carcinomatous effusions, 287, 522 

Liver, carcinoma of, q.v., 154 

Cardiovascular renal disease. See hyper¬ 

tensive 

Carotinemia, 139. See also jaundice 

A. Icterus index, 139, 410 

D. Quantitative estimation of carotin, 

410 

Catarrhal jaundice, 158. See hepatitis 

Celiac disease 
A. Anemia, hypochromic microcytic, 

q.v., 2x0 

Cerebral. See also brain 

Cerebral edema, 52, 308. See eclampsia; 

skull fracture; uremia; poisoning; hyper¬ 

tensive cardiovascular disease; nephritis, 

acute, subacute chronic; etc. 

Cerebral edema—(Continued). 

A. Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

Cerebrospinal fluid pressure increased, 
294 

Other cerebrospinal fluid findings 

variable, 290-305, 517-522 

Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

Blood creatinine, 37, 387 

C. Urea nitrogen in cerebrospinal fluid, 

3°2, 521 
Alkali reserve, 77. 396 

D. Non-protein nitrogen, 35, 386 

Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475 

Chaga’s disease. See trypanosomiasis 

Chancre. See also syphilis 

A. Dark field examination for Treponema 

pallidum, 332, 509 

B. Smear for Gram negative bacillus of 

Ducrey, 258, 507 

C. Serologic tests for syphilis positive 

259, 512 
Chancroid. See also chancre 

A. Ducrey bacillus in smears from bubos, 

258, 507 
Darkfield examination for Treponema 

pallidum negative, 332, 509 

Chickenpox 

A. Total white cell count normal, 228. 

475. 476 
Chloroma, 261. See leukemia, granulo¬ 

cytic 

A. Sternal puncture, 199, 499 

Chlorosis, 212 

A. Anemia, hypochromic microcytic, q.v., 

210 

Feces for blood negative, 147, 443. 445 

D. Thrombocytosis, 271, 504 

Cholangitis, 156. See also cholecystitis; 

liver abscess; jaundice, obstructive; 

pancreatitis 

A. Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Choluria, 137, 35^ 

Urobilinogen in urine, 137, 357. 379 

Urobilinogen decreased in feces, i49> 

445 
Feces examination, 145, 443 

B. Neutrophilia, 238, 476 
Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 501 

C. Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Hepatitis, q.v., 158 

Prothrombin time, 272, 505 

D. Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 
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Cholecystitis, 156. See also jaundice, 

obstructive; pancreatitis 

A. Icterus index, 139, 410 

Choluria, 137, 356 
Urobilinogen in urine, 137, 357* 379 

Urobilinogen decreased in feces, 149, 

445 
Feces examination 145, 443 

B. Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 

50i 

C. Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Hepatitis, q.v., 158 

Prothrombin time, 272, 505 

D. Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Blood uric acid increased, 41, 388 

Cholelithiasis, 156. See gall stones 

Cholera 

A. Diarrhea, q.v., 50, 155 

Feces examination, 145, 443 

Stain, hanging drop, and culture for 

motile Gram negative vibrio, 258, 

497, 507 
Fever, q.v. 

Anhydremia, q.v. 50 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 

Monocytosis, 243, 476 

C. Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Chorea. See rheumatic fever 

Choriomeningitis, lymphocytic, 310. See 

also meningitis, poliomyelitis 

A. Lymphocytosis in cerebrospinal fluid, 

297, 298, 517 

Cultures and smears of cerebrospinal 

fluid negative, 258, 259, 507, 509 

C. Coma, q.v., 302-313 

Chorion epithelioma, 317. See also preg¬ 

nancy; teratoma; hydatidiform mole. 

A. Aschheim-Zondek test positive, 316, 525 

Cirrhosis, cardiac, 156. See also heart 

failure; Pick’s disease 

A. Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196, 357, 379 

Ascitic fluid transudate, 284, 522 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

C. Choluria, 137, 356 

Prothrombin time, 272, 505 

D. Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Dye test of liver function, 143, 412 

Galactose tolerance test, 143, 378 

Cirrhosis, Hanot’s, 156 

A. Icterus index high, 139, 410 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 357, 379 

Choluria, 137, 356 

Urobilinogen in feces positive, 149, 

445 
B Red cell fragility decreased, 197, 

498 

C. Prothrombin time, 272, 505 

D. Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Dye test of liver function, 143, 412 

Galactose tolerance test, 143, 378 

Cirrhosis, Laennec’s (alcoholic, atrophic, or 

portal), 156. See also Banti’s disease; 

hemochromatosis; other cirrhoses; etc. 

A. Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 357, 379 

Anemia, splenomegalic, q.v., 217, 462, 

47i 

Urine volume and specific gravity, 26, 

338 

Serologic tests for syphilis negative, 

259, 512 

Feces for blood, 147, 443, 445 

B. Fragility test normal, 197, 498 

C. Ascitic fluid examination, 284, 522 

Urobilinogen in feces positive, 149, 

445 

Leucin and tyrosin in urine, 125, 

353, 355 

Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 

Hypoproteinemia, 39, 405 

Dye test of liver function, 143, 412 

Galactose tolerance test, 143, 378 

Prothrombin time, 272, 505 

Hematemesis, 128, 436 

D. Ammonia nitrogen over 10 per cent 

of total nitrogen in 24-hour urine, 

80, 363, 367 

Levulosuria, 57, 60, 345, 346 

Galactosuria, 57, 61, 345, 346 

Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Cirrhosis, obstructive biliary, 156 

A. Jaundice, complete obstructive, q.v., 

158 

Urine volume and specific gravity, 26, 
338 

C. Ascitic fluid transudate, 284, 522 

Prothrombin time, 272, 505 

D. Hematemesis, 128,436 

Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 
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Cirrhosis, syphilitic, 156 

A Serologic tests for syphilis positive, 

259, 512 

Other laboratory findings same as in 

cirrhosis, Laennec’s, q.v. 

Coccidioidal granuloma 

A. Examination for Coccidioides immitis 

Pus and sputum negative for tubercle 

bacilli, 280, 513 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

B. Biopsy 

D. Blood culture for Coccidioides im¬ 

mitis, 259, 509 

Colitis, acute, 15s. See also gastroenteritis 

A. Feces examination, 145, 443 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

B. Culture of feces for B. enteriditis, B. 

paratyphosus B, etc., 259, 509 

Fever, q.v. 

D. Sedimentation rate rapid, 253, 501 

“Colitis, mucous,” 147. See also colitis, 

ulcerative; colon, irritable 

“ Colitis, spastic,” 147. See colon, irritable 

Colitis, ulcerative, 155. See also dysen¬ 

tery; tuberculosis, intestinal; etc 

A. Pus, mucus, and blood in feces, 147, 443 

Culture of feces for Bargen’s dip- 

lococcus, 259, 509 

Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q.v., 

210 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Sedimentation rate rapid, 253, 501 

Diarrhea, q.v., 50 

Sulfanilamide level in blood, 261, 417 

C. Anhydremia, q.v., 50 

D. Proteosuria, 18, 342 

Colon, irritable, 147. See also colitis, 

ulcerative 

A. Feces hard, mucus frequent, pus and 

blood absent, 147, 445 

Total and differential white cell count 

normal, 228, 475, 476 

Anemia absent, 174, 177, 462, 471 

Sedimentation rate normal, 253, 501 

Constipation, q.v., 146 

B. Carmin test shows slow rate, 145. 444 

Coma, 302-313. See also uremia; diabetes 

mellitus; eclampsia; brain hemorrhage; 

etc. 

A. Urinalysis, 14, 303, 338 
Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

3°3> 5J7 

Coma—{Continued). 

Total and differential white cell 

count, 228, 475, 476 

Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 305, 381 

Blood sugar, 61, 305, 381 

B. Blood creatinine, 37, 387 

Urea nitrogen on spinal fluid, 302, 

3°4, 521 
Combined system disease. See also ane¬ 

mia, pernicious 

A. Stomach contents for free hydro¬ 

chloric acid, 126, 434 

Red cell count and hemoglobin, 174, 

177, 462, 471 

Color, volume and saturation indexes, 

182, 183, 488 

Condylomata. See also syphilis and 

gonorrhea 

A. Darkfield examination for Trep¬ 

onema pallidum, 332, 509 

Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 512 

Smears for gonococci, 258, 507 

Conjunctivitis 

A. Smears and culture of pus for gon¬ 

ococci, Koch-Weeks’ bacilli, Morax- 

Axenfeldt bacilli, etc., 258, 507 

Constipation, 145. See also colon, irrita¬ 

ble; gastrointestinal tract, carcinoma 

of; intestine, tuberculosis of; intestinal 

obstruction, etc. 

A. Feces examination, 145, 443 

B. Carmin test shows slow rate, 145, 444 

D. Indicanuria, 358 

Coronary occlusion. See also hypertensive 

cardiovascular disease; aneurysm, dis¬ 

secting; heart failure 

B. Simple leukocytosis, 237 

Immature forms increased, 246, 476 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253,501 

C. Nucleated red cells, 193, 476 

Cretinism, 112. See thyroid, hypofunction 

of 
Cyanosis. See also heart failure; polycy¬ 

themia; etc. 
A. Red cell count and hemoglobin, 174. 

177,462,471 
B. Blood and urine examination for 

methemoglobin, 23, 357. 4*6 

C. Asphyxia, q.v. 
D. Determination of oxygen unsatura¬ 

tion of hemoglobin 

Cystinuria, 25, 353, 355* See calculi, rena 
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Cystitis, 49. See also pyelitis; pyelone¬ 

phritis; pyonephrosis; kidney, tuber¬ 

culosis of; etc. 

A. Pyuria, 23, 349 
Volume of 24-hour urine, 26, 338 

Smear and culture of urine, 258, 

507 
pH of urine, 80, 341 

Sulfanilamide in urine, 261, 379 

B. Smear and guinea pig inoculation for 

tubercle bacilli, 258, 507 

Three glass test, 19, 350 

C. Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Ketosis, 73, 344 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

Ammonium urate and triple phos¬ 

phate crystals, 25, 353 

D. Ammonia nitrogen over 10 per cent of 

total nitrogen in 24-hour urine, 80, 

363, 367 
Modified Mosenthal test, 30, 360 

Dilution and concentration tests, 31, 

361 

Mucinous protein in urine, 18, 342 

Dengue 

A. Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 

Increase in immature neutrophils, 

246, 476 

D. Feces fluid, contain blood, 147, 443 

Dercum’s disease, 114. See pituitary, 

hypofunction of 

Dermatitis 

A. Total and differential white cell 

count, 228, 475, 476 

C Oliguria, 27, 338 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

D. Biopsy of skin 

Blood uric acid increased, 41, 388 

Dermatitis, exfoliative. See poisoning, 

arsenic; leukemia; Hodgkin’s disease; 

lymphosarcoma 

Diabetes, bronzed, 59. See hemochro¬ 

matosis 

Diabetes innocens, 60, 67. See glycosuria, 
renal 

Diabetes insipidus, 29, 57. See also 

pituitary, hypofunction of 

A. Polyuria with low specific gravity, 26, 

338 

Glycosuria absent, 57, 345 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

3ii, 517 

Diabetes insipidus—(Continued). 

D. Basal metabolic rate, 94, 423 

Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Hyposthenuria, 31, 361 

Diabetes mellitus, 55-93- See also thyroid, 

hyperfunction; hemochromatosis; gly¬ 

cosuria, renal 

A. Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Hyperglycemia, 6r, 390 

Ketosis, 73, 344 

Urine 24-hour volume and quantitative 

dextrose, 26, 57, 61, 338, 372 

B. Dextrose tolerance curve high, 65, 394 

One hour two dose dextrose tolerance 

test, 68, 395 

Dextrose oxidizing ability, 69, 372 

Fractional reduction test, 58, 345 

Renal threshold normal or high, 65, 

394 

C. Acidosis, q.v., 73-91, 396 

Insulin coefficient, 69, 372 

Polyuria with high specific gravity, 

57 

Coma, q.v., 302-313 

Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 301, 

52i 

D. Blood fat and cholesterol increased, 

42, 91, 408 

Diastatic activity of blood increased, 

9D 390 

D:N ratio, 91, 367, 372 

Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Fat droplets in urine, 24, 353 

Modified Mosenthal, 30, 360 

Dilution and concentration test, 31, 

361 

Blood uric acid increased, 41, 388 

Blood chlorides low, 132, 395 

Diabetes, renal, 67. See glycosuria, renal 

Diarrhea, 50, 155. See also colitis; dysen¬ 

tery; gastroenteritis; sprue; typhoid; 

cholera; Gee’s disease; trichinosis; etc. 

A. Feces examination, 145, 443 

Ketosis, 73, 344 

B. Carmin test shows rapid rate, 14^ 

444 

C. Acidosis, q.v., 84, 396 

Anhydremia, q.v., 50 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

Feces cultures for typhoid, dysentery, 

salmonella groups, 258, 509 
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Diarrhea—(Continued). 

Feces examination for amebae, ciliates, 

and flagellates, 150, 447 

Blood chlorides low, 132, 395 

Blood urea nitrogen and creatinine 

increased, 32, 37, 381, 387 

Erythrocytosis, q.v., 226, 462, 471 

Congo red test for amyloidosis, 42, 

414 

Achlorhydria, 126, 434 

D. Blood volume decreased, 223, 413 

Phenolsulphonphthalein excretion di¬ 

minished, 31, 362 

Plasma proteins increased, 39, 405 

Negative nitrogen balance, 80, 367 

Cerebrospinal fluid pressure low, 294 

Diphtheria. See also sore throat; fever 

A. Smear and culture of membrane for 

Klebs-Loefller bacilli, 258, 507 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 

Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Diphyllobothrium latum infestation, 153. 

See also anemia, pernicious 

A. Ova in feces, 153, 454 

Color, volume and saturation indexes, 

182, 183, 488 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

C. Anemia, normocytic or macrocytic, 

207, 212 

Diverticulitis 

A. Blood and pus in stools, 147, 443 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 501 

C. Peritonitis, q.v. 

Pylephlebitis, q.v. 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Drowning, 133 

B. Blood chloride, 132, 395 

D. Asphyxia, q.v. 

Drugs, acetanilid 
C. Methemoglobinemia, 23, 416 

Drugs, adrenalin 

D. Glycosuria, 57, 345 
Basal metabolic rate increased, 94,423 

Simple leukocytosis, 236, 476 

Drugs, alkalies, 86 
A. Urine reaction and pH, 80, 341 

C. Alkali reserve, 77, 39^ 

Alkalosis, q.v., 73-91* 396 

Drugs, aminopyrine 

C. Agranulocytosis, q.v., 245, 475 

Anemia, aplastic, q.v., 220 

D. Glycuronic acid in urine, 58, 345, 

346 
Drugs, ammonium chloride or nitrate, 84 

A. Urine reaction and pH, 80, 341 

C. Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

Acidosis, q.v., 73-91 

D. Urea nitrogen in blood and urine 

increased, 32, 365, 381 

Drugs, arsenic, 51. See also poisoning, 

arsenic 

A. Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Icterus index, 139, 410 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 357, 379 

C Test for arsenic in urine, 359 

Anemia, aplastic, q.v. 

Agranulocytosis, q.v. 

Kidney function impaired, q.v. 

Dermatitis, exfoliative, q.v. 

Encephalitis, q.v. 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Drugs, ascorbic acid, 272. See drugs, 

cevitamic acid 

Drugs, caffeine 

A. Polyuria, 26, 338 

D. Basal metabolic rate increased, 94, 

423 

Drugs, camphor 

D. Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Glycuronic acid in urine, 58, 345, 34^ 

Drugs, cevitamic acid, 269, 272. See also 

scurvy 

A. Blood level, 272, 418 
Drugs, dihydrotachysterol, 109. See also 

parathyroid, hypofunction of 

A. Blood calcium, 107, 403 

Blood phosphate, 110, 404 

Drugs, dinitrophenol or dinitro-o-cresol 

A. Basal metabolic rate increased, 102, 

423 
C. Agranulocytosis, q.v., 245 

Drugs, insulin, 72. See also hyperinsuhn- 

ism 
A. Blood sugar lowered, 61, 39® 

C. Hematuria, 19, 351 
D. Blood calcium increased, 107, 4°3 

Blood phosphates, no, 4°4 

Drugs, iodine 
B. Basal metabolic rate, 102, 423 

D. Blood iodine, no 
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Drugs, liver extract (also desiccated stom¬ 

ach, nuclear extracts, etc.) 

A. Red cell count and hemoglobin, 174, 

177, 184, 462, 471 

Reticulocytes increased, 194, 496 

D. Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

Color, volume and saturation indexes 

become normal or low, 182, 183. 

488 

Drugs, methenamine 

A. Urine reaction and pH, 80, 341 

C. Hematuria, 19, 351 

D. Tests for formaldehyde in urine 

Drugs, morphine. See also poisoning, 

morphine; asphyxia 

D. Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Basal metabolic rate decreased, 102, 

423 
Acidosis, 83 

Drugs, parathyroid preparations. See also 

parathyroid hyperfunction 

A. Blood calcium increased, 107, 403 

Blood phosphate decreased, no, 404 

Drugs, phenylhydrazine, 225 

A. Red cell count and hemoglobin decreased, 

174, 177, 184, 462, 471 

Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196, 357, 379 

C. Liver damage, q.v., 158 

Jaundice, hematogeneous, q.v., 159 

Methemoglobinuria, 23, 416 

Anemia, hemolytic, q.v., 214 

Reticulocytes increased, 194, 496 

Drugs, phloridzin, 59 

D. Renal threshold low, 65, 394 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 

Drugs, pituitary, anterior 

A. Basal metabolic rate increased, 102, 

423 

D. Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Drugs, salicylates 

D. Glycuronic acid in urine, 58, 345, 346 

Drugs, saline, intravenous 

D. Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Drugs, sulfanilamide, 261 

A. Daily leukocyte count, 228, 475 

Daily hemoglobin estimation, 177, 462 

Blood or urine level, 261, 379, 417 

pH of urine in urinary infections, 80, 

34i 

Drugs, sulfanilamide—(Continued). 

C. Agranulocytosis, q.v., 245 

Anemia, hemolytic, q.v., 214 

Fever, q.v. 

Hepatitis, q.v., 158 

D. Alkali reserve low, 86, 396 

Methemoglobinemia? 23, 358, 416 

Drugs, sulfapyridine, 261 

A. Daily leukocyte count, 228, 475 

Daily hemoglobin estimation, 177, 462 

Blood or urine level, 261, 379, 417 

pH of urine in urinary infections, 80, 

34i 
C. Agranulocytosis, q.v., 245 

Anemia, hemolytic, q.v., 214 

Fever, q.v. 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

Hepatitis, q.v., 158 

Vomiting, q.v. 

D. Alkali reserve low, 86, 396 

Methemoglobinemia? 23, 358, 416 

Drugs, thyroxin or thyroid preparations, 

101 

A. Basal metabolic rate increased, 101, 

423 
D. Dextrose tolerance curve high, 65, 394 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Drugs, viosterol 

A. Blood calcium increased, 107, 403 

D. Blood phosphate, no, 404 

Drugs, vitamin P, 269, 272. See also 

scurvy and purpura simplex 

Duodenal fistula, 87 

A. Daily urine volume and specific gravity, 

26, 338 

Alkalosis, q.v., 73-91, 396 

Blood chlorides low, 132, 395 

C. Anhydremia, q.v., 50 

D. Phenolsulphonphthalein excretion de¬ 
creased, 31, 362 

Dysentery, amebic, 150, 155. See also 

colitis, ulcerative 

A. Endamebae in feces, 151, 447 

Blood and mucus in feces, 145, 443 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Fever, q.v. 

C. Diarrhea, q.v., 84, 155 

D. Culture or kitten inoculation for 
amebae, 451 

Dysentery, bacillary, iSS. See also dysen- 

tery, amebic; colitis, ulcerative 

A. Feces examination shows mucus, blood, 
and pus, 147, 443 
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Dysentery, bacillary— {Continued). 

Serum agglutination for dysentery 
bacilli, 259, 512 

Culture of feces for dysentery bacilli, 

258, 509 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Ketosis, 73, 344 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

C. Diarrhea, q.v., 84, 155 

Acidosis, q.v., 84, 396 

Anhydremia, q.v., 50 

Dysinsulinism. See hyperinsulinism 

Dystrophia adiposogenitalis, 114. See 

Froehlich’s syndrome 

Dystrophy, muscular 

D. Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 

Creatinuria, 315, 371 

Echinococcus disease, 153 

A. Hooklets in cyst fluid, 153, 288, 522 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

D. Hooklets in cerebrospinal fluid, 291, 

5i7 
Hooklets in blood 

Complement fixation test, 259, 512 

Eclampsia, 320. See also pregnancy; ne¬ 

phritis; etc. 

A. Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

Blood creatinine normal, 37, 387 

Albuminuria with casts, 14, 18, 342, 

349 
Oliguria, 27, 338 

Alkali reserve low, 77, 396 

C. Hematuria, 19, 351 

Sedimentation rate low, 253, 501 

Edema, q.v. 
Cerebrospinal fluid pressure increased, 

294 

Liver damage, q.v., 158 

D. Ammonia nitrogen over 10 per cent of 

total nitrogen in 24-hour urine, 80, 

363, 367 
Blood sugar, 61, 390 

Blood uric acid increased, 41, 388 

Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

Blood chlorides, 132, 395 

Edema, 284. See also heart failure, con¬ 

gestive; nephrosis; nephritis; anemia; 

filariasis, etc. 
A. Urine volume and specific gravity, 26, 

338 
B. Search for filaria, 198, 497 

Plasma proteins, 39, 4°5 

Edema—(Continued). 

C. Ascites, q.v., 284, 522 

Fluid accumulations transudates, 284, 
522 

Elephantiasis 

A. Filaria in blood taken at night or in 

lymph from distended lymphatics, 
198, 497 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

C. Chyluria, 25, 353 

Chylous effusions, 287, 522 

Empyema 

A. Smear and culture of aspirated pus, 

258, 507, 509 

Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Sulfanilamide or sulfapyridine level 

in blood, 261, 417 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 

5oi 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212, 462, 

47i 
Fever, q.v. 

B. Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 

C. Congo red test for amyloidosis, 42, 

414 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Encephalitis, 312. See poisoning, arsenic; 

encephalitis lethargica; vaccinia; 

measles 

A. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291- 

3OI>517 
Encephalitis, lethargica, 312 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid protein, cell count, 

and dextrose increased, 297, 298 

3°i, 517, 5i9, 52i 
D. Cerebrospinal fluid Lange, 299, 521 

Alkalosis, 79 

Encephalomalacia, 308. See also brain 

hemorrhage 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid normal or slight 

increase in globulin and cells, 290, 

517 
Icterus index normal, 139, 410 

C. Cystitis, pyelitis, pyelonephritis, q.v., 

49. So 
D. Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Hyperglycemia, 61, 39° 

Endocarditis, acute. See also focal infec¬ 

tion; rheumatic fever; gonorrhea; nephri¬ 

tis, focal; pericarditis; heart failure, etc. 
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Endocarditis, acute—{Continued). 

A. Blood culture, 258, 5°9 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 
Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 
Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212, 402, 

471 
C. Leukopenia with toxic neutrophils, 

252, 483 
Fever, q.v. 

Endocarditis, chronic. See heart failure 

Endocarditis, subacute bacterial, 47, 213. 

See also nephritis, focal; infarcts, 

hemorrhagic; heart failure; etc. 

A. Blood cultures for streptococcus viri- 

dans, 258, 509 

Hematuria, 19, 351 
Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212, 462,471 

Monocytosis, 243, 476 

Blood urea nitrogen normal or in¬ 

creased, 32, 381 

Nephritis, focal embolic, q.v., 47 

C. Nephritis, chronic diffuse, q.v., 45, 47 

Fever, q.v. 

Enteritis. See gastroenteritis. 

Epididymitis. See gonorrhea and tubercu¬ 

losis. 

Epilepsy, 307. See also hyperinsulinism; 

brain tumor 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid normal, 291, 517 

Blood sugar normal, 61, 390 

C. Ketosis, 73, 344 

Acidosis, q.v., 77, 396 

Epistaxis, 273. See also hemorrhagic dis¬ 

eases; typhoid; etc. 

C. Coagulation time, bleeding time, clot 

retraction, 269, 270, 503, 504 

Platelet count, 271, 504 

Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211 

Erysipelas 

A. Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 

Sulfanilamide level in blood, 261, 417 

Sedimentation rate rapid, 253, 501 

Fever, q.v. 

C. Blood culture, 258, 509 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Erythrocytoses, 188, 226. See also burns; 

diarrhea; vomiting; poisoning; carbon 

monoxide; pulmonary arteries, stenosis 

or atherosclerosis of; polycythemia rubra 

vera; etc. 

Erythrocytoses— (C ontinued). 

A. Red cell count and hemoglobin in¬ 

creased, 174, 177) 4^2, 471 
Total and differential white cell count 

normal, 228, 475) 47^ 

B. Platelets normal, 271, 504 

Blood volume, 223, 413 

Erythrodermia. See leukemias 

Erythroleukoblastosis, 221. See also von 

Jaksch’s anemia; icterus neonatorum 

A. Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Nucleated red cells numerous, 193, 

476 

Immature granulocytic cells, 246, 476 

Reticulocytes increased, 194, 496 

Polychromatophilia, 192, 476 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196, 357, 379 

Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

B. Marrow hyperplastic, 199, 499 

C. Jaundice, hematogenous, q.v., 159, 

Edema, q.v., 284, 522 

Esophagus, carcinoma of, 154 

A. Feces for blood, 147, 443 

C. Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q.v., 

210 

Cachexia, q.v. 

Esophagus, peptic ulcer of, 155 

A. Feces for blood, 147, 443 

Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 210 

Exercise, severe 

D. Albuminuria, 16, 342 

Simple leukocytosis, 235, 476 

Exophthalmic goiter, in. See thyroid, 

diffuse parenchymatous hyperplasia of 

Fallot, tetralogy of 

A. Erythrocytosis, 225, 462, 471 

C. Endocarditis, subacute bacterial, q.v. 

Heart failure, congestive, q.v. 

Favism, 22. See also allergy; paroxysmal 

hemoglobinuria 

A. Hemoglobinuria, 22, 357 

Anemia, hemolytic, q.v., 216 

Jaundice, hematogenous, q.v., 159 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Felty’s syndrome, 245 

A. Leukopenia, 244, 475 

Anemia, splenomegalic, q.v., 217 

Arthritis, q.v. 

Fever. See also infectious diseases; Hodg¬ 

kin’s disease; hypernephroma; leukemias; 
etc. 
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F ever— (Continued). 

A. Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Daily urine volume and specific gravity, 
26, 338 

Total and differential white cell count, 
228, 475, 476 

Anemia, q.v., 212 

Sulfanilamide or sulfapyridine level 
in blood or urine, 261, 379, 417 

B. Blood culture, 258, 509 

Feces examination, 145, 443 
Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Immature white cells, 246, 476 
Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

Examination for malaria parasites, 
197, 484 

Icterus index, 139, 196, 410 

C. Serum agglutination tests for typhoid 
group, B. abortus, B. tularense, etc., 

259- 512 
Ketosis, 73, 344 
Smears, 258, 507 
Cultures, 258, 509 

D. Basal metabolic rate increased, 103, 

423 
Negative nitrogen balance, 80, 367 
Blood chlorides low, 132, 395 

Fibroids. See uterus, myofibromata of 

Filariasis, 198. See also elephantiasis 
A. Larvae in smears of blood or lymph, 

198. 497 
Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

C. Chyluria and hematuria, 19, 25, 351, 

353 
Chylous effusions, 287, 522 

Flagellate infestation, 152. See also leu- 

korrhea 
A. Feces examination, 145, 443 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

C. Diarrhea, q.v. 
Anemia, q.v., 214 

Focal infection. See also sinusitis; tonsil¬ 

litis; colitis; etc. 
A. Smears and cultures of pus or removed 

tissue, 258, 259, 5°7> 5°9 
Total and differential white cell count, 

228, 475, 476 
Sedimentation rate increased or nor¬ 

mal, 253, 501 
C. Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Food poisoning. See gastroenteritis; tri- 

chiniasis; botulism 

Fractures 

A. Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 512 
Urinalysis before anesthesia, 14, 338 

D. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

Abnormal white and red cells, 246, 
476 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253,501 

Froehlich’s syndrome, 114. See also pitui¬ 
tary, hypofunction of; diabetes insipi¬ 
dus 

A. Basal metabolic rate low, 94, 423 
Dextrose tolerance curve low, 65, 394 
Volume and specific gravity of 24- 

hour urine, 26, 338 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

5i7 

Fructosuria, 60. See also liver damage; 
diabetes mellitus 

A. Reduction test positive, 57, 345 
Levulosuria, 60, 346 

Furunculosis. See also diabetes mellitus 
A. Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Stain and culture of pus for organ¬ 
isms, 258, 259, 507, 509 

Total and differential white cell 
count, 228, 475, 476 

C. Glycosuria, 57, 345 
Hyperglycemia, 61, 390 
Blood culture, 258, 509 

Gall stones, 156. See also cholecystitis; 
jaundice, obstructive 

A. Icterus index, 139, 410 
Urobilinogen in urine, 137, 357, 379 
Feces examination, 145, 443 
Total and differential while cell count, 

228, 475, 476 
Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

B. Gall stones in feces, 147, 444 
C. Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Prothrombin time, 272, 505 

D. Blood cholesterol increased, 42, 408 

Gangrene, gas 
A. B. wclchii in smears and anaerobic 

cultures, 258, 259, 507, 509 
Neutrophilia, 238, 476 
Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 
Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 
Sulfanilamide level in blood, 261, 4*7 

Gangrene of extremities. See also diabetes 

mellitus 
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Gangrene of extremities—{Continued). 

A. Blood sugar, 61, 390 

Urinalysis, 14, 338 

B. Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Gangrene, pulmonary 

A. Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Smears of sputum for Vincent's organ¬ 

isms, 258, 507 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 

B. Sputum cultures, 258, 509 

Gastric. See also stomach; peptic ulcer; 

gastritis 

Gastric fistula, 88 

A. Daily urine volume and specific gravity, 

26, 338 

Alkali reserve increased, 77, 396 

Blood chlorides low, 132, 395 

C. Anhydremia, q.v., 50 

Cachexia, q.v. 

Gastritis, 127. See also anemia, pernicious; 

heart failure; stomach, carcinoma of; etc. 

A. Mucus and achlorhydria in stomach 

contents analysis, 125, 126, 436, 437 

Color, volume and saturation index, 

182, 183, 188, 488 

Feces for blood negative, 147, 445 

C. Pus in stomach contents, 130, 436 

Gastroenteritis. See also botulism, trichi¬ 

nosis, typhoid, dysentery, etc. 

A. Vomiting, q.v., 84, 86 

Diarrhea, q.v., 84 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

C. Anhydremia, q.v., 50 

Stool cultures, 258, 509 

Gastrointestinal tract, carcinoma of, 154 

A. Stomach contents analysis, 118, 434 

Feces examination, 145, 443 

Anemia, q.v., 202-223, 462, 471 

C. Liver damage, q. v., 158 

Intestinal obstruction, q.v., 86, 155 

Cachexia, q. v. 

D. Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Gastrointestinal tract, atresia of, 150 

A. Cornified epithelium absent from 

meconium, 150, 446 

Intestinal obstruction, q.v., 155 

Gaucher s disease, 218. See also Banti’s 

disease 

A. Anemia, splenomegalic, q.v., 217 

Simple leukopenia, 244, 476 

Thrombopenia, 271, 504 

Gaucher’s disease—{Continued). 

Gaucher’s cells in sternal or splenic 

puncture, 199, 201, 499, 5°° 

Gee’s disease, 108 

A. Diarrhea, q.v. 

Feces, fatty, 147, 149, 443* 44^ 

Serum calcium low, 107, 403 

C. Tetany, q.v. 

Osteomalacia, q.v. 

German measles. See also measles 

A. Simple leukopenia, 244, 476 

Plasmacytes, 250, 476 

B. Diazo test in urine negative, 358 

Gigantism, 114. See also pituitary, hyper 

and hypofunction of 

A. Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Basal metabolic rate, 94, 423 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

517 
D. Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Glanders 

A. Smear, culture, and guinea pig inocula¬ 

tion for B. mallei, 258, 259, 507, 509 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Glandular fever, 266. See mononucleosis, 

infectious 

Glycosuria, alimentary, 59. See also dia¬ 

betes mellitus; diabetes, renal 

A. Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Glycosuria, renal, 67 

A. Renal threshold low, 65, 394 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Dextrose oxidizing ability good, 69, 372 

C. Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 

Goiter, 94-117. See thyroid 

Gonorrhea. See also urethritis; salpingitis; 

arthritis; prostatitis; seminal vesiculitis 

A. Gonococci in smears, 258, 507 

Pyuria, 23, 349 

Sulfanilamide in urine, 261, 379 

B. Neutrophilia or simple leukocytosis, 

237* 238, 476 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 

50i 

C. Examination of prostatic secretion, 288, 

507* 524 

Smears and cultures of aspirated 

articular fluid, 258, 259, 507, 509 

Sterility test, 288, 524 

D. Blood culture, 258, 509 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Complement fixation test, 259, 512 
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Gout. See also arthritis; poisoning, lead 

A. Blood uric acid increased, 41, 388 

Sedimentation rate normal, 253, 501 

Total and differential white cell count 

normal, 228, 475, 476 

C. Urate or uric acid crystals in tophi, 

353, 354 
D. Blood calcium, 107, 403 

Granuloma inguinale. See also lympho- 

pathia venereum. 

A. Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Frei test negative 

Donovan bodies in Wright’s stained 

smears from lesions, 198, 476 

Hand-Schuller Christian’s disease, 219. 

See xanthomatosis 

Hay fever. See also focal infection 

A. Allergy, q.v. 

Heart failure, congestive, 15. See also in¬ 

farcts, hemorrhagic 

A. Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

U robilinogenuria, 137, 357 

B. Vital capacity, 288, 524 

C. Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Ascitic, pleural and pericardial fluids 

transudates, 284, 522 

Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Erythrocytosis, 226, 462, 471 

Kidneys, passive congestion of, q.v. 

15 
Cirrhosis, cardiac, q.v., 156 

D. Blood urea nitrogen increased, 32, 381 

Serum proteins low, 39, 405 

Blood in stomach contents and feces, 

128, 147, 44°, 445 
Basal metabolic rate increased, 94, 

423 
Capillary microscopy, 289 

Minute volume and stroke volume of 

the cardiac output 

Heat cramps, 132. See anhydremia 

Hematoporphyrinuria, 23. See porphy¬ 

rinuria 

Hematuria, essential, 21 

Hemochromatosis (bronzed diabetes), 59- 

See also diabetes mellitus 

A. Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Hyperglycemia, 61, 39° 

B. Dextrose tolerance lest, 65, 394 
One hour two dose dextrose tolerance 

test, 68, 395 

Hemochromatosis—(Continued). 

Biopsy of skin for hemosiderin 

Dextrose oxidizing ability, 69, 372 

C. Acidosis, q.v., 73-91, 396 

Liver damage, q.v., 158 

Ketosis, 73, 344 

Ascitic fluid transudate, 284, 522 

Insulin coefficient, 69, 372 

D. Tests for copper in urine 

Tests for hemosiderin in urine 

Hemoglobinuria, 22, 51, 216. See also 

paroxysmal hemoglobinuria; black- 

water fever; etc. 

A. Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Blood smear for malaria, 197, 484 

Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 5x2 

Plasma red 

B. Donath-Landsteiner test, 22, 512 

C. Anemia, hemolytic, q.v., 214 

Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

Oliguria or anuria, 27, 338 

Hemolytic icterus, 215. See also anemia, 

hemolytic and splenomegalic 

A. Red cell fragility increased, 197, 498 

Anemia, normocytic, 212, 462, 471 

Icterus index increased, 139, 196, 410 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196, 357, 379 

Reticulocytes increased, 194, 496 

Red cell diameter decreased, 190, 495 

Total and differential white cell count 

normal or increased, 237, 475* 47^ 

Test for bile in urine, 137, 356 

Urobilinogen in feces increased, 149. 

444 
C. Gall stones, q.v. 

D. Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Splenic puncture, 201, 500 

Hemophilia, 273. See also hemorrhagic 

diseases 

A. Coagulation time prolonged, 270, 503 

Platelet count normal, 271, 504 

Bleeding time normal, 269, 5°3 

Blood group determination, 276, 510 

Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211, 

214 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

Feces for blood, i45> T47> 443* 445 

Clot retraction normal, 270, 504 

Capillary resistance normal, 270, 5°5 

Hemorrhage, internal, 214 

B. Icterus index increased, 139* J96> 4 

Urobilinogenuria, 137. x96. 357. 379 
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Hemorrhage, internal—(Continued). 

Choluria absent, 137, 356 

Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

Reticulocytes increased, 194, 49^ 

C. Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211, 

214 
Jaundice, hematogenous, q.v., 159 

Immature leukocytes, 246, 265,476 

Nucleated erythrocytes, 193, 476 

D. Thrombocytosis, 271, 504 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 501 

Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Hemorrhagic diseases, 268-279. See 

anemia, aplastic; hemophilia; purpura 

hemorrhagica; purpura, simplex; pur¬ 

pura, thrombasthenic; leukemias; Hodg¬ 

kin’s disease; lymphosarcoma; menstrua¬ 

tion, vicarious; jaundice, obstructive; 

hemorrhagic disease of the newborn; 

scurvy; liver damage; telangiectasia; etc. 

Hemorrhagic disease of the newborn, 274 

A. Feces for blood, 147, 443, 445 

Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211, 

214 

Coagulation time, bleeding time, clot 

retraction, 269, 270, 271, 503, 504, 

505 
Platelet count, 271, 504 

Capillary resistance test, 270, 505 

Prothrombin time, 272, 505 

C. Jaundice, hematogenous, q.v., 159 

D. Quantitative fibrinogen estimation, 

4i, 405 
Hemorrhoids. See also cirrhosis; Banti’s 

disease; portal thrombosis; etc. 

A. Blood on feces, 147, 443 

C. Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211 

Hemothorax 

A. Blood aspirated on thoracentesis, 284, 

522 

Hemorrhage, internal, q.v., 214 

Henoch’s purpura, 274. See purpura, 

simplex 

Hepatitis, 158. See also poisoning, arsen¬ 

ical, chloroform, cinchophen, and phos¬ 

phorus; syphilis, etc. 

A. Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 357, 379 

Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 512 

Choluria, 137, 356 

B. Millon’s test on urine, 25, 144, 355 

Test for arsenic in urine, 51, 359 

Galactose tolerance test, 143, 378 

Hepatitis—{Continued). 

C. Leucin and tyrosin crystals in urine, 

25, 144, 353. 355 
Dye excretion low, 143, 412 

Prothrombin time, 272, 505 

Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 

Hypoproteinemia, 39, 405 

Sedimentation rate increased or de¬ 

creased, 253, 501 

Jaundice, hepatocellular, q v., 159 

D. Blood sugar, 61, 390 

Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Bile salts in blood increased, 134 

Hernia, diaphragmatic 

A. Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q.v. 

206, 211 

Blood in stools, 147, 443, 447 

Blood in stomach contents, 128, 440 

Hernia, strangulated. See intestinal ob¬ 

struction 

Hirschsprung’s disease 

A. Feces examination, 145, 443 

Carmin test, 145, 444 

Hodgkin’s disease, 219. See also lympho¬ 

sarcoma; leukemias; etc. 

A. Anemia, splenomegalic, q.v., 217 

Sternal puncture normal, 199, 499 

B. Biopsy of lymph node, 202 

Guinea pig inoculation from lymph 

node, 258, 507 

C. Hematuria, 19, 351 

Jaundice, obstructive, q.v., 158 

D. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Basophilia, 242, 476 

Monocytosis, 243, 476 

Splenic puncture, 201, 500 

Gordon’s test, 219 

Hookworm infestation, 153. See ankyl¬ 

ostomiasis and uncinariasis 

Hydatid cysts, 153. See echinococcus 
disease 

Hydatidiform mole, 317 

A. Aschheim-Zondek test positive, 316, 525 
Hydramnion, 323 

D. Congo red test, 323 

Hydroa estival, 23. See porphyrinuria 

Hydrocephalus. See also arachnoiditis, 
brain tumor 

A. Cerebrospinal fluid pressure and 

volume increased, 294 
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Hydrocephal us— (Continued). 

Ayala’s quotient, 296 

Hydronephrosis, 49. See also pyeloneph¬ 

ritis; pyonephrosis; hypertensive car¬ 

diovascular disease 

A. Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

Phenolsulphonphthalein test, 31, 362 

Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Daily urine volume, 26, 338 

B Dilution and concentration test, 31, 

36i 
Blood urea clearance, 36, 382 

C. Blood creatinine, 37, 387 

Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

D. Modified Mosenthal test, 30, 360 

Blood uric acid increased, 41, 388 

Blood non-protein nitrogen, 35, 386 

Hydropericardium. See also heart failure, 

congestive; nephrosis 

C. Aspirated fluid transudate, 284, 522 

Hydrothorax. See also heart failure, con¬ 

gestive; nephrosis 

C. Aspirated fluid transudate, 284, 522 

Hyperinsulinism, 63 

A. Blood sugar, 61, 390 

C. Hypoglycemic coma, 309 

Hypernephroma, 50 

A. Hematuria, 19, 351 

C. Liver damage, q.v., 158 

Intravenous phenolsulphonphthalein 

test, 31, 362 
Hyperparathyroidism, 116. See parathy¬ 

roid, hyperfunction of 

Hypertensive cardiovascular disease, 45, 

48. See also nephritis; hydronephro¬ 

sis; etc. 

A. Polyuria, 26, 338 
Red cell count and hemoglobin normal, 

x74> 177- 462, 471 
Nocturia, 29, 360 

Hematuria absent, 19, 351 

Blood urea nitrogen, 31, 38x 
Phenolsulphonphthalein test, 31, 362 

B. Concentration and dilution test, 31, 361 

Modified Mosenthal test, 3°> 3^o 

Urea clearance test, 36, 382 

C. Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Casts in urine, 18, 349 

Blood creatinine, 37, 3^7 

Alkali reserve, 77, 39& 

Urobilinogenuria, 137- 357» 379 

Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Hypertensive cardiovascular disease— 

{Continued). 

Vital capacity, 288, 524 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

517 
Brain hemorrhage, q.v., 308 

Encephalomalacia, q.v., 308 

Heart failure, congestive, q.v. 

Coronary occlusion, q.v. 

Aneurysm, dissecting, q.v. 

D. Urea excret^n tests, 43, 365 

Addis sediment count, 25, 353 

Non-protein nitrogen, 35, 386 

Blood chlorides, 132, 395 

Blood uric acid, 41, 388 

Basal metabolic rate increased, 94, 

423 
Blood calcium decreased, 107, 403 

Total nitrogen of urine, 80, 367 

Urine chlorides, 371 

Serum sulphate, 43 

Hysteria, 307. See also encephalitis lethar- 

gica; vomiting; starvation; etc. 

A. Total and differential white cell count 

normal, 228, 475, 476 

Sedimentation rate normal, 253, 501 

Red cell count and hemoglobin normal, 

174, i77, 462, 471 

Serologic tests for syphilis negative, 

259, 5X2 

Cerebrospinal fluid normal, 291, 517 

Icterus neonatorum, 141. See also bile 

ducts, obstruction of, congenital; hemo¬ 

lytic icterus; erythroleukoblastosis 

A. Choluria absent, 137, 356 

D. Icterus index increased, 139, 196, 410 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196, 357, 379 

Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Ileitis, regional, 155 

A. Blood, mucus, and pus in feces, i47> 

443 
C. Intestine, short, syndrome, q.v. 

Impetigo contagiosa 

A. Streptococcus pyogenes or staphylo¬ 

coccus in smears and cultures, 258, 

259, 507, 5o8 
Sulfanilamide level, 261, 417 

D. Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Infarcts, hemorrhagic. See also heart 

failure, congestive 
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Infarcts, hemorrhagic— {Continued). 

A. Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 357> 379 

Sputum bloody, 282, 514 

D. Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Infectious diseases, 228-267. See also 

fever and under names of diseases 

A. Total and differential white cell count, 

228-245, 475, 476 

Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

Sulfanilamide level, 261, 417 

B. Cidtures, blood, urine, feces, throat) 

etc., 258, 509 

Sedimentatiqn rate increased, 253, 501 

C. Immature neutrophils increased, 246 

476 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Anemia, normocylic, q.v., 212 

Serum agglutination tests for typhoid, 

dysentery, B. abortus, etc., 259, 512 

Hemorrhagic syndrome, 276 

D. Plasma proteins, 39, 405 

Platelet count, 271, 504 

Hyperglycemia, 61, 390 

Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Infectious mononucleosis, q.v., 266. See 

mononucleosis, infectious 

Influenza. See also pneumonia, lobular; 

infectious diseases 

A. Simple leukopenia, 244, 476 

Insanity. See psychosis 

Intervertebral disc, herniation of 

A. Subarachnoid block, q.v., 295, 311 

Intestinal obstruction, 155. See also in¬ 

tussusception; volvulus; gastrointes¬ 

tinal tract, carcinoma of; tuberculosis, 

intestinal; etc. 

A. Vomiting, q.v., 84, 86 

Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

Blood chlorides, 132, 395 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

Feces examination, 145, 445 

C. Alkalosis or acidosis, q.v., 73-91 

Anhydremia, q.v., 50 

Peritonitis, q.v. 

Ketosis, 73, 344 

D. Neutrophilia or simple leukocytosis, 

237> 238, 476 

Intestinal parasites, 150-154 See also 

under names of parasites 

Intestinal parasites—(Continued). 

A. Feces examination, 145, 443 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Anemia, q.v., 214 

Intestinal ulceration, 155. See also tuber¬ 

culosis, intestinal; typhoid, dysentery; 

colitis, ulcerative; etc. 

A. Feces examination, 145, 443 

Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q.v., 

206, 211 

Total and differential white cell 

counts, 228-245, 476 

Stool culture, 259, 509 

Diarrhea, q.v. 

Serum agglutination for typhoid and 

dysentery groups, 259, 512 

Constipation, q.v., 145, 444 

Blood culture, 258, 509 

C. Sulfanilamide level, 261, 417 

D. Proteosuria, 18, 342 

Intestine, short, 108. See also ilietis 

regional; tuberculosis, intestinal 

A. Serum calcium low, 107, 403 

Serum phosphate low, no, 404 

Diarrhea, q.v. 

Fat in feces, 149. 446 

Carmin test, 145, 444 

C. Cachexia, q.v. 

Tetany, q.v. 

Osteomalacia, q.v. 

Intussusception, 155 

A. Blood in feces, 145, 443 

Intestinal obstruction, q.v. 

Vomiting, q.v., 84, 86 

Jaundice, acholuric, 215. See hemolytic 

icterus 

Jaundice, acute catarrhal, 158. See hepati¬ 
tis 

Jaundice, complete obstructive, 158. See 

also cholecystitis; gallstones; pancreas, 
carcinoma of 

A. Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Choluria, 137, 356 

L robilinogen lest in urine negative, 137, 

357, 379 

Feces examination, 145, 443 

Urobilinogen in feces absent, 149, 445 
Prothrombin time, 272, 505 

B. Red cell fragility decreased, 197, 498 

Galactose tolerance test, 143, 378 

C Coagulation time and bleeding tune, 

269, 27o, 503 
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Jaundice, complete obstructive—(Con¬ 

tinued). 

Fat in feces increased, 149, 446 

D. Direct van den Bergh test positive, 

142, 412 

Blood in feces, 147, 447 

Cerebrospinal fluid yellow, 296, 517 

Blood calcium normal, 107, 403 

Bile salts in blood increased, 134 

Dye excretion minimal, 143, 412 

Serum phosphatase, no, 404 

Jaundice, hematogenous, 159. See also 

hemolytic icterus; icterus neonatorum; 

infarcts; anemia, hemolytic; malaria; 

hemorrhage, internal; etc. 

A. Icterus index increased, 139, 196, 410 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196, 357, 379 

Urobilinogen in feces increased, 149, 

445 
Anemia, q.v., 214 

Choluria absent, 137, 356 

Reticulocyte count, 194, 496 

B. Fragility test, 197, 498 

D. Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Bile salts in blood normal, 134 

Jaundice, partial obstructive, 159. See 

also cholecystitis; hepatitis; gall stones; 

cirrhosis; etc. 

A. Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 357> 379 

Choluria, 137, 356 

Urobilinogen in feces increased, 149, 

445 
Other laboratory findings same as in 

jaundice, complete obstructive, q.v. 

Kala-azar, 198 
A. Anemia, splenomegalic, q.v., 217 

Eosinophilia, 250, 476 

Monocytosis, 243, 476 

Granulopenia, 245, 476 

Sternal puncture, 199, 499 
B. Splenic puncture for Leishman-Dono- 

van bodies, 201, 500 

D. Hypoglycemia, 56, 333 

Hyperproteinemia, 39, 4®5 

Kidneys, amyloidosis of, 51. See also 

nephrosis; bronchiectasis; osteomyeli¬ 

tis; pulmonary tuberculosis; etc. 

A. Congo red test, 42, 414 

Oliguria, 27, 33& 

Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Casts in urine, 18, 349 

Kidneys, amyloidosis of— (Continued) 

C. Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

Blood creatinine, 37, 387 

Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

Ascitic, pleural and pericardial fluids 

transudates, 284, 522 

Diarrhea, q.v. 

D. Phenolsulphonphthalein test normal, 

3U 362 
Serum proteins low, 39, 405 

Kidneys, atherosclerosis of, 48. See also 

hypertensive cardiovascular disease 

A. Albuminuria 14, 342 

Casts in urine, 18, 349 

Polyuria, 26, 338 

B. Blood urea nitrogen normal, 32, 381 

Kidneys, carcinoma of, 50. See also 

hypernephroma 

A. Hematuria, 19, 351 

C. Intravenous phenosulphonphthalein 

test, 3^362 

Liver damage, q.v., 158 

Kidneys, congenital polycystic, 49 

A. Hematuria, 19, 351 

Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Modified Mosenthal test, 30, 360 

Phenolsulphonthalein test, 31, 362 

Red cell count and hemoglobin nor¬ 

mal, 174, 177, 462, 471 

B. Concentration and dilution test, 31, 361 

C. Blood creatinine, 37, 387 

Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

Casts in urine, 18, 349 

D. Blood non-protein nitrogen, 35, 386 

Blood uric acid, 41, 388 

Serum sulphates, 43 

Kidneys, infarction, embolism, or throm¬ 

bosis of, 47. See also nephritis, focal 

embolic 

A. Hematuria, 19, 351 
C. Intravenous phenolsulphonphthalein 

test, 31, 362 
Kidneys, low reserve, 322. See also hyper¬ 

tensive cardiovascular disease 

C Albuminuria, 14, 342 
Blood urea nitrogen normal, 32, 381 

lneys, parenchymatous degeneration of, 
r> _ .. 1_jfotin 11 q diseases, 

etc. 
A. Oliguria, 27, 338 

Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Casts in urine, 18, 349 
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Kidneys, parenchymatous degeneration 

of—(Continued). 

B. Congo red test normal, 42, 414 

C. Blood urea nitrogen normal, 32, 381 

Kidneys, passive congestion of, 15. See 

also heart failure, congestive 

A. Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Oliguria, 27, 338 
Urobilinogenuria, 137, 357> 379 
Casts in urine, 18, 349 

C. Hematuria, 19, 351 

D. Blood urea nitrogen increased, 32, 

381 
Phenolsulphonphthalein excretion in¬ 

creased, 1, 362 
Modified Mosenthal test, 30, 360 

Plasma proteins, 39, 405 

Kidneys, syphilis of 
A. Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Serologic tests for syphilis 

Kidneys, trauma to 
A. Hematuria, 19, 351 
C. Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Kidneys, tuberculosis of, 50. See also 

cystitis; pyelitis 

A. Pyuria, 23, 349 

Urine examination for tubercle bacilli, 

258, 507, 508 
Smear and culture of urine for other 

organisms, 258, 259, 507, 509 

Intravenous phenolsulphonphthalein 

test, 31, 362 

Blood urea nitrogen normal, 32, 381 
Fever, q.v. 

C. Hematuria, 19, 351 
Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Kidneys, tumors of, 50. See also hyper¬ 
nephroma 

A. Hematuria, 19, 351 

Intravenous phenolsulphonphthalein 
test, 31, 362 

B. Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

Lead. See poisoning, lead 

Leishmaniasis, 198. See kala-azar 
Leprosy 

A. Smears of nasal secretions, etc. for 

lepra bacilli, 258, 507 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 
Simple leukopenia, 244, 475, 476 

D. Serologic tests for syphilis positive, 
259, 512 

Leukemia, granulocytic, 261-267 
See also anemia, splenomegalic; polycy¬ 

themia rubra vera 
A. Immature granulocytes, 246, 476 

Granuloblasts, 246, 476 
Total white cell count, 1,000 to 1,000,- 

000, 228, 475 
Red cell count, 1 to 8 million, 174, 471 
Hemoglobin, 2.5 to 24.0 grams, 187, 

462 
Anemia, myelophthisic, q.v., 205, 217 
Neutrophilia, eosinophilia, and baso¬ 

philia, 237, 278, 240, 242, 476 

B. Peroxidase test positive, 249, 495 
Sternal puncture, 199, 499 
Basal metabolic rate increased, 94, 

423 
Biopsy of lymph node, 202 

Fever, q.v. 
C. Platelet count, 271, 504 

Coagulation time, bleeding time, clot 

retraction, 269, 270, 503, 504 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

D. Blood and urine uric acid increased, 

4L 338 

Splenic puncture, 201, 500 
Proteosuria, 18, 342 

Bence-Jones proteinuria, 17, 342 
Leukemia, lymphocytic, 261-267 

A. Lymphocytosis, 242, 475, 476 

Total white cell count, 1,000 to 1 000 
000, 228, 475 

B. Lymphoblasts and prolymphocytes, 249, 
476 

Peroxidase test negative, 249, 495 
Thrombopenia, 271, 504 
Biopsy of lymph node, 202 

Bone marrow puncture, 199, 499 
Basal metabolic rate, 94, 423 
Fever, q.v. 

C. Anemia, myelophthisic, q.v., 205, 217 
Hematuria, 19, 351 

Coagulation time, bleeding time, clot 
retraction, 269, 270, 503, 504 

Capillary resistance test, 270, 505 

D. Blood and urine uric acid increased, 
41, 388 

Proteosuria, 18, 342 

Splenic puncture, 201, 500 

Bence-Jones proteinuria, 17, 342 
Leukemia, monocytic, 261-267. See also 

leukemia, granulocytic; Hodgkin’s dis¬ 
ease; endocarditis, subacute bacterial 
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Leukemia, monocytic—{Continued). 

A. Monocytosis, 243,476 

Promonocytes and monoblasts in blood, 
249, 476 

Promonocytes and monoblasts in 
bone marrow 199, 499 

Total white cell count, 1,000 to 500,000, 
228, 475 

Other laboratory findings same as in 
leukemia, granulocytic, q.v. 

Leukemia, myelogenous. See leukemia, 
granulocytic. 

Leukemia, plasmacytic, 261-267 

A. Plasmacytes in blood, 250, 476 

Proplasmacytes in blood, 250, 476 

Leukorrhea, 288, 323. See also gonorrhea; 
salpingitis; uterus, carcinoma of 

A. Urethral and cervical smears for 

gonococci, 258, 507 

Trichomonas vaginalis in vaginal secre¬ 

tion, 152, 451 

Sedimentation rate, 253. 501 

Levulosuria. See fructosuria 

Ligamentum flavum, hypertrophy of 
A. Subarachnoid block, q.v., 295, 311 

Lipoid histiocytosis, 218. See Gaucher’s 
disease, Niemann-Pick’s disease, and 
xanthomatosis 

Lipomatosis, 114. See obesity; pituitary 
hypofunction 

Liver abscess, amebic, 151. See also 
echinococcus disease; liver abscess, 
pyogenic; pylephlebitis 

A. Endameba histolytica in feces or 

aspirated material, 151, 447 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 
Liver damage, q.v., 158 

C. Endameba histolytica in sputum, 282, 

513 
Liver abscess, pyogenic, 139. See also pyle¬ 

phlebitis; malaria; pyelitis 

A. Neutrophilia, 238, 476 
Liver damage, q.v., 158 

Fever, q.v. 

Liver, acute yellow atrophy of, 158 
A. Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 357, 379 

Choluria, 137, 356 
Prothrombin time, 272, 515 

B. Millon’s test positive in urine, 25, 

144, 353. 355 
Galactose tolerance test, 143, 378 

Liver, acute yellow atrophy of— (Con¬ 
tinued) . 

C. Leucin and tyrosin crystals in urine, 

25» 353, 355 
Blood in feces, 147, 445 

Hypoglycemia, 61. 390 
1). Dye excretion, minimal, 143, 412 

Fibrinogen decreased, 41, 405 
Sedimentation rate decreased, 253, 

50i 

Ammonia nitrogen over 10 per cent 
of total nitrogen in 24-hour urine, 
80, 363, 367 

Levulosuria, 60, 346 
Galactosuria, 61, 346 
Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Liver, carcinoma of (primary or secondary), 
137-144, 155 

A. Liver damage, q.v., 158 
Liver, cirrhosis of, 156. See cirrhosis 
Liver damage, 158. See also poisoning, 

arsenical and phosphorus; liver abscess; 
liver, carcinoma of; etc. 

A. Icterus index increased, 139, 410 
Urobilinogenuria, 137, 357, 379 
Choluria, 137 356 

B. Millon’s test on urine, 25, 144, 353, 

355 
Dye excretion test, 143, 412 

C. Ascitic fluid examination, 284, 522 
Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 
Leucin and tyrosin crystals in urine, 

25, 353, 355 
Prothrombin time, 272, 505 
Galactose tolerance test, 143, 378 
Hypoproteinemia, 39, 505 

D. Ammonia nitrogen over 10 per cent 
of total nitrogen in 24-hour urine, 

80, 363, 367 
Levulosuria, 60, 346 
Galactosuria, 61, 346 
Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 
Fibrinogen decreased, 41, 405 

Locomotor ataxia, 312. See tabes dorsalis 
Lung. See pulmonary tuberculosis; bron¬ 

chus, carcinoma of; pneumonia; asthma; 

infarcts; etc. 
Lung abscess, 281. See also abscess, 

amyloidosis 
A. Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Smears and cultures of sputum for 

causative organism, 258, 259, 5°7< 

509 
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Lung abscess—(Continued). 
Volume of 24-hour sputum, 281, 513 

C. Congo red test for amyloidosis, 42, 

414 
Lymphopathia venereum. See also granu¬ 

loma inguinale 
A. Frei test positive 

C. Intestinal obstruction, q.v., 15s 

D. Hyperproteinemia, 40, 405 
Lymphosarcoma, 219. See also Hodgkin’s 

disease 
A. Anemia, splenomegalic, q.v., 217 

B. Biopsy of lymph node, 202 

C. Hematuria, 19, 351 
D. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475, 456 

immature forms increased, 246, 476 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 
Basophilia, 242, 476 
Monocytosis, 243, 476 
Splenic puncture, 201, 500 
Rare terminal leukemoid blood pic¬ 

ture, 265 
Fever, q.v. 

Malaria, 197. See also liver abscess; 
pyelitis; anemia, splenomegalic; etc. 

A. Malaria parasites in red cells, 197, 
484 

Anemia, hemolytic, q.v., 205, 214 

Fever, q.v. 
B. Thick drop technic for malaria para¬ 

sites, 197, 484 
Sternal puncture, 199, 499 
Icterus index increased, 139, 196, 410 
Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196, 357, 379 
Monocytosis, 243, 476 
Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 

C. Hemoglobinuria, 22, 51, 216, 357 

Jaundice, hematogenous, q.v., 159 
D. Splenic puncture, 201, 500 

Thrombopenia, 271, 504 
Eosinophilia, 240, 476 
Van den Bergh test, 142, 412 

Malta fever. See undulant fever 

Mastoiditis. See also otitis media; brain 

abscess; sinus thrombosis; meningitis; 
etc. 

A. Smear and culture of pus, 258, 259, 

507, 509 
Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 
50i 

Fever, q.v. 

Mastoiditis—(Continued). 
Sulfanilamide level in blood, 261, 4*7 

C. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 297, 

517 
Blood culture, 59, 5°9 
Queckenstedt test, 295 
Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 
Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Measles. See also German measles 
A. Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 
B. Diazo test positive in urine, 358 

Meckel’s diverticulitis 
A. Blood in feces, 147, 445 

Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q.v., 

211 
Melanocarcinoma 

A. Melanuria, 356 
C. Cachexia, q.v. 

Liver damage, q.v., 158 
Meningitis, aseptic, 310. See also brain 

abscess; mastoiditis; sinusitis; osteo¬ 

myelitis; brain hemorrhage; brain 

tumor 
A. Cerebrospinal fluid cell count increased, 

297, 5i7 
Smear and culture of cerebrospinal fluid 

negative, 258, 259, 507, 509 
Cerebrospinal fluid pressure increased, 

294 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid sugar and chlo¬ 
rides normal, 301, 521 

Meningitis, epidemic, 309 

A. Cerebrospinal fluid cloudy, 296, 517 

Meningococci in smear of cerebrospinal 

fluid, 258, 507 

Neutrophil count high in cerebrospinal 

fluid, 298, 518 

Sulfanilamide in blood and cerebro¬ 

spinal fluid, 261, 417 

Cerebrospinal fluid pressure increased, 
294 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 
476 

B. Cisternal or ventricular pucture, 293 

Blood culture for meningococci, 259, 

509 
Fever, q.v. 

Cerebrospinal fluid dextrose and 
chlorides low, 301, 521 

C. Lymphocytosis in cerebrospinal fluid, 
298, 518 
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Meningitis, epidemic— {Continued). 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

D. Lange Zone III, 299, 521 

Cerebrospinal fluid globulin increased, 
298, 518 

Cerebrospinal fluid yellow, 296, 517 

Meningitis, purulent, 309. See also mas¬ 

toiditis; sinusitis; osteomyelitis; etc. 

A. Organism other than meningococci 

or tubercle bacilli found in smear and 

culture of cerebrospinal fluid, 102, 

258, 259, 507, 509 

Sulfanilamide or sulfa pyridine level in 

blood and cerebrospinal fluid, 261, 

417 
Pneumococcus typing, 509 

Other laboratory findings same as in 

meningitis, epidemic, q.v. 

Meningitis, serous, 310. See arachnoiditis; 

choriomeningitis; meningitis, aseptic. 

A. Cerebrospinal fluid pressure and vol¬ 

ume increased, 294 

Cerebrospinal fluid cell count normal, 

297, 517 
Ayala’s quotient increased, 296 

B. Smear and culture of cerebrospinal 

fluid negative, 258, 259, 507, 509 

Dextrose and chlorides in cerebro¬ 

spinal fluid normal, 301, 521 

Meningitis, syphilitic, 310. See also neuro¬ 

syphilis 

A. Lymphocytes in cerebrospinal fluid 

increased, 297, 298, 517, 518 

Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 512 

Cerebrospinal fluid Lange high Zone II, 

299. 52i 
Cerebrospinal fluid pressure and pro¬ 

tein increased, 294, 298, 518, 519 

Tests for syphilis in cerebrospinal fluid, 

3°°, 512 
B. Smears and cultures of cerebrospinal 

fluid negative, 258, 259, 507, 509 

Cerebrospinal fluid dextrose normal, 

30L 521 
Cerebrospinal fluid chlorides slightly 

decreased, 301, 521 

C. Froin syndrome, 299, 517 

Meningitis, tuberculous, 310. See also 

tuberculosis, miliary 

A. Cerebrospinal fluid cell count increased, 

294’517 • 
Smear and culture of cerebrospinal fluid 

negative, 258, 259, 507, 509 

Meningitis, tuberculous—(Continued). 

Concentration technic for tubercle 

bacilli in cerebrospinal fluid, 507, 

515 

Cerebrospinal fluid pressure increased. 
294 

Spontaneous coagulation of cerebro¬ 
spinal fluid, 299, 517 

B. Neutrophils increased in cerebrospinal 
fluid, 298, 518 

C. Lymphocytes increased in cerebrospinal 

fluid, 298, 518 

Cerebrospinal fluid chlorides very low, 

3°i. 52i 
Cerebrospinal fluid dextrose low, 301, 

521 

D. Guinea pig inoculation of cerebro¬ 

spinal fluid, 507, 523 

Cerebrospinal fluid yellow, 296, 517 

Total and differential white cell count 

variable, 228, 475, 476 

Menorrhagia. See also uterus, myofibro¬ 

mata of; uterus, carcinoma of; thyroid, 

hypofunction of; pituitary, hypofunc- 

tion of 

A. Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q.v., 

211 

B. Basal metabolic rate, 94, 423 

Menstruation, vicarious. See also hemor¬ 

rhagic diseases 

B. Hematuria, 19, 351 

Blood in feces, 147, 445 

Coagulation time, bleeding time, and 

platelet count normal, 269, 270, 

271» 503. 504 
Mercury. See poisoning, mercury 

Mesenteric thrombosis, 155. See intestinal 

obstruction 

Mesoaortitis. See also aortic insufficiency; 

aneurysm; syphilis, tertiary; neuro- 

syphilis 

A. Serologic tests for syphilis negative to 

4 plus, 259, 300, 512 
Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

597 
Methemoglobinemia, 23, 51, 216. See also 

poisoning and sulphemoglobinemia. 

B. Test for methcmoglobin in blood, 416 

C. Methemoglobinuria, 23, 340, 358 

Casts, 18, 349 

Albuminuria, 14, 342 
Blood urea nitrogen increased, 32, 381 

Oliguria or anuria, 27, 338 
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Metrorrhagia. See also uterus, carcinoma 

of; uterus, myofibromata of; menor¬ 

rhagia; hemorrhagic diseases 

A. Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q.v., 

211 

Mikulicz’s disease 
A. Chronic lymphocytic or granulocytic 

leukemia syndrome, q.v., 261-267 

Mononucleosis, infectious, 266. See also 

leukemia, lymphocytic 

A. Lymphocytosis, 242, 476 

Prolymphocytes, 249, 476 

Anemia absent, 186, 462, 471 

Patti and Bunnell test, 260, 512 

B. Fenestrated lymphocytes, 251, 476 

D. Occasional false positive serologic 

tests for syphilis, 259, 512 

“Mucous colitis,” 147. See also colon, 

irritable; colitis, ulcerative; dysentery, 

amebic 

A. Feces examination, 145, 443 

Multiple sclerosis, 312. See also pyelo¬ 

nephritis 

A. Tests for syphilis in cerebrospinal 

fluid negative, 300, 512 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid Lange Zone I or 

II, 299, 521 

Cerebrospinal fluid cell count in¬ 

creased or normal, 297, 517 

C. Pyuria, 23 349 

Cystitis, pyelitis, pyelonephritis, q.v., 

49, 50 
Mumps 

B. Total white cell count normal, 188, 

228, 475, 476 

Simple leukopenia, 244, 475, 476 

D. Lymphocytosis in cerebrospinal fluid, 

297, 298, 517, 518 

Muscular atrophy, progressive 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid normal, 291, 517 

D. Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 

Creatinuria, 315, 371 

Muscular dystrophy, progressive 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid normal, 291, 517 

D. Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 

Creatinuria, 315, 371 

Myasthenia gravis 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid normal, 291, 517 

D. Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 

Creatinuria, 315, 371 

Mycosis fungoides 

Sternal marrow, 199, 499 

Mycosis fungoides—{Continued). 

C. Leukemia, lymphocytic, q.v., 261-267 

Hodgkin’s disease, q.v., 219 

Lymphosarcoma, q.v., 219 

Myelitis. See also meningitis, syphilitic; 

Pott’s disease; fractures; etc. 

A. Queckenstedt test, 295 

Ayala’s quotient, 296 

Cerebrospinal fluid cell count, 297, 

5*7 
Tests for syphilis in cerebrospinal 

fluid, 300, 512 

C. Froin’s syndrome, 299 

Myeloma, multiple, 18 

A. Bence-Jones proteinuria, 17, 342 

Anemia, myelophthisic, q.v., 205, 217 

B. Bence-Jones protein in blood serum, 

40 

Plasmacytes in sternal marrow, 199, 

499 
D. Plasmacytosis, 244, 476 

Hyperproteinemia, 39, 405 

Myomalacia cordis. See coronary occlu¬ 

sion 

Myositis ossificans 

A. Blood calcium high, 107, 403 

Myxedema, 112. See also thyroid, hypo- 

function of 

A. Basal metabolic rate low, 94, 423 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 214, 219 

Color, volume and saturation indexes 

normal, 188, 488 

Dextrose tolerance curve lew, 65, 394 

B. Blood cholesterol increased, 42, no, 

408 

C. Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 

D. Blood volume low, 223, 413 

Nephritis, acute glomerular, 45, 46. See 

also focal infection 

A. Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

Casts in urine, 18, 349 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

Blood urea nitrogen increased, 32, 381 

Phenolsulphonphthaleui excretion de¬ 

creased, 31, 362 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 38, 312 

Sulfanilamide level in blood, 261, 417 

B. Blood urea clearance test, 36, 382 

C. Blood creatinine increased, 37, 387 

Alkali reserve, 38, 77, 396 
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Nephritis, acute glomerular— {Continued). 

Fluid accumulations transudates, 39, 
284, 522 

Cerebrospinal fluid pressure increased, 
294 

Uremia, q.v., 52 

Hypoproteinemia, 39, 405 

D. Non-protein nitrogen, 35, 386 

Blood chlorides, 38, 132, 395 

Blood phosphates, 39, no, 404 

Serum sulphate, 43 

Blood cholesterol, 42, 408 

Addis sediment count, 25, 353 

Blood uric acid, 41, 388 

Modified Mosenthal test, 30, 360 

Concentration and dilution test, 31, 

361 

Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Hyperglycemia, 61, 390 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Blood calcium decreased, 39, 107, 403 

Urea concentration tests, 43, 381 

Nephritis, chronic diffuse, 45, 47. See also 

focal infection; hypertensive cardio¬ 

vascular renal disease; hydronephrosis 

A. Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

Casts in urine, 18, 349 

Polyuria, 26, 338 

Blood urea nitrogen increased, 32, 381 

Phenolsulphonphthalein excretion de¬ 

creased, 31, 362 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 38, 212 

Nocturia, 29, 360 

B. Modified Mosenthal test, 30, 360 

Concentration and dilution test, 31, 361 

Blood urea clearance test, 36, 382 

C. Oliguria, 27, 338 

Other laboratory tests same as those 

under C and D in nephritis, acute 

glomerular, q.v. 

Nephritis, focal or embolic, 47. See also 

endocarditis, subacute bacterial; focal 

infection 

A. Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

Casts in urine, 18, 349 

Urine volume and specific gravity 

normal, 26, 338 

Blood urea nitrogen normal, 32, 381 

Phenolsulphonphthalein excretion 

normal, 31, 362 

Blood culture, 258, 509 

Nephritis, focal or embolic— {Continued). 

Hemoglobin and red cell count, 38, 
212, 462, 471 

B. Modified Mosenthal test normal, 30, 
360 

Dilution and concentration test nor¬ 
mal, 31, 361 

D. Non-protein nitrogen normal, 35, 386 

Urea concentration tests normal, 43, 
381 

Nephritis, subacute glomerular, 45, 46. 

See also focal infection 

A. Urine volume and specific gravity 

normal, 26, 338 

Other laboratory tests and findings 

same as those for nephritis, chronic 
diffuse, q.v. 

Nephrosclerosis, 45, 48. See hypertensive 

cardiovascular disease 

Nephrosis, 45, 46. See also kidney, 

amyloidosis of; focal infection 

A. Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Casts in urine, r8, 349 

Hematuria absent, 19, 351 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

Blood urea nitrogen normal, 32, 381 

Red cell count and hemoglobin normal, 

38, 174, 177, 461, 472 

Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 512 

Hypoproteinemia, 39, 405 

Blood cholesterol increased, 42, 408 

Lipoid droplets in urine, 24, 353 

Sedimentation rate rapid, 253, 501 

Phenolsulphonphthalein excretion 

normal, 31, 362 

B. Congo red lest positive, 42, 414 

Blood urea clearance normal, 36, 382 

C. Examination of fluid accumulations, 

39, 284, 522 

D. Basal metabolic rate low, 94, 423 

Addis sediment count, 25, 353 

Blood chlorides. 38, 132, 395 

Urine chlorides, 371 

Modified Mosenthal test, 30, 360 

Dilution and concentration test, 31, 

361 

Neurasthenia 

A. Sedimentation rate normal, 253, 501 

Total and differential while cell count 

normal, 228, 475, 476 
Red cell count and hemoglobin normal, 

174. 177. 462, 471 
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Neurasthenia—(Continued). 
Serologic tests for syphilis negative, 259, 

512 
B. Cerebrospinal fluid normal, 291, 5*7 

Neuritis. See diabetes mellitus; poisoning, 

arsenic, lead, alcohol; diphtheria; focal 

infection; etc. 

Neurosyphilis, 310, 312. See also meningi¬ 

tis, syphilitic; paresis, general; 

tabes dorsalis; syphilis; etc. 

A Tests for syphilis in cerebrospinal fluid, 

3°°, 512 
Lymphocytosis in cerebrospinal fluid, 

297, 298, 517, 5l8 
Cerebrospinal fluid Lange Zone II, 299, 

521 
Cerebrospinal fluid globulin increased, 

298, Si8, 519 

C. Cystitis, pyelitis, pyelonephritis, q.v., 

49, 50 
Niemann-Pick’s disease, 218. See also 

Gaucher’s disease 

A. Anemia, splenomegalic, q.v., 217 

Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 

Thrombopenia, 271, 504 

B. Sternal puncture, 199, 499 

C. Blood in feces, 147, 445 

Ascitic fluid, transudate, 284, 522 

Noma. See also anemia, aplastic; agranu¬ 

locytic angina; leukemias; diphtheria; 

angina, Vincent’s; etc. 

A. Total and differential white cell count, 

228, 475, 476 

Smear and culture, 258, 259, 507, 509 

Red cell count and hemoglobin, 174, 177, 

462, 471 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246 

476 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 501 

Fever, q.v. 

Obesity. See also pituitary, hypofunction 

of; thyroid, hypofunction of 

A. Basal metabolic rate, 94, 423 

Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Ochronosis, 57. See alkaptonuria 

A. Homogentisic acid in urine, 57, 346 

Urine turns dark on standing, 57, 340 

Optic atrophy or neuritis. See tabes 

dorsalis; neurosyphilis; multiple sclero¬ 

sis; brain tumor; etc. 
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Orchitis. See mumps, epididymitis, tuber¬ 

culosis, teratoma testis. 

Oroya fever 
A. Bartonella bacilliformis seen as rod in 

erythrocytes stained with Wright s 

stain, 476 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

Fever, q.v. 

C. Diarrhea, q.v. 

Jaundice, hematogenous, q.v., 159 

Osteitis fibrosa cystica, 116. See para¬ 

thyroid hyperfunction 

Osteomalacia, 324. See also parathyroid 

hyperfunction; rickets 

A. Blood calcium low, 107, 403 

Blood phosphates low, no, 404 

D. Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Blood phosphatase, no, 404 

Osteomyelitis. See also meningitis 

A. Total and differential white cell count, 

228, 475, 476 
Anemia, myelophthisic, q.v., 205, 217 

B. Fever, q.v. 

Blood culture, 258, 509 

Neutrophilia, eosinophilia, and baso¬ 

philia, 237, 238, 240, 242, 476 

Immature granulocytes, 246, 476 

Sedimentation rate rapid. 253, 501 

C. Smear and culture of pus, 258, 259, 

507, 509 
Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Congo red test for amyloidosis, 42, 

414 

Cerebrospinal fluid cell count, 297, 

517 
Osteosclerosis 

B. Anemia, myelophthisic, q.v., 217 

C. Anemia, aplastic, q.v., 220 

D. Serum phosphatase, no, 404 

Otitis media. See also mastoiditis 

A. Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Smear and culture of pus, 258, 259, 

507, 509 

C. Blood culture, 258, 509 

Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291 

517 

Ovarian dysfunction, 116 

B. Test for female sex hormone in urine 

and serum, 116 

Aschheim-Zondek test, 316, 525 
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Ovary, arrhenoblastoma of, 115. See 

also pituitary, basophil adenoma of; 

adrenal, cortical adenoma of 

A. Dextrose tolerance curve normal, 65, 

394 
Glycosuria absent, 57, 347 

Basal metabolic rate normal, 94, 423 

Oxyuriasis, 153 

A. Feces examination, 145, 443 

Enterobius vermicularis in feces, 153, 

455 
Ova under finger nails, 153, 455 

D. Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Paget’s disease 

D. Blood calcium, 107, 403 

Blood phosphate no, 404 

Blood phosphatase, no, 404 

Pancreas, carcinoma of, 154. See also 

jaundice, obstructive; diabetes mellitus 

A. Feces examination, 143, 443 

Icterus index, 139, 196, 410 

Urobilinogen in urine, 137, 196, 357, 

379 
Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

C. Jaundice, complete obstructive, q.v., 

158 

Bile absent from duodenal contents, 

133. 442 
Hyperglycemia, 61, 390 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Urobilinogen absent from feces, 149, 

445 
Fat in feces increased, 149, 446 

Amylase decreased, 133, 442 

D. Stain of feces after liver feeding shows 

numerous nuclei, 149, 446 

Quantitative examination of feces, 149 

Diastatic activity, 91, 390 

Pancreas, carcinoma of, primary in islets of 

Langerhans 

A. Hyperinsulinism, q.v., 63 

Other laboratory tests same as those 

in pancreas, carcinoma of, q.v. 

Pancreatitis. See also diabetes mellitus; 

cholecystitis 

A. Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Feces examination, 145, 443 

B. Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 

501 
Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Pancreatitis—(Continued). 

C. Fat in feces increased, 149, 446 

Hyperglycemia, 61, 390 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 

D. Test duodenal contents for pancreatic 

enzymes, 133, 442 

Diastatic activity, 91, 390 

Stain of feces after liver feeding shows 

numerous nuclei, 149, 446 

Maltosuria, 61, 346 

Pentosans in urine, 61 

Pappataci fever. See also dengue 

A. Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 

Parathyroid hyperfunction, 116. See also 

carcinomatosis; myeloma, multiple 

A. Blood calcium high, 107, 403 

Blood phosphates low, iio; 404 

C. Osteitis fibrosa cystica, q.v. 

Calculi, renal, q.v., 26 

D. Negative calcium balance 

Serum phosphatase, no, 404 

Parathyroid tetany, 116. See also tetany 

A. Blood calcium low, 107, 403 

Blood phosphate, no, 404 

Paresis, general, 312. See also neuro¬ 

syphilis 

A. Lymphocytes and protein increased 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 297, 298, 517, 

518, 519 

Cerebrospinal fluid Lange Zone I, 

299, 521 

Tests for syphilis in blood and cerebro¬ 

spinal fluid, 259, 300, 512 

C. Cerebrospinal fluid pressure increased, 

294 

D. Cerebrospinal fluid sugar and chlo¬ 

rides normal, 301, 521 

Simple leukopenia, 244, 476 

Paroxysmal hemoglobinuria, 22. See also 

syphilis 

A. Hemoglobinuria, 22, 51, 216, 357 

Donalh-Landsteiner test, 22, 512 

Serologic tests for syphilis 4 plus 22, 

259. 5i2 
C. Anemia, hemolytic, q.v., 216 

Pellagra. See also poisoning, alcohol 

A. Anemia, normocytic or macrocytic, 

q.v., 209, 212 

Diarrhea, q.v. 

C. Simple leukopenia, 244, 476 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Anhydremia, q.v., 50 

Porphyrinuria, 23, 356 
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Pentosuria, idiopathic, 61, 345> 346 
Peptic ulcer, 155. See also stomach, car¬ 

cinoma of 

A. Blood in feces, 145, 147. 443. 445 
Stomach contents examination shows 

hyperchlorhydria, 127,437 

Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211 

B. Icterus index, 139, 410 

Sedimentation rate normal, 253, 501 

C. Alkalosis, q.v., 73-91, 396 

Blood chlorides, 132, 395 

Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

Volume of stomach contents in¬ 

creased, 124, 434 

Sarcinae in stomach contents, 130,436 

Stasis meal, 131, 435 

Pyloric stenosis, q.v. 

Periarteritis nodosa 

A. Neutrophilia or simple leukocytosis, 

237. 238, 475, 476 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Hematuria, 19. 351 

Fever, q.v. 

Pericarditis. See also coronary occlusion; 

uremia 

A. Aspirated fluid exudate, 284, 522 

Smear and culture of aspirated fluid, 

258, 259, 507, 509 

Total and differential white cell 

count, 228, 475, 476 

Bj Fever, q.v. 

Guinea pig inoculation of aspirated 

fluid for tubercle bacilli, 258, 507, 

523 
Study of aspirated fluid for tumor 

cells, 287, 523 

C. Heart failure, congestive, q.v., 15 

Pick’s disease, q.v. 

Urine volume and specific gravity, 

26, 338 

Peritonitis, acute. See also appendicitis; 

diverticulitis; intestinal obstruction; 

abscess; peptic ulcer; etc. 

A. Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 
Fever, q.v. 

B. Icterus index normal, 139, 410 

C. Leukopenia with toxic neutrophils 

252, 476, 483 

Vomiting, q.v. 

D. Sedimentation rate variab’e, 253, 

50i 

Peritonitis, tuberculous. See also tuber¬ 

culosis, miliary and intestinal 

D. Total and differential white cell count 

variable, 228, 244, 475, 476 

Sedimentation rate variable, 253. 501 

Ascitic fluid exudate, 284, 522 

Guinea pig inoculation of ascitic 

fluid for tubercle bacilli, 258, 507, 

523 
Pernicious anemia of pregnancy, 209, 323 

A. Laboratory findings same as those in 

anemia, macrocytic, q.v., 203, 207, 

and pregnancy, q.v., 314-324 

Pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, 319 

A. Vomiting, q.v 

Pregnancy, q.v., 314-324 

D. Liver damage, q.v., 158 

Pertussis. See whooping cough 

Pick’s disease, 156. See also cirrhosis, 

Laennec’s 

A. Examination of fluid accumulations, 

284, 522 

Cirrhosis, cardiac, q.v., 156 

C. Heart failure, congestive, q.v., 15 

Polyserositis, tuberculous, q.v. 

Pituitary, basophil adenoma of, 114. See 

also adrenal, cortical adenoma of: 

ovary, arrhenoblastoma of 

A. Dextrose tolerance curve high, 65,394 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Basal metabolic rate normal, 94, 423 

Pituitary cachexia, 114. See also anorexia 

nervosa 

A. Basal metabolic rate low, 94, 423 

Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

C. Hypoglycemia, 61,390 

D. Creatinuria, 315, 371 

Negative nitrogen balance, 80, 367 

Pituitary, hyperfunction of, 94-117 See 

also brain tumor; thyroid, hyperfunc¬ 

tion of; acromegaly; gigantism 

A. Basal metabolic rate increased, 94. 

423 

Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

B. Gigantism, q.v., 114 

C. Acromegaly, q.v., 114 

D. Hyperglycemia, 61, 390 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Pituitary, hypofunction of, 94-117. See 
also obesity 

A. Basal metabolic rate decreased, 94 

423 
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Pituitary, hypofunction of— {Continued). 

Dextrose tolerance curve low, 65, 

394 
Volume of 24-hour urine, 26, 338 

B. Froehlich’s syndrome, q.v., 114 

Diabetes insipidus, q.v., 29, 114 

Pituitary dwarfism, 114 

C. Pituitary cachexia, q.v., 114 

D. Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 

Plague. (Caution!) 

A. B. pestis in smears from lymph node 

or sputum, 258, 507 

Neutrophilia, extreme, 238, 475, 476 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 

Fever, q.v. 

B. Guinea pig inoculation on shaven 

skin gives systemic infection 

C. Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Pleuritis with effusion, 284-287. See also 

pulmonary tuberculosis: bronchus, car¬ 

cinoma of; polyserositis; hydro thorax; 

empyema; etc. 

A. Aspirated fluid exudate, 284, 522 

Smear and culture of fluid, 258, 259, 

507, 509 
Volume and specific gravity of 24- 

hour urine, 26, 338 

Vital capacity reduced, 288, 524 

D. Guinea pig inoculation of aspirated 

fluid for tubercle bacilli, 258, 508, 

523 
Study of aspirated fluid for tumor 

cells, 287, 523 

Pneumoconiosis. See also pulmonary tu¬ 

berculosis 

A. Sputum examination 280, 513 

Vital capacity reduced, 288, 524 

C. Heart failure, congestive, q.v., 15 

Erythrocytosis, 226, 462, 471 

Pneumonia, lobar 

A. Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Neutrophilia, 238, 475» 47^ 
Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 
Pneumococci in smears and cultures of 

sputum, 258, 259, 5°7* 5°9 
Sulfapyridine level in blood, 261, 417 
Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 

501 
Fever, q.v. 

B. Pneumococcus typing, 509 

Urine chlorides low, 13 2» 359> 371 

Pneumonia, lobar—{Continued). 

C. Icterus index, 139, 410 

Blood culture, 258, 509 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Leukopenia with increased immature 

neutrophils, 252, 483 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 357, 379 

Empyema, q.v., 284, 522 

Lung abscess, q.v., 280, 513 

D Blood chlorides low, 132, 395 

Blood uric acid increased, 41, 388 

Acidosis, 84 

Proteosuria, 18, 342 

Determination of oxygen unsatura¬ 

tion of blood 

Pneumonia, lobular 

A. Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Smears and cultures of sputum, 258, 

259. 507, 509 
Other laboratory tests same as those 

for pneumonia, lobar, q.v. 

Poisoning, acetanilid, 23 

A. Methemoglobinemia, q.v., 23, 51, 216 

Sulphemoglobinemia, q.v., 23, 51, 216 

Poisoning, acid, 84 

A. Acidosis, q.v., 73-91, 396 

B. Stomach contents examination, 121, 

434 
Poisoning, alcohol, 307. See also pellagra 

B. Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Stomach pumping, 121, 434 

Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

517 
Quantitative determination of per 

cent of alcohol in blood, 305, 420 

C. Cerebrospinal fluid pressure increased, 

294 

Coma, q.v., 302-313 

D. Blood fat and cholesterol increased 

42, 408 

Fat droplets in urine, 24, 353 

Poisoning, arsenic, 51 

A. Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 389 

Icterus index, 139, 410 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

Anemia, aplastic, q.v., 220 

Diarrhea, q.v. 

Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 
B. Phenolsulphonphthalein excretion de¬ 

creased, 31, 362 

Arsenic in urine, 359 
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Poisoning, arsenic—(Continued). 

Blood urea clearance, 36, 382 

C. Blood creatinine, 37, 387 

Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

Granulopenia, 245, 476 

Fluid accumulations transudates, 284, 

522 

Test hair for arsenic 

Hepatitis, q.v., 158 

D. Blood uric acid and non-protein 

nitrogen increased, 35, 41, 386, 388 

Poisoning, bismuth, 51 

B. Test for bismuth in urine, 359 

Other laboratory tests and findings 

same as those in poisoning, mer¬ 

cury, q.v. 

Poisoning, benzol, 204, 220, 245 

A. Anemia, aplastic, q.v., 204, 220 

Agranulocytoses, q.v., 204, 476 

Poisoning, bromide, 306, 308 

A. Serum bromide, 306, 4x4 

Coma, q.v., 302-313 

Psychosis, q.v. 

Poisoning, cantharides, 51 

A. Hematuria, 19, 391 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

Blood urea nitrogen increased, 32, 381 

Albuminuria, 14, 342 

B. Blood urea clearance, 36, 382 

C. Blood creatinine, 37, 387 

Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

D. Blood non-protein nitrogen, 35, 386 

Phenolsulphonphthalein test, 31, 362 

Poisoning, carbon monoxide, 306, 308 

B. Carbon monoxide hemoglobin in 

blood, 306, 415 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 

C. Erythrocytosis, 226, 462, 471 

Coma, q.v., 302-313 

Psychosis, q.v. 

D. Blood uric acid increased 41, 388 

Poisoning, chloroform, 158 

B. Anesthesia, q.v. 

C. Hepatitis, q.v., 158 

Poisoning, cincophen, 158 

A. Hepatitis, q.v., 158 

Poisoning, lead, 51 

A. Anemia, q.v., 214 

Basophilic stippling, 192, 476 

Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

Reticulocytes increased, 194, 496 

Poisoning, lead—(Continued) 

B. Test for lead in urine 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

C. Nucleated red cells, 193, 476 

Icterus index, 139, 196, 410 

Blood creatinine, 37, 387 

Urobilinogen in urine, 137, 196, 357, 

379 
Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 

Coma, q. v., 302-313 

D. Porphyrinuria, 23, 356 

Red cell fragility decreased, 197,498 

Poisoning, mercury, 51, 308 

A. Urinalysis, 14. 338 

Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

Oliguria, 27, 338 

Epithelium in urine increased, 24, 351, 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 214 

B. Gastric contents analysis, 121, 434 

Blood in feces, 145, 147, 443, 445 

Mercury in urine, 359 

Phenolsulphonphthalein excretion de¬ 

creased, 31, 362 

C. Blood creatinine increased, 37, 387 

Alkali reserve, 38, 77, 396 

Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 

Fluid accumulations transudates, 284, 

522 

Anuria, q.v., 27, 338 

Diarrhea, q.v. 

Coma, q.v., 302-313 

D Non-protein nitrogen increased, 35, 

386 

Fat droplets in urine, 24, 353 

Blood uric acid increased, 41, 388 

Poisoning, methyl alcohol, 84 

B. Test for methyl alcohol or formic acid 

in urine 

C. Acidosis, q.v., 73-91 

D. Blood uric acid increased, 41, 388 

Poisoning, morphine, 83. 308 

Coma, q.v., 302-313 

D. Asphyxia, q.v. 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 

Acidosis, 73-91 

Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 

Poisoning, nitrites, 23 

A. Methemoglobinemia, q.v., 23, 51, 216 

B. Sulphemoglobinemia, 23, 51, 216 

Poisoning, phosphorus, 158 

C. Erythrocytosis, 226, 462, 471 

Fat droplets in urine, 24, 353 
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Poisoning, phosphorus— (.Continued). 

Other laboratory findings same as 

those in hepatitis, q.v. 

Poisoning, quinine 

C. Porphyrinuria, 23, 356 

Poisoning, radium or roentgen ray, 204, 220 

A. Total white cell count decreased, 228,475 

Prolymphocytes, 249, 476 

C. Anemia, aplastic, q.v., 204, 220 

Poisoning, sulphonal 

A. Porphyrinuria, 23, 356 

Methemoglobinemia, q.v., 21, 56, 216 

Poisoning, tetrachlorethane 

A. Monocytosis, extreme, 243, 476 

Poisoning, tetronal 

A. Porphyrinuria, 23, 356 

Methemoglobinemia, q.v., 21, 56, 216 

Poisoning, trional 

A. Porphyrinuria, 23, 356 

Methemoglobinemia, q.v., 21, 56, 216 

Poisoning, turpentine, 51 

A. Laboratory findings same as those in 

poisoning, cantharides, q.v. 

Poliomyelitis, acute anterior, 313 

A. Cerebrospinal fluid cell count increased, 

297, 517 
Smear and culture of cerebrospinal 

fluid negative, 258, 259, 507, 509 

B. Neutrophils and lymphocytes in¬ 

creased in cerebrospinal fluid, 298, 

5i8 
C. Lymphocytosis in cerebrospinal fluid, 

298, 518 

D. Cerebrospinal fluid Lange, 299, 521 

Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 

Polycythemia rubra vera, 188, 225. See 

also erythrocytosis; drugs, phenyl- 

hydrazine 

A. Red cell count and hemoglobin in¬ 

creased, 174, 177, 462, 471 
Simple leukocytosis, eosinophilia, and 

basophilia, 237, 240, 242, 476 

I mmature leukocytes increased, 240, 

476 

Thrombocytosis, 271, 504 

Blood volume increased, 223, 4r3 

C. Hematuria 19, 351 
Blood in feces, 145, i47> 443, 445 

Hematemesis, 128, 436 

D. Blood calcium high, 107, 4°3 

polyneuritis, 313 See also poisoning, 

alcohol, arsenic, and lead; diphtheria; 

diabetes mellitus; etc. 

Polyneuritis—(Continued). 

D. Cerebrospinal fluid yellow, 296, 517 

Lymphocytes increased in cerebro¬ 

spinal fluid, 297, 298, 517, 518 

Polyserositis, tuberculous. See also Pick’s 
disease 

A. Pleural, pericardial and ascitic fluid 

exudates, 284, 522 

D. Concentration technic and guinea pig 

inoculation of fluid for tubercle 

bacilli, 258, 507, 523 

Porphyrinuria, 23,356. See also poisoning, 

lead; poisoning, quinine; pellagra; cirrho¬ 

sis, Laennec’s; hydroa estival 

Portal or splenic veins, thrombosis of, 218. 

See also Banti’s disease; cirrhosis 

A. Anemia, splenomegalic, q.v., 217 

Hematemesis, 128, 436 

Simple leukopenia, 244, 475, 476 

Thrombopenia, 271, 504 

Blood in feces, 145, 147, 443, 445 

Icterus index low, 139, 410 

Urobilinogen in urine absent, 137, 

357,379 
B. Red cell fragility normal, 197, 498 

C. Ascitic fluid transudate, 284, 522 

Coagulation time, bleeding time, and 

clot retraction, 269, 270, 503, 504 

Capillary resistance test, 270, 505 

Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211 

Pott’s disease. See subarachnoid block 

C. Froin’s syndrome, 299, 517, 519 

Pregnancy, 314-324. See also eclampsia; 

pernicious vomiting; pregnancy, ecto¬ 

pic; anemia, pernicious, of pregnancy; 

liver, acute yellow atrophy of; etc 

A. Urinalysis, 14, 318, 338 

Routine hematologic examination, 171, 

318, 458-484, 5oi 
Test for ketonuria, 73, 344 

B. Aschheim-Zondek test positive, 316 

525 
Hypoglycemia, 61, 394 

Glycosuria, 57, 345 
C. Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Anemia, q.v., 184, 323 

Lactosuria, 61, 34*> 
D. Simple leukocytosis, 235, 475, 476 

Renal threshold low, 65, 394 
Sedimentation rate increased, 253,501 
Basal metabolic rate increased, 94, 

423 
Blood volume increased, 223, 3i6> 4*3 
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Pregnancy—(Continued). 
Blood cholesterol increased, 42, 314, 

408 
Blood calcium decreased, 107. 314. 

403 
Creatinuria, 315, 371 

Plasma proteins, 39, 314, 4°5 

Blood urea nitrogen low, 32, 381 

Pregnancy, ectopic, 323. See also sal¬ 

pingitis 

A. Icterus index, 139, 410 

Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

C. Anemia of acute hemorrhage, 206, 214 

Other laboratory findings same as 

those in pregnancy, q.v. 

Prostate, hypertrophy of, 49. See hydro¬ 

nephrosis; cystitis; pyelonephritis 

Prostatitis. See also gonorrhea 

A. Smear and culture of proslalic secretion, 

258, 259, 288, 507, 509, 524 

Three glass test, 19, 350 

Pyuria, 23, 349 

C. Hematuria, 19, 351 

Sulfanilamide level in blood and urine, 

216, 379. 4i7 
Psittacosis. See also pneumonia 

A. Total and differential white cell count, 

228, 244, 475, 476 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Psychosis. 

See also paresis, general; meningitis; 

poisoning, bromide; hyperinsulinism; 

brain tumor; etc. 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

5i7 
Serologic tests for syphilis, 259,300,512 

Serum bromides, 306, 414 

Blood sugar, 61, 390 

D. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 476 

“Ptomaine poisoning.” See gastroenter¬ 

itis; trichinosis; botulism 

“Puerperal sepsis,” 323. See also sep¬ 

ticemia; lung abscess; pyemia 

A. Blood culture, 258, 509 

Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Sulfanilamide level in blood, 261, 417 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 501 

C. Leukopenia with toxic neutrophils, 

252, 483 

Other laboratory findings as in puer- 

perium, q.v. 

Puerperium, 313, 324 
A. Red cell count and hemoglobin, 184, 

323 
C. “Puerperal sepsis,” q.v., 323 

Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 214 

D. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475, 476 

Immature neutrophils, 46, 476 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 501 

Lactosuria, 61, 346 

Proteosuria, 18, 342 

Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Pulmonary arteries, atherosclerosis or 

stenosis of 

A. Erythrocytosis, q.v., 226, 462, 471 

C. Heart failure, congestive, q.v., 15 

Pulmonary edema. See also heart failure, 

congestive 

A. Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Pulmonary gangrene 

A. Sputum examination, 280, 513 

Smear of sputum for Vincent's organ¬ 

isms, 258, 507 

Other laboratory findings as in 

pneumonia, q.v. 

Pulmonary tuberculosis, 280-289. See also 

bronchus, carcinoma of; bronchiecta¬ 

sis; pneumoconiosis, etc. 

A. Sputum examination, 280-284, 513- 

5i6 

Smear of sputum for tubercle bacilli, 

258, 283, 507, 508, 515 

Daily 24-hour sputum volume, 281, 513 

Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

Total and differential white cell 

count, 228, 237, 243, 244, 475, 476 

B. Concentration technic for tubercle ba¬ 

cilli, 258, 283, 507, 508, 515 

Stomach contents for tubercle bacilli 

130. 507 

C. Urobilinogenuria, 137, 357, 379 

Anemia, q.v., 213 

Cachexia, q.v. 

Fever, q.v. 

Tuberculosis, intestinal, q.v. 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

D. Blood cholesterol, 42, 408 

Negative nitrogen balance, 80, 367 

Blood calcium normal, 107, 403 

Purpura hemorrhagica, 273, 275. See also 

hemorrhagic diseases 

A. Thrombopenia, extreme, 271, 504 

Bleeding time prolonged, 269, 503 

Coagulation time normal, 270, 503 
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Purpura hemorrhagica—{Continued). 

Clot retraction delayed, 270, 504 

Capillary resistance test positive, 270, 

505 

Red cell count and hemoglobin, 171, 177, 
462, 471 

Total and differential while cell count, 

228, 237, 475, 476 

Determination of blood group, 276, 510 

Urine and feces for blood, 19, 147, 351, 

443, 445 
B. Sternal puncture, 199, 499 

C. Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211, 

214 

Purpura simplex, 274, 275. See also 

hemorrhagic diseases; allergy; focal 

infection 

A. Coagulation time, bleeding time, clot 

retraction, and platelet count normal, 

269, 270, 271, 503, 504, 505 

Capillary resistance lest normal, 270, 

505 
Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

Feces for blood, 145, 147, 443, 445 

Routine hematologic examination, 

17i, 458-484, 50i 

B. Skin tests for protein sensitization 

C. Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211, 

214 

Purpura thrombasthenic, 275. See also 

purpura hemorrhagica; hemophilia 

A. Bleeding time prolonged, 269, 503 

Coagulation time prolonged, 270, 503 

Clot retraction poor, 270, 504 

Platelet count normal, 271, 504 

Blood grouping, 276, 510 

Capillary resistance normal, 270, 505 

C. Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211, 

214 
Pustule. See furunculosis; anthrax; tula¬ 

remia; sporotrichosis 

Pyelitis, 49. See also pyelonephritis; cal¬ 

culi; kidney, tuberculosis of; tabes 

dorsalis; multiple sclerosis 

A. Pyuria, 23, 349 
Smear and culture of urine, 23, 258, 

259, 5<>7, 5°9 
Urine reaction and pH, 80, 341 

Neutrophilia, 238, 475, 476 

Volume of 24-hour urine, 26, 338 

Sulfanilamide level in urine and blood, 

261, 379, 417 

Py elitis— (Continued). 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

C. Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

Blood urea nitrogen normal, 32, 381 

D. Fat droplets in urine, 24, 353 

Modified Mosenthal test, 30, 360 

Pyelonephritis, 50. See also pyelitis; hy¬ 

dronephrosis; pyonephrosis; tabes dor¬ 

salis, multiple sclerosis 

A. Pyuria, 23, 349 

Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

Intravenous phenolsul phon phthalein 

test, 31, 362 

Smear and culture of urine, 258, 259, 

507, 509 
Volume of 24-hour urine, 26, 338 

Neutrophilia, 238, 475, 476 

Urine reaction and pH, 80, 341 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

B. Dilution and concentration test, 31, 

361 

Blood urea clearance, 36, 382 

C. Blood culture, 259, 509 

Blood creatinine, 37, 387 

Alkali reserve, 38, 77, 396 

Uremia, q.v., 52, 309 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

D. Modified Mosenthal test, 30, 360 

Serum sulphate, 43 

Pyemia. See also focal infection; “puer¬ 

peral sepsis”; septicemia; etc. 

A. Blood culture, 259, 509 

Neutrophilia, 238, 475, 476 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 

Sulfanilamide or sulfapyridine level, 

261, 417 

Sedimentation rate rapid, 253, 501 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Fever, q.v. 

C. Abscess, q.v. 
Leukopenia with immature neutro¬ 

phils increased, 252, 483 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Pylephlebitis. See also appendicitis; liver 

abscess 

A. Neutrophilia, 238, 476 

Liver damage, q.v., 158 
Sulfanilamide or sulfapyridine level. 

261, 417 
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Pylephlebitis—(Continued). 

B. Blood smear negative for malaria, 

197, 484 
C. Blood culture, 259, 509 

Leukopenia with immature neutro¬ 

phils increased, 246, 252, 475, 476 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Ascitic fluid transudate or exudate, 

284, 522 
Portal or splenic veins, thrombosis of, 

q.v., 218 

D. Sedimentation rate variable, 253, 501 

Pyloric stenosis, 155. See also peptic ulcer; 

stomach, carcinoma of; etc. 

A. Stomach contents examination, 118- 

i32» 434~44i 
Blood chlorides, 132, 395 

Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

Volume of 24-hour urine, 26, 338 

Alkalosis, q.v., 73-91 

Vomiting, q.v. 

B. Stasis meal, 131, 345 

C. Anhydremia, q.v., 50 

Pyonephrosis 49. See also pyelitis; pye¬ 

lonephritis; hydronephrosis 

A. Laboratory tests and findings same as 

for pyelonephritis, q.v., 50 

Rabies 

A. Negri bodies in brain of dog 

D. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475, 476 

Rat bite fever 

A. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475, 476 

Spirocheta morsus muris in blood of 

patient or mouse on dark-field ex¬ 

amination, 332, 497 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Raynaud’s disease 

D. Capillary microscopy, 289 

Hemoglobinemia, q.v., 22, 51, 357 

Relapsing fever 

A. Treponema recurrentis found by 

darkfield examination or Wright’s 

stain of blood taken during parox¬ 

ysm, 332, 476, 497 

Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475, 476 

C. Vomiting, q.v. 

Diarrhea, q.v. 

D. Thrombopenia, 271, 504 

Renal. See kidney 

Renal glycosuria. See glycosuria, renal 

Reticuloendotheliosis. See leukemia mon¬ 
ocytic 

Rheumatic fever, acute. See also arthritis; 

focal infection; serum disease; heart 

failure; endocarditis, subacute bacterial 

A. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475* 476 
Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 501 

D. Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Rickets. See also osteomalacia 

A. Blood calcium decreased, 107, 407 

Blood phosphates decreased, no, 404 

Total and differential white cell count 

variable, 228, 237, 475, 476 

C. Anemia, q.v., 221 

D. Immature white cells, 246, 476 

Serum phosphatase, no, 404 

Rocky mountain spotted fever. See also 

meningitis, epidemic; typhoid fever 

A. Total white cell count normal, 228, 

475. 476 
Monocytosis, 243, 476 

Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid normal, 291,517 

Widal and blood culture negative, 

259>509. 5i2 

Salpingitis. See also gonorrhea; salpingitis, 

tuberculous; pregnancy, ectopic; ap¬ 

pendicitis 

A. Cervical and urethral smears, 258, 507 

Neutrophilia or simple leukocytosis, 

237. 238, 475. 476 

Sedimentation rate rapid, 253, 501 

Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 512 

Sulfanilamide level, 261, 417 

B. Icterus index normal, 139, 410 

Aschheim-Zondek test negative, 316, 

525 
D. Complement fixation test for gonor¬ 

rhea, 259, 512 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

Salpingitis, tuberculous. See also peri¬ 

tonitis, tuberculous; salpingitis 

A. Urethral and cervical smears negative 

for gonococci, 258, 507 

Total and differential white cell count 

normal or variable, 228, 243, 244, 

475. 476 

C. Ascitic fluid, exudate, 284, 522 

Sterility, q.v. 

D. Concentration technic and guinea pig 

inoculation for tubercle bacilli, 258, 

507, 515. 523 
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Sarcoma. See also sarcoma of bone mar¬ 

row; lymphosarcoma 

A. Routine hematologic examination, 

171, 318, 458-484, 501 
B. Biopsy of lymph node, 202 

C. Anemia, q.v., 205, 211, 217, 220 

Sedimentation rate increased, 253, 501 

Cachexia, q.v. 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Liver damage, q.v., 158 

Sarcoma of bone marrow. See also sarcoma 

A. Anemia, myelophthisic, q.v., 205, 217, 

220 

Simple leukocytosis, eosinophilia, 

basophilia, 237, 240, 242, 475, 476 

Immature forms increased, 246, 476 

C. Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

D. Bence-Jones proteinuria, 17, 342 

Scarlet fever. See also nephritis, acute 

glomerular; otitis media; etc. 

A. Throat smear and culture shows strep¬ 

tococcus scarletinae, 258, 259, 507, 

509 
Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Daily 24-hour urine volume, 26, 338 

Neutrophilia or simple leukocytosis with 

eosinophilia, 237, 238, 240, 475, 476 

Capillary resistance test positive, 270, 

505 
Sulfanilamide level, 261, 417 

C. Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

Phenolsulphonphthalein test, 31,362 

Blood urea clearance, 36, 382 

Schistosomiasis, 154. See bilharziasis 

A. Ova in feces or urine, 154, 352, 457 

Hematuria, 19, 351 

Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q.v., 

211 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Anemia, splenomegalic, q.v., 218 

Schonlein’s disease, 274, 275. See purpura 

simplex 

Scleroderma 

D. Capillary microscopy, 289 

Scurvy, 275. See also hemorrhagic diseases 

A. Bleeding time normal, 269, 503 

Capillary resistance decreased 270, 

505 • 1 
Platelet count, coagulation time, clot 

retraction, 270, 271, 503, 504 

Urine and feces for blood, 19, 145 

35U 447 
Vitamin C level, 269, 272, 418 

DISEASES 

Scurvy—(Continued). 

C. Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211, 

2I4 

“Secondary anemias,” 202-223. See ane¬ 

mia; chlorosis; hemorrhage; etc. 

Seminal vesiculitis. See also gonorrhea; 

tuberculosis 

A. Smear and culture of expressed secre¬ 

tion, 258, 259, 288, 507, 509, 524 

Pyuria, 23, 349 

Three glass test, 19, 350 

Sulfanilamide level, 261, 417 

C. Hematuria, 19, 351 

Senility. See also cachexia 

D. Achlorhydria, 124,437 

Septicemia. See also typhoid fever; pneu¬ 

monia; meningitis; endocarditis; undu- 

lant fever; pyemia; etc. 

A. Blood culture, 258, 509 

Neutrophilia, 238, 475, 476 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 

Sedimentation rate rapid, 253, 501 

Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Fever, q.v. 

Sulfanilamide or sulfa pyridine level in 

blood, 261, 417 

C. Leukopenia with immature neutro¬ 

phils increased, 252, 483 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Nephritis, focal embolic, q.v., 47 

Serum disease. See also rheumatic fever 

A. Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

D. Allergy, q.v. 

Paul and Bunnell test positive, 260, 

512 

Shock 

A. Anhydremia, q v., 50 

Erythrocytosis, 226, 462, 471 

Sickle cell anemia, 216. See also anemia 

A. Crescentic red cells, 191, 497 

Icterus index increased, 139, 196, 410 

Red cell count and hemoglobin, i74> 

177, 462, 471 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196, 357i 379 

Reticulocyes increased, 194. 496 

Nucleated and other abnormal red 

cells numerous, 188-194, 476 

Color, volume and saturation indexes 

normal, 188, 488 
Examination of red cells in moist 

cover-slip preparation, 19L 497 
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Sickle cell anemia—(Continued). 

C. Anemia, hemolytic, q.v., 205, 212, 

214 

D. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475, 476 

Platelets normal, 271, 504 

Simmond’s disease, 114. See pituitary 

cachexia 

Sinusitis. See also focal infection; bronchi¬ 

ectasis; meningitis, aseptic and puru¬ 

lent 

A. Routine hematologic examination, 171, 

318, 458-484, 5or 

Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

B. Smears and cultures of sinus washings, 

258, 259, 507, 509 

Sulfanilamide level. 261, 417 

C. Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291- 

299-5i7 
Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Sinus thrombosis, 295. See also mastoidi¬ 

tis; septicemia; etc. 

A. Blood culture, 258, 509 

Neutrophilia, 238, 475, 476 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 

Sedimentation rate rapid, 253, 501 

Sulfanilamide level, 261. 417 

B. Queckenstedt test, 295 

Bacteremia, q.v. 

C. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291- 

3°i, 517 
Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Skull fracture, 307 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid pressure increased, 

294, 5i7 
Cerebrospinal fluid bloody, 296, 517 

Simple leukocytosis, 237 475, 476 

Smallpox 

A Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475, 476 

Very immature neutrophils in blood, 
246, 476 

Anemia, myelophthisic, q.v., 205, 217 
Fever, q.v. 

C Coagulation time, bleeding time, clot 

retraction, capillary resistance test, 

and platelet count, 269-271 503- 

505 
Leukemoid blood picture, 264, 476 

Snake bite 

A. Hemoglobinemia, q.v., 22, 51, 216 

Sore throat. See also tonsillitis; diph¬ 

theria; scarlet fever; angina, Vincent’s; 

agranulocytosis; syphilis, secondary; 

anemia, aplastic; leukemias; mono¬ 

nucleosis, infectious; etc. 

A. Throat smear and culture, 258, 259, 

507, 509 
Routine hematologic examination, 171, 

318, 458-484. 50i 
Urinalysis, 14, 338 

B. Darkfield examination for Treponema 

pallidum, 332, 509 

C. Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 512 

Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

Fever, q.v. 

Sulfanilamide level, 261, 417 

Spasmophilia. See also rickets; tetany 

A. Blood calcium low, 107, 403 

D. Blood phosphates low, no, 404 

Spider bite. See arachnidism 

Spinal cord tumor, 311. See also Pott’s 

disease; myelitis 

A. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291- 

302, 517 
Grant and Cone test, 295 

C. Ayala’s quotient, 296 

Froin’s syndrome, 299,517,519 

Cystitis, pyelitis, pyelonephritis, q v., 

49. 5° 
Subarachnoid block, q.v. 

Spirochetal jaundice, 158 

A. Hepatitis, q.v., 158 

Neutrophilia, 238, 475, 476 

Darkfield and Wright’s stain exami¬ 

nation of blood for Leptospira 

icterohemorrhagica, 332, 476, 497 

Spirochetosis, bronchopulmonarv 

A. Spirocheta bronchialis in sputum, 282, 

5i3 

Hemoptysis, 282, 513 

C. Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211, 
214 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Neutrophilia, 238, 475, 476 

Spleen, tuberculosis of, 218. See also 
Banti’s disease 

A. Erythrocytosis, 226, 462, 471 

Anemia, splenomegalic, q.v., 217 

Total and differential white cell count, 
228, 243 475, 476 

Splenic anemia, 217. See anemia, spleno¬ 

megalic; Banti’s disease; etc. 
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Sporotrichosis 

A. Culture for fungus sporotrichium, 259, 

509 
B. Biopsy of lymph node, 202 

D. Complement fixation test, 259, 512 

Sprue 

A. Feces examination, 145, 443 

Diarrhea, q.v. 

Anemia, macrocytic or normocytic, 

q.v., 203, 207, 212 

Color, volume and saturation indexes, 

179, 182, 488 

Stomach contents examination, 118, 

434 
Starvation 

A. Ketosis, 73, 344 

C. Acidosis, q.v., 73-91, 396 

Cachexia, q.v. 

Anemia, hypochromic microcytic, 

q.v., 210 

D. Blood uric acid increased, 41, 388 

Creatinuria, 315, 371 

Negative nitrogen balance, 80, 367 

Basal metabolic rate decreased, 94, 

382 

Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 

Dextrose tolerance curve high, 65,394 

Steatorrhea, idiopathic, 108. See Gee’s 

disease 

Sterility. See also pituitary, hypofuncton 

of; thyroid, hypofunction of; ovarian 

dysfunction; salpingitis; testicular 

hypofunction 

A. Semen examination, 288, 524 

Basal metabolic rate determination, 

94, 423 
C. Rubin test 

Theelin in blood, 116 

Still’s disease. See also focal infection; 

arthritis; Felty’s syndrome 

A. Anemia, splenomegalic, q.v., 217 

Stomach, carcinoma of, i54- See also 

peptic ulcer; pyloric stenosis; anemia, 

pernicious 
A. Stomach contents examination, 118- 

132, 434-441 
Blood in feces, 145, 147. 443, 445 
Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211, 

Hypochlorhydria, 127, 437 

B. Stasis meal, 131, 435 

Riegel meal, 131, 435 
Urea nitrogen or nonprotein nitrogen 

of gastric contents, 131, 3^5, 3^7 

Stomach, carcinoma of—{Continued). 

C. Achlorhydria, 126, 436 

Boas-Oppler bacilli in stomach con¬ 
tents, 129, 436 

Blood in stomach contents, 128, 436, 

440 

Lactic acid in stomach contents, 128, 

439 
Cachexia, q.v. 

Anemia, myelophthisic, q.v., 217, 220 

D. Dextrose tolerance curve high, 65, 394 

Stomach, dilatation of, 124. See also 

pyloric stenosis 

A. Volume of stomach contents in¬ 

creased, 124, 434 

Vomiting, q.v. 

C. Alkalosis, q.v., 73-91 

Anhydremia, q.v., 50 

Stomach, syphilis of. See also peptic ulcer 

A. Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 512 

Ewald and stasis meals, 123, 131, 434, 

435 
Achlorhydria, 126, 436 

Stomach, thoracic. See also peptic ulcer 

A. Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q.v., 

206, 211 

Blood in stools, 145, 147, 443, 445 

Blood in stomach contents, 128, 436, 

440 

Stomach, tumors of, benign. See also 

stomach, carcinoma of 

A. Blood in feces, 145, 147, 443. 445 

Hemalemesis, 126, 436 

Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q.v., 

206, 211 

Vomiting, q.v. 

Stomatitis. See anemia, aplastic; agranu¬ 

locytosis; angina, Vincent’s; leukemias; 

poisoning, benzol or mercury; anemia, 

pernicious; pellagra; sprue; scurvy; etc. 

Subarachnoid block, 295, 311. See also 

spinal cord tumor; Pott’s disease; 

meningitis; intervertebral disc, hernia¬ 

tion of; ligamentum flavum, hyper¬ 

trophy of 
A. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291, 

517 
Queckenstedt test, 295 

Grant and Cone test, 295 
Cerebrospinal fluid protein, 298, 51 » 

519 
B. Lumbar and cisternal puncture. 20 

294 
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Subarachnoid block— {Continued). 
C. Froin’s syndrome, 299, 5I7“5I9 

Xanthochromia, 296, 517 
Cerebrospinal fluid pressure low, 294 

Ayala’s quotient low, 296 
Lymphocytosis in cerebrospinal fluid, 

298, 518 
Subarachnoid hemorrhage, 311 

A. Cerebrospinal fluid bloody or xantho¬ 

chromic, 296, 517 
Icterus index increased, 139, 410 
Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475, 476 

Subdural hemorrhage, 311 
A. Cerebrospinal fluid yellow, 296, 517 

Cerebrospinal fluid pressure increased, 

294 
Cerebrospinal fluid protein increased, 

298, 519 
Sulphemoglobinemia, 23, 51, 216. See 

also methemoglobinemia; poisoning 
A. Sulphemoglobinemia, 23, 51, 2x6, 416 
C. Sulphemoglobinuria, 23, 340, 358 

Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Casts in urine, 18, 349 
Blood urea nitrogen increased, 32, 381 

Syphilis, congenital, 222 
A. Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 512 

Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291- 

3°i, 517 
C. Anemia, splenomegalic, q.v., 217, 222 

Simple leukopenia, 244, 476 

Immature white cells, 246, 476 
Abnormal red cells, 188-194, 476 

Syphilis of liver, 156. See also cirrhosis; 
hepatitis; poisoning, arsenic 

A. Serologic tests for syphilis positive, 259, 
512 

Liver damage, q.v., 157, 158 

Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291- 

301, 5i7 
B. Hepatitis, q.v., 158 

C. Cirrhosis, syphilitic, q.v., 156 
Syphilis, primary. See chancre 

Syphilis, secondary. See also sore throat; 
hepatitis; poisoning, arsenic and mer¬ 
cury; meningitis, syphilitic 

A. Serologic tests for syphilis 4 plus 259, 
512 

Icterus index, 139, 410 
Urinalysis, 14, 338 

Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291— 
301, 517 

D. Test for arsenic in urine, 359 

Syphilis, tertiary. See also mesoaortitis; 
cirrhosis, syphilitic; neurosyphilis; 

paresis; tabes dorsalis 
A. Serologic tests for syphilis positive or 

negative, 259, 512 
Icterus index, 139, 410 
Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291- 

3°U 517 
Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Tabes dorsalis, 312. See also syphilis, 

tertiary 
A. Cerebrospinal fluid cell count increased 

297, 5i8 
Tests for syphilis in blood and cerebro¬ 

spinal fluid positive or negative, 

259, 300, 512 
Lymphocytes and protein increased in 

cerebrospinal fluid, 297, 298, 517, 

5i8, 519 

Cerebrospinal fluid Lange Zone II, 
299, 521 

C. Cystitis, pyelonephritis, or pyelitis, 
q.v., 49, 50 

Telangiectasia, hereditary hemorrhagic, 

275. See also hemorrhagic diseases 
A. Bleeding time, coagulation time, clot 

retraction, platelet count and capil¬ 
lary resistance normal, 269-271, 

503-505 
Anemia of hemorrhage, q.v., 206, 211, 

214 

Teratoma testis, 317. See also chorion 
epithelioma. 

A. Aschheim Zondek test positive, 316, 

525 
C. Myelophthisic anemia, q.v., 205, 217 

Testicular hypofunction, 116 

A. Dextrose tolerance curve normal 65, 

394 
Glycosuria absent, 57, 345 

Basal metabolic rate normal, 94, 423 

D. Urine fails to give biologic test for 
male sex hormone, 116 

Tetanus 

D. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475, 476 

Anaerobic culture of wound for 
tetanus bacillus, 258, 509 

Tetany, 87, 116. See also alkalosis; vomit¬ 

ing; diarrhea; rickets; parathyroid 
tetany; spasmophilia 

A. Blood calcium, 107. 403 
Alkali reserve, 77, 396 
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Thromboangiitis obliterans. See also focal 

infection 

D Capillary microscopy, 289 

Thyroid, carcinoma of, 113. See also 

thyroiditis 

A. Basal metabolic rate, 94, 423 

Anemia usually absent, 220 

C. Anemia, myelophthisic, 205, 217 

Thyroid, diffuse parenchymatous hyper¬ 

plasia of (exophthalmic goiter), hi 

A. Basal metabolic rate increased, 94, 423 

Sedimentation rate normal, 253, 501 

C. Hyperglycemia, 61, 390 

Glycosuria, 57, 343 

Blood calcium, 107, 407 

Vomiting, q.v. 

Diarrhea, q.v. 

Blood cholesterol low, 42, no, 408 

D. Dextrose tolerance test, 65, 394 

Achlorhydria, 126,436 

Blood iodine, no 

Thyroid, hyperfunction of, 94-117 

A. Basal metabolic rate increased, 94, 423 

Sedimentation rate variable, 253, 501 

Other laboratory findings same as 

those for thyroid, diffuse paren¬ 

chymatous hyperplasia of, q.v. 

Thyroid, hypofunction of, 94-117. See also 

myxedema; cretinism; thyroiditis 

A. Basal metabolic rale low, 94, 423 

Dextrose tolerance curve low, 65, 94 

B. Blood cholesterol increased, 42, no, 

408 

C. Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 219 

Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 

D. Blood volume decreased, 223, 413 

Achlorhydria, 126, 436 

Blood iodine, no 

Thyroiditis, 113. See also thyroid, carci¬ 

noma of 

A. Basal metabolic rate, 94, 423 

Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

Total and differential white cell count, 

228, 475, 476 
Thyroid, hyper- or hypofunction of, 

q.v., 94-”7 
Tonsillitis. See also sore throat; nephritis, 

acute glomerular and focal embolic 

A. Throat smear and culture, 258, 259, 

507, 509 
Urinalysis, 14, 38 

D. Neutrophilia or lymphocytosis, 238, 

475, 476 

Trichinosis, 153 

A. Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

B. Icterus index normal, 139, 196, 410 

Adult and larvae of Trichinella 

spiralis in feces after cathartic, 153, 

456 
Blood and cerebrospinal fluid exami¬ 

nation for larvae, 153, 456 

Blood in feces, 147, 445 

Diarrhea, q.v. 

C. Biopsy of muscle for encysted larvae, 

153, 456 
Trypanosomiasis, 198 

A. Trypanosomes in Wright’s stain of 

blood smear, 198, 476 

Trypanosomes in moist cover slip 

preparation, 191, 497 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

D. Lymphocytes increased in cerebro¬ 

spinal fluid, 297, 298, 517, 518 

Tsutsugamushi fever 

A. Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 

Tuberculosis. See also kidney, tuber¬ 

culosis of; meningitis, tuberculous; 

peritonitis, tuberculous; pulmonary 

tuberculosis; salpingitis, tuberculous; 

tuberculosis, intestinal; tuberculosis, 

miliary; etc. 

A. Sputum examination, 280-284, 513- 

516 

Effusions, 284, 522 

Total and differential white cell count, 

228, 243, 244, 475, 476 

Sedimentation rate, 253, 501 

C. Anemia, q.v., 210, 212 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Fever, q.v. 

Monocytosis, 243, 476 

Diazo test in urine positive, 358 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196, 357, 379 

D. Vital capacity, 288, 524 

Tuberculosis, intestinal, 155. See also pul¬ 

monary tuberculosis; peritonitis, tuber¬ 

culous; intestinal ulceration 

A. Feces examination shows blood, 

mucus, tubercle bacilli, i47» 25& 

445. 507 
Sputum examination, 280-284, 5*3 

516 

Sedimentation rate rapid, 253, 501 

Total and differential white cell count 

variable, 237, 243, 244, 475. 476 

B Widal negative, 259, 512 
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Tuberculosis, intestinal—(Continued.). 

C. Diarrhea, constipation, intestinal ob¬ 

struction, q.v., 155 

Immature neutrophils, 246, 476 

Ascitic fluid exudate, 284, 522 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Tuberculosis, miliary. See also meningitis, 

tuberculous; typhoid fever; undulant 

fever 

A. Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 290- 

3°D 5I7-52I 
Sedimentation rate rapid, 253, 501 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Total and differential white cell count, 

variable, 238, 243, 244, 475, 476 

Urobilinogenuria, 137, 196, 357, 379 

B. Diazo test in urine positive, 358 

Leukemoid blood picture, 264, 476 

Widal negative, 259, 512 

C. Pleural or ascitic fluid exudate, 284, 

522 

Meningitis, tuberculous, q.v., 310 

D Sputum examination for tubercle 

bacilli usually negative, 283, 515 

Tularemia. See also undulant fever; sporo¬ 

trichosis 

A. Serum agglutination test for B. lula- 

rense, 259, 512 

Fever, q.v. 

B. Guinea pig inoculation, 258, 507 

D. Serum cross agglutinates B. abortus, 

259, 512 

Total and differential white cell count 

normal or neutrophilia, 228, 238, 

475. 476 

Typhoid fever, 155. See also tuberculosis, 

miliary; undulant fever; trichiniasis; 
etc. 

A. Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 

Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 
476 

Feces culture for B. typhosus, 259, 509 

B. Blood culture positive for B. typhosus, 

259, 509 

Diazo reaction in urine positive, 358 

Neutrophilia, 238, 475, 476 

C. Widal positive, 259, 509 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 

Agglutination for B. abortus negative, 

259. 509 

Icterus index increased, 139, 410 

Typhoid fever—{Continued). 

Diarrhea, q.v. 

Anemia, q.v., 206, 211, 214 

Feces for blood, 145, 147. 443. 445 
Urine and feces culture for B. typho¬ 

sus on Endo’s medium, 259, 509 

Typhus fever 

A. Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475 
Immature neutrophils increased, 246, 

476 
Weil-Felix agglutination test, 259, 512 

B. Blood culture negative, 258, 509 

Smear for malaria parasites negative, 

297, 484 

C. Hematuria, 19, 351 

Coagulation time, bleeding time, clot 

retraction, platelet count, capillary 

resistance test, 269-271, 503-505 

D. Lymphocytes increased in cerebro¬ 

spinal fluid, 297, 298, 517, 518 

Tyrosinosis, 57 

A. Urine reduces Benedict’s solution, 57, 

345 

Ulcer. See peptic 

Uncinariasis, 153. See also ankylostomia¬ 

sis 

A. Necator americanus ova in feces, 133, 

456, Plate VIII 

Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q.v., 

211, 212 

Eosinophilia, 240, 476 

Blood in feces, 145, 147, 443, 445 

C. Cachexia, q.v. 

Undulant fever. See also typhoid fever; 

tularemia 

A. Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 

Blood culture on liver agar positive, 

258, 509 

C. Serum agglutinates B. abortus, 259, 

512 

Widal negative, 259, 512 

D. Serum cross agglutinates P. tularensis, 

259, 512 

Uremia, eclamptic. See Cerebral edema 

Uremia, pseudo-, 52, 308. See brain hemor¬ 

rhage; encephalomalacia; etc. 

Uremia, 33-36, 52, 309. See also nephritis; 

poisoning, arsenic, mercury; pyelo¬ 

nephritis; hydronephrosis; hyperten¬ 

sive cardiovascular disease; etc. 

A. Blood urea nitrogen over 60 mg., 32, 
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Uremia—{Continued). 

Blood creatinine increased, 37, 387 

Alkali reserve, 77, 396 

Cerebrospinal fluid examination, 291- 

302, 517 

Urinalysis, 14, 338 

B. Cerebrospinal fluid urea nitrogen, 

creatinine, mercury combining 

power, and alkali reserve, 301, 302, 

52i 
C. Anuria, q.v., 27 

Pericarditis, q.v. 

Colitis, q.v., 155 

D. Hyperglycemia, 61, 390 

Simple leukocytosis, 237, 475 

Non-protein nitrogen and undeter¬ 

mined nitrogen high, 35, 386 

Blood uric acid high, 41, 388 

Blood phosphates increased, 39, no, 

409 

Ureters, stricture of 49. See hydronephro¬ 

sis; pyelitis; pyelonephritis; pyonephrosis 

Urethra, stricture of, 49. See hydro¬ 

nephrosis; cystitis; pyelonephritis; ure¬ 

thritis 

Urethritis, 49 See also gonorrhea; prosta¬ 

titis 

A. Smear, 258, 507 

Three glass test, 19, 351 

Serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 512 

Pyuria, 23, 349 

Urine reaction and pH, 80, 341 

Sulfanilamide level in urine, 261, 379 

B. Culture, 258, 5<>9 

C. Hematuria, 19, 351 

Albuminuria, 14, 342 

Prostatitis, q.v. 

Seminal vesiculitis, q.v. 

Salpingitis, q.v. 

Urethra, stricture of, q.v. 

D. Complement fixation test for gonor¬ 

rhea, 259, 512 

Urticaria 

A. Allergy, q.v. 
Uterus, carcinoma of. See also metror¬ 

rhagia 
A. Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q.v., 

206, 211 

B. Biopsy 
C. Pyelonephritis, q.v., 50 

Carcinomatosis, q.v. 

D. Aschheim-Zondek test occasionally 

positive, 315. 525 

Uterus, myofibromata of. See also menor¬ 

rhagia; metrorrhagia 

C. Anemia of chronic hemorrhage, q.v., 

206, 211 

Vaccinia. See also chickenpox, smallpox 

C. Encephalitis, q.v., 312 

Volvulus, 155. See also intussusception 

A. Blood in feces, 145, 443 

Intestinal obstruction and vomiting, 

q-v., 155 

Vomiting. See also pernicious vomiting; 

vomiting, cyclic; intestinal obstruction; 

pyloric stenosis; etc. 

A. Ketosis, 73, 344 

Daily 24,-hour urine volume and specific 

gravity, 26, 338 

Alkali reserve variable, 77, 396 

Blood chlorides low, 132, 395 

Blood urea nitrogen, 32, 381 

Examination of vomitus, 130, 434 

B. Aschheim-Zondek test, 315, 525 

C. Oliguria, 27, 338 

Acidosis or alkalosis, q.v., 73-91 

Blood creatinine, 37, 387 

Erythrocytosis, 226, 462, 471 

Hematemesis, 126, 436 

D. Blood uric acid and non-protein 

nitrogen increased, 35.. 41, 386, 

388 

Phenolsulphonphthalein excretion de¬ 

creased, 31, 362 

Blood volume decreased, 223, 413 

Plasma proteins increased, 39, 4°5 

Cerebrospinal fluid pressure and 

volume decreased, 294 

Negative nitrogen balance, 80, 367 

Blood sugar, 61, 390 

Vomiting, cyclic, 85 

A. Hypoglycemia, 61, 390 

Peptic ulcer, q.v., 155 
Other laboratory tests and findings 

same as those in vomiting, q.v. 

Von Jaksch’s anemia, 221. See erythro- 

leukoblastosis; rickets; syphilis, congen¬ 

ital; anemia, Cooley’s 

Weil’s disease, 158. See spirochetal 

jaundice 

Whooping cough 
A Lymphocytosis, 242, 475. 47® 

C. Brain hemorrhage, q.v. 
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Whooping cough—(Continued). 

D. Lymphocytes increased in cerebro¬ 

spinal fluid, 297, 298, 517, 518 

Wool-sorter’s disease. See anthrax 

Xanthomatosis, 218 

A. Anemia, myelophthisic, q.v., 205, 217 

Diabetes insipidus, q.v., 29, 338 

B. Sternal marrow, foam cells in, 199, 499 

D. Cholesterol in tissues increased, 42, 

408 

Yaws 

A. Treponema pertenue or pallidum (?) 

found on dark-field examination, 

332, 496, 509 

Y a ws—(C ontinu ed). 

Serologic tests for syphilis positive 

259, 5i2 
C. Anemia, normocytic, q.v., 212 

Yellow fever, 158 

A. Hemoglobinuria, 22, 51, 216 

Anemia, hemolytic, q.v., 214 

Choluria, 137, 357 

Fever, q.v. 

Liver damage, severe, q.v., 158 

Vomiting, q.v. 

Simple leukopenia, 244, 475 

C. Anuria, q.v., 27 

Toxic neutrophils, 252, 483 





NOTE TO THE INSTRUCTOR 

There are no substitutes for the originality of presentation and the 
contagious enthusiasm of the teacher who loves his subject and loves his 
students. Nevertheless, since the division of the subject into two parts 
as in this book is a little unusual, a brief outline of my teaching technic 
may contain in it suggestions which will prove of value, and the appended 
schedule of assignments should simplify a correlation of the two 
parts. A rigid adherence to this schedule is not my desire. The 
order given is that which has proved most suitable in our institution 
where the course is given in the Spring term and the light for micro¬ 
scopic work is better toward the end of the season. A different order, 
putting the microscopic work first, might prove more suitable in schools 
where the course is given in the Fall term. In order to increase flexi¬ 
bility of arrangement, each chapter has been made fairly complete in 
itself even at the expense of some repetition which, however, is probably 
not without pedagogic value. Therefore, any order is possible. To 
increase flexibility of adaptation to the varied lengths of time devoted 
to this subject in different schools, less important points and more 
difficult or infrequently used methods have been put in fine print, and 
in the shorter courses such matter can be merely read or omitted entirely 
at the discretion of the instructor. 

I devote the lecture time largely to quizzing over the assigned 
work,, trying to phrase all questions in such a way that they will involve 
thinking, and emphasizing the practical clinical applications of the data 
by use of actual cases wherever possible. For example, I would 
outline the mam points in the history of a case which is sufficiently 
c ear cut to make it obvious to a sophomore student that it would belong 
m the group of conditions formerly included under the term Bright’s 
disease and would ask that student to state what laboratory tests he 
would do or order. As each is mentioned, I would give him the result 
o the test in the particular case and thus lead him eventually to arrive 
at the correct diagnosis. By requiring another student to state how 

e wou d perform the test, the errors in diagnosis which might result 
from errors m technic can be emphasized. By selecting a lew cases 

w'tWuTn6 y l° C°me t0 P°St mortem and keeping the class in touch 
with the laboratory study of these cases, the value and limitations of 

ora ory stu y can be conclusively demonstrated. This method of 
teaching ,s applicable to almost every phase of the subfect Care i 

575 
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taken to spend most of the time on the more important points, to see 

that the correct answer to the question is ultimately so clearly stated 

that all ought surely to understand it, and to stress constantly the 

importance of thinking from the basic chemistry, physiology, and 

pathology of the disease to the laboratory changes and from these to the 

diagnosis. The resume at the beginning of each chapter was planned 

to aid the student in this type of thinking and for the same reason 

more clinical medicine is included than is usual in texts on laboratory 

diagnosis. I believe no other subject better adapts itself to thus 

closing the gap between the fundamental sciences and clinical medicine. 

The importance of adherence to the general principles outlined in 

Chapter I is illustrated at every opportunity, as are the various errors 

that may result from neglect of these principles. Any points that 

obviously have not been grasped from the study of the text are 

explained, and are quizzed over in subsequent sessions. New matter 

that has appeared since the last revision of the text and points of view 

differing from those expressed in the text may profitably be presented 

in lecture form as the corresponding subject is taken up. Toward 

the last of the course students are asked to hunt up a new method 

for some particular procedure and present it to the class. Then in 

seminar style the class is asked to point out advantages and disadvan¬ 

tages of the method. In a similar manner, articles on interpretation 

are discussed with the object of training the student in finding and 

critically evaluating new work in this subject. Definite effort is made 

to see that the students realize that they have only commenced the 

study of this subject and that its full value can only be appreciated 

after much experience in using it in the clinical years. While few 

instructors have the advantage possessed by the author of teaching 

physical diagnosis and differential diagnosis to the same students as 

Juniors and Seniors, arrangement with the clinical instructors can 

usually be made to secure cooperation in keeping awake the student s 

interest in the laboratory phase of medicine and in seeing that he 

keeps the laboratory examination in its proper place, i.e, subordinat 

and supplementary to the history and physical examination, 

have found the Index by Diseases of great value in maintaining 

interest, as well as an aid in reviewing the subject from a new ang 

the end of the term. ^.i .j kv 
In the laboratory, the student is introduced to each met dby 

work on knowns until he has had opportunity thoroughly to sat. . 

himself of the proper outcome and has formed 
errors which may result from insufficient practice. He is then g 
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unknowns and graded on the proficiency displayed in the technic, the 

evidences of honesty in reporting the results, and the closeness with 

which he approaches the accuracy obtainable with the method used. 

The more difficult methods are demonstrated, but since the directions 

have been made extremely explicit and the assignments are intended 

to be studied before coming to class I feel that in most instances the 

student’s time can be spent to better advantage in controlled practice 

as above outlined. The instructors in the laboratory seek to encourage 

the students to look upon them as friendly consultants to be called 

upon for suggestions when repeated trials still give erroneous results. 

Every opportunity is taken to stress the fact that if the results are to 

be clinically usable the method selected must not only be reliable, but 

it must also be performed with care, with controls on its accuracy 

and by someone who has had adequate practice. This is only possible 

when the correct result on all material used for class study is known 

to the instructor. More time is devoted to quantitative urine chem¬ 

istry than its clinical importance justifies because the methods are so 

similar to the more important blood methods that facility acquired 

in the procedures for one is transferable to the other, and material 

sufficient for large classes is more easily secured. The laboratory 

periods should come on two or more successive days in the week in 

order to allow for completion of the longer methods and to prevent 

waste of material. The most satisfactory way of training students in 

the identification of casts, ova, abnormal red and white cells, etc. is to 

furnish the students with suitable material and to require each student 

to find and demonstrate a certain number of each type to the instructors 
before credit is given on this phase of the work. 

For convenience detailed directions are given at the end of each 

method for the preparation of the more complex reagents and all are 

indexed under the term “ Reagents ” in the index. Reagents for which 

e preparation is obvious or for which directions have been given in 

other methods are italicized in the description of the technic All 

reagents and standards mentioned in Part Two can be purchased from 
the Shaw Surgical Co., Portland, Oregon. 

prefertT JhtftUting meth°dS f°r th°Se here M^ted as 
?. ft d’ "hl^h may some!imes prove desirable, I ask only one thing- 

at is, that the two methods actually be tried out first in direct com 
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Schedule of Assignments* 

Day For quiz period 

Part One Part Two 

Prefaces 

1-10 

327-344(8) 

359(b)-36°(2) 

5i9 

11-22(3) 
349(i2)-356(i9) 

357(2i)-359(B) 

2 2(3)-32(F) 36o(2)-37i(9) 

3 2(F)-43 (V) 
37i(9)-372(n) 

381-385(0) 

43(V)-54 
Review Chapters 

I and II 

385(D)-39o(4) 

4I4(B)-4I4(G) 

SS-69(VII) 
344(8)-349(i2) 

405(4)-4°8(5) 

69(VII)-77(X) 
372(ii)-378(i2) 

39°(4)-394(5) 

77(X)-93 
394(5)-4°3(2) 

378(13)—379(r 5) 

94-107(111) 423-433 

For laboratory period 

Start Esbach test, 359(1). Check lockers 

Calibrate apparatus, 327-33°(E). 

Prepare standard solutions, 336, 337. 

Review protein tests, on knowns, 342(7)- 

344(8). 

Read Esbach test and do new modifica¬ 

tion, 359(1). Finish standard solutions, 

336. Estimate ammonia nitrogen and 

total nitrogen in known 24-hour urine, 

363(6)~367(8). Study known urine sedi¬ 

ments, 349(i2)-356(i9). 

Read phenolsulphonphthalein tests, 362(5). 

Do urea nitrogen on known 24-hour 

urine, 365(7). Complete study of known 

sediments, 349(12)-356(i9). Start col¬ 

lection of dilution and concentration 

fractions, 361(4). 

Determine volume and specific gravity, 

338-342(7), on dilution and concentra¬ 

tion fractions. Qualitative protein, 

342(7^344(8), and sediment unknowns, 

349(125-356(19). 

Do urea clearance test, 381-385(0). 

Prepare Folin filtrate from 12 cc. of 

blood, 385(D)-386(2). Add toluol to 

filtrate and save. 

Do blood creatinine on filtrate, 387(2), 

and non-protein nitrogen, 386(E)-387(2), 

on blood filtrate. Review qualitative 

sugar and ketosis tests on known urines, 

344(8)-349(i2)- 

Do blood urea nitrogen on unknown, 381. 

Do plasma protein, 405(4), S19- 

Do qualitative and quantitative sugar 

estimations on knowns and unknowns, 

344(8)-349(i2), 372(1i)-378(i2). 

Do alkali reserve, 396(F)> and b'°°d 

sugar, 385(D), 39o(4), on knowns. 

* All figures and letters in 
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Schedule of Assignments.*—(Continued) 

Day 

io 

For quiz period 

io7(III)-ii7 

Review Chapters 

III and IV 

11 118-133(111) 

4°3(2)-4°5(4) 
4o8(5)-4io(6) 

For laboratory period 

Prepare filtrates from blood for blood 

sugar estimation, 386(2). Add toluol 

and save. Do blood sugar estimations 

on filtrate, 390(4). Do blood calcium 

and phosphate determinations, 403(2)- 

405(4)- 

434-442 

Begin basal metabolic rate determinations 

by groups, 423-433, and continue daily 

until all groups have finished. Do urea 

nitrogen on blood unknown, 381. Do 

an alkali reserve, 396(F), and blood 

chloride, 395(7), on unknowns. Do gas¬ 

tric analyses on knowns, 434-441. 

12 i33(III)-i4s(IV) 

13 

14 

l5 

16 

17 

!45(IV)-i6o 

Review Chapters 

I, II, III, IV and V 

356(i: 9)—35 7(21) 

378(i2)-378(i3) 
4io(6)-4i3(8) 

379(i6)-38o 

443-447(E) 

Review Sections 

I, II, III 

447(E)-457 

Review Sections 

IV-VIII 

Test qualitative and quantitative stomach 

contents unknowns, 334-342. Do bile 

pigment, bile salt, and urobilinogen tests 

on own urine and knowns, 356(19)- 

357(21). Demonstration of Boas-Oppler 

bacilli and sarcinae. 

Do icterus index estimation, 410(6). 

Demonstrate Van den Bergh test, 412(b). 

One stomach contents unknown. Two 

urine unknowns. One blood unknown 

for urea nitrogen and dextrose. 

V ritten examination over all covered 

to date 

161-177(2) 

i77(a)-i88(V) 

458-462(5) 

47i(6)-476(8) 

462(55-47!(6) 

Examine known feces samples, 443-457. 

Examine qualitative and quantitative 

stomach contents unknowns. Study 

and draw parasites and ova. 

Do qualitative and quantitative urine 

unknowns, 338—380, and alkali reserve 
unknown, 396(F). 

Practice red and white cell counts, 471(6). 

Continue study of intestinal parasites 

and ova. Practice making and staining 

of blood smears, 476(8). 

Continue red and white cell counts on 

knowns and own blood. Make smears 

and hemoglobin estimations on known 

bloods, 462(5). Continue study of in¬ 
testinal parasites. 
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Schedule of Assignments.*—(Continued) 

For quiz period For laboratory period 

i88(V)-202(X) I 

Chart I, Plate II 

and legends 

487(B)-498(7) 
Continue work as above. Turn in report 

of routine hematologic examination of 

own blood including color index, 488(a). 

202 (X)—212(E) 476(8)-483(f) 

Demonstrate cell volume determination 

Routine hematologic examination in¬ 

cluding calculation of color, volume and 

saturation indexes on unknown bloods, 

487(B)-495(3). 

2I2(E)-223(XI) 
484(9)-487(B) 

498(7)-5°i(io) 

Study demonstrations of normal and 

abnormal red cells. Do volume index, 

color index and saturation index 487(B)- 

495(3) by groups on unknown bloods. 

Begin study of anemia slides. Do reti¬ 

culocyte stain and count, 496(5). 

2 23 (XI)—2 2 7 

Review Chapter VI 
4i3(8)-4i4(G) 

Continue study of unknown anemia slides, 

demonstrating each type of abnormal 

red cell to instructor. Do eriometer 

method of red cell diameter, 495(4)- 

Demonstration of sternal puncture, 

499(B). 

228-24o(C) 

Plates I, III, IV 

and V, with legends 

475 (7)—483 (f) 

Demonstrate red cell fragility test, 498(7). 

Finish study of anemia slides and exam¬ 

ine sternal marrow slides. Find and 

demonstrate malaria parasites in un¬ 

known slides after study of knowns. 

240(0-253(111) 

Plate VI with 

legend 

483(0-484(9) 

495(3)”495(4) 

Study demonstrations of normal white 

cells. Find and demonstrate to in¬ 

structor each type on smears prepared. 

Do differential count on own blood, 

and total and differential white count 

on unknowns. Start differential count¬ 

ing on slides illustrating neutrophilia, 

eosinophilia, lymphocytosis, infectious 

mononucleosis, toxic neutrophils, etc. 

which are given out as unknowns. This 

worK is to be completed by end of 

period 25. ____ 

253(in)-267 

379(15)-379(i6) 
4i7(4)“4i8(5) 

5o7-5io(B) 

Study demonstrations of each type of 

white cells. Find and demonstrate to in¬ 

structor each type of white ce w 

leukemia slides given out. By en 0 

period 28 report differential counts on 

each of these unknown slides. Do se 1 

mentation rates, 5OI(1Q)-__ 

d AU °“"r 
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Day For quiz period For laboratory period 

25 

268-279 
Review Chapters 

VII and VIII 
Plate VII with 

legend 

4i8(5)-42o(6) 

5oi(io)-5o6 

5io(B)-5i2 

Do peroxidase stain, 495(3)- Continue 
work on unknown leukemia slides. 
Demonstrations of Paul and Bunnell 
test, 512(4), moist cover slip prepa¬ 
ration of sickle cell anemia, and supra¬ 
vital preparation, 497(6). Do blood 
typing, 5io(B)~5i2(2). Do sulfanila¬ 
mide or sulfapyridine determination, 

4i7(4)- 

26 
280-289 

Review Chapters 
VII and VIII 

513-516 

Do bleeding and clotting times, clot re¬ 
traction, platelet count, capillary re¬ 
sistance and prothrombin time, 503(11)- 
506. Do quantitative vitamin C deter¬ 
mination, 418(5). 

27 290-302(11) 517-523 
Review Section IX 

Examine sputum specimens, 513-516, and 
ascitic or pleural fluid, 522^-523. 
Review bacteriologic methods, 507- 
510(B). 

28 302(II)-3i3 
4I4(G)-4i 7(4) 

420(6)—42 2 

Examine spinal fluids, 517-522(6). Do 
serum bromide determination, 414(G). 
Finish study of leukemia and sternal 
marrow slides. 

29 
314-324 
524-526 

Review sections 
X, XI, XII and 

XIII 

Do carbon monoxide and methemoglobin 
determinations, 4i5(2)~4i7(4). Do 
blood alcohol determinations in groups, 
420(6). Demonstration of Friedman 
test, 525(C). 

30 
Review, using Index by Diseases as out¬ 

line, A-D 
Practical examination in laboratory 
methods, 327-526. Series of unknowns. 

3i Index by Diseases D-M 

32 Index by Diseases M-Pregnancy 

33 Index by Diseases Pregnancy-End 

All figures and letters in parentheses refer to paragraphs. All other figures refer to pages.- 
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from loss of carbonic acid through lungs, 

87 
from sulfanilamide, 86 

in high intestinal obstruction, 86, 87, 132 
pH of blood in, 80 

reaction of urine in, 80 
tetany from, 87, 109 

total acidity of urine in, 80 

types in which alkali reserve is not indi¬ 
cated, 79 

uncompensated, 87-91 
Alkaptonuria, 57, 340, 349 

AHergy, and purpura hemorrhagica, 274 
eosinophilia in, 240 
favism caused by, 22 

hypoglycemia in, 64 
in simple purpura, 274 

sedimentation rate in, 257 
urinary proteose in, 18 

Altitude, effect on carbonic acid of plasma, 
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Altitude, effect on hemoglobin of, 185 

effect on red cell count of, 185 

effect on red cell volume of, 185 

high, alkalosis from, 87 

hyperpnea from, 90 

interpretation of alkali reserve esti¬ 

mation in, 79 

Amebae, collection of specimens for, 151, 

447 
cystic stages, differential diagnosis of, 

449>450 
examination for, 447-451 

in feces with diarrhea, 150, 151 

iodine-eosin stain for, 448 

iron hematoxylin stain for, 450 

vegetative stages, differential diagnosis 

of, 448, 449 

Amebiasis, 150-152, 447-451 

complement fixation test for, 152 

hypochromic microcytic anemia in, 211, 

214 

Amebic abscess. See abscess, amebic 

leukocytosis from, 237 

colitis, eosinophilia in, 156, 240 

dysentery, diagnosis of, 150-152 

feces in, 148 

in ulceration of intestine, 155, 156 

symptoms of, 151 

ulceration in colon in chronic infectious 

arthritis, 150 

Amino acid content, of blood in liver 

disease, 134 

of cerebrospinal fluid, 291 

of plasma, 109 

of urine in liver disease, 134 

Amino acids, antiketogenic, 55 

formation of glycogen from, 55 

ketogenic, 71 

specific dynamic action of, 94 

yielding acetoacetic acid, 71 

Aminopyrine, cause of agranulocytic- 

angina, 245 

effect on blood formation of, 228 

glycuronic acid excretion from, 58 

Amitosis, 250 
Ammonia, formation from urea of, 12, 77 

in urine, removal by permutit of, 367 

nitrogen in urine, 80, 363 
Ammonium chloride, administration of, 

alkali reserve estimation in, 78 

overdosage of, acidosis in, 84 

magnesium phosphate crystals in urine, 

25. 353 

Ammonium chloride, nitrate, administra¬ 

tion of, alkali reserve es imation in, 78 

84 

urate crystals in urine, 25, 353 

Amnesia, from hypoglycemia, 63 

Ampulla of Vater, obstruction of, 136, 158 

Amylase, concentration in diseases of pan¬ 

creas, 132, 442 

Amyloidosis, causes of, 42, 51 

congo red test for, 42, 414 

decreased total serum or plasma protein 

in, 41 

in Addison’s disease, 115 

of kidney, 51 

Amylopsin, in duodenal contents, 133 442 

Anaphylactic shock, acidosis in, 85 

Androgenic hormones, 97 

Anemia, 186-223 

abnormal red cells in, 188-194 

acidosis in, 83 

and antipernicious anemia principle, 170, 

203 

and carcinoma of cecum, 211, 220 

of stomach, 211, 220 

and hemoglobinemia, 216 

and lactic acid metabolism, 76 

and nicotinic acid, 204 

and riboflavin, 204 

and subacute bacterial endocarditis, 213 

and vitamin B2, 204 

and vitamin B6, 204 

and vitamin K, 204 

aplastic, 204, 220 

bone marrow in, 201 

causes of, 204, 220 

diagnosis of, 204, 220 
differentiated from agranulocytosis, 

201, 246 
from aleukemic leukemia, 201, 221, 

265 

from leukemia, 265 

from lymphocytic leukemia, 221 

from overdosage of radium, 204, 221 

from overdosage of roentgen-rays, 204, 

220 
granulopenia in, 245 

hematuria in, 21 

icterus index in, 142, 205, 220 

in benzol poisoning, 204, 220 

leukopenia in, 245 

platelet count in, 220, 272, 274 

red cell diameter in, 190 
reticulocytes absent in, 196, 204, 220 
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Anemia, aplastic, symptomatic purpura 

hemorrhagica in, 273, 274 

symptoms of, 220 

therapy in, 205, 221 

urine in, 220 

as indication for laboratory tests, 53, 187 

basophilia in, 242 

basophilic stippling in, 192 

blood chloride in, 38 

typing in, 276 

volume in, 224 

Cabot’s rings in, 193 

causes of, 202-223 

chlorotic, 203, 210, 212 

classification of, 188, 202-207 

congenital, 222 

Cooley’s, macrocytic anemia in, 209, 222 

deficiency in pregnancy, 323 

definition of, 186 

examination of feces in, 146 

for parasites in, 150 

familial, 215, 221, 222. See Cooley’s 

anemia, erythroleukoblastosis and hem¬ 

olytic icterus 

fragility test in, 197 

from congenital syphilis, 222 

from deficiency of antipernicious anemia 

principle, 203, 207-210 

from esophageal stenosis, 212 

from external hemorrhage, 206, 211 

from food fads, 212 

from goat’s milk, macrocytic anemia in, 
209, 223 

from hemoglobinuria, 216 

from hemolysis, test for, 205, 214-2x7 

from infections, 212-214 

from internal hemorrhage, 205, 214 

from intestinal parasites, 150, 214 

from loss of blood, 206, 211, 214 

from malignant tumors, 220 

from milk diet, 212 

from poisons, 214 

from sulfanilamide, 214 

from sulfapyridine, 214 

from toxins, 214 

from Trichuris trichiura, 154 

goat’s milk, 223 

macrocytic anemia in, 209, 223 

hemoglobin in, 186, 187 

hemolytic, 214-217 

fragility test in, 197 

hemoglobinuria in, 22 

jaundice in, 141, 159 

Anemia, Howell-Jolly bodies in, 193 

hypochromic, idiopathic, 210-212 

achlorhydria in, 127, 212 

blood indexes in, 188, 2x0 

cause of, 127, 212 

iron deficiency in, 203, 210-212 

symptoms of, 127, 211 

hypochromic microcytic, 203, 210-212. 

See also anemia, iron deficiency 

definition of, 188, 210 

differentiated from pernicious anemia, 

210 

from hookworm, 153, 214 

hemoglobin in, 210 

in Band’s disease, 218 

in children, 223 

in chronic hemorrhage, 206, 211 

in infants, 223 

platelets in, 210 

red cells in, 188, 210 

sternal marrow in, 201, 211 

therapy of, 211 

urobilinogen excretion in, 211 

white cells in, 210 

icterus index in, 141, 142, 187, 196 

in Banti’s disease, 157, 218 

in biliary tract inflammation, 156, 213 

in cirrhosis of liver, 157, 218 

in cretinism, 113, 219 

in favism, 22 

in increased destruction of red cells, 205, 

214-217 

in leukemias, 205, 217, 262-267 

in myxedema, 113, 219 

in nephritis, 38, 45, 212, 213 

in peptic ulcer, 155 

in ulceration of intestine, 155, 206, 211 

iron deficiency, 203, 210-212. See also 

anemia, hypochromic microcytic 

achromia in, 193 

blood indexes in, 188, 203, 210-212 

bone marrow in, 201 

diameter of red cells in, 190 

in chronic hemorrhage, 206, 211 

microcytosis in, 189 

reticulocytes in, 195 

types of, 203, 210-212 

laboratory tests for diagnosis of, 186, 187 

188 " 

Lederer’s acute febrile, 217 

hemoglobinuria in, 22 

leukocyte count in, 202-223, 245 
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Anemia, liver therapy of, 195, 207 

eosinophilia following, 242 

macrocytic, 188, 203, 207-210. See also 

pernicious anemia 

caused by Diphyllobothrium latum, 

153, 209 

causes of, 203, 207, 209 

definition of, 188, 207 

diameter of red cells in, 190 

in Cooley’s anemia, 209, 222 

in erythroleukoblastosis, 221, 222 

in goat’s milk anemia, 209, 223 

in infants, 209, 222, 223 

in leukemia, 209 

in liver disease, 209 

in multiple myeloma, 209 

in pellagra, 209 

in sprue, 209 

leukopenia from, 245 

polylobocytes in, 251 

reticulocytes in, 195 

modified Mosenthal test in, 30 

myelophthisic, 205, 217 

abnormal platelets in, Plate VII 

causes of, 205, 2x7 

leukocytosis from, 237 

marrow in, 201 

therapy in, 217 

nonhemolytic, differentiation from per¬ 

nicious anemia, 139 

normocytic, 212-223 

causes of, 212-223 

definition of, 188 

differentiated from pernicious anemia, 

210 

in acute blood loss, 206, 214 

in Band’s disease, 157, 217, 218 

in children, 223 

in increased red cell destruction, 205, 

214-217 

in Hodgkin’s disease, 219 

in infants, 223 

in lymphosarcoma, 219 

in malaria, 198, 214, 216 

in sickle cell anemia, 216 

in splenomegaly, 217-219 

in worm infestation, 152, 214 

nucleated red cells in, 193, 201 

nutridonal, 212 

blood indexes in, 188, 210 

iron deficiency in, 203, 210, 2x2 

obscure, indications for laboratory tests 

in, 38, 186, 187 

Anemia, obscure, stomach contents exam¬ 

ination indicated, 121, 127, 187 

of chronic hemorrhage, 206, 210, 211 

achromia in, 193 

blood indexes in, 188, 210, 211 

causes of, 203, 210-2x2 

in carcinoma, 154, 211, 220 

iron deficiency in, 203, 210-212 

of Diphyllobothrium latum infestation, 

I53> 209 

of hemorrhage, 206, 211, 214 

of obstruction of splenic veins, 218 

of portal obstruction, leukopenia in, 218 

of pregnancy, 184, 185, 209, 323 

prevention of, 316, 319 

of prematurity, 212 

of red cell destruction within the body, 

205, 214-217 

of sprue, 204, 209 

pernicious, 207-210. See pernicious 

anemia 

plasma volume in, 224 

poikilocytosis in, 190, 191 

red cell diameter in, 190 

red cell volume in, 188 

red cells in, 188 -196, 201 

reticulocytes in, 194-196 

sedimentation rate in, 253-258 

severe, albuminuria in, 17 

basal metabolism in, 106 

leukopenia in, 245 

oliguria in, 28 

sickle cell, 216. See sickle cell anemia 

sickle cells in, 191, 192 

moist cover slip preparations in, 191 

reticulocytes in, 195, 216 

splenomegalic, 217-219 

blood indexes in, 188, 212, 217 

from schistosomiasis, 218 

in Gaucher’s disease, 218 

in Neimann-Pick’s disease, 218 

leukopenia from, 245 

therapy of, 203-223 

reticulocytes in, 195 

types, 188, 203-223 

in carcinoma, 220 

uric acid in, 42 

von Jaksch, 221, 222 

Anemias, classification of, 188, 202-223 

determination of type of, 186-188, 203 

223 
differential diagnosis of, 203-223 

icterus index in, 196 
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Anemias, simulating pernicious anemia, 209, 

210 

Anesthesia, acidosis from, 84, 90 

albuminuria from, 17 

chloroform and ether, ketosis from, 73 

deep, with increase of carbon dioxide in 

blood, 79 

glycosuria from, 59 

Aneurysm, aortic, blood in stomach con¬ 

tents from, 129 

sputum in, 282 

stomach pumping, contra-indicated in, 

121 

dissecting, icterus index in, 142 

in hypertensive cardiovascular disease, 

142 

leukocytosis from, 237 

of cerebral arteries, blood in spinal fluid 

from, 311 

Angina, agranulocytic, 245. See agranu¬ 

locytosis 

Angina, Vincent’s, 245. See Vincent’s 

angina 

Angioneurotic edema, eosinophilia in, 240 

Anhydremia, 50 

affecting plasma proteins, 40 

alkali reserve in, 83, 84 

and lactic acid metabolism, 76 

and severe vomiting, 84, 86 

blood creatinine in, 37, 50 

urea clearance in, 36 

urea nitrogen in, 34 

volume in, 225 

cause of acidosis, 83, 84 

decreased intracranial pressure in, 295 

impaired renal function in, 34 

in intestinal obstruction, 155 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 32, 34 
plasma volume in, 225 

polycythemia simulated by, 225 

Aniline acetate test for pentose, technic of 
348 

derivatives, cause of methemoglobinuria 

23 

dye poisoning, erythrocytosis in, 227 

methemoglobinemia in, 23 

Animal inoculation, indications for, 258 
Anisocytosis, 189, 190 

in anemias, 203—223 

Ankylostoma duodenale in feces, 153, 456 
Anorexia nervosa, 107 

Anoxemia, effect on spleen of, 168 

erythrocytosis in, 226 

Anoxemia, stimulation of erythropoiesis by. 

169, 185 

Anterior pituitary hormones, effects of, on 

carbohydrate metabolism, 56 

Anterior poliomyelitis. See poliomyelitis 

anterior 

Antibodies, Paul and Bunnell test for, 260 

512 

Antipernicious anemia principle, 169, 185 

203, 207 

effect on red cells of, 188 

indication for, 188, 203, 207 

production of, 169 

sources of, 169 

Antiplatelet serum, 269 

Anuria, 27 

from hemoglobinuria, 35, 51 

from methemoglobinuria, 35, 51 

from sulphemoglobinuria, 35. 5’ 

in acute glomerular nephritis, 28 

in eclampsia, 28, 321 

in poisoning, 51 

Anus, carcinoma of, blood in feces from, 147 

fissure of, blood in feces from, 147 

Anxiety, effect on basal metabolism of, 100 

Aortic aneurysm, see Aneurysm, aortic 

Apparatus, calibration of, 327, 328 

use of, 327-335 

Appendicitis, from Ascaris lumbricoides, 

153 
hematuria from, 21 

leukocytosis in, 239 

sedimentation rate in. 257 

Appetite, secretion of gastric juice, 120 

Arrhenoblastoma of ovary, 114, 115 

Arsenic, effect on red cells of, 185 

in urine, test for, 359 

poisoning, 51 

albuminuria in, 17 

anuria in, 28 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

urea nitrogen in, 32, 34 

eosinophilia in, 241 

erythrocytosis in, 227 

granulopenia in, 245 

hematuria in, 20 

icterus index in, 146, 158 

liver damage from, 158 

oliguria in, 28 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31 24 
Reinsch test for, 359 

urobilinogenuria in, 138, 158 
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Arsine poisoning, hemoglobinuria in, 22 

Arsphenamine, hepatitis from, 158 

Artefacts, 251 

Arteriosclerosis, 48, 49. See also athero¬ 

sclerosis; hypertensive cardiovascular 

disease 

cerebral, spinal fluid protein in, 298 

erythrocytosis in, 226 

Arteriosclerotic kidney, 48, 49. See athero¬ 

sclerotic kidney 

Arthritis, active rheumatoid, sedimentation 

rate in, 256 

chronic infectious, achlorhydria in, 127 

amebic ulceration of colon in, 156 

deformans, serum calcium in, 109 

hypertrophic, sedimentation rate in, 256 

infectious, dextrose tolerance test in, 67 

Ascaris lumbricoides, in feces, 153, 455 

ovum, 455, Plate VIII 

Aschheim-Zondek test for pregnancy, Fried¬ 

man’s modification of, 316, 525 

Ascites, causes of, 284-287 

chylous, 198, 287 

effect on volume of gastric contents of, 

125 

fluid intake in, 158 

in carcinoma of liver, 155 

in cirrhosis of liver, 157 

oliguria in, 28 

Ascitic fluid, cultures of, 258, 509 

examination of. 522, 523 

in diseases of liver, 155, 157 

interpretation of, 284-287 

smears of, 258, 507 

Ascorbic acid. See vitamin C 

Asiatic cholera, 50, 84, 14?- See also 

cholera 

Asphyxia, alkali reserve estimation in, 79 

cause of acidosis, 83, 84, 89 

glycosuria from, 59 
Asthenia, basal metabolism in, 107 

Asthma, bronchial, eosinophilia in, 240 

serum calcium in, 108 

sputum in, 280-283 

cardiac, no eosinophilia in, 240 

sputum in, 283 
Atelectasis. See lung, atelectasis of 
Atherosclerotic kidney, albuminuria in, 15, 

48 . . 
Atrophy, muscular, creatinuria in, 315 

hypoglycemia in, 64 
negative nitrogen balance in, 81 

Atropine, effect on secretion of gastric 

juice, 122 

Ayala quotient, determination of, 296 

in brain abscess, 296 

in brain cyst, 296 

in brain tumor, 296 

in Froin’s syndrome, 299 

Ayerza’s disease, erythrocytosis in, 226 

Azurophil granules, 167, 480, Plates III, IV, 

VI 

Bachman skin test, for trichinosis, 154 

Bacillary dysentery, feces in, 147, 148, 150, 

156 

Bacillus coli, infection of urinary tract by, 

24 

monocytogenes infection, monocytosis in, 

243 

paratyphosus B, fermentation of lactose 

by, 61 

Bacteria, in cerebrospinal fluid, 258, 298, 

509, 523 

in pyuria, 24 

in secretions, 288, 509 

in urine sediment, 350, 351 

intestinal, cause of methemoglobinuria, 

23 

stains for, 258, 507, 508 

Bacterial endocarditis, subacute, anemia 

in, 213 
focal nephritis in, 44, 45. 47 
monocytosis in, 243 

toxin, effect on blood formation of, 228 
effect on red cells of, 212 

Bacteriemia, hemorrhagic tendency in, 276 

leukocytosis in, 239, 252 
normocytic anemia in, 212, 213 

Bacteriologic methods, interpretation of, 

258 

studies, indications for, 258 

interpretation of, 258 

Bacteriology, 258, 259, 5°7~510 

of exudates, 258, 287, 507, 522 
of secretions, 258, 288, 507, 523 
making and fixing smears for, 5°7 
relation to laboratory diagnosis, 4 

Balantidium coli, i52» 451 
Band’s disease, 157, 2x7, 218 

and Laennec’s cirrhosis, 157, 218 

ascitic fluid in, 144 
blood in stomach contents from, 129 
differential diagnosis of, 218 
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Banti’s disease, differentiation from aleuke¬ 

mic leukemias, 218 

hemolytic icterus, 218 

Hodgkin’s disease, 218 

hemorrhage in, 218 

hypochromic microcytic anemia in, 218 

icterus index in, 140 

leukopenia in, 245 

normocytic anemia in, 2x7 

symptoms of, 217 

thrombopenia in, 217 

urobilinogenuria in, 138 

Barbital, porphyrinuria from, 24 

Bargen’s diplococcus, in ulcerative colitis, 

156 

Barium meal, color of feces after, 147 

Basal metabolism, 94-117, 423-433. See 

metabolic rate, basal 

and insensible perspiration, 111 

and pulse pressure, 111 

and pulse rate, 111 

Base, conservation of, 76 

excretion of, 76 

Basophil, adenoma of pituitary, 114 

morphology of, 167, Plate II, 479 

Basophilia, 242 

Basophilic stippling, 192, Plate I 

in lead poisoning, 214 

in mercury poisoning, 214 

Basophils, 167, 234, 242, 479 

identification of, 479 

in bone marrow, 200 

in leukemia, 242, 262 

in myelophthisic anemia, 205, 217, 242 

in simple leukocytosis, 235, 237 

normals for, 172, 234 

nuclear anomaly of, 251 

Baths, cold, albuminuria from, 16 

effect on red cells of, 186 

effect on white cells of, 236 

hot, alkalosis from, 79, 87 

Bean of lentil, cause of favism, 22 

Bee stings, leukemoid blood picture in, 265 

leukocytosis from, 237 

Beef tape worm, 152, 452. See Taenia 
saginata 

Beer drinker’s stomach, volume of gastric 
contents in, 125 

effect on urine, 27 

Bence-Jones protein, 17, 18, 342-344 

hydrochloric acid ring test for, 343 

identification of, 343 

in serum, 4Q 

Benedict’s method, for quantitative sugar 

estimation, 376 

on cerebrospinal fluid, 301, 304, 518 

qualitative test, 57, 345 

Benzidine test for blood, 358, 445 

Benzol, effect on blood formation of, 228 

poisoning, aplastic anemia from, 204, 220 

granulopenia from, 245 

symptomatic purpura hemorrhagica 

from, 274 

Bernstein, triple allelomorph theory of, 

277 

Beta-hydroxybutyric acid, formation of, 

70 

formula of, 70 

Bial’s test for pentose, technic of, 348 

Bicarbonate of cerebrospinal fluid, 291 

of plasma, 109 

Bile, 134-137 

bacteriologic examination of, 133, 442 

calcium bilirubinate granules in, 133, 442 

cholesterol crystals in, 133, 442 

collection of specimen, 442 

constituents of, 134 

deficiency of, in feces, 147 

ducts, obstruction of, 158, 159. See 

jaundice, obstructive 

by Ascaris lumbricoides, 153 

examination of, 442 

pigments, formation of, 136 

in bile, 134, 136 

in blood, 134, 139. See icterus index, 

estimation of, 134 

in complete obstructive jaundice, 158 

in disease of biliary tract, 134 

in feces, 146, 147, 449 

test for, 445 

in gall stones, 135 

in liver disease, 134-142, 155-160 
in urine, 137 

absorption test for, 356 

foam test for, 356 

Huppert-Cole test for, 356 

Sparkman test for, 379 

reabsorption of, 135 

salts, absorption of, in small bowel, 134 

MS 

aid in emptying gall bladder, 135 
function of, 134 

in bile, 134-137 

in blood, and coagulation, 134, 275 

determination of, 134 

in disease of biliary tract, 134 
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Bile, salts, in blood, in liver damage, 134 

in obstructive jaundice, 134 

in hematogenous jaundice, 134 

in liver disease, 134 

in urine, 137, 357 

increase of, pruritus due to, 134 

secretion, 136 

tests in urine, 356 

Bilharzia, 154, 457. See Schistosoma 

Biliary cirrhosis, 157 

icterus index in, 140 

colic, examination of feces for gall stones 

following, 147 

tract, 153 

complete obstruction of, 135, 136, 

158, 159 
color of feces in, 147 

microscopic examination of feces 

in, 150 

syndrome of, 135, 137, 158. See 

jaundice, obstructive 

disease of, 156 

infections of and gall stones, 135, 156 

inflammation of, 135, 156 

icterus index in, 140 

partial obstruction of, 136, 159 

pathology of, 133 

physiology of, 133 

Bilirubin, excretion of, 136 

formation of, 136 

in blood, 139. See icterus index 

in feces, 136, 149, 445 

in urine, 137, 356 

van den Bergh test for, 142, 412 

Bilirubinuria, 136, 137, 158, 159. 356 

Biliverdin, color of feces from, 147 

formation of, 136 

in feces, 136, 147, i49> 443. 445 

in urine, 136, 137, 356 

Biochemistry, relation to laboratory diagno¬ 

sis, 4 

Biocolorimeter, 334 

Bismuth, administration of, color of feces 

after, 147 

poisoning, 51 

albuminuria in, 17 

anuria in, 28 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

urea nitrogen in, 32, 34 

epithelial cells in urine in, 24 

hematuria in, 20 

leukopenia from, 245 

Bismuth, poisoning, oliguria in, 28 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 32, 34 
Biuret test for protein, 344 

Blackwater fever, 22, 198, 214 

hemoglobinuria in, 22, 216 

Bladder calculi, 26, 354 

hematuria in, 21 

full, effect on basal metabolism, 103 

paralysis of, complications of, 50 

pyelonephritis in, 50, 312 

Schistosoma hematobium in, 154, 457 

tumors of, hematuria in, 19, 21 

Bleeding time, 269, 503 

Duke’s method, 503 

in aplastic anemia, 220, 274 

in diagnosis of anemia, 187 

in hemophilia, 273, 275 

in hemorrhagic disease of newborn, 274, 

275 
in obstructive jaundice, 134, 158, 275 

in purpura hemorrhagica, 274, 275 

in thrombasthenic purpura, 275 

prolonged, causes of, 270 

platelet count and, 271 

Blood. See also hematology, serum and 

plasma 

alcohol in, 305, 307 

determination of, 420 

alkali reserve, 73-91, 396-403* See al¬ 

kali reserve 

amino acid content of, in severe diffuse 

liver disease, 134 

amylase in pancreatic disease, 133 

“banks,” 276 

benzidine test for, in urine, 358 

bile pigment in, 136, 139, 440- See 

icterus index 

salts in, 134. See bile salts 

bilirubin in, 136, 139, 410. See icterus 

index 
calcium in, 107, 403. See serum calcium 

carbon dioxide combining power of, 

73-91, 396-403. See alkali reserve 

carbon dioxide, increased, alkali reserve 

in, 79 

tension of, 74 
carbon monoxide hemoglobin in, 306, 415 

cell count See red cells and white cells 

cells, formation of, 165-171 
absence of stimulants of, 228 

depressants of, 228 

dualistic theory of, 165 

monophyletic theory of, 165 
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Blood, cells, formation of polyphyletic 

theory of, 165 

sites of, 165 

trialistic theory of, 165 

chemistry, 5, 381-422 

normals for, summary of, 43, 421 

chlorides, 38, 132, 395 

and symptoms of alkalosis, 132 

estimation of, 395 

in Addison’s disease, 132 

in anemia, 38, 39 

in anhydremia, 50, 132 

in death by drowning, 132, 133 

in deficient chloride intake, 132 

in dehydration, 50, 132 

in gastrointestinal disorders, 132 

in loss of chlorides and alkali, 132 

into exudates or transudates, 132 

in loss of hydrochloric acid, 122 

in loss of neutral chlorides, 122 

in peptic ulcer with obstruction, 155 

in vomiting, 84, 87, 132, 320 

influence of gastric hydrochloric acid 

secretion on, 119 

interpretation of, 38, 132 

low, muscle cramps from, 132 

therapy in, 132, 133 

medicolegal use of, 133 

normals for, 38, 132 

cholesterol, 42, 91, 408 

aid in diagnosis in disorders of ductless 
glands, no 

estimation of, 408 

in cretinism, 42, 113 

in diabetes mellitus, 42, 91 

in hyperthyroidism, 42, 112 

in myxedema, 42, 113 

in nephrosis, 42, 45, 46 

in pregnancy, 314 

clot retraction, 270, 504. See clot retrac¬ 
tion 

clotting time, 270, 503. See coagulation 

time of blood 

collection of, for chemistry, 381, 422, 461 

Congo red test, for amyloidosis, 42 
technic of, 414 

for total plasma volume, 223 

technic of, 413 

count, complete, 5 

creatinine, 37, 387 

in eclampsia, 51, 321 

in hydronephrosis, 49 

in pregnancy, 315 

Blood, culture, 258, 509 

in diagnosis of anemia, 187 

destruction, 205, 214-217 

jaundice from, 159, 160 

urobilinogenuria from , 137, 196 

differential count of white cells in, 171, 

228-253, 476-484. See differential 

count 

disease of, 161-279 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

embryology of cells of, 165 

examination of, indications for, in coma, 

3°3, 3°5 
fat, in diabetes mellitus, 91 

formation of, 164-171. See platelets, 

red cells and white cells 

forming organs, diseases of, 161-279 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

grouping, indications for, 276 

interpretation of, 277 

medicolegal use of, 278, 279 

normals for, 276 

technic of, 510 

groups, determination of, 510 

inheritance of, 278 

guaiac test for, 358 

hematology of, routine, 171, 458-487. 

See red cells and white cells 

special, 186-279, 487-507 

histogenesis of cells of, 165-171 

icterus index of, 139, i96, 410. See 

icterus index 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 296, 304, 517 

in disorders of central nervous system, 

305-307 

in feces, 145, 147, 443, 445. See feces 

in sputum, 281, 282, 514. See sputum 

in stomach contents, 128, 130, 436, 440 
indican, 43 

iodine, no, m 

iron in, 177, 470 

iron method of hemoglobin estimation of 

177, 470 

labelling of specimens, 381 

lactic acid in, 82 

loss of, hematologic findings in, 206, 211. 
See hemorrhage 

malaria parasites in, i97> 484. gee 
malaria 

matching, 276-279, 5l0 

methemoglobin in, 23, 51, 216 

estimation of, 416 

mitotic cells in, 250 
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Blood, moist cover slip preparations of, 
191, 497 

negro, sickle cells in, 191, 216, 497 

nitrogenous substances in, retention of, 

32-53 
nonprotein nitrogen of, 35, 386 

estimation of, in pernicious vomiting 

of pregnancy, 320 

in eclampsia, 321 

in peptic ulcer in obstruction, 155 

in pregnancy, 315 

normal hematologic values for, 171-184, 

228-235, 505 

origin of cells of, 165-171 

orthotolidin test for, 358 

parasites, 197, 198. See parasites of 

blood 

Paul and Bunnell test, 260, 512. See 

Paul and Bunnell test 

peroxidase stain of, 249, 495. See 

peroxidase stain 

pH of, 80 

phosphate, no, 404. See serum phos¬ 

phate 

platelet count of, 271, 504. See platelets 

pressure, in nephritis, 45. See hyper¬ 

tension and hypertensive cardiovas¬ 

cular disease 

low, blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

urea nitrogen in, 32, 34 

oliguria in, 28 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 

34 
protein-free filtrate of, preparation of, 

385, 386 
proteins, 39, 405* See plasma proteins 

quantity needed for each determination, 

422 
removal of foreign substances from, by 

liver, 134 

by monocytes, 228 
by reticuloendothelial system, 168 

reticulocytes in, i94» 49^« See reticulo¬ 

cytes 
sedimentation rate, 253-258, 501-503. 

See sedimentation rate 

smears, criteria for judging, 477 
criteria for judging good stain of, 477" 

482 
essentials for good staining of, 477 

for making well, 476 
technic of Wright’s stain of, 476-482 

Blood, sugar, 61, 390 

and excessive insulin production, 64 

colorimetric method for, 390, 392 

fasting, indications for, 61 

normals for, 62 

in coma, 305, 308 

in cyclic vomiting of children, 64, 85 

in early diabetes, 62, 91, 92 

in eclampsia, 321 

in hemochromatosis, 65 

in kidney function impairment, 62 

in pregnancy, 315,320 

micromethod for, 392 

normal rise after meals, 56 

normals for, 43, 62, 421 

titration method for, 390 

sulfanilamide in, 261 

determination of, 417 

sulfapyridine in, 261 

determination of, 417 

sulphemoglobin in, 23, 51, 416 

supravital staining of, 229, 497 

tests, chemical, in urine, 358 

in intestinal obstruction, 155 

in peptic ulcer, 155 

Trichinella spiralis larva in, 154, 456 

urea, 32, 381 

clearance, 36, 382. See urea clearance 

nitrogen, 32, 381 

elevated, alkali reserve estimation 

in, 38, 78. 83, 86 

causes of, 33_35 

in Addison’s disease, 34, 115 

in anhydremia, 34, 50 

in coma, 305, 309 

in eclampsia, 50, 321 

in hydronephrosis, 34> 49 

in kidney function impairment, 33, 

34 
in peptic ulcer, 155 
in pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, 

34, 32° 

in pregnancy, 315, 319 

in uremia, 33, 44, 52> 3°9, 321 

indications for, 32, 33, 53, 3°3, 3°5 

normals for, 33, 43, 421 

uric acid, 41, 388 

elevated, causes of, 42 

in eclampsia, 42, 321 

in leukemia, 42 
in pernicious anemia, 42, 208 
in pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, 

42, 320 
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Blood, uric acid, in polycythemia rubra 

vera, 42, 226 

in pregnancy, 42, 315 

indications for, 41 

normals for, 42 

van der Bergh test for bilirubin in, 

142, 412 

venous, for hematology, 458-461 

vitamin C in, 272 

volume, 223, 413. See also plasma 

volume 

congo red test for, 223, 413 

decreased, causes of, 224 

effect on cell counts, 171, 186, 224 

in cretinism, 113, 224 

in erythrocytosis, 225 

in myxedema, 113, 224 

in polycythemia, 224, 225 

in pregnancy, 224, 316 

increased, causes of, 224 

normals for, 223, 224, 421 

variations in, causes of, 224 

white cells, 228-267. See leukocytosis 

and white cells 

Boas-Oppler bacilli, in gastric contents, 

124, 129, 155, 436, 437 

Boas’ test for hydrochloric acid, 126, 437 

Bone, abnormal formation of, serum 

phosphatase in, no 

cranial, osteomyelitis of, meningitis 

from, 292 

malignant tumors of, serum phosphatase 

in, no 

marrow biopsy, 199, 499. See also 

sternal marrow 

blood formation in, 166-168 

culture of, 199 

deficient function of, icterus index in, 

196, 220 

destruction of, 205, 217 

diagnosis from, 199-201 

disease of, eosinophilia in, 241 

erythrocytosis in, 226 

dysfunction, types of, 204-206 

formation of bilirubin in, 136 

functions of, 166-168 

hyperactivity of, in acute blood loss, 
206, 214 

in increased red cell destruction, 

205, 214, 215, 216 

in agranulocytosis, 201, 246 

in anemias, 201, 203-223 

in aplastic anemia, 201, 221 

Bone, marrow biopsy, in disease, 201 

in erythroleukoblastosis, 222 

in infectious mononucleosis, 201, 266 

in leukemias, 201, 261-267 

in lipoid histiocytoses, 201, 218 

in multiple myeloma, 201, 217, 250 

in pernicious anemia, 201, 221 

in polycythemia rubra vera, 225 

in pregnancy, 200 

infections affecting, 205, 217. See 

osteomyelitis 

interpretation of, 201 

malignancy of, aplastic anemia from, 

220 

eosinophilia in, 241, 242 

leukocytosis from, 237 

myelophthisic anemia in, 205, 217. 

See anemia, myelophthisic 

normals for, 200 

sternal puncture method for obtaining, 

499 

tumors affecting, 205, 217, 220 

See anemia, myelophthisic 

granulocytes in blood in, 248 

leukemoid blood picture in, 265 

nucleated red cells in, 193, 205 

white cells of blood in, 237, 241, 

246-249 

multiple decalcification and hyperpara¬ 

thyroidism, 109 

Bones, cranial, osteomyelitis of, cere¬ 

brospinal fluid in, 292, 297, 310 

marble. See osteosclerosis 

vertebral, osteomyelitis of, cerebrospinal 

fluid in, 292, 297 

Bowel, irritable. See colon, spastic 

Brain abscess, Ayala’s quotient in, 296 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 291-301, 311 

from amebic infestation, 151 

meningitis from, 292, 309 

cyst, Ayala’s quotient in, 296 

edema of, 52, 295, 308 

injury of, 291-308 

diabetes inspidus from, 29 

Taenia echinococcus cysts in, 153 

tumor, 290-307, 311 

Ayala’s quotient in, 296 

coma from, 311 

Brand’s test for cystin in urine, 355 

Bright s disease, 44-49. See nephritis, 

nephrosis and hypertensive cardio¬ 
vascular disease 
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Bright’s disease, degenerative, 45, 46. See 

nephrosis and hypertensive cardiovascu¬ 
lar disease 

Bromide in serum, 306, 307, 308, 414 

Bromsulphalein test, 134, 143, 157, IS8, 

159, 412 

Bronchi, disorders of, 280-284 

Bronchial asthma, 283 

eosinophilia in, 240 

sputum in, 280-283 

casts in sputum, 283, 514 

Bronchiectasis, sputum in, 280-283 

Bronchitis, sputum in, 280-283 

spirochetal, sputum in, 282 

Bronchomoniliasis, sputum in, 282 

Bronchus, carcinoma of, sputum in, 280-283 

Buffer action, function of, 76 

in acid-base equilibrium, 74-76 

mechanism of, 75 

Buffers in plasma, 74 

in red cells, 74 

Burns, acidosis in, 77 

alkali reserve in, 78, 84 

anhydremia in, 34, 50 

blood chloride in, 132 

creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

urea nitrogen in, 32, 34 

volume in, 225 

hemoglobinuria in, 22, 51 

leukocytosis from, 237 

oliguria following, 28 

plasma volume in, 225 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 34 

polycythemia simulated by, 225 

Burettes, calibration of, 327 

care of, 327 

choice of, 327 

Cabot’s rings in red cells, 193 

Cachexia, 107, 1x4 

decreased plasma protein in, 41 

ketosis in, 73 

leukopenia from, 245 

of carcinoma, monocytosis in, 243 

of malaria, monocytosis in, 243 

pituitary, 114 

basal metabolism in, 106 

creatininuria in, 315 

dextrose tolerance in, 67 

negative nitrogen balance in, 81 

platelet count in, 271 

Caffein, effect on basal metabolism, 102 

Calcium, bilirubinate, in duodenal con¬ 
tents, 133, 442 

carbonate, administration of, alkali re¬ 
serve in, 86 

crystals, and gallstones, 133, 156 

in urine, 352, 353, 354 

chloride, acidosis from, 84 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 107, 291, 302 

in serum, 107, 403. See serum calcium 

ions, decrease of, 107, 108 

from alkalosis, 80, 87, 107 

from parathyroid hypofunction, 107 

from rickets or osteomalacia, 108, 324 

in blood coagulation, 268, 269 

oxalate crystals in urine, 26, 352, 353, 

354 

phosphate crystals in urine, 352, 353 

salts in gall stones, 135 

sulphate crystals in urine, 352, 353 

therapy, serum calcium after, 109 

Calculi, bladder, hematuria in, 21 

cystin, 26, 352, 354, 355 

renal, 26, 109 

hematuria in, 21 

urinary, chemical identification of, 26, 

354. 355 
polyuria from, 29 

Calories, total calculation of, from total 

oxygen consumption, 94, 98 

from diet, 94 

Cammidge reaction, 61 

Cantharides poisoning, 51 

albuminuria in, 17 

anuria in, 28 

hematuria in, 20 

oliguria in, 28 

Capillary microscopy, interpretation of, 289 

resistance test of Rumpel-Leede, 270, 505 

in hemophilia, 270, 274, 275 

in purpura hemorrhagica, 270, 274, 275 

in scurvy, 270, 275 

telangiectasia, 275. See telangiectasia, 

familial. 

Carbohydrate, absorption of, 55 

deficient absorption of, ketosis in, 73 

digestion, end products of, 145 

formation of glycogen from, 55 

metabolism, 55, 71. 94 

disorders of, 55-93 

hormone influence on, $6, 72> 94 97 

starvation, ketosis in, 73 

tolerance, 69 
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Carbon dioxide administration, acidosis in, 

89 
amount excreted by lungs, 76 

combining power of plasma, 77, 396 

See alkali reserve, 

content of plasma, 79 

normal values for, 79 

increase of in blood, alkali reserve in, 79> 

output in metabolism, 94, 98 

retention, carbon dioxide tension in, 83 

tension of alveolar air, Marriott test for, 

82 

of plasma, 82, 88 

Carbon monoxide hemoglobin in blood, 306 

estimation of, 415 

indications for, 306 

poisoning, coma from, 306, 308 

effect on red cells, 186, 226 

glycosuria from, 59 

uric acid in, 42 

Carbon tetrachloride poisoning, 158 

Carbonic acid, increase of in blood, and 

alkali reserve, 79, 82, 83, 87-91 

anhydrase, and acid-base equilibrium, 74 

Carcinoma, 154, 220. See also under 

organs. 

and anemia, 203, 206, 211, 217, 220 

cachexia of, monocytosis in, 243 

dextrose tolerance test in, 68 

examination of feces for blood in, 147 

gastric, 118-133, 154, 2x1 

leukocytosis in, 237 

of anus, blood in feces from, 147 

of ascending colon, anemia in, 154, 211 

of bone marrow, 205, 217, 220 

eosinophilia in, 241 

of cecum, anemia in, 154, 211 

of kidney, hematuria in, 20, 50 

of liver, impairment of liver function in, 

155 
of rectum, blood in feces from, 147 

of stomach, 118-133, 154- See stomach 

of thyroid, basal metabolism in, 105, 113 

of uterus and pyelonephritis, 50 

Cardiac. See also heart 

asthma, no eosinophilia in blood in, 240 

in sputum in, 283 

cirrhosis, 157 

damage in hypertensive cardiovascular 
disease, 48 

edema, 284, 285 

blood volume in, 224 

plasma volume in, 225 

Cardiac, edema, transudate, 286 

Cardiorenal disease. See hypertensive 

cardiovascular disease and nephritis, 

diffuse, 45, 48 

Cardiospasm, material from above in 

stomach contents, 118 

Cardiovascular system, disorders of, 48, 

280-289 

Carmin test for diarrhea or constipation, 

145, 444 
Carotinemia, differentiation of from true 

jaundice, 139, 410 

Casts, 18, 349 

bronchial, 283, 514 

causes of, 14-17, 18 

in coma, 303 

in eclampsia, 321 

in kidney disease, 14-18, 45-53, 303 

in relation to albuminuria, 18 

in simple purpura, 274 

in urine sediment, 349 

mode of formation of, 14 

Cat fluke, 154, 456 

Catarrhal jaundice, 158. See hepatitis 

and jaundice, catarrhal. 

Cauda equina, radiculitis of, cerebrospinal 

fluid in, 297 

Froin’s syndrome in, 299 

Cecum, carcinoma of, anemia in, 154, 211, 

220 

blood in feces in, 148 

contents of, 145 

tuberculosis of, blood in feces in, 148 

ulceration of, 155 

Cell count, 171-177, 228-235, 471-484. 

See red cells and white cells, 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 297, 298, 517, 518. 

See cerebrospinal fluid, 

in cyst fluid, 288, 523 

in exudates, 287, 523 

in secretions, 288, 523 

in transudates, 286, 523 

Cellulose in feces, 146 

Central nervous system, disorders of, 

290-313 
injury to, glycosuria from, 60 

ketosis from, 60 

tumors of, cerebrospinal fluid in, 290-301, 

3ii 

Cephalic phase of secretion of gastric juice, 
120 

Cephalin in blood coagulation, 268, 269 
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Cerebellum, herniation of, 292 

Ayala’s quotient in, 296 

Cerebral abscess, 290-302, 311 

anemia, causes of, 307 

coma from, 307 

arteries, aneurysm of, blood in cerebro¬ 

spinal fluid from, 296, 311 

arteriosclerosis, spinal fluid protein in, 
298 

damage in hypertensive cardiovascular 

disease, 48 

edema, 52 

cerebrospinal fluid pressure in, 295 

coma from, 308 

hypertonic sorbitol therapy in, 52 

hypertonic sucrose therapy in, 52 

hemorrhage, 52, 308 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 290-302 

cell count in, 297 

color of, 296 

pressure in, 294 

coma from, 303, 308 

icterus index in, 142, 305 

precautions in spinal puncture in, 292 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

thrombosis, coma from, 308 

trauma, 52, 303, 307 

dextrose in spinal fluid in, 301 

glycosuria in, 60, 303 

hyperglycemia in, 60, 65, 305 

tumor, 290-301, 311 

vascular accidents, 52, 303, 308 

coma from, 308 

icterus index in, 142, 305 

Cerebrospinal fluid, 290-302, 517-522 

alcohol in, 305, 307 

alkali reserve of, 302, 52T. See also 

plasma, alkali reserve of. 

appearance of, 296, 512 

Ayala’s quotient in, 296 

bacteriologic examination of, 258, 298, 

5°7, 5°9> 5i8 
Benedict’s test in, 304, 518 

blood in, 296, 517 

causes of, 304 

in arteriosclerosis, 304, 308 

in hypertension, 48, 304 

in trauma, 304, 307 

bromide in, 302, 306 

calcium in, 302 

cell count, 297, 298, 517, 51® 

correction for blood in, 297 

error in, 172 

Cerebrospinal fluid, chemical examination 

of, 30i, 518-522 

chloride, 301, 521 

cloudy, 296, 304, 517 

therapy in, 304 

coagulation of, 299 

color, 296, 304, 517 

composition of, 291 

creatinine in, 302, 304, 520, 521 

cultures of, 258, 298, 509, 518 

detection of hyperglycemia in, 301, 521 

dextrose in, 301, 305, 518, 521 

difference from plasma, 291 

differential cell count in, 298, 518 

diffusible calcium in, 107, 108, 302 

emergency tests for diabetic acidosis, 

301-305, 521 

formation of, 290 

fibrinogen in, 299 

globulin in, 298, 518, 519 

gross examination of, 517 

in coma, 292, 303-305 

in differential diagnosis, 291-313 

indications for chloride estimation in, 298 

for examination of, 291 

for guinea-pig inoculation, 310 

for quantitative tests on, 301 

for sugar estimation in, 298 

for Ziehl-Neelsen stain, 310 

Lange test, 299-521 

mercury combining power of, 302, 304, 

320 

microscopic examination of, 298, 517 

non-protein nitrogen estimation in, 291, 

302, 304, 520 

normal composition of, 291 

normal differential cell count in, 298 

normal volume of, 290 

normal white cell count in, 297 

phosphorus in, 291, 302 

pressure of, 290, 294-296, 304 

decreased, causes of, 295 

in spinal subarachnoid block, 295 

in alcoholism, 295, 308 

in cerebral edema, 295 

in diabetic coma, 304 

in head injuries, 307 

in meningitis, 295, 304, 309 

in syphilis, 292, 297-300, 310, 312 

in uremia, 304 

increased, causes of, 294, 295 

normal, 294 
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Cerebrospinal fluid, protein, 291, 298, 518, 

5i9 
quantitative estimation of, 298, 519 

Queckenstedt test, 295 

routine examination of, 517 

serologic tests in, 300, 521 

smears of, 258, 298, 507, 518 

Trichinella spiralis larva in, 154, 456 

tumor cells in, 298 

urea nitrogen in, 302, 304, 309, 521 

volume, 290, 517 

Cervical discharges, 258, 288, 507, 525 

Cestodes in feces, 152, 451-454 

Cevitamic acid, 269, 272, 418. See vitamin 

C 

Charcoal test for diarrhea or constipation, 

145, 444 

Charcot-Leyden crystals in sputum, 283, 

5i5 
Chemical blood tests in urine, 257, 258 

examination of cyst fluids, 288, 523 

of exudates, 287, 522 

of secretions, 288, 523 

of transudates, 286, 522 

sediments in acid urine, 353 

in alkaline urine, 353 

Chemistry, blood, 381-422. See under 

blood. 

quantity of blood needed for each estima¬ 

tion, 422 

Chickenpox, leukopenia from, 245 

Children. See also infants and newborn, 

achlorhydria in, 124 

alkali reserve in, 78, 221-223 

anemia in, 221-223 

nucleated red cells in, 193, 221 

blood phosphate in, no 

volume in, 223 

cerebrospinal fluid cell count in, 297 

color index calculation in, 488-495 

eosinophils in, 172, 233 

familial cirrhosis of, 218 

hemoglobin coefficient in, 180, 181 

hemoglobin in, 172, 176, 178 

hypochromic microcytic anemia in, 223 

hypoglycemia in, 64 

infections of, leukemoid blood in, 223, 266 

interpretation of neutrophilic changes 
in blood of, 252 

leukemia in, diagnosis of, 262-267 

lymphocytes in, 172, 230, 234 

metabolic rate standards for, 99, 430-432 
Mosenthal test in, 30 

Children, nervous symptoms in, from 

worms, 151 

neutrophils in, 172, 230, 233, 252 

night to day ratio of urine in, 29 

normocytic anemia in, 223 

Oxyuris vermicularis in, 151 

peptic ulcer in, 64 

plasma volume in, 223 

platelet count in, 271 

pruritus ani in, 151 

red cell count in, 172, 175, 176 

volume in, 172, 176, 181 

reticulocytes in, 194 

rhabdocytes in, 172, 233, 252 

saturation index calculation in, 488 495 

sedimentation rate of, 254 

serum calcium in, 108 

sputum collection in. 281 

table for calculation of indexes of, 491 

tubercle bacilli in stomach contents of 

130 

urine specific gravity in, 27 

volume in, 27 

vital capacity of, 289 

volume coefficient in, 180, 182, 183 

index calculation in, 487-495 

Chills, metabolism in, 100, 106 

Chilomastix mesnili, 152, 451 

Chlorates, methemoglobinuria from, 23 

Chlorides, in blood, 38, 107, 132, 395. See 

blood chloride, 291 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 291, 301, 521 

in plasma, 109 

in urine, 133, 359, 371 

Chloroform poisoning, bromsulphalein test 

in, 143 

icterus index in, 140 

liver damage from, 158 

urobilinogenuria in, 138 

Chloroma, bone marrow in, 201 

blood in, 261-266 

Chlorosis, 203, 212 

platelet count in, 271 

Cholangitic abscess, 133-144 

Cholangitis, 134-144, 156 

Cholecystitis, 134-144, 156 

hyperglycemia in, 62 

leukocytosis in, 238 

normocytic anemia from, 213 
uric acid in, 42 

Cholecystokinin, aid in emptying gal] 
bladder, 135 
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Cholelithiasis, 134-144, 156 

blood cholesterol in, 42 

Cholera, anhydremia in, 50 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

nitrogen in, 32, 34 

form and consistency of feces in, 147 

leukocytosis from, 237 

monocytosis in, 243 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 34 

polycythemia simulated by, 225 

Cholesterol, blood, 42, 91, no, 408. See 

blood cholesterol, 

normal values for, 42, 43, 421 

crystals, and gallstones, 133, 156 

in bile, interpretation of, 133, 442 

in duodenal contents, 133, 442 

in secretions, 288 

in urine, 352, 353 

esters in urine, 24, 353 

estimation of, 408 

excretion, increased, effect on gall stone 

formation, 135 

in bile, 134 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 291 

in gall stones, 135 

test for, 444 

in plasma, 109 

test for, 408, 444 

Chorea, metabolism in, 100, 106 

leukocytosis from, 237 

Chorion epithelioma, Aschheim-Zondek test 

for, 317 

epitheliomatous teratoma, Aschheim- 

Zondek test in, 317 

Chylous ascites, 198 

effusions, 287 

filariasis in, 198 

Chyluria, 25, 198 

Ciliates in feces, 152, 451 

Cinchophen poisoning, 158 

bromsulphalein test in, 143 

icterus index in, 140 

liver damage from, 158 

urobilinogenuria in, 138 

Circulatory insufficiency, acidosis from, 83 

Cirrhoses of liver, 134-144, 156, 157 

ascitic fluid in, 144, 284-287 

blood in feces in, 148 

in stomach contents from, 129 

leukopenia in, 244, 245 

splenomegalic anemia in, 217, 218 

stomach pumping in, 121 

Cirrhoses of liver, familial, 218 

Cisternal puncture, 292, 293 

contraindications to, 292 

technic of, 293 

Citrin, 269, 272. See vitamin P 

Claude Bernard, sugar puncture of, gly. 

cosuria following, 60 

Climate, effect on red cells, 184 

Clonorchis sinensis, 154, 456 

Clot retraction, 270, 504 

and plasma proteins, 270 

in aplastic anemia, 220, 270, 274 

in hemophilia, 270, 273, 275 

in hemorrhagic disease of newborn, 275 

in purpura hemorrhagica, 270, 273, 275 

in thrombasthenic purpura, 275 

time in diagnosis of anemia, 187 

Coagulation of cerebrospinal fluid, 299 

time of blood, 268, 270, 503 

capillary tube method, 503 

drop and needle method, 503 

factors which favor, 268 

factors which prevent, 268 

in diagnosis of anemia, 187 

in hemophilia, 270, 273, 275 

in hemorrhagic disease of newborn, 

274, 275 . 

in jaundice, 134, 273, 275 

in liver disease, 134, 158 

in purpura hemorrhagica, 270, 273, 275 

Lee and White method, 503 

mechanism of, 268, 269 

Coccidiodal granuloma, leukocytosis from, 

237 
Coffee, effect on basal metabolism of, 102, 

103 

on urine volume of, 27 

Cole’s test for lactose, 347 

Colic, biliary, gall stones in feces following, 

147, 156, 444 

Colitis, 145-152, 155 
amebic, 151, 155. See amebic dysentery, 

in uremia, 52 

mucous, feces in, 147 

ulcerative, feces in, 147, I49> *55 

Colloid goiter, 113. See goiter. 

Colloidal gold test, 299, 521. See Lange 

test. 

Colon, carcinoma of, i45-I5°, J55 

anemia in, 155, 211 
Enterobius vermicularis in, 153, 455 

spastic, 146, 147 

Color index. See index, color 
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Colorimeter, 332-335 

photoelectric, 334 

Colorimeteric estimation, technic of, 332- 

335 
Coma, 302-313 

alkali reserve in, 77, 305 

blood chemistry in, 32, 305 

causes of, 307 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 290-302, 303-305 

dextrose in spinal fluid in, 301, 304 

diabetic, 77, 91, 92, 308 

leukocytosis in, 237 

differential diagnosis of, 290, 302-313 

from alcohol, 303, 307 

from carbon monoxide poisoning, 306, 308 

in eclampsia, 52, 308, 321 

in eclamptic uremia, 52 

in pseudo-uremia, 52 

in uremia, 52, 309 

indications for blood examination in, 

3°3, 305 

uremic, 52, 309 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 302, 304 

urine examination in, 303 

with glycosuria in injury to central 

nervous system, 60, 303 

Common duct, complete obstruction of, 

136, 158. See jaundice, obstructive. 

Complement fixation tests, 259 

Concentration and dilution test, 31, 361. 

See dilution and concentration test. 

Confusion, from hypoglycemia, 63 

Congestion, passive albuminuria in, 15, 303 

casts in, 18, 303 

edema in, 284-287 

Congo red test for amyloidosis and nephro¬ 

sis, 42, 414 

in Addison’s disease, 42, 115 

in liver enlargement, 144 

for blood volume, 223, 413 

for hydrochloric acid in stomach con¬ 
tents, 437 

Constipation, atonic, 146, 147 

carmin test for, 145, 444 

charcoal test for, 145, 444 

diagnosed from feces, 145, 147, 443 

feces in, 145-148 

spastic, 131, 145-148 

Convulsions, basal metabolism in, 106 

in eclampsia, 52, 308, 321 

in eclamptic uremia, 52 

in pseudo-uremia, 52 

in uremia, 52 

Convulsions, leukocytosis from, 237 

Cooke and Ponder’s weighted mean, 483 

Cooley’s anemia, 222 

macrocytic anemia in, 209, 222 

Copper in formation of hemoglobin, 170 

Coproporphyrin, excretion of, 23, 356 

Cor pulmonale, erythrocytosis in, 226 

Coronary occlusion, blast crises in, 193 

leukocytosis from, 237 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

Corpuscular hemoglobin, 179, 180 

concentration, 183 

volume, 180, 182 

Cortin deficiency, 115. See Addison’s 

disease, 

action of, 97 

Coryza, secretions in, 288 

sedimentation rate in, 256 

Coughing, sputum examination indicated, 

281 

Cover slip method for reticulocyte count, 

497 
preparations, moist, 191, 448, 497 

Cramps, muscular, blood chloride in, 132 

Cranial bones, osteomyelitis of, cerebro¬ 

spinal fluid in, 292, 297 

Craniopharyngioma, cerebrospinal fluid 

serology in, 115 

Creatine in urine, 315, 371 

Creatinine clearance test, 37 

in blood, 37, 387. See blood creatinine 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 291, 302, 304 

in plasma, 109 

in urine, 315, 371, 520, 521 

Cretinism, 95, 112 

anemia in, 113, 219 

basal metabolism in, 106 

blood cholesterol in, 42, no 

blood volume in, 112, 224 

creatinuria in, 315 

dextrose tolerance in, 67, 112 

hypoglycemia in, 63 

Crotin poisoning, hemoglobinuria in, 22 

Crystals in urine, 25, 352, 353 

Cultures, 258, 509 

indications for, 259 

obtaining material for, 258 

Curschmann’s spirals in sputum, 283, 5i4 

Cutler method of sedimentation rate deter¬ 
mination, 253 

Cyanosis and acid-base equilibrium, 79 88 
89 

and erythrocytosis, 226 
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Cyanosis from sulfanilamide, 23 

from sulfapyridine, 23 

Cylic vomiting and peptic ulcer, 64 

Cylindroids in urine sediment, 350, 351 

Cyst fluids, characteristics of, 288, 522, 523 

indications for examination of, 285 

Taenia echinococcus hooklets in, 288, 523 

tumor cells in, 287, 523 

Cystic duct, complete obstruction of, 136, 

158 

Cystine crystals in urine, 25, 352-355 

Cystinuria, 25, 355 

Cystitis, 24, 49 

albuminuria in, 17 

ammonia nitrogen of urine in, 81 

ammoniacal, crystals in urine sediment, 

25 
and hydronephrosis, 49 

hematuria in, 21 

hemorrhagic, 21 

ketogenic diet for, 71 

mandelic acid therapy of, 49 

modified Mosenthal test in, 30 

mucinous protein in, 18 

pyuria in, 24 

reaction and pH of urine in, 80 

reflex polyuria from, 30 

sulfanilamide therapy of, 50 

total acidity of urine in, 80 

nitrogen of urine in, 81 

Cysts containing urine, identification of, 

288, 523 

echinococcus, 153, 523 

of liver, icterus index in, 141 

splenic puncture contraindicated in, 202 

Dare hemoglobin method, 177, 470 

Darkfield examination, 332, 509 

Darkness, effect on platelet count of, 272 

Davidsohn’s test for infectious mononu¬ 

cleosis, 261 

Death, cause of in hypertensive cardio¬ 

vascular disease, 48 

from extirpation of liver, 134 

immature cells in blood preceding, 252, 

483 
prediction of, from neutrophil morphol¬ 

ogy, 252, 483 

Degenerative index in differential cell count, 

252, 484 
Dehydration, 50. See anhydremia 

Dengue, leukopenia from, 245 

Dental caries of pregnancy, prevention of, 
316 

Dermatitis, eosinophilia in, 241 

herpetiformis, eosinophilia from, 241 

Dermoid cysts, characteristics of, 288 

Dextrose, and lactose in urine, 58, 61, 346, 

347 
Benedict’s test for, 57, 345 

effect of, on basal metabolism, 100 

energy equivalent of, 56, 94 

estimation, technic of, 372, 390 

fermentation test for, 346 

in blood, 61, 390. See blood sugar 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 291, 301, 304, 518, 

52i 

Benedict’s qualitative test for, 304, 518 

in plasma, 109 

in urine, 57, 58, 345, 372. See glycosuria 

and urine, dextrose in. 

metabolism of, 55, 71, 94 

osazone test for, 346 

oxidation of, 55, 94 

oxidizing ability test, indications for, 69 

technic of, 69, 372 

qualitative test for, 57, 58, 345, 346 

quantitative estimation of, 61, 372, 390 

release of, from liver, 55, 134 

role in carbohydrate metabolism, 55, 71, 

94 
to nitrogen ratio in diabetes mellitus, 91 

tolerance test, 65-69, 394, 395 

hormone influence on, 56, 66, 72, 96, 

97 
in acromegaly, 66, 114 

in Addison’s disease, 67, 115 

in adult pituitary obesity, 67, 114 

in aged, 65 

in basophil adenoma of pituitary, 114 

in cretinism, 67, 113 

in diabetes, 66, 68, 69, 91 

in Froehlich’s syndrome, 67, 114 

in gigantism, 66, 114 

in hyperthyroidism, 66, 107, 112 

in myxedema, 67, 113 

in pituitary cachexia, 114 

in pregnancy, 67 

indications for, 65 

normals, 65 

one hour two dose, 68, 395 

technic of, 394, 395 
true, in blood, normal values, 43> 62, 421 

utilization, determination of, 70 

value of diet, calculation of, 55, 71 
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Diabetes, bronzed, 59 

innocens, 60, 63, 67, 69. See glycosuria, 

renal. 

insipidus, 29, 57 

modified Mosenthal test in, 30 

polyuria in, 29 

treatment of, 29 

urine volume and specific gravity in, 

29, 57 
mellitus, 55-93, 3°8 

acidosis in, 73-91, 301-305, 308. See 

diabetic acidosis. 

alkali reserve in, 77, 82, 85, 91, 308 

basal metabolism in, 98, 107 

blood cholesterol in, 42, 91 

blood fat in, 91 

blood sugar in, 62 

carotinemia in, 139 

causes of, 58 

coma from, 92, 302-305, 308. See 

diabetic acidosis. 

D to N ratio in, 91 

deficient supply of insulin in, 55, 72 

determination of severity of, 69, 70 

dextrose in spinal fluid in, 301, 304 

in urine in, 57, 58 

oxidizing ability test in, 69 

tolerance test in, 65, 66 

diastatic activity in, 91 

early or incipient, 91 

fat droplets in urine, 24 

fractional reduction test in, 58 

grades of, 91 

hyperglycemia in, 62 

impending coma in, 91, 92, 308 

in older persons, 58 

increased cholesterol excretion in, 135 

insulin coefficient in, 70 

juvenile, 58 

ketosis in, 70-73 

laboratory criteria in treatment of, 92 

leukocytosis in, 237 

levulose in urine in, 60 

lipemia in, 91 

mild, 91 

moderate, 91 

one hour two dose dextrose tolerance 
test in, 68 

pentose in urine in, 61 

polyuria in, 29, 57 

prognosis of, 42, 91 

renal threshold in, 65 

respiratory quotient in, 98 

Diabetes, mellitus, severe, 9T 

treatment of, 85, 92, 93 

types of, 58 

urinalysis in, 29, 57, 73 

urine volume and specific gravity in 

29, 57 
renal, 67. See glycosuria, renal, 

dextrose oxidizing ability test in, 69 

dextrose tolerance test in; 65, 67 

glycosuria in, 60 

hypoglycemia in, 63 

renal threshold in, 65 

Diabetic acidosis, 69-85, 91, 92, 308 

alkali reserve in, 77, 82, 305 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 101, 302, 304 

coma, 308 

leukocytosis in, 237 

therapy of, 92, 93 

Diabetogenic hormones of anterior pitui¬ 

tary, 96, 97 

Diacetic acid, 69-73, 344- See aceto-acetic 

acid and ketosis. 

Diagnosis, basis for, 6 

place of laboratory in, 3 

Diameter of red cells, 190, 495 

Diaphragm, paralysis of, vital capacity in, 

289 

Diaphragmatic hernia, blood in stomach 

contents from, 129 

Diaphoretics, effect on red cells of, 186. 

See also anhydremia. 

Diarrhea, 50, 145-154, *55, 156 

acidosis in, 84, 85 

alkali reserve estimation in, 77, 84 

amebae in feces in, 150, 155 

anhydremia in, 50 

Balantidium coli in feces in, 152 

blood chloride in, 132 

creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

urea nitrogen in, 32, 34 

volume in, 225 

carmin test for, 145, 444 

cause of acidosis, 84 

charcoal test for, 145, 444 

chronic, achlorhydria in, 127 

achylia in, 127 

decreased intracranial pressure in, 295 

erythrocytosis in, 225 

Fasciolopsis buski and, 154 

feces in, 145-156 

flagellates in feces in, 152 

form and consistency of feces in, 147 
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Diarrhea, in Addison’s disease, 115 

in hyperthyroidism, 112 

ketosis in, 73 

negative nitrogen balance in, 81 

oliguria following, 28 

ova of Fasciolopsis buski in feces in, 154 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 34 

plasma volume in, 225 

polycythemia simulated by, 225 

Strongyloides stercoralis in, 154 

test for bilirubin in, 149 

Diastatic activity in diabetes mellitus, 91 

Diazo test in urine, 358 

Diet, acidifying, 75 

alkalizing, 75 

balanced, 83 

calculation of factors for, 57, 71, 94 

calories of, 94 

dextrose values, 55, 71 

effect of, on basal metabolism, 100 

in diabetes mellitus, 71, 72 

ketogenic-antiketogenic ratio of, 70-72 

low carbohydrate, dextrose tolerance 

test after, 68 

of Sansum and Blatherwick, alkalosis 

from, 86 

Diets, improperly balanced, negative nitro¬ 

gen balance in, 81 

Differential count in blood, 228-253, 261- 

267, 476-487. See also white cells, 

degenerative index of, 253, 484 

errors in, 232 
identification of cells in, Plates I-VII, 

478-484 
in ulceration of intestine, 156 

prognosis from, 252, 483 

smears for, criteria for judging, 477 

technic of, 479-487 

weighted mean of, 483 

Wright’s stain for, 477 

criteria for judging good stain, 479 

essentials for good staining of, 477 

essentials for making well, 476 

Differential count in cerebrospinal fluid, 

298, 306-313, 5l8 

in cyst fluids, 288 

in exudates, 287, 523 

in secretions, 288, 523 

in transudates, 286, 523 
Diffraction method for determination of 

red cell diameter, 190, 496 

Digestion, carbohydrate, end products of, 

145 

Digestion, effect on basal metabolism of, 
100 

fat, end products of, 145 

protein, end products of, 145 

Dihydrotachysterol, effects on calcium in 

serum, 109 

therapy in parathyroid tetany, 109 

Dilaudid, effect on basal metabolism, 102 

Dilution and concentration test, 31, 361 

comment on, 53 

indications for, 53 

Dimethyl-a-naphthylamine, 418 

Dinitro-0-cresol, effect on basal metabolism, 

161 

Dinitrophenol, effect on basal metabolism, 

102 

Diphtheria, culture for, 258, 288, 509 

hemoglobinuria following serum reaction 

in, 22 

nephritis in, 15 

stain for, 258, 288, 507 

Diphyllobothrium latum, 152, 153, 454 

anemia from, 153, 209, 214 

macrocytic anemia from, 204, 209 

ovum, Plate VIII, 454 

symptoms from, 152 

Disintegrating cells in blood, 235 

in bone marrow, 200 

Dissecting aneurysm, leukocytosis from, 237 

Dittrich’s plugs in sputum, 283, 514 

Diuretics, acidosis from 77, 84 

contraindication to, 28 

effect on red cells of, 186 

indications for, 28 

Diverticulum, Meckel’s, blood in feces in, 

148 
Donath-Landsteiner test for paroxysmal 

hemoglobinuria, 22, 512 

Drowning, blood chloride in diagnosis of 

cause of death from, 132, 133 

carbon dioxide tension in, 82 

temporary uncompensated acidosis in, 89 

Drug idiosyncracy and purpura hemor¬ 

rhagica, 274 

Drugs, affecting alkali reserve, 77, 84, 86 

leukocytosis from, 236, 237 

liver damage by, 138, 140, 158 

removal of, by kidney, 12 

Dualistic theory, 165 

Ductless glands, disorders of, 94-“7 

Duke method for bleeding time, 269, 503 

Duodenal contents, amylopsin in, 133, 442 

bile pigments in, decrease of, i33> *5® 
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Duodenal contents, calcium bilirubinate in, 

i33» 442 

cholesterol crystals in, 133, 442 

collection of specimen, 442 

determination of enzymes in, 133, 442 

determination of pancreatic function 

from, 133, 442 

examination of, 133, 442 

in stomach, 118, 120 

fistula, alkali reserve estimation in, 77, 87 

alkalosis from, 87 

blood chloride in, 132 

creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

urea nitrogen in 32, 34 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 34 

Duodenal ulcer, 155. See peptic ulcer. 

Duodenum, Fasciolopsis buski in, 154 

substances from, in gastric contents, 118 

Dwarf tape worm in feces, 152, 454 

Dye tests of liver function, 143, 412 

Dyes removed from blood by liver, 134 

Dysentery, amebic, 150,151, 156, 447. See 

amebic dysentery, 

bacillary, feces in, 147, 148, 156 

polycythemia simulated by, 225 

serum calcium in, 108 

Dysinsulinism, 63, 68 

Dyspnea, basal metabolism in, 100, 106 

paroxysmal nocturnal, 283 

Dysthyroidism, basal metabolic rate in, 105 

Dystrophy, muscular, creatinuria in, 315 

hypoglycemia in, 64 

Ecchymoses, 273 

Echinococcus cysts, 153, 288 

of liver, icterus index in, 141 

Eclampsia, 50, 320 

albuminuria in, 16, 318 

ammonium nitrogen of urine in, 81 

and eclamptic uremia, 52 

anuria in, 28, 318 

blood chemistry in, 321 

bromsulphalein test in, 143 

casts in, 18, 318 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 308 

etiology of, 321 

hematuria in, 318 

icterus index in, 140 

leukocytosis in, 237 

liver damage in, 158 

necropsy findings in, 321 

oliguria in, 28, 318 

Eclampsia, reaction of urine in, 80 

symptoms of, 320-321 

therapy of, 321 

total nitrogen of urine in, 81 

uric acid in, 42 

urobilinogen in, 138 

Eclamptic uremia, 52. See also cerebral 

edema 

Ectopic pregnancy, 323. See also preg¬ 

nancy, ectopic 

Eczema, uric acid in, 42 

Edema, 284 

albumin-globulin ratio in, 40, 41 

and plasma proteins, 40, 41, 285, 286 

and specific gravity of plasma, 40 

angioneurotic, eosinophilia in, 240 

basal metabolism in, 99, 107 

cardiac, 285 

blood volume in, 224 

plasma volume in, 224 

concentration and dilution test in, 31 

development of, oliguria in, 28 

diffuse, indications for laboratory tests in, 

14, 52 

in nephritis, 12, 39, 40, 47, 285 

disappearing, polyuria in, 29 

error in surface area in, 99 

formation of, 284, 285 

indications for laboratory tests in, 53 

Martin-Fisher regime for, alkalosis from, 

86 

modified Mosenthal test in, 30 

nephritic, 285 

blood volume in, 224 

plasma volume in, 224 

of brain, 52, 295, 308 

of eyelids in trichiniasis, 151, 153 

of nephrosis, 39, 41, 46, 285 

basal metabolism in, 107 

of optic disc, 48, 291 

pallor in, 187 

pulmonary, acidosis in, 90 

sputum in, 280, 282 

serum protein in, 39, 41 

universal, of the newborn, 221. See 

erythroleukoblastosis 
urinalysis in, 14, 26 

Effusions, 39, 284-288, 522, 523. See 

transudates and exudaies 

chylous, characteristics of, 287 

due to malignancy, characteristics of 

287, S23 

indications for examination of, 285 
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Effusions, protein content of, in acute 

glomerular nephritis, 39 

pseudochylous, characteristics of, 287 

tuberculous, characteristics of, 287 

tumor cells in, 287, 523 

Elastic tissue in sputum, 283, 514 

Elephantiasis, filariasis in, 198 

Elliptical cells, differentiation from sickle 

cells of, 189, 191 

Emaciation, basal metabolism in, 107 

Embolism, cerebral, coma from, 52, 308 

Emetics, effect on red cells of, 186 

Emotions, effect on basal metabolism of, 100 

effect on peristalsis of, 120 

effect on secretion of gastric juice of, 120 

Emphysema, acidosis in, 89, 90 

erythrocytosis in, 226 

Empyema, leukocytosis in, 239 

normocytic anemia from, 212 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

sputum in, 280-283 

Encephalitis, lethargica, cerebrospinal fluid 

in, 297, 298, 301, 312 

cerebrospinal fluid, cell count in, 297, 298 

dextrose in, 301 

Lange in, 299, 300 

coma from, 312 

post-lethargic, alkalosis in, 79, 90 

hyperpnea in, 90 

Encephalomalacia, 48, 52, 308 

icterus index in, 142 

Endameba coli, 152, 448, 449 

histolytica, 150-152. *55. 447~45i 
Endocarditis, subacute bacterial, 45, 47, 213 

and anemia, 213 

and focal nephritis, 47 

blood culture in, 258 

hemorrhagic tendency in, 276 

leukocytosis from, 238 

monocytosis in, 243 

normocytic anemia from, 213 

Endocrine disturbances, 94_II7 
and carbohydrate metabolism, 55, 57. 72 

blood sugar in, 61-68 

dextrose tolerance test in, 65-68, 94^97. 

111-117 
in pregnancy, 3'4,3l6 

normocytic anemia from, 219 

Endolimax nana, 151, 448, 449 

Endothelium, blood cells formed from, 165 

Enterobius vermicularis, 151, i53» 455 

in children, 151, 153 

in feces, 153 

Enterobius vermicularis, location of ova 

of. 455 

ovum, 453, 455, Plate VIII 

Enteroliths, 444 

Eosinophil granules, 167, Plate II, 479 

Eosinophila, 240-242 

causes of, 240-242 

examination of feces for parasites in, 150 

151 

in acute leukemia, 261-266 

in acute osteomyelitis, 217, 241 

in amebic colitis, 155 

in myelophthisic anemia, 205, 217 

in pernicious anemia, 208, 242 

in scarlet fever, 237, 241 

in secretions, 288 

in sputum, 283 

in trichiniasis, 151, 153, 240 

in tumors of bone marrow, 241, 242 

in worm infestation, 150, 240 

Eosinophilic leukemia, eosinophilia in, 241, 

261-266 

Eosinophils, absolute values for, 234 

identification of, 479 

in bone marrow, normals for, 200 

in chronic granulocytic leukemia, 241, 

261-266 

morphology of, Plate II, 167, 479 

normals for, 172, 233 

nuclear anomaly of, 251 

Epidemic hemoptysis, ova of Paragonimus 

westermani in, 282 

sputum in, 283, 515 

Epilepsy, coma from, 307 

ketosis in treatment of, 71 

Epileptiform seizures, hypoglycemia in, 63 

Epinephrin, 59 

effect on basal metabolism, 102 

effect on carbohydrate metabolism of, 56 

effect on secretion of gastric juice of, 120 

glycosuria following administration of, 59 

Epithelial cells in urine sediment, 24, 350, 

351 
Epithelium, cornified, absence of, in 

meconium, 150 

Equipment of physician, 8 

Ergosterol, irradiated, serum calcium after, 

108, 109 

Eriometer, use of, 190, 496 

Erysipelas, leukocyte count in, 239 

platelet count in, 271 
Erythroblast, 161-164. See prokaryocytes 

Erythrocytes, 161-227. See red cells 
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Erythrocytoses, 188, 224-227. See also 

polycythemia 
blood volume in, 223, 224 
causes of, 186, 225-227 
clubbing of nails in, 226 
in anhydremia, 50, 225 
in intestinal obstruction, 155 
red cell volume in, 224-226 

white cells in, 225 
Erythroleukoblastosis, hematology of, 221 

jaundice in, 141 
macrocytic anemia in, 209, 222 
nucleated erythrocytes in, 193, 222 

symptoms of, 221 
Erythropoiesis, 166 

evidences of rate of, 194 196 
Erythropoietic, system, disorders of, 161- 

227 
tissue, aplasia of, 204, 220 

Esbach estimation of protein in urine, 
technic, 360 

modification of, technic, 360 
Esophagus, carcinoma of, anemia in, 212 

stomach contents in, 128 
stomach pumping contraindicated in, 

121 

diverticuli of, stomach contents in, 118 
obstruction of, 121 

pulsion diverticulum of, stomach pump¬ 
ing contraindicated in, 121 

stenosis of, anemia from, 212 
negative nitrogen balance in, 81 
stomach contents in, 118 

stomach pumping contraindicated in, 
121 

ulcer of, blood in stomach contents from, 
128. See peptic ulcer 

hyperchlorhydria in, 128 
varices of, in Band’s disease, 218 

rupture of, 128, 148, 157, 211 
stomach contents in, 128 

stomach pumping contraindicated in, 
121 

with cirrhosis of liver, 157 

Essential hypertension, 45, 48. See hyper¬ 
tensive cardiovascular disease 

Ether anesthesia, albuminuria from, 17 

cutaneous effect of, on white cells, 236 
ketosis following, 73 

Ethereal oils, leukocytosis from, 236 

Ewald meal, 122-130, 434-441. See also 
stomach contents 

indications for, 122 

Ewald meal, normal acidity for, 124 

normal microscopic for, 124 

normals for, 123, 124, 441 
significance of findings in, 124-130 

technic of, 434-441 

Exanthemata, hemoglobinuria in, 22 

hemorrhagic tendency in, 276 

Exercise, muscular, severe, acidosis from, 

83 
leukocytosis from, 237 

neutrophilia from, 235 

Exophthalmic goiter, 111. See also goiter 

and thyroid 

Extrinsic factor, 169, 170, 203 

Exudates, 284-288, 522, 523 

absorption of, proteosuria in, 18 

bacteriologic examination of, 258, 287, 

507, 509 

cell count of, 287, 523 
chemical examination of, 287, 523 

“cottonwool” in retina in hypertensive 
cardiovascular disease, 48 

differential count in, 523 

due to pyogenic organisms, characteris¬ 
tics of, 287 

effect on feces of, 146 

gross examination of, 522 

indications for examination of, 258, 285 
in sputum, 280 

in stomach contents, sources of, 118 
interpretation of findings in, 287 
loss of chlorides into, 132 

microscopic examination of, 523 

protein content of, 522 
Rivalta test in, 523 

tubercle bacilli in, 507, 523 
tumor cells in, 287, 523 

Eyelids, edema of, in trichinosis, 151, 153 

Eye-piece micrometer method for red cell, 
diameter determination, 190, 495 

Fallot, tetralogy of, erythrocytosis in, 226 

Familial hemolytic icterus, 215. See hemo¬ 
lytic icterus 

Fasciolopsis buski, 154, 456 

Fat acids, in feces, 145, 150, 446 

digested, aid in emptying gall bladder 
*35 

digestion and absorption of, bile salts in 
*34 

end products of, 145 

droplets in urine sediment, 24, 3S3 
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Fat, excessive ingestion, fat droplets in 

urine sediment of, 24 

excessive metabolism of, ketosis in, 73 

formation of glycogen from, 55 

in blood, in diabetes mellitus, 91 

in feces, 150 

test for, 446 

ketosis and, 71 

meal, in stomach, 120 

1 metabolism, 55, 94 

disorders of, 55 

Favism, cause of, 22 

hemoglobinuria in, 22, 51, 216 

Febrile diseases, oliguria in, 28 

Feces, 145-160, 443~457 
abnormal additions to, 146 

abnormal color of, 147 

abnormal constituents of, 147 

abnormal form and consistency of, 146 

abnormal odor of, 147 

abnormal reaction of, 147 

ameba in, 150-152, 447 

bile pigments in, 147, 149, 445 

bilirubin in, 136, 147-149, 443 

biliverdin in, 136, 147-149, 443 

blood in, causes of, 147, 443, 445 

determination of, 445 

from peptic ulcer, 148, 155 

in carcinoma, 148, 155 

in cirrhosis of liver, 148, 157 

carmin test for rate of passage of, 145, 444 

cestodes in, 152, 451-454 

chemical examination of, 147-150, 445, 

446 

ciliates in, 152, 451 

clay colored, 137, 147, x49 

collection of, 151, 443 

color of, 147, 443 

composition of, 145 

consistency of, 145, 146, 443 

constipation diagnosed from, i45> 444 

cysts in, 152, 447-451 

decreased rate of passage, 145 

deficiency of bile in, 146 

deficiency of bile pigment in, 147 

diarrhea diagnosed from, 145, 444 

diet for testing for blood in, 148, 445 

examination, in diagnosis of anemia, 187 

in ulceration of intestine, 155 

for blood in intestinal obstruction, 155 

in peptic ulcer, 155 

for gallstones in, 147. 444 

routine, 443 

Feces, factors decreasing rate of passage of, 
146 

factors increasing rate of passage of, 146 

fat acids in, 145, 150 

fat in, test for, 149, 446 

flagellates in, 152, 451 

following liver meal, 150, 447 

form of, 146, 443 

gallstones in, 147, 444 

gross examination of, 146, 443 

in red cell destruction, 196, 205, 214 

increase of bile pigment in, 149, 196, 214 

increase of fat acid in, 146, 149 

increase of urobilinogen in, 136, 149, 196 

increased rate of passage, composition 

and consistency of, 146 

interpretation of gross examination of, 

146 

interpretation of intestinal parasites in, 

150 

intestinal parasites in, 150-154, 447-457 

intestinal worms in, 150-154, 451-457 

microscopic examination of, 149, 446 

mineral oil in, 147, 447 

mucus in, 145, H7, 443 

in ulcerative colitis, 156 

muscle fibers in, 150, 447 

nematodes in, 153, 454 

normal, 146 

normal frequency of defecation, 145 

occult blood in, 147-149, 445 

odor of, 147, 443 

ova in, 150-154, Plate VIII, 45I_457 

parasites in, examination for, 15°* I54i 

447-457. See parasites, 

pus in, 149, 446 

in bacillary dysentery, 156 

in inflammation of large intestine, 156 

in proctitis, 156 

in ulcerative colitis, 150, 156 

quantitative examination of, 149, 445 

reaction of, 147, 443 

Schmidt’s test on, 149, 445 

soaps in, 150, 446 

starch granules in, 150, 447 

tapeworms in, i52» 451 

Trichomonas hominis in, 152, 451 

undigested nuclei in, after liver meal, i5°> 

447 
urobilinogen in, 136, 149, *58 

in aplastic anemia, 204, 220 

in hemolytic icterus, 149. I59> x96> 

205, 217 
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Feces, urobilinogen in, quantitative deter¬ 

mination of, 445 

Schmidt’s test for, 149. 445 
worms in, 150-154, 45I~456 

Fehling’s test obsolete, 346 

Felty’s syndrome, leukopenia in, 245 

splenomegaly in, 219 

Fermentation test, technic of, 346 

Fever, albuminuria in, 15 

alkalosis from, 79, 87 

basal metabolism in, 103 

creatinuria in, 315 

eosinophilia with, 241 

hyperpnea of, alkali reserve estimation 

in, 79, 87 

in acute leukemia, 263 

in trichiniasis, 151, 153 

ketosis in, 73 

oliguria in, 28 

parenchymatous degeneration of kidney 

in, 15 
platelet count in, 271, 272 

prolonged, 213 

diagnosis of, 213 

negative nitrogen balance in, 81 

sedimentation rate in, 253, 254, 257 

Fibrin, formation of, 168, 169 

in plasma, 39-41 

Fibrinogen, congenital absence of, 41, 274 

decreased, 41 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 291, 299 

in plasma, 39-41 

estimation of, 405 

normal values for, 140, 422 

production of, 134 

role in blood coagulation, 168, 169 

Filament non-filament count of white cells, 

484 

Filariasis, 198 

cause of chyluria, 25 

chylous effusions from, 198, 287 

eosinophilia in, 240 

moist cover slip preparations in, 191, 198, 

497 
Filtrate, protein-free of blood, preparation 

of, 385 

Fish tape worm in feces, 153, 454 

Fissures in anus, feces in, 147 

fistula, duodenal, alkali reserve estimation 
in, 78 

alkalosis from, 87 

anhydremia in, 34, 50 

blood chloride in, 132 

Fistula, gastric, alkali reserve estimation in, 

78 
alkalosis from, 87 

anhydremia in, 34, 50 

blood chloride in, 132 

pancreatic, with loss of chlorides and 

alkali, 133 

Fistulae, gastrocolic, effect on feces, 146 

volume of gastric contents in, 125 

in anus, feces in, 147 

jejunocolic, effect on composition and 

consistency of feces, 146 

Flagellates, collection of specimens for, 151 

identification of, 451 

in feces, interpretation of, 152 

with diarrhea, 150 

Flasks, volumetric, 330 

fluid accumulations, 284-288, 522, 523 

disappearing, polyuria in, 29 

oliguria in, 28 

urinalysis in, 26 

decreased absorption of, oliguria from, 28 

decreased ingestion of, oliguria in, 28 

deprivation, blood volume in, 225 

plasma volume in, 225 

excessive loss of, oliguria in, 28 

forced, contraindications to, 28 

indications for, 28 

intake, deficient, plasma protein in, 40 

in ascites, 158 

indications for limitation of, 13, 28 

insufficient, decreased intracranial 

pressure in, 295 

Fluke, cat, in man. 154, 456 

Fluoroscope, use of. in inserting duodenal 
tube, 133, 442 

Foam cells in bone marrow, 201, 218 

in spleen, 202, 218 

test for bile pigments in urine, 356 

focal infections, normocytic anemia from, 
213 

Folin’s colorimetric method for blood sugar 

estimation, 390, 392 

Fontaine technic for fragility of red cells, 

499 
Food fads, anemia from, 212 

residues in fasting stomach contents, 130 

in stomach contents, 436 

Foods, acidifying, 75 

alkalizing, 75 

Foreign protein injection, eosinophilia from 
240 

Formic acid, production of, 84 
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Fractional reduction test for glycosuria, 58, 

92 

test meal, 123, 131, 436. See stomach 

contents 

Fractures, leukocytosis in, 237 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

Fragility test of red cells, 197, 498 

Fontaine technic, 499 

Giffin and Sanford method, 498 

in diagnosis of anemia, 187 

in hemolytic icterus, 197, 215 

in sickle cell anemia, 2x6 

normals for, 197 

technic, 498 

Free hydrochloric acid. See stomach con¬ 

tents 

Freezing point of cerebrospinal fluid, 291 

of plasma, 291 

Frequency of urination, 29 

Friedman modification of Aschheim-Zondek 

test for pregnancy, 316, 525 

in ectopic pregnancy, 317, 323 

in pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, 317 

quantitative, 317 

Froehlich’s syndrome, 114 

basal metabolism in, 106, 114 

dextrose tolerance curve in, 67, 114 

Froin’s syndrome, causes of, 299 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 297 

fibrinogen in, 299 

protein in, 299 

Fructose, 60, 348. See levulose 

Furunculosis, serum calcium in, 108 

Galactose, estimation of, technic, 375 

in urine, in liver disease, 61 

occurrence of, 61 

tolerance test of liver function, 61, 143, 

159 
in severe liver damage, 158, i59 

technic of, 378 
Gall bladder, concentration of bile in, 13s 

disease of, 156 
distress following Riegel meal in, 131 

hypermotility of stomach in, 125 

emptying of, 135 

formation of mucin in, 135 

hydrops of, 135 
iso-iodeikon in study of, 143 
phenol-tetraiod-phthalein sodium test in 

study of, 143 
roentgenographic visualization of sub¬ 

stances used in, 134. *43 

Gallstone colic, gallstones in feces following, 

147, 444 

Gallstones, 136-145. See also jaundice, 

obstructive 

and calcium bilirubinate crystals, 133, 156 

and cholesterol crystals, 133, 156 

and infections of biliary tract, 135, 156 

calcium bilirubinate granules in bile with. 

133, 442 
cause of obstructive jaundice, 137, 158, 

159 
cholesterol crystals in bile with, 133 

cholesterol in, 444 

composition of, 135 

formation of, 135 

in feces, 147, 444 

in hemolytic icterus, 160, 215 

Gangrene, gas, neutrophilia in, 239 

pulmonary, sputum in, 282 

Gasometric method of alkali reserve esti¬ 

mation, 398 

Gassing, war, sputum in, 282 

Gastric. See Stomach 

Gastric fistula, alkali reserve estimation in 

78 
alkalosis from, 87 

blood chloride in, 132 

creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

urea nitrogen in, 32, 34 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 34 

juice, composition of, 119 

formation of hydrochloric acid in, 119 

intrinsic factor in, 119, 169 

mechanism governing hydrochloric acid 

secretion in, 119 

normal hydrochloric acid content of, 

119,124 

normal volume of, 120, 123, 124 

pepsin in, 119, 126 

secretion of, 119, 120 

action of drugs on, 120 

cephalic phase of, 120 

effect of adrenalin on, 120 

effect of alanine on, 120 

effect of atropin on, 120 

effect of emotions on, 120 

effect of histamine on, 120 

gastric phase of, 120 

intestinal phase of, 120 

mucosa, agonal erosions of, blood in 

stomach contents from, 129 

tetany, 87, 109 
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Gastric ulcer, 155. See peptic ulcer 

Gastritis, chronic atrophic, achylia in, 127 

increased mucus in gastric contents in, 

124 
phlegmonous, pus in stomach contents in, 

130 
Gastrocolic fistulae, effect on composition 

and consistency of feces in, 146 

Gastroenteritis, acute, in trichiniasis, 153 

neutrophils in, 238 

Gastroenterostomy, volume of gastric con¬ 

tents following, 125 

Gastrointestinal symptoms, stomach con¬ 

tents examination indicated, 121 

due to amebic infestation, 151 

examination of feces for parasites in 

150 

in worm infestation, 152 

tract, benign tumor of, stomach con¬ 

tents in, 125, 129 

blood from, in feces. 147, 148 

carcinoma of, 154 
achlorhydria in, 126 

anemia in, 154, 211, 217, 220 

blood in feces in, 147, 148 

residual stomach contents in, 129 

congenital atresia of, diagnosis of, 150 

diseases of, examination of feces in, 146 

disorders of, 118-160 
ketosis in, 73 

hemorrhage from, color of feces in, 147 

anemia from, 206, 211 

loss of white cells in, 228 

obstruction of, 121, 155 
Gaucher cells, 218, 219 

Gaucher’s disease, 218 
bone marrow in, 201, 218 

leukopenia in, 245 

splenic puncture in, 202, 218 

Gee’s disease, serum calcium in, 107, 108 

symptoms of, 108 

Genital secretions, examination of, 285, 524 
tract, secretions or exudates from, cause 

of albuminuria, 17 

Genitourinary tract, infections of, 49, 50 
hematuria in, 21 

pyuria in, 24 

inflammations of, 24. 29, 50 

neoplasms of, hematuria in, 21, 50 

Gerhardt’s test for aceto-acetic acid, 345 

German measles, leukopenia in, 245' 

plasmacytosis in, 244, 250 

Giardia lamblia in feces, 152, 451 

623 

Giffin and Sanford method for fragility of 

red cells, 194, 498 

Gigantism, 114 

basal metabolism in, 105, 114 

dextrose tolerance test in, 66, 114 

glycosuria in, 60, 114 

Glanders, leukocytosis in, 237 

Glandular fever, 266. See infectious 

mononucleosis 

Globulin, and colloid osmotic pressure, 285 

in plasma, 39-41, 4°5 
in serum, 39-41, 405 

in spinal fluid, interpretation of, 291, 298 

qualitative test for, 518 

in urine, 14, 342 

Glomerular filtrate, normal composition of, 

12 

Glomerulonephritis, 45, 47. See nephritis, 

glomerular. 

Glossitis, in idiopathic hypochromic anemia, 

212 

in pernicious anemia, 207 

Glucose, 55. See dextrose 

Glycerol of fat in carbohydrate metabolism, 

55, 7i 

Glycin, creatine in urine after use of, 315 

Glycogen, formation of, 55, 134 

disease, Von Gierke’s, 64 

dextrose tolerance in, 68 

hypoglycemia in, 64 

Glycogenolysis, 56, 134 

Glycosuria, 56-60, 345, 346 

after intravenous saline solution, 59 

alimentary, 59, 318 

hormone influence on, 96 

and dextrose tolerance test, 66 

causes of, 58-60 

fractional reduction test for, 58, 92 

in acromegaly, 60, 114 

in cerebral trauma, 60, 303 

in coma, 303 

in diabetes mellitus, 58, 92 

in exophthalmic goiter, 60, 112 

in gigantism, 60, 114 

in pregnancy, 59, 318 

in traumatic coma, 60, 303 

normal, 57 

persistent, causes of, 60 

temporary, causes of, 59 

tests for, 345, 346 

Glycuronates in urine, 57, 58 

tests for, 347, 348 
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Gmelin-Rosenbach test for bile pigments, 

356 

Goat’s milk anemia, 223. See anemia, 

goat’s milk 

Goiter, adenomatous, 96, 112 

basal metabolic rate in, 105, 112 

classification of, 96 

colloid, 113 

basal metabolic rate in, 105 

exophthalmic, hi 

basal metabolic rate in, 105 

blood cholesterol in, 42, no, 112 

blood iodine in, 110 

dextrose tolerance curve in, 66,107,112 

diarrhea in, 112 

glycosuria in, 60, 112 

iodine therapy in, 102, in 

sedimentation rate in, 112 

simulated by neuro es, 105 

treatment of, in 

vomiting in, 112 

simple, 113 

Goldstein’s heredofamilial angiomatosis, 

275. See hemangiomatosis, familial 

Gonadotropic hormone of anterior pituitary, 

97 
Gonads, disorders of, 116 

Gonorrhea, eosinophilia in, 241 

pyuria in, 24 

simple leukocytosis in, 237 

Gonorrheal proctitis, pus in feces from, 149 

Gordon test, 219 

Gout, serum calcium in, 109 

uric acid in, 42 

Graafian follicle cysts, differentiation from 

ovarian cysts, 288 

Graduated cylinders, 330 

Gram’s stain, 508 

of sputum, 515 

Grant and Cone test, for spinal cord tumors, 

295 
for subarachnoid block, 295 

Granuloblasts, Plate V, 246 

identification of, 480, 481 

in acute granulocytic leukemia, 246, 262, 

263 

in bone marrow in chloroma, 201 

in granulocytic leukemia, 201 

normals for, 200 
in chronic granulocytic leukemia, 246, 

262, 264 
in myelophthisic anemia, 205, 217, 246 

Granuloblasts, in splenic puncture in aleu¬ 

kemic granulocytic leukemia, 202 

Granulocyte series, cells of, 161-165, 

Chart I, Plates II, IV, 228-267, 

478-484. See granuloblasts, pro¬ 

granulocytes, granulocytes, meta¬ 

granulocytes, rhabdocytes, lobocytes 

formation of, 162-168 

immature forms of, Plate IV, 246-248, 

476-484 

in aplastic anemia, 201, 204, 220 

in bone marrow, in agranulocytosis, 

201, 246 

in aleukemic leukemia, 201 

-erythroblast ratio in bone marrow, nor¬ 

mals for, 200 

-erythrocyte ratio in bone marrow, nor¬ 

mals for, 200 

Granulocytes, 161-164, 167, Plate IV, 248, 

478-479 

in aplastic anemia, 204, 220 

in bone marrow, normals for, 200 

in chronic granulocytic leukemia, 248, 

261-265 

in myelophthisic anemia, 206, 217, 247 

maturation of, Chart I, 167 

morphology of, Plates II, IV, 246-248 

basophil, 248. See also basophilia and 

basophils 

identification of, 479 

eosinophil, 248. See also eosinophilia 

and eosinophils 

identification of, 479 

neutrophil, 248. See also neutrophilia 

and neutrophils 

identification of, 478 

Granuloma inguinale, leukopenia in, 245 

Granulopenia, 245 

in agranulocytosis, 245 

in bone marrow dysfunction, 204, 220, 

245 
in lymphocytosis, 244, 245 

malignant, 245. See agranulocytosis 

Growth hormone of anterior pituitary, 97 

Guaiac test for blood in urine, technic, 35® 

Gum shellac poisoning, erythrocytosis in, 

227 
Gums, swelling of, in monocytic leukemia, 

263 

Haden-Hauser hemoglobin method, 470 

Hairballs in stomach, 125 

Halometer, use of, 190. 496 
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Hand-Schuller-Christian type of xanthoma¬ 

tosis, 219. See xanthomatosis 

Hanot’s cirrhosis, 146, i57 

Haskins-Sahli hemoglobin methods, 462 

Hay fever, eosinophilia in, 240 

Hayem’s solution, 184, 472 

Head injuries, coma from, 303, 307 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 295, 304, 307 

Headache, effect on peristalsis, 120 

hypoglycemia and, 65 

in uremia, 52 
of hypertensive cardiovascular disease, 

cerebrospinal fluid pressure in, 295 

Heart, decompensated, acidosis in, 83 

basal metabolism in, 106 

cerebrospinal fluid pressure in, 295 

edema in 284-287 

gastric hemorrhage in, 129 

increase of carbon dioxide in blood in, 

79 
lactic acid metabolism in, 83 

sputum in, 280-283 

urinalysis in, 15, 18, 26 

urobilinogenuria in, 138, 139 

disease, congenital, erythrocytosis in, 

226 

erythrocytosis in, 226 

gastrointestinal complaints in, 121 

icterus index in, 141 

passive congestion of liver in, 141 

of lung in, 141, 280-283 

pulmonary infarcts in, 140, 282 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

vital capacity in, 289 

disorders of, 280-289 

Heat coagulation test for proteinuria, 

technic of, 344 

production in metabolism, 94, 98 

Hemangioma, splenic puncture contra¬ 

indicated in, 202 

Hemangiomatosis, familial, 275 

Hematemesis, 128, 434. See stomach con¬ 

tents, blood in 

causes of, 128, 129 

in Band’s disease, 128, 157, 218 

with cirrhosis of liver, 157, 218 

Hematogenous jaundice, 136, 139, i4I) 

J59» 196, 214-217. See jaundice, hema¬ 
togenous 

Hematology, 161-279, 458, 506. See also 

blood, indexes, red cells, white cells, 
etc, 
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Hematology, advantages of a uniform 

system of, 458-461 

collection of capillary blood for, 458 

of venous blood for, 458, 461 

in diseases of urinary system, 38, 53 

precautions for use of venous blood in, 

461 

routine, 171, 458 

special, 487-506 

table of normals, 172, 505 

venous blood for, 461 

Hematopoiesis, 161-170 

dualistic theory of, 165 

monophyletic theory of, 165 

polyphyletic theory of, 165 

Hematoporphyrinuria, 23, 356 

Hematuria. 19-22, 340, 341, 351, 357 

causes of, 19, 20, 21 

essential, 21 

from Schistosoma hematobium, 21, 154 

from sulfapyridine, 20 

in eclampsia, 50, 321 

in hemorrhagic disease, 21, 273-276 

in tuberculosis of kidney, 20, 50 

in tumors of kidney, 20, 50 

three glass test in, 19 

Hemochromatosis, 59 

hyperglycemia in, 63 

Hemoglobin, 177, 462-471 

and menstruation, 186 

antipernicious anemia principle in forma¬ 

tion of, 170, 185, 203 

carbamate, and acid-base equilibrium, 

74, 75 

coefficient, calculation of, 179, 488-495 

normal values for, 179-181 

variations with age and sex, 180 

deficiency of, from acute blood loss, 206, 

deficient production of, anemia from, 
204, 220 

derivatives, 23, 51, 306 

identification of, in blood, 415, 416 

in urine, 34, 358 

destruction of, 22, 51, 136, 170, 196, 205 

214-217 

anemia from, 206, 214-217 

urobilinogen from, 139, i7o, 196 
diurnal variations in, 186 
effect of muscular exertion on, 186 

of pregnancy on, 184, 316, 319 
estimation of, 362-371 

acid hematin method of Cohen and 
Smith, 469 
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Hemoglobin, estimation of, blood iron 

method, 470 

Dare method, 470 

Haden-Hauser method, 470 

Haskins-Sahli method, 462 

modified Osgood-Haskins method, 468 

Newcomer method, 470 

Osgood-Haskins method, 465-469 

photometer method, 470 

Sahli method, 469 

Tallqvist method, 470 

van Slyke’s gasometric method, 469 

formation of, 170 

identification of, in urine, 240, 357, 358 

in acute glomerular nephritis, 38, 213 

in chronic glomerular nephritis, 38, 213 

in hypochromic microcytic anemias, 

210-212 

in pernicious anemia, 207 

in polycythemia, 188, 225 

in pregnancy, 184, 316, 318 

in sickle cell anemia, 216 

in subacute glomerular nephritis, 38, 213 

insufficient for oxygenation, cause of 

acidosis, 83 

loss of, anemia following, 206, 211 

normal, in acute blood loss, 206 

in increased red cell destruction, 205 

214, 216 

values for, 172, 176-179 

pathologic variations in, 186-188, 203, 

227 
physiologic variations in, 184-186 

table for determining per cent by Osgood- 

Haskins method, 465-467 

for transforming per cent to grams, 

489, 490 

variations with age and sex, 17b 
Hemoglobinemia, 22, 35> 51* 2x6 

and anemia, 216 

Hemoglobinuria, 22, 5*> 216, 34°> 35& 

albuminuria in, 17 

anemia from, 216 

anuria from, 35, 51 

from snake bite, 22, 215 

impaired renal function from, 35> 51 

in malaria, 22, 298, 214 

Marchiafava type, 23 

oliguria from, 28 

paroxysmal, 22 
Donath-Landsteiner test for, 22, 512 

erythrocytosis in, 212 

nocturnal, 23 

Hemoglobinuria, Winckel’s epidemic of 

newborn, 22 

Hemolysin, auto- and iso-, 7? 

Hemolysis, anemi 1 fr »m, 205, 214 217 

causes of, 22, 214 > 17 

Hemolytic icterus, 215 

bile pigment in urine in, 137, 215 

cause of, 215 

differentiation from Band’s disease, 218 

fragility test in, 197, 215 

gall stones in, 137 

icterus index in, 141, 196, 215 

increased bile pigment in, 135 

jaundice in, 141, 159 

leukocytosis, simple, in, 237 

microcytosis in, 190, 215 

normocytic anemia in, 215 

red cell diameter in, 190, 215 

red cells, spheroid, in, 190, 215 

reticulocytes in, 195, 215 

symptoms of, 215 

urobilinogen excretion in, 139, 149, 

196, 215 

van den Bergh test in, 142, 215 

volume index in, 190, 215 

jaundice. See hemolytic icterus 

poisons, 22, 51, 214 

serum reactions, hemoglobinuria in, 22 

Hemophilia, 273, 275 

bleeding time in, 270, 273, 275 

capillary resistance in, 273, 275 

coagulation time in, 270, 273, 275 

clot retraction in, 270, 273, 275 

erythrocytosis in, 227 

hematuria in, 21 

heredity of, 273 

platelet count in, 271, 273, 275 

serum calcium in, 108 

symptoms of, 273 

Hemoptysis, 282, 5*4- See sputum, blood 

in 
blood in stomach contents from, 129 

Hemorrhage, acute, 206, 214 

blood typing in, 276 

volume following, 224 

causes of, 19, 128, i47> 2°b> 2I4> 2$2 

erythrocytosis following, 227 

hematologic findings in, 206, 214 

leukemoid blood picture in, 264 

leukocytosis in, 237 

reticulocytes in, 196 

anemia following, 206, 2x1, 214 

causes of acidosis, 83 
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Hemorrhage, cerebral, 308 

cerebrospinal fluid cell count in, 297 

color of, 296 

pressure in, 294, 304 

icterus index in, 142, 305, 308 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

chronic, 206, 211 

reticulocytes in, 196 

effect on feces of, 147 

on spleen of, 168 

external, anemia from, 206 211 

icterus index in, 142 

gastrointestinal, 128, 147 

in aplastic anemia, 204, 220 

in Banti’s disease, 129, 157, 217 

in cirrhosis of liver, 157, 218 

in hemophilia, 273 

in leukemias, 261, 263 

in purpura, 273 

internal, anemia following, 205, 214 

effect on red cells of, 205 

jaundice in, 136, 141, 159 

leukocytosis in, 237 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

urobilinogenuria in, 139, 159 

intracranial, 52, 294, 296, 297, 304, 307 

308 

leukocytosis following, 237, 246, 266 

platelet count in, 271 

post-operative, latent jaundice in. 141 

subarachnoid, spinal fluid in, 296, 31 x 

subdural, spinal fluid in, 296, 311 

ventricular, spinal fluid in, 296 

Hemorrhagic diseases, 268-279 

blood in feces in, 149 

in stomach contents from, 129 

typing in, 276 

capillary resistance test in, 270, 275 

differential diagnosis of, 273-276 

of newborn, 274 

bleeding time in, 269, 275 

clot retraction in, 270, 275 

coagulation time in, 270, 275 

platelets in, 275 

prothrombin in, 273, 274 

splenic puncture contraindicated in, 
202 

symptoms of, 273-276 

table for differential diagnosis of, 275 

infarcts, 141, 282 

jaundice in, 141, 282 

sputum in, 282 

urobilinogenuria in, 139 

Hemorrhoids, anemia from, 206, 211 

blood in feces from, 147, 149 

proctoscopic examination in, 149 

rectal examination in, 149 

with cirrhosis of liver, 157 

with portal obstruction, 148, 218 

Hemostasis, and spleen, 269 

biochemistry of, 268, 269 

disorders of, 268-279 

mechanism of, 268-269 

physiology of, 268, 269 

Henoch’s purpura, 274. See purpura, 

simple 

Heparin, 134, 268 
Hepatic disease, 133-160 

hypoglycemia in, 64 

severe, coma from, 64, 309 
ducts, formation of stones in, 135 

Hepatitis, 138, 140, 143, 158, 159 

diffuse, icterus index in, 140 

impairment of liver function in, 140, 

143,159 
leucin and tyrosin crystals in, 25, 144 

from toxins or poisons, 138, 140, 158 
galactose test in, 143 
levulosuria in, 61 

postarsphenamine, 158 
syphilitic, 158 

icterus index in, 140 
urobilinogenuria in, 138 

Hepatocellular jaundice, 159 

Hepatogenous jaundice, 138, 140, 143 
Heredity, of blood groups, 276-279 

of hemophilia, 273 

Hernia, diaphragmatic, blood in stomach 
contents from, 129 

Herniation of cerebellum, 292 

Ayala’s quotient in, 296 

in intervertebral disc, 295, 299 
Herpes zoster, spinal fluid cell count in, 297 
Hippuric acid, synthesis of, 12, 145 
Hirudin, 268 

Histamine, edema from, 284, 285 

effect on secretion of gastric juice, 120 
test, 123, 130, 435 

for achlorhydria, 126 

in pernicious anemia, 123, 126 
indications for, 123 

normals for, 130, 441 

technic of, 435 

Histiocytosis, lipoid, 218. See Gaucher’s 

disease, Niemann-Pick’s disease and 
xanthomatosis 
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Histiocytosis, lipoid, bone marrow in, 201 

spleen in, 202 

History, prerequisite to laboratory exam¬ 

ination, 4 

Hodgkin’s disease, 219 

basophilia in, 242 

differentiation from Banti’s disease, 218 

eosinophilia in, 241 

fever in, 213 

Gordon test in, 219 

hematuria in, 21 

leukemoid blood in, 265 

leukocystosis in, 237 

leukopenia in, 245 

lymph node examination in, 202 

monocytosis in, 243 

normocytic anemia in, 219 

obstructive jaundice from, 159 

symptoms of, 219 

Hogs, Balantidium coli in feces of, 152 

Homogentisic acid in urine, 57, 349 

Hookworm, American, in feces, 153, 456 

European, in feces, 153, 456 

infestation, hypochromic microcytic ane¬ 

mia from, 211, 214 

ova, Plate VIII, 456 

Hormone, in urine in pregnancy, 314* 

525 
influence on bone marrow of, 169 

Hormones, 55—57» 72> 94“97* 3X4, 3l6 

of adrenals, 97 

of ovaries, 97 

of parathyroids, 97 

of pituitary, 97 

of placenta, 97 

of testis, 97 

of thymus, 97 

Ho well-Jolly bodies, 193 
Huppert-Cole test for bile pigments, 356 

Hydatidiform mole, Aschheim-Zondek test 

for, 317 
pernicious vomiting with, 319 

Hydramnion, 323 

Hydrobilirubin, formation of, 13b 

Hydrocephalus, Ayala’s quotient in, 296 

increased cerebrospinal fluid pressure in, 

294 . , 
internal, Ayala’s quotient in, 296 

Hydrochloric acid, formation of in stomach, 

119 
in stomach contents, 124, 126, 127 

Boas’ test for, 437 

congo red test for, 437 

Hydrochloric acid, in stomach contents, 

Topfer’s test for, 438 

loss of, alkalosis from, 86 

Hydrogen ion concentration of stomach 

contents, 126, 128, 439 

of urine, 80, 341 

Hydronephrosis, 49 

and uremia, 52 

hematuria in, 20 

kidney function in, 14, 34-49 

Mosenthal test in, 30 

in pregnancy, 322 

Hydrops of gall bladder, 135 

Hydrothorax, 286 

vital capacity in, 289 

Hymenolepis nana in feces, 152, 454 

ovum, Plate VIII, 454 

Hyperchlorhydria, causes of, 127 

differentiation of peptic ulcer from 

syphilis or cancer by, 128 

in peptic ulcer, 128, 155 

Hypercholesterolemia, prognosis from, in 

diabetes mellitus, 42, 91 

Hyperemia of stomach, effect on formation 

of mucus in, 125 

Hyperglycemia, causes of, 62 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 301, 304 

detection of from cerebrospinal fluid, 518, 

521 

in diabetes mellitus, 62, 92, 308 

transient, 63 

Hyperinosis, 41 
Hyperinsulinism, dextrose tolerance test 

in, 68 

hypoglycemia in, 63 

Hypernephroma, 20, 50 

Hyperparathyroidism, calcium phosphate 

calculi in, 26, 109 

serum calcium in, 109 

phophatase in, no 
phosphate in, no 

Ilyperpiesis, 45, 48. See hypertensive 

cardiovascular disease. 

Hyperpituitarism, 114 

basal metabolism in, 105, 114- 

dextrose tolerance in, 66, 114 

glycosuria in, 60, 114 

hyperglycemia in, 62, 114 

Ilyperpnea, 90 
alkali reserve estimation in, 79 

alkalosis from, 87, 9° 

Hyperproteinemia, 40 
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Hypertension and low reserve kidney, 322 

and renal ischemia, 13, 40 

as indication for laboratory tests, 14, 53 

basal metabolism in, 106 

benign, 45, 48. See hypertensive cardio¬ 

vascular disease, 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 295 

essential, 45, 48. See hypertensive 

cardiovascular disease, 

in eclampsia, 321 

indications for laboratory tests in, 53 

malignant, 45, 48. See hypertensive 

cardiovascular disease. 

Mosenthal test in, 30 

Hypertensive cardiovascular disease, 45, 48 

albuminuria in, 15 

and eclampsia, 321 

and low reserve kidney in pregnancy, 322 

and uremia, 52 

anemia absent in, 38 

basal metabolism in, 106 

blood creatinine in, 33, 37 

urea clearance in, 33, 36 

nitrogen in, 32, 33 

volume in, 224 

concentration and dilution test in, 31 

dissecting aneurysm in, 142 

exacerbations of, in pregnancy, 314, 322 

glycosuria in, 60 

headache of, increased intracranial pres¬ 

sure in, 295 

hematuria absent in, 20 

hyperglycemia in, 63 

icterus index in, 142 

in pregnancy, 314, 322 

increased night volume of urine in, 30 

kidney in, 13 

Mosenthal test in, 30 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 33 
polyuria in, 29 

ratio of night to day volume in, 30 

simulated by pyelonephritis, 50 

sputum in, 282 

Hyperthyroidism, 94-117 

achlorhydria in, 127 

basal metabolic rate in, 105, hi, 112 

blood cholesterol in, 42, no, 112 

blood iodine in, in 

creatinuria in, 315 

dextrose tolerance test in, 66 

effect of iodine therapy in, 102, in 

glycosuria in, 60 

grades of, 105 

Hyperthyroidism, hyperglycemia in, 62 

hyperplasia of thyroid parenchyma in, 

96 
Hypertonic solution, intravenous injection 

of, intracranial pressure in, 295, 308 

Hypochlorhydria, causes of, 127 

histamine test in, 130 

in carcinoma of gastrointestinal tract, 

127,I5S 
in pregnancy, 127 

lactic acid in, 128 

Hypoferric anemias, 210. See anemia, 

hypochromic microcytic 

Hypoglycemia, 63 

cause of coma, 305, 309 

from allergy, 64 

from insulin protamine zinc, 63 

in children, 64 

in cyclic vomiting of children, 64, 85 

in diabetes mellitus, 92 

in eclampsia, 321 

in extirpation of liver, 134 

in hyperinsulinism, 63 

in infants, 64 

in liver damage, 64, 137, 158 

in liver disease, 64 

in pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, 320 

in pregnancy, 315 

in Von Gierke’s glycogen disease 64 

terminal, 65 

transient and excessive insulin produc¬ 

tion, 64 

symptoms of, 65, 309 

Hypoinosis, 41 

Hypoproteinemia, 40 

and edema, 284-286 

wound healing poor in, 41 

Hyposthenuria, 31 

Hypothyroidism, 106, 112 

achlorhydria in, 127 

basal metabolism in, 106 

blood cholesterol in, 42, no 

cause of, 112 

deficiency of thyroid parenchyma in, 96 

Hysteria and sedimentation rate in, 253 
coma in, 307 

polyuria in, 29 

Icterus, gravis, 158 

neonatorum, 221. See erythroleuko- 
blastosis 

hemolytic, 215. See hemolytic icterus 
index, 139, 196, 410 
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Icterus, index, after cerebral vascular acci¬ 

dent, 142, 305, 308 

in acute blood loss, T42, 206 

in aplastic anemia, 204, 220 

in brain hemorrhage, 142, 305, 308 

in carotinemia, 139, 410 

in cerebral vascular accidents, 305 

in cirrhosis of liver, 140, 157 

in diagnosis of anemia, 139, 141, 142, 

187, 196, 204-223 

in ectopic pregnancy, 141, 323 

in encephalomalacia, 142, 308 

in erythrocyte destruction, 196 

in erythroleukoblastosis, 141, 221 

in hemolytic icterus, 141, 215 

in latent jaundice, 141 

in malaria, 141, 198 

in malignant tumors, 141, 155 

in myleophthisic anemia, 205, 217 

in normocytic anemias, 212-223 

in obstructive jaundice, 136, 140, 158, 

159 
in pernicious anemia, 141, 207 

in plasma, normals for, 43, 140, 422 

in serum, normals for, 43, 140, 422 

in sickle cell anemia, 141, 196, 216 

in syphilitic cirrhosis of liver, 158 

increased, causes of, 140 

interpretation of, 140-142 

low, causes of, 142 

with positive tests for bile pigments or 

salts, 137 

neonatorum, 141 

Ileitis, regional, 108, 146, 148 

Ileum, digestion and absorption in, 145 

tuberculosis of, blood in feces in, 148 

Inanition, basal metabolism in, 107 

Index, color, 179-181, 187, 188, 488-495. 

See also indexes, color, volume and 

saturation. 

relation to corpuscular hemoglobin, 

179-181 
relation to hemoglobin coefficient, 179- 

181 
saturation, 183, 187, 188, 488 495- See 

also indexes, color, volume and 

saturation 

and achromia, Plate I, 193 

low, iron therapy indicated, 211 

relation to corpuscular hemoglobin 

concentration, 183 

Index, volume, 180, 182, 183, 187, 188,488- 

495. See also indexes, color, volume 

and saturation, 

and cell diameter, 190 

relation to corpuscular volume, 180, 

182 

relation to volume coefficient, 180, 182 

Indexes, color, volume and saturation, 

179-183, 188, 487-495 

calculation of, 48-495 

in acute blood loss, 206 

in anemia of chronic hemorrhage, 206, 

211 

in aplastic anemia, 204, 220 

in Band’s disease, 157, 218 

in biliary tract inflammation, 156, 213 

in carcinoma of gastrointestinal tract, 

154, 211, 217, 220 

in cirrhosis of liver, 158, 209, 218 

in cretinism, 113, 219 

in diagnosis of anemias, 187, 188, 203- 

223 

in hemolytic icterus, 188, 190, 215 

in hypochromic microcytic anemias, 

188, 203, 204, 206, 210-212 

in increased red cell destruction, 205, 

214-217 

in iron deficiency anemias, 203, 210- 

212 

in leukemias, 205, 209, 217, 261-265 

in macrocytic anemia, 203, 204, 207- 

209 

in myelophthisic anemia, 205, 217 

in myxedema, 113, 219 

in nephritis, 38, 213 

in normocytic anemias, 188, 212-221, 

223 
in pernicious anemia, 188, 203, 207- 

209 
in polycythemia rubra vera, 225 

in pregnancy, 184, 316, 324 

in sickle cell anemia, 216 

in splenomegalic anemias, 217-219 

in ulceration of intestine, 156, 211 

normal values for, 172, 179-183 

tables for simplified calculation of, 489- 

492 
therapeutic indications of, 188, 207, 

211 

Indican in blood, 43 

in urine, test for, 358 

Indigo crystals in urine, 353 
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Infantilism, creatinuria in, 315 

pituitary, 114 

Infants, anemias of, 221 

blood volume in, 224 

cerebrospinal fluid, blood in, 296 

examination of feces from, 146, 150 

hemoglobin coefficient in, 180, 181 

hemoglobin in, 178, 179 

hyochromic microcytic anemia in, 223 

hypoglycemia in, 64 

leukemia in, 223, 262, 266 

macrocytic anemia in, 209 

milk anemia in, 212 

neutrophil lobocytes in, 230, 233 

rhabdocytes in, 172, 233, 248 

normocytic anemia in, 223 

plasma volume in, 224 

platelet count in, 271 

premature, anemia in, 212 

red cell count in, 172, 175-177 

volume in, 182 

sputum collection in, 281 

tubercle bacilli in stomach contents of, 

130 

typhoid fever in, leukocytosis in, 239 

volume coefficient in, 180, 182, 183 

von Jaksch’s anemia in, 221-223 

white cell count in, 172, 230, 231 

Infarcts, hemorrhagic, effect on red cells of, 

205 

latent jaundice in, 141, 214 

urobilinogenuria in, 139 

pulmonary, in heart disease, 141 

sputum in, 282 

Infections, 228-267 

acute, plasma protein in, 41 

platelet count in, 271 

and bacteriologic study, 258 

B. monocytogenes, monocytosis in, 243 

chronic, anemia in, 212 

leukopenia in, 244 

serum protein in, 41 

contraindication to spinal puncture, 292 
culture in, 258 

degenerative index in, 483 

dextrose tolerance test in, 67 

eosinophilia in, 241 

gastric hemorrhage in, 129 

hemorrhagic tendency in, 276 

hyperglycemia in, 62 

leukemoid blood in, 265 

leukocytosis in, 237-243, 252 

leukopenia in, 244-246, 252 

Infections lymphocytosis in, 242, 244 

monocytosis in, 243 

neutrophilia in, 238, 239, 248, 252 

normocytic anemia from, 212, 213 

of meninges, coma from, 309, 310 

of throat, in acute leukemias, 260, 263 

in agranulocytosis, 245 

in aplastic anemia, 204, 220 

reticulocytes in, 212 

sedimentation rate in, 253-257 

severe, leukemoid blood picture in, 265 

streptococcic, nephritis in, 15, 45, 46 

sulfanilamide in, 49, 80, 261 

sulfapyridine in, 261 

urinary, 49, 50 

urobilinogenuria in, 139 

Infectious mononucleosis, 242, 260, 266. 

See mononucleosis, infectious 

Davidsohn’s test for, 261 

differentiation from lymphocytic leuke¬ 

mia, 266 

fenestrated lymphocytes in, 251 

Influenza, leukopenia in, 245 

Influenzal pneumonia, sputum in, 282 

Inoculation of guinea pig for tubercle 

bacilli, 258, 284, 507, 516, 523 

Insanity, creatinuria in, 315 

hypoglycemia in, 63 

leukocytosis in, 237 

serum bromide in, 306 

Insulin, 55, 72 

coefficient, 69 

deficient supply in diabetes mellitus, 55 

excessive production of, hypoglycemia in, 

63 
in carbohydrate metabolism, function 

of, 55 
in oxidation of dextrose, 55, 71, 72 

injections, serum phosphate after, no 

liberation of, hormone influence on, 96 

overdosage of and hypoglycemia, 63 

poisoning, hematuria in, 20 

protamine zinc, hypoglycemia from, 63 

requirement, determination of, 70 

therapy, blood sugar during, 62, 92 

cause of coma, 63, 305, 309 

in hemochromotosis, 59 

serum calcium after, 109 

Interpretation of laboratory data, 5 

Intervertebral discs, herniation of, sub¬ 

arachnoid block from, 296 

Intestinal contents, composition of, 145 

in stomach, 118, 120 
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Intestinal, obstruction, 121, 155 

alkali reserve in, 77, 84, 87 

alkalosis from, 86, 87 

anhydremia in, 50 

blood chloride in 132 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

blood urea clearance in, 34, 36 

blood urea nitrogen in, 32, 34 

from Ascaris lumbricoides, 153 

leukocytosis in, 237 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 34 

volume of gastric contents in, 124 

parasites, 147, 150-154, 447-457 

eosinophilia from, 240 

indication for search for, 150, 240 

sieve method of finding 147, 444 

phase of gastric juice secretion, 120 

rate, tests for, 145, 444 

sand, 444 

tract, bacterial content of, 145 

biochemistry of, 145 

contents of, 145 

disorders of, 145-156 

end products of digestion in, 145 

normal frequency of defecation, 145 

pathology, of 145 

physiology of, 145 

Intestine, short, 108, 146 

tuberculosis of, 148, 156 

ulceration of, 155 

Intoxication, 305, 307 

Intracranial hemorrhage, 296, 307, 308, 311 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 290-301 

pressure, increased, causes of, 294, 295, 

3°4 
increased, precautions in spinal punc¬ 

ture in, 292 
. 1 

tumors, 311 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 290-301 

Intravenous saline solution, 59, 87, 132, 133 

Intrinsic factor, 119, 169, 170. 2°3 

in stomach contents, 119 

Introduction, 3 
Intussusception, blood in feces in, 148, *55- 

See intestinal obstruction. 

Inulin clearance, 37 

Iodameba williamsi, 151, 44s 

Iodine content of thyroxin, 95, 101 

effect on basal metabolism, 102 

in blood, no, 111 
Iodine-eosin stain for amebae, 448 

Iron deficiency anemias, 188, 203, 210-212. 

See anemia, hypochromic microcytic 

Iron deficiency anemias, effect on color of 

feces, 147 

effect on red cells of, 185, 188, 203, 211 

effect on reticulocytes of, 195 

in blood, calculation of, 177, 470 

in blood, method of hemoglobin estima¬ 

tion, 470 

in formation of hemoglobin, 170 

storage of, by liver, 135 

therapy, hypochromic microcytic anemia 

indication for, 188 203,211 

Iron-hematoxylin stain for amebae, 450 

Iso-Iodeikon, as liver function test, 143 

test in study of gall bladder, 143 

Isoleucin, glycogen formation from, 55 

Isosthenuria, 31 

Jansky blood groups, 277, 511 

Jaundice, acholuric, 137, 190, 197,215. See 

hemolytic icterus, 

and prothrombin, 134 

and vitamin K, 134 

blood coagulation in, 134, 158, 273, 275 

carotinemia differentiated from, 139, 410 

catarrhal, 137-144, 158 

degree of impairment of liver in, 143 

icterus index in, 140 

impairment of liver function in, 135, 

137-144, 158 

leucin and tyrosin in urine in, 25, 144 

levulosuria in, 61 

urobilinogenuria in, 138 

clinical, icterus index in, 140 

complete obstructive, 137, 139, 140, 158- 

See jaundice, obstructive, 

dissociated, 134 

epidemic, 158 

examination of feces in, 147, 149 

from Ascaris lumbricoides, 153 

hematogenous, 13b, i39> H1. *59) x9b» 

214-217 

causes of, 146, 159, 214-217 

icterus index in, 141 

serum calcium in, 108 

van den Bergh test in, 142 

hepatocellular, 159 

hepatogenous, icterus index in, 138, 14°. 

158, 159 
van den Bergh test in, T42 

icterus index in, 139 

in cirrhosis, 14°- *57 
in complete obstruction of ampulla ot 

Vater, 137. See jaundice, obstructive 
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Jaundice, in complete obstruction of biliary 

tract, 137. See jaundice, obstructive 

in favism, 22 

in Hanot’s cirrhosis, 158 

in Laennec’s cirrhosis, 140, 158 

in syphilitic cirrhosis of liver, 158 

latent hematogenous, icterus index in, 

141, 142 
obstructive, 136, 137, 140, 158, 159 

albuminuria in, 17 

bile salts in blood in, 134 

in urine in, 134, 137 

bleeding time in, 275 

blood in feces in, 149 

causes of, 158, 159 

causes of bleeding in, 134, 273, 275 

caused by gall stones, 135, 156 

coagulation time in, 275 

color of feces in, 147 

duodenal contents in, 133 

feces in, 147, 149 

fragility test in, 197 

galactose test in, 143 

hemorrhagic tendency in, 273, 275 

icterus index in, 140 

in carcinoma of head of pancreas, 154, 

158 

of liver, 154 

prothrombin time in, 273, 275 

pruritus in, 134 

test for urobilinogen in feces in, 149 

therapy of, 275 

urobilinogenuria in, 137-139 

van den Bergh test in, 142 

partial obstructive, 136, 159. See jaun¬ 

dice, obstructive 

serum phosphatase in, no 

sputum in, 282 

xanthochromia in, 296 

Jejuno-colic fistulae, effect on composition 

and consistency of feces, 145 

Jejunum, digestion and absorption in, 145 

Joint fluid, examination of, 258, 286, 507, 

522 

Kahn test, 259. See syphilis, serologic tests 
for 

Kala azar, 198 

eosinophilia in, 240 

hyperproteinemia in, 40 

hypoglycemia in, 64 

leukopenia in, 245 

splemic puncture in, 202 

Kala azar, splenomegaly in, 198, 219 

sternal puncture in, 201 

Karyoblasts, 162, 166, Plate I, 193. 481 

identification of, 481 

in bone marrow, 201 

in pernicious anemia, 201, 208 

normals for, 200 

in chronic granulocytic leukemia, 193, 201 

in erythroleukoblastosis, 193, 221 

in myelophthisic anemia, 193, 201, 205, 

217 

in pernicious anemia, 193, 208 

occurrence of, 193 

Karyocytes, 161-165, 166, Plate I, 193, 201, 

202-223 

identification of, 481 

Ketogenic hormone, and pernicious vomit¬ 

ing of pregnancy, 72 

of anterior pituitary, 97 

Ketosis, 7°"73> 344 

acidosis from, 72, 82 

alkali reserve estimation in, 77, 83 

and excretion of fixed acid by kidney, 76 

causes of, 73 

following anaesthesia, 73, 84 

from ketogenic hormone of pituitary, 72 

in coma, 303 

in diabetes mellitus, 73, 92, 308, 309 

in diarrhea, 73, 84 

in pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, 73, 

314, 318, 320 

in pneumonia, 84 

in pregnancy, 314, 318, 320 

in vomiting, 73, 84 

indications for testing for, 73 

mode of production of, 70, 71 

relation to acidosis, 72 

uric acid in, 42 

with alkalosis, 87 

Kidney, amyloid disease of, 51 

casts in urine in, 18 

Congo red test in, 42 

oliguria in 28 

anatomy of, 11 

antipernicious anemia principle in, 169 
calculi, 25, 26, 109 354, 355 

hematuria in, 20 

carcinoma of, hematuria in, 20, 50 

chronic impaired function of, 26-53 

congenital polycystic, 49 

albuminuria in, 17 

blood creatinine in, 34, 36 

blood urea clearance in, 34, 36 
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Kidney, congenital polycystic, blood urea 

nitrogen in, 32, 34 

hematuria in, 20 

Mosenthal test in, 30 

phenolsulphonphthalein in, 31, 34 

damage, acute, concentration and dilu¬ 

tion test in, 31 

casts in urine in, 18 

chronic, concentration and dilution 

test in, 31 

in hypertensive cardiovascular disease, 

45, 48 
with congestive heart failure, absence 

of urobilinogen in urine in, 15, 139 

disease, 11-53 

albuminuria in, 14, 15, 303 

and formation of NHj from urea, 77 

bilateral diffuse, 13, 44-53 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

blood urea clearance in, 34, 36 

blood urea nitrogen in, 32, 34 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 

34 
urine sediment in, 18-26, 45 

blood calcium in, 39 

blood phosphate in, 39 

casts in, 18, 303 

unilateral, 13, 49, 5° 
phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31 

urinalysis in, 26, 31 

disorders of, ii~53 
excretion of acid and base by, 76 

fatty degeneration of, 24 

function, n-53 
blood creatinine test of, 34, 37 

blood urea clearance test of, 34, 36 

blood urea nitrogen test for, 32-35 

dilution and concentration test of, 31 

grades of impairment of, 43 

impaired, acidosis in, 38, 77, 78, 83, 85 

alkali and acid therapy in, 38, 85 

alkalosis in, 86 
and excretion of alkali by kidney, 76 

anemia in, 38, 213 
anhydremia, 34, 5°* See anhydremia 

blood phosphate in, 39, no 

chloride retention absent, 38, 39, 132 

chronic, laboratory tests indicated, 

*5-53 
concentration and dilution test in, 31 

indication for alkali reserve, 38, 78 

indications for laboratory tests in, 53 

in tuberculosis of kidney, 50 

Kidney, function, impaired, inorganic sul¬ 

phates in serum in, 43 

oliguria in, 27 

urea clearance test in, 36 

urobilinogen absent from urine in, 

i39 
Mosenthal test of, 30 

phenolsulphonphthalein test of, 31, 361 

tests of, 26-43 

in diagnosis of anemia, 187 

value of, 43 

urea concentration tests of, 43 

impairment, 33, 34 

chronic, urea concentration test in, 43 

in arteriolosclerosis, 48 

in atherosclerosis, 48 

in excretion of acid urine, function of, 76 

infarction of, hematuria in, 20 

injury, toxic in pneumonia, 84 

low reserve, 322 

neoplasms of, hematuria in, 20, 50 

one, function of, 26 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31 

papillae, hematuria from, 21 

parenchymatous-degeneration of, 15 

passive congestion of, 15 

albuminuria in, 15 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

blood urea clearance in, 34, 36 

blood urea nitrogen in, 32, 34 

casts in, 18 

hematuria in, 20 

in pregnancy, 16, 318 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 34 

pathology of, 13 

pelvis, calculi in. See calculi, renal, 

physiology of, 11 
polycystic, 49. See kidney, congenital 

polycystic. 

primary contracted, 43, 45- 8ee hyper¬ 

tensive cardiovascular disease 

secondary contracted, 45> 47- 8ee nephri¬ 

tis, chronic diffuse 

syphilis of, albuminuria in, 15 

trauma to, albuminuria from, 17 

hematuria from, 20 

pyuria from, 24 

tuberculosis of, 50 

albuminuria in, 17 

hematuria in, 20 

pyuria in, 24 

tumors of, 20, 5° 
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Kline test, 259. See syphilis, serologic tests 

for 

Koch-Week’s bacillus, 288 

Kolmer test, 259. See syphilis, serologic 

tests for 
“Kupffer” cells, role in liver function, 135 

Kussmaul breathing, alkali reserve indi¬ 

cated, 77, 308 

Labor, effect on white cells, 236, 316 

Laboratory data, interpretation of, 5 

reliability of, 7 

diagnosis, principles of, 4 

purpose of course, 3 

relation to other subjects, 3 

examination, planning of, 4 

forms, 339 

tests, when to repeat, 4 

Lactic acid acidosis, 83 

and conservation of base, 76 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 291 

in plasma, 291 

in stomach contents, 122, 128, 155, 439 

production in muscle, 100 

Lactose in urine, 57, 61, 345 348, 372-376 

in pregnancy, 61, 315, 318 

Cole’s test for, 347 

fermentation test for, 346 

identification of, technic for, 346-348 

osazone test for, 346 

quantitative estimation of, 372-376 

Laennec’s cirrhosis, 158. See cirrhosis 

Landsteiner classification of blood groups, 

277, 5” 

Lange test in cerebrospinal fluid, 299, 521 

Lange’s test for aceto-acetic acid, technic of, 

345 

Lead poisoning, 51, 214. See also poisoning 

albuminuria in, 17 

anuria in, 28 

basophilic stippling in, 192 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

urea nitrogen in, 32, 34 

fragility test in, 197 

leukopenia in, 245 

normocytic anemia from, 214 

oliguria in, 28 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 34 

porphyrinuria in, 23 

reticulocytes in, 196 

Lee and White method for blood coagula, 
tion time, 270, 503 

635 

Leishman-Donovan bodies, 198* 201, 202 

Leishmania infantum, 198 

tropica, 198 

Leishmaniasis, bone marrow in, 198, 201 

normocytic anemia in, 214 

splenic puncture in, 198, 202 

Leprosy, hyperproteinemia in, 40 

leukopenia in, 245 

Lethargic encephalitis, 312. See ence¬ 

phalitis lethargica 

Leucin crystals in urine, 25, 144, 353, 355 

Leukemia, 261-267 

basal metabolism in, 105 

Bence-Jones proteinuria in, 18 

blood uric acid in, 42 

volume increased in, 224 

classification of, 262-264 

differential diagnosis of, 261-267 

disintegrating cells in, 235 

granulopenia in, 245 

hematuria in, 21 

in infants, 223, 266 

leukemic, 262 

leukocytosis in, 237 

leukopenic stage, diagnosis of, 201, 245, 

261-266 

loss of white blood cells in, 228 

lymph node examination in, 202 

macrocytic anemia in, 209 

mitotic cells in, 250 

myelophthisic anemia in, 205, 217 

nature of, 262 

obstructive jaundice from, 159 

peroxidase stain in, 249 

plasmacytes in- Plate VI* 243, 251, 262 

volume in, 224 

platelet count in, 272 

abnormal in, Plate VII 

proteosuria in, 18 

pseudo, infantum, 221 

remission of 264 

reticulocytes in, 196 

Rieder cells in. Plate V 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

simulation of, in acute osteomyelitis 
266 

splenomegaly in, 219, 261, 263, 264 

subleukemic, 262 

symptomatic purpura hemorrhagica 
from, 274, 27s 

uric acid in, 42 

acute, 263 
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Leukemia, aleukemic, 201, 262 

bone marrow in, 201, 262-267 

differentiation from aplastic anemia, 

201, 221, 265 

leukopenia in, 245, 262, 265 

chronic, 264 

eosinophilic, 241, 262 

granulocytic, 262-266 

artefacts in, 251 

basophilia in, 242 

blood volume in, 224 

bone marrow in, 201 

differentiated from lymphocytic leu¬ 

kemia, 262 

eosinophilia in, 241 

error in diagnosis of, 265 

erythrocytosis in, 225 

granuloblasts in, 201, 246, 262 

granulocytes in, 201, 248, 262 

karyoblasts in, 193 

leukocytosis in, 237 

metagranulocytes in, 248, 262 

peroxidase stain in, 249 

platelet count in, 272 

polylobocytes in, 251 

progranulocytes in, 247, 262 

leukemic, 262 

lymphocytic, 261-264 

acute, 263 

bone marrow in, 201 

differentiation from infectious mono¬ 

nucleosis, 243, 261, 266 

lymphoblasts in, 201, 248, 262, 263 

Paul and Bunnell test in, 261 

peroxidase stain in, 249 

platelet count in, 272 

prolymphocytes in, 249, 261-267 

aplastic anemia, terminal, from, 221 

chronic, 234 
differentiated from whooping cough, 

265 
lymphocytosis in, 243 

platelet count in, 272 

megalokaryocytic, 261-264 

monocytic, 243, 249, 262-265 

monoblasts in, 249, 262 

monocytosis in, 243 

promonocytes in, Plate VI, 249, 262 

myelogenous, 262-266. See leukemia, 

granulocytic 

plasmacytic, Plate VI, 243, 250, 262 

differentiation from multiple myeloma, 

250 

Leukemia, subacute, 263 

subleukemic, 262 

Leukemic cells, nucleoli in, 262, 263 

Leukemoid blood pictures, 264-267 

Leukocytes, 161-168, 228-267, 478-484. 

See white cells 

Leukocytosis, 235-244. See basophilia, 

eosinophilia, lymphocytosis, monocyto¬ 

sis, neutrophilia, and white cells 

absolute, 237 

relative, 237 

simple, 237 

causes of, 235-238 

physiologic causes of, 235 

Leukopenia, 244-246 

from infection, overwhelming, 252 

from radium overdosage, 204, 221, 245 

from roentgen ray overdosage, 220, 245 

in agranulocytosis, 245 

in anemias, 217, 220, 245 

in aplastic anemia, 204, 220, 245 

in Banti’s disease, 157, 217 

in benzol poisoning, 204, 220, 245 

in cirrhosis, 157, 217, 218, 245 

in Felty’s syndrome, 245 

in Hodgkin’s disease, 219, 245 

in leukemia, 245, 262, 265 

in lymphosarcoma, 219, 245 

in malaria, 198, 245 

in malnutrition, 245 

in measles, 245 

in pernicious anemia, 208, 245 

in poisoning, 245 

in portal obstruction, 217, 245, 248 

in psittacosis, 245 

in splenic obstruction, 217, 218, 245 

in tuberculosis, 244, 245 

in typhoid fever, 245 

in ulceration of intestine, 156, 245 

in undulant fever, 245 

simple, 244 

with lymphocytosis, 245 

Leukopoietic system, disorders of, 228-267 

Leukorrhea, 151, 15 2* 288, 323 
Trichomonas vaginalis in, 152, 288, 323, 

525 
Leukorrheal discharge, examination of, 288, 

525 
Levulose, identification of, technic, 345» 

346> 348 
quantitative estimation of, 375 

Levulosuria, 57, 60 

congenital, 60 
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Levulosuria, in catarrhal jaundice, 61 

in cirrhosis of liver, 61 

in diabetes mellitus, 60 

in subacute hepatitis, 61 

Ligament, laceration of, sedimentation rate 

in, 257 
Ligamentum flavum, hyperplasia of, 296, 

299 

subarachnoid block from, 296 

Linitis plastica, volume of stomach con¬ 

tents in, 125 

Linzenmeier method of sedimentation rate 

determination, 253, 502 

Lipemia, diabetic, 91 

blood cholesterol in, 42, 91 

fat droplets in urine sediment in, 24 

Lipoid droplets in urine, 24, 353 

from tubercle bacilli, monocytosis from, 

243 
histiocytosis, 218. See Gaucher’s dis¬ 

ease, Niemann-Pick’s disease and 

xanthomatosis 

metabolism, 55, 56, 70-73, 94, 218 

anomalies of, 218 

nephrosis, 45, 46. See nephrosis 

Literature, evaluation of, 8 

Liver abscess, 139, 141 

differentiation from malaria of, 243 

due to amebic infestation, 151 

sputum in, 281, 282 

urobilinogenuria in, 139 

amount necessary for normal function, 

r35 

amyloidosis of, congo red test for, 42, 144 

antipernicious anemia principle in, 169 

blood formation by, 165 

carcinoma of, 154, 155 

bromsulphalein test in, 143 

degree of impairment of liver in, 143 

icterus index in, 141 

superimposed on Laennec’s cirrhosis, 

*44, i57 

urobilinogenuria in, 139 

with cirrhosis, 157 

cirrhosis of, 137-144, 156, 157 

macrocytic anemia in, 209 
damage, 137-144, 158 

amino acid content of blood in, 134 
of urine in, 134 

ammonia nitrogen of urine in, 81, 144 
bile salts in blood in, 134 

pigments in, 134, 139-142 

blood clotting in, 134, 273, 275 
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Liver damage, bromsulphalein test in, 143 

fibrinogen values in, 41 

galactose in urine in, 61, 143 

hypoglycemia in, 64, 137 

icterus index in, 139-142 

leucin crystals in urine in, 25, 144 

proteosuria in, 18 

reaction of urine in, 80 

sedimentation rate in, 41, 257 

serum phosphatase in, no 

total nitrogen of urine in, 81 

tyrosin in urine in, 25, 144 

urobilinogenuria in, 137-139 

van den Bergh test in, 142 

destruction of hemoglobin in, 136 

disease, I33~i45, 155-160 

hypoglycemia in, 64 

hypoproteinemia in, 41 

impaired renal function in, 35 

macrocytic anemia in, 209 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

echinococcus cysts of, icterus index in, 141 

enlarged, in Gaucher’s disease, 218 

in hemochromatosis, 59 

extirpation, effects of, 134 

extract, effect on reticulocyte count of, 

195 
leukocytosis from, 236 

formation of bilirubin in, 136 

functions of, 133-145 

dye tests for, 134, 143 

technic of, 412 

galactose tolerance test for, 61, 143 

technic of, 378 

impaired, 137-145, 154-160 

causes of, 137-145, 158 

in acute yellow atrophy, 137-145, 

158 

in carcinoma of liver, 135, 139, i4I> 

155 
in cirrhosis of liver, 137-144,156,157 

in hepatitis, 135, 137-144, 158 

in icterus gravis, 158 

in patchy lesion of liver, 135, 137- 

*44, 155, 160 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 32 
role of hepatic cells in, 135 

stellate cells in, 135 

tests, 137-145 

in eclampsia, 158, 321 

in eclampsia, 158, 321 

in erythroleukoblastosis, 221 

Laennec’s cirrhosis of, 137-145, 156, jgy 
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Liver meal for pancreatic deficiency, 150, 

447 

passive congestion of, ascitic fluid in, 144, 
285 

in heart disease, 141 

patchy lesions of, galactose test in, 143 

icterus index in, 141 

protein formation in, 135 

regeneration of, 135 

syphilis of, icterus index in, 140, 157 

urobilinogenuria in, 138, 157, 158 

Taenia echinococcus cysts in, 153 

tumors of, obstructive jaundice from, 159 

yellow atrophy of, 137-144, 158, 323 

acute, renal function in, 35 

bromsulphalein test in, 143 

icterus index in, 140, 158 

in pregnancy, 158, 314, 323 

tyrosin and leucin in urine in, 25, 144, 

158 

“Zuckerguss,” ascitic fluid in, 144 

Lobocytes, 162, 233, 234,478, 479. See also 

basophils, eosinophils, neutrophils 

basophil, 162, Plate II, 234,479. See also 

basophilia and basophils 

eosinophil, 162, Plate II, 233, 479. See 

also eosinophilia and eosinophils 

neutrophil, 162, Chart I, Plate II, 233, 

478. See also neutrophilia and neu¬ 

trophils 

absolute values for, 233 

identification of, 478 

in aplastic anemia, 204, 220, 245 

in bone marrow, normals for, 200 

in myelophthisic anemia, 205, 217, 237 

normals for, 172,230, 233 

variations with age, 230 

Loeffler’s methylene blue stain 507 

Lumbar puncture, technic of, 292 

Lung. See also bronchus and pulmonary 

abscess, amebic, 151 

sputum in, 281, 282 

vital capacity in, 289 

adhesions of, vital capacity in, 289 

atelectasis of, carbon dioxide tension in, 

82 

erythrocytosis in, 226 

blood in feces from, 148 

in stomach contents from, 129 

brown induration of, latent jaundice in, 

141 
deficient aeration of blood in, cause of 

acidosis, 83 

Lung, disorders of, 280-289 

cause of acidosis, 83 

gastrointestinal complaints, 121 

erythrocytosis in, 226 

vital capacity in, 289 

edema of, vital capacity in, 289 

effusions around, vital capacity in, 289 

excretion of carbon dioxide by, 76 

fibrosis of, erythrocytosis in, 226 

vital capacity in, 289 

infarction of, sputum in, 281, 282 

vital capacity in, 289 

passive congestion of, in heart disease, 

141 

latent jaundice in, 141 

sputum in, 281, 282 

Taenia echinococcus cysts in, 153 

tuberculosis of, 280-289. See tuberculo¬ 

sis, pulmonary. 

tumors of, sputum in, 280-282 

vital capacity in, 289 

Lymph nodes, biopsy of, 202 

in Hodgkin’s disease, 219 

in lymphosarcoma, 219 

blood formation in, 165, 169 

enlargement of, obstructive jaundice 

from, 159 

puncture in, 202 

in leukemia, 202, 261-265 

puncture of, 202 

tuberculous, leukopenia in, 245 

Lymphadenosis, 266. See leukemia, lym¬ 

phocytic and mononucleosis, infectious 

Lymphatic tissue, blood formation in, 165, 

169 

Lymphoblasts, Plate V, 248, 480, 481 

identification of, 480, 481 

in acute lymphocytic leukemia, 262, 263 

in bone marrow in infectious mononucleo¬ 

sis, 201, 266 
in lymphocytic leukemia, 262-266 

Lymphoblastoma, 219. See Hodgkin’s dis¬ 

ease and lymphosarcoma 

Lymphocytes, Plate III, 169, 234, 480, 481 

absolute values for ,234 

effect of muscular exertion on, 235 

fenestrated nuclei in, 251, 266 

formation of, 169 

and liberation of, 228 

identification of, 480, 481 

in acute lymphocytic leukemia, 262, 263 

in bone marrow, normals for, 200 
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Lymphocytes, in chronic lymphocytic leu¬ 

kemia, 262, 264 

in leukocytosis, 237, 242, 244 

in whooping cough, 242, 265 

large, 162, Plate V. See prolymphocytes, 

maturation of, 162, Chart I, 169 

-monocyte ratio in tuberculosis, 243, 244 

normals for, 172, 230, 234 

variations with age, 230 

Lymphocytic choriomeningitis, 310 

cell count in, 297 

coma from, 310 

Lymphocytosis, 242, 243, 244, 249, 262, 263, 

266 

relative, 242, 244, 245. See leukopenia, 

simple, and granulopenia 

Lymphogranuloma inguinale, hyperpro- 

teinemia in, 40 

Lymphosarcoma, 219 

hematuria in, 21 

leukemoid blood picture in, 265 

leukocytosis in, 237 

leukopenia in, 245 

lymph node examination in, 202 

monocytosis in, 243 

normocytic anemia in, 219 

obstructive jaundice in, 159 

Macrocytes, 189 

in pernicious anemia, 189, 208 

Macrocytic anemias, 188, 207. See anemia, 

macrocytic 

Macrocytosis, causes of, 189 

Macropolycytes, 251. See polylobocytes. 

Magnesium in cerebrospinal fluid, 291 

in plasma, 291 

oxide, administration of, alkalosis from 
86 

phosphate crystals in urine, 353 

sulphate, flow of bile from, 133, 442 

phenolsulphonphthalein test after ad¬ 

ministration of, 32, 362 

Malaria, Frontispiece, 197, 198, 201, 214, 
484 

anemia in, 198, 205,214 

bone marrow in, 201 

diagnosis of, 197, 484 

differentiation from artefacts, 251 

from liver abscess of, 243 

double tertian, 198 

effect on red cells, 205, 214 

eosinophilia in, 240 

estivo-autumnal, Frontispiece, 198, 486 

Malaria, examination for, 484-487 

hemoglobinuria in, 22, 51, 216 

icterus index in, 141, 196, 198 

in diagnosis of anemia, 187 

jaundice in, 141, 159 

leukopenia in, 198, 245 

moist cover slip preparations in, 191, 

484, 497 

monocytosis in, 198, 243 

neutrophil rhabdocytes in, 248 

normocytic anemia in, 198, 214 

parasites, morphology of, Frontispiece, 

484-487 

pigment in white cells in, 198, 201 

platelet count in, 272 

quartan, Frontispiece, 198, 486 

red cells in, 486 

red cells in, 486 

reticulocytes in, 196 

splenic puncture in, 202 

splenomegaly in, 219 

symptoms of, 22, 197, 198, 214 

tertian, Frontispiece, 484, 485 

Schueffner’s granules in red cells in, 485 

urobilinogenuria in, 139, 196, 198 

white cells in, 198, 245, 248 

Malignant tumors, anemia from, 205, 206, 

211, 217, 220 

effusions from, 287 

negative nitrogen balance in, 81 

of gastrointestinal tract, 154 

Malnutrition, anemia from, 212 

basal metabolism in, 107 

ketosis in, 73 

leukopenia in, 245 

platelet count in, 271 

Malta fever. See undulant fever 

Maltose in urine, 61 

Mandelic acid, acidosis from, 80 

in urinary infections, 49 

therapy, urine pH for, 80 

Marchiafava hemoglobinuria, 23 

Marriott test for carbon dioxide tension, 82 

Marrow, 199-201, 499. See bone marrow 

Marschalko plasma cells, 162, Plate VI, 250. 

See plasmacytes 

Massage, effect on white cells of, 236 

Mastoiditis and meningitis, 292, 297, 310 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 295, 297, 310 

neutrophilia in, 239 

McLean urea index, 43 

Measles, leukopenia in, 245 

plasmacytes in, 244, 250 
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Measles, German, leukopenia in, 245 

plasmacytes in, Plate VI, 244, 250 

Meckel’s diverticulum, blood in feces from, 
148 

Meconium, absence of cornified epithelium 

in, 150 

Medicolegal interpretation of blood chloride 

estimation, 132, 133 

use of blood typing, 277-279 

Medullablastoma, tumor cells in cerebro¬ 

spinal fluid in, 298 

Megaloblasts, 161-164, Plates I, V. See 

karyoblasts 

Megalokaryocytes, characteristics of, Plate 

VII 

formation of, 166 

in bone marrow, 201 

platelets from, 166, Plate VII 

Melanin in urine, test for, 356 

Meltzer-Lyon technic for removal of duo¬ 

denal contents, 133, 442 

Mendelian heredity of blood groups, 277 

Meningismus, cerebrospinal fluid in, 295 

Meningitis, 290-304, 309, 310 

adhesions from, 296 

Ayala’s quotient in, 296 

cerebrospinal fluid cell count in, 297 

chloride in, 301 

coagulation in, 299 

dextrose in, 301 

pressure in, 294, 309 

protein in, 298 

xanthochromia of, in, 296 

coma from, 309 

Lange test in, 300 

spinal subarachnoid block in, 295, 299 

acute, leukocytosis in, 239 

aseptic, causes of, 310 

epidemic, 290-304, 309 

hemorrhagic tendency in, 276 

meningococcic, hemoglobinuria following 

serum reaction, 22 

mumps, 297 

serous, Ayala’s quotient in, 296 

syphilitic, cerebrospinal fluid in, 290-302, 

310 
tuberculous, cerebrospinal fluid in, 290 

302, 310 
cell count in, 297 

chloride in, 301 

coagulation in, 299 

dextrose in, 301 

coma from, 310 

Meningitis, tuberculous, leukocytosis in, 

239 
special tests for, 302 

tryptophane test for, 296 

xanthochromia in, 296 

typhoid, leukocytosis in, 239, 309 

Menorrhagia, anemia from, 206, 211 

Menstruation, blood loss in, 186 

effect on basal metabolism of, 101, 103 

vicarious, hematuria in, 21 

Mental state, effect on basal metabolism, 

100 

Mercury combining power of cerebrospinal 

fluid, 302, 520 

in coma, 204 

in urine, test for, 359 

poisoning, 51, 308 

albuminuria in, 17 

alkali reserve in, 83 

anuria in, 28 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

urea nitrogen in, 32, 34 

epithelial cells in urine in, 24 

fat droplets in urine sediment in, 24 

hematuria in. 20 

leukopenia in, 245 

normocytic anemia from, 214 

oliguria in, 28 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 32, 34 

reticulocytes in, 196 

Reinsch test for, 359 

Mesenchyme, blood cells from, 165 

Metabolic rate, basal, 94-117, 423-433 

children’s standards, 99, 430-432 

decreased, causes of, 106 

definition of, 98 

determination of, 423-433 

effect of age on, 99 

caffein on, 102 

desiccated thyroid on, 101 

dietary habits on, 100 

digestion and absorption on, 100 

dilaudid on, 102 

dinitro-o-cresol on, 102 

dinitrophenol on, 102 

epinephrin on, 102 

full bladder on, 103 

iodine on, 102 

menstruation on, 101 

mental state on, 100 

morphine on, 102 

muscular exertion on, 99 
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Metabolic rate, effect of pituitary prepara¬ 

tions on, 102 

race on, 99 

sex on, 99 

sleep on, 101 

surface area on, 98 

in edema, 99 

thyroglobulin on, 101 

thyroxin on, 101 

thyroxin polypeptide on, 101 

in acromegaly, 105, 114 

in Addison’s disease, 106, 115 

in adenomatous goiter, 105, 112 

in adult pituitary obesity, 106, 114 

in anemias, 106 

in asthenia, 107 

in cardiac decompensation, 106 

in chills, 103, 106 

in chorea, 100, 106 

in convulsions, 106 

in cretinism, 106, 112 

in diabetes mellitus, 98, 107 

in dyspnea, 100, 106 

in edema, 99, 107 

of nephrosis, 107 

in emaciation, 107 

in exophthalmic goiter, 104, 111 

in fever, 103 

in Froehlich’s syndrome, 106, 114 

in gigantism, 106, 114 

in hyperpituitarism, 105, 114 

in hypertension, 106 

in hypertensive cardiovascular disease, 
106 

in hyperthyroidism, 105, in 

in hypopituitarism, 106, 114 

in hypothyroidism, 106, 112 

in inanition, 107 

in increased protein metabolism, 106 

in leukemia, 105, 263 

in malnutrition, 107 

in muscular contractions, involuntary, 
106 

in myxedema, 106, 112 

in obesity, 106, 114 

in pain, 103, 106 

in partial starvation, 107 

in pernicious anemia, 106 

in pituitary cachexia, 114 

in polycythemia rubra vera, 226 

in pregnancy, 101, 315 

in Simmond’s disease, 114 

in thyroiditis, 113 

641 

Metabolic rate, in thyroid malignancy, 113 

in tics, 100, 106 

in undernutrition, 107 

in use of thyroid preparations, ior, 111, 

increased, causes for, 105 

influence of chills on, 100, 106 

discomfort on, 103 

drugs on, 101 

fever on, 103 

pain on, 103 

physiologic factors on, 98 

shivering on, 100, 103, 106 

tissues or tissue extracts on, 101 

instructions to patients before, 103 

interpretation of abnormal results, 104, 

107 

normals for, 104, 428-432 

principles involved in, 98 

surface area in obesity, 99 

Harris-Benedict standards for, 429, 430 

Sage standards for, 428 

standards for children, 430-432 

Talbot standards for, 431, 432 

Metabolism, abnormalities in diabetes 

mellitus, 55, 56, 7<>-73, 97, 98 

carbohydrate, 55-93 

energy, 94-117 

excessive, of fats and proteins, ketosis in, 

73 

fat, 55, 70-73, 94 

protein, 55, 70-73, 81, 94 

calculation from total nitrogen of 

urine of, 81 

excessive, negative nitrogen balance in, 

81 

water, influence of liver on, 135 

Metabolor, care of, 425, 432 

Metagranulocytes, 161-164, Plate IV, 248, 

252, 478, 479 

basophil, 248. See basophilia and baso¬ 

phils 

identification of, 479 

eosinophil, 248. See eosinophilia and 

eosinophils 

identification of, 479 

neutrophil, 248. See neutrophilia and 

neutrophils 

identification of, 478 

in bone marrow, 200, 201 

Metakaryocytes, 161-164, Plate I, 193, 201. 

203-223, 481 

in anemias, 193, 201, 202-223 
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Metakaryocytes, in bone marrow, 200, 201 

in erythroleukoblastosis, 193, 221 

in leukemias, 193, 201, 205, 217 

Metamyelocytes, 162, Plate IV, 248, 252. 

See metagranulocytes 

Metastases to bone, Bence-Jones protein¬ 

uria in, 18 

myelophthisic anemia in, 205, 217, 220 

Methemoglobinemia, 23, 51, 216, 416 

Methemoglobinuria, 23, 35, 51, 340, 358 

albuminuria in, 17 

anuria from, 35, 51 

causes of, 23 

impaired renal function from, 35, 51 

oliguria in, 28 

Methenamine poisoning, hematuria in, 20 

use of and pll of urine, 80 

Methionin, glycogen formation from, 55 

Methods, choice of, 7 

testing accuracy of, 7 

Methyl alcohol poisoning, acidosis in, 84 

Methylene blue stain, 507, 515. See also 

methylthionine chloride 

Methylthionine chloride stain, indications 

for, 258 

technic of, 515 

Metrorrhagia, anemia from, 206, 211 

Mette’s test for determination of peptic 

activity, 126, 440 

normals for, 441 

Micro-blood sugar method, 392 

Microcytosis, Plate I, 189 

in hemolytic icterus, 190, 215 

Micrometry, technic of, 331, 495, 496 

Microscope, care of, 330 

use of, 330 

Milk, goat’s, anemia from, 209, 212, 223 

Millon’s test for tyrosin in urine, 25, 144, 

158, 355 
Mineral oil in feces, 147, 447 

Miner’s cramps, blood chloride in, 132 

Mitosis in blood, 250 

Mitral stenosis, erythrocytosis in, 226 

Moist cover slip preparation, 191, 497 
in diagnosis of anemia, 187, 191 

in sickle cell anemia, 191, 216 

indications for, 191 

technic of, 497 

Monoblasts, 162, Plate V, 168, 249, 480,481 

identification of, 480, 481 

in bone marrow, 201 

in monocytic leukemia, 262 

Monocytes, 162, Plate III, 168, 234, 243 

absolute values for, 235 

histogenesis of, 165, 168 

identification of, 480 

in bone marrow, 201 

normals for, 200 

in monocytic leukemia, 262 

in splenic puncture in lipoid histiocytosis, 
202, 218 

increased formation and liberation of, 228 

maturation of, 162, 168 

normals for, 172, 234 

Monocytic leukemia, 261-265 

monocytosis in, 243, 262 

Monocytosis, causes of, 243 

in malaria, 198, 243 

Mononuclear cells. See lymphocytes and 

monocytes 

Mononucleosis, infectious, 243, 260, 266 

bone marrow in, 201 

differential diagnosis of, 243, 249, 266 

leukemoid blood in, 266 

lymphocytosis in, 242, 243 

Paul and Bunnell test for, 260, 512 

peroxidase stain in, 249, 495 

prolymphocytes in, 249, 266 

Monophyletic theory, 165 

Morax-Axenfeldt bacillus, 288 

Morbus maculosus Werholfii, 273. See 

purpura hemorrhagica 

Moribund patients, blast crises in, 193 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

urea nitrogen in, 32, 34 

neutrophil morphology in, 252, 483 

oliguria in, 28 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 34 

Morphine, effect on basal metabolism of, 102 

glycosuria following administration of, 59 

poisoning and excretion of carbon dioxide 

by lungs, 76 

carbon dioxide tension in, 82 

cause of acidosis, 83 

coma from, 308 

compensated acidosis in, 89 

Mosenthal test combined with night to day 

volume ratio, 30, 360 

in chronic nephritis, 30 
in hypertensive cardiovascular disease, 30 

modified, indications for, 30 

interpretation of, 30 

normals for, 30 

technic of, 360 
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Moss blood groups, 277, 511 

Mucin, addition to bile of, 135 

formation in gall bladder of, 135 

in feces, i47» 148 
in stomach contents, 118, 119, 120, 125, 

436 
in urine, 18, 342 

Mucoid, 18, 342 

Mucoprotein, 18, 342 

Mucous colitis, feces in, 148 

Multiple myeloma. See myeloma, multiple 

Multiple sclerosis, 312 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 291-301, 312 

cell count in, 298 

Lange in, 299, 300 

Mumps, cerebrospinal fluid cell count in, 

297 

leukopenia in, 245 

meningitis, 297 

white cells in, 243, 264 

Muscle cramps from loss of neutral chlo¬ 

rides, 132 

fibers in feces, 150, 447 

laceration of, sedimentation rate in, 257 

pains in trichinosis, 151, 153 

production of lactic acid in, 76, 100 

Trichinella spiralis larvae in, 151, 154, 

453, 456 

Muscular activity and lactic acid metabo¬ 

lism, 76, 100 

effect on metabolic rate of, 99 

spleen of, 168 

leukocytosis from, 235 

atrophy, creatinuria in, 315 

negative nitrogen balance in, 81 

contractions, involuntary, basal metab¬ 

olism in, 100, 103, 106 

dystrophy, creatinuria in, 3x5 

use of glycin in, 315 

exertion, effect on hemoglobin of, 186 

effect on red cells of, 186 

white cells of, 235 

Myasthenia gravis, creatinuria in, 315 

hypoglycemia in, 64 

Myeloblasts, 162, Plate V, 246. See 

granuloblasts 

Myelocytes, 162, Plate IV, 248. See 

granulocytes 

Myelogenous leukemia, 232-235. See 

leukemia, granulocytic 

Myeloid cells, 161-164. See granulocyte 
series, cells of 
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Myeloma, multiple, Bence-Jones protein in 

serum in, 40 

Bence-Jones proteinuria in, 17, 18 

diagnosis of, 18, 201 

differentiation from plasmacytic leuke¬ 

mia, 244, 250 

erythrocytosis in, 226 

hyperproteinemia in, 40 

macrocytic anemia in, 209 

myelophthisic anemia in 205, 217 

plasmacytes in, Plate VI, 244, 250 

serum calcium in, 109 

Myelosis, 261, 265. See leukemia, granu¬ 

locytic 

Myositis fibrosa, creatinuria in, 315 

ossificans, serum calcium in, 109 

Myotonia atrophica, creatinuria in, 315 

Myxedema, 95, 106, 112 

anemia in, 113, 219 

basal metabolism in, 106, 112 

blood cholesterol in, 42, no, 113 

volume in, 113, 224 

dextrose tolerance curve in, 67, 113 

hypoglycemia in, 63 

in thyroiditis, 113 

indexes in, 188, 219 

normocytic anemia from, 219 

plasma volume in, 224 

postoperative, 112 

simulating pernicious anemia, 210 

Nails, clubbed, erythrocytosis in, 226 

spoon, in idiopathic hypochromic anemia, 

212 

Narcolepsy, hypoglycemia in, 63 

Nasopharynx, blood in feces from, 148 

Nausea, physiologic, of pregnancy, control 

of> 3i5 

prolonged, cause of acidosis, 84 

with reversed peristalsis, 120, 121 

Necator americanus, 153, 456 

anemia from, 211, 214 

ovum, 456, Plate VIII 

Negro blood, sickle cells in, 191, i92, 216 

Nematodes in feces, 153, 454 

Neoplasms, hematuria in, 21. See tumors 
Nephritis, 11-54 

acidosis in, 38, 76, 78, 83, 87 

treatment of, 85 

uncompensated, 89 

age incidence of, 45 

albuminuria in, 14 

alkalosis from treatment of, 86 
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Nephritis, and diabetes mellitus, absence of 
glycosuria in, 58 

anemia of, 19, 38, 213 
blood chemistry in, 32-54 

cholesterol in, 42 

pressure in, 43-48 
classification of, 43-52 
combination of types of, 47 
dextrose tolerance test in, 67 
diffuse edema in, 14, 45, 46, 284-287 
etiology of, 13, 45-48 
hyperglycemia in, 62 
in febrile diseases, 15 
in pregnancy, 16, 314, 318,322 
leukocytosis in, 237 
pathology of, 13, 45-48 

protein content of effusions in, 39, 
284-287 

relative frequency of, 45 
retinopathy in, 45 
serum calcium in, 108 

synonyms, 45 
types of, in pregnancy. 322 

uremia in, 45-48, 52 

urine in, i4-32» 45_48 
with edema, 44, 45. See nephrosis and 

nephritis, acute glomerular 
without edema, 44, 45. See nephritis, 

chronic diffuse and nephritis, sub¬ 

acute glomerular 

acute glomerular, 45, 46 
and eclampsia, 321 
and uremia, 46, 52 
anemia in, 38, 213 

anuria in, 28 
blood creatinine in, 33, 37 

urea clearance in, 33, 36 
urea nitrogen in, 32, 33 

volume in, 224 
capillary microscopy, 289 

casts in urine in, 18 
glycosuria in, 60 

hematuria in, 19 

oliguria in, 28 
phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 33 

plasma protein in, 41 
protein content of effusions in, 39. 284- 

287 
chronic diffuse, 45, 47 

acute exacerbations, oliguria in, 28 

albuminuria in, 15 
and eclampsia, 321 

anemia in, 38, 213 

Nephritis, chronic diffuse, blood creatinine 

in, 33, 37 
urea clearance in, 33, 36 
urea nitrogen in, 32, 33 
uric acid in, 41 
volume in, 224 

casts in urine in, 18 

concentration and dilution test in, 31 
exacerbations of, in pregnancy, 314,322 
function tests in, 26-45 

glycosuria in, 60 
hematuria in, 19 

increased night volume of urine in, 30 
modified Mosenthal test in, 30 
phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 33 
plasma volume in, 224 
polyuria in, 29 

ratio of night to day volume in, 29 
renal threshold in, 65 
uremia in, 45, 48, 52 

chronic glomerular, 45, 47. See nephri¬ 
tis, chronic diffuse 

focal embolic, 45, 47 
anemia in, 38, 45, 213 

casts in urine in, 18 
hematuria in, 19, 21 
in pregnancy, 322 

pathology of, 13, 45, 47 
urine volume in, 45, 47 
with subacute bacterial endocarditis, 

45, 47 
hemorrhagic, 45-47. See nephritis, acute 

and subacute glomerular; nephritis, 
chronic diffuse; and nephritis, focal 

embolic 
interstitial, 44, 45. See nephritis, chronic 

diffuse and hypertensive cardiovascular 

disease 
parenchymatous, 42-46. See nephrosis 

subacute glomerular, 45, 46 
and uremia, 46, 52 
anemia in, 38, 46, 213 

blood creatinine in, 33, 37 
urea clearance in, 33, 36 
urea nitrogen in, 32, 33 

hematuria in, 19 
phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 33 
volume and specific gravity of urine in, 

28, 45, 46 
tubular, 42, 45, 46. See nephrosis 

Nephrosclerosis, 45, 48. See hypertensive 

cardiovascular disease 
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Nephrosis, 45, 46 
albumin-globulin ratio in, 41 

albuminuria in, 14, 15 

bile, 35 
blood cholesterol in, 42 

volume in, 224 

cause of, 13, 46 

detection of, by congo red test, 42, 414 

edema fluid in, 39, 284-287 

basal metabolism in, 107 

hematuria absent in, 19, 45, 46 

in pregnancy, 16, 314, 322 

lipoiduria in, 24 

oliguria in, 28 

pallor in, 187 

plasma protein in, 40, 41, 45, 46 

volume in, 224 

protein content of effusions in, 39, 284-287 

sedimentation rate in, 256 

Nerves, splanchnic, role in release of 

dextrose, 56 

Nervous symptoms in worm infestation, 

I5U 153 
system, disorders of, 290-313 

cause of gastrointestinal complaints, 

121 

differential diagnosis of, 307-313 

Nervousness, effect on basal metabolism, 

100 

reflex polyuria from, 29 

Nessler’s method for nitrogen estimation, 

370 

Neurologic symptoms, hypoglycemia in, 63 

serum bromide in, 306, 308 

Neuroses simulating exophthalmic goiter, 

Neurosyphilis, 290-301, 310, 312 

cerebrospinal fluid, cell count in, 297, 298 

dextrose in, 301 

Lange in, 299, 300 

pressure in, 294, 295 

protein in, 298 

serologic tests for syphilis in, 259, 300 

Neutropenia, 245. See granulopenia 

Neutrophil macropolycytes, 251 

morphology, Plates II, IV, VI, 167, 252, 
478 

prognosis from, Plate VI, 252, 483 

polylobocytes, 208, 251 

rhabdocytes, 162, Chart I, Plate II, 167, 

200, 233» 248 

staff cells, 162. See neutrophil rhabdo¬ 
cytes 

Neutrophilia, 238, 239 

causes of, 239 

definition of, 237 

laboratory tests indicated by, 258 

metagranulocytes in blood in, 248, 252 

rhabdocytes in, 238, 248, 252 

sedimentation rate in, 253 

Neutrophils, Plates II, IV, VI, 167,230-233, 

238, 247, 248, 252, 478 

degenerative index of, 253, 284 

identification of, 478 

immature, increased, 238, 247, 248, 252, 

483 

in bone marrow dysfunction, 204, 220, 

245 
in chronic granulocytic leukemia, 237, 

247, 248, 262, 264 

in myelophthisic anemia, 205, 217, 237 

increased formation and liberation of, 228 

nuclear anomaly of, 251 

physiologic variations in, 235 

segmented, 162, Chart I, Plate II. See 

also lobocyte, neutrophil; granul 

openia; and neutrophilia 

toxic, Plate VI, 252, 253, 483, 484 

prognosis from, 252, 483 

Newborn, blood volume in, 223 

effect on red count of clamping cord in, 

177 

erythroleukoblastosis in, 221 

hemoglobin coefficient in, 181 

hemoglobin in, 179 

hemorrhagic disease of, 274, 275 

bleeding time in, 269 

coagulation time of, 270 

prothrombin time in, 273 

interchange of, 278 

neutrophil lobocytes in, 233 

neutrophil rhabdocytes in, 233 

plasma volume in, 223 

platelet count in, 271 

red cell count in, 177 

volume in, 182 

sedimentation rate in, 254 

universal edema of, 221. See erythro¬ 

leukoblastosis 

volume coefficient in, 183 

white cell count in, 231 

Newcomer method of hemoglobin estima¬ 
tion, 470 

Nicotinic acid and anemia, 204 

Niemann-Pick’s disease, 218 

bone marrow in, 201 
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Niemann-Pick’s disease, leukopenia in, 245 

splenic puncture in, 202 

Night to day volume ratio of urine, 29, 360 

Nitrates, cause of methemoglobinuria, 23 

Nitrazine paper, 341 

Nitrites, cause of methemoglobinuria, 23 

Nitrogen balance, 81 

determination of, 81, 367 

negative, causes of, 81 

equilibrium, 81 

estimation of, 67 

non-protein of blood, 35, 386. See blood, 

non-protein nitrogen 

of ammonium salts, estimation of, 81, 

363. See urine, ammonia 

of urea of blood, estimation of, 32, 381. 

See blood urea nitrogen 

in urine, estimation of, 367 

retention, 32-53 

acidosis in, 38, 78, 83 

alkalosis in, 38, 86 

and excretion of alkali by kidney, 76 

and formation of ammonia from urea 

in, 77 

blood urea nitrogen guide to, 33 

concentration and dilution test in, 31, 

S3 
dextrose tolerance test in, 67 

in amyloidosis of kidney, 51 

in eclamptic uremia, 52 

in hypertensive cardiovascular disease, 

45, 48 
in nephritis, 45-47 

in pregnancy, 315 

indication for creatinine, 37 

inorganic blood phosphate in, 39, no 

Nomenclature of blood cells, 161-164 

of marrow cells, 161-164 

Non-protein nitrogen in blood, 35, 386. 

See blood, non-protein nitrogen 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 291, 302, 304, 520 

of plasma, 291 

of stomach contents, 131 

ratio to urea nitrogen, 43 

Non-threshold substances, removal by 

kidney of, 12 

Norleucin, glycogen formation from, 55 

Normal chemistry of blood, 43, 421 

findings in stomach contents, 123, 441 

in urine, 380 

hematology, 172, 505 

values, determination of, 8 

Normoblasts, 163. See metakaryocytes 

and karyocytes 

Nucleated cells in bone marrow, 193, 200, 
201 

Nucleoli in leukemic cells, 262, 263 

Nucleoprotein in urine, 18, 242 

Nucleotide, increase of white cells by, 228 

Nutrition, effect on red cell count, 184, 

212 

Obesity, adult pituitary, basal metabolism 

in, 114 

dextrose tolerance curve in, 114 

basal metabolism, in, 99, 106, 114 

blood volume in, 225 

dinitro-o-cresol therapy in, 102 

dinitrophenol therapy in, 102 

error in surface area in, 99 

hyperglycemia in, 63 

increased cholesterol excretion in, 135 

plasma volume in, 225 

therapy of, basal metabolism in, 101, 

106 

Obstruction, intestinal, 155. See intestinal 

obstruction 

pyloric, 155. See pyloric stenosis 

Oliguria, 15, 27, 28 

in anhydremia, 28, 50 

in diarrhea, 50, 84 

in eclampsia, 50, 321 

in glomerular nephritis, 28, 46 

in pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, 320 

Opisthorchis felineus, 154, 456 

Opium poisoning. See morphine poisoning 

Oriental sore, 199 

Oroya fever, leukocytosis in, 237 

Orthotolidine test for blood in feces, 445 

in urine, 358 

Osazone test, technic of, 346 

Osgood-Haskins hemoglobin method, 463- 

469 
table for determining percentage of 

hemoglobin by, 465-467 

modified method for hemoglobin estima¬ 

tion, 468 
Osgood-Wilhelm method for reticulocyte 

counts, 496 
Osier’s disease, 225. See polycythemia 

rubra vera 
Osteitis fibrosa cystica and hyperpara¬ 

thyroidism, 109 
Osteoarthropathy, pulmonary, erythrocyto^ 

sis in, 226 
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Osteomalacia 108, 324 

blood calcium in, 108 

phosphate in, 110 

eosinophilia in, 241 

in pregnancy, 324 

prevention of, 316 

serum phosphatase in, no 

Osteomyelitis, acute, eosinophilia in, 241 

granulocytes in, 248 

immature white cells in, 247, 248 

leukemoid blood in, 265 

leukocytosis in, 237 

myelophthisic anemia in, 205, 217 

nucleated red cells in, 193 

of cranial bones, cerebrospinal fluid in, 

292, 297, 310 

meningitis from, 310 

of vertebrae, cerebrospinal fluid in, 

292, 297, 310 

meningitis from, 310 

white cells in, 237, 241, 248 

chronic, amyloidosis of kidney in, 42, 51 

Osteopetrosis, 217. See osteosclerosis 

Osteosclerosis, 217 

aplastic anemia from, 204, 217, 220 

myelophthisic anemia from, 205, 217 

serum phosphatase in, no 

Otitis media, neutrophilia in, 239 

Ova in feces, 152-154, Plate VIII, 451-457 

concentration technic for, 451 

in sputum, 282 

indications for search for, 282 

in urine, 21, 151, 154 

Ovalocytosis, 191. See poikilocytosis, fam¬ 
ilial 

Ovarian cysts, pseudomucin in, 288 

Ovaries, hormones of, 97 

Ovary, arrhenoblastoma of, 115 

Oxaluria, 26 

Oxygen consumption in metabolism, 98 
debt, 100 

hunger and excretion of carbon dioxide 
by lungs, 79 

tents and chambers, use of, regulated by 

carbon dioxide tension in, 82 

Oxyuris vermicularis, 151, iS3) 455. See 

Enterobius vermicularis 

Paget’s disease, serum phosphatase in, no 

Pain, basal metabolism in, 101, 103 

leukocytosis in, 236, 237 

Paints, poisoning by, anemia from, 192, 214 
See also lead poisoning 

647 

Paints, poisoning by, hematuria from, 20 

Pallor, 187 

Palm color and anemia, 187 

Pancreas, arteriosclerosis of, and diabetes 

mellitus in older persons, 58 

atrophy of, and diabetes mellitus in older 

persons, 58 

benign or malignant tumors of, 59 

carcinoma of, 155, 159 

blood indexes in, 220 

icterus index in, 140 

diseases of, amylase concentration in, 133 

amylopsin absent from duodenal con¬ 

tents in, 133 

Cammidge reaction in, 61 

diastatic activity in, 91 

duodenal contents in, 133, 442 

quantitative examination of feces in, 

149 

fibrosis of, 58 

fistula from, low blood chloride in, 132 

function of, liver meal for, 150, 447 

pathologic changes in and diabetes melli¬ 

tus in older persons, 58 

tumors of, hypoglycemic coma from, 63, 

309 

Pancreatic ducts, obstructed, duodenal 

contents in, 133 

enzymes in duodenal contents, deter¬ 

mination of, 442 

fistula, acidosis from, 132 

with loss of chlorides and alkali, 132 

function, determination of, 133, 447 

Pancreatitis and diabetes mellitus, 59 

hyperglycemia in, 62 

interstitial, maltose in urine in, 01 

Pandy’s test, 518 

Pappataci fever, leukopenia in, 245 

Paracentesis abdominis, indications for and 

contraindications to, 285 

Paragonimus ringed, 282. See Paragoni- 

mus westermani 

westermani, ova of, in sputum, 282 

Parasites, intestinal, 147, 150-154, 447-457 

collection of specimens for examination 
for, 151, 447 

eosinophilia from, 240 

identification of, 447-457 

indications for search for, 150, 242 

interpretation of, 151-154 

normocytic anemia from, 214 

Of blood, 197, 484. See filariasis, 
kala azar, malaria 
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Parasitic diseases, eosinophilia in, 240 

normocytic anemia from, 214 

Parasitology, relation to laboratory diagno¬ 

sis of, 4 

Parathyroid disorders, 107-110, 116. See 

also hyperparathyroidism 

blood calcium in, 108, 109 

hormone of, 97 

tetany, serum calcium in, 108 

therapy, dihydrotachysterol, 109 

serum calcium after, 109 

Parathyroidectomy, serum calcium after, 

108 

serum phosphorus after, no 

Paratyphoid fever, leukopenia in, 245 

Paresis, hypoglycemia in, 63 

general, 290-301, 312 

cerebrospinal fluid cell count in, 297, 

298 

pressure in, 295 

protein in, 298 

coma from, 312 

Lange in, 299 

leukopenia in, 245 

serologic tests for syphilis, 259, 300 

Paroxysmal hemoglobinuria, 22, 35, 5L 217 

Donath-Landsteiner test for, 22, 512 

Passive congestion, 15* See heart, decom¬ 

pensated 
Paternity, exclusion of, by blood groups, 

277-279 
Pathology, relation to laboratory diagnosis, 

4 
Paul and Bunnell test, 260, 266, 512 

Pelger’s nuclear anomaly, 251 

Pellagra, achlorhydria in, 127 

anemia in, 209 

porphyrinuria in, 23 

Pentosans in urine, 61 

Pentose, anilin acetate test for, 348 

Bial’s test for, 348 
fermentation test for, 346 

identification of, 346, 348 

Pentosuria, alimentary, 61 

idiopathic, 61 

in diabetes mellitus, 61 

Peppermint, leukocytosis from, 336 

Pepsin in gastric juice, 119, 126, 440 

Peptic ulcer, 118 -132, 155 
acute hemorrhage from, 128, 206 

alkalosis in, 86 

and cyclic vomiting, 64 

blood in feces from, H7, *48 

Peptic ulcer, blood in stomach contents 

from, 128 

cause of hour glass stomach, 125 

cause of hypermotility of stomach, 125 

differentiation from carcinoma, 126, 

155 
distress following Riegel meal in, 131 

guides to therapy in, 155 

hyperchlorhydria in, 127, 128 

hypoproteinemia in, 41 

icterus index in, 142 

in children, 64 

increased mucus in gastric contents in, 

125 
non-protein nitrogen of stomach con¬ 

tents in, 131 

residual stomach contents in, 124, 129 

stomach contents examination indi¬ 

cated, 121 

tests in, 131 

therapy of, 131 

blood in feces during, 148 

removal of stomach contents in, 131 

trauma of stomach from pump in, 

132 
urea nitrogen of stomach contents in, 

I3I 
volume of stomach contents in, 124 

Peptone and blood coagulation, 268 

Perchloric acid methods, danger of, 367 

Periarteritis nodosa, eosinophilia in, 241 

hematuria in, 21 

leukocytosis in, 237 

Pericarditis, 284 287 

in uremia, 52 

Perihepatitis, ascitic fluid in, 144 

Perisplenitis, ascitic fluid in, 144 

Peristalsis, factors influencing, 120 

Peritonitis, leukocytosis in, 239 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

Permutit, removal of ammonia by, 367 

Pernicious anemia, 203, 207 -210 

abnormal platelets in, Plate A ll 

red cells in, 188 196 

achlorhydria in, 126, 130, 208 

achylia in, 126 
basal metabolism in, 106 

basophilic stippling in, 192 

blood cholesterol in, 42 

indexes in, 188, 207 

bone marrow in, 201 

cause of, 169, 203 

color index in, 188, 207 
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Pernicious anemia, differentiation from 

nonhemolytic anemias, 141, 196, 

207, 209, 210 

from other anemias, 209, 210 

eosinophilia in, 208, 241, 242 

fragility test in, 197 

granulocytes in, 208, 248 

hematuria in, 21 

hemoglobin in, 208 

hemoglobinuria in, 22 

histamine test in, 121, 130 

icterus index in, 141, 196, 207 

immature white cells in, 208, 247, 248 

karyoblasts in, 193, 201, 208 

latent jaundice in, 141, 159 

leukopenia in, 208, 245 

macrocytes in, 189, 208 

non-protein nitrogen of stomach con¬ 

tents in, 131 

nucleated red cells in, 193, 201, 208 

of pregnancy, 209, 319, 323 

cause of, 203 

macrocytic anemia in, 209, 323 

platelet count in, 271 

polylobocytes in, 251 

red cells in, 188-196, 201, 207, 208 

reticulocytes in, 194-196, 208 

stomach contents examination indi¬ 

cated, 121 

symptomatic purpura hemorrhagica 
in, 274 

symptoms of, 207 

urea nitrogen of stomach contents in, 

131 

uric acid in, 42 

urobilinogen excretion in, 139, 196, 207 

van den Bergh test in, 149 

volume of stomach contents in, 125 

white cells in, 208 

vomiting of pregnancy, 320. See preg- 

nancy, pernicious vomiting of 
Peroxidase stain, 249, 495 

for differentiating leukemias, 249, 266 

indications for, 249 

interpretation of, 249 

technic of, 495 

Perspiration, anhydremia from, 50 

blood chloride in, 132 

blood volume in, 225 

decreased, polyuria from, 27 

increased, alkalosis from, 87 

oliguria from, 27 

insensible, and basal metabolism, 111 

Perspiration, plasma volume in, 225 

Pertussis, leukemoid blood picture in, 264 

Petechiae, causes of, 273-276 

in acute leukemia, 261, 263, 264, 274 

tests in, 269-273 

Pettenkofer’s test for bile salts, 357 

pH, estimation of, 80, 347 

Phenolsulphonphthalein test, 31, 362 

causes of pathologic results, 33-35, 45 

comment on, 32 

indications for, 31, 53 

normals for, 32, 43, 380 

technic of, 362 

Phenoltetrachlorphthalein liver function 

test, 134 

Phenol-tetraiod-phthalein sodium as liver 

function test, 143 

in study of gall bladder, 143 

Phenylhydrazine, cause of methemoglo- 

binuria, 23 

in polycythemia rubra vera, 225 

jaundice from, 141 

leukocytosis from, 225, 237 

poisoning, 158 

liver damage from, 141, 158 

normocytic anemia from, 225 

urobilinogenuria from, 138 

Phlegmonous gastritis, increased mucus in 

gastric contents in, 125 

pus in stomach contents in, 130 

Phloridzin and renal threshold, 65 

glycosuria following, 59 

Phosphatase, serum, no 

Phosphate in blood, no, 404 

in cerebrospinal fluid, normals for, 291, 
302 

in kidney disease, 39 

in urine, amorphous, 25, 340, 353 

triple, 25, 352, 353, 354 

Phosphoprotein in urine, 18 

Phosphorus in cerebrospinal fluid, 291 
in plasma, 291 

poisoning, ,158 

ammonia nitrogen of urine in, 81 

bromsulphthalein test in, 143 

erythrocytosis in, 227 

fat droplets in urine, sediment in, 24 

fibrinogen values in 41 

hematuria in, 20 

icterus index in, 140 

leucin and tyrosin crystals in urine in 

25> 144 

reaction of urine in, 81 
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Phosphorus poisoning, total nitrogen of 

urine in, 81 

urobilinogenuria in, 138 

Photelometer method of hemoglobin esti¬ 

mation, 470 

Photoelectric colorimeters, 334 

Physical examination prerequisite to labora¬ 

tory examination, 4 

Physiology, relation to laboratory diag¬ 

nosis, 4 

Phytobezoar, 125 

Pick’s pericarditic cirrhosis, 157 

Pigment in white cells in malaria, 198 

Pin worm in feces, 153, 455 

Pipettes, calibration of, 329 

care of, 329 

types of, 328 

Pituitary, basophil adenoma of, 114 

cachexia, basal metabolism in, 107, 114 

negative nitrogen balance in, 81 

disease, 94-97, io5> IC)6, II3-II5 
basal metabolism in, 76, 105, 106, 114 

hypoglycemia in, 63 

dwarfism, 114 

hormones of, in metabolism, 96, 97 

hyperfunction of, basal metabolism in, 

i°5 
dextrose tolerance test in, 66 

hypofunction, basal metabolism in, 106, 

114 
dextrose tolerance test in, 67 

ketogenic hormone of, 72 

obesity, basal metabolism in, 114 

dextrose tolerance curve in, 114 

posterior lobe, role in diabetes insipidus, 

preparations, effect on basal metabolism, 

102 

Placenta, hormones of, 97 

Plant toxins, hemoglobinuria from, 22 

Plasma. See also serum and blood 

alkali reserve of, 77'90, 396-403- See 

alkali reserve 
arterial, carbon dioxide content of, 79 

Bence-Jones protein in, 40 

carbon dioxide combining power of, 

77-90, 396-403. See alkali reserve 

content of, 79 

tension of, 79, 82 

chloride, normals for, 38, 132 

colloid osmotic pressure of, 285 

composition of, 12, 291 

factor in hypertension, 13 

Plasma, fibrinogen, 39-41, 405. See fibrin¬ 

ogen 

hydrogen ion concentration of, 80 

regulation of, 73-77 

iron content of, 178, 470 

maintenance of normal composition of, 11 

osmotic pressure of, 12 

pH of, 80 

proteins, 39 41, 405-408 

and clot retraction, 270 

and edema, 39, 40, 284, 285 

and sedimentation rate, 41 

and serum calcium, 108, 109 

and wound healing, 41, 155 

deviations from normal, 41 

formation of, 135 

in nephrpsis, 39, 41, 46 

normals for, 40, 421 

specific gravity of and plasma proteins, 

40 

van den Bergh test for bilirubin in, 142, 

412 

venous, carbon dioxide content of, 79 

volume, 171, 223-225, 413. See also 

blood volume 

effect on red cell count and hemo¬ 

globin, 171, 184, 186, 225 

of meals on, 184 

in pregnancy, 224, 316 

increased, polycythemia masked by, 

225 

normals for, 223, 421 

Plasmablasts, 250 

identification of, 481 

Plasmacytes, Plate VI, 250 

identification of, 480, 481 

Marschalko type, Plate VI, 250 

in plasmacytic leukemia, 250, 262 

Turk type, Plate V, 250. See proplas¬ 

macytes 
Plasmacytic leukemia, 250, 261-265 

Plasmacytosis, 244, 250 
Plasmodium falciparum, Frontispiece, 198. 

486 
malariae, Frontispiece, 198, 486 

vivax, Frontispiece, 191, 198, 485 

Platelet count, decreased, 271, 272, 504 

error in, 172 
in acute lymphocytic leukemia, 272, 

274 
granulocytic leukemia, 271 

in Band’s disease, 217 

in chronic granulocytic leukemia, 271 
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Platelet count, decreased, in diagnosis of 

anemia, 187 

in hemophilia, 273, 275 

in purpura hemorrhagica, 273, 275 

in splenomegalic anemias, 217 

in thrombasthenic purpura, 275 

indications for, 271 

normals for, 271 

technic of, 504 

Platelets, abnormal forms of, Plate VII 

cephalin released from, 268, 269 

formation of, 166 

in erythrocytosis, 225 

in hemorrhagic diseases, 275 

in purpura hemorrhagica, 273, 275 

morphology of, Plate VII 

Pleocytosis, 297. See also cerebrospinal 

fluid cell count 

Pleural fluid, 284-288 

cultures of, 258, 287, 509 

examination of, 522, 523 

interpretation of, 284-288 

smears of, 258, 287 

Pleurisy, sedimentation rate in, 257 

Pleuritic effusions, oliguria in, 28 

protein in, 39, 285, 519 

Plumbism. See lead poisoning 

Pneumococcus typing, 509 

Pneumonia, acidosis in, 84 

and excretion of carbon dioxide by lungs, 

76 

blood culture in, 258 

carbon dioxide tension in, 82 

icterus index in, 142 

leukemoid blood picture in, 264 

leukocytosis in, 239, 252 

low blood chloride in, 132 

platelet count in, 272 

proteosuria in, 18 

sedimentation rate in, 256 

serum calcium in, 108 

sputum in, 280-282 

sulfapyridine therapy in, 261 

tuberculous, leukocytosis in, 239 

sputum in, 280-284 

typing in, 509 

uric acid in, 42 

urine chlorides in, 133 

urobilinogenuria in, 139 

vital capacity in, 289 

Pneumonokoniosis, erythrocytosis in, 226 
vital capacity in, 289 

Pneumothorax, erthyrocytosis in, 226 

pleural fluid in, 286 

vital capacity in, 289 

Poikilocytosis, 190-191 

elliptical cell type, 191 

familial, 191 

in anemias, 201-223 

in leukemias, 205, 217 

sickle cell type, 191, 216 

Poisoning. See under names of poisons 

and in Index by Diseases, 

acidosis in, 83, 84 

albuminuria from, 17, 303 

alkali reserve in, 78, 83, 84 

aplastic anemia from, 204, 220 

basophilic stippling in, 192 

bromsulphthalein test in, 143 

casts from, 18, 303 

coma from, 303, 305-3<>7> 3<>8 

edema from, 285 

effect on red cells of, 192, 214 

erythrocytosis from, 226, 227 

fragility test in, 197 

gastric hemorrhage in, 129 

hemoglobinuria from, 22, 51, 216 

hepatitis from, 158 

icterus index in, 140 

jaundice in, 140, 158 

leucin and tyrosin crystals in, 25, 144 

leukopenia in, 245 

liver damage from, 158 

normocytic anemia from, 214 

reaction of urine in, 80 

reticulocytes in, 196 

stomach contents examination in, 130 

uric acid in. 42 

Poisons, removal from blood by liver, 134 

by kidney, 12 

of gastric contents indicated, 121 

Polariscopic determination of sugars, 377 

Poliomyelitis, anterior, 290-301, 313 

cerebrospinal fluid pressure in, 294 

cell counts in, 297, 298 

Polychromatophilia, Plate I, 190 

in anemias, 191, 201-223 

in leukemias, 205, 217 

Polycythemia, benign familial form of, 226 

blood volume determination in, 224, 225 

hemoglobin in, 188, 225 

laboratory tests indicated in, 225 

masked by increased plasma volume, 186 
225 

red cells in, 225 
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Polycythemia, rubra vera, 225 

and granulocytic leukemia, 225, 266 

basal metabolic rate in, 225 

basophilia in, 242 

blood uric acid in, 42, 225 

blood volume in, 224, 225 

bone marrow in, 201, 225 

color index in, 225 

eosinophilia in, 241 

hematuria in, 21 

hemoglobin in, 188, 225 

leukemoid blood in, 266 

leukocytosis in, 237 

platelet count in, 27b 

red cell destruction in, 225 

volume in, 224, 225 

red cells in, 188, 225 

saturation index in, 225 

serum calcium in, 109 

splenomegaly in, 225 

symptoms of, 225 

therapy for, 225 

volume index in, 225 

white cells in, 225, 237 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

simulated by cholera, 225 

dehydration, 225 

diarrhea, 225 

dysentery, 225 

severe burns, 225 

shock, 225 

vomiting, 225 

Polycythemias, 186, 188, 225, 226. See also 

also erythrocytoses 

Polyglandular syndromes, 116 

Polylobocytes, 251 
Polymorphonuclears, 162. See lobocytes, 

neutrophil, eosinophil and basophil 

Polyneuritis, 3x3 

Froin’s syndrome in, 297, 299 

Polyphyletic theory, 165 

Polyuria, 29 

causes of, 29 
in chronic diffuse nephritis, 29 

in hypertensive cardiovascular disease, 

29, 48 
reflex, 29 

Pork tape worm in feces, i52> 452 

Porphyrinuria, 23 

in pellagra, 23 

test for, 356 
urobilinogenuria in, 138 

Portal vein, obstruction of, 157, 218 

blood in feces from, 148 

in stomach contents from, 128 

leukopenia in, 217, 218, 245 

with hemorrhoids, 147, 148 

stenosis of, 157. 218 

leukopenia in, 217, 245 

thrombosis of, 157, 218 

leukopenia in, 217, 245 

Pott’s disease, 299 

cerebrospinal fluid pressure in, 294 

subarachnoid block from, 296 

Pre-eclampsia, 321 

Pregnancy, 314-324 

acute yellow atrophy in, 314, 323 

albuminuria in, 16, 318 

and low reserve kidney, 322 

and renal threshold, 65, 314 

anemias, of, 184, 323 

biochemical changes in normal, 314-316 

blood calcium in, 108, 314, 324 

chemistry in, 314-319 

cholesterol in, 42, 314 

volume in, 224, 316 

urea nitrogen in, 33, 315 

bone marrow in, 200 

color, volume and saturation indexes in, 

185, 316, 319. 323 
complications of, 314, 3I9“324 

dextrose tolerance test in, 65, 67, 314 

diagnosis of, 316 

eclampsia in, 50, 320-322 

ectopic, 323 
acute hemorrhage from, 206 

Aschheim-Zondek test in, 317, 323 

icterus index in, 141 

sedimentation rate in, 257 

effect on basal metabolism, 101, 3*5 

on red cell volume of, 2241 3*6 

on red cells of, 184, 3*6, 323 

on white cells of, 236, 316 

exclusion of, in diagnosis of renal gly¬ 

cosuria, 65, 318 
Friedman modification of Aschheim-Zon¬ 

dek test for, 316-318, 525 

glycosuria in, 59, 3X4> 3I8 
hematology in, 184, 209, 236, 316, 318, 

323 
hydramnion in, 323 

hydronephrosis in, 322 
hypertensive cardiovascular disease in 

322 
hypochlorhydria in, 127 
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Pregnancy, hypoglycemia in, 315 

icterus gravis in, 158, 323 

incomplete abortion in, 323 

increased cholesterol excretion in, 135 

ketonuria in, 73, 314, 318, 320 

laboratory findings in, 3x4-319 

tests indicated in, 318, 319 

lactose in urine in, 61, 315, 318 

leukocytosis in, 236, 316, 318 

morning sickness of, 314 

nephritis in, 314, 322 

nephrosis in, 314, 322 

osteomalacia in, 316, 324 

pernicious anemia of, 184, 203, 209, 323 

vomiting of, 319-320 

achlorhydria in, 127 

and ketogenic hormone, 72 

anhydremia in, 50, 320 

cause of acidosis, 84, 320 

etiology of, 319 

Friedman test in, 317 

laboratory tests indicated in, 320 

liver damage in, 158 

physiologic changes in, 314-316 

plasma proteins in, 41, 314 

volume in, 224, 316 

proteosuria in, 18 

puerperal sepsis after, 323 

pyelitis in, 322 

pyelonephritis in, 322 

retained membranes in, 323 

sedimentation rate in, 255, 315 

stomach pumping contra indicated, 121 

toxemias of, 319-322 

acidosis in, 83, 84, 320, 321 

alkali reserve estimation in, 83, 84, 87, 
320, 321 

and liver damage, 158, 323 

hypoglycemia in, 64, 320, 321 

urobilinogenuria in, 138 

urea clearance test in, 36, 315 

urinalysis in, 318 

urine sediment in, 318 

vaginal trichomoniasis in, 152, 323 

Principles of laboratory diagnosis, 4 

Proctitis, pus in feces from, 149 
Progestin, 97 

Prognosis from differential count, Plate VI, 

252, 253, 483, 484 

from neutrophil morphology, Plate VI, 
252, 253, 483, 484 

Progranulocytes, 161-165, 167, Plate IV 
247. 261-265 

Progranulocytes, in bone marrow, 201 

normals for, 200 

in leukemia, 201, 247, 261-265 

in splenic puncture, 202 

A, 247 

differentiation from prolymphocytes 

249 

identification of, 480, 481 

S, 247 

basophil, 247. See also basophilia and 

basophils 

identification of, 479 

eosinophil, 247. See also eosinophilia 

and eosinophils 

identification of, 479 

identification of, 478, 479 

neutrophil, 247. See also neutrophilia 

and neutrophils 

identification of, 478 

Prokaryocytes, 161-165, 166, Plate I, 193, 

201, 202-223 

identification of, 481 

Prolactin, 97 

Prolymphocytes, 161-164, Plate V, 169, 

201, 249, 261-267 

differentiation from progranulocytes, 249 

identification of, 480, 481 

in acute lymphocytic leukemia, 262, 263 

in blood, 249 

in bone marrow in infectious mono¬ 

nucleosis, 201, 266 

in lymphocytic leukemia, 262-264 

in infectious mononucleosis, 201, 243, 
249, 266 

Promonocytes, Plate VI, 249 

identification of, 480, 481 

in bone marrow, 201 

in monocytic leukemia, 201, 249, 262 

Promyelocytes, Plate IV, 162. See pro¬ 

granulocytes 

Pronormoblasts, 161—164. See karyocytes 

Proplasmacytes, Plate V, 250 

identification of, 481 

in multiple myeloma, 18, 201, 244, 250 

in plasmacytic leukemia, Plate V 2 so. 
261-265 

increased, 244, 250 

Prostate fluid, examination of, 288, 524 
hypertrophy, 49, 50 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

nitrogen in, 32, 34 

Mosenthal test in. 30 
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Prostatic fluid, hypertrophy, phenolsul- 

phonphthalein test in, 31, 34 

neoplasms, hematuria in, 21 

Prostatitis, hematuria in, 21 

pyuria in, 24 

Protamine zinc insulin, 62, 65 

Protein absorption, 55, 73, 81 

deficient, negative nitrogen balance in, 

81 

Bence-Jones, 17, 342-344 

biuret test for, 244 

content of cyst fluids, 288, 519, 523 

exudates, 39, 284-287, 519, 522 

transudates, 39, 284-287, 519, 522 

digestion, end products of, 145 

toxic products of, removal from blood 

by liver, 134 

effect on basal metabolism of, 100 

foreign, eosinophilia following injection 

of, 240 

heat coagulable, in urine, 14, 342-344 

in blood plasma or serum, 39-41, 109, 

405-408, 519 

and edema, 39, 40, 284, 285 

in carbohydrate metabolism, 55 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 291 

interpretation of, 298 

quantitative estimation of, 518, 5*9 

in urine, 14-18, 342-344 

quantitative estimation of, 359, 5X9 

intake, deficient, decreased total serum or 

plasma protein in, 41 

negative nitrogen balance in, 81 

plasma proteins in, 41 

loss of, plasma proteins in, 41 

metabolism, 55, 71. 81, 94 
calculation of, from total nitrogen of 

urine, 81 
excessive, negative nitrogen balance in, 

81 
increased, basal metabolism in, 106 

mucinous, 18, 342, 343 

quantitative estimation of, 359. 4<>5. 5*9 

Proteinuria, causes of, 14-18 

tests for, 342-344. 359. 5!9- Sce unnc> 

protein in 

Proteosuria, causes of, 18 

tests for, 342-344 ' 

Prothrombin, 272, 505 

and jaundice, 134 

in hemorrhagic disease of newborn, 273, 

275 
role in blood coagulation, 269 

Prothrombin, time, 505 

Pruritus ani in children, 151, 153 

due to bile salts in blood, 134 

Pseudoleukemia infantum, 221 

Pseudomucin in ovarian cysts, 288 

Pseudouremia, 52. See cerebral vascular 

accidents 

Psittacosis, leukopenia in, 245 

Psychiatric cases, blood sugar in, 63 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 290-313 

serum bromide in, 306 

Psychic secretion of gastric juice, 120 

Psychotic attacks, hypoglycemia in, 63 

Ptosis with dilatation of stomach, volume 

of gastric contents in, 125 

Puerperal sepsis, 323 

blood culture in, 258 

sulfanilamide in, 261 

Puerperium, albuminuria in, 16 

effect on white cells of, 236 

leukocytosis in, 237 

proteosuria in, 18 

sedimentation rate in, 256 

Pulmonary. See also lung 

arteriosclerosis, erythrocytosis in, 226 

circuit, obstruction of, erythrocytosis in, 

226 
disease and lactic acid metabolism, 76 

with increase of carbon dioxide in 

blood, 82 

sputum in, 280-284 

edema, sputum in, 281, 282 

gangrene, 281, 282, 283 

infarction, jaundice in, 141 

icterus index in, 141 

in heart disease, 141 

sputum in, 282 
Pulse pressure and basal metabolism, 111 

rate and basal metabolism, m 

Puncture, contraindications to, 286, 292 

fluids, examination of, 284-288, 522, 523 

indications for examination of, 285 

Purgatives, effect on red cells of, 186 

Purpura, athrombopenic, 274, 275. See 

purpura, simple 

hemorrhagica, 273, 275 
abnormal platelets in, Plate VII 

anemia of hemorrhage in, 206, 211, -'4 

bleeding time in, 269, 273, 275 

blood in urine in, 20 

in feces in, 147. J49 
in stomach contents in, 129 

capillary resistance in, 270, 273, 273 
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Purpura, hemorrhagica, clot retraction in, 

270, 273, 275 

coagulation time in, 270, 273, 275 

from allergy, 274 

from drug idiosyncrasy, 274 

from sedormid, 274 

hematuria in, 20 

platelets in, Plate VII, 271, 273, 275 

relation of aplastic anemia, 220, 274 

splenectomy in, 273 

symptomatic, 274 

in aplastic anemia, 220, 274 

in benzol poisoning, 220, 274 

in leukemias, 274 

in pernicious anemia, 208, 274 

symptoms of, 273 

transfusion in, 273, 276 

Henoch’s, 274. See purpura, simple 

rheumatica, 274. See purpura, simple 

simple, 274, 275 

albuminuria in, 274 

allergy in, 274 

casts in, 274 

symptoms of, 274 

thrombasthenic, bleeding time in, 275 

clot retraction in, 275 

coagulation time in, 275 

platelet count in, 275 

thrombopenic, 273-274, 275. See pur¬ 

pura hemorrhagica 

Pus, accumulations of, sedimentation rate 

in, 256 

leukocytosis in, 239 

cultures of, 258, 288, 509 

in feces, 147, 148, 149, 156 

in secretions, 258, 288, 507, 524 

in stomach contents, 130 

in urine sediment, 23, 349 

smears of, 258, 288, 507, 524 

Pyelitis, 49 

albuminuria in, 17 

ammonia nitrogen of urine in, 81 
B. coli, 24 

hematuria in, 20 

in pregnancy, 3x4, 319, 322 

ketosis in treatment of, 71 

mandelic acid therapy of, 49 

modified Mosenthal test in, 30 

polyuria from, 29 

pyuria in, 24 

streptococcus, 24 

sulfanilamide therapy of, 50 

total acidity of urine in, 80 

Pyelitis, total nitrogen of urine in, 81 

Pyelonephritis, 50 

albuminuria in, 17 

and uremia, 52 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

nitrogen in, 32, 34 

hematuria in, 20 

in multiple sclerosis, 312 

in pregnancy, 322 

in tabes dorsalis, 312 

Mosenthal test in, 30 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 34 

pyuria in, 24 

simulating hypertensive cardiovascular 

disease, 50 

Pyemic abscess, icterus index in, 141 

Pylephlebitic abscess, icterus index in, 141 

Pyloric stenosis, anhydremia from, 50 

alkalosis from, 86 

blood chloride in, 132 

Boas-Oppler bacilli in, 129 

in carcinoma of stomach, 155 

in peptic ulcer, 155 

physiology of, 120 

removal of gastric contents indicated, 

121 

residual stomach contents in, 129 

sarcinae in gastric contents in, 130 

stasis meal in, 131 

volume of stomach contents in, 124, 

131 

Pyocyaneous infection, sputum in, 282 

Pyogenic organisms, exudates due to, 286 

meningitis due to, 290-301, 304, 309 

Pyonephrosis, 49 

albuminuria in, 17 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

nitrogen in, 32, 34 

hematuria in, 20 

Mosenthal test in, 30 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31. 3, 
pyuria in, 24 

Pyorrhea, blood in feces from, 148 

Pyuria, 23, 24, 349 

albuminuria from, 17 

further tests indicated, 49, 53 

hematuria in, 20 

in cystitis, pyelitis and pyelonephritis 
49, 50, 81 

in tuberculosis of kidney, 24, 50 
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Qualifications of physicians, 8 

Quartan malaria, Frontispiece, 198, 486 

Queckenstedt test, 295 

in Froin’s syndrome, 295, 299 

Quinine, porphyrinuria after ingestion of, 23 

Rabies, leukocytosis in, 237 

Race, effect on red cells, 184 

Radiculitis of cauda equina, 299, 313 

Froin’s syndrome in, 299 

Radio-active substances, aplastic anemia 

from, 204, 220 

Radium, overdosage of, anemia from, 204, 

220 

leukopenia from, 204, 220, 245 

prolymphocytes in blood following, 249 

Range, significance of, in interpretation, 6 

Rat bite fever, leukocytosis in, 237 

Raynaud’s disease, capillary microscopy in, 

289 

hemoglobinuria in, 22 

Reaction of urine, tests for, 80, 341 

Reagents* 

acid alcohol, 509 

alkali reserve permanent standards, 307 

alkaline tartrate solution, 391 

ammonium hydroxide, dilute, 404 

ammonium sulfamate, 418 

ammonium sulphate standard, 370 

anhydrous chloroform, 410 

Benedict’s qualitative, 346 

quantitative, 377 

Bial’s reagent, 348 

Boas’ reagent, 438 

bromide standards, 415 

buffer phosphate for Wright’s stain, 478 

calcium chloride, 506 

carbolfuchsin, Czaplewsky’s, 508 

carbon monoxide hemoglobin standard, 

416 
cholesterol solutions, 410 

cleaning solution, 327, 513 

colloidal gold solution, 522 

creatinine standard, 388 

dextrose standards, 392, 394 

diazo reagent, 359, 412 
dichlorophenolindophenol, 419 

dimethyl-a-naphythylamine, 418 

Ehrlich’s aldehyde, 380 

* All reagents and standards are pur¬ 

chasable from The Shaw Surgical Company, 

Portland, Oregon. 

Reagents, Esbach reagent, 360 

ferric iron solution, acid, 393 

Folin’s copper reagent, 391 

Gram’s iodine solution, 508 

gum ghatti solution, 370 

Haskins-Sahli permanent standard, 463 

hematoxylin solution, 450 

Hucker’s gentian violet, 508 

hydrochloric acid, N/50, 398 

N/s, 463 
hydroquinone reagent, Benedict’s, 405 

icterus index standards, 411 

iodine-alcohol, 451 

iodine-eosin stain, 448 

iron alum, 451 

Loeftler’s methylene blue, 508 

Mette’s tubes, preparation of, 440 

micro-copper reagent, 375 

Millon’s reagent, 355 

molybdate reagent, 391 

molybdic acid reagent, Benedict’s, 405 

Nessler’s solution, 370 

neutral red solution, 398 

Obermayer’s reagent, 358 

Osgood-Haskins permanent standard, 463 

oxalate tubes for venous blood, prepara¬ 

tion of, 461 

oxalic acid, N/100, 404 

per cent solutions, definition of, 376 

peroxidase stain, 495 

phenol reagent, 408 

phosphate solutions, 405 

picrate reagent, 387 
picrate reagent for cerebrospinal fluid 

creatinine, 520 

picric acid solution saturated, 371 

potassium acid phthalate, M/10, 336 

potassium carbonate-oxalate reagent, 365 

potassium dichromate, 1%, 411 

N/2, 371 
potassium ferricyanide reagent, 393 

potassium permanganate, N/100, 4°4 

protein standard, 401 

for cerebrospinal fluid, 519 

safranin solution, 508 

saponin solution, 418 

Schaudinn’s solution, 450 

Seliwanoff’s reagent, 348 
silver nitrate solution, for blood chlorides 

396 
for urine chlorides, 372 

sodium cyanide-carbonate reagent, 394 

sodium cyanide solution, Folin, 389 
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Reagents, sodium hydroxide, N/io, 336 

N/50, 398 

N/70, 337 

sodium oxalate, 506 

sodium sulphate-sulphuric acid reagent, 

370 
sodium tungstate solution, 10 per cent, 

386 

standard solutions, preparation of, 336 

prerequisites for preparing, 336 

standard thiosulphate solution, 376 

starch solution, 376 

Stirling’s anilin gentian violet, 508 

sulfanilamide standards, 418 

sulfapyridine standards, 418 

sulphanilic acid, 412 

sulphocyanate solution, standard for 

urine chlorides, 372 

sulphuric acid, N/i, 404 

2/3 N, 386 

N/10, 337 

N/12, 386 

N/37.5. 393 
N/70, 337 

thiocyanate solution, standard for blood 

chlorides, 396 

thromboplastic solution, 506 

Toisson’s red cell counting fluid, 475 

Topfer’s dimethyl, 438 

trichloracetic acid, 20%, 405 

tyrosin solution, 407 

urease solution, 366 

uric acid reagent, Folin, 389 

uric acid standard solutions, 389 

urobilinogen reagent, 357 

standards, 380 

Van den Bergh standards, 412 

water, redistilled, 403 

white cell diluting fluid, 476 

Wright’s stain, 477 

Ziehl-Neelsen stain, 508 

zinc chloride solution, 390 

zinc sulphate solution, 386 

Rectum, carcinoma of, feces in, 147, 148, 

154 

Enterobius vermicularis in, 153 

fissure of. blood in feces from, 147 

Schistosoma mansoni in, 154 

stricture of, form and consistency of feces 
in, 147 

ulceration of, red cells in feces from, 

i47, 148 
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Red cell count, 171-177, 184-188, 471-475 

effect of altitude on, 185 

effect of climate on, 184 

effect of menstruation on, 186 

effect of nutrition on, 184 

effect of race on, 184 

error in, 172 

in anemias, 186, 203-223 

in leukemias, 205, 217, 261-265 

in nephritis, 38, 213 

in polycythemias, 188, 225-227 

in pregnancy, 184, 316 

normals for, 171-177 

technic of, 471-475 

variations with age and sex, 172-176 

destruction, causes of, 205 

evidences of, 196 

in polycythemia rubra vera, 225 

diameter, 190, 495 

determination of, 495 

determined by eriometer, 496 

determined by eye-piece micrometer, 

33i, 496 
in diagnosis of anemia, 187 

interpretation of, 190 

normals for, 190 

formation, 166 

stimulation of, 169 

thyroid secretion in, 203 

vitamin C in, 203 

forming tissue, aplasia of, 204, 220 

regeneration in erythrocytosis, 225 

sedimentation rate, 253-258, 501. See 

sedimentation rate 

stroma, 170 

volume, determination of, 181, 487 
effect of altitude on, 185 

effect of muscular exertion on, 186 

effect of pregnancy on, 184, 316 

in polycythemia rubra vera, 225 

normals for, 172, 181, 182 

variations with age and sex, 176 

Red cells, abnormal, 188-196 
achromia in, Plate I, 193 
amitosis in, 250 

antipernicious anemia principle in for¬ 
mation of, 169, 185, 203 

basophilic stippling in, Plate I, 192 

buffers in, 74, 7S 

Cabot’s rings in, 193 

deficiency of, from acute blood loss, 206 

deficient production of, 196, 204, 220 
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Red cells, destruction of, and urobilinogen 

in feces, 196 

in urine, 196 

anemia from, 205, 214 

diurnal variations in, 186 

effect of altitude on, 185 

effect of antipernicious anemia principle 

on, 169, 203, 208 

effect of arsenic on, 185 

effect of carbon monoxide on, 186. 226 

effect of cold baths on, 186 

effect of drugs on, 185-186 

effect of fluid loss on, 186, 225 

effect of iron on, 185 

effect of muscular exertion on, 186 

effect of pregnancy on, 184, 316 

effect of therapy on, 185, 188, 195 

fragility of, 197, 498. See fragility test, 

decreased, 197 

increased, 197 

normals for, 197 

Howell-Jolly bodies in, 193 

immature forms of, 166, Plate I, 188 196, 

201, 481 

in anemias, 187, 193, 194, 201, 203-223 

in leukemias, 193, 196, 201, 205, 217, 

261-265 

in aplastic anemia, 201, 204, 220 

in erythroleukoblastosis, 193, 201, 221 

in hemolytic icterus, 193, 201, 215 

in hypochromic microcytic anemias, 193, 

201, 203, 210 

in malaria, 198 

in pernicious anemia, 193, 201, 208 

in polycythemia, 193, 225 

in sickle cell anemia, 191, 193, 201, 216 

in urine sediment, 19, 350, 351 

in Wright’s stained smears, 183, 187, 188 

196, 476-483 

increased destruction of, therapy in, 205, 

214-217 

life of, 170 

loss of, anemia following, 206, 211 

macrocytosis of, 189, 190 

maturation of and antipernicious anemia 

principle, 169 

microcytosis of, 189 -190 

mitosis in, 250 
morphology of, 166, Plates I and VII, 

183, 189-196, 481 

nomenclature of, 161-164 

normal in acute blood loss, 206, 276 

Red cells, normal, in increased red cell 

destruction, 205, 215 

normals for, 171-177 

nucleated, 166, Plate I, 193, 481 

absent in aplastic anemia, 193, 201, 

204, 220 

in acute blood loss, 193, 201, 206 

in erythroleukoblastosis, 193, 201, 221 

in leukemia, 193, 201, 205, 217, 261-265 

in myelophthisic anemia. 193, 201, 205. 

217 

in pernicious anemia, 193, 201, 208 

in sickle cell anemia, 193, 201, 215 

pathologic variations in, 186-227 

physiologic variations in, 184-186 

poikilocytosis of, 190-192 

polychromatophilia of, Plate I, 192 

postoperative increase of, 186 

reticulation in, Plates I and VII, 194-196, 

496. See reticulocytes 

Schueffner’s granules in, in malaria. 

Frontispiece, 198, 485 

spheroid in hemolytic icterus, 190, 215 

variations of, in anemias, 186-223 

Reducing substances in cerebrospinal fluid, 

291 

in plasma, 109 

in urine, 57-61,345~349 

identification of, 346-349 

table for differentiation of, 348 

Reinsch test for arsenic in urine, 359 

for mercury in urine, 359 

Relapsing fever, leukocytosis in, 237 

leukopenia in, 245 

Renal. See also kidney 
calculi and hyperparathyroidism, 26, 109 

composition of, 26, 354 

function tests, 26-43 

impaired, 14-53 

acidosis in, 38, 52, 83, 85 

alkalosis in, 38, 52, 86 

causes of, 33-35 

coma from, 309 

from anhydremia, 34, 5° 

from hemoglobinuria, 35, 51 

from methemoglobinuria, 35, 51 

from salt restriction, 34 

from sulphemoglobinuria, 35» 51 

in liver disease, 35 

serum phosphate in, 108, no 

ischemia, and hypertension, 13, 48 

osteitis fibrosa cystica, 108 

rickets, 39, 108 
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Renal, threshold for dextrose, 65 

after phloridzin, 59, 65 

in nephritis, 65 

in pregnancy, 59, 65, 314 

in renal glycosuria, 60, 65, 67 

normals, 56, 65 

Renin, 13 

Respiration, voluntary forced, alkalosis 

from, 87 

Respiratory center, depression of, and 

excretion of carbon dioxide by 

lungs, 76 

carbon dioxide tension in, 82 

quotient, 95 

in metabolism, 98 

stimulation and carbon dioxide tension, 

82 

system, disorders of, 280, 289 

Retained membranes, 323 

Reticulocyte count, 194-196, 496 

stain, technic of, 496 

cover slip method of, 497 

Reticulocytes, decreased, causes of, 196 

effect of treatment on, 195 

in acute blood loss, 196, 206 

in aplastic anemia, 196, 204, 220 

in blood, normals for, 172, 194 

in bone marrow, 200, 201 

in aplastic anemia, 201, 220 

normals for, 200 

in hemolytic icterus, 195, 215 

in myelophthisic anemia, 196, 205, 217 

in normocytic anemias, 195, 196, 212-223 

in pernicious anemia, 195, 201, 203, 208 

in phenylhydrazine poisoning, 196, 225 

in sickle cell anemia, 195, 216 

increased, causes of, 194-196 

Osgood-Wilhelm method of staining, 496 

Reticuloendothelial cells, role in liver 

function, 135 

system, 168 

Reticuloendotheliosis, 243, 249, 262-265. 

See monocytic leukemia 

Retinopathy in nephritis, 45-48 

indications for laboratory tests in, 53 

Rhabdocytes, 161-164, 166, Chart I, 

Plate II, 172, 233, 248, 252, 478, 483 

absolute values for, 233 

in bone marrow, 200, 201 

normals for, 172, 233 

basophil, 234, 250. See basophilia and 

basophils 

identification of, 479 
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Rhabdocytes, eosinophil, 233, 234, 250. 

See eosinophilia and eosinophils 

identification of, 479 
neutrophil, 161-164, 166, Chart I, Plate 

II, 172, 200, 201, 233, 248, 252. 

See neutrophilia and neutrophils 

identification of, 478, 483 

prognosis from, Plate VI, 248, 252, 483 

Rheumatic fever, eosinophilia in, 241 

leukocytosis in, 237 

platelet count in, 271 

Riboflavin and anemia, 204 

Ricin poisoning, hemoglobinuria in, 22 

Rickets, 107-108 

eosinophilia in, 241 

leukocytosis in, 237 

renal, 39, 108 

serum calcium in, 108 

serum phosphatase in, no 

serum phosphate in, no 

von Jaksch’s anemia and, 221 

Rieder cells, Plate V, 247, 249, 480 

Riegel meal, 123, 131, 435. See also 

stomach contents 

normals for, 441 

technic of, 435 

Rivalta test, interpretation of, 286, 287 

technic of, 523 

Robert’s ring test for proteinuria, 344 

Roentgen rays, aplastic anemia from, 

204, 221 

in leukemias 263, 264 

leukopenia from, 245 

prolymphocytes in blood from, 249 

Roentgenographic visualization of gall 

bladder, substances used in, 143 

Robin poisoning, hemoglobinuria from, 22 

Rose bengal, removal from blood by liver, 

*34 

Ross-Jones’ test, 518 

Round worms in feces, 153, 454-456 

Rubner’s test for lactose, 347 

Rumpel-Leede capillary resistance test, 

270, 505 

Sahli method of hemoglobin estimation. 
462, 469 

Salmonella schottmiilleri, fermentation of 
lactose in urine by, 61 

Salpingitis, 323 

hematuria from, 21 

leukocytosis in, 237, 239 

sedimentation rate in, 257 
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Sand, intestinal, 444 

Saponin solution, 418 

Sarcinae in stomach contents, 124, 130, 

iS5,437 

Sarcoid of Boeck, hyperproteinemia in, 40 

Sarcoma, leukocytosis in, 237 

of bone marrow, eosinophilia in, 241 

myelophthisic anemia in, 205, 217 

Saturation index. See index, saturation 

Scarlet fever, capillary resistance test in, 271 

eosinophilia in, 241 

leukocytosis in, 237 

nephritis in, 15, 45, 46 

Schilling’s classification of white cells, 238. 

483 

hemogram, 483 

Schistosoma hematobium, 154, 457 

hematuria from, 21, 154 

in urine, 151 

ova in urine, 154, 352, 457 

mansoni, 457 

in feces, 154, 457 

ova in feces, 154, 457 

Schistosomiasis, 21, 151, 154 

hyperproteinemia in, 40 

leukopenia in, 245 

splenomegalic anemia in, 218 

Schmidt’s test for bilirubin in feces, 149 

for urobilinogen in feces, 149 

technic of, 445 

Schonlein’s disease, 274. See purpura, 

simple 
Schueffner’s granules in red cells in malaria, 

Frontispiece, 198, 485 

Scleroderma, capillary microscopy in, 289 

Sclerosis, multiple, 312. See multiple 

sclerosis. 

Scurvy, 275 
capillary resistance test in, 271 

hematuria in, 21 

hemorrhagic tendency in, 275 

test for, 272 

vitamin C in, 275 

vitamin P in, 275 

Scybala, in constipation, 146 

Seat worm in feces, 153, 455 
Sebaceous cysts, characteristics of, 288 . 

Secretagogues in secretion of gastric juice, 

120 

Secretions, 288, 524 
bacteriologic examinations of, 258, 507, 

5«9» 524 
cell count of, S23 

Secretions, chemical examination of, 523 

cholesterol crystals in, 388 

differential count in, 525 

eosinophils in, 288 

gross examination of, 522 

in stomach contents, sources of, 118 

indications for examination of, 285 

microscopic examination of, 523 

protein content of, 519, 522 

pus in, 288 

tubercle bacilli in, 523 

vaginal, trichomonas vaginalis in, 151, 

152, 288, 323, 45U 525 

Sediment of urine, examination of, 18-26, 

349-356. See urine sediment 

Sedimentation rate of red cells, 253-258, 

501-502 

and blood proteins, 41 

causes of variation in, 253, 254 

in Addison’s disease, 115 

in biliary tract inflammation, 156 

in ectopic pregnancy, 323 

in exophthalmic goiter, 112 

in liver disease, 257 

in neutrophilia, 239 

in pregnancy, 255, 315, 319 

in ulceration of intestine, 156 

increased, causes of, 255-258 

interpretation of, 253-258 

Linzenmeier method, 502 

methods for determining, 253, 501, 502 

modified Westergren method, 501 

normals for, 172, 254 

relation to protein content of plasma, 39; 

254 
Sedormid, purpura hemorrhagica from, 274 

Seliwanoff’s test for levulose, 348 

Sellards, alkali tolerance test of, 81, 378 

Semen, azoospermia of, 288 

examination of, 524 

indication for examination of, 286 

interpretation of, 288 

normals for, 288 

Seminal stains, identification of, 525 

vesiculitis, hematuria in, 21 

pyuria in, 24 

Septicemia, platelet count in, 271 
Serology in cerebrospinal fluid, interpreta¬ 

tion, 300, 312 

technic, 521 

securing blood for, 512 

simple technics of, 510-512 

interpretation of, 259-261 
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Serum. See also blood and plasma 

Bence-Jones protein in, 40 

bromide test, 306, 414 

calcium, 107-110, 403 

and plasma proteins, 108, 109 

diffusible, 107, 108, 302 

estimation of, 403 

high, causes of, 109 

in kidney disease, 39 

in multiple myeloma, 109 

in tetany, 108, 116 

indications for, 107 

low, causes of, 108 

nondiffusible, 107, 108 

normals for, 43, 108, 421 

phosphatase, no 

phosphate, no, 404 

high, causes of, no 

low, causes of, no 

normals for, 43, no, 421 

potassium, in Addison’s disease, 132 

proteins, 39-41, 405-408, 519. See 

plasma proteins 

reactions, hemoglobinuria in, 22 

sickness, eosinophilia in, 240 

sodium, in Addison’s disease, 132 

sulphate, 43 

test for Bence-Jones protein in, 40 

theelin in, 116 

van den Bergh test for bilirubin in, 142, 

412. See van den Bergh test 

Shaffer-Hartman method for blood sugar 

estimation, 390 

for urine sugar estimation, 372-376 

Shivering, effect on basal metabolism, 100, 

103, 106 

Shock, anaphylactic, acidosis in, 85 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

typing in, 276 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

nitrogen in, 32, 34 

volume in, 224 

oliguria in, 28 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 34 

polycythemia simulated by, 226 

Sickle cell anemia, 191, 216 

blood indexes in, 216 

hemoglobin in, 216 

icterus index in, 216 

leukocytosis in, 238 

moist cover slip preparations in, 191, 216, 

497 
red cells in, 216 

Sickle cell anemia, reticulocytes in, 194, 

195, 216 

white cells in, 216, 238 

Sickle cells, 191, 192, 216 

differentiation from elliptical cells, 189, 

191, 216 

in diagnosis of anemia, 187 

moist cover slip preparation for, 191, 497 

Sigmoid, carcinoma of, odor of feces in, 147 

red cells in feces from, 148, 154 

contents of, 145 

ulceration of, red cells in feces from, 148 

155 
Simmond’s disease, 114 

basal metabolism in, 106, 114 

creatinuria in, 315 

dextrose tolerance curve in, 67 

hypoglycemia in, 63 

negative nitrogen balance in, 81 

Sinusitis, cerebrospinal fluid in, 292, 297, 

310 

meningitis from, 297, 310 

nephritis in, 15, 45, 46 

normocytic anemia from, 213 

sedimentation rate in, 256 

Sinus thrombosis, lateral, cerebrospinal 

fluid in, 295 

Queckenstedt test for, 295 

Skin, brown pigmentation, in hemochro¬ 

matosis, 59 

burns of, 50. See burns 

diseases, basophilia in, 242 

eosinophilia in, 241 

uric acid in, 42 

Skull, fracture of, leukocytosis in, 238 

in erythroleukoblastosis, 221 

Sleep, effect on basal metabolism, 101, T02 

Smallpox, granulocytes in blood in, 248 

leukemoid blood in, 220, 265 

leukocytosis in, 258 

monocytosis in, 243 

nucleated red cells in, 193 

white cells in, 248, 265 

Smears, bacteriologic, making and fixing, 

507, 508 

blood, making and fixing, 476-483 

for tubercle bacilli, 507, 508, 518 

Gram’s stain of, 508 

Loeffler’s methylene blue stain of, 507 

removal of immersion oil from, 487 

Wright’s stain of, 477-483 ’ 4 7 

Ziehl-Neelsen stain of, 508 

Smoking, effect on red cells of, r86 
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Snake bites, hemoglobinuria from, 22,51,217 

normocytic anemia from, 214, 217 

Soaps in feces, 147, 444, 446 

Sodium bicarbonate, administration of, 

alkali reserve in, 77, 85, 86, 155 

calculation of dosage of, in acidosis, 86 

content of plasma, 79 

use of, in acidosis, 85 

chloride in plasma, normals for, 38, 43, 

132,421. See blood chloride 

in whole blood, normals for, 38, 43, 

132, 421. See blood chloride 

citrate therapy of acidosis, 85 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 291 

in plasma, 38, 43, 132, 420 

lactate, use of in acidosis, 85 

Sorbitol, hypertonic, in cerebral edema, 52 

Spasm of colon, 145, 146 

Spasmophilia, serum calcium in, 107, 108 

Specific gravity of cerebrospinal fluid, 291 

of plasma, 291 

of urine, determination of, 339, 341 

interpretation of, 26-29 

Spermatozoa, examination of, 524 

in semen, 288 

in urine sediment, 351 

Spider bites, hemoglobinuria following, 22, 

S1* 2I7 . . 
Spinal cord tumors, cerebrospinal fluid in, 

290-300, 311 

Grant and Cone test for, 295 

spinal subarachnoid block in, 295, 299 

Spinal fluid, 290-302, 303-305. 517-522- 

See cerebrospinal fluid 

puncture, contraindications to, 292 

indications for, 291, 292 

precautions in cerebral hemorrhage, 

292 

in increased intracranial pressure, 

292 

technic of, 292 

subarachnoid block, 295. 299. 311 

Ayala’s quotient in, 296 

causes of, 296 

combined lumbar and cisternal punc¬ 

ture in, 294 
decreased intracranial pressure in, 295 

Froin’s syndrome in, 296, 299 

Grant and Cone test for, 295 

Queckenstedt test for, 295 

Spine, caries of, spinal subarachnoid block 

in, 296, 299 

injuries to, cerebrospinal fluid in, 296, 299 

Spirochetosis bronchialis, sputum in, 282 

icterohemorrhagica, 158 

Spleen, amyloidosis of, 42, 51 

and hemostasis, 269 

and thrombopenia, 269 

blood formation in, 168 

destruction of hemoglobin in, 136, 170 

effects of removal of, 169 

enlarged, 217-219. See splenomegaly 

formation of bilirubin in, 136, 169 

formation of blood cells in, 165, 168 

function of, 168 

in erythroleukoblastosis, 221 

puncture of, 201, 500 

contraindications to, 202 

tuberculosis of, 218 

“zuckerguss,” ascitic fluid in, 144 

Splenectomy, Cabot’s rings after, 194 

effects of, 169 

eosinophilia following, 242 

Howell-Jolly bodies after, 194 

in hemolytic icterus, 216 

in purpura hemorrhagica, 273 

in splenomegalic anemias, 218 

Splenic anemia, 217-219. See anemia, 

splenomegalic 

flexure, contents of, 145 

puncture, contraindications to, 202 

in Gaucher’s disease, 202, 218 

in malaria, 198, 202 

in Niemann-Pick’s disease, 202, 218 

indications for, 201 

interpretation of, 202 

technic of, 500 

vein, obstruction of, 157, 217, 218 

blood in stomach contents from, 128 

leukopenia in, 217, 245 

thrombosis of, 157, 217, 218 

Splenomegaly, anemias with, 217-219. See 

anemia, splenomegalic 

basophilia with, 242 

causes of, 217-219 

effect on volume of gastric contents, 125 

in Felty’s syndrome, 219 

in hemochromatosis, 59 

in Hodgkin’s disease, 219 

in infectious mononucleosis, 266 

in kala azar, 198 

in leukemias, 219, 261-264 

in lymphosarcoma, 219 

in malaria, 197, 219 

in polycythemia rubra vera, 225 
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Splenomegaly, in subacute bacterial endo¬ 

carditis, 213, 219 

in syphilis, 219, 222 

plasma volume increased in, 224 

splenic puncture in, 201 

Sprain, sedimentation rate in, 257 

Sprue, anemia of, cause of, 203, 209 

form and consistency of feces in, 147 

leukopenia in, 245 

macrocytic anemia in, 209 

serum calcium in, 108 

Sputum, 280-284, 513-S1^ 

appearance of, 281, 513 

blood in, causes of, 282, 514. See also 

hemoptysis 

bronchial casts in, 283, 514 

Charcot Leyden crystals in, 283, 513 

collection of, instructions for, 281, 513 

color of, 282, 514 

consistency of, 281, 514 

cultures, 258, 509, 516 

Curschmann’s spirals in, 283, 514 

definition of, 281 

Dittrich’s plugs in, 283, 514 

elastic tissue in, 283, 514 

eosinophils in, 283, 515 

in asthma, 240, 283 

examination, indications for, 281 

interpretation of, 280-284 

exudates in, 280 

formation of, 280 

Gram’s stain of, 258, 507, 508, 515 

gross examination of, 281-283, 513-515 

in bronchial asthma, 283, 514, 515 

in disease, 280-284 

in tuberculosis, 280-284, 513-516 

labelling of specimens, 513 

methylene blue stain of, 258, 507, 515 

odor of, 282, 514 

pneumococcus typing in, 509 

smears, 258, 507, 515 

stained, microscopic examination of, 515 

three layered, causes of, 281 

transudates in, 280 

tubercle bacilli in, 283, 515 

absent in, 230, 284 

concentration technic for, 507, 508, 515 

examination for, 507, 508, 515 

unstained, microscopic examination of, 

5i4 

volume of, 281, 513 

Wright’s stain of, 283, 476-483, 515 
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Staff cells, Chart I, Plate II, 161-164. See 

rhabdocytes 

Stain, Gram’s, 258, 508 

Loeffler’s methylene blue, 258, 507 

peroxidase, 249, 495 

reticulocyte, 194-196, 496 

supravital, of blood, 229, 497 

Wright’s, 229-253, 476-487 

Ziehl-Neelsen, 258, 283, 507, 508, 515 

Standard deviation of cell counts, 173 

Standard solutions, preparation of, 336 

Starch in feces, 150, 447 

in stomach contents, 129, 436 

Starvation and ketosis, 73, 82 

basal metabolism in, 107 

creatinuria in, 315 

uric acid in, 42 

Stasis meal, 123, 131, 435. See also 

stomach contents 

Statistics, 6, 8 

Steapsin, determination of, in duodenal 

contents, 442 

Steatorrhea, idiopathic, 108, 147, 149 

serum calcium in, 108 

Stem cells, 161-164, Plate V, 246, 248, 249, 

250, 480, 481. See granuloblast, lym¬ 

phoblast, monoblast and karyoblast 

in blood, 246-250, 262 

in bone marrow, 200, 201 

in leukemias, 261-265 

Stenosis of portal vein, leukopenia in, 245 

Sterility, examination of semen in, 286, 288, 

524 

Sternal marrow, 199-201, 499. See bone 

marrow 

Sternal puncture, 199-201, 499. See bone 

marrow 

Still’s disease, leukopenia in, 245 

Stomach, 118-132, 434-441 

antipernicious anemia principle n, 119, 
169 

beer drinker’s, volume of gastric contents 
in, 125 

benign tumors of, blood in feces from, 
147, 148 

blood in stomach contents from, 129 

decreased volume of gastric contents 
in, 125 

increased volume of gastric contents 
in, 125 

biochemistry of, 118-122 

carcinoma of, achlorhydria in, 126 
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Stomach, carcinoma of, anemia from, 154, 

205, 206, 211, 217, 220 

blood indexes in, 155, 211, 220 

in feces in, 147, 148 

in stomach contents in, 128 

Boas-Oppler bacilli in, 129 

cause of hour glass stomach, 125 

differentiation from peptic ulcer, 126, 

129, 155 

histamine test in diagnosis of, 130 

hypochlorhydria in, 127 

lactic acid in, 128 

mucus in gastric contents in, 125 

non-protein nitrogen of stomach con¬ 

tents in, 131 

stomach contents examination indi¬ 

cated, 121 

urea nitrogen of stomach contents in, 

131 

volume of gastric contents in, 124, 125, 

chemical irritation of, increased mucus in 

125 

decompensation of, 121 

dilatation of, 121, 124 

acute, causes of, 124 

symptoms of, 124 

blood chloride in, 132 

chronic, causes of, 124 

removal of gastric contents indicated, 

121 

residual stomach contents in, 129 

volume of gastric contents in, 124 

disorders of, 118-133, 154, 155 

duodenal contents in, 118, 120 

“dumping,” volume of gastric contents 

in, 125 

emptying of, 120 

normal, 120 

pathologic, 120 

fasting contents of, 120, 122, 130, 434 

fluoroscopic examination of, 13 T> !54> 211 

indications for, 125 

hairballs in, volume of gastric contents 

in, 125 
hour-glass, volume of gastric contents in, 

125 

hypermotility of, causes of, 120, 125 

hypersecretion of, volume of stomach 

contents in, 124, 127, 131 

impaired motility of, stasis meal in, 131 

inflammation of, increased mucus in, 125 

intestinal contents in, 1x8, 120 

Stomach, “leather bottle,” volume of 

stomach contents in, 125 

linitis plastica of and carcinoma, 125 

motor activity of, 120 

obstruction of, 121, 123, 124, 129, 132, 

155 
acidosis in, 77, 84 

alkalosis in, 77, 86 

passive congestion of, increased mucus 

in, 125 

physiology of, 118-121 

pumping, indications for, 121 

technic of, 434 

retention, removal of gastric contents 

indicated, 121 

scirrhous carcinoma of and linitis plastica, 

125 
volume of stomach contents in, 125 

syphilis of, achlorhydria in, 126 

cause of hour glass stomach, 125 

volume of stomach contents in, 125 

trauma to, 128, 129 

varices of, blood in stomach contents 

from, 128 

in Band’s disease, 157, 217 

in cirrhosis of liver, 157, 218 

Stomach contents, 118-132, 434-441 

acidity of, 124, 126-128, 130, 131, 437" 

439. See also achlorhydria, achylia, 

hyperchlorhydria and hypochlorhydria. 

additions to, 118 

alcohol test meal, 123, 131, 436 

analysis, 118-132, 434 441 

in carcinoma, 154 

in diagnosis of anemia, 187 

in peptic ulcer, 155 

in poisoning, 130 

bacteria in, 124, 129, 436 

blood in, causes of, 128 

test for, 440 
Boas’ test for hydrochloric acid in, 126, 

437 
Boas-Oppler bacilli in, 124, 129, 436> 437 

character of, variations in, 118-121 

chemical examination of, 437-440 

color of, 128, 436 
composition of pure gastric juice, 119 

Congo red test for hydrochloric acid in, 

437 
contraindications to examination of, 121 

determination of peptic activity in, 122, 

126,440 
Ewald meal, 122, 123-130. 434. 43° 44 
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Stomach contents examination, interpreta¬ 

tion of, 123-132 

planning of, 132 

recording of, 123 

excess mucus in, causes of, 125 

fasting, 122, 130, 434 

food residues in, 129, 434, 436 

in obstruction, 155 

fractional analysis of, 123, 131, 436 

free hydrochloric acid in, 119, 124, 126- 

128, 437-439 

from esophagus, 118 

from gastric mucosa, 118 

from pylorus, 118 

from stomach tube, 118 

gross examination of, 123-125, 128, 436 

histamine test, 123, 126, 130, 435 

hydrogen ion concentration of, 128, 439 

indications for examination of, 121 

for removal of, 121 

influence of motor activity on, 120 

information obtained from examination 

of, 122 

intrinsic factor in, 119 

lactic acid in, 128, 439 

microscopic examination of, 129, 436 

mucus in, 120, 125, 436 

normals for, 123, 441 

for non-protein nitrogen of, 131 

for urea nitrogen in, 131 

pepsin determination in, 126, 440 

pH of, 128, 439 

pumping of, 434 

pus in, 130 

removal of, in ulcer therapy, 131 

Riegel meal, 123, 131, 435 

sarcinae in, 124, 130, 155, 436 

secretion of, 119 

Sippy pumpings, 131, 436 

stasis of, 123, 131, 435 

Boas-Oppler bacilli in, 129 

meal, 123, 131, 435 

sarcinae in, 130 

subtractions from, 118 

test meals in examination of, 122-131, 

434-441 

Topfer’s dimethyl test for hydrochloric 
acid, 438 

reagent, 126, 438 

total acidity of, 128, 459 

tubercle bacilli in, 130 

urea nitrogen in, 131 
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Stomach contents, volume of, 123, 124, 436 

variations in, 118 

vomitus, 130, 434 

Stomach tube, passage of, 434 

Stool. See feces 

Streptococcic infections, nephritis in, 15, 

45, 46 
Streptococcus pyelitis, 24 

Strongyloides stercoralis in feces, 154, 455 

Study, suggestions for, 9 

Stupor, 302-313 

hypoglycemia in, 63 

in uremia, 52 

Subarachnoid block, 295, 299, 311. See 

spinal subarachnoid block 

hemorrhage, 311 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 290-301 

coma from, 311 

Subdural hemorrhage, 311 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 290-301 

coma from, 311 

Subphrenic abscess, sputum in, 280-282 

Sucrose clearance, 37 

hypertonic, in cerebral edema, 52 

Sugar in blood, 61, 390. See blood sugar 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 291, 301, 304, 518, 

521. See cerebrospinal fluid dextrose 

in urine, 57-61, 345-349- See urine 

sugar and glycosuria 

puncture of Claude Bernard, glycosuria 

from, 60 

Sulfanilamide, 261, 379, 417 

agranulocytosis from, 245 

alkalosis from, 86 

anemia from, 214 

cyanosis from, 23 

in urinary infections, 50, 80 

methemoglobinemia from, 23 

quantitative determination in blood, 417 
in urine, 379 

indications for, 261 

interpretation of, 261 

standards, 418 

therapy, urine pH for, 80 

Sulfapyridine, 261, 417 

agranulocytosis from, 245 

anemia from, 214 

hematuria from, 20 

quantitative determination in blood, 417 
in urine, 379 

indications for, 261 

interpretation of, 261 

Sullivan’s test for cystin in urine, 355 
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Sulphates, inorganic, in serum, 43 

Sulphemoglobinemia, 23, 35, 51, 217, 416 

Sulphemoglobinuria, 23, 35, 51, 217, 358 

anuria from, 35, 51 

impaired renal function from, 35, 51 

Sulphonal, porphyrinuria after ingestion of, 

23 

Sulphosalicylic acid test for proteinuria, 

technic of, 342 

Sulphuric acid, excretion of, in conservation 

of base, 76 

Suprarenal function, disorders of, 115. See 

Addison’s disease 

Supravital staining of blood, 229, 497 

Surface area correction in urea clearance, 

384 

effect on basal metabolism, 98 

table for calculation of, 426, 427 

tension test for bile salts, 357 

Sweating, 50, 132. See perspiration 

Syphilis, 259. See also paresis, neuro¬ 

syphilis, tabes dorsalis, meningitis 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 292, 297-300 

congenital, anemia in, 222 

hemorrhagic disease in, 274 

eosinophilia in, 241 

false positive tests for, 260 

interpretation of tests for, 259, 260 

leukocytosis in, 238 

of central nervous system, cerebrospinal 

fluid in, 290-302, 310, 312 

of liver, 157, 158 

icterus index in, 140, 141 

urobilinogenuria in, 138 

of pulmonary artery, erythrocytosis in, 

226 

of stomach, achlorhydria in, 126 

cause of hour glass stomach, 125 

volume of stomach contents in, 125 

paroxysmal hemoglobinuria in, 22 

sedimentation rate in, 256 

serologic tests for, 259, 300, 512, 521 

cerebrospinal fluid for, 521 

in craniopharyngioma, 115 

in cirrhosis of liver, 157 

in syphilis of central nervous system, 

3°°> 312 
splenomegaly in, 219, 222 

Syphilitic, cirrhosis, 157 
ascitic fluid in, 144 

hepatitis, 158 

icterus index in, 14° 

Syphilitic, hepatitis, urobilinogenuria in 

138 

meningitis, coma from, 310 

Tabes dorsalis, 312 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 290-301 

Lange curve in, 300 

pyelonephritis in, 50, 312 

Tables. See list of tables, XXI and XXII 

Taenia echinococcus, 151, 153, 454 

cysts of, 288 

hooklets in cyst fluid, 454, 523 . 

saginata, 152, 452 

ovum, Plate VIII, 453 

solium, 151, 152, 452 

Tallqvist method of hemoglobin estimation, 

470 

Tapeworms in feces, 151, 152, 153, Plate 

VIII, 451-454 
Tea, effect on urine volume, 27 

Teratoma, Aschheim-Zondek test in, 317 

Tertian malaria, Frontispiece, 197-198, 

484-486 

Test meals, 118-132, 431-434. See stom¬ 

ach contents and alcohol, Ewald, 

fractional, stasis and Riegel meals 

choice of, 122 

Testis, hormones of, 97 

Tetanus, hemoglobinuria following seru 

reaction in, 22 

leukocytosis in, 238 

Tetany, alkali reserve estimation in, 78, 

caused by alkalosis, 79, 87, 109 

gastric, 87, 109 

infantile, serum calcium in, 107, 108 

parathyroid, serum calcium in, 107, 108 

116 
postoperative, serum calcium in, 112 

serum calcium in, 107, 108 

Tetrachlorethane, monocytosis from, 243 

Tetranol, porphyrinuria from, 23 

Thalassemia, 222. See Cooley s anemia 

Theelin in blood, 97, 116 

in urine, 97, 116 

Thread worm in feces, 153, 455 

Three glass test, in hematuria, 19, 350 

in pyuria, 24, 350 

Threshold substances, 12 

Throat cultures, 258, 509 
in agranulocytosis, 2041 220, 245 

in granulopenia, 204, 220, 245 

in infectious mononucleosis, 266 

in leukemia, 204, 220, 245, 263, 264 
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Throat lesions in aplastic anemia, 204, 220, 

245 
smears, 258, 507 

Thrombasthenic purpura, 275 

Thrombin, role in blood coagulation of, 269 

Thrombocytosis, 271 

in acute blood loss, 206, 271 

in hemolytic icterus, 215 

in increased red cell destruction, 205, 214 

Thrombopenia, 271, 273-275 

and splenic function, 269 

bleeding time in, 269 

clot retraction in, 270 

essential, 273, 275. See purpura hemor¬ 

rhagica 

in aplastic anemia, 204, 220, 272, 274 

in Band’s disease, 217 

in leukemia, 272, 274 

Thrombopenic purpura, 268, 273, 275. See 

purpura hemorrhagica 

Thrombosis, cerebral, coma from, 308 

lateral sinus, Queckenstedt test for, 295 

spinal fluid in, 290-301, 310 

of portal or splenic veins, 157, 218 

blood in stomach contents from, 128, 

218 

leukopenia in, 2x8, 245 

Thymus, blood formation in, 165 

hormone of, 97 

Thyroglobin, effect on basal metabolism, 

101 

Thyroid, adenomata of, 96, 112 

carcinoma of, basal metabolic rate in, 105, 

”3 
desiccated, activity of, 101 

effect on basal metabolism, iox 

diffuse parenchymatous hyperplasia of, 

96, 105, hi. See goiter, exophthalmic 

disease, blood iodine in, 111 

cholesterol estimation in, 42, no, 112 

effect of iodine in, 102, 111 

summary of, 94-117 

gland, in metabolism, 94-96 

hormone, concentration of, 95, 96, 101 

deficiency of, 95, 106, 112 

in metabolism, normal amount of, 95, 
101 

increase of, 95, 101 

hyperplasia of, adenomatous, 105-112 

malignant tumor of, basal metabolism in, 

io5,113 
nodular, hyperplasia of, 96, 105, m 

parenchyma, deficiency of, 96, 106, 112 
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Thyroid, parenchyma, hyperplasia of, 96 

105, in 
preparations, metabolism during use of, 

101, 113 

thyroxin content of, 101 

secretion in red cell formation, 204, 219 

storage of hormone in, 95, 96 

therapy, basal metabolism in, 96, 101, 113 

Thyroidectomy, basal metabolism follow¬ 

ing, 112 

Thyroiditis, basal metabolic rate in, 105, 

113 

myxedema in, 112, 113 

Thyrotoxicosis, basal metabolic rate in, 105, 

hi 

Thyrotropic hormone of anterior pituitary, 

97 
Thyroxin content of thyroid preparations, 

101 

effect on basal metabolism of, 101 

formula of, 95 

in metabolism, 95, 101 

iodine content of, 95, 101 

Thyroxin polypetide, effect on basal metab¬ 

olism, 101 

Tics, basal metabolism in, 100, 106 

Tissues, buffer action in, 75 

Toad bites, hemoglobinuria following, 22 

Toadstool poisoning, hemoglobinuria follow¬ 

ing, 22 

Tonsillitis, glomerular nephritis following, 

45, 46 
Tonsils, blood formation in, 165 

Topfer’s dimethyl test for hydrochloric 

acid in stomach contents, 438 

Total base in cerebrospinal fluid, 291 

in plasma, 291 

nitrogen in urine, 80, 81, 367-370. See 

urine, total nitrogen of 

protein in plasma, 39-41, 284, 285, 405- 

408 

solids in cerebrospinal fluid, 291 

in plasma, 291 

of urine, calculation of, 341 

titratable acidity of urine, 80, 379 

Toxemia, leukocytosis in, 237 

Toxemias of pregnancy, 319-322. See also 

eclampsia and pregnancy, pernicious 
vomiting of 

acidosis in, 85 

alkali reserve estimation in, 78, 85 

prevention of, 314, 316 

urobilinogenuria in, 138 
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Toxic neutrophils, prognosis from, Plate VI, 

252. 253, 483. 484 

Toxic products of protein digestion, re¬ 

moval from blood by liver, 134 

Toxins, bacterial, aplastic anemia from, 204, 

220 

effect on red cells of, 204, 205, 213 

hepatitis from, 140, 158 

normocytic anemia from, 213, 214, 217 

Tracheal occlusion, carbon dioxide tension 

in, 82, 83, 89 

Training, 8 

Transfusion, 276-279, 510-512 

in hemorrhagic diseases, 273, 276 

Transitional cells, Plate III, 161-164. See 

monocytes. 

Transudates, 39, 284-287, 522 

affecting plasma proteins, 40 

bacteriologic examinations of, 258, 287, 

S23 

cell count in, 286, 523 

chemical examination of, 287, 519, 522 

differential count in, 286, 523 

effect on feces, 146 

formation of, 284 

gross examination of, 286, 522 

indications for examination of, 285 

in sputum, 280 

in stomach contents, sources of, 118 

interpretation of findings in, 284-287 

loss of chlorides into, 132 

microscopic examination of, 286, 523 

protein content of, 39> 285, 286, 5*9* 522 

Rivalta test in, 523 

sites for, 286 

tumor cells in, 287, 523 

Trauma, acute hemorrhage from, 206 

blood in cerebrospinal fluid from, 296, 307 

in urine from, 21 

cerebral, glycosuria in, 60, 303 

from stomach tube, blood in stomach 

contents from, 128 

increased intracranial pressure in, 295 

Trematodes in feces, i54> 45^ 
Tremors, effect on basal metabolism of, 100, 

106 

Trialistic theory, 165 

Trichinella spiralis, 151, I53» 45^ 

Trichinosis, 15U I53> 45^ 
Bachman skin test for, 154 

eosinophilia in, 240 

symptoms of, 151, 153 
Trichocephalus dispar in feces, i54> 455 

Trichomonas hominis in feces, 152, 451 

vaginalis in leukorrhea, 151, 152, 288, 

323, 45U 525 
Trichuris trichiura in feces, 154, 455 

ovum, Plate VIII, 455 

Trional, porphyrinuria from, 23 

Triple allelomorph theory of Bernstein, 277 

phosphates in urine, 25, 353, 354 

Trypanosomiasis, 198 

eosinophilia in, 240 

spinal fluid cell count in, 298 

Trypsin in duodenal contents, determina¬ 

tion of, 442 

Tubercle bacilli, concentration technic for, 

507. 508, 515 
guinea pig inoculation for, 507, 516, 523 

in ulceration of intestine, 156 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 258, 297, 507, 518 

in exudates, 287, 523 

in feces, 156, 507, 5x5 

in secretions, 287, 523 

in sputum, 283, 284, 507, 508, 515 

examination for, 507, 508, 515, 516 

in stomach contents, 130 

in urine, 24, 50, 507, 508 

lipoids of, monocytosis from, 243 

Ziehl-Neelson stain for, 508 

Tubercles solitary, icterus index in, 141 

increased intracranial pressure in, 294 

Tuberculosis, amyloidosis of kidney in, 51 

blood cholesterol in, 42 

caseous, leukocytosis in, 239 

chronic, leukocytosis in, 238 

differential leukocyte count in, 243, 244, 

245 
leukopenia in, 244, 245 
lymphocyte-monocyte ratio in, 243, 244 

miliary, cerebrospinal fluid in, 290-302, 

3io 
leukemoid blood in, 265 

leukocytosis in, 238 

lymphocytosis in, 244 

sedimentation rate in, 256 

monocytosis in, 243, 244 

negative nitrogen balance in, 81 

of intestine, 156 

blood in feces in, 148 

of kidney, 50 

albuminuria in, 17 

pyuria in, 24 

hematuria in, 20 

of spleen, 218 
of urinary tract, polyuria from, 29 
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Tuberculosis, pallor in, 187 
pulmonary, exacerbations of, in preg¬ 

nancy, 314 
examination of stomach contents for 

tubercle bacilli in, 130, 507 
sputum in, 280-284, SiS-S1^ 
urobilinogenuria in, 139 

sedimentation rate in, 256 

uric acid in, 42 
Tuberculous effusions, characteristics of, 

284-287 
meningitis, 290-302,310. See meningitis 

tuberculous 
pachymeningitis externa, 295, 296, 299 
pneumonia, leukocytosis in, 239 

Tularemia, leukocytosis in, 238 
Tumor, benign, sedimentation rate in, 257 

brain, 290-301, 311. See brain tumor 
cells in effusions, 287, 523 
cystic, echinococcus, cause of, 153, 288, 

454, 523 
intra-abdominal, effect on volume of 

gastric contents, 125 
malignant, anemia from, 205, 206, 211, 

217, 220 
eosinophilia in, 241, 242 
leukocytosis in, 337 
myelophthisic anemia from, 205, 217, 

220 

normocytic anemia from, 205, 217, 220 
of bone, serum calcium in, 109 

phosphatase in, no 
phosphorus in, 110 

of kidney, hematuria in, 20 
plasma proteins in, 40 
sedimentation rate in, 257 

splenic puncture contraindicated in, 
202 

with metastases, Bence-Jones pro- 
tenuria in, 18 

bone marrow in, 201, 217, 220 
necrotic, sedimentation rate in, 257 
of bone, serum phosphatase in, no 

marrow, leukemoid blood in, 265 
nucleated red cells in, 193 
white cells in, 237, 241, 248 

of central nervous system, spinal fluid in, 
290-301, 311. See brain tumor and 
spinal cord tumor, 

of kidney, 50 

hematuria in, 21 

of posterior fossa, contraindication to 
spinal puncture, 292, 3x1 
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Tumor, of prostate, hematuria in, 21. See 

prostate 
spinal cord, 290-301, 311. See spinal 

cord tumors 
Tungstate method of filtrate preparation, 

385 

Turk cells, 161, 164, Plate V, 250. See 

proplasmacytes. 
Turpentine, leukocytosis from, 237 

poisoning, albuminuria in, 17 

anuria in, 28 
hematuria in, 20 

oliguria in, 28 
Typhoid abscess, leukocytosis in, 239 

bacilli, culture of, in ulceration of intes¬ 

tine, 156, 258, 509 
fever, 156 

agglutination test for, 259 

blood culture in, 258 
feces in, 148 

icterus index in, 142 

in infants, leukocytosis in. 230 
leukopenia in, 156, 245 

lymphocytosis in, 244 
platelet count in, 272 

meningitis, leukocytosis in, 239 
pleurisy, leukocytosis in, 239 

Typhus, agglutination test for, 259 
leukocytosis in, 238 

monocytosis in, 243 
Tyrosin and thyroid hormone, 296 

in urine, 25, 144, 353, 355 

metabolism and alkaptonuria, 57 
and tyrosinosis, 57 

Millon’s test for, in urine, 25, 355 
Tyrosinosis, 57 

reduction of Benedict’s solution in, 57 

Ulcer, 155. See peptic ulcer. 

Ulceration, amebic, 151, 156. See amebic 
dysentery 

in anus, feces in, 147 

of intestine, summary of, 155, 156 

Ulcerative colitis, 147-152, 155* 156. See 
colitis, ulcerative 

Uncinariasis, 153. See Necator americanus 
Undernutrition, basal metabolism in, 107 

Undulant fever, agglutination test for, 259 
blood culture in, 258 

leukocytosis in, 238 
leukopenia in, 245 

Urate crystals in urine, 25, 353, 355 

Urates amorphous, in urine, 25, 349) 353 
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Urea clearance test, 33, 34, 36, 382-385 

advantages of, 36 

comment on, 36 

disadvantages of, 36 

effect of vasodilating drugs on, 36 

estimation of, 382-385 

in eclampsia, 321 

in kidney function impairment, 33-35, 

44 

in pregnancy, 315 

indications for, 36, 53 

normals for, 36 

pathologic results, 36, 44 

physiologic variations, 36 

concentration test, 43 

formation of ammonia from, 77 

of in liver, 134 

index of Addis, 43 

of McLean, 43 

nitrogen in blood, 32-35, 381. See blood 

urea nitrogen 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 291,302,304,521. 

See cerebrospinal fluid urea nitrogen, 

in plasma, 109 

in urine, estimation of, 365-367 

of stomach contents, 131 

ratio of non-protein nitrogen to, 43 

Urease solutions, stable, 366 

Uremia, 52, 309 

acidosis in, 38, 78, 83, 85, 86, 305, 309 

blood creatinine in, 33-35. 37 

examination in, 53, 305, 309 

urea clearance in, 33-35. 36 

nitrogen in, 32-35, 43, 52, 309 

cerebrospinal fluid in, 290-302, 3°4. 3°9 

coma from, 302-305, 309 

dextrose in spinal fluid in, 301 

eclamptic, 52 
edema of brain in, cerebrospinal fluid in, 

29S 

in nephritis, 45~53 

leukocytosis in, 237, 238 
phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 32, 

33“3S 
pseudo-, 52 

true, 52 

in pregnancy, 322 
Uremic breath as indication for laboratory 

tests, 53 
Uric acid crystals in urine, 25, 353. 355 

destruction, 134 

in blood, 41, 388. See blood uric acid, 

in cerebrospinal fluid, 291 

Uric acid crystals in plasma, 291 

Urinalysis, 338-380. See also urine, 

in coma, 303 

indications for further tests from, 303 

in diagnosis of anemia, 187 

in eclampsia, 321 

in hemoglobinuria, 22 

in pregnancy, 318 

indications for, 14, 53 

in diseases of urinary system, 53 

interpretation of, 14-32, 55-61, 73, 80- 

82, 137-139 

planning of, 338 

rapid system for, 338 

routine, 338 

Urinary calculi, 26 

chemical identification of, 354, 355 

polyuria in, 29 

output, alteration of, 26 

tract, disorders of, n-54 

indications for laboratory tests in, 

14. 53 

infections, 13, 14, 24. 49. 5°- See 

cystitis, pyelitis, pyelonephritis, 

kidney, tuberculosis of, urethritis, 

tests indicated, 24, 53 

obstruction of, 14, 30, 49 5° 

blood creatinine in, 34, 37 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

nitrogen in, 32, 34 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 

34 
pyelonephritis in, 50 

rupture of abscess in, pyuria in, 24 

trauma to, hematuria in, 21 

ulceration of, hematuria in, 21 

Urine, aceto-acetic acid in, 70-73, 344- 

See ketosis 

Gerhardt’s test for, 345 

Lange’s test for, 345 

acetone in, 70-73. 344- See ketosis 

in pregnancy, 314. 3*8, 320 

acidity of, 80, 341, 379 
influence of gastric hydrochloric acid 

secretion on, 119 

albumin in, I4-I7. 342_344> 359. 5I9- 

See albuminuria 
alkaline tide of, during digestion, So, 119 

amino acid content of, in liver disease, 

ammonia nitrogen in, 80, 81,144.363~3 5 

estimation of, 363-365 

in acidosis, 81, 144 
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Urine, ammonia nitrogen in, in cystitis, 25, 

81, 144 
in eclampsia, 50, 81, 321 

in liver disease, 81, 144 

interpretation of, 80, 81 

normals for, 81 
ammoniacal decomposition of, 25, 81 

appearance of, 340 

arsenic in, test for, 359 

bacteria in, 24, 49, 5°, 258, 35r* 5°7_5°9 

Bence-Jones protein in, 17 

tests for, 342-344 

benzidin test for blood in, 358 

bile absent from in hematogenous jaun¬ 

dice, 137, 141, 159 

pigment in, 137, 356. See also bile 

pigment and bilirubin 

adsorption test for, 356 

appearance of, 340 

foam test for, 356 

Huppert-Cole test for, 356 

interpretation of, 137 

Sparkman test for, 379 

salts in, 137, 357. See bile salts 

Pettenkofer’s test for, 357 

surface tension test for, 357 

bilirubin in, 137, 356. See bilirubin 

biliverdin in, 137, 356 

blood in, 19-21, 340, 351, 356, 358. See 

hematuria 

casts in, 18, 349 

causes of, 18 

formation of, 14 

in albuminuria, 19 

in eclampsia, 50, 318, 321 

in passive congestion of kidney, 15 

in pregnancy, 318 

causes of variation in, 12 

chlorides in, in lobar pneumonia, 133 

quantitative estimation of, 371 

test for, 359 

chyle in, 25, 198, 288, 340 

collection of specimens of, 338 

color of, 340 

contamination of from genitalia, 14 

creatine in, 315, 371 

creatinine in, estimation of, 315, 371 

cultures of, 24, 258, 509 

cystin in, 25, 353, 355 

decreased chloride excretion in, 133, 359 

dextrose in, 57-61, 345-349. 372-378. 

See dextrose and glycosuria 

diazo test in, 358 

Urine, dilution and concentration of, 31, 

361 

excretion of acid in, 76, 80 

fermentation test in, 346 

formation of, n-13 

and blood supply to kidneys, 13, 383 

galactose in, 61, 143, 345, 372-378 

glycuronates in, 57, 58, 345“348 

guaiac test for blood in, 358 

hemoglobin derivatives in, 22, 35, 51, 

217, 340, 358 
hemoglobin in, 22, 35, 51, 217, 340, 358 

homogentisic acid in, 57, 340, 345, 348, 

349 
hydrogen ion concentration of, 80, 341 

identification of reducing substances in, 

58-61, 346-349 

in atherosclerosis, 48 

in cyst fluid, identification of, 288, 523 

in cystitis, 24, 49, 80 

in increased red cell destruction, 139, 

196, 205, 214-217 

in nephritis, 14-53 

in pyelitis, 24, 49, 80 

increase of urobilinogen in, 137-139, 196 

214-217 

increased amino acids in, 134, 158 

night volume of, 30 

indican in, test for, 358 

indications for examination of, 14, 53 

interpretation of examination of, 14-53, 

55-6i, 73, 80-82, 137-139 

labelling specimens of, 339 

lactose in, 61, 314, 318, 345-348 

leucin in, 25, 144, 353 

in severe liver damage, 158 

levulose in, 60, 345-348 

maltose in, 61, 345-348 

melanin in, test for, 340, 356 

mercury in, test for, 359 

Millon’s test, 25, 144, 355 

Mosenthal test of, 30, 360. See Mosen- 

thal test 

normal composition of, 12, 380 

normal specific gravity of, 27 

normal total solids of, 27 

normal volume of, 27 

for children, 27 

odor of, 341 

orthotolidin test for blood in, 358 

osazone test in, 346 

ova of Schistosoma hematobium in, 21, 

r54, 352, 457 
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Urine, pentose in, 61, 345-348 

pH of, 80, 341 

for mandelic acid therapy, 80 

for sulfanilamide therapy, 80 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 32, 

33~35> 362. See phenolsulphonphthal¬ 
ein test 

physiologic variations^ 11 volume of, 27 

porphyrin in, 23, 356 

protein in, 14-18, 342-344, 359, 519 

Bence-Jones, 17, 18, 342-344 

biuret test for, 344 

heat and acetic test for, 344 

heat coagulation test for, 344 

mucinous, causes of, 18 

nitric acid ring test for, 344 

quantitative estimation of, 14, 360, 519 

Robert’s ring test for, 344 

sulphosalicylic acid test for, 342 

tests for, 342-344, 360, 519 

pus in, 23, 349. See pyuria 

ratio of night to day volume, 29, 360 

reaction of, 80, 341 

red cells in, 17, 19-22, 340, 351. See 

hematuria 

reducing substances in, 57-61, 345-349 

Benedict’s qualitative test for, 345 

Fehling’s test for, 346 

normals for, 57 

tests for, 345-349, 372-378 

retention of, 28, 49, 50 

routine qualitative examination of, 338- 

360 

sediments, 18-26, 340, 349-356 

ammonium urate in, 25, 353, 355 

bacteria in, 24, 49, 50, 351, 507, 509 

blood in, 19-23, 340, 351, 357, 358- 

See hematuria 

calcium oxalate in, 26, 353, 354 

casts in, 18, 349 

chemical, 25, 26, 353, 354 

contaminations in, 352 

count of, 25, 353 

crystals in, 25, 26, 353, 354 

chemical identification of, 354, 355 

cylindroids in, 351 

cystin in, 25, 353, 355 
doubly refracting lipoid droplets in, 24, 

353 
epithelial cells in, 24, 351 

examination of, 18-26, 349-356 

fat droplets in, 24, 353 

gross inspection of, 34°, 349 

Urine, sediments, in pregnancy, 50, 318 

microscopic examination of, 349-354 

ova of Schistosoma hematobium in, 21 

I54, 352, 457 
pus in, 17, 23, 349. See pyuria 

red cells in, 19-22, 340, 351. See 

hematuria 

spermatozoa in, 351 

three gmss test of, 19, 350 

triple phosphates in, 25, 353, 354 

urates in, 25, 340, 353 

uric acid in, 25, 340, 353, 355 

smears of, 24, 258, 507, 508 

sodium chloride concentration fixation of 

3°, 361, 37i 
specific gravity, 26-31, 339, 341. See 

also oliguria and polyuria 

device for, 339 

fixation of, 30, 31 

in diabetes insipidus, 29, 57 

in diabetes mellitus, 29, 57 

in nephritis, 28-31, 45-50 

in passive congestion of kidney, 15, 28 

sugars, qualitative test for, 57-61, 345- 

349 
quantitative estimation of, 61, 372-378 

sulfanilamide in, quantitative determina¬ 

tion of, 379 

sulfapyridine in, quantitative determina¬ 

tion of, 379 

table of normal findings in, 12, 380 

theelin in, 97, 117 

total acidity of, 80, 378 

total nitrogen, 80, 81, 367-370 

calculation of protein metabolism 

from, 69, 81 

fixation of, 30 

in eclampsia, 81, 321 

in severe liver damage, 81, 158 

indications for, 80, 81 

interpretation of, 81 

normals for, 12, 81, 380 

total output and fluid intake, 14, 26-31 

total solids of, calculation of, 27, 341 

24-hour volume, dextrose estimation in, 

61, 372-378 

for glycosuria, 57-61 
indications for analysis of, 14, 26, 53 

tyrosin in, 25, 144. 353> 355 

in liver damage, 144, 158 

test for, 355 
urea nitrogen in, estimation of, 364 3 7 

in acidosis, 81, 144 
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Urine, urea nitrogen in, in cystitis, 81, 144 

in liver disease, 81, 144 

urobilinogen in, 137-139* 357. 379- See 
urobilinogen 

volume, 26-31, 338, 339 
in ascites, 28 

in diabetes insipidus, 29, 57 

in diabetes mellitus, 29, 57 

in nephritis, 28-31, 45“5° 

in pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, 

28, 320 

in pregnancy, 314 

Urobilin, formation of, 136 

Urobilinogen, 136, I37-I39> *49> 19&t 357* 

379, 445 
absorption of, 136, 145 

and destruction of hemoglobin, 136, 139, 

149, 170, 196 
excretion in aplastic anemia, 149,196, 204, 

220 

in Banti’s disease, 138, 157, 218 

in cirrhosis of liver, 138, 149, 157, 218 

in diagnosis of anemia, 139, 187, 196, 

203-223 

in erythroleukoblastosis, 139, 149, 196, 

221 
in hemolytic icterus, 139, 149, 159, 196, 

221 
in hypochromic microcytic anemias, 

139, 196, 203, 210 

in jaundice, 137, 139, 149, 158 

in myelophthisic anemias, 139, 196, 

205, 217 

in nephritis with passive congestion, 

15,138 

in pernicious anemia, 139, 149, 159, 
196, 207 

in poisoning, 139, 149, 158, 196, 214- 

217 

in red cell destruction, 139, 149, 159, 

196,205,214-217 
formation of, 136 

in feces, 149, 445 

and erythrocyte destruction, 196 

qualitative test for, 445 

quantitative test for, 137, 138, 445 
Schmidt’s test for, 149, 445 

in urine, 136, 137-139, 158-160, 196, 357, 

379 
and erythrocyte destruction, 196 

interpretation of, 137-139, 196 
normals for, 138 
qualitative test for, 357 
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Urobilinogen, in urine, quantitative test 

for, 137, 138, 379 
Uroporphyrin, excretion of, 23, 356 

Urotropin poisoning, hematuria in, 20 

Urticaria, eosinophilia in, 240 

Uterus, carcinoma of, anemia in, 206, 211, 

217, 220 

blood creatinine in, 35, 37, 50 

urea clearance in, 33-35, 3^, 5° 
nitrogen in, 32, 35, 50 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 35, 50 

pyelonephritis from, 50 

Vaccines, eosinophilia from, 240 

Vacuoles in cytoplasm of neutrophils, 

prognosis from, 252, 253, 483, 484 
Vagina, Trichomonas vaginalis in, 151, 152, 

288, 323, 45U 525 
Vaginal discharges, examination of, 288, 

524, 525 
Van den Bergh test, for bilirubin in blood, 

142, 412 
in diagnosis of anemia, 187 

in hemolytic icterus, 142, 159, 215 

in red cell destruction, 142, 159 

interpretation of, 142 

normals for, 142 

Van Slyke’s gasometric method for alkali 

reserve, 398-403 

for hemoglobin estimation, 469 

Vaquez’s disease, 225. See polycythemia 

rubra vera. 

Varices, esophageal, rupture of, 128, 148 

157, 217, 218 
Vascular disturbances, capillary microscopy 

in, 289 

permeability, 269 

Ventricular hemorrhage, cerebrospinal fluid 

in, 296, 308 

Vertebrae, dislocation of, subarachnoid 

block from, 295, 296, 299 

fracture of, subarachnoid block from, 

295, 296, 299 

osteomyelitis of, cerebrospinal fluid in, 

292, 297, 298, 310 

meningitis from, 292, 310 

Vicia fave, cause of hemoglobinuria, 22 

Vincent’s angina, leukopenia in, 245 

Viosterol therapy, serum calcium in, 109 

Vital capacity, 289, 524 

in disease of lung, 289 

in heart disease, 289 

normals for, 289 
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Vitamin A deficiency, platelet count in, 272 

B, relation to antipernicious anemia prin¬ 

ciple, 170 

B2 and anemia, 204 

B6 and anemia, 204 

C, 269, 272 

and anemia, 204 

and vascular permeability, 269, 272 

determination of, 4x8 

in red cell formation, 204 

D, deficiency, 107-110 

in scurvy, 275 

serum calcium after, 109 

K,269, 272 

and anemia, 204 

and jaundice, 134, 272, 275 

P, 269, 272 

and vascular permeability, 269, 272 

in scurvy, 275 

Volume coefficient, normals for, 172, 180, 

182, 183 

relation to corpuscular volume, 182 

to volume index, 183, 487-495 

variations with age and sex, 172, 180, 

182 

index, 172, 180, 182, 183, 188, 487-495. 

See index, volume 

of red cells, 172, 176, 181, 487. See red 

cell volume 

Volumetric flasks, 330 

Volvulus, 148, 155. See intestinal obstruc¬ 

tion 

Vomiting, acidosis from. 77, 84 

alkalosis from, 70, 86 

anhydremia from, 50 

blood chloride in, 132 

creatinine in, 34, 37 

in stomach contents from, 129 

urea clearance in, 34, 36 

nitrogen in, 34, 35 

volume in, 225 

cyclic, of children, 64, 85 

decreased intra-cranial pressure in, 295 

plasma protein in, 40, 50 

in Addison’s disease, 115 

in exophthalmic goiter, 112 

in intestinal obstruction, 155 

ketosis in, 73 

negative nitrogen balance in, 81 

oliguria following, 28 

pernicious, of pregnancy, 3*9t 320- Set- 

pregnancy, pernicious vomiting of 

phenolsulphonphthalein test in, 31, 34 

Vomiting, plasma volume in, 225 

polycythemia simulated by, 225 

reverse peristalsis in, 120 

severe, alkali rserve estimation in, 77, 

84, 85, 86, 87 

Vomitus, examination of, 130, 434 

interpretation of, 130 

Von Gierke’s glycogen disease, 64 

dextrose tolerance in, 68 

hypoglycemia in, 64 

Von Jaksch’s anemia, 221 

Wassermann test, 259, 300, 512, 521. See 

syphilis, serologic tests for 

Waste products, removal of by kidney, 

12 

Water, absorption of in large bowel, 145 

balance and kidney function, 11 

content of cerebrospinal fluid, 291 

of plasma, 291 

metabolism, influence of liver on, 135 

Weighted mean in differential cell count, 

252, 483 
Weil’s disease, 158 

Westergren method, modified, for red cell 

sedimentation rate, 253-258, 501-503. 

See sedimentation rate 

Whip worm in feces, 154, 455 

White cell count, 172-174, 228-267, 475- 

484 

absolute values for, 231-235 

differential, 172, 231-267, 476-487- 

See differential white cell count and 

neutrophilia, eosinophilia, basophilia, 

lymphocytosis, monocytosis 

error in, 172 

in anemias, 187, 201-223 

in bone marrow, 200, 201, 500 

in ectopic pregnancy, 323 

in infestation with intestinal parasites, 

240 

in leukemias, 261-267 

in pregnancy, 236, 316 

in ulceration of intestine, 156 

interpretation of, 172, 231-267 

of cerebrospinal fluid, 298, 518. See 

cerebrospinal fluid 

prognosis from, 252, 253, 483, 484 

technic of, 476- 487 

variation with age, 230-235 

cells, abnormal, 161-168, Plates IV, V, VI, 

246-253, 478-484 

amitosis in, 250 
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White cells, basophilia of cytoplasm of, 

Plate VI, 253, 484 

calculation of relative increases in, 237 

cutaneous effect of ether on, 236 

degenerative index of, 253, 484 

differential count of, prognosis from, 

252, 483 

disintegrating in blood, 235 

absolute values for, 235 

diurnal variations in, 235 

effect of fever on, 236 

of labor on, 236, 316 

of massage on, 236 

of muscular exertion on, 235 

of pregnancy on, 236, 316 

of puerperium on, 236, 316 

filament-nonfilament count of, 252, 

483 

formation of, 164-169, Chart I 

granules of, 167, Plates II, III, IV 

and VI, 478-482 

histogenesis of, 161-168, Chart I 

identification of, 478-481 

immature forms of, 161-168, Chart I, 

Plates IV, V and VI, 246-252, 

478-483 

in erythroleukoblastosis, 221 

in leukemia, 201, 246-250, 261, 267 

in myelophthisic anemia, 201, 205, 

217 

in osteomyelitis, 205, 217, 246-249 

in prognosis, 252, 483 

significance of, 246-250 

in anemias, 187, 201, 203-223, 246- 

249 

in erythrocytosis, 225, 226 

in Hodgkin’s disease, 219 

in hypochromic microcytic anemias, 
210 

in infectious diseases, 228-267 

in leukemias, 201, 246-250, 261-267 

in lymphosarcoma, 219 

in pernicious anemia, 208, 251 

in polycythemia rubra vera, 225, 246- 
249 

in sickle cell anemia, 216, 246-249 

in trichinosis, 240 

in tuberculosis, 243-245 

increased formation of, 228 

indexes for prognosis from, 252, 253, 

483, 484 

liberation of, 228 

White cells, life of, 228 
maturation of, 161-169, Chart I 

mature forms of, Chart I, Plates II, III, 

167, 168, 230-235, 478-484 

mitosis in, 250 

mode of destruction of, 228 

morphology of, 167, 168, Chart I, 

Plates II-VI, 478-484 

nomenclature of, 161-164 

normals for, 172, 200, 229-235 

peroxidase stain, 249, 495. See per¬ 

oxidase stain. 

physiologic variations in, 235, 236 

pigment in, in malaria, 198 

prognosis from, Plate VI, 252, 253, 

483, 484 

ratio of in tuberculosis, 244 

relationship of, Chart I. 

Schilling’s classification of, 238 

staining of, 476-486, 495, 497 

table for differential diagnosis of, 478- 

481 

toxic granules in, Plate VI, 253, 483 

unavoidable errors in differential count 

of, 203, 232 

weighted mean of, 483 

Whooping cough, cell count in, 243, 265 

differentiated from lymphocytic leukemia, 

264 

lymphocytosis in, 243 

Widal test, 258, 512 

in ulceration of intestine, 156 

Wine, effect on urine volume, 27 

Wood alcohol poisoning, acidosis from, 

84 
uric acid in, 42 

Worms in feces, 150-154, 451-457 

Worry, effect on basal metabolism, 100 

Wounds, culture from, 258, 509 

healing of, and serum proteins, 41, 155 

of chest, sputum in, 282 

smears from, 258, 507 

Wright’s staining of blood smears, technic 

of, 476-486 

of sputum, 283, 515 

Xanthochromia, causes of, 296 

leukopenia in, 245 

Xanthomatosis, blood cholesterol in, 42 
bone marrow in, 201 

Hand-Schuller Christian type of, diagno¬ 
sis of, 218, 219 
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Xanthomatosis, lesions of, cholesterol in, 
42, 219 

splenic puncture in, 202 

/-Xyloketose, 61, 348 

Y east, fermentation of lactose in urine by, 

61, 346 

in feces, 44b 

in stomach contents, 436 

in urine, 353 

INDEX 

Yellow atrophy, 158, 32 . See liver, yel¬ 

low atrophy of 

fever, 158 

leukopenia in, 245 

Ziehl-Neelsen stain for tubercle bacilli, 508 

indications for, 258 

Zinc method of blood filtrate preparation 
386 

“Zuckerguss” liver and spleen, 144 
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